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“The Li’le Greenho'n”—The Real

Immigrant Girl

Edith Terry Bremer

" I SEE a ship a sailing—a sailing on

the sea—and it is full of won

drous things, and some of them

for me.” When a youngster did yout

ever have that ditty, thrilling with the

mystery of things that were going to

be, chanted to your childish ears? Yet

somehow in spite of the fact that the

ship was even then sailing on the sea,

you had a feeling that not until you

were grown up and could be counted

on to manage that cargo would the

ship come into port. One need only

look about to see the prophecy come

true. Now, day after day from over

the sea sail a great procession of ships.

Thousands of people are on them.

They come from as many countries as

there are in the world. They speak as

many languages. They are as un

familiar to one another as all are

strange to us. Almost every step in

the climb of centuries is represented

in their varying states of “civiliza

tion.” They seem to have but one

thing in common—a determination to

get on, to “better themselves,” an

eagerness for work, and a rock-bot

tomed faith that the new country will

supply generous means for both.

For the last two years the ships have

brought of men, women and children

one million each year. Of women

alone they have brought more than

three hundred thousand. Of this three

hundred thousand, one hundred and

twenty thousand are young unmarried

girls! Sixty thousand and five hun

dred, are from sixteen to nineteen

years old, while another forty thou

sand are only between twenty and

twenty-four. Most of these girls have

come to the strange new land alone.

These are the “li’le greenho'ns” who

are swept along in the irresistible

march of immigration.

“Is Maria Ankevitch, seventeen

years old, in your tenement?”

“Ankevitch Maria 2 Ye-a. I got

li’le greenho'n by my woman. S'e ben

Amerik-a tre days. S'e wanta job,

Ankevitch Maria.”

“What nationality are you—what is

your “ol’ country’?” I asked a slim girl

sitting inside the doorway of a dark

hallway leading to an upstairs tene

ment. She was peering timidly and

wonderingly out upon the crowded lit

tle street as if what she saw held noth

ing familiar in it. “Me?”—with a

blush—“me greenho'n,” was the em

barrassed answer. The real greenhorn

girl who finds the struggles of adjust

ment to queer new ways of living and

to new and feverish ways of work so

bewildering, comes of the people that

make up the so-called “Present Immi

gration.”

Present immigration does not in

clude “Early Immigration.” It pro

ceeds from a different region of Eu

rope. Scoop out the northwest corner

of Europe and you have the countries

that gave and to a small extent are

I
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still giving our early immigration. In

numbers given, Germany stands first,

Ireland second, England, Scotland and

Wales third, Sweden and Norway

fourth, and lastly Denmark and the

Netherlands. Present immigration, on

the other hand, proceeds from central,

eastern and southern Europe. From

the governments of Austria, Russia,

Italy, Portugal, Greece and Turkey,

come the twenty-three different “na

tionalities” now astir and marching

along the broad highway that leads to

“great and good America.”

The earlier immigrant peoples have

been coming for fifty years, and now

are established in America. They are

a part of us, we are they ! It is im

possible to draw lines through com

munities dividing German descent

from Irish descent, or Danish descent

from English descent. And who shall

say which are not Americans? Pio

neering for them as nations was ended

twenty years ago. “Foreigners” from

Germany or Ireland now know what

they are about in coming to “the

States.” They know the hazards as

well as the opportunities. They go to

friends who settled years ago and use

America's English as their own

tongue. Should they find themselves

friendless, they know something of the

sort of institutions that might be ex

pected to exist in American communi

ties, and they are free from the suspi

ciousness bred of ignorance and me

diaeval Catholicism that holds the real

“immigrant” from turning to any but

his own kind. They are able to take

the initiative toward helping them

selves out of a tight place. Whereas

present immigration is constantly fed

from new communities, districts that

five years ago were still asleep to the

call of America, the early immigration

now is drawing unto itself the last ends

of family groups long since in Amer

ica. Few come who have not family

connections of some sort in the States.

Large numbers, moreover, come sec

ond cabin and not steerage at all. Cer

tain it is, any stranger in a country

not his own stands in need of friendli

ness and assistance. But the stress of

contending with unexplained strange

things appears a hundred times less

acute with the folk from the north than

with them of Austria, Russia and the

south.

Americans, when they have come to

know the northern people whose pre

vious environment has rendered them

more easily approachable, too often

fancy themselves at work upon the

“Immigrant Problem.” The real im

migrants are unapproachable and re

mote. They live in circles of their own

and know nothing of Americans. As

a nation we have not begun to learn

how to explain ourselves and our in

stitutions to them.

And the most remote of all immi

grants is the “li’le greenho'n' of a girl.

She is found in foreign colonies. Her

knowledge of the wonderful new land

is taken from the foreign colony itself.

Her life is hemmed in by it; she's

afraid to venture beyond its limiting

streets. Of course she does not always

stay a “greenho'n'', in her own esti

mation at least, but the timidity, the

sickening fear of the newly arrived

is beyond the imagination of most of

us to comprehend. Every girl who

comes is filled with dread tales of dark

and awful things that happen in Amer

ica. They add to her terror without

arming her with real wisdom to meet

experiences that do befall. The lan

guage is a serious enough hindrance

with immigrant men, but to the girl

the difficulty seems insurmountable.

One may take comfort in the thought,

however, that these very limitations

serve often as her protection.

Greater than the barrier of language

and her own personal fears, loom the

prejudices of her people. The differ

ent nationalities vary only in degree.

The mediaeval position of woman, that

she actually is an inferior sort of being

and must be ruled by the head of the

household, be he husband, father,

uncle, brother or only “cousin” is held

by all. The men believe it and the

women believe it. A woman need not

seek to attain to anything but a hus–
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band and her children, therefore why

train her for a better job; why take

the trouble of all the good ladies to

teach her English

“Don’t you think your sister had

better come to the English class?” an

International Institute visitor asked an

Italian brother. “Huh—her? 'cause

w’y? She ca'an' un’nerstan’—'cause

w’y? Her’s li'le greenho'n.''” was the

brotherly reply.

It were dangerous to set forth fig

ures upon the illiteracy of these young

women. Illiterate girls there are, and

many, and yet in any given locality or

community the ratio to all those who

can read and write is exceedingly

small. Illiteracy depends entirely upon

what the government has happened to

do for their education at home, not

upon any mental qualities of the race.

Generally speaking, where men are

illiterate the women are; and where

men are literate the women are too.

Of course the illiterate woman is

hedged in more than her fortunate

sister. The opinion prevails that

she knows enough to keep her happy

anyhow and any more might un

settle her. “My woman ain' gotter

lern English—she ain' gotter no

sense—I say English—she stay by

house,” as a Russian man explained

to me once for his eighteen-year-old

bride.

The immigrant girl crowds the

ranks of the vast army of unskilled

workers. Her only marketable asset

is her young strength of body brought

from life on the fields and hillsides

of her old-world home. She gets a

job where “hands” are wanted—it is

always “hands” that are wanted—

never “heads”. Even those girls who

have worked at trades in the old coun

try cannot find work at it here because

they have not the language. The head

quarters of the Hodcarrier's Union of

Chicago was startled one day to find

itself besieged by a dozen young Hun

garian women who could not speak

one word of English, but steadfastly

held forth their membership cards,

which stated that they were ‘Union

members of the Hod Carriers' trade

in Hungary. They had grown tired

of Scrubbing, and wanted a better job.

“Why don't you go home—when

you want to so much " I asked a

Polish girl whose cheeks looked as if

they must have been fresh and rosy not

such a very long time ago. She was

scrubbing footprints off the threshold

of a New York restaurant when I

stopped, to avoid upsetting her dirty

looking bucket. “Home—ol' coun'ry—

is werk, is Mudder, is cows—is gress

—is sky. Noo Yerk—no mudder, no

cows—werk!” Alle peoples tell 'merika

is much money—get gran’ suc-cess—

NO! 'merika scrub—scrub—Mudder

—s'e s'ink gran’ suc-cess,” then with

her head turned away—“no go home

—'shamed.”

The unskilled market offers meagre

choice. As a rule she must seek for

work within the foreign district, She

goes to a nearby factory or dingy

small shop, or she ventures into one of

the Employment Agencies that hover

like vultures over districts where

greenhorns can be found. The one

introduces her to the worst condi

tioned factories, the other delivers her

into “domestic service” which means

scrubbing and dishwashing in hotels

and cheap restaurants or in “private

families” that make a business of

“breaking in" girls of all work at three

dollars per week and down. In loneli

ness, and utter helplessness to change

or affect her lot, the last is perhaps the

worst. But whatever job takes her

“on” she proves a strong and willing

worker.

One hundred and twenty thousand

young girls landed in America this

passing year; most of them came all

the way alone ! By far the greatest

number come to earn the money that

is to be sent back to bring over their

families. A family decides to cast its

lot in America. Perhaps the father

must stay by the farm until all is ready

for the final move ; the brothers must

serve out the dreaded years in the

army; the oldest daughter is the only

one who can be sent. It is a great
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RUTHENIAN Girls IN THE “ HOLY FAMILY.”

distinction; she is proud to go. She

is loaded with the family treasures, is

provided with the necessary address

and name of a friend who is to receive

her, and with many blessings is sped

upon her journey. The very day after

she lands she must find her job. She

never forgets for a moment that she

must work, must work very hard to

send back the precious passage money

the soonest possible.

Another large number are allowed

to go to America that they may earn

for themselves the generous wedding

portion that the parents will be unable

to give. Moreover good marriages are

easily made in America. And there is

no husband so good as he who has

been in America. These girls, also, are

often in debt for their passage money

and must work at anything to pay it

back. A smaller number come while

their “betrothed” serve time in the

army. The money earned in America

will either start them well when she

goes back to be married, or will bring

him to America—which is usually the

case. And still a number come to earn

money to send back to the father for

debts or to keep the old folks com

fortable—money that could not be

earned at home.

Supposedly all these girls are

booked to relatives or friends. The

law insists upon it for their protection,

but for the vast majority the protec

tion is more theory than real. They

must fend for themselves, even though

all their training of the past and fears

and prejudices of the present combine

together to make them unfit.

Herein lies America's greatest prob

lem—America's greatest responsibility.

These thousands of young women

come to us to make homes; they come

full of dreams, real to them if vague

to us, of wonderful things to be found

in America. It is the rare immigrant

man or woman who does not cherish

an ideal of America, each according to

the best he is able. These girls are

helpless to reach out for the oppor

tunities America has set up for them

—even if they happen to understand

that they are there. Agencies ordi

narily touching the men pass over their

heads. She comes with ideals with

readiness to take what comes; but if

nothing comes—if she lives her sun

cheated, worked out life untouched by

the America we know, she—as we

ourselves would—loses faith, grows

discouraged, hardens. Years pass and

her children begin to attend the Amer
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ican school and learn to know that

they are “Americans”, and then for

her it is too late. She cannot, does

not, learn English. She fails to com

prehend the forces that shape the lives

of her children. Unless the father has

gone far in his American understand

ing it is not long before the children

become boss of the family. There re

sults that inversion of normal relation

ships wherein the parents are forced to

depend upon the children, and children

are deprived their rightful protection.

Our Juvenile Courts reveal startling

results of homes that never learned

how to “fit” into life in America's

cities, all because the immigrant pa

rents were never “started right.”

And yet even the “li’le greenho'n”

can be reached. Even the simplest

folk can be won, can be persuaded

that it's a fine thing for even a woman

to read and write English. At the

Christmas party of our International

Institute in New York, one of the

classes that gave a “number” was a

group of Ruthenian girls. They pre

sented the “Holy Family” as it is

given at Christmas time in their own

villages in far off Russia. They repre

sented Joseph and Mary with the

Babe in her arms and attendant angels,

and sang the native Christmas hymns

in Ruthenian. That group was illit

erate. The girls represent as primitive

a type as any that come in the whole

million' And yet they were won. A

woman who understood them and

could speak their language had made

them see what the International Insti

tute was really about. Even they were

pathetically eager to learn'

Every girl deserves a chance. The

ships are sailing in from the sea!

Another hundred and twenty thou

sand young girls for this year! Who

can be found to help “manage that

cargo?”

§

Among the Waldensians

Effie Price Gladding

N the morning of the first Sun

day in May I looked from my

window with interest to see

what sort of a day had dawned. This

was to be the day of the annual tea

given by Madame Schalck, president

of the Italian Associations, to the

members of the Waldensian branches.

Two days earlier we had motored

on the French side of the Alps to

within three miles of the summit of

the Mt. Cenis pass. There we were

stopped by the news that the pass was

still snow-covered. A walk across the

crocus-starred meadows and up Na

poleon's noble road which sweeps over

into Italy, showed us that tons of snow

still lay in the cleft of the summit. So

we retraced our route for fourteen

miles, took the train through the Mt.

Cenis tunnel; and here we were in

the Waldensian town of Torre Pellice,

thirty miles from Turin.

Immediately after breakfast we

climbed steadily for an hour up a

country road to the high village of

Angrogua. The walk was a stiff one.

but well worth the effort. It was an

enchanting spring morning; the apple

orchards were in full bloom, the chest

nuts and beeches just leafing out; the

rich grass was full of buttercups, Eng

lish daisies, patches of bloodroot and

tall, stately asphodels. As we climbed

higher we saw the Alpine gentians on

the hillsides.

The Waldensian valleys are deep,

narrow gashes in the hills, one high

valley unfolding into another. The

picturesque farm houses are perched

high on their steep slopes. We passed

many people walking slowly up to
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church. The young women who had

come from Turin for the day were in

town hats; the older women who had

spent their lives in the valleys wore

white caps, plain dark dresses and lit

tle shoulder capes, a point hanging

down the back and a point over each

shoulder.

At Angrogua we found a small boy

who guided us in another long climb

to “the church in the rocks,” one of

the historic spots where the persecuted

Waldensians met in the old days for

their Protestant services. As we

waded through swampy hillside mead

to speak English, he welcomed us

heartily, and told us that he had served

a parish near Pittsburgh for ten years.

He regretted that his wife was unable

“to set example” by attending the

afternoon meeting, and assured us that

his parish would have a representa

tlve.

The St. Jean church was almost full

when we reached it soon after lunch

eon. Two hundred and fifty happy

people were packed into it that warm

spring afternoon, during two hours of

songs, recitations and speeches, fol

lowed by social tea drinking, when

ows, crossed full brooks and stumbled

over stones and jutting rocks, we had

a vivid impression of the zeal of the

hunted Waldensian Protestants.

At last we clambered into the hid

den opening in the rocks, where per

haps fifty people could have huddled

together, and sat for a few minutes in

the semi-darkness, the water dripping

on our heads. Then rewarding our

guide, we hurried down the hill to

church at Angrogua. After service

we met the preacher, who proved to

be a visiting clergyman from a neigh

boring parish. Dropping his French

everybody asked after everybody else's

welfare.

There was Madame Schalck, the

gracious hostess of the occasion.

There was Madame Gardiol, who pre

sided, the wife of the Waldensian pas

tor and president of the Associations

of the Piedmont district. Many other

pastors' wives were present, ladies

with sweet, earnest faces and graceful

French manners.

There was Mademoiselle Meynier,

the modest, able, devoted secretary of

the Italian Associations, herself a

Waldensian.
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Then there were many elderly wo

men, in their white caps and pointed

shoulder capes. One of them came up

at tea time to tell me that she had a

son in the United States and to give

me a warm hand shake. I felt sure

her greeting was partly because of

the dear son so far away in my own

land.

And there were the girls, some

scores of them. The town girls had

on the usual big beflowered hats; but

the country girls were in the close

caps that their mothers and grand

mothers wore. How sweet they looked

in them “I tell them,” said a pastor's

wife to me, “that these are prettier

and more becoming than the hats they

buy in the towns.” I wished I knew

what was going on behind those seri

ous, demure young faces, as they list

ened to exhibitions and recitations and

delegation songs. Some of the girls

had walked for eight hours down the

mountain roads to be present.

Most of them live in their own

homes and help in the work of the

farms, so their days are full. But

they have their Association circles,

visit the sick and “lend a hand” in the

Association spirit wherever they have

opportunity.

There were greetings from Mrs.

Middleton, an English Association

friend, who was, as a lady quaintly

put it, “introducing valleys to moth

ers' meetings.” I had the honor to

present greetings from the United

States. Madame Schalck spoke last,

making a very tender, earnest address.

The Italian Associations are fortu

nate in having a devoted corps of na

tional officers. Madame Schalck is

French by birth and partly English

by education. Her residence has long

been in Italy, her husband having

large manufacturing interests in

Turin; and to the Associations of

Italy she freely gives her best thought

and work. We were in her charming

home in Turin, where she entertains

many Association friends, conducts

her correspondence and has many a

conference with Mademoiselle Mey

nier. Her husband, Herr Schalck, is

a generous friend and wise business

counsellor of the Italian Association

work.

Madame Bertrand, the vice-presi

dent of the Italian Associations, lived

for many years in Italy and now re

sides in Geneva, Switzerland. Both

Madame Schalck and Madame Bert

rand often travel among the Associa

tions, giving their help and counsel at

first hand.

Captain and Madame Bertrand give

much of their time to Christian work,

leaving their fine old family estate for

travel whenever they can be of serv

1Ce.

Mademoiselle Meynier made a tour

some time ago of the towns in Sicily,

telling the girls in these places of the

Association fellowship and its aims, to

which they eagerly responded. Mad

amoiselle Meynier found them happy

to be organized into little groups and

to have a new and broader interest

brought into their narrow lives.

It does one good to meet Associa

tion members and workers from other

countries. One is warmed by their

devotion and inspired by their labors.



The Churches of Christ in America

VHE Young Women's Christian

T Associations of the United

States of America have adopt

ed as their basis of membership, that

of the Federal Council of the Churches

of Christ in America. They stand as

a daughter organization in relation to

this greatest Christian force in the

country, and to their attention should

come the results of the Second Quad

rennial Council held in Chicago, De

cember 4 to 9, which brought together

over three hundred delegates of

twenty-eight different communions—

but one faith. For no religious body

has surrendered aught of its creed or

name to become a part of this fellow

ship; rather they have united only on

the vital and fundamental truths on

which all Christians are agreed. And

the spirit in which this second Council

met, encourages its leaders to believe

that the Federation of Churches has

come to stay, until succeeded by some

thing which will better bring about its

purposes; and that a faithful use of

the present plan is “the very least re

sponse which we can make to our

Lord's intercessory prayer for the

unity of his followers in order that

the world might believe.”

The National Board was officially

represented at the Council by Miss

Louise Holmquist and Miss Florence

Simms. A statement of the intimate

relation of the Young Women's Chris

tian Association to the Federal Coun

cil was received with much apprecia

tion. The Association's desire to be

considered as the resource upon which

the Federal Council may draw in its

special work for women was brought

to the attention of the Council imme

diately after the acceptance of the re

port on the Church and Social Serv

ice, and the Association was recog

nized as a most influential element in

the work of this commission.

The reports of the ten commissions

indicate how much there really is on

which it is worth while for Christian

forces to unite: Foreign and Home

Missions, Family Life, Sunday Ob

servance, Temperance, the Church and

Social Service, Literature and Educa

tion, Week-Day Instruction in Re

ligion, Peace and Arbitration, Evan

gelism. Two or three of these reports

are of particular interest to those who

see what a distinct part the Young

Women's Christian Association, as

one of the greatest of interdenomina

tional organizations, must take in gen

eral religious progress. For example,

it is stimulating to hear from the com

mission on Foreign Missions that

“there is greater unity in the foreign

field than at home,” and to realize that

here the Association, as an interde

nominational agency, must already

have done its quiet but sure share. All

the greater challenge, this, to the open

chance in this country, where the

Christian Association may, especially

in the smaller communities, serve as

an actual expression of the church's

rapidly growing wish to overleap

creedal lines and get its work done

with the least obstacles.

The report on Family Life comes

very close to us whose cause is the

advancement of “the physical, social,

intellectual, moral and spiritual inter

ests of young women.” Its points of

emphasis were on the need of religion

in the home, of right conceptions of

marriage, uniform marriage and di

vorce laws, comity between the

churches concerning marriage, care in

the marriage of persons unknown to

the officiating clergyman, and more

attention on the part of the clergy,

teachers, and parents to the evils of

sexual vice.

A radical suggestion appears in the

report on Week-Day Instruction in

Religion, in whose outcome all inter

ested in Bible study will be concerned.

The Council most frankly avows that

“there can be no thorough and com

8
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plete education without religion” and

that “to provide adequate religious in

struction for their children is the duty

of the churches—a primal and im

perative duty.” Claiming that the

Sunday school hour is inadequate to

meet the demand, it goes on to recom

mend that “whenever and wherever

public sentiment consents to such a

course, the public schools should be

closed for half a day for the purpose

of allowing the children to attend the

instruction in religion in their own

churches. That where it is not feasi

ble to obtain a portion of the time be

longing to the school curriculum, the

churches should see to 1t that after

school hours on week days at least

one hour's instruction in religion be

given to each child in the congrega

tion. That ecclesiastical bodies and

theological seminaries be urged to give

increased attention to the pedagogical

training of young ministers, and that

greater care be exercised in the selec

tion of teachers and superintendents

of public schools with respect to their

religious character.”

Longest and most searching is the

report of the commission on the

Church and Social Service. It recom

mends with protestant force the fol

lowing social platform:

“The churches must stand:

I. For equal rights and complete

justice for all men in all stations of

life.

2. For the protection of the family,

by the single standard of purity, uni

form divorce laws, proper regulation

of marriage, and proper housing.

3. For the fullest possible develop

ment for every child, especially by the

provision of proper education and

recreation.

4. For the abolition of child labor.

5. For such regulation of the con

ditions of toil for women as shall safe

guard the physical and moral health

of the community.

6. For the abatement and preven

tion of poverty.

7. For the protection of the indi

vidual and society from the social,

economic and moral waste of the

liquor traffic.

8. For the conservation of health.

9. For the protection of the worker

from dangerous machinery, occupa

tional diseases, and mortality.

IO. For the right of all men to the

opportunity for self-maintenance, for

safeguarding this right against en

croachments of every kind, and for the

protection of workers from the hard

ships of enforced unemployment.

I I. For suitable provision for the

old age of workers, and for those in

capacitated by injury.

I2. For the right of employees and

employers alike to organize for ade

quate means of conciliation and arbi

tration in industrial disputes.

13. For a release from employment

one day in seven.

I4. For the gradual and reasonable

reduction of the hours of labor to the

lowest practicable point, and for that

degree of leisure for all, which is a

condition of the highest human life.

I5. For a living wage as a mini

mum in every industry, and for the

highest wage that each industry can

afford.

16. For a new emphasis upon the

application of Christian principles to

the acquisition and use of property,

and for the most equitable division of

the product of industry that can ulti

mately be devised.”

The part which the church is to as

sume in making these measures some

thing more than mere printed recom

mendations, is courageously declared:

“We are not to forget that we can

have no Kingdom of Heaven on earth

until our economic programs are fash

ioned in the light of spiritual ideals

and with spiritual ends in view, and

we are to remember that the world

will come together in the consumma

tion of sympathy, tenderness, and

brotherhood only when all men are

brought to sit together at the feet of

Christ.
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“The Christian church has thus the

three-fold vocation of conscience, in

terpreter, and guide of all social

movements. She should determine

what their motive and conscience

should be, inspire them with that mo

tive and impose that conscience upon

them. She should interpret to them

their inner and ultimate meaning;

then, with a powerful mind and hand

and heart, guide them toward their

heavenly goal. Her viewpoint is from

above; she approaches life from with

in ; she guides it toward its spiritual

ends.

“The fact that to-day social unrest

pervades the favored few and not only

the unfavored many, is a luminous

sign of hope.

“There are many—far many more

than there were four years ago—of

our leaders in industry and commerce,

high-minded men, with sympathetic

hearts, who are seeking to extricate

themselves and their fellows from the

toils of a bewildered economic system.

“There is a rapidly increasing host

of democratic leaders, chosen by the

masses of the people, who are seeking

the highest liberty under moral law.

“We believe that these are to dis

place, in power, those whose spirit is

bitter, whose selfishness is primary,

whose philosophy is determinism and

whose political economy is that of a

sometimes paternalistic feudalism,

which they blindly seek to conserve in

the face of an industrial democracy

chartered by the Gospel of Jesus

Christ.

>k >k >k

“The scene is shifting. The masses

of the people are divided among them

selves, and this imminent social crisis

will give the church the sovereign op

portunity of all her history to establish

peace with the administering hand of

Justice. She is called now to be the

leader of leaders of a bewildered de

mocracy.

“We read the latest word from the

Bureau of Labor—of 35,000 men

killed, of two million injured in one

year in industry, a large proportion

by preventable disasters, and we say,

as we read the chapter, two million

and thirty-five thousand ‘of these.” In

the factory, with its 500 little children

with less glow upon their cheeks than

that which flashes among the machin

ery of which they are but a part,

500 “of these little ones.’ In one in

dustry, in one little town, 5,000 ‘of

these my brethren' working twelve

hours a day and sometimes more,

seven days every week.

“The choice of the Christian church

and of her Christian laymen is becom

ing clearer and clearer. She must

either make it or else say frankly, ‘The

Sabbath was not made for man.' It is

God or Mammon; the philosophy of

Friedrich Nietzsche or the Sermon on

the Mount; Barabbas or Christ.”

Even more fearless is the admission

that the present generation needs a

profounder consciousness of sin,

whether of indifference or intent.

The church is told to take unto itself

again those “gigantic and capacious

words”—God, sin, judgment and re

demption, which can, after all, inter

pret the whole universe of right and

wrong, both individual and social.

Schools of philanthropy, civics and so

cial service are urged to do their work

in a religious spirit. Chambers of

commerce and business associations

are openly reminded of their first

hand contact with, and responsibility

for, economic problems. To men and

women of great wealth, the teaching

of Christ regarding the productive use

of wealth is commended.

And finally, acknowledging that the

church, before it can go much further,

must gain two things—spiritual au

thority and human sympathy, the re

port comes to a close in these words—

“Let us then determine to know noth

ing save Jesus Christ, and him cruci

fied. The cross of Christ is the sym

bol of our faith; let us lift it up as

the solitary hope of mankind and of

its social salvation.



An Open Letter from Miss Barnes

New Zealand, November, 1912.

Dear Friends:

When I wrote my last letter from

Australia I thought I had seen mani

festation of wonderful volcanic

action, but I might have saved my ex

clamations for New Zealand, for

earthquakes are the ordinary, some

times weekly occurrence in many

parts of the country.

I came to New Zealand on July

17th, and from the day of my arrival

until to-day, my foot has not left a

portion of the country which has not

been thrown into its place by some

mighty eruption. The geological his

tory of New Zealand is one of the

most mysterious and puzzling. No

one has been able to decide whence it

came. Australia is a little over 1,231

miles away, and there is no other

land of any size within nearly 4,000

miles, but the two lands are no more

alike than if the countries were in

opposite parts of the globe. New

Zealand is a strip of land composed

of two large islands and one small

one, the North, South and Stewart

Islands. Nowhere in New Zealand is

the width of the land greater than

150 miles, while, at its narrowest

point, six miles is the distance from

ocean to ocean. I landed not far

from Stewart Island after five days

traveling from Melbourne by sea.

In Dunedin, the beautiful little

Scotch town to which I went first, I

was given a civic welcome in the

Town Hall by the Mayor. He was

arrayed in his official robe—a silk,

ermine-bordered gown, with a long

gold chain fastened together by gold

links. You have no idea how non

plussed I was at the proceedings of

* Miss Barnes, formerly secretary for

rural work under the National Board and

well known to countless Association people

through that and her previous Association

interests, is now national secretary for

Australia.

extending this welcome. The Gen

eral Factotum, who welcomed us to

the Mayor's office, preceded us, bear

ing a mace, and announced “His

Worship, and Miss Barnes.” All the

audience arose as we entered, the

Mayor ascending to his high seat on

the dais and your humble servant

seated just below him in a large chair.

There were short addresses of wel

come from very many organizations,

chiefly those connected with religious

enterprises. Then the Mayor spoke

and I was expected to respond, which

I did to the best of my ability. Evi

dently, judging from this entire New

Zealand trip, I have not lost what

these people call my American ac

cent, for I never begin to speak that

there is not a hush over the audience,

which I am perfectly sure is not be

cause of what I am saying, but be

cause of the manner in which I say it.

From Dunedin I traveled by rail

to Christchurch, through a perfectly

delightful strip of land. For hours

on one side were snow-covered moun

tains and on the other side, the toss

ing, roaring sea. In the summer time,

they tell me, the sight is just as beau

tiful, for the mountains are green, and

since it is a sheep-raising country,

thousands of sheep may be seen graz

ing on the mountain side.

Christchurch is totally different

from Dunedin, being situated on a

plain as flat as any prairie in Amer

ica, with great wide streets, and a

perfectly fascinating river called the

Avon, winding in and out through

the city. Christchurch is largely

English. The Association occupies a

very excellent place in the minds of

the people, and is quite progressive.

A building campaign has been in

augurated.

These are the two Associations in

the South Island, but there are other

cities that should be organized, one

of which I was fortunate enough to

have time to visit—a modern, bus

i y
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tling little town of 30,000 inhabitants

known as Invercargill. I organized

an Association here and the latest re

ports say that there are almost 400

paid-up members.

They tell me that the South Island

has lakes as beautiful as many in any

part of the world, and that the fiords

outrival those in Norway, while the

glaciers and mountains, called the

Alps, on the eastern coast, are great

rivals of the Swiss mountains.

The Association in Wellington, on

the North Island, is the most attract

ive of any in New Zealand. The Gov

ernor, appointed by the King, lives at

Wellington at Government House. I

was startled one day to be called to

the telephone and to hear a man's

voice asking if it was Miss Barnes.

He told me that Lady Islington would

be very pleased to have me take

luncheon with her and that the Gov

ernor's carriage would be sent for

me if I would be so good as to come.

Since I had two previous engage

ments, I felt that I could not go, but

on consulting my hostess I learned

that, as in England, an invitation of

this character was equal to a com

mand, hence I was perfectly justified

in cancelling my other engagements.

At the appointed time the carriage

came, and with considerable misgiv

ings because I was going alone, I was

driven away to Government House.

wondering how many blunders I

might make, and terrified at the

thought of meeting the representative

of the British throne in so personal

a way. We went through the city

and passed the lodge house, where

soldiers were stationed, unchallenged.

All my terrors and fears were ground

less, for when I finally met Lady Is

lington and afterwards Lord Isling

ton and their only child, and found

that our dinner was to be only a fam

ily one, I realized that I was going

to have a very delightful time.

The celebrated Mr. Maurice Baring

was visiting at Government House,

and we, with a friend of Lady Isling

ton's, comprised the party. Lord Is

lington, as well as his wife, are greatly

interested in the Association and

asked me a host of questions about the

work and why I had come away from

America, and why the English people

did not take care of their own Asso

ciation, since America furnishes a

great many secretaries for India also.

Mr. Baring has written a great many

books on Russian life, and is greatly

interested in Russian history, man

ners and customs. It was a very

pleasant occasion, and I hope to go

again to Government House when I

return to Wellington.

The greatest wonder of this New

Zealand tour is the place from which

I am writing this letter. About 170

miles south of Auckland, in the wid

est part of the island, are the cele

brated hot lakes and geysers—the

home of the Maoris. I have read of

the hot lakes, geysers and boiling mud

pools and all that, but was totally un

prepared for the wonderful manifes

tation here. Immediately in front of

the hotel is a hot spring that has been

going on forever, so far as we know.

The hot steam rises hundreds of feet

into the air and its roar and hiss

sound in the distance like the roar of

the sea. This is but one of hundreds

of springs that stretch along for hun

dreds of miles, and one must be ex

tremely careful not to go off the

beaten path, for one is liable to fall

into a hot pool or into a boiling caul

dron of bubbling mud. Imagine a

pot of mush, ten feet, twenty feet,

fifty feet, perfectly round, with a rim

two feet high in the ground. The

ko-plunk, ko-plunk, ko-plunk of the

seething, boiling mass, makes a most

fearsome noise, and the sight of this

pit of torment is one that led the

Irishman to say: “Mon, mon! I'll

never swear again.” Add to this

sight, larger or smaller pools, some

times separated by a crust of earth

only two feet wide, boiling, bubbling,

throwing up portions of this sub

stance, looking very much like anti
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phlogistine in consistency and color,

and rising from everyone of them

sulphurous fumes enough to choke

you if you got the full force, and you

will have the faintest conception of

the sight that I have looked upon

these last three days. We indeed are

living over a volcano. To see a gey

ser shooting into the air I,500 feet,

throwing its vast volume of hot water

and hissing steam, with an occasional

red-hot stone, is enough to send one

to her knees in prayer to God for

safety In addition to all this display

there are wonderful lakes all of a

decidedly different color—one a deep

blue, another green, a deep green, and

the next one a lighter green and

opaque lake.

I am sure you want to hear about

the Maoris, a very unusual type of

people who came to this country by

what route and at what time no one

knows. Their language and some of

their customs connect them with the

Hawaiians, Malays, and even in Egypt

certain kinds of people are seen that

resemble Maoris. I have seen hun

dreds of them, and have been im

pressed with their dignity and inde

pendence, as well as their ability.

When I tell you that until forty

years ago many of them were canni

bals, and that to-day I attended a

service, whose congregation was

made up of Maoris, clothed as the

Europeans, attentive, reverential, lis

tening to a native Maori preaching in

his own tongue, and giving the most

hearty responses, with a choir of

twenty boys and girls, singing far

above the average in harmony, vol

ume and sweetness, you may appre

ciate somewhat my feeling of respect

for these people. I have visited sev

eral Maori villages, and here again

have seen a sight unequaled, I be

lieve, in the world. In the yard of

nearly every one of their homes is a

boiling spring, which, by the simple

contrivance of heaping together two

or three large volcanic stones which

are found in every foot of soil, and

banking up a little of the water, pro

duces as fine a stove and cooking ar

rangements as the wealthiest white

man might boast. All that Madam

Maori has to do is to put her vege

tables, her meat, and even her bread

into this improvised hot stove, throw

two or three coarse pieces of cloth over

the hole and betake herself ten feet

away to a larger pool of water, strip

off her clothes and step calmly into

the water, sitting down with the water

up to her neck and enjoying her bath

for hours, while in the meantime her

dinner is cooking. The marvelous

part of the whole thing is the fact that

in twenty minutes all vegetables are

cooked and the meat in half-an-hour,

and yet they may stay there in the hot

steam for hours and not be overdone,

coming out as perfect as anyone could

wish.

Since hearing of the work of mis

sionaries in this country, some lessons

of patience and faith have been

learned. The first missionaries land

ed ninety-eight years ago, when the

first message of the good news was

preached to those cannibal Maoris.

For sixteen years this band of mis

sionaries toiled without one convert,

and then one old man accepted Christ

and was publicly baptized, but he,

alas, died in a week, and for eleven

years again the missionaries worked

among these people before another

convert was made. During the fol

lowing ten years, however, hundreds

of Maoris publicly accepted Christ,

and all the various Maori churches

were begun.

If New Zealand were within four

or five days, instead of three weeks

travel, of the United States or of

Europe, it would be the delight of the

world, for its wonders are many, its

climate never over-hot, and seldom

over-cold, its people chivalrous and

progressive. I might write on and

on about it!

Your friend,

HELEN F. BARNES.



The Cafeteria—A Recruiting Force

Blanche Geary

cafeteria is to set standards

of cooking and service which

in themselves will have an educa

tional value for each girl in attend

ance and to provide for her daily

comfort and convenience, but the real

purpose of the cafeteria is to win

membership without forcing it.

The cafeteria, furthermore, has for

its purpose the expression of the As

sociation's desire to co-operate, wher

ever co-operation is likely to be ad

vantageous to girls, with those who

have their welfare at heart; and so,

inside and outside of Association cir

cles, the cafeteria director co-operates

with all her knowledge and all her

machinery in the preparation of club

spreads and banquets and in securing

most desirable publicity for different

branches of Association work.

In view of the great importance of

the cafeteria or the lunch room as

one of the tools which must ever be

ready for Association use, it is whole

some for us to anticipate the justi

fiable criticism which might come

where poor management for one rea

son or another has its way. It is

good for those of us who are in

charge to question whether it is possi

ble for our worst enemies to accuse us

of serving poor food. Are we sure

that we are buying the best quality

for the money we pay and that it is

cooked as well as food can be cooked,

in a wholesome way ? Let us look at

the dishes as they are served from the

point of view of the critical person

and see whether or not they appear

“mussy” or greasy or cold or soggy.

Is our menu as well balanced as it

should be and do we give it the va

riety that may rightly be expected 2

Can that same critical individual ac

cuse our Association of slow service,

of handing out smeared dishes in

rough fashion?

Tº Ostensible purpose of the Although it is true that we are try

ing very hard to rid our lunch rooms

of the cold and gloomy aspect of the

typical commercial eating place, it is

nevertheless true that much remains

to be done before we can be absolved

from criticism on account of the din

giness of our quarters.

It would be well, now that we are

in the middle of the busiest season of

the year, to take a bird's-eye view of

our premises from the point of view

of the critic's conception of cleanli

ness. Let us examine the store room,

the kitchen, the walls and windows.

the wood-work and furniture, the

curtains and linen, eye to eye with

our stern friend, the critic. Are they

as clean and well kept as they could

be; or must we frankly own up and

say that owing to stress of circum

stances, lack of help, or lack of proper

supervision, we are subject for the

moment only to criticism 2

If our quarters are cosily attractive

and spotlessly clean, it is yet possible

that they may be redolent of the last

month's menus for want of care in

ventilating the spaces, and it is still

possible that we may be told that we

are monotonous ! Our friendly critic

may say that she is “tired of coming

to the same old place and seeing the

same old things day after day and

month after month !” Why not fore

stall this apparently most unreason

able criticism by trying to vary the

location of our furniture and to

change the coloring of the room

wherever possible?

It is quite remarkable how far a

little thought given to the arrange

ment and the coloring of flowers, to

the preparation of posters and to the

touch of color in the uniform worn by

the help, will go towards forestalling

any charge of monotony.

It behooves us, does it not, to be

very sure that we are not subject to

I 4
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justifiable criticism under any one of

these four heads:

Bad food,

Poor service,

Dingy quarters or

Monotony in detail.

It might be helpful once in a while

for the cafeteria committee and the

director to meditate together on the

essentials of good management, pro

viding the results of that meditation

are insisted upon.

In certain Associations where a

steady growth in membership figures

is especially noticeable, the member

ship secretary seats herself at a little

§

-

table by the side of the cashier's desk

and has a friendly word wherever she

sees an opportunity, with the girl who

is not yet a member.

The cafeteria assembles with ease

large numbers of girls who presum

ably would not otherwise come to the

Association building. It pays there

fore to advertise boldly the many

good things the Association has to

offer in addition to the cafeteria privi

leges, and to this end gayly colored

posters bearing new wording and new

coloring should be hung up in fre

quently changed locations, in order

that the information may not get stale

with age.

The 1913 Summer Conferences

Emma Hays

conferences are being rapidly

perfected. They will be held at

the same places as last year, with the

exception of the Southwestern Con

ference which has been discontinued

for the present; the Western, which

has been divided into Student and

City Conferences, and moved from

Cascade, Colorado, to Estes Park,

Colorado, and the Pacific Coast Con

ference, which occupies for the first

time its new site at Moss Beach, Cali

fornia, given by the Pacific Improve

ment Company under certain condi

tions relating to the character of the

buildings to be erected.

Pº for the eleven summer

Eastern Conferences.

The two Eastern Conferences will

meet as usual at the well equipped

conference plant at Silver Bay, which

has been their home for the past

eleven years. The Student Confer

ence, meeting from June 20 to 30,

presents its usual quota of splendid

speakers and teachers; among the

many well-known names mention may

be made of the Reverend Harry Em

erson Fosdick, pastor of the First

Baptist Church of Montclair, N. J.;

Reverend Chauncey W. Goodrich, as

sistant pastor of the Fifth Avenue

Presbyterian Church of New York,

formerly of the American Church of

Paris; President John M. Thomas, of

Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vt.;

and the Reverend Stephen Van Rens

selaer Trowbridge of Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Student Conference will be

greatly enriched this year by the pres

ence and help of a number of foreign

guests who are delegates to the con

ference of the World's Student Chris–

tian Federation at Lake Mohonk in

June. Those who have been invited

are Baron Paul Nicolay of Russia,

the Reverend K. Ibuka, President of

the Meiji Gakuin, Tokyo; the Hon

orable C. T. Wang of China, Miss

Agnes de Sélincourt of India and

Miss Ruth Rouse of London, travel

ing secretary for the World's Student

Christian Federation. Miss Louise

W. Brooks of the conference depart
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ment of the National Board will be

the executive of the conference.

The City Conference will follow

from July 1 to 1 1. An earnest effort

is being made to build up the attend

ance of this conference, which has suf

fered in numbers partly through the

establishment of the camps carried on

under the Eastern field committees

and the consequent withdrawal of the

majority of the industrial girls from

the conference. We have been will

ing to diminish, temporarily, that the

camps may increase, for they offer

busy girls on small salaries a much

better vacation than the Silver Bay

Conference, with its heavier program,

can, yet with no educational or spir

itual loss. The Extension Club Coun

cil, heretofore held in the Silver Bay

Conference, is to be moved next sum

mer to the camps, two councils being

held instead of one, at Camp Nepah

win, near Canton, Pa., and at Alta

mont, N. Y., under experienced lead

ership. The time has come, however,

to repair our loss in attendance at

Silver Bay by a campaign of pub

licity which will fill the hotel with city

Association workers and city girls.

Aside from board members, commit

tee members and secretaries, we hope

to welcome many women and girls

of leisure from their homes, teachers

and students from city, public and

professional schools and business

women from offices and stores.

The list of speakers, teachers and

council leaders secured insures a pro

gram of great interest and profit. A

few names among many may serve

to indicate the character of the pro

gram; as Bible teachers, Professor

William J. Hutchins of the Oberlin

Theological Seminary, Ohio; Profes

sor Edward E. Nourse, of Hartford

Theological Seminary; Professor Al

bert C. Knudson, of the School of

Theology of Boston University; as

Mission and Community study teach

ers, Professor Edmund D. Soper, pro

fessor of missions and comparative

religions at Ohio Wesleyan Univer

sity, Delaware, Ohio; Miss Annie M.

Reynolds of the National Board, and

Miss Mary Ogden White of Summit.

N. J. The technical work will be

cared for in four councils, for board

members, employed officers, high

school girls, and Association mem

bers, under expert leadership. Miss

Helen Alling Davis has been ap

pointed executive of the conference.

Eagles Mere Conferences.

Two Student Conferences will be

held at Eagles Mere, Pa., the School

Girls' Conference from June 11 to 17.

and the East Central Student Confer

ence from June 24 to July 3. Miss

Jessie Woodrow \\ilson of Princeton,

a member of the student committee

of the National Board, will act as ex

ecutive of the former and Miss Har

riet Taylor, executive of the foreign

department of the National Board, of

the latter. Mr. Robert E. Speer of

New York has promised to be present,

and other strong leaders will be se

cured.

Central Conferences.

The two Central Conferences will

meet at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin,

which has been, by the courtesy of

the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion, whose camp it is, our conference

site for over twenty years. The City

Conference from August 12 to 21

will be under the leadership of Miss

Mary Louise Allen, executive secre

tary for the publication department of

the National Board. A number of

fine speakers and teachers have

pledged themselves to the conference,

among them the Reverend Charles

Stelzle of New York, superintendent

of the Board of Home Missions of the

Presbyterian Church; the Reverend

Selby Frame Vance, D.D., of Lane

Theological Seminary, Cincinnati.

Ohio; Professor Rollin H. Walker of

the Ohio Wesleyan University, Dela

ware, Ohio; Dr. H. C. Hurd of the

College of Missions, Indianapolis, In

diana; Miss Carrie Barge of the

Methodist Episcopal Home Mission

Board; and Miss Margaret Burton of
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Chicago. The usual technical coun

cils are being planned under experi

enced leaders.

The Student Conference follows

from August 22 to September 1,

under the leadership of Miss Edith M.

Dabb, student secretary for the Na

tional Board. The Reverend H. F.

Rall, D.D., President of the Iliff

School of Theology, Denver, Colo

rado; President Frank Knight

Sanders of Washburn College, To

peka, Kansas; the Reverend James

Beebe, pastor of the Englewood

Methodist Episcopal Church, Chi

cago, and others have promised their

services.

lſ' estern Conferences.

The two conferences at Estes Park

are an experiment, made with good

hope of success. The place is one of

magnificent beauty and will attract in

itself. The enormous distances in the

far west make the conference problem

a most difficult one of solution, as the

expense prohibits large delegations.

The conference department has de

cided to discontinue the Southwestern

Conference for a time at least, think

ing one strong conference center bet

ter than two weak ones. Inevitably

the Southwestern Conference will be

resumed when the growth of the As

sociation movement promises suf

ficient support. The clinching argu

ment in favor of dividing the West

ern Conference into two distinct con

ferences for student and city people,

thus establishing a third City Confer

ence, is that the Geneva City Confer

ence has grown to such size that it is

impossible to entertain it comfort

ably at the camp. Rather than re

strict delegations from the entire

Middle West, we have preferred to

attempt a third City Conference be

vond the Mississippi. Speakers and

teachers are being secured for these

two conferences together. Among

those who have accepted our invita

tions are the Reverend Ryland

Knight, of the Calvary Baptist

Church of Richmond, Virginia, one

of the ablest men in his denomina

tion; Professor J. Milton Vance of

Wooster University, Ohio, and Mrs.

E. H. Silverthorn of Denver; a mem

ber of the Presbyterian Board. Miss

Anna Rice, who with this engage

ment will take up her work with the

National Board as city religious work

secretary, will teach a Bible class in

both conferences. The City Confer

ence, from August 12 to 21, will have

as executive Miss Emma Hays of the

conference department of the Na

tional Board. The executive leader

ship for the Student Conference,

which meets from August 22 to Sep

tember 1, has not yet been decided.

General Conferences.

The three General Conferences,

consisting of both student and city

delegates, are the Southern, to be held

at Blue Ridge, near Black Mountain,

North Carolina, from the 6th to the

16th of June; the Northwest Confer

ence at Gearhart Park, Oregon, June

17th to 27th ; and the Pacific Coast

Conference, Moss Beach, California,

early in August.

The program for the Southern

Conference is full of promise.

Among those secured as teachers are

the Reverend A. T. Robertson, D.D.,

of the Southern Baptist Theological

Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky; Pro

fessor James W. Raine of Berea Col

lege, Kentucky; Miss Mary Bushnell

of Hartford, formerly religious work

secretary of the city committee of the

National Board; Professor Olin D.

Wannamaker of the Alabama Poly

technic Institute, Auburn, Alabama,

and Miss A. Branch Binford of Rich

mond. Among the speakers are the

Right Reverend Robert E. Strange,

D.D., Bishop of the Episcopal Church

of North Carolina; the Reverend

Ashby Jones, D.D., pastor of First

Baptist Church, Augusta, Georgia,

and Mr. T. B. Ray, educational sec

retary of the Foreign Mission Board

of the Southern Baptist Convention,

Richmond. At this conference, too,

we expect some of the foreign guests
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from the World's Student Christian

Federation Conference. Technical

work will be offered as usual. The

executive of the conference will be

Miss Helen L. Thomas, educational

Secretary for the National Board.

Chiefly owing to the delay in secur

ing sites for the Pacific Coast and

Northwestern Conferences, the work

ers have not yet been secured. We

have, however, the promise of the

Reverend Charles Ryan Adams,

pastor of the First Presbyterian

Church of Champaign, Illinois, a tried

and tested conference friend, to take

a Bible class for Association workers

at the Northwestern Conference and

to give a series of platform addresses.

The executive for this conference will

be Miss Oolooah Burner, student sec

retary for the National Board.

At the Pacific Coast Conference we

are expecting to have Miss Margaret

Matthew, general secretary of the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion of Tokyo, Japan, who will bring

much help to the conference. Two

other names can be announced, name

ly, the Reverend Edward L. Parsons,

rector of St. Mark's Episcopal

Church, Berkeley, California, and the

Reverend J. F. Loba of Ontario,

California. For the Pacific Coast

Conference, Miss Louise S. Holm

quist, executive secretary of the de

partment of method of the National

Board, will act as executive.

§

Call for the Observance of the Universal Day

of Prayer for Students

-N the belief that the present time

offers to the student world op

portunities and dangers which

present themselves with unprece

dented urgency, the General Commit

tee of the World's Student Christian

Federation set apart Sunday, Febru

ary 23, 1913, as the Universal Day

of Prayer for Students. The Com

mittee likewise invites those who are

deeply concerned about the religious

life of the universities, colleges, and

schools, and the influence exercised by

them to unite in the sincere and earn

est observance of the day. The Fed

eration, which binds together the

Christian Student Movements of the

world, embracing religious societies

of students in 2,2OO institutions of

higher learning, with a membership

of over 150,000 students and teachers,

appoints this day as the only one on

which it has been found practicable

to unite the students of the world for

this most vital purpose. Great as has

been the need of intercession on be

half of students in the past, that need

is far greater at the present time.

The present is a time of unique re

ligious opportunity among students

throughout the world. For the first

time in history, the universities of

nearly all lands and races are open

to the friendly, wise, and prayerful

ministry of representatives of Jesus

Christ. Only a few years ago the

vast system of the Chinese Literati

was virtually closed; now the great

and growing numbers of modern

Chinese government students in

China itself, as well as those study

ing abroad in Japan, America, and

Europe, are accessible to the Chris

tian message and to the Christian

messengers. There is apparently no

limit to the opportunity presented to

the Christian Movement among the

multitude of students in Japan and

India. Within the past few years the

universities of Russia, the Balkans,

and other parts of the Near East have

been opened to Christian apologetic
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lecturers and evangelists, and the stu

dents have shown themselves very re

sponsive to the truth. In all parts of

Latin Europe and Latin America stu

dents listen as never before to Chris

tian speakers of intellectual thor

oughness and of reality in religious

experience. Even Moslem students

in Egypt, Turkey, and India are

ready to give heed to the claims of

Christ and of his truth. Through

out the student fields of North

America, the British Isles, and North

ern Europe doors are open on every

hand.

The present is also a time of great

danger in the student world. Forces

which tend to disintegrate character

and to destroy faith are active and

vigorous in the universities of all

countries. There are many startling

evidences of moral collapse and of the

decline of religious belief. The in

fluence of materialism, rationalism,

and agnosticism is felt in the col

leges as possibly in no other com

munities. The dangerous process of

attempting to combine the good

ideas of different religions, includ

ing Christianity, without its super

human aspect, and thus to provide a

substitute for the Christian religion,

is making itself felt in student cir

cles and among professors and teach

ers both in the East and in the West.

That the present is a time of pe

culiar urgency is evident. If these

many doors of opportunity through

out literally the whole student world

are to be entered while they are still

wide open, the Christian forces on

behalf of students must be mightily

energized by God as a result of the

prayers of many of the followers of

Christ. Nothing but fresh and

marked demonstration of the saving

and transforming power of the liv

ing Christ in answer to the prayer of

faith is adequate to avert and over

come the perils that so threaten stu

dents everywhere. If the demand

of the modern age upon the centers

of learning to furnish leaders for the

cause of righteousness and unselfish
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ness in all areas of thought and

action is to be met by a sufficient re

sponse, then Christians must pray,

as they have not been praying, that

God, whose prerogative it is to call,

commission, and empower workers,

may accomplish his sovereign work.

Reminding ourselves, therefore,

not only of the need of prayer but

also of the character of God, the

boundlessness of his resources, and

the wonders which have ever been

wrought by prayer, let there be faith

ful intercession unto him who is the

same yesterday, to-day, and forever,

able to do exceeding abundantly

above all that men ask or think.

KARL FRIES, Chairman,

Joh N. R. MoTT, General Secretary.

Grounds for Thanksgiving.

Let us thank God for the deepen

ing conviction on the part of the

leaders of the Church in all parts of

the world as to the supreme import

ance of the work of Christ among

the future leaders of the nations, the

students.

For the remarkable opportunity

presented to Christians as a result of

the Chinese Revolution, which has

opened doors to the government stu

dents of the New China.

For the growing fruitfulness of the

work on behalf of Chinese students

in North America, in Europe, and

in Japan; and on behalf of the stu

dents from the Near East in Switzer

land.

For the successes which have at

tended the efforts of representatives

of the Federation during the past

year in Russia, Austria, the Balkans,

Italy, Holland, Ireland, and Canada.

For hopeful beginnings of the

Christian Movement among students

of Latin America.

Objects for Intercession.

Let us pray that there may be raised

up more evangelists and apologetic

writers qualified to guide the students

of Europe and North America.
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That the newly formed Student

Movements in the Austrian Empire,

in Russia, in the Balkans, and in Tur

key may be divinely guided and

strengthened in this, the foundation

stage of their history.

That the tour of the General Secre

tary in the Far East may be attended

with marked manifestations of the

power of the Holy Spirit, and that the

results of his recent work among the

students of India may be wisely con

served ; also that the visits of the Sec

retary for Work Among Women Stu

dents, and all special representatives

of the Federation on the Continent.

may exert a deep and lasting influence

on the student centers touched.

That the Conference of the World's

Student Christian Federation, to be

held at Lake Mohonk, New York,

June 2–8, 1913, and the meeting of the

General Committee of the Federation,

to be held at Princeton, New Jersey,

May 27-31, 1913, may mark great

advances in the work of Christ among

students throughout the world.

That money may be forthcoming for

foyers, Christian hostels, and Chris

tian Association buildings, for student

centers in the Near East, in the Orient,

and in Roman Catholic countries,

and that able young men and young

women may be led to devote their

lives to unselfish service among the

students in these parts of the world.

That all efforts by Christian

Churches and by Christian Student

Movements to relate students as they

graduate to opportunities for Chris

tian service which await them in the

world may be widely extended and

richly blessed.

THE FOURTH BIENNIAL CON

VENTION OF THE YOUNG WOMENS

CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

APRIL NINTH TO FIFTEENTH, 1913,

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

My First Year in

Argentina

Elisa Cortés

T is a year ago to-day since our

boat entered the harbour of

Huenos Aires; and then for the

first time my eyes rested on the beau

tiful Argentine flag, as it floated over

the “Casa Rosada,” or Pink House,

the government building. I cannot

express what I felt—my feelings were

mixed—only a person who has ar

rived in a foreign land to take up new

work under the strange conditions,

and among comparative strangers, can

understand what my relief was when

I was met by the secretaries of the

Young Men's Christian Association,

those of the Young Women's Chris

tian Association, the president of the

Argentine department, one of our

board members, and some of the

señoritas of the same department, and

given a most cordial welcome.

After all the “bien-venidas” I began

to study, not the city of Buenos Aires,

but the people living in it, the “Argen

tinos.” I had come here to take

charge of the Argentine department,

which then included about forty mem

bers. The question was, how to be

gin It was necessary to do some

thing in order to make them feel that

they really had a secretary, and so I

began with an English class. As it

was late in the season, and as I knew

very few people, it was impossible to

find a teacher, so I had the pleasure

of teaching it myself, and in that way

I came in closer touch with those who

were to work with me the following

year. The English class was used as

an “anzuelo,” or bait for membership,

so it was made a membership privi

lege, and this plan has given very

good results.

Later on, a short course in “pos

tres,” or English desserts, was given

by one of our board members, the

only fees paid being for the ingredi
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ents used. These two classes afforded

me an opportunity of knowing a num

ber of señoritas Argentinas. In De

cember we closed our classes for the

summer, with a satisfactory nucleus

for the coming year. I am sure that

to many of you it must sound very

strange to say we closed in December

for the summer, but here our hottest

months are December, January, and

February; so that while you were

shivering with cold, wading through

the snow, and eating canned fruit and

vegetables, I was enjoying fresh

peaches, figs, grapes, vegetables, and,

during the month of February, lovely

mountain air in San Luis.

In March, 1912, our autumn work

opened with a reception given to all

members of the Argentine department

and their friends; this brought in new

members; and then my troubies began.

It was time to organize classes, and

where were we to find teachers, when

we were unable to pay them? I soon

found one teacher in the wife of the

secretary of the Association of the

University of Buenos Aires, and one

problem was solved—the advanced

English class was provided for. That

had not been organized iong before a

number of new members began to ask

for an elementary class, and after a

long search for a teacher, this was

started in May, closing in October.

The “Culinaria” was re-organized

with a larger number of pupils, and

we had a very good attendance, even

on rainy days. Rainy weather here

usually means no attendance, as

women never think of going out in

inclement weather. The señoras and

señoritas who came always remarked

that they were “muy Inglesas,” be

cause they dared the rain. The two

courses given in the “clase culinaria,”

or cooking class, closed on September

14th, with a tea given by the pupils

to their families and the Argentine

committee; we had some parlor

games, followed by the tea, with de

licious cakes or “tortas,” which had

been made by the different pupils. The

2 i

gathering seems to have made a great

impression on those present; some of

the parents said to me, “I never

thought that a group of young ladies

and young men could have such a de

lightful time in such an innocent

way,” and after this success the party

broke up with greater enthusiasm for

the following year.

A First Aid class was organized in

August, with an enrollment of twenty

six and an average attendance of fif

teen; this course was given by one of

the members of the “Socieded Argen

tina de Primeros Auxilios”; those

who pass the required examination ob

tain a certificate and medal which

gives them the right to lend their aid

in case of accident. Besides all the

classes we have had our regular

monthly lecture or social, the attend

ance depending upon the weather.

I am sorry not to be able to tell you

that we have had a number of Bible

classes, but that requires time for de

velopment; however, we have our

regular monthly meetings. Some Sun

days we have had from thirty to forty

eight present. I myself have a Sun

day school class in our church which

I enjoy very much.

The Argentine department is in its

infancy, but there is just as decided a

need for the Association in this coun

try as in any land, and the possibili

ties of growth are as great here as in

any Association in England or the

United States. But we cannot do our

best as long as we have not a more

adequate building. Let me give you

some idea of what we have to do

daily: in the secretaries' office, which

is ten by fourteen feet, three of us are

supposed to work during the day; it

has only two desks and if one of us

has to have a private interview, the

other two must take their books or

papers and go somewhere else; but

that is not all—at noon, when the

lunch-room is crowded, we have our

luncheon served in the same office, on

a table about a yard long. On social
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nights the same room is used as

cloak-room, and its mission is ended

only when at the close of each busy

day it becomes a bed-room for two.

Another of our rooms, a little nar

rower than the office, is used in the

day-time as a dining-room for our

family; four afternoons in the week

it is used as a class-room, and at night

it also is turned into a bed-room; our

employment office, although a small

room, is converted in the same way

into a bed-room at night.

When I think of the comfortable

and beautiful Association buildings in

the United States, I wonder if you

can truly realize and appreciate your

blessings.

§

A Cabinet House

party

Martha A. Chickering”

“ TEAN, we need some more bread.

Will you go down to the store

and get it? And, Jean, you

might bring back some pancake flour

—we haven't anything for breakfast.

Oh, and wait a minute It's three

o'clock, and the field secretary is com

ing in on that train. Will you go

'round by the station and meet her?”

What is it all for 2 What is going

on 2 Well, whatever you may care to

call it—a Cabinet house-party or a

Cabinet conference. You can still

take your choice, because it is almost

a brand new creation, and has not

been formally named as yet. It is a

house-party where the eating and

sleeping are provided for in commu

nity fashion, by teams detailed to do

the housekeeping. It is a conference

where all the planning, preparing, and

most of the speaking, with an occa

* Miss Chickering has been student secre

tary for the Pacific Coast Field Committee.

/
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sional suggestion from the secretary,

are done by the girls themselves.

And it is such a happy combination,

this housekeeping conference arrange

ment. “Girls, do hurry up with those

breakfast dishes. It's been time for

devotionals for the last half hour.”

A final rattle of dishes, a hasty drop

ping off of aprons, and we gather in

the little front room of our cottage,

where one of the girls reads some

words from the Gospel of John, and

tells us how she thinks we can apply

them to our Association plans. Then

a prayer, a moment of quiet, while

the wonder of it all, that these plans

of ours can be shared with One who is

all-powerful, eternal, sinks in upon us

afresh. Then we get down to work,

and to say that the dust flies is to put

it mildly. The air is fairly heavy with

flying committee plans. Nor is the

visiting secretary the only one who

often finds herself on new ground.

“Why, I didn't know that the Associa

tion was doing things like that,” ex

claims the chairman of the Member

ship Committee, when the girl at the

head of the Social Service Committee

is unfolding some of her plans, and

forthwith puts it down in her note

book, as a clinching argument to put

forth to the girl who “doesn't see why

she should.”

-

~
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Eleven o'clock finds the house

keeping getting the uppermost again,

and two girls reluctantly slipping

away to get lunch, and at twelve

we sit down to eat. Two o'clock finds

the conference again on top, and, with

the exception of an hour or two of

recreation, when we go swimming or

play prisoners' base, the afternoon and

part of the evening pass in the closest

discussion and comparison of plans.

The end of the third and last day,

and we gather on the beach for our

final meeting together. Hand in hand,

as the vesper service draws to a close,

we stand watching the sun as he sinks

over the edge of our world to climb

up into that part of the heavens where

he shines down upon “our Tokyo sec

retary,” Margaret Matthew, whose

name has been so often upon our lips.

Somehow, the world seems very small,

our plans seem very much a part of

God's great whole, and in the strong

assurance that he is with us in all and

through all we aim to do, we go forth

to put into deeds the prayers and plans

of these days.

I once knew of a football squad

which met defeat year after year till

a wise coach came along who sensed

a cause. So he scoured the college

town till he secured an empty house,

and two weeks before the big game

of the year he moved the squad as a

whole into it. They ate together, sang

together, talked of possible victory to

gether, and when the day of the

great game came they played to

gether, and won. They had be

COme a team.

That is what has happened

in our Cabinet house-party.

We came a group of committee

chairmen; we go forth a Cabi

net, filled with faith in each

other, and in that faith, finding

new faith in the Father, in

whose name and power we

Serve.

§

The Richmond

Convention

Louise W. Brooks

HE last number of THE ASSO

CIATION MonthLY contained

an article by Miss Hays re

garding the program of the Richmond

Convention, April 9 to 15, 1913. It

is the purpose of this article to give

some of the details of the business

management of the Convention. Ac

cording to the constitution of the na

tional organization, “the basis of

representation shall be one voting dele

gate from the first one hundred or

less voting members in each Associa

tion, with an additional voting dele

gate for each additional one hundred

voting members. Any representative

of the World's Committee or any

member of a local Association may be

entitled to a seat in the Convention as

a visiting delegate. Members and

secretaries of the National Board shall

be entitled to seats in the Convention

as voting delegates.” When this

representation was outlined at the

Convention in New York in 1906, a

certain interpretation was placed upon

the words “members and secretaries of

the National Board.” During the

years of growth which have intervened

between that and the coming Conven

tion, the interpretation of these words
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has changed. It is, however, impos

sible for us to do other this year than

interpret this clause as it was origi

nally meant. The meaning of this is

that National Board members and

national headquarters secretaries are

entitled to seats in the Convention as

voting delegates and that members of

field committees and national field

secretaries must represent local Asso

ciations in order to vote in the Con

vention. As will be remembered, a

commission was appointed at the In

dianapolis Convention which will re

port at Richmond concerning this

subject.

The first regular announcement of

the Convention, with accompanying

application blank, will be in the hands

of each secretary and president at

about the time this issue of THE As

sociation MONTHLY comes from the

press. Owing to the fact that this

Convention is based upon representa

tion and is a legislative body, it is

necessary for us to use a different

blank from that which is used at our

summer conferences; that is, we use a

blank for an Association rather than

an individual, and each Association

should send in one blank giving the

names of all of its delegates. These

blanks should be received in the De

partment of Conventions and Confer

ences not later than March 20th, 1913.

Owing to the fact that Richmond

is at present without a central build

ing, the official headquarters office

will be in the Hotel Jefferson up to

the day of the opening of the Con

vention, when it will move to St.

Paul's Episcopal Church, where all

delegates should register in order to

receive their admission tickets. All

sessions of the Convention will be

open to the public, but a certain sec

tion of the church will be reserved for

voting delegates. Richmond is well

provided with hotels, and delegates

can secure accommodation by writing

directly to the hotels listed in the an

nouncement.

The Southeastern Passenger Asso

ciation, which covers the district south

of the Ohio and east of the Missis

sippi, has granted a rate of three

cents per mile for the round trip plus

twenty-five cents for viséing the

ticket. This is equivalent to one and

one-half cents per mile each way.

The Southeastern Passenger Associa

tion is submitting this basing rate to

other passenger associations, asking

them also to grant rates. It is hardly

to be hoped, however, that passenger

associations west of the Mississippi

will come in to this plan. Another

later railroad circular will be issued

giving special instructions along this

line. Delegates may be able to save

more money than could be saved even

by a Convention rate if they use either

a mileage ticket or the ten party ticket

which is in effect on many of the

roads. -

The department of conventions

and conferences will be only too glad

to answer any questions in regard to

the Convention program, the plans for

entertainment, transportation, or any

of the many things that come up in

connection with a convention of this

kind.

£3.

The Permanency of

the Annual Finance

Campaign

Mrs. C. W. Gardner.”

BOUT two years ago the plan

for holding an annual finance

campaign was presented for

the first time to the finance commit

tee of the Young Women's Christian

Association of Minneapolis, and it was

with fear and trembling that we con

sidered it, knowing that it involved a

promise to the public that no further

* Mrs. Gardner is a member of the

North Central Field Committee and of the

Minneapolis Association Board.
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effort would be made that year for

raising money for our work. But we

felt that something radical must be

done, for under the old plan of irreg

ular effort, the best of our strength

and thought was consumed in raising

money just to meet the running ex

penses without taking into considera

tion the enlargement that we knew was

necessary; so with prayer and deter

mination we entered the one campaign

of the year and met with success that

was beyond our dreams. The fact

that the money was raised was only a

part of the success of our effort; in

addition we had developed talented

finance workers; we had caused the

public to pause and give interested

thought to our work; we had opened

their eyes to the fact that we were

doing substantial things for the young

women of Minneapolis and we paved

the way for future campaigns.

The year rolled by as years will, and

again we considered the annual cam

paign. We felt that without question

it was the best and easiest way to

meet our financial problems. This time

we found many more who were will

ing to work, and those who served on

the committees the previous year were

better fitted to go out and present the

matter to business men. We asked

for a larger sum and received more

than we asked.

A third time we are facing the prob

lem of the campaign and have no

doubt that we will accomplish our de

sired end. At no time in the history

of the Association have we been so

free to press forward our work, to

consider the real needs of the young

women of our community. As to per

manency, we have only the experience

of two years behind us, but many

things indicate that it may be a per

manent plan. The people learn that

they will be called upon at a certain

time each year, and but once, and ar

range accordingly. The courage born

of the success of two years helps us to

overcome obstacles and gives us faith

in God, the people and ourselves.

Subjects for Lenten

Vesper Services

E are about to enter upon the

W season when an increasing

number of Christians hold in

remembrance the forty days in the

wilderness where Jesus fought the bat

tle of complete surrender to the will

of God. Many Associations are plan

ning special Vesper services or short

term Bible classes as a preparation for

the week of our Lord's passion and

resurrection. If your plans are not

fully made would you care to study

The Temptations of Jesus, Luke 4:13.

I. The Demands of His Mission,

Matthew 4:1-II.

Note how the struggle was,

whether to do the thing ex

pected by the people or to

remember the deeper need of

111a11.

II. The Greatest Gift to a Suffering

World, Mark I :29-30.

Note how the people sought for

physical healing and Jesus

would share with them the

knowledge of the Father.

III. The Clamor for Bread, John

6:1-71.

Note how many would not an

swer the call to higher things.

IV. The Desires of His Friends,

Mark 8:27–39.

Note how the disciples were

intent on an earthly King

dom when Jesus sought to

interpret his coming.

V. The Appeal of the Gentiles,

John 12:2O-35.

Note how Jesus longed to an

swer their appeal so that they

might really understand, yet

steadfastly went his way to

Calvary.

VI. The Triumph of the Garden,

John 18:1-II.

Note that strength came that

night which carried Jesus un
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faltering through a mock

trial and ignominious death.

VII. The Radiance of a New Day,

I. Corinthians 15:19; 54-57

Note how Paul emphasizes the

fact of loyal daily living as

the inevitable outcome of the

Easter joy.

The March number of the Month

LY will contain a suggested order of

service for Easter.

§

Books Old and New

It is always interest

ing to look at another's

life from a general

standpoint, with the turning points em

phasized and the goal or ideal virtually at

tained.

In this book the reader has also the

added interest of watching the life of a

foreign woman and the sure and steady

development of her soul from sincere

Buddhism or Taoism to Christianity.

In every case, except two or three

where the daughter was born or adopted

into Christian homes, conversion takes

place under as immutable laws as those of

evolution: the laws of sincerity, ardor and

desire for service, along with a love of

worship. Given these characteristics in

any person, foreign or otherwise, and a

sure prophecy might be made that they

could not miss the right way—the Christ

way!

It is written in a simple, genuine man

ner, not without gleams of humor, and

it is made valuable as a reference book,

because, without going into dry details,

the reader gets a most satisfactory glimpse

of Chinese customs and conservatism, in

the natural course of each biography.

Every character is admirable, and there

are many who will be surprised to learn

that Chinese women are capable of the

achievements recorded.

In the chapter on Yu Kuliang there is

something especially pathetic and touch

ing. The little child, almost, whose photo

graph appears on the page opposite the

text looks so appealingly delicate. She

spent years with her mother, a Taoist nun,

shut up in a hut outside of the city, see

ing no one. In her womanhood she spent

twelve years of girlish ardour in periods

Notable Women of

Modern China”

* Notable Women of Modern China. By Margaret E.

Burton. Fleming H. Revell. With 16 illustrations, 127

pages, $1.25 net.

of three years each, in one room of the

house, living in the most absolute seclu

sion, “not seeing her mother, speaking to

no one and hearing no voice.” After such

a vigil she came out to rest for the period

of a year, then went back for another

three years of solitude. In her devotion

she even made offerings of pieces of her

own flesh to idols. Her whole body, even

her face, was covered with the scars of

her multilation.

This is sad, but sadder yet to think she

died when she had just come to the truth.

All the others in the book are living

and working to-day, and fill one with hope

for what such women can do.

“It will be noted that the majority of

the women of whose work I have written

received a part of their education in

America. My reason for selecting these

women is not because those whose train

ing has been received wholly in China are

not doing equally good work, but because

it is difficult to gather information.”

The biographies are about the following

women: Dr. Hii King Eng, Mrs. Alrok,

Dr. Ida Kahn, Dr. Mary Stone, Yu

Kuliang, Anna Stone.

As a book offering

suggestive lines of

thought to social work

ers, “The New Democracy,” an essay on

certain political and economic tendencies

in the United States, can be recom

mended and the general outline of argu

ment is presented by pertinent questions

and answers.

The working out of theories is a trifle

obscure, and the information as to past

history seems a bit bewildering, there is

so much compressed into a small space—

politics, agriculture, industrial conditions

—that the reader finds himself in a bit of

a maze. When, however, he emerges into

the present and looks into the future, the

sense of being in the woods is lost, and

he finds himself on high ground with

open spaces around.

The questions considered are: “Is our

new democracy merely the old democracy

in a new coat? Is it a return to the past

or a turning from the past? Is it im

ported, or a belief of native growth 2 Is

it a high-hung Utopia or an attainable

end? Is it a destruction or a fulfillment

of the fundamental law of American de

velopment? Whence does it come?

Whither does it lead P”

In answer to these questions the author

believes we are obeying a new spirit which

is leading us to discard old evaluations of

the goods of life; for pecuniary pre

The New Democracy"

* The New Democracy. by Walter E. Weyl, New York.

Macmillan, 1912. 370 pages, $2.o.o net.



for labor legislation is proved by the fact

that their presentation in the brief pre

pared by Mr. Louis D. Brandeis with Miss

Goldmark's assistance actually resulted in

a favorable decision by the United States

Supreme Court on the first women's labor

law ever brought before that body for re

view as to its constitutionality. The de

fence rests not on purely economic theory,

but on broad physiological grounds. The

human body is so constructed that activity

carried to the point of fatigue poisons the

system. Only in one way, by repose at the

right time before exhaustion is reached,

can the poisons be eliminated and the tis

sues restored.

Miss Goldmark shows the application of

these facts to modern industrial conditions,

and points to the absolute necessity of a

shorter work-day than now prevails in

many occupations. The second edition, re

cently issued, contains a valuable summary

of laws regulating women's labor in every

State. To secure this information elsewhere

it would be necessary to search the statute

books of forty-eight States.

Workers in Young Women's Christian

Associations will find this volume indis

pensable in their plans for aggressive, con

structive work on behalf of young women

in their communities.

MARY WAN KLEECK.

The vivid picture of

the work of girls and

women presented by Miss

Van Kleeck in her recent book, “Women

in the Bookbinding Trade,” is important

from several points of view. The facts

set forth in the chapters on wages, espe

cially as they are affected by periods of

idleness which greatly reduce the yearly in

come, indicate clearly the need of the estab

lishment of a legal minimum below which

wages are not to fall.

Probably the most serious evil exists in

the great irregularity of working hours,

frequently requiring night work, often vio

lating the labor law in regard to hours, and

at times requiring a work period of from

12% hours to 22 hours. One instance is

given of a working-day of 24% hours.

Many establishments are reported as be

ing entirely unregulated in regard to acci

dent prevention, ventilation, dust removal,

and especially serious is the lifting of heavy

weights by girls unequal to the task.

Chapters are also devoted to the effect

of trade unionism upon the industry and

to the need of co-operation between the

schools and the industry in order to de

velop efficient workers. But on this latter
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eminence, we are coming into the belief

of the trusteeship of wealth. We are lay

ing a new insistence upon consideration of

human life and happiness; we are demand

ing health, leisure, a share in our natural

resources and a dignified existence for the

majority.

The goal, then, of this new democracy is

a social goal; the improvement of the mil

lions, physical, intellectual and moral; and

the means mentioned for this end are out

lined on page 321. We have only begun

to prevent the selling of embalmed beef

and other deadly foods, and we still per

mit the killing of workmen by means of

lead, phosphorus, and unfended machinery,

And there are tens of thousands of in

fants who die annually from lack of

proper food and care.

The last chapter considers whether a

democracy can endure, and it is with a

feeling of distinct disappointment, in

view of the appealing needs set forth, that

no answer to the problem is forthcoming.

The author says, “its consideration in

volves matters of which we cannot surely

know. Even if we substitute for

pure prophecy a reasoned social projec

tion we advance but little along the path

of authority; we are all but clamorous

spectators before a curtain which is just

rising. We see the feet, not the faces of

the actors.”

To all women inter

ested in the welfare of

wage-earning girls, this

new and constructive discussion of over

work in industry must have an epoch

making value. Those who are providing

recreation or education for working girls

in leisure hours will need the information

which the volume gives about the physi

ological necessity for a proper balance be

tween activity and repose. To those who

are interested in the development of ef

ficient workers through trade schools or

other methods of industrial education, the

book will bring a realization of the need

for changing industrial conditions, in order

that constant overstrain mav not make effi

ciency a physical impossibility. Leaders in

the effort to secure legislative protection

for women workers will not be content

until the contents of this book are known

to all employers in their communities, to

all philanthropists, to all judges, to all

legislators, to all voters, and especially to

all wage-earning girls.

That the facts presented by Miss Gold

mark in this study of Fatigue and Efficiency

do, indeed, afford a convincing argument

Fatigue and

Efficiency”

• Fatigue and Efficiency, Josephine Goldmark. , Russell
Sage Foundation Publication, Charities Publication

Committee. $2.o.o.

Women in the Book

binding Trade”

* Women in the Bookbinding Trade. By Mary Van

Kleeck, secretary Committee on Women's Work, Russell

Sage Foundation. Survey Associates, Inc. 3oo pages. By

mail of The Survey, $1.5o postpaid. -
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point Miss Van Kleeck says: . . . .

"extreme specialization, constant standing,

prolonged hours of work, irregular em

ployment and low wages, produce inef

ficiency more rapidly than the schools can

train skilled workers.”

A little regret is felt that so much of the

early part of the book is devoted to a

minute description of the industry—space

which might well have been used for more

information as to health conditions.

It was in the book-binding trade that the

case arose in which it was declared uncon

stitutional to prohibit the night work of

women. The present study shows the seri

ous results of that decision and indicates

the great need of effective legislation.

IRENE OsgooD ANDREws.

Miss Ida M. Tarbell,

the author of this book,

is a woman who already

commands our attention and respect, and

one whose opinion of woman's place in the

economic and social world is too valuable

to be lightly passed over. She would in

terest many thoughtful readers, because of

her suggestive way of putting the things

she says with which one can heartily agree.

Among the sub-divisions of the subject

are: The Uneasy Woman; On the Imita

tion of Man; The Business of Being a

Woman; Socialization of the Home;

Woman and Her Raiment; Woman and

Democracy; The Homeless Daughter;

Childless Women; Ennobling of the

Woman's Business.

Her two chapters on the “Socialization

of the Home” and “The Business of Being

a Woman” should be read by all inter

ested in the development and progress of

her sex.

It is needless to say there is much ma

terial based on facts not come by easily in

any way, except through a source of first

hand information and by practical experi

ence. These facts serve, then, as valuable

data for the social worker, and make it

a handbook much needed by any institu

tion striving to better conditions.

“The object of this book is to call at

tention to a certain distrust which the

author feels in the modern woman. Its

ideas are the result of a long, desultory,

observation of the professional, political

and domestic activities of women in this

country and in France.”

The Business of Being

a Woman"

* The Business of Being a Woman. By Ida M. Tarbell.

Macmillan. $1.25

The above mentioned books may be order

ed through the Publication Department, 6oo

Lexington Avenue, New Yotk.

CITY NEWS ITEMS

An eight-day campaign for $60,000

held in December for the Wilkes-Barre

Association building resulted in pledges

of nearly $64,000. At the opening dinner

of the campaign the announcement was

made of conditional gifts of ten thou

sand, and that evening after the motion

was made to go on with the campaign

the second carried with it a five thou

sand dollar pledge, as the donor be

lieved “in doing, not talking.” Wilkes

Barre's rapidly enlarging work justifies

this appeal for funds; noon-recreation,

park and club work, during the past sum

mer brought I, 152 girls in touch with the

Association; extension work is done in

seven factories; clubs have been started

in three neighboring small towns; and

in one nearby mining village the Young

Men's and Young Women's Christian

Associations have worked together in

building up a choral club. In many other

ways the Association is justifying to its

1,400 contributors the investment they

have made in it. "

For about fourteen years there has exist

ed in Little Rock a Business Women's

Club which has maintained a reading and

rest room and accumulated some property.

Since the organization of the Young Wom

en's Christian Association, the need of this

organization has not been felt, and its

members have finally disbanded and turned

over to the Association a library of two

hundred volumes, twelve Globe-Wernicke

book cases, miscellaneous furniture and,

best of all, two lots and a four-room cot

tage on Mt. Magazine, said to be the high

est point between the Alleghenies and the

Rockies. Mt. Magazine, which is about

one hundred miles northwest of Little

Rock, is a beautiful and delightful summer

resort, still somewhat undeveloped, and the

Association will find this property very val

uable as time goes on. Great credit is

due the business women for the work which

they accomplished unaided by their own ef

forts, and of which the Association is now

reaping the benefits.

The Association has practically completed

the raising of $4,200, the amount required

for its second year's budget, and will short

ly launch its second membership campaign.

A living Christmas magazine was pre

sented by the high school department of

the Los Angeles Association shortly be

fore Christmas. A tableau representing

the cover paper showed an angel blow

ing a trumpet. The frontispiece was a

representation of the three wise men.

While this was being shown a Christ

mas carol was being sung back of the

scenes. Then there were Christmas

stories and Christmas poems and a lit

tle Christmas play adapted from the
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immortal Ruggleses. The advertisers

were not forgotten. There were, for

example, three little “Dutch Cleanser”

maids with a song. The entire prepar

atory school was included in the cast.

Winter weather does not daunt the

Omaha walking club, which started in

the summer, for in case rain spoils the

usual camp-fire supper outdoors, the

walk ends in a friendly farmhouse, where

a hot oyster stew has been planned for,

or a supper around an open fire. If it

snows, the walking club sleighs or

skates, for it is altogether invincible.

“Charter walkers” who know the coun

try serve as guides. Different girls

write up each adventure, and turn in their

records to the secretary; and on some

cheerful indoor occasion these talks will

all be read aloud.

A blaze of lights, about two hundred

enthusiastic girls, and a shining new

building met the procession of young

men which marched to music from the

Young Men's Christian Association

building to the Young Women's Chris

tian Association in Jackson, Michigan,

one December evening. It was a good

old-fashioned man-and-girl party with

which the new building was opened—

one more instance of the growing tend

ency to give our Association girls the

kind of social life which in one form or

another they must have.

Girls are urged to feel the utmost free

dom in bringing their young men

friends to the Association building in

Des Moines for bowling, music or just

a fireside call, to entertain them there,

even to the extent of planning quiet

dinner parties, to meet them there by

appointment if they are to be accom

panied to an evening's entertainment

and have no home in which to receive

their escorts—indeed, the Association is

determined that one of its fundamental

principles, the substitution for the home

in the life of the girls, shall be frankly

and sensibly emphasized.

That women in industry cannot live

on less than $8 a week in Philadelphia

is courageously asserted by the city's

Interchurch Federation through its

commission on social service. The com

mission makes public this estimate, cau

tions women and girls against accepting

employment for a less amount, and sug

gests that they consult the Young

Women's Christian Association or Con

sumers' League before accepting employ

ment from strangers.

Open house on Christmas day was

kept for young men who were strangers

in the city by the Sacramento Associa

tion. The ministers of the city were

asked to co-operate by sending to the

Association lists of young men whom

they knew to be without family life.

This occasion was the first of a series

of its kind to be held throughout the

year.

A special holiday feature in the San

Francisco Association was the open

house season which drew to the Asso

ciation building on appointed nights all

of the girls under sixteen who are mem

bers of the city's various settlements,

girls' clubs, recreation centers, etc., as

well as members from the new Japanese

branch and from the department stores

in which the Association is carrying on

active work.

Working on the principle that physical

education is derived through spiritual

interpretation, Miss Lash, physical di

rector of the St. Louis Association, has

organized a Round Table in her depart

ment. Its meetings, held every three

weeks, will take up the study of art,

literature and music. One hundred and

fifty members of the department were in

attendance at the first meeting.

A business women's Bible class that

registers so many—three hundred and

fifty in all—that it cannot meet in the

Association rooms, but must needs be

held in the city's largest church, is a

strong feature in the Springfield, Ohio

Association. Springfield is looking for

ward to owning its own building very

soon. Surely it is healthily ready for

one, if by reason of this class alone.

“The New Bedford Magazine,” pub

lished bi-monthly by the Young Men's

Christian Association of New Bedford,

Mass., contains departments devoted to

the interests of the Young Women's

Christian Association, to church work

and to the various Christian activities of

the city.

“Young Women's Christian Associa.

tion News,” one of the youngest of As

sociation papers, but by no means lack

ing in sturdiness, was inadvertently omitted

from the list published in the December

Association MontHLY. This paper is

edited and published entirely by the

membership of the Birmingham, Ala

bama, Association, with practically no

secretarial assistance.

The sponsorship for a charity or

ganization sorely needed in Muscatine,

Iowa, has been taken by the Associa

tion of that city, which will, however,

leave the new organization to progress

entirely on its own initiative after pub

lic sentiment has once been shaped to

bring about its sound establishment.
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A supper for the board of directors

and their husbands was held lately in the

Albany Association cafeteria, followed

by toasts which at least served to con

vince the gentlemen present that their

wives were making profitable investment

of time in the Association.

Large figures come from Kansas

City, Missouri, which reports the tripling

of its membership within a year, and an

attendance of 28,650 during a ten-day

Bible conference.

OUR GREEK BAZAAR

EDITH L. JARDINE*

When Greece called her sons to take part

in the struggle that had aroused the world,

there was sorrow in the hearts of the Greek

girls of the International Institute.

The brothers of some of them and the

betrothed of others responded to the first

call to arms; the mother of one girl was

shut up in the besieged city of Adrianople

and all had relatives or friends whose lives

would be endangered. Gloom prevailed

when the girls met, for they bought papers

with the latest war news on the way to

the classroom, and they could not concen

trate their minds on their lessons.

Our Greek girls are intense by nature—

they feel deeply and brood over a sorrow

until it is very difficult to divert their

thoughts to other subjects. At our Hallow

e'en party some of them responded to our

efforts to cheer them and joined in the

games and the merriment, but one went

home, sa_ing, “I cannot sing and laugh

when the blood of our brothers is being

shed.” This tragic note was often heard

among them while we sought a way to

help them.

To our great relief the girls found the

way for themselves. One class night a girl

exclaimed, “Must we sit with our hands

folded while our men are dying for their

country? Is there nothing we can do?”

Then their teacher, a Greek woman, with

all the resources of a fine needlewoman at

her command, said, “No, you can give the

work of your hands to help your country,

and I will show you what to do 1"

An eager group came to us with the

question, “Will you let us work for our

country and help us to sell the work of our

hands?” and with equal eagerness we an

swered, “Yes!”

When the desire of our girls became

known, so many of their Greek friends

pressed forward with offers of assistance

*Miss Jardine is Secretary of the International Institute

or Young Women, affiliated with the Metropolitan Board

of Young Women's Christian Association of New York

City.

that our plans grew apace, and soon the

idea of a bazaar to which all Greeks could

contribute of their handiwork or of their

products took shape.

We of the Institute were deeply im

pressed by the singleness of purpose, the

energy and the industry displayed by the

Greek women in carrying out their plans.

Those who had money purchased the ma

terial, which the deft fingers of others fash

ioned into dainty articles with astonishing

rapidity, and many plied their needles far

into the night as they bent over fine em

broidery. Those who had influence and

those who had only “a winning way” be

guiled those who had anything to give, to

give generously.

At the end of a month, the harvest of all

the industry was so great that we won

dered how the modest rooms of the Insti

tute could possibly hold it.

When all was in readiness for the open

ing of the bazaar, we found it difficult to

recognize ourselves. Our walls were hid

den by soft white cheesecloth and decorated

with festoons of pale blue, and the corners

were filled with palms sent by Greek flor

ists. A varied collection of beautiful and

useful articles, from boudoir caps, jabots,

and embroidered silk stockings, to olive oil,

sponges and coffee, covered the tables in

profusion. Graceful Greek girls with the

soft eyes which are their chief beauty,

dressed in white and blue, awaited cus

tomers with an air of determination that

boded ill for pocketbooks.

Then we learned how appealing was the

cause to all Greeks, for they came in large

numbers and purchased so generously that

the cash box was soon bulging. Greek was

the language of the hour (when “Greek

meets Greek” tongues fly!) and so strong

was the Hellenic influence that sometimes

we forgot that we were in America, and

when we were treated with graceful Grecian

hospitality to Grecian sweetmeats and pas

try we had to pinch ourselves to remember

that we were not in Athens. Even the

many American friends and sympathizers

who came did not dissipate the Grecian at

mosphere to our minds.

The financial result of the two days' ba

zaar was the substantial sum of fourteen

hundred dollars, which was sent to the

American branch of the Greek Red Cross

Society.

The results of the bazaar for us were a

widening of our acquaintance with the

Greeks of this city and a better under

standing of their life; an opportunity for

us to make them familiar with our work

and to enlist their sympathies in behalf of

our Greek girls; and a chance to show

our readiness to help in any Christian cause

and to make our girls realize that we are

deeply interested in anything that affects

them.
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Ertract—Letter—Florence B. Lang, Slave

Island, Colombo.

Perhaps you have thought that the Co

lombo Association is the only one in Cey

lon. It is the oldest and largest, but by

no means the only one. Here and there

throughout the island are small Associa

tions which we call “scattered branches.”

The Colombo secretary really ought to be

the traveling secretary for Ceylon and

visit these scattered branches regularly;

but it is quite impossible to do this in ad

dition to the Colombo work, where there

is but one secretary. I promised several

months ago to visit the two branches at

Heneratgoda and Mabima, and since the

trip is rather a long one, the meeting was

arranged for Saturday, and I was to re

main over Sunday. The journey was made

by rail from Colombo to Heneratgoda and

thence to Mabima by bullock cart. The

funny little cars are two-wheeled, and

quite comfortable when one gets accustomed

to them. I used to think the native drivers

were cruel, but closer acquaintance with

the nature of a trotting bullock has lead

me to change my opinion. It takes lungs

of brass, muscles of iron, nerves like

wire, and the patience of Job to drive them

The journey was along a winding country

road which led through several small vil

lages. Everywhere were seen the various

activities of village life. The houses re

semble huge packing boxes set on their

sides, with the open mouth facing the road.

A still more open veranda will sometimes

be attached, so when one passes along the

road one can see the old grandmother

pounding rice, the grandfather stretched

out for a nap, the father shaving his cus

tomers (if he is a barber) and the mother

giving the baby a bath. (The latter op

eration consists in pouring cold water

from an old tin over the head of the danc

ing infant.) Whenever the cart entered

a village the little brown children would

race after it, shouting strange words at

me. I amused myself and delighted them

by throwing a one cent piece into the

crowd every now and then. This could

hardly be called extravagance, since one

Ceylon cent is but one-third of an Ameri:

can cent in value. I found out afterward

that the children were asking for a book.

The missionary in whose cart I was rid:

ing gives them picture post cards and

illustrated tracts. They much prefer the

former, especially if they are colored. The

friends of this missionary save all the

post cards they receive and send her great

packets of them. -

I found the missionary's bungalow situ

ated in a little garden some distance from

the road. In the same compound was a

school room made of mud, with open sides

and a thatched roof. In this room the

meeting was held. I was touched to see

the decorations which had been made and

to hear afterwards about the real labor

which had been given to make the room

attractive for this meeting. There were

about fifteen members assembled. More

were expected, but the sky looked threat

ening. Four of these had about nine miles

to travel in a bullock cart! Most of the

members were Singhalese who understood

English. One poor girl went to sleep,

which distressed me somewhat, but I was

told afterward that she always does that

because she understands so little English.

How I wished the girls at home could see

this little Association meeting in Ceylon,

and could have heard the beautiful clos

ing prayer of one of the members as she

prayed for Association people all over the

world, and for the mothers who sent their

daughters so willingly for the work in

far-away countries. I thought that last

remembrance was so beautiful!

The native preacher of the Baptist

Church sent word to me to preach at the

morning service | Upon being assured

that the people were not higher critics I

consented. The preacher interpreted for

me. There were about forty present,

many of whom were Association members.

During the prayer the children squirmed

just as they frequently do at home, and

two had to be led out in disgrace.

In the afternoon we talked to a little

school, about two miles away, which the

missionary built with twenty-five dollars

which was sent her by a friend at home.

The land upon which the school stands

was given by a poor old woman who is

a convert from Buddhism. I had the

pleasure of seeing the old woman and

shaking hands with her. Her wrinkled old

face was bright with happiness as she

tried to say a few English words. There

were about twenty children in the school,

and such interesting, bright, and, many

times, pretty faces ! How they could re

peat Scripture | The first girl of twelve

stood forth and recited the Io.3rd Psalm.

The others were younger and they went

through other long Psalms and parables

from the New Testament. A young man

of about nineteen, still a Buddhist, but

very much interested in Christianity, was

in the back of the school listening to

everything. He is learning English, and

came to get “Pilgrim's Progress” from the

teacher, as some one had said it would

improve his English. The missionary is

hoping it will make him really come out

as a Christian. When one gets out into

the villages and sees the life of the people

one can understand how very difficult it is

for the people to accept Christianity. If

we were the only Christians in our home

town, and all the town people were ridi
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culing or persecuting, I wonder how many

of us would have the courage to remain

true, especially if our own knowledge of

Christ and his love were as meager and

vague as these poor people's must be.

As we walked home the sky was one

mass of lovely color from the setting sun.

The paddy (rice) fields of brilliant green

were bathed in this soft light and the

whole scene was exquisitely beautiful. We

passed one field where the rice had been

cut and was being threshed. Eight bul

locks were tramping out the grain. I

went up to watch them closely, for the

missionary said the method was just like

that used in the Bible times. The oxen

were hitched together in two sets of four,

and moved around in a circle like the

hands on the face of a clock. Every now

and then the chaff would be blown away

as the men lifted the straw.

Darkness settles very quickly in this

country, and we went home in complete

blackness. Every now and then a native

would pass with a blazing torch, which

would light up the road for a space and

then ſiit away like a huge fire-fly.

Prayers after dinner with three

Singhalese servants closed a day which had

been full of interest and joy! How I

should like to know the language, that I

might understand what the people are say

ing and speak to them. They are a

friendly folk and always ready to stop and

speak with anyone whether friend or

stranger.

This little branch of the Association is

an important part of the great world

body, for though they are few in number,

they are earnest and are letting their light

shine in the midst of such darkness about

them ||

Ertract—Letter—Ruth

Japan.

When we came back to Tokyo on the

first of September we had a shock! We

found a foreign lady staying in one of

our Japanese hostels. This is worse than

it sounds. There are no accommodations

for either sleeping, eating or living in for

eign style, and foreigners are not allowed

to stay there even for the fun of the ex

perience. But the matron of the dormi

tory had been even more dismayed than

were we, for when she had refused a room

to this lady the evening she arrived, the

latter presented a telegram purporting to

be from the Association which said that

although the secretaries were not in the

city she could be accommodated in one of

the dormitories. The matron, supposing

Miss Matthew must have sent the tele

gram, although not understanding why,

Ragan, Tokyo,

took the lady in, and she slept on the floor,

sat on the floor, and made the domitory

her headquarters for six days until we

arrived. You could appreciate this bet

ter if you could see her. She is sixty

nine years old and is traveling around the

world alone. She is one of the most en

tertaining old ladies I ever saw, and I

am sure she can take care of herself on

this trip. We found that the old man at

the Tokyo Association, on receiving an

English telegram from Cook's office in

Yokohama, had taken it to a lady in the

neighborhood who knew English, and she

had sent the reply, at the same time ne

glecting to mention it to any one in

terested

I want to tell you about the summer

that one of the Japanese school girls

spent. For nearly a year she had been

planning to spend her vacation with some

friends in the mountains, but at the last

minute, through her own fault, had to give

it up. It was a terrible disappointment to

her, and I am afraid she did not accept

it very patiently. But in her owns words.

“At the summer conference I lost half of

my disappointment and got much good

spirit instead of it.” This girl had been

baptized since her last summer vacation,

and none of her family were Christians. I

am going to use her own words:

“When I got home I was surprised to

notice a great change which had taken

place in my family during the year.

Younger brothers and sisters had learned

to sing some hymns which were disgust

ing to them before, and moreover, mother

and sister wanted me to tell them about

the Bible. How thankful I was I could

not know anything about my father, for he

was away on business. I found a lot of

work to do at home. I began a Sunday

school on the first Sunday. Sixteen chil

dren, from five years old to thirteen years,

came, and with them two principals of

primary schools and four other people, to

celebrate the opening of the class. They

asked me to have it twice a week, and

very fortunately the children were glad

of it, so I had them on Sunday and

Wednesday. At the first lesson when I

asked them who was the greatest in the

world many answered that it was our

Emperor, and some mentioned the names

of shrines where families worshipped, but

a few who were brought up in Christian

homes had a dim conception of one God.

When my father came home I had to

take my class to another place, for my

father had not changed as I had hoped,

and he was displeased. At one time he

came and stood outside the entrance for

about five minutes. When I came back he

was very cross, and I made a great effort

to be patient and went ot’t to the veranda

and read Psalm 42 and prºved. The fact
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that he had not much knowledge of Chris

tianity gave me hope, and I prayed that

he might change his mind before I came

back to school. I got up usually

at half past five, slipped out of my bed

and mosquito net, grasped my Japanese

Bible and the little book, “Daily Strength

for Daily Needs,” and went out into the

corner of the garden. There is a round

rock which is big enough to be my table.

There I had my silent hour. Every even

ing we went out to the sea and sat on the

bank looking at the moonlight and the

waves which reflect the golden light. First

of all we sang hymns, then some children's

Songs. Three boys from the next house

often joined us. I told stories from the

Bible. Always the youngest child fell

asleep and I had to take her home on my

back. One night only my sister was

listening to me. It was as quiet as pos

sible, for nothing was heard except the

noise made by the touching of boats with

the little waves, and you can imagine the

moonlight night on the seashore; just

quiet and peaceful it was. Little islands

were black and yet their shape was clear.

One little fisherman's boat was floating on

the golden waves, and a stately ship with

two black sails was sailing across. I took

two hours to end the story of Christ, and

when I had finished sister sighed and said,

“I was just about to cry.” She understood

me, every word, and she has decided to go

to church when she goes back to the city

next term to school.

God did lay his hand on us and bless us,

for my father changed. One night just be

fore I came back to school he went to a

Buddhist meeting and when he came home

he asked me about my Christian faith, and

then he came to want to know about Chris

tianity, and allowed me to have my Sun

day School at his house again. At the

last lesson he sat and listened. This was

the greatest answer to my prayer and the

greatest joy, too. When I left home for

school I gave him a Bible. Once he had

destroyed a book like that. Thus the va

cation which had begun in disappointment

was full of work for God and this first

summer after my baptism became a mem

orable experience." -

Miss Esther Anderson is making a

brief visit in this country after a five .

years' stay in Australia. The board of

directors at Adelaide proved its appre

ciation of Miss Anderson's service by

urging her to come to America for six

months at its expense. She is to re

turn for a limited period and supervise

the erection of Adelaide's new building.

Miss Beatrice Cron of Indianapolis is

to be associated with Miss Mary Ruther

ford in the work at Calcutta. Miss

Cron has the distinction of being the

first secretary to become the foreign

representative of the Association which

she has served in this country. Indian

apolis has provided for her outfit and

journey as well as for her support. The

“Twenty-four Hour a Day Club,” which

has assured her support, held its first

meeting on the evening of the 11th of

January, which was the first day that

Miss Cron was on the sea. The ease

with which Indianapolis has raised its

missionary money should be an incen

tive to many Associations to have their

own foreign secretaries.

Miss Florence Denison, formerly of

Illinois, was a member of the secretarial

party that sailed for India on January

I Ith. Miss Denison has had a varied

experience as physical director, general

secretary and county secretary, and goes

to India to help to awaken interest in

the physical department as well as to

assist in the general work.

Miss Agnes Hill sailed for India on

January 4th to undertake independently

a special piece of work among the

women of North India. Miss Hill's long

service as an Association secretary has

developed in her an intense love for

Indian women, and she hopes to train

some into effective Christian leaders

among their own people.

Miss Laura Radford spent a month at

Singapore, as she was returning from

India. As a result of that visit, an

urgent request came to the Indian Na

tional Committee for Miss Radford to

become the general secretary at Singa

pore. This appeal was granted with

the belief that Miss Radford could open

an important territory of Association in

terests in the Straits Settlement. Miss

Radford sailed for her new field of

service on January IIth.

A second new field for the American

Associations is being opened through

the transfer of Miss Jessie Mather from

the office secretaryship of the Indian

National Committee of India to the gen

eral secretaryship of Allahabad.

Miss Mary Rutherford is returning to

India before the expiration of her fur

lough period, in order to take the general

secretaryship of Calcutta and relieve

Miss Bentley, so that she may attend

the World's Student Christian Federa

tion Conference at Lake Mohonk in

June. Miss Rutherford sailed on Janu

ary II th and expects to reach India

about February 25th.
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Maxims of a Financial Secretary

This is the season of the annual

finance campaign. Not only is this

method of securing support coming to

displace the old diffuse and disheart

ening way of raising funds irregularly

through the year, but in a number of

cities in the Middle West a series of

campaigns is being successfully con

ducted this spring based on the plan

of the single concentrated effort, with

the three-fold appeal for local, field,

and headquarters work. It is per

tinent to quote at this time certain

principles and details applicable to

the finance work of any large welfare

organization as suggested recently by

a finance secretary, in addressing a

group of social workers in New York:

I. It is necessary for you to spend money

in order to get it.

Unless you are willing to make this ven

ture you will lose what you already

have.

2. The person who does your finance work

should also be your press agent—

knowing not only the details of rais

ing your money, but how to get your

interests into the papers. This repre

sentative of your organization, who

often has a perspective for its work

that the general secretary cannot pos

sibly have, must see that our com

mon tendency to gloss over facts is

not permitted, that our organization

stands for the truth in presenting its

cause or its claims.

3. The finance secretary, before presenting

the claims of the organization, should

go out and see for himself (or herself)

what it is actually doing for people so

that he may speak not so much from

a knowledge of the machinery, as of

what it is accomplishing. For in the

long run we want to say as little

about the organization, and as much

about the people for whom it is work

ing, as possible.

4. The waste basket is playing an ever

more prominent part in the financial

affairs of our large cities, and you

cannot consider too carefully the na

ture of the finance letters you issue.

Men of large interests receive from

twenty-five to two hundred appeals a

day, which, incidentally, go through

the hands of their private secretaries,

so it is sometimes well to gain the

personal attention of the secretary

first.

A fac-simile letter is advisable providing

it is a good fac-simile; but never, un

der any circumstances, use a fac

simile signature for a finance appeal.

The personal signature by an impor

tant officer in your organization will

carry great weight, and one such name,

written by hand, is infinitely better

than half a dozen fac-simile signatures

grouped at the end of the letter, how

ever impressive the names. Get the

president to sign the letters if pos

sible. The signing of two thousand

letters is sometimes a liberal educa

tion for the signer'

Begin your letter with a one line para

graph. Get the letter all on one small

sheet. Just because we are interested

in our organization other people are

not necessarily so, and above all we

must be brief. As far as is possible

use words of one syllable.

Be honest; understate the situation

rather than saying anything that is

unprovable. The ring of sincerity is

what most people are looking for these

days.

Be instructive. A well-known organiza

tion claims that it has never yet issued

a finance appeal that was not worth

more in the information it gave, than

the cost of producing the letter.

Be personally committed to your cause.

You can't get very far with just a

worthy purpose in these days; it must

be the most worthy purpose, and you

must be convinced of it yourself be

fore appealing in its name.

Every organization is different from

every other. Ascertain that difference

and exploit it, so long as it is impor

tant. Pick out the significant and

appealing features of your work.

5. If the inertia of writing a check can

once be overcome by genuine interest,

you will get your contribution. And

if you can once get a person to give,

the probabilities are that he will con

tinue to give. Remember that we

who are perhaps professionally con

nected with our organization, who are

earning our own salaries, cannot judge

other people by ourselves—they do

not have the same attitude of mind

toward giving that we must neces

sarily have.

After a first contribution don't give the

newly aroused interest opportunity to

flag. A contributor is generally in the

position of vacillating between being

34
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an upholder of the organization and

being critical of the way it is spend

ing his money ! If he doesn't hear

from it he begins to get doubtful.

Assume that he is doubtful and rein

force his confidence from time to time,

reporting definite achievement (with

out appeal) or sending him readable

printed matter. We are derelict in

our duty unless we do more for our

contributors than merely sending them

our annual report.

An Important Conference

On January 13-14 a most interest

ing and significant conference was

held at National Headquarters in New

York. In response to a request from

some of the Women's Foreign Mis

sionary Boards, the student committee

of our National Board set aside these

two days for conference concerning

the missionary work of students. Offi

cial delegates numbering fifty-two

were present from twenty-four

Women's Foreign Missionary Boards,

from the Council of Women for Home

Missions, the Student Volunteer Move

ment and the National Board of the

Young Womens Christian Associa

tions. The program included a dis

cussion of the principles of co-opera

tion between the National Board and

the Missionary Boards in promoting

interest amongst college students in

the Missions in their own churches

and in establishing a closer and more

personal relation between women stu

dent volunteers and the secretaries of

their respective boards.

Considerable time was spent in dis

cussing the ways in which church in

terest could be promoted through the

denominational meetings at the sum

mer conferences and all agreed that

this was one of the most important

links with students. The Alumni work

of the student committee was also

shown to be a means of relating gradu

ates to the work of the local church

and Sunday school, as well as to the

needs of Home Missions.

Mr. F. P. Turner and Mr. Wilbert

B. Smith, secretaries for the student

Volunteer Movement, led discussions

on the subject of securing candidates

for the foreign field. The value of the

services of the local church to the stu

dent during her college days was also

emphasized in many ways.

On both days the delegates lunched

with members of the National Board

student committee and the value of

those hours of social acquaintance was

evident to all. Many of the delegates

had been so absorbed in the work of

their own denominations that they had

not much opportunity to know those

of other churches. These lunch hours

were a great opportunity for compar

ing notes about the progress of the

missionary work amongst the various

boards.

Before the conference adjourned,

the delegates agreed on certain princi

ples of co-operation with the National

Board, which they embodied in recom

mendations which are to be forwarded

to all the boards concerned for their

consideration.

This conference with the Mission

Boards has emphasized the value of

the closest co-operation on the part of

the Association with the church or

ganizations; it is only in this way that

each can supplement the other. We

hope that this may be just the begin

ning of many similar meetings.

The Decennial Convention of the Religious

Education Association

The Decennial Convention of the

Religious Education Association will

be held in Cleveland, Ohio, March

IOth to I3th, 1913, discussing the gen

eral theme “Religious Education and

Civic Progress.” The progressive

civic spirit of Cleveland makes this

topic peculiarly appropriate. The

program, which is already almost

completed, provides for over thirty

different meetings with over one hun

dred speakers.

The unique feature of this conven

tion will be the bringing together in
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joint sessions the various depart

ments of the Association work in

order that the problems of co-ordi

nating different agencies may be care

fully studied.

Hotel headquarters will be at the

Statler. Those expecting to attend

this convention should make early

reservations. All persons are en

titled to attend. Advance programs

as they are issued will be sent from

the office of the Religious Education

Association, 332 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago.

Secretaries of the Young Women's

Christian Association in Cleveland

and nearby cities are urged to attend

these sessions.

The Association of Employed Officers

The meeting of the Association of

Employed Officers follows the Biennial

Convention in Richmond, meeting

from April 15-17. An admirable pro

gram for the consideration of vital

subjects is under preparation. Fuller

announcement will be made later. It

will be a misfortune for any secretary

to be obliged to miss this meeting and

we are hoping that a large percentage

of the secretarial force throughout the

country will be present. Besides the

program there is always the advantage

of personal acquaintance and fellow

ship, which is even more essential as

our numbers increase.

We wish to remind you that the ex

pense of this. program must be met

from our own treasury and that the

condition of the treasury depends upon

the payment of the $2 membership

fee which each one who belongs owes.

In order that we shall be saved em

barrassment, the members of the As

sociation are very earnestly requested

to send as soon as possible their

$2 membership fee to Miss Ella

Schooley, 1701 Bush Street, San

Francisco, Cal.

All Associations Watch for

The annual report blanks which will

come to your Association by circular

post early in February.

Your prompt attention to them will

help us to have a good national Asso

ciation exhibit at Richmond.

If you do not get them by February

20th write to your field committee for

duplicates.

An Outstanding Feature of the Biennial

Those who look back to the gym

nasium drill at Indianapolis as a stir

ring picture that outlasts many of the

legislative and technical hours in their

memories will be interested to know

that the success of that splendid dem

onstration has been used as but a step

ping stone to something more complete

and more pictorial which will present

to the Richmond Convention and the

people of that part of the south a

rounded picture suggestive of Associa

tion work in most of its phases. It is

hoped to present a Pageant on the

grounds of a private estate in Rich

mond. At any rate it will be held out

of doors if April weather whims per

mit.

The committee has written the

Pageant around the motif, “as every

man hath received the gift, even so

minister the same, one to another.”

“The ministering of the gift then will

show by means of an opening proces

sional four episodes depicting student,

country, city and foreign work and an

epilogue, the individual's responsibility

for passing on Association gifts mak

ing for more abundant life. While the

different episodes have been assigned

entirely to Atlantic coast Associations,

the great opportunity for “direct rep

resentation” will come in the opening

processional of some nine hundred

girls representing every Association

affiliated with the National Board.

Further details will be given through

correspondence and in the March As

soci.ATION MONTHLY, but the country

at large may be assured of an occasion

of unforgetable impressions and sig

nificance.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION AT THE NA

TIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL

HE dates for the summer

course for graduate physical

directors have been fixed for

July 1st to August 12th. As previ

ously stated, this is an opportunity

for graduates of recognized normal

schools, whether experienced in

teaching or not, to study the special

field of Young Women's Christian

Associations and how the elements

of physical education may be ap

plied thereto. All lectures will be

given at the National Training

School in its new building adjacent to

the national headquarters. The

names of faculty and lecturers in

clude the following:

Dr. Anna L. Brown, Secretary for Hy

giene and Physical Education, National

Board—Departmental Administration; Sex

Instruction.

Miss Mabelle M. Ford, Director of Gym

nasium, Y. W. C. A., Cleveland, Ohio–

Physical Department Administration; In

dividual and Group Instruction.

Miss Maud March, Teachers College,

Columbia University—Normal Diagnosis.

Dr. Angenette Parry, M. D., New York

City–Personal and Social Hygiene.

Miss Beulah Kennard, President of

Pittsburgh Playground Association—Play

grounds.

Miss Elizabeth Wilson, Executive Sec

retary, Secretarial Department of Nation

al Board—History, Principles and Methods

of the Young Women's Christian Associa

tion.

Miss Ethel Cutler, Religious Work Di

rector, National Board—Life of Paul.

Miss Anna V. Rice, Hartford Theologic

al Seminary—Normal class—How to teach

the Gospel of Mark.

Professor Albert C. Knudson, D. D.,

School of Theology, Boston University—

Old Testament Prophecy.

These and other courses in Mission

Study, Personal Evangelism, etc.,

will be open to physical directors

who may choose courses aggre

gating from ten to fifteen hours,

according to the previous work they

have had. Dr. Jay William Seaver of

New Haven, Professor J. F. Williams

of Columbia University, Dr. George

A. Fisher of the International Com

mittee of Young Men's Christian As

sociations, Miss Villa Curren of the

International Institute of Young

Women's Christian Association, etc.,

will speak on aspects of physical edu

cation, civic co-operation and recrea

tion.

Since the National Training School

has been made the headquarters for

delegates attending the World's Stu

dent Christian Federation Confer

ference at Lake Mohonk in June, it

is expected that certain of the women

delegates will enter as students in the

Preparatory Training Center course

for student secretaries given at the

Training School simultaneously with

the physical directors' course. Cer

tain speakers at the Federation Con

ference are expected to lecture before

the whole body of students.

Every effort is being made in order

to insure to the physical directors

who attend the Summer Court an op

portunity to learn the most effective

methods of developing the physical

life of the women and girls in the

communities where the Young

Women's Christian Association is op

erating. The content of the various

courses will prove very rich to ex

perienced physical directors as well

as to those who have technical train

ing, but have not as yet become physi

cal directors.

The secretarial department is is

suing circulars, which will be sent to

all Associations and also mailed upon

application to the secretarial depart

ment office. The registration fee,

which should be paid on or before

May 1st, is five dollars. Twenty

dollars is the tutition fee, which

should be paid upon entrance. Room

and full board in the Training School

building is eight dollars a week. The

program has been arranged so as to

afford the maximum of physical com

fort, free from nervous strain, and

to fit the students to enter upon their

work in the fall better prepared in

mind, body and spirit.

Further announcements relative to

the courses will appear from time to

time.
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SECRETARIAL CHANGES

The following changes will bring

your Directory of Associations pub

lished in the Year Book up to date:

NATIONAL

Mabel Everett, formerly office secretary

of Student Committee, National Board,

New York City, to be office executive of

same committee.

Margery J. Moore, formerly executive

secretary of Delaware, Maryland and Penn

sylvania Field Committee, to be special

worker in Arizona for Pacific Coast Com

mittee.

Mary I. Mulford to be house director of

º National Training School, New York

1ty.

Helen Salisbury to resume work as

student secretary of Pacific Coast Commit

tee. -

Lorraine Willits to be special worker in

Publication Department, National Board,

New York City.

LOCAL

Jessie Alspach to be lunchroom director

at Topeka, Kans.

Ethel Baldwin, of the fall 1912 Northeast

Training Center class, to be extension sec

retary at Utica, N. Y.

Miss Banks, formerly extension secre

tary at Philadelphia, Pa., to hold the same

position at Camden, N

Ethel Beane to be student secretary at

Alabama Girls' Technical Institute, Monte

vallo, Ala.

Zella Bigelow to be instructor in sewing

at Cleveland, Ohio.

Elva Brakeman, of the fall 1912 South

Central Training Center class, to be as

sistant secretary at Birmingham, Ala.
Hazel Bullock to be instructor in sew

ing at Cleveland, Ohio.

Emma Dearborn to be director of the

commercial department at Cleveland, Ohio.

Edith L. Capron to be domestic art di

rector at Cleveland, Ohio.

Faith Elliott to be lunchroom director

at Colorado Springs, Colo.

Helen F. Fair, of the fall Central Train

ing Center class., to be extension secretary

at Kansas Citv, Mo.

Clara Hard, of the fall 1912 South Cen

tral Training Center class, to be extension

and mill village worker at Winston-Salem,

N. C.

Essie Hoag, of the fall 1012 Central

Training Center class, to be house secre

tary at St. Paul. Minn.

'Ali. Kimball, of the fall 1012 Northeast

Training Center class, to be membership

secretary at the Central Branch, New York

City.

iºuisa B. Kimball, of the fall 1912

Northeast Training Center class, to be

educational director at New Haven, Conn.

Hazel Krantz, of the fall 1912 North

east Trainino Center class, to be member

ship and social secretary at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Josephine Lynch, formerly assistant sec

retary at New Orleans, La., to be assistant

industrial secretary at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mrs. J. J. McDuffie to be student sec

retary at the Industrial Institute and Col

lege, Columbus, Miss.

Hazel McOmber, of the fall 1912 Central

Training Center class, to be extension sec

retary at Kalamazoo, Mich.

Marie Malley, of the fall 1912 Central

Training Center class, to be special worker

in lunchroom department at Minneapolis,

Minn.

Carolyn March, of the fall 1912 North

east Trainino Center class, to be assistant

and industrial secretary at Paterson, N. J.

Annie Miller to be instructor in the com

mercial department at Cleveland, Ohio.

Viola Pillsbury to be student secretary

at the University of Denver, Denver, Colo.

Mildred Pinkerton, of the fall 1912 Cen

tral Training Center class, to be office sec

retary in the educational department at

Detroit, Mich.

Eunice Porter to be assistant at Char

leston, W. Va.

Rena Richey to be instructor in cooking

at Cleveland, Ohio.

Ethel Scribner to be student secretarv at

the University of Colorado, Boulder, 3.

Elizabeth Scriven, of the fall 1912 Cen

tral Training Center class, to be extension

and county secretary at Elgin, Ill.

Marion Shepard, formerly general sec

retary at Chester, Pa., to be acting general

secretary at New Bedford, Mass.

Minnie H. Smith to be office secretary at

Rest and Recreation Rooms, Denver, Colo.

Harriet Thwing, of the fall 1912 Central

Training Center class, to be membership

secretary at Kansas City, Mo.

Harriet Vaughan, formerly assistant ex

tension secretary at the West Side Branch,

New York City, to be branch secretary at

the Barre Street Branch, Baltimore, Md.

Elizabeth Wetherell, formerly physical

director at Springfield, Mass., to hold the

same position at Plainfield, N. J.

Margaret Williamson, of the fall 1912

Northeast Training Center class, to be as

sistant employment secretary at the Central

Branch, New York City.

Mrs. Wilson to be cafeteria director at

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Margaret Wilson to be student secretary

at the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville,
Arkansas.

CHANGEs of ADDREss.

Young Women's Christian Association

of Epworth University, Guthrie, Oklahoma

now at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. -

Young Women's Christian Association

Switzer Women's College, Itasea, Texas.
has been discontinued. -



Wanted to complete a file of Asso

ciation papers for the Central Field

office:

The Evangel of November, 1899; March,

1904; September, 1906.

THE Association Monthly, May, 1907.

The practical value of shorthand

has again been emphasized in the fact

that it has been made a requisite sub

ject of instruction in connection with

Columbia University School of Jour

nalism. The Isaac Pitman system has

been adopted, and will be taught

under the direction of Prof. F. R.

Beygrau, the present teacher of this

subject in the Extension Classes at

Columbia University. This system is

taught in the Harlem branch of the

New York City Association and in

other Associations where there are

commercial courses offered.

The Fourth Biennial Convention

Of the

YoUNG Womens CHRISTIAN Associations

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

April Ninth to Fifteenth, 1913

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Underwood

eVriter

Wisdom Selects. It

for Absolute

Dependability

and Speed

Mºhine You Will Eventually Buy”

DERWOOD TYPEwriteR co.

underwood Building" ********** New York city

Branches in art Principal cities

Baggage Deliveredfrom Battery to 100th Street for 25 Cents

General Shipping and Trucking

FOWLER EXPRESS CO.

LEXINGTON AVE. and 44th STREET

Opposite Grand Central Terminal

Tel. Murray Hill, 1664, 1665 New York

§ (ſuallman's ºut, Inc.

<> BA rER & CON FECTION ER

6 2 9 M A D is on A V E N u =

copº. 5 orº-1 stR =Er TELEPHONE, PLAZA 2 1 34

ractor Y : 517 w. serra strº E. ET, n. Ew York

YANSS OPTICAL CO.

3 EAST 23rd Steet

METROPOLITAN BUILDING

Bet. Madison and 4th Aves. New York

Telephone, Gramercy 4588

Repairing While You Wait

Phone, Plaza 5647

LEO KLEIN

Successor to

MISS HORN AND MISS HESS

FLOWERS AND PLANTS

Telephone, Plaza 3322

FINE MILLINERY

609 Lexington Avenue, between 52d & 53d Street New York

In Connection with My Cleaning and Dyeing Establishment

767 LExiNGTON AVENUE

Cor. Sixtieth Street New York

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers



Make Your Reading Count

READ THIS COURSE

(Thirty-fifth C. L. S. C. Year)

Social Progress in Contemporary Europe. Frederic

Austin Ogg, A.M., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of His

tory, Simmons College, Boston, author “Saxon and

Slav,” etc................................................. ........ $1.50

Mornings with Masters of Art. H. H. Powers, Ph.D.,

President Bureau of University Travel, Boston. 125

illustrations...................................* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.OO

The Spirit of French Letters. Mabell S. C. Smith,

A.M., Assistant Editor THE CHAUTAUQUAN. Author

“A Tarheel Baron” and “Studies in Dickens’’....... I.50

Home Life in Germany. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick........ I.50

THE CHAUTAUQUAN MAGAZINE (Monthly — Illustrated,

C. L.S.C. membership included if desired.) Containing:

European Rulers: Their Modern Significance. (Arthur

E. Bestor, A.B., Director Chautauqua Institution);

A Reading Journey in Paris. (Mabell S. C. Smith.)

The monthly magazine also serves in many interesting

ways as a “don’t read at random” teacher for the

reading course.................................................... 2.OO

All Four Books (cloth bound) and the Magazine $5.00°

*Remit 30 cents extra for postage or prepaid express. “Collect”

charges are more.

“Easy for Anybody, Worth While for Everybody”

If in doubt, send stamp for handbook of testimonials

Address Chautauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York

Don’t Read at Random

t

--

iii
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Times change |

are FOUR.

same—plus an occupation.

The four
Once there were THREE. Now there

The three R’s mean Education.

REMINGTON

Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

R.

The four R's mean the

Official Insignia

Heecciation Scal Oin

DIAMOND C SHIELDS

Fit snugly on

any corset.

Prevent Cor

set bones or

steels from

bre a king

through.

Save dress

and under

wear from

friction, etc.

Areodorless;

y to wearer's

ORSET

washed. Add considerableasil

comfort. Double the corset's durability. Nain

sook, plain, 25 cents a pair; lace trimmed, 5o

Ask at all stores.

THE “CURLA”

Soft Rubber Hair Curler. Ties, curls, crimps,

waves and puffs. No wire, bone, metal or hard

substance. Soft Sanitary

Rubber only. Great,

especially recommended

for children's hair. 3 sizes.

3 colors. (Auburn, Black,

Gray). 25 cents a set.

At stores or by mail.

MERKHAM TRADING

company

Sole Mfrs.

Dept. A, 7 West 22d Street

New York City

cents a pair.

BOARD MEMBERS, EMPLOYED OFFICERS AND

MEMBERS WILL WISH TO WEAR

THIS NATIONAL EMBLEM

GOLD and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE $2.00

WITH SAFETY CATCH $2.25

Membership Qin

FOR THOSE WISHING A SIMPLER BADGE

GOLD PLATEand BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE 50 cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

600Lexington Avenue New York

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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IMPORTANT PUBLICATIONS

WHO’S WHO

in the Association Field?

The latest YEARBOOK of the Young

Women's Christian Associations of the

United States of America, published June,

1912, will tell you.

Where are they?

What are they doing?

What is the national organization?

What do the new headquarters build

ings look like?

The Year Book Will Tell You.

New Features :

Map of field Amplified directory

divisions

Reinforced binding | Finance statement

Send 50 cents for this “encyclopedia ''

of Association facts.

FOR THE CITY ASSOCIATION

Daily Record Book

In loose leaf form, complementary to

annual report blanks. For daily statis

tical record of all departmental activities.

Blank pages for use as desired. Filler

and binder, $1.oo; Filler without binder,

.60.

Class Record Book

For teachers' use in all Association

classes. Complementary to annual re

port blanks. Price io cents.

The Employment Bureau Committee

By Blanche Geary. A thorough expo

sition of the purpose and organization of

the Employment Bureau. Price Io cents.

Employment Bureau Filing Cards

Three Kinds:

(1) Workers' Record ;

(2) Employers' Information;

(3) Office Record of Employees.

Price 75 cents per hundred.

Suggested City Constitution

Revised and much amplified.

The Educational Committee

By Helen L. Thomas, National Educa

tional Secretary. The first leaflet on

educational work. Suggested outline for

study of community and suggestions for

vocational guidance appended.

Suggested Club Constitution

For the use of all extension clubs.

Price of each of the above, 5 cents; per

dozen, 50 cents.

Suggested Policy for Industrial Work

Price io cents.

FOUR NEW PUBLICATIONS

ON RELIGIOUS WORK

The Religious Work Director, Her Equip

ment and Her Task.

Charlotte H. Adams, resident teacher,

National Training School. A searching

study of the responsibility of all Bible

teachers.

The Association as an Aid to the Church

Rev. Henry Swearingen, Pastor Pres

byterian Church, St. Paul. An honest

interpretation of this most vital relation

ship.

How to Study the Bible

F. C. Eiselin, Garrett Biblical Institute

For personal study or as a teacher's guide.

Suggested Topics for Religious Meetings

Compiled by the student committee of

the National Board. Workable lists of

actual topics A student pamphlet, but

may be adapted to city work.

Price of each of the above, 5 cents.

FOR STUDENT CABINETS

Are You An Officer

in your college Young Women's Christian

Association? Are you trying to be an

efficient one, and perhaps trying without

any tools? The National Publication

Department carries a full “tool-kit.” for

you,-publishes 5 cent leaflets on :

The Cabinet.

Membership Committee.

Missionary Committee.

Bible Study Committee.

Conferences and Conventions

Committee.

Advisory Committee.

Finance Committee.

Social Committee.

Association News Committee.

Social Service Committee.

Topics for Religious Meetings.

Visit of the Traveling Student

Secretary.

All of these, certain free leaflets, and

the student constitution, may be ordered

singly or in a Student Packet, special

price 50 cents.

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

600 Lexington Avenue, New York City



IS A A C P IT M A N

SHORTHAND

Adopted by the New

York Board of Edu

cation, and used in the

ExtensionTeaching at

Columbia College,

City College of New

York and Adelphi

College, Brooklyn.

Also taught in the following Associations

HARLEM Y. W. C. A.

BROOKLYN Y. W. C. A.

GRACE INSTITUTE, NEW YORK

Send for Particulars of a Free Correspondence Course

for Teachers

-ADDRESS-

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS

2 WEST 45th ST. :: NEW YORK

Publishers of “Course in Isaac Pitman Shortband”

and “Practical Course in Touch Typewriting ”

GOOD

PRINTING

*

Prompt Service

Reasonable Prices

*

E. L. Hildreth & Co.

Brattleboro, Vt.

MOTT'S

PLUNMBING

The following Association

Buildings, now in course of

erection, will be equipped with

MOTT'S PLUMBING:

. A., Newark, N. J.

. A., Yonkers, N. Y.

. A., Kingston, N. Y.

. A., Newburgh, N. Y.

. A., Morristown, N.J.

. A., Nashua, N. H.

. A., Champaign, Ill.iii
A few of the many Associa

tion Buildings equipped with

MOTT’S PLUMBING:

Headquarters National Board

Y. W. C. A., 52d Street and

Lexington Avenue, New York.

. A., Springfield, Mass.

. A., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

. A., Cedar Rapids, Ia.

. A., Greenville, Maine.

. A., E. D. Brooklyn, N.Y.

. A., Hollidaysburgh, Pa.

. A., Indianapolis, Ind.

. A., Montgomery, Ala.

. A., Montreal (3 branches)

. A., Toronto (2 branches)

The complete line of Mott

products includes plumbing

fixtures for every conceivable

purpose. Catalogues sent on

request.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS

1828 EIGHT)^-F/l A. P. B.A.R.S. SUPR.E.M.A. C.P." 1913

Fifth Avenue AND SEventEENTH ST., New York

works AT TRENTON, N. J.

BRANCHES: Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Minne

apolis,Washington, St. Louis, New Orleans, Denver, San Fran

cisco, San Antonio, Atlanta, Seattle, Portland (Ore.), Indian

apolis. Pittsburgh, Cleveland, O., Kansas City, Salt Lake City.

CANADA : The Mott Co., Ltd., 134 Bleury St., Montreal, Que.

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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Gymnastic

RUDOLPH LENZ

Printer

62-65 BIBLE HOUSE

NEW YORK ſ

553

Telephone, Gramercy 554

Apparatus

Playground

Apparatus

Lockers

Anthropometric Apparatus

Columbia Ducit

Sequantur Alii

Ladies' Gymnasium Suits

Approbation of Leading Physical

Directors

Consumers League Endorsement

COLUMBIA GVMNASIUM SUIT CO.

301 Congress Street, BOSTON, MASS.

A Loose Leaf Binder for

The L. E. B. Binder Clip

will instantly make a book of any papers;

NARRAGANSETT MACHINE CO.

Write for Catalogs PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A.

JOBBING ESTIMATES

DAVID SEBOYER

Carpenter—Builder
Telephone, 1396 MURRAY Hill

620 Sixth Ave., near 36th Street, New York

MARGARET LOUISA HOME

OF THE Y. w. c. A.

14 East 16th Street, New York

A home-like hotel for Protestant self-supporting

women. Restaurant open to all women. Meals a

la carte and table d'hote.

Prices: Breakfast, 15-25c.; Luncheon, 25c.; Dinner 40c.

Send for circular.

ONE THING NEEDFUL

The Bilhorn Telescope Folding Organ

These organs are now in use in all parts

of the world; they are especially built for

hard usage and will endure all climates.

Missionaries, Ministers, Evangelists,

Young Men's Christian Associations and

the young people give them hearty

endorsement, as they are of untold value

to all. Send for full particulars.

BILHORN BROS., 136 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

Telephones, 2323-2324-2325 Gramercy

Wholesale, Retail and Manufacturing

STATIONERS

with the title on its back. You can instantly remove

any paper therefrom or add any paper thereto. It is

the simplest, cheapest, and handiest filing system ever

devised. With it letter files are kept on shelves just

the same as books.

After the binder clip is applied the arms may be reversed

and snapped against the documents or papers, and thus

kept out of the way. When one arm is reversed against

the papers the other forms a good hook or hanger.

Send 50c for dozen prepaid. Monew back ºf not suited

At ALL STATIONERS

Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co. Dept. 10, 240 West 23rd St., New York City

L00SE LEAF DEVICEs. A specialty

Printing, Lithographing, Engraving, Blank Books to

Order, Office, Railroad and Bank Supplies

MAIL ORDERS Given PROMPt attention

23 WEST 23d STREET :: :: NEW YORK

Phone, Gramercy 25.18

HENRY KIECHLIN

Dealer in

MEATS, POULTRY AND GAME INSEASON

FISH, OYSTERS, CLAMS, ETC.

VEGETABLES

272 FOURTH AVENUE

Near 21st Street New York

Please mention The Association Monthlv when writing to advertisers

TOWER BROS. STATIONERY CO.

º

s

s

s
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Gymnasium Supplies

Playground Apparatus

Steel Lockers

Catalogs on Request

Fred Medart Mfg. Co.

DeKalb and President Streets

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Harriet Beecher Stowe, a woman of wide experience and clear

cision, has said:

"No young women could have a better safeguard against the

adventies of fortune or a better resource in time of need, than a knowl

ºde of tenography, bookkeeping and
aurs. 72 -->

The conditions of modern ti - % ſº.phasize*. modern times en %.
bacAdwaytonºe

Send for catalogue describing all -----R-

particulars of our courses.

Hotel MARTHA WASHINGTON

5T,30h STREETS, NEAR 5th AVENUE,NEW YORK

Exclusively for Women

450 Rooms en suite and single. $1.50 per day and up, European

plan, Telephone in every room. Numerous§§ on each floor free

tº guests. Caters to women especially traveling or visiting New York

one. Convenient to Surface, and Subway transportation. Cuisine

exceptionally good, Absolutely fireproof.

Restaurant for Ladies and Gentlemen

|WA)'S

Willſ;R-WINGS

Great Sport in the Water!

Can be brought instantly into use.

With thern anyone can swim or float.

Supports from 50 to 250 pounds.

Weighs 3 ounces. Takes up no more room

than a pocket handkerchief.

WE HAVE TWO GRADES

No. 1. Plain, sells at 25 cents each.

No. 2. Variegated Colors, better quality and

finish, sell at 35 cents each.

Ayvad M'f’g Co., Hoboken, N.J.

\– D

Covered by four patents

Others pending

No. 267–Quartered Oak

Mission Finish

-for cost of either one

A tremendously popular table—used by hundreds of Y. M.

C A's, because it saves money and valuable space. Drawer

glides out on non-sticking, nickel-plated METAL SLIDES

and forms desk. Has pen groove, non-spillable ink-well

and stationary compartment. Nothing on table top need be

disturbed to use desk. For living room, library, etc. Many

other styles, all woods and finishes. Prices from $9.oo to

$35.oo; special prices in quantities for dormitory purposes.

Checker Board Table

*erves two purposes—ordinary parlor table and checker or

chess board. Very popular. Thousands in use. Call on

our dealer in your town, or write to us for catalog, prices

and particulars. Both tables thoroughly endorsed by leading

Y. M. C. A.'s everywhere.

Wolverine Manufacturing Co.

DETROIT, MICH.

World's largest parlor and library table manufacturers

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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Niedecken Mixer
PATENTED

The Perfect Shower Control

Valve

Write FOR BULLETIN No. 3

HOFFMANN & BILLINGS

MFG. CO.

Milwaukee - - WIS.

ASK YOUR PLUMBER

LADIEs' TºyPE showeR

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL

OFTHEYOUNGWOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONSOF THE UNITEDSTATES

OF AMERICA

ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR SUMMER, 1915

SIX WEEKS COURSES, JULY 1st to AUGUST 12th

I. Graduate Course for Physical Directors.

Advanced work in Normal Diagnosis; Personal and Social Hygiene; Applications

of the Principles of Physical Education to the Field of the Young Women's Christian

Association ; Organization of the Physical Department; Bible; The Young Women's

Christian Association Movement, etc. . Class, group and individual instruction by a staff

of experts in Physical Education and the Association Movement.

Both lectures and residence in the new building, 135 East 52d Street, New York City.

II. Preparatory Training Center for Student Secretaries.

Courses in Bible, the Association Movement, etc. Open to young women recom

mended to local student positions by the Secretarial Department.

National Training School offers regular one and two year courses

Sixth year opens September, 1943 Training Centers under Field Committees

For catalogs, circulars, application forms and all information pertaining to the above, address

Secretarial Department of the

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

600 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisess

1x



Secretarial Staff

National Board of The Young Womens Christian Associations

HEADQUARTERs secret Arººs

Mabel Gºtº. Gºra Secretary

sabel Noºn,sº ºn tº Gºnº sº,
ºne Becke Mºrse, sº sº.

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

Mary Lºuise Allen, Eº

Helen Thoburn, Bºlsº

Lorraine Willºts. Sºul ºr

Mary E. Betts, cº

OFFICE DEPARTMENT

Margaret F. MacKinlay. Fº

Once Secretaries listed under

departments,

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT

Harrie Taylor ºve

Frances C. Gage Sºcial ºr

Susan M. Clute, Ohiº

DEPARTMENT OF FIELD WORK

Helen A. Davis. Executº

Ella Schooley, Sºcial ºr

Katharine H. Scott, Oſº

Field secretaries

woºzººsººn

tº Nagle Place, Seattle, Wash.

--------

Elºn F. Fox. Sººn

Katharine H. Reynolds. Once Exº

---

ºf Cºº

º Wyoming Bldg., Denver, Colo.

Inez Kinney. Exº

M. Frances Cross City

Lucy Y. Riggs. Student

Grace Nash, Sºden

Elºy McCausey, Office

South Aſanº (Pºovisional)

- Commercial Bank

Building. Charlotte N. C.

Anna D. Caster, Executº

Ada Starºther City and Industrial

Mary F. Porter. Sººn

Mary Dudley Powell. Sº

Lois A Neel, Office

Cº. (Provisional)

tº Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

Ida V ontº. Executº

Harriet A. Broad, city

L. Maude Raymond. Student

Lucy H. Pearson, Sºudºir

Helen E. Barton. Once

Elizabeth Wistan.

ºn Lines, Bombay

Louise H. Wright,

- Corporation Street, Calcutta

---

Mary P. Banks.

ºr Prºtºn Mºon, Canºn

Grace L. Coppock.

to ºr Enº ºne

Evelyn Thayer Derry,

Bºº ºn P. O. Sº

Abby Shaw Mºynºw

Bºº ºn P. O. Sº

A. Estelle Paddock.

Box º American P. O. Shanghai

Ruth Paxson,

ºr. M. E. Mºon, Tºm Road. Tº

Harrier M. Smith.
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is rampant, wherever men and women groan
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are imprisoned in ignorance, wherever life
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Out of the

Ethel

turies and more ago that there

dwelt a sojourner in the land of

Midian. In the hot impetuosity of

his youth he had slain a man for dar

ing to abuse a cringing Hebrew slave,

and with the discovery of the deed,

he whom the ancient record declares

"mighty in words and works” had

taken refuge in a foreign land. The

impulse deep rooted in his very being

tº protect the weak in the hour of

their need won for him a welcome and

4 home, and, after many days, the soft

dark eyes of his bride taught him that

there are other ways of conquest than

by the strength of one's own right
arm.

Now it happened as he tended the

Hocks of his father-in-law by the

acred mount, that the glory of the

rd shone round about him, and in

he great wakening light, he saw with

*den clearness that all the longing

º his heart to help his countrymen,

ºng beneath the cruel bondage of

. gyptian lords, was as nothing
º the desire and the determina

. of the God of their fathers to de

... needy and the oppressed. He

Dersi ought himself quite alone in his

. yearning for his downtrod

who ºn, and lo, One there was

their º heard their cry by reason of

to ...masters and had come down

WaS3. them. Now all the world

the li sº transformed, aglow with

*... tº: Divine reality. Hesitant,

*med, more than half fearful

I' came to pass some thirty cen
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Long Ago

Cutler

lest the vision fade, lest he prove un

equal to the task entrusted to him,

yet spurred on by a growing faith,

Moses returned to the court of Pha

raoh to lift the yoke from off his

brethren.

It was a stupendous task fraught

with difficulties that would have

daunted a heart less brave, but when

the spring came on, a night of de

liverance, long delayed, fell on the

land, and each recurring April has

witnessed the memorial feast of that

great deliverance. To this day there

are sojourners in many lands who

keep the feast of the Passover because

“By strength of hand Jehovah brought

his people forth from the house of

bondage.”

It was long, weary centuries after

that first memorial feast ere there

arose another prophet in the land like

unto Moses whom the Lord knew face

to face. But when the Master of men

tarried for a little on the earth, he

also observed the feast. “Think not,”

he had said, “that I come to destroy

the law or the prophets; I come not

to destroy but to fulfil.” And on the

night that he was betrayed he kept

that ancient rite, yet transformed it,

made it forever new ; commemorating

no longer the exodus from Egypt but

that “exodus which he was about to

accomplish in Jerusalem.” Had they

not so spoken of his death—Moses and

Elias—as they talked with him on the

Mount?

39
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As he had made his way toward the

capital city he sent two of his friends

ahead with careful instructions to fol

low a serving man with a pitcher of

water and ask from the master of that

house the lowliest room where they

might eat the passover, for he who

had been born in a stable asked no

worthier place for his meal. There

were few men in the city who did a

woman's work of carrying water, so it

was an easy task to identify the house,

and there they found the upper room

already prepared for the honored

guest.

All was in readiness and they gath

ered around the table, Jesus and his

twelve trusted friends. There were

no guests, for ten might partake of

this family meal together. The cup

was mixed and the blessing pro

nounced, “Blessed be he who created

the fruit of the vine.”

The paschal meal was solemnly set

forth; the lamb slain at the altar, the

bitter herbs—symbol of the bitter

bondage in Egypt—the charosheth,

crushed fruits moistened with vinegar

—symbol of the clay and the mortar.

“Blessed be he who created the fruit

of the earth,” and they ate the bitter

herbs dipped in the charosheth. When

the second cup had been prepared the

youngest person present asked, “What

mean ye by this service?" Was it the

beloved disciple who caught up the

words of the ancient ritual, and to

whom the Master made reply, “This is

the Passover which we eat, forasmuch

as God passed over the houses of our

fathers in Egypt.” Lifting the bitter

herbs, he continued, “These bitter

herbs we eat, forasmuch as the Egyp

tians embittered the lives of our fath

ers in Egypt,” and lifting the unleav

ened bread, “this unleavened bread

we eat, forasmuch as there was no

time for the sprinkled flour of our

fathers to be leavened ere God re

vealed himself and redeemed them.

Therefore ought we to praise, cele

brate, honor, and magnify him who did

all these wondrous things for our

fathers and for us, and brought you

forth from bondage into liberty, from

sorrow into joy, from darkness into

great light. Therefore let us say Halle

lujah;” and they sang together the

words of the ancient hymn: “Praise

ye the Lord, praise, O ye servants of

the Lord, praise the name of the Lord.

Blessed be the name of the Lord from

this time forth and forever more.”

(1’s. I 13-114). “Blessed be thou, O

Lord God, our Eternal King, for re

deeming us and redeeming our fathers

from Egypt and bringing us unto this

night that we may eat the unleavened

bread and the bitter herbs,” added the

Master reverently as they drank the

second cup.

In the solemn hush that followed, the

Master took two cakes, broke one, and

laid the pieces on the other; “Blessed

be he who bringeth forth bread from

the earth,” wrapped them in the bitter

herbs, dipped all in the charosheth,

“Blessed be thou, O Lord God our

Eternal King, who has sanctified us by

thy commandments and commanded

us to eat.”

Was it as they ate of the bitter herbs

that the spirit of the Master was trou

bled and he cast a pall of sorrow over

the group by his words, “Verily, I say

unto you one of you shall betray me,

even he that eateth with me.” Startled

inquiry passed from lip to lip, “Lord,

is it I ?” and he who sat at our Lord's

left in the seat of honor for which he

had contended, ere the meal began,

asked also, “Rabbi, is it I?” The Mas

ter would fain win him by one last

appeal to his loyalty and handed him

a special portion from his own plate,

but Judas spurned the appeal; what

mattered it to his black thoughts that

he had eaten with the One whose death

he plotted, and he went out into the

night.

And as they ate together, he took

bread, and when he had given thanks,

he brake it and said, “This is my body

which is broken for you: this do in

remembrance of me.” And in like

manner also the cup after supper (the

cup of blessing that closed the paschal

feast) saying, “This cup is the new
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covenant in my blood, this do, as often

as ye drink it, in remembrance of me.”

Did they, at that time, recall his

words in the synagogue at Capernaum;

“Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of

Man, and drink his blood, ye have no

life in yourselves. He that eateth my

flesh and drinketh my blood abideth in

me and I in him.” Did they remember

the saying repeated in the law of

Moses, “The life of the flesh is the

blood, it is the blood that maketh an

atonement for the soul.” For long

they sat together as the custom was

and the Master talked to them, not of

the deliverance from the bitter bond

age of Egyptian slavery, but of his un

failing joy and peace and love, their

heritage through all the ages. Their

baffled loneliness at the thought of los

ing him gave way before his deep

abiding joy, the full assurance of his

perfect fellowship with them forever

more. They were no longer servants,

but his friends. It was the fullness

of his love for them that must be re

alized in laying down his life. Their

lives were one with his as branches of

the Vine. As they should find their

larger life in him, the fruit they bore

should bless earth's struggling multi

tude. Through trial and persecution

they should know his perfect peace.

And as he prayed for them so prayed

he for us all—that we all may indeed

be one in him and he in us till time

shall be no more. And when they sang

that hymn, which ends all Paschal

meals (Ps. I 15:118), even to the clos

ing words, “O give thanks unto the

Lord for he is good, for his mercy en

dureth forever,” they went out to the

Mount of Olives.

This was the ancient feast trans

formed, made radiant with greater

glory, for the light that shone on Beth

lehem's plains was brighter far than

the fire at Sinai's base, and the

Prophet like unto Moses who had been

eagerly expected through the centuries

was not simply such a one as the great

deliverer from Egypt's thraldom. As

we gather at the table of our Lord, he

never bids us call to mind by word or

sign the bitter bondage of our past.

“As far as the East is from the West

so far hath he removed our transgres

sions from us.” As we share his life

so freely given for us, we pledge anew

our enduring fealty and declare afresh

our hope and peace and joy in him,

our loving service in our fellow men.

Chiseling Marble

Edith Manville Dabb

“A negro is plastic and can be moulded; an Indian is marble and

must be chiseled.”

EVERAL of our college Associa

tions are doing a splendid mis

sionary work which has never

been written up. This is found in the

communities where, near the given

college or university, there is an In

dian school needing help, especially

with its Bible classes. The plan used

in such a case is to divide the girls in

the Indian School Association into

small group Bible classes, each led by

an Association girl from the neighbor

ing college. The ideal plan is for all

of these leaders to be in a normal

class taught by someone in close touch

with the Indians and knowing their

needs. The criticism is sometimes

made that the Indian girls would re

ceive better instruction if they had

older leaders, and it is indeed true that

one college girl told of her difficulty

in trying to make the Indian girls be

lieve that Christ was born in Jerusa

lem when they insisted that he was
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born in Bethlehem, but although mis

takes may be made and some of the

teachers may be inexperienced, the

Indian girls are receiving by this

method the two things they need most

—Bible teaching and a knowledge of

what pure, true, Christian girlhood

and womanhood mean. They also

have an opportunity for friendships

with the splendid girls who are giving

precious college time for this work.

The college girls insist that they are

receiving more than they give; one

wonders if this is not true when one

thinks of the training they are receiv

ing, not only from the Bible teaching

but from learning to understand to

some degree a primitive people and

girls whose lives and manner of

thought have been so different from

theirs.

The plan was started by the girls of

Dickinson College in Carlisle, Pa., and

for some years they have given every

Tuesday night to the teaching of a

large number of Indian girls in the

group Bible classes. Their normal

class is taught by Dr. J. W. Walker,

the new Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation secretary at Carlisle. The

Dickinson girls and the Indian school

girls sometimes exchange leaders for

their weekly meetings, and timid little

Indian girls have been known to go

down to lead the meeting of these col

lege women “because Y. W. C. A.

girls always are friends and do things

for each other.”

When we remember that the Indian

women have always kept in the back

ground and are very shy and timid, we

understand something of what it

means to the development of these

Indian girls to enter in this way into

the lives of other girls.

Kansas University at Lawrence fur

nishes Bible teachers for Haskell In

stitute in the same city. Their normal

class is taught by Mr. Elmer E. Lind

quist, the Young Men's Christian As

sociation secretary of Haskell, and

their plan of work is much the same as

that of Dickinson. They have been

able to help somewhat with the mis

sionary and other meetings, especially

with the Bible study rally which was

held for the whole school, and have

been most generous with the time of

their student secretary in letting her

help the Indian girls from time to

time.

Lawrence College at Appleton, Wis.,

has for a part of its missionary work

the care of the Association at the In

dian school at Wittenburg, Wis. The

railroad fare involved in this under

taking amounts to quite a little each

year, but the girls have succeeded in

raising it and someone goes out once

in two or three weeks to spend Sunday

with the Indian girls. It is more like

junior work in this case, for the Wit

tenburg girls are quite young. Others

at Lawrence write letters to the Wit

tenburg girls, who are very happy to

hear from them and to answer the

letters.

Willamette University at Salem,

Ore., has taken charge this year of

the Bible work at Chemawa Indian

School, six miles out on the Inter

urban. Miss Chappell, the Dean of

Women, leads the normal class, and

the Indian girls are being greatly

helped by this interest and teaching.

The Association at Mt. Pleasant

Normal School in Michigan is fur

nishing Sunday school teachers for the

Indian children who attend the Sun

day school in Mt. Pleasant. The In

dian school here has few older stu

dents, and therefore there is no Asso

ciation, but the Bible classes are held

at Sunday school time.

The Whitworth College of Puget

Sound and the city Association of Ta

coma, Wash., are much interested in

the Cushman Indian School, and are

planning to help in this school when

its Association is organized.

South Western College at Winfield,

Kans., occasionally sends leaders down

to Chilocco, Okla., and would give

more help if it were nearer.

A number of the schools in Cali

fornia help in sending delegates from

Sherman Institute, Riverside, and the

Carson City School, to the Pacific
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Coast conference, and the Nevada

University girls have also helped in

this. The Indian girls in these schools

have very little means of securing

funds for the conferences and prob

ably some of the greatest joy and

blessings which have ever come to

them have come through the summer

conferences.

This is an extremely short account

of what some of our student Associa

tions are doing and what it really

means to the Indian girls. It is im

possible more than to suggest this, for

it is only as one goes from school to

school, year after year, that its full

significance can be understood. One

gratifying result is the fact that the

Indian girls are going home to take

part in their church work and that

more and more the older Indian

women are looking to them for help,

even though it has always been very

bad taste for a young girl to hold a

position in a society above an older

WOman.

One girl told me a short time ago

of being appointed treasurer of the

women's society in her church. An

other asked advice as to Bible read

ings, for the women were helping to

send her through school with the un

derstanding that she was to come home

and take charge of their Bible lessons.

Another girl, who was so timid that

she seldom recited in school, was look

ing forward to the time when she was

to lead a meeting and help in her

home church.

On a reservation in the North only

one girl was found who was dressed

like a white girl and was trying to

live as she had been taught in school,

and when surprise was shown at this,

she explained that she was an Asso

ciation member and had been in one

of the Bible classes taught by a col

lege girl. Many other instances could

be given to show how this primitive

race is being developed in its Chris

tian life and is being prepared for citi

zenship through the inspiration which

comes through fellowship with the

great numbers of students in the

Young Men's and Young Women's

Christian Associations. Our great

hope is that they may be thrown more

and more with the white students

where the schools are near enough to

permit and where it is possible for

them to attend summer conferences.

There are still other Indian Asso

ciations, unable to send delegates to

the conferences, but which might be

greatly helped by visits from Associa

tions nearby; still other Indian schools

need Association secretaries to help

carry on their work. We have too

long thought of the Indian schools as

being so different from our own that

we could not count them as part of our

student movement, but the Indian girls

themselves are very happy in the

knowledge that they belong to this

great sisterhood, and many of them

would be greatly helped and inspired

if they could at least hear occasionally

from schools in their vicinity.

Easter

When in the starry gloom

They sought the Lord Christ's tomb,

Two angels stood in sight

All dressed in burning white

Who unto the women said:

“Why seek ye the living among the dead?”

The Lord is risen indeed,

He is here for your love, for your need—

Not in the grave nor the sky,

But here wi. men live and die;

And true the word that was said:

“Why seek ye the living among the dead?”

Wherever are tears and sighs,

Wherever are children's eyes,

Where man calls man his brother,

And loves as himself another

Christ lives | The angels said:

“Why seek ye the living among the dead 2’’

—Richard Watson Gilder.



Travelers' Aid

Note.—A definite plan of organization

with full explanation of necessary proced

ure is already in the hands of the city as

sociations. Early endorsement of the plan

will enable the Biennial Convention in

April to take action in time to meet the

enormous demand which the Panama Ex

position is bound to make upon the re

sources of the best organized and most

efficient Travelers' Aid that can be estab

lished.

ITHIN the past few months a

W lady writing from a Colorado

town to a field secretary of

the Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation began her letter thus:

“In traveling from another city to

this place I saw such a dreadful thing

happen to a young girl traveling alone

that I resolved to write and ask if

your committee could not get permis

sion from the railroad company to

place warning signs in all of its cars.

I know it would cost a lot of money,

but what is money when it comes to a

lost soul? When I called the attention

of the conductors of the train to the

incident I refer to, they were more

than willing to act.”

This letter is eloquent in spite of

the fact that it omits entirely any ac

count of the incident. It is one of a

kind that comes to the National Board

offices all too often. The question,

“What can be done about it?” stirs

our hearts and quickens our desire for

a Travelers' Aid work that shall be

adequate to the need of the unpro

tected and uninformed people who

venture alone up and down the travel

routes of the world.

“Could we not get permission from

the railroad companies to place warn

ing signs in all of its cars?” is a con

stantly recurring question. Under

such circumstances as those indicated

in the letter, the need of some such

plan as the one suggested for warn

ing unsuspecting travelers is so ob

vious as to seem imperative. If post

ing warning signs and directions in

all passenger cars were practicable, the

adoption of such rules by railroad

companies would compel immediate

unification of Travelers' Aid work

throughout the country. At present,

twenty-eight different organizations

are engaged in Travelers' Aid in some

form and degree. From the stand

point of the transportation companies,

concessions to one protective society

would mean concessions to all. Both

in this country and abroad complaints

have frequently been made that too

many people are trying to do Travel

ers' Aid work and that much would be

gained by their coming together and

putting Travelers' Aid under one re

sponsible organization.

The need of unificatron and devel

opment of Travelers' Aid has been so

apparent for a long time that the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tions have been holding themselves

ready for some kind of reorganization

of their own Travelers' Aid depart

ments. They are anxious to provide

more adequate measures for meeting

the dangers arising from the activity

of vice and crime, which have in

creased in number and kind with the

multiplied facilities and ramifications

of travel due to increase of population.

Changed conditions.

It is to the enduring honor of the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion that it was the first organization

in America to see and meet the need

of caring for the stranger unaccus

tomed to travel. Nevertheless an im

partial review of the past twenty years

shows that the growth of Travelers’

Aid work has not kept pace with

changing conditions. Indeed to have

attempted so large a program as that

necessitated by the growth and varia

tions of travel would have resulted in

the swamping of all other departments

of the Association. Investigations

made by different organizations and

the observations of Travelers' Aid

workers and other students of condi

tions have revealed the fact that an

44
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enormous amount of suffering is con

stantly entailed on the part of timid

travelers by reason of inadequate pro

vision for the many unforeseen and

alarming experiences incident to

travel; such experiences, for instance,

as delay of trains, arrival at night in

a strange city; changing cars; com

plicated transfers; difficulties in trac

ing baggage; failure of friends to

meet trains or boats; or loss of tickets

or address.

Moreover, revelations have been

made of the fact that the public has

been and is being preyed upon in such

a way as to leave it practically at the

mercy of commercialized vice. Re

ports of investigating commissions

have startled the country from time

to time by revelations of unsuspected

methods successfully employed to de

coy girls from their homes to certain

disaster. These reports tell of agents

of iniquitous traffic in women going to

small communities to secure employees

for fake positions; of advertisements

of openings for large wages easily

earned without previous training; of

motherly appearing women, fatherly

or brotherly men and fascinating love

makers who visit towns and hamlets,

who go everywhere on steamers, trains

and trolleys, invade employment

agencies, department stores and res

taurants.

Girls who have escaped other forms

of attack are sometimes met on ar

rival at stations by women in deacon

esses’ or nurses' garb, and gently per

suaded to accompany these innocent

looking strangers. Among other

warnings sent out recently in London,

England, by a group of five societies

which have combined with the Na

tional Vigilance Society headed by the

Bishop of London, in an attempt to

protect girls, was one to young women

against staying to help a woman who

apparently faints at their feet in the

street and urges them immediately to

call a policeman. This trick has been

worked with success.

The questions are so many-sided,

the complications so great, that it

seems necessary to determine the

actual scope of an adequate Travelers'

Aid work at the present time, and to

consider the ways in which it must

work.

Development.

Since the early beginnings much has

been done to increase the efficiency of

the work. The main enlargement in

the intervening years has been in the

direction of maintaining regularly em

ployed agents at the docks to meet in

coming passenger boats, and at sta

tions to meet trains carrying the

heavier lists of arrivals. A good deal

has been done by the larger Travelers'

Aid departments and societies to keep

open communication between cities, so

that travelers who were so fortunate

as to find themselves in care of the

Travelers' Aid could be sent from

point to point without mishap. With

out discounting either the amount or

value of this important enlargement

we have to admit in the face of known

facts that the number thus efficiently

served has been small as compared

with those unaided.

In an effort to meet changed con

ditions the twenty-eight different or

ganizations referred to are diverting

a certain proportion of their energies

from the specific work for which they

were created. The activity of so large

a number is one of the most compli

cating phases in the present situation.

It is the fact to be reckoned with in

any attempt at a new and adequate

adjustment of the work.

As a matter of fact these different

societies do not include all that should

be at work. Neither do they take ac

count of many men and women out

side of organizations whose knowl

edge, ability, sympathy and interest

could be enlisted in a practical work

on non-sectarian lines. Those bodies

which have the most at stake in any

such scheme of preventive and pro

tective work fall naturally into three

main groups: Jewish, Roman Catholic

and Protestant. These groups have so

vital a relation to protective work that
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combination of effort would have

great significance and would make a

powerful appeal to the world at large,

which recognizes its helplessness in

the face of present conditions.

The fact that the Young Women's

Christian Association has been the

pioneer and chief promoter in Trav

elers' Aid entitles it to take the ini

tiative in bringing about such an ad

justment. It is therefore timely to

indicate its present position in regard

to the type of work to be inaugurated

and to take the necessary steps in

bringing about a coalition of forces

desirable and available at the present

time.

Scope.

To put Travelers' Aid into its

proper place and invest it with power

to serve the country as an effective

agency, it seems necessary to release

local departments and create inde

pendent societies of Travelers' Aid in

which proper organizations and indi

viduals would be represented. Through

the affiliation of such local societies a

National Travelers' Aid Society could

be established. A non-sectarian or

ganization which could hope to win

recognition, and endorsement from

high officials and prominent ecclesias

tical and social bodies must include in

its directorate both men and women

as representatives of accepted prevent:
ive and protective organizations and

also prominent influential individuals

who are ready and willing to serve

the cause.

The work must take account of the

reasons why persons leave home, and

must assume responsibility for all

travelers of either sex who need as

sistance of any kind. This responsi

bility does not end until the travelers

in its care are at their destination and

not only actually, housed , but, if

strangers in the place, in charge of

the local organization which is best

equipped to serve them.

Administration of Travelers' Aid.

Travelers' Aid work to be adequate

must provide enough trained agents to

cover all stations and docks in a city

every hour in the day, and every day

in the year. This means that in cities

where there are night and day arrivals

of trains and steamers, a night and

day shift of agents is necessary.

These agents must never be volun

teers; unless the work is done by

trained, capable people, it will be

honeycombed with inefficiency. To

secure efficiency the work in each city

must be supervised by a woman suffi

ciently trained to become the head or

director of agents.

Each agent should, if possible, make

her report on every case on the very

day it occurs in order that no details

may be lost from her memory; at the

latest, only one day, if a rest day,

should intervene. She should also sub

mit a monthly, weekly, or daily report.

All this necessitates an office force

with special equipment and supervi

S1011.

The Way It Works.

First. Such relationships should be

established with station or dock officials

that all persons in need of active as

sistance of any kind shall be referred

to the Travelers' Aid agents. Cards

of the Society should be placed in the

stations, a permanent desk or room

assigned for agents, and all minor

officials instructed to assist Travelers'

Aid work and workers.

Second. The society should make

necessary provision for caring for all

persons needing assistance. This

would call for close co-operation of

all homes and organizations housing

and caring for persons of both sexes.

It would also necessitate thorough in

vestigation of all places offering ac

commodations and the arrangement of

carefully prepared lists of places actul

ally vouched for as respectable and
safe.

Third. Special provision should be

made for the offender, the wayward

girl, in order that she might find her.

self in such circumstances that her

ambition would be stirred to TeCOver
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her self-respect and win back the con

fidence of her family and friends.

Fourth. Co-operation should be es

tablished with organizations in arrang

ing for safe transit between given

points and successfully forwarding a

traveler to her ultimate destination.

This would include thorough investi

gation of propositions made or induce

ments offered to any person to leave

home to go to another place for a visit,

employment or other purpose.

Fifth. Such carefully organized

plans of co-operation should be effect

ed as will cover every city, town, vil

lage, hamlet and country place with

printed information in different lan

guages to prepare people for travel,

advise them where to find assistance

en route and on arrival, of special

dangers to avoid and what to do on

reaching their destination.

“It is sometimes said that the Amer

ican girl can take care of herself any

where; but the fact is that even in

telligent English-speaking women are

often pathetically helpless when travel

ing alone, and cast themselves upon

the world with a simple confidence

that it will be good to them. But the

World is busy and many a girl goes

down not because of any premeditated

wrong, but because it is nobody's busi

ness to protect her.”

Sirth. Co-operation must be ar

ranged with all organizations abroad

which are engaged in protective work.

Agents.

It goes without saying that the type

of Travelers' Aid agent always need

ed is a woman of clear convictions as

to human values. She must be able

to protect persons against themselves

because in many cases they do not

realize their own danger. She must

therefore have a trained eye and a

trained mind and her personality must

be such as to cause her very presence

to inspire a degree of confidence, for

the value of Travelers' Aid work is

in large measure the moral force

which prevents agents of iniquity from

attempting to accomplish their pur

pose.

Conclusion.

When all this has been done, there

will still remain the problem of care

in transit needed by those who will go

uninformed in spite of wide dissem

ination of information. This can be

handled only by a national non-sec

tarian organization of Travelers' Aid

sufficiently powerful in personnel and

representation to bring convincing ar

guments to bear upon the proper au

thorities, which in turn may exert

necessary influence in the various

quarters from which dangers arise.

Only through such means can we hope

for a system of investigation and pro

gressive action as shall ultimately

make it possible for the faint-hearted,

inexperienced and unshielded, to go

about the world without running im

minent risk of falling into the hands

of the despoiler.

§

Warnings to Girls

[The following warnings are printed on a

small leaflet, signed and distributed freely

in London by such organizations as The

Travelers' Aid Society, Girls' Friendly, Na

tional Vigilance Association and the Young

Women's Christian Association.—Editor's

note.]

“Forewarned and Forearmed”

1. Girls should never speak to stran

gers, either men or women, in the

street, in shops, in stations, in

trains, in lonely country roads, or

in places of amusement.

2. Girls should never ask the way of

any but officials on duty, such as

policemen, railway officials, or

postmen.

3. Girls should never loiter or stand

about alone in the street, and if

accosted by a stranger (whether

man or woman) should walk as

quickly as possible to the nearest

policeman.

4. Girls should never stay to help a

woman who apparently faints at

their feet in the street, but should

immediately call a policeman to

her aid.
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5. Girls should never accept an invi

tation to join a Sunday School or

Bible class given them by stran

gers even if they are wearing the

dress of a sister or a nun, or are

in clerical dress.

6. Girls should never accept a lift off

ered by a stranger, in a motor, or

taxi-cab, or vehicle of any de

scription.

7. Girls should never go to an address

given them by a stranger, or en

ter any house, restaurant, or place

of amusement on the invitation of

a stranger.

8. Girls should never go with a stran

ger (even if dressed as a hospital

nurse) or believe stories of their

relations having suffered from an

accident or being suddenly taken

ill, as this is a common device to

kidnap girls.

9. Girls should never accept sweets,

food, a glass of water, or smell

flowers offered them by a stran

ger; neither should they buy

scents or other articles at their

door, as so many things may con

tain drugs.

10. Girls should never take a situa

tion through an advertisement or

a strange Registry Office, either

in England or abroad, without

first making inquiries from the

Society to which they belong, or

from the National Vigilance As

sociation, St. Mary's Chambers,

161a, Strand, London, W. C.

11. Girls should never go to London

or any large town for even one

night without knowing of some

safe lodging.

HELPFUL INFORMATION

Any girls can be met at railway

stations or seaports, free of charge, at

any hour of the day or night, and can

be escorted to their destination, on

applying to the

Travelers' Aid Society, 3, Baker

Street, London, W.

When possible three days' notice

should be given.

Girls wishing to emigrate should

apply for information and introduc

tions to their own Society, or to the

British Women's Emigration Associa

tion, Imperial Institute, London, S. W.

In conclusion, we would say to

every woman and every girl in our

nation, that we will never rest till

this intolerable insecurity, which is a

disgrace to a civilized country, is a

thing of the past.

§

Impressions of the National Training

School

By a Student

N attempting to describe this place

I have a strangely freshman-like

feeling—I seem to see myself back

at college on that memorable first day,

writing to my mother all about the

campus, the buildings and the stately

seniors. This feeling began to come

over me before even entering the

Training School building, which car

ries in itself a sense of objective dig

nity and purpose. It seems to say at

once that the Young Women's Chris

tian Association work is one of impor

tance. One feels that here in stone and

mortar is not only the distributing

point for our trained workers, but the

very center of expansion of this whole

movement for girls.

The furnishings are unobtrusive and

restful, a harmony of neutral shades,

greys merging into tans and browns.

The draperies have just the needed
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Over THE ROOFS.

touch of color in their borders, green,

rose and blue. One feels everywhere a

spirit of peace and simplicity. To one

coming in from the confusion and

noise of the city it gives something of

the repose and rest one always has

when going to the country on a late

autumn day. The students' rooms

carry out the same artistic idea, and

convey the same spirit of restfulness

and retirement necessary for hard

study. My room is on the ninth floor,

and when I put aside my book I can

look out from my little castle, over the

housetops below me, off to the big

down-town buildings that reach the

sky-line. Here I sit quietly in the

heart of our greatest city and look out

about me and wonder what the year as

a whole is going to mean. This finding

one's self at the very center of things

gives one a new consciousness of pos

sibilities that is very stimulating.

And now the dinner bell rings that

calls us all together into the homelike

living room, where we meet as fellow

students not only from all parts of the

United States, but from foreign lands

as well, yet we go into the dining room

a united family. It is hard now to

realize that we shall ever be separated.

As I look at us all together sometimes

my mind reverts to former groups of

which I have been a member. I recall

so well that when I was in boarding

school we said, “Never shall we love

girls as we do these girls” And in col

lege we said again, “Never shall we

love girls as we do our classmates!”

Then we went into various places and

found other new groups, but now we

found complexities and responsibilities

we had never dreamed of in our col

lege days. Perhaps to some of us the

problems out in the world seemed so

big and the workers so few that the

rose tints were growing a little gray

and we came here to be refreshed.

Perhaps some of us were wanting to

do what we could for our fellowmen,

but felt our usefulness cramped, in our

former capacities, and sought a work

which would give free expression to

our desire for service. Then perhaps

some of us came because we realized

the wastefulness of single effort. We

knew that to attain our ideals we could

best work with an organization em

bodying those ideals. We realized the

“propelling drive” of united effort, and

so we looked about us to see where we

could best ally ourselves, and as a

result we all came together in this

school and began to work, and when

work was done, to play, at such a num

ber of things | Here is all New York

to explore, and then among ourselves

are songs to sing, reading aloud,

parties and constant celebrations. And

on our roof garden twelve stories

above the distracting street, we can

walk or run or do our gymnastic exer
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ON THE ROOF GARDEN BETWEEN CLASSES.

cises, quite forgetting in our high se

clusion the dignities of grown-up

hood. One can fairly see the rose tints

being reinfused when they were grow

ing dull, and I have found myself say

ing, “Surely I shall never love another

group of girls as I do these ! At

boarding school we were but rollicking

children, at college but adolescent en

thusiasts, but here we are a united body

of mature young women, with a single

ness and largeness of purpose such as

I have never seen in any other group.”

And probably never again shall we

be members of such a large and at the

same time such a congenial family, but

the spirit of the school is ours indi

vidually forever—ours to take out,

ours to give literally to the ends of the

earth. As a beloved one of our num

ber started out for China last week,

some one recalled the well known

couplet, with its new meaning for us:

“But there is neither East nor West,

border, nor breed, nor birth,

When two strong men stand face to

face, though they come from the

ends of the earth.”

“What is your curriculum ?” a friend

asked the other day. She could see

how history, polity and administration

of the Young Women's Christian As

sociation are essential studies for us.

She also saw the practical bearing of

Sible, public speaking and hygiene,

but when I told her of economics, so

ciology, pedagogy and current move

ments, she said rather incredulously,

“I do not see how all these subjects

have anything to do with Young Wo

men's Christian Association work.”

I answered with the questions: “Do

you think we can ever know too much

about people? Are not the most help

ful people in the world those who un

derstand human nature, and under

standing, know how to bring them

selves into relation with it?” Then I

continued : “Probably most of the

things we are taught here we could

learn in our practical work in the field,

but it would mean years of mistakes

and perhaps failures, while here we

are given an opportunity of having

revealed to us in a systematized form

the experience of experts in subjects

having to do with our relation to our

fellow men. In two semesters these

men and women are giving us the es

sence of what they have been years in

preparing.”

She assented that probably we did

need varied information in the contin

gencies which would arise in our sec

retarial duties, but she laughingly

added that she “would think we should

call it a vaudeville curriculum !” Again

my argumentative powers were taxed

in my effort to show her that never
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before had I seen a course where there

was a stronger element of oneness of

purpose. In current movements it is

encouraging to feel the throb of or

ganization after organization which is

endeavoring to pull mankind up and to

learn how we in the Young Women's

Christian Association can co-operate

with these towards the working out of

our Christian ideals. Again, we do

not study the Bible one hour and then

attempt to pigeon-hole it and in the

next period open a new set of brain

cells for economics. All the courses

are made to articulate so that with all

this diversity our curriculum is one.

It is always the study of how to reach

the individual girl, but like the house

wife who by herself is helpless to keep

out the typhoid germ no matter how

clean she sweeps her own gutter, so

we cannot greatly benefit individual

girls without an intelligent social

consciousness. In former Bible courses

which I have taken it seemed that not

a Hebrew verb has escaped dissection,

but here, while the treatment is schol

arly, the entire emphasis is on the con

tent. Our Bible is put before us in

vivid pictures in just the way in which

we can pass it on effectively to our

girls. Each point has a direct applica

tion. For example, in the course of a

class discussion showing the contrast

between the well-fed and well-housed

Pharisees and the suffering multitudes,

our instructor says, “Were the Phari

sees in the time of Christ in any cry

ing need 2 Were the common peo

ple?” and then she turns to us very di

rectly and adds, “And so it is to-day.

You have much in life. You are pretty

well satisfied with things as they are,

but what about your sister on the East

Side of this great city ? Guard against

your Christianity becoming like that

of the Pharisees, an academic thing!”

Full of the truth of these messages

learned in the class room we go into

the city and try to live them in our

practical work. The first semester was

entirely taken up with so-called “fund

amentals.” We took those first months

to draw away from the actual stress of

the problem we are so soon to have the

privilege of helping to solve, and to

have a time of intensive study and

meditation in the quiet and harmony

of this beautiful building. However,

now we are having the practical side

projected into our work for the benefit

of direct application of principles.

Moreover, the inspiring part is that

this practical work is not merely a

matter of self development, but that

we are doing a little even in our year

of preparation for the thousands of

girls who need us in New York City.

But in all this largeness of concept

and with this vision of unlimited serv

ice, we are always made to realize that

it is through the simplicity and joy of

our womanhood that we shall be able

to attain the most. In all that we do,

from the quiet of morning prayers on

through the messages of the class room

and in our contact with the great out

side city to the happy gatherings in the

evening after dinner around the fire

place, with fancy work, song and

story, there is always a sense of home

and peace. For a long time I groped

in my search for the secret of the life

of the place, but now I know I have

found it. It is the all-pervading moth

er-spirit—that spirit which gives the

daughters of the school its all, and in

turn scatters them to mother other

groups of young women.
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A Suggested Easter

Service

NoTE. Throughout this service the at

tempt has been made to use such responses

as the majority of your members are al

ready familiar with. For the first time of

using the service might be written on the

blackboard.

Other suitable hymns may be substituted.

In case there is an address the scripture

reading might be shortened to the passage

from Mark. M. S.

Opening hymn: “Christ the Lord

Is Risen To-day.”

Christ the Lord is ris'n to-day,

Alleluia!

Sons of men and angels say;

Alleluia!

Raise your joys and triumphs high;

Alleluia!

Sing, ye heav'ns and earth, reply.

Alleluia!

Vain the stone, the watch, the sea;

Alleluia!

Christ has burst the gates of hell;

Alleluia!

Death in vain forbids his rise;

Alleluia!

Christ has opened Paradise.

Alleluia!

Lives again our glorious King;

Alleluia!

Where, O death, is now thy sting 2

Alleluia!

Once he died our souls to save;

Alleluia!

Where thy victory, O grave?

Alleluia!

Soar we now where Christ has led,

Alleluia!

Following our exalted Head :

Alleluia!

Made like him, like him we rise;

Alleluia!

Ours the cross, the grave, the skies.

Alleluia!

Leader: (All remain standing)

“Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts;

the whole earth is full of His glory.”

Answer: “Let the words of my

mouth and the meditations of my heart

be always acceptable in thy sight, O

Lord, my strength and my redeemer.”

“Our Father, who art in heaven, hal

lowed be thy name. Thy kingdom

come. Thy will be done on earth, as

it is in heaven. Give us this day our

daily bread. And forgive us our tres

passes as we forgive those who tres

pass against us. And lead us not into

temptation; but deliver us from evil;

for thine is the kingdom, and the

power, and the glory forever. Amen.”

Responsive Reading: Psalm 96 (or

substitute suitable reading from back

of hymnal.)

Aſymn: “The Strife is O'er.”

The strife is o'er, the battle done,

Now is the Victor's triumph won;

O let the song of praise be sung;

Alleluia!

Death's mightiest powers have done their

Worst,

And Jesus hath his foes dispersed;

Let shouts of praise and joy outburst:

Alleluia!

On the third morn he rose again,

Glorious in majesty to reign ;

O let us swell the joyful strain :

Alleluia!

He broke the age-bound chains of hell;

The bars from heaven's high portals fell;

Let hymns of praise his triumph tell;

Alleluia!

Lord, by the stripes which wounded thee

From death's dread sting thy servants free,

That we may live and sing to thee:

Alleluia!

Scripture Lesson: Mark 16:1-8;

John 20:II-23.

Leader: Let us pray (following

prayer suggested for use): Almighty

Father, we give thee most hearty

thanks for the gift of thy Son, who

having died that we might know the

truth, rose from the dead that through

his love, we might have power to live

the truth. Grant unto us this Easter

time, we beseech thee, the strength to

conquer the death of selfishness and to

share the joy of his resurrection by

self-forgetful service to some child of

thine. All this we pray in the name

of Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen.

Special Music: (May be omitted.)

Address.
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Hymn: “The Day of Resurrection.”

The day of resurrection,

Earth, tell it out abroad,

The passover of gladness,

The passover of God.

From death to life eternal,

From earth unto the sky,

Our Christ hath brought us over

With hymns of victory.

Our hearts be pure from evil,

That we may see aright

The Lord in rays eternal

Of resurrection light;

And, listening to his accents,

May hear, so calm and plain,

His own “All hail!” and, hearing,

May raise the victor-strain.

Now let the heavens be joyfull

Let earth her song begin

Let the round world keep triumph,

And all that is therein'

Invisible and visible,

Their notes let all things blend,

For Christ the Lord hath risen,

Our joy that hath no end.

Amen.

Silent Prayer, closing with

Leader: “Hear thou our prayers,

our Father, and bless us as we go from

this place, and may the God of peace,

who brought again from the dead the

great shepherd of the sheep, even our

Lord Jesus, make us perfect in every

good thing to do his will, working in

us that which is well pleasing in his

sight through Jesus Christ, to whom

be the glory for ever and ever.

Amen.”

§

In the Tokyo Press

ROM the center of a page of The

F Japan Advertiser, in its motley

of Japanese and English, looks

out the familiar picture of the new

headquarters building of the National

Board in the United States. “A cor

respondent,” appealing for 15,OOO yen

for the Tokyo Association, uses this

as one means of revealing the young

Association of Japan as part of a

world-wide whole. To Occidental

readers the picture of Michi Kawai

heading the article, and the sketch of

what the Japanese National Associa

tion is actually doing and can do in

the immediate future, are of more spe

cial interest:

“The Tokyo Young Women's

Christian Association of Japan is but

seven years old, a mere child, but a

growing child, and as it grows its

activities must increase. One of the

latest signs of growth in this Associa

tion is its urgent demand for fifteen

thousand yen. Fifteen thousand yen

will enable the Tokyo Association to

open a building for women students

in some crowded student center of the

city, which shall be a social rendez.

vous for women students and meet the

special needs of their student days.

“We who live in Tokyo are all more

or less acquainted with the special

dangers which beset the life of the

young women of this city, many of

whom, coming from country districts.

are wholly uninformed as to the most

elementary facts of the life of a great

city. We realize their dangers and

their needs, but as citizens of Tokyo

are we not in a larger measure respon

sible for their welfare?

“Those who have studied the woman

student field of Japan, and of Tokyo

in particular, are convinced that the

most pressing needs of the present

and future generations of students can

be adequately met only by the ener

gizing influence of a pure home,

strong, clean literature, and vital per

sonal contact with women of deep

Christian character; and it is in order

to bring these factors into the lives of

the students of Tokyo that the Young

Women's Christian Association pro

poses to erect this building where girls

can have free social intercourse with

other Japanese of character and

power. Further, it is hoped that this

building may include among other

things a library and rest-rooms, and

may also accommodate a small num

ber of student boarders, with a Japan

ese matron.”

× -k sk

“At the present time the work of

the Tokyo Association is carried on
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at four centers in the city, namely, the

national headquarters of the Associa

tion, 12 Tamachi Sanchome, Ushi

gome; the Tokyo Association head

quarters, 41 Sanbancho, Kojimachi;

and at the two student hostels, Ando

zaka, Koishikawa and Nandomachi,

Ushigome.

“The student hostels accommodate

respectively thirty and thirty-five

women students, and a Japanese lady

acts as matron at each hostel. The

girls residing in the two hostels repre

sent students of more than half the

schools in Tokyo, and besides the

mere solving of the problem of the

housing of students the Association

aims through voluntary Bible and

English classes and through personal

contact with members of the Associa

tion to fulfill some of the needs of

these girls.

“One of the chief activities of the

Tokyo Association is the enrollment

of students in voluntary Bible classes.

These meet for the most part at the

Tokyo Association headquarters, and

each week some hundred girls meet

in small groups for Bible study under

the leadership of Japanese and foreign

WOmen.

“The special activities of the Na

tional Young Women's Christian As

sociation are centered in the (I)

eighteen branch Associations scat

tered up and down the schools and

colleges of Japan; (2) the monthly

magazine of the Association, ‘The

Joshi Seinen Kai'; (3) the annual

summer conference of the whole As

sociation. This year the seventh an

nual conference was held at Otsu,

Yokosuka, during July, and two hun

dred and twenty-eight young women

from many different parts of Japan

were gathered together for a week to

hear addresses of leading Christian

men and women of Japan, for Bible

study and for mutual discussion of

personal and other problems.

“The National Association is also

giving evidence of its powers of

growth and expansion in two direc

tions. On November 15th a pension

for foreign ladies was opened at Io

Hinokicho, Akasaka, near Nogizaka,

and an English lady has taken charge

of the house. It is hoped that visitors

to Tokyo and also those who are mak

ing a longer stay for purposes of lan

guage study or other reasons will find

the pension a great convenience.

“Up to the present time the work of

the Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation throughout Japan has been al

most exclusively carried on among

students, but it is hoped that in the

future other sides of the work may

develop more largely. Small begin

nings have been made in Tokyo

among hospital nurses, and a monthly

meeting at a thread factory has not

only proved attractive to the factory

employees, but has been a liberal edu

cation to many in getting a nearer in

sight into the conditions of a factory

girl's life.”
+ k +

“The Tokyo Association wishes to

do its part as one of the branches of

the world-wide Association and its

first desire is to raise the fifteen thou

sand yen for its new student center by

the end of the winter. All contribu

tions should be sent to Miss Margaret

Mathew, General Secretary Tokyo

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion, 41 Sanbancho, Kojimachi,

Tokyo.”

“The best panacea for the condition of

unrest and dissatisfaction with rural life

is a joy in excellence of production. Joy

in doing things well drives out the spirit

of unrest. The pride that comes with in

creased power—power to grow corn or

stock, power to bake or sew, and to do

it well—will dignify the daily duties of

the farm and home. The joy in seeing

things grow, the trees to bud and flower,

the corn to grow and put forth its blades,

the ear, and then the ‘full grain in the

ear,’ the flowers to put forth their blooms.

only for the few, careless whether seen

by man or not—this joy can come only

in the country, and blessed are the boys

and girls who have the opportunity to

live where nature seems most to live.”
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Economic Notes

The Employment Bureau—

I” 1900 there were, according to the

census returns, 4,000,000 women

in industry; in 1910 the figures

had risen to 6,000,000. Two years

later a few more than half the city

Associations had Employment Bu

reaus and only 33,873 placements were

made.

Should not the Association pro

gramme of work for this year include

a special effort to bring about a closer

relationship between the Association

employers of all classes of labor?

Suggestions for the policy govern

ing the management of the Employ

ment Bureau:

I. Provide for close relationship be

tween the secretary in charge

and all activities in the town

relating to the employment of

young women.

2. Seek to withdraw girls from un

derpaid work by

a. Making known to the public

that the Association will not by

means of boarding rates below

actual cost or otherwise make

it easy for the underpaid girl to

continue to accept a non-living

wage.

b. Securing the help of the educa

tional secretary in providing

training for all-the-year-round

work carrying a living wage.

3. Bring the clientele of the bureau

into closer and closer contact

with the religious and social

side of Association life.

4. Provide for the recommendation

of a girl from one bureau to

another and her introduction to

the life of the new Association

when she changes her place of

residence.

Buildings—

How many have visited the com

petitor's flourishing plant? The five

and ten cent shows and the dance halls

are our competitors. They do not

close at 9:30 P. M. They offer at

tractive entrance lights, good music

within, and admit men.

Let us aim

I. To secure the erection of build

ings offering the maximum

possible of light, air and sun-"

shine.

2. To plan buildings which shall be

modest in their demands on the

public purse and capable of

thoroughly economical man

agement.

3. That each building shall contain

the features indispensable to

successful work and omit

some of the mistakes of the

past.

4. To establish an endowment fund

large enough to safeguard the

lighting, heating, repairing and

upkeep of each Administration

Building as distinguished from

the Boarding Hall.

5. That Board is wise which safe

guards the control of its build

ing committee. An extraordi

nary situation has recently

arisen in which a building com

mittee refuses to consult with

the president or the board as to

the floor plans for its new

building. It cannot be too

clearly understood that the

building committee exists to

carry out to the best of its abil

ity the wishes of the board and

that it is by no means in a po

sition to dictate to the board in

any way as to the character of

the floor plans and contents of

the building. Full details as to

the proper organization and

control of campaign work,

building committee, equipment

committee, etc., etc., should be

obtained through national

headquarters by those who are

contemplating any effort along

this line in the near future.
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Some Ways of Increasing Attendance

and Meeting Competition—

Open House every Sunday and holi

day. Meals should be available for

young women in the boarding home

and in the cafeteria, and the buildings

should be open for rest every Sunday

©and holiday in the year. Can this not

be made possible by wisely arranged

secretarial hours, hours for the help

and judicious volunteer assistance?

Moving Picture Show with circuit

films. An expensive outfit, but an

effective excursion into our competi

tors' territory. Advise with the Fire

Insurance Company before taking any

steps to install the apparatus. -

Kitchenettes for junior department

and for club use, as fudge parties,

birthday suppers and surprise parties

of all kinds are great attractions.

A Soda Fountain and Ice Cream

Counter might be installed under the

management of the cafeteria director

with the help of some of the members,

the profits to apply to an emergency

fund for the assistance of members,

or a summer camp fund, or for the use

at the discretion of the “service” com

mittee.

The Sewing Machine Room might

be installed for the use of all mem

bers able to pay five cents an hour for

the privilege.

Fun and Frolic Hall. Set aside a

place in which the girls can have a

good romp and a noisy time. There

is health in laughter and the shout of

happy gayety.

Roller Skating. Try the experiment

of a roller skating floor somewhere in

the building, even in the gymnasium,

for use perhaps on Saturday evenings.

Better renew the floor and win the

girls than economize and lose them.

Finance—

The finance committee's deadly ene

mies are these three assertions:—

I. That the Association is doing a

microscopic work for a select

few.

2. That needy girls cannot afford

the advantages of the Associa

tion.

3. That the Association is doing

nothing because nothing is

heard of its doings.

§

The National Board

Meeting

HE regular meeting of the Na

tional Board of the Young

Womens Christian Associa

tions of the United States of America

was held February 5th at headquar

ters, 600 Lexington Avenue, New

York.

The president reported a change in

the plan for the “at-homes” in the

building, it having seemed wise instead

of having the at-home days two dif

ferent months to have the two days

during the first week of February, the

sixth and seventh, and to include as

hostesses the New York Association.

The president further reported a com

munication from the World's Commit

tee with reference to the program for

the Quadrennial to be held at Stock

holm a year from next May, and ap

pointed a special committee consist

ing of Miss MacArthur, Miss Cratty,

Miss Holmquist, Miss Taylor and her

self to consider it.

Finance Department.

The finance department has under

taken a series of six campaigns as an

experiment to prove that local Asso

ciations can raise their budget in one

week by concentrated efforts of board

and committee members, and thereby

devote the remainder of the year to

developing special work rather than to

continuous attempts at raising money

in a small way. Thus far the experi

ment has been tried in St. Paul,

Omaha, and Denver. Mrs. Emma F.

Byers, executive of the North Central

Field Committee, had the leadership of

the St. Paul and Omaha campaigns.
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In St. Paul, $20,000 was raised with

comparatively little effort, but with

marvelous interest and co-operation

on the part of the board and committee

members. The amount desired in

Omaha was $12,000. This was not all

secured by the end of the campaign,

but Mrs. Passmore will spend a day

or so on her return from Denver, when

it is expected the remainder will be

forthcoming. The campaign in Den

ver closes to-morrow, February 6th.

The amount to be raised is $8,500, and

the latest reports are that everything

is going splendidly. The fourth day

the $4,500 mark had been reached.

The next campaign is to be in Birm

ingham, Ala., February 19–28. Tren

ton, N. J., is to have one March 4-14,

and Indianapolis March 18-31.

Ten days are allowed for each cam

paign—three for preliminary work and

one week for actual solicitation. Dur

ing the preliminary days luncheons are

held for the press representatives, pas

tors and workers, respectively, and

also a reception for the people of the

community whose interest is desired.

Beginning with Denver, Miss Harriet

Taylor, acting executive of the finance

department, is leader of the cam

paigns; Mrs. S. M. Passmore, repre

sentative of the National Board; Miss

Edith N. Stanton, business manager;

and Miss Nellie A. Ballard, publicity

manager, both the latter being from

headquarters. The resignation of Miss

Augusta Brown as executive secretary

of the department took effect January

1st, 1913, and Miss Tayor was made

acting executive.

Field Work Department.

Plans are being made for the con

ference of headquarters and field Sec

retaries, which is to be held in New

York, beginning on the afternoon of

April 2nd and closing at noon of April

5th. It is hoped that all the field sec

retaries who attend the Biennial may

be able also to attend this conference

which is to precede it. A tentative

program is being prepared and is soon

to be sent to each field secretary.

Plans are also being made for the

conference between members and sec

retaries of the National Board and

members and secretaries of the field

committees, which is to be held in

Richmond on the morning of April

9th. At that conference each chair

man of a field committee will present

a report of the work in her field.

The executive of this department

left headquarters on February 1st for

a trip which will include Chicago, St.

Louis, Oklahoma, Texas, New Orleans

and certain points in the South At

lantic field. During this trip she will

give further help in the organization

of the Central Field Committee; will

confer with those interested in the or—

ganization of a Southwestern Field

Committee and will give some help to

city Associations.

Miss Schooley, special worker for

this department in San Francisco,

writes of the three divisions of her

work: First, executive for the joint

committee in the building campaign

which has undertaken to raise $515,-

OOO for the local, field and exposition

work; Second, planning for the devel

opment of the Moss Beach Confer

ence site; Third, the exposition work.

The exposition officials would like the

Association building on the grounds to

be ready for use by 1914. The gen

eral plans for the building have been

endorsed, and the specific plans are

to be submitted to the Architectural

Commission of the exposition officials.

Secretarial Department.

Miss Wilson has visited the Central

and North Central Training Centers

in Chicago and Minneapolis respect

ively; and was present at the Chicago

Occupational Conference attended by

IOO prospective secretaries and

friends.

Miss Stanton is assisting Miss Tay

lor in the finance campaign.

In the last two months 30 vacancies

were reported to the department,

where 93 recommendations had been

made and 28 places were reported

filled.
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Miss Mulford succeeded Mrs. Cald

well as house director and Mrs. Cald

well has been retained as a special

worker in the Training School.

Mrs. Pedersen reported that 44 stu

dents had completed work in the four

Training Center classes which took

examinations just before Christmas.

The names of 20 ladies were voted

on as associates of the National Train

ing School, and it was stated that half

of this number had enrolled in a morn

ing Bible class taught by Miss Adams

during Lent.

The department of method was in

vited to send a representative from

each committee to sit with the faculty

as a curriculum committee at least

twice a year.

Upon recommendation of the build

ings committee, reservations were

made in the Training School for dele

gates coming to the World's Student

Christian Federation as early as April

1st. This will include certain men

leaders in charge of the delegations.

It was decided to hold Commence

ment Day on May 21st instead of May

28th, in order to accommodate the in

coming guests the latter part of the

month. Nearly all the teachers who

have been invited for the Summer

School have accepted and others have

been added to the course. Both the

student and physical courses offer very

strong programs.

The date of the New York Occupa

tional Conference was set for March

22nd.

Publication Department.

In response to a request from Miss

Dabb for an Association pin that

would be within the reach of Indian

girls, the department took up the mat

ter and a pin of very attractive design

in bronze has been worked out, which

will sell for 15 cents and will doubt

less be popular with club girls and

juniors as well.

Requests are coming to this depart

ment for material and pictures for

newspaper and magazine articles. The

feature article which will appear in

“Good Housekeeping” for April—

“What a Girl can do for Other Girls—

religious and philanthropic work in

connection with the Young Women's

Christian Association, which awaits

every pair of willing hands,” has been

written by Miss Jessie Wilson, and is

the first of a number on various phases

of Association work. Miss Jessie

Field, secretary for small town and

country work, has written the article

for the May number.

Foreign Department.

Requests have come from the

World's Executive Committee for

American secretaries for South Africa

—local and national—and for one or

ganizing secretary for the north of

South America and the West India

Islands.

An interesting “at home” was given

Oriental students on December 14th

by Mrs. Silliman for the Northeastern

Field Committee, and a Japanese “at

home” by Mrs. Onori on January 18th,

especially in the interest of the Jap

anese Students' Association.

The Vassar fund for the Student

Hostel in Japan has been divided be

tween the Hostel and a fund for the

erection of a much-needed Foreign

Pension for foreign ladies and girls.

Word comes from Buenos Aires of

the successful completion of their Re

moval Campaign resulting in $25,000

for removal with a small reserve for

a permanent building and much gen

eral interest on the part of both for

eigners and the Spanish people.

Representatives from this depart

ment were present at the Foreign Mis

sion Conference of North America

held at Garden City, and at the Trien

nial Conference of Women's Interde

nominational Missionary Societies,

both of which gatherings were valu

able in furthering co-operation.

Miss Gage began work in the de

partment, January 15th, as special

worker during Miss Taylor's absence,

and the responsibilities of the depart

ment have been adjusted between her

self and Miss Clute.
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Letters continue coming to the office

from the foreign field expressing ap

preciation of Mrs. Gladding's visits.

Word has come of Miss Whealdon's

arrival in India where she immediately

took charge of the summer confer

ence at Matheran, near Bombay, and

that the Misses Mayhew, Thomson,

Derry and King have arrived in China

and begun work in their fields of serv

ice, and that Miss Coppock has re

turned to Shanghai from furlough.

Miss Clarissa Spencer, World's sec

retary, Miss Picton-Turbevill, chair

man of the British Foreign Depart

ment, and Miss Tritton, member of

the World's Committee, accompanied

by her sister will be present at the

Biennial Convention, and available for

visitation work for a few weeks fol

lowing.

Department of Method.

Miss Bowles, who has been in char

ity organization work and also had

Association experience, comes as spe

cial worker for colored Associations in

cities to carry on the work which Mrs.

Hunton has ably begun in this pioneer

field. Another addition to the staff

who will begin work in September is

Miss Anna Rice of Hartford Theo

logical Seminary. Miss Rice will be

come religious work secretary for city,

small town and country work, filling

the vacancy made by Miss Bushnell's

resignation.

The time has come when the depart

ment of method is no longer a mere

name used to bind together three com

mittees. At the last meeting of the

department of method, the subject for

the morning discussion was a new pro

gram of Bible study presented by Miss

Cutler. The result of the past two

years’ experiment in Graded Bible

Study for city Associations shows that

they are only waiting for the oppor

tunity to adopt the latest and best

methods. The third year course in

Old Testament Studies will be added.

Miss Cutler also presented as a result

of meetings with representatives of the

various churches, the Young Men's
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Christian Association and the Stu

dent Volunteer Movement, a pro

gram for Volunteer Christian Edu

cation in colleges. This program

assumes as a premise that a

comprehensive survey of Biblical facts

and history is offered by the college

curriculum and therefore the aim of

this program is devotional and along

the line of character building. The

schedule which covers the entire four

years of college life embraces Daily

Meditation, Bible Study, Foreign

Problems and North American Prob

lems. This program if acceptable to

all interests will be promoted jointly

by secretaries of the Young Men's

Christian Association, the Student

Volunteer Movement and the Young

Women's Christian Association.

In December Miss Holmquist at

tended the Quadrennial meeting of the

Federal Council of Churches in Chi

cago and was given an opportunity to

present the Association and the pos

sible co-operation with the churches to

the delegates representing thirty-three

national churches. Both Miss Holm

quist and Miss Cutler are now in Law

rence, Kans., attending a University

Pastors’ Conference.

The city committee is reaping very

definite benefit from the series of semi

nars which are being held for the

discussion of special phases of Asso

ciation work in cities. Seminars on

religious meetings and on city admin

istration have been held. One on

membership is planned for February

15th.

To meet the frequently expressed

desire of teachers of domestic art and

science for a unification and standard

ization of their work, a commission

has been organized under Miss

Thomas' direction, which will present

recommendations for discussion and

action at a meeting of these workers

during the Conference of the Em

ployed Officers' Association following

the Biennial.

Plans recommended for the devel

opment of Travelers' Aid work, which

have already been reported, will be
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sent this month to all city Associa

tions in preparation for action at the

Convention.

Miss Geary, at the request of the

field committee, visited Pittsburgh,

Trenton, Cleveland and St. Paul to

advise concerning economic manage

ment and building operations in those

cities.

Miss Griffith in Indianapolis and

certain Ohio cities is coming into

touch with the several phases of the

junior problem, and Miss Thomas is

sowing the seed of new ideas in edu

cational work in certain cities in the

Ohio territory.

With the coming of Miss Field the

first of January, the small town and

country committee has doubled its

activity. Miss Field spent most of

January in getting in touch with some

of the county Associations, and in giv

ing them the help they need in line

with our desire to build up along

model lines at least two counties be

fore Biennial. This means organizing

new branches, starting activities for

the women and girls on the farm, who

have hitherto been but slightly touched

by the county Association, providing

good business methods and working

policies of administration, in fact

everything and anything that contrib

utes to making an Association efficient.

In another county plans are being

made to establish a model camp for

the whole county. One great need of

the county work is field supervision.

This will soon have to be met.

This committee has had one inter

esting and helpful seminar to consider

the responsibility of the Association

toward requests coming from small

towns where the county plan or inde

pendent organization is not possible.

On the basis of this seminar a policy

has been drawn up for the guidance

of field committees.

Through the opening and establish

ing of colored work in Montclair and

Lakewood, a beginning has been made

in meeting our responsibility for work

for colored women in small towns.

Perhaps the most conspicuous event

of the past two months as far as the

work of the student committee is con

cerned was the conference with stu

dent representatives of home and for

eign mission boards held here in our

building on January 13 and 14. There

was an attendance of 52 delegates rep

resenting 24 boards, with headquar

ters located from the Atlantic to the

Pacific. As this was not an official

conference no final actions or definite

policy could be adopted, but certain

recommendations regarding the work

of the student secretary of mission

boards were approved which are to be

presented to the various mission

boards for their action.

Three very profitable seminars have

been held during the month of Janu

ary. Representatives from the Young

Men's Christian Association, Student

Volunteer Movement, Worlds Student

Christian Federation, as well as other

interested people were present, and

subjects of vital interest were thought

fully discussed.

Plans are now underway for taking

of the 1913 alumnae record. It is the

thought this year to take the record

in about 70 schools and colleges in

different parts of the United States.

The student committee has been

represented at several special meetings

during the last two months. Early in

December Miss Frissell attended a

meeting of the Indian Rights Associa

tion in Philadelphia, at which time she

had opportunity to explain to this As

sociation what is being done in our

Indian work. In January Miss Dabb

also had opportunity to meet the ex

ecutive committee of this same Asso

ciation at the home of Mrs. John

Markee of Philadelphia. Several of

the committee members and secretaries

attended the meeting of the Biblical

Instructors at Columbia on December

26th.

The first issue of The North Ameri

can Student will appear about the

middle of February. Mr. Irving, the

editor, is expected the last of this

week.
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The following Associations are

recommended for affiliation with the

National Organization:

City—

Portsmouth, Ohio, organized Octo

ber, 1912, with a membership of

I, II2.

Chester, Pa., organized 1910, but

has only recently adopted the

recommended constitution.

Elyria, Ohio, organized January,

1913, with a membership of 1,000.

Student—

Haines Normal and Industrial In

stitute, Augusta, Ga.

Lincoln Institute, Simpsonville, Ky.

Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield,

Me.

Tuskahoma Female Seminary, Tus

kahoma, Okla.

Rapid City Indian School, Rapid

City, S. D.

State Normal School, Milwaukee,

Wis.

Riggs Institute, Flandreau, S. D.

Colorado State Teachers' College

High School, Crosley, Colo.

Academy of Idaho, Pocatello, Idaho.

A SOCIAL QUESTION

ANSWERED

IDA. M. DoDD*

HERE is no better way for an

Association to serve girls

away from home, girls in do

mestic service, and many other girls

than by providing suitable occasions

and a place for them to meet young

men. In other lines of work the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion parallels the Young Men's Chris

tian Association, but in regard to this

matter the young women's work offers

a unique problem. Girls do not go to

young men's homes, but young men

do visit girls in their homes. Good

* Miss Dodd is extension secretary in the

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Association.

people frown upon the pitiful attempts

of the young people to get acquainted

on street corners and at public places

of amusement, but do not provide any

better way.

Some Associations have hesitated to

invite the young men, fearing the re

sponsibility of bringing girls and men

together. Do we avoid responsibility

by simply letting the matter alone?

Do not more serious results come from

the girls not knowing the men well

enough, than could possibly come from

seeing more of them in the atmosphere

of a Christian Association ?

Our girls' clubs have occasional par

ties to which they invite their brothers

and men friends. It may require some

persuasion to induce young men to

come the first time, but after that they

are eager to come. The club leader

or secretary often invites one or two

of her personal men friends and also

the younger Young Men's Christian

Association secretaries are invited, one

of whom can usually find time to

COInne.

On one occasion the Young Men's

Christian Association secretaries asked

the club and their friends to a return

party at the Young Men's Christian

Association building. That was the

first time some of the young men had

ever been there, but it was not the

last. After one set of young men had

been entertained at the Young Wom

en's Christian Association building

several times they came to the secre

tary and wanted to act as hosts in

their turn. Consent was readily

granted, and with the help of the sec

retary they planned their refreshments

and their entertainment. When the

evening came the young men donned

kitchen aprons and made the sand

wiches and later did the serving, all

the details being a surprise to the girls

of the club.

Some of the occasions are most im

promptu, as when one of the girls tele

phoned that a certain girl was going

to have a friend from out of town

here and the crowd wanted to surprise

them by a party at the Young Wo
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men's Christian Association. Although

planned in haste the party was a great

Success.

What are some of the results? A

more wholesome relationship comes

about between the girls and the young

men because their acquaintance is car

ried on under the loving approval and

protection of a home. A higher stan

dard is demanded by the girls of the

men whom they call their friends be

cause they see them in the presence of

those whom they respect and whose

approval they desire, and they judge

them in the light of Association stan

dards and the girls are made more

loyal by the high appreciation which

the young men have of the value of

the Association.

§

Books Old and New

A novel which is evok

ing much comment from

the pulpit in England,

and it is right that it should, is “My Little
Sister.” •

It is exquisitely told, working gradually

up to a powerful climax in which the reader

finds herself in as breathless haste and in

as agonizing a grip of anxiety as the older

sister feels in her mad haste to save her

“little sister” from the den of infamy into

which they had both been lured.

Without wishino in any way to spoil the

tale for the reader, we are forced to pass

over without comment turns and touches

in the plot, which, from a technical point

of view, are worth dwelling upon. Per

haps we may create a compulsion in the

mind of anyone reading this review if we

say only that it is all truly and consistently

worked out and is sadly conclusive.

The criticism has been made that these

things do not happen to-day. We may

say that these things do happen to-day.

Perhaps not so often in the social class

portrayed here, but literature has a right

to use “high lights” when it wishes to

focus the public mind on one point. The

point is that this does happen in hundreds

of cases every year, with souls that are

as precious in God's sight as Betty' own.

Just why people should become exercised

because the novelist has brought the inci

dent into cultured circles, when all the time

the lonely girl who is unknown socially is

My Little Sister*

. My Little Sister. By Elizabeth Robins. Dodd Mead.

$1.25 net.

dragged down, is something one feels curi

ous about, but that people have been stirred,

that they are talking, and that they ought

to act is in itself sufficient satisfaction for

any one whose heart aches at this kind of

suffering to which many goods girls are

subjected.

We recommend the book strongly to all

Association workers who have in any way

a position involving responsibility toward

young girls. It is a question on which we

cannot be too well informed, and every bit

of knowledge from every source should be

made use of.

Little or no scientific

attention has been de

voted to this important

province of research, and the author

knows of no adequate studies bearing on

the sexual life of the child. This book,

however, is a comprehensive survey of the

subject, with the divisions of childhood

being made in two classes for his own and

the reader's convenience. One period ex

tends from the first to the completion of

the seventh year; the other from the eighth

to the end of the fourteenth year. The

first is called the period of infancy, and

the second the period of youth.

The psychical changes and physical dif

ferences occurring in growth from im

maturity to maturity are carefully noted,

together with the manifold temptations—

pathological or otherwise—from within or

from without, which assail the child at each

stage of his development—an appalling

number 1 Temptations and occurrences

which soil, or wreck many little lives

are a sufficient cause for over-carefulness

on the part of parents and teachers. One

cause of these too prevalent wrongs is

the habit of elders to regard the subject

as a thing, the mere mention of which,

is a crime, and its very existence something

to be overlooked as gravely immoral. In

consideration of all the dangers to which

children are exposed on every side, the

insistent question is, whether and how it is

possible to prevent these dangers arising,

or, if prevention fails, to minimize them.

A complete exclusion of such knowledge

from the child's life is impossible and the

author considers such constructive forces

working in opposition as: example, which

has greater power than teaching; a watch

fulness as to environment; an engendering

and increasing of the sense of sexual shame

and disgust for any breach of morality and

custom, as the strongest psychological in

fluence which can be brought to bear;

formation of habits with their potential in

fluence opposed to those bad habits which

By Dr. Albert Moll.

Sexual Life of the

Child”

* The Sexual Life of the Child.

Macmillan. Price, $1.75 net.
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may be , found reducing the feeling of

sexual shame; and diversions of mind,

bodily sports, and cultivation of general

strength of the will along with the en

couragement and pursuit of ideal aims.

While stress is laid upon religious edu

cation as the most important formative

factor in character foundation, the author

considers nothing better adapted to insure

personal happiness and a high moral stand

ard than idealism.

This translation will be welcomed by

men and women from many different pro

fessions, who feel a need of preparation to

guide the sex life of boys and girls and to

meet emergencies caused by its corruption.

Modesty, austerity, clean-living and truth

speaking on the part of parents will counter

balance much negligence in direct guidance

or protection.

In this book Professor

Shailer Mathews refutes

two general arguments

against the gospel's practicability in the life

of a modern man. First, that it is fitted

pre-eminently for an eastern rather than

for a western civilization; second, that its

precepts are too individualistic to be put

into effective life service.

While he believes that psychology is the

coming science, and that as this science of

the mind is better understood, it will bring

a conception of life that shall be irrefutable

in its influence and undeviating in its out

ward expression, he holds that every man,

great or commonplace, must meet the sav

ing God in a different way. While they

may never agree in doctrine, and they

would tell of their experiences in different

words, yet the source of the change in

their lives is always the same. Under these

varying expressions there are causes which

will always produce as sure effects as

physical science is known to produce ob

jects tangible to the senses. The differ

ence is, one is in the realm of mind and

spirit under Christ's dominion; the other

The Gospel and the

Modern Man”

is in the realm of matter under the do

minion of gravitation or another powerful

influence.

As the tree cannot live apart from the

soil, and the soil lives in the tree, so the

life of the spirit is dependent upon the

social order in which it finds itself an in

separable part.

There is the world of personality in

which we find ourselves. Change it and

the soul changes. Change the soul and

the environment is changed—both consti

tuting a spiritual situation which must

progress towards God. “Modern men will

succeed modern men, but he, the Christ,

The Gospel and the Modern Man. By Shailer

Mathews. Macmillan. Price, $1 5o.

will continue to evoke the faith and ador

ing love of countless generations.”

We regret that the book is not written

in a simpler style that the syllogisms do

not lead more clearly and directly one

from another; that while there is much

that is exceedingly suggestive, the mind is

so constantly running off on these possible

lines of thought just hinted at, that the

fact of an established concept of the whole

subject on the author's part is entirely lost

to one's sight. There is a sense of the

transitional about it, which, while per

fectly right in the life of one who is to

teach others, yet makes it difficult for the

reader, as he lays down the book to re

cast the complete lines of argument. A

confinement within narrower limits would

have resulted in clearer lessons.

The author of this

book is secretary of the

Federation Council of

the Churches of Christ in America. He

believes that “the task of the church is to

transform a chaotic democracy into an or

dered kingdom of heaven.” In offering his

theories he has arranged his material under

Spiritual Culture and

Social Service.”

these headings: The Pattern in the

Mount; Social Redemption; Culture of

Self. It is a book happily optimistic in its

prophecies and charitable in its outlook

upon the present. With an acknowledg

ment of the good done in our modern social

movements, our philanthropic enterprises,

and our economic efforts at bettering con

ditions, the author feels that above these

institutions of the earth there must be

houses “not made with hands”; that above

social enterprise must be salvation; above

the philanthropist must be—God.

Any one anxious to get

the best possible returns

from himself must learn

in what things to invest for enriching the

personality and increasing his possibilities

for good. The author considers such topics

as, Talking well; Beauty in the life; Enjoy

ing what others own; Personality as a suc

cess asset; How to be a social success;

Miracle of fact; “I had a friend"; Ambi

tion; Reading habits; Public speaking;

Appearance; Self-reliance, and . Mental

friends and foes. An array to lead the

most meagre of us to surfeit.

Self-Investmentt

- * Spiritual Culture and Social Service. By Charles S.

MacFarland, New York. Revell. 1912. 222 Pages. $1 oo.

t Self-Investment. By Orison Swett. Marden Crowell.

Price, $1.oo net
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that it can be found and used when needed

by everyone. That upon hard mental labor

can be built more hard mental labor with

out any necessary over-taxing of the ih

dividual.

The Castle of Zion" With almost a dearth

The Garden of Eden of Bible stories retold in

When the King came a way acceptable to girls

over fourteen, these three books by Dean

Hodges, even though written distinctly for

children, will offer many suggestions which
may be utilized in telling i. stories to

various groups of Association girls in

vesper talks and Bible classes. Vividness

of style and an intimate knowledge of the

geography of Palestine, the customs and

modes of thought of the Jewish people

combine with reverent imagination to show

the Old Testament characters as very real

men and women.

In the New Testament book, “When the

King Came,” there is a marked absence

of conventional phraseology that is very

suggestive. The figure of the Christ pre

sented is intended to appeal to children, but

it is possible to interpret it for older girls

and lose nothing of the vitality and appeal.

M. E. S.

Being written, as the

author himself says, “by

a student for students,”

there is a simplicity and directness about

this English publication on the social teach

ings of Jesus that should make it especially

valuable to undergraduate leaders of stu

dent classes. The chapters are divided into

sections for daily study, with suggested

questions for the class discussion given at

the end. Frequent quotations from other

sources save it from too individualistic

development.

The most marked characteristic of the

book, however, is its point of approach.

Instead of a statement of abstract princi

ples illustrated from the life of Christ, the

emphasis is placed on the personality and

our social relationships appear as the re

flections of those of our Master. Such sig

nificant phrases as “impunity is at bottom

self-worship” constantly lay stress on the

fact that the only truly social life is that of

growing comradeship with God.

Discipleshipf

This book, with the

three which follow, be

long to a new series

being published by Moffat, Yard & Com

pany, called “New Tracts for the Times.”

They are small in size, but written by well

known authorities. Such subjects will be

considered as the separation of religion

from morals and education; lowering of

the ideal of marriage and other causes of

disruption in family life; wastage of child

life; the uncontrolled multiplication of de

generates; physical degeneracy and all the

other deplorable conditions of the present

life robbing our nation of its vitality. Al

though this first book deals specifically

with Great Britain, its aims and aspira

tions are applicable and of value to all

nations. The ideal nation is not militant,

not commercial nor industrial, but it is com

posed of individuals whose health and well

being shall have every opportunity to con

tribute all of which they are capable to the

good of the whole.

National Ideals and

Race-Regeneration*

In the second book of

the series the import

ance of race improve

ment for the individual is shown, with the

argument that the hope of the future lies

in the development of those habits and so

cial instincts arising out of the facts of

life creating a new responsibility.

Problem of

Race-Regenerationt

In this volume

woman's importance in

the race welfare is con

sidered in different practical aspects.

Womanhood and

Race-Regeneration:

The last book by two

well-known European

scientists, presents their

position in regard to some of the more

general aspects of subjects which are a per

plexity and practitcal difficulty in the

human life of to-day. It is a discussion

from the biological and evolutionary point

of view.

Problems of Sexs

Not of this series, but

of the same size and

general style is the re

markable essay of William James which is

reprinted here in book form, setting forth

his theory that “second” wind is a reality

in the mental as in the physical realm, and

* National Ideals and Race-Regeneration. By Rev. R.

F. Horton. Moffat, Yard & Co. Price, so cents net.

f Problems of Race-Regeneration. By Havelock Ellis.

Moffat, Yard & Co. Price. So cents net.

t Womanhood and Race-Regeneration. By Mary

Scharlieb. Moffat, Yard & Co. Price, so cents net.

§ Problems of Sex. By J. Arthur Thomson and Patrick

Geddes. Moffat, Yard & Co. Price, so cents net.

| Energies of Men. By William James. New Edition.

Moffat, Yard & Co. Price, so cents net.

Energies of Men!

Even the headings of the chapters are

illustrative of this underlying conception:

* The Castle of Zion. Rev. George Hodges. Houghton,

Mifflin Co. $1.5o.

The Garden of Eden. By Rev. George Hodges.

Houghton, Mifflin Co. $1.5o.

When the King Came. By Rev. George Hodges.

Houghton, Mifflin Co. $1.50.

t Discipleship. By C. Franklin Angús, British Student

Mission. 35 cents.

Studies in the Gospel and Example of our Lord Jesus

Christ in especial reference to Social Relationship.



Stories and t ºº: whº, wish to

- Talli eil a story witn anima
Story-Telling" tion this book should be

a decided assistance. It gives the reader

the tools for vivid raconteur and lays bare

the building plan of the kind of tales which

hold a child spellbound. First one must

seek the spirit and intention of the tale;

then add to it the elements which belong

to it, its setting, its action, its character,

and master its workmanship, or its compo

sition and style.

Spontaneity and graphicness are two

blendings which help to create magnetic

charm, which with the essence of drama

tization and clever reserves develops im

aginative suggestion and gives the tale the

necessary mystery of appeal to the child

ish mind.

Above all stress is laid upon the neces

sity of forgetting oneself, in the abandon

ing of one's own personality which brings

success to every effort.

Three-fourths of the book is devoted to

stories not easily available in other collec

tions, which have been successfully tested

with children.

This is a book of

games dedicated to the

boys and girls who

helped so faithfully in America's great

missionary exposition. While not an ex

haustive collection, it is both interesting and

useful. There is first a list of games

known almost everywhere. Then follow

lists of games peculiar to a nation—

American Indian, Japanese, Korean,

Chinese, Indian, Turkish, Syrian and

Persian, African and Burmese. The last

chapter is devoted to costuming and its

COSt.

Children at Play in

Many Landst

The author of this

book believes that young

people can be taught a

love and loyalty to the church and all it

stands for, through appealing to their social

natures. This is of equal importance to

the Young Women's Christian Associations

who work so closely with the church.

This book contains a description of

games of all sorts, or an outline for an

evening's fun which have been found

popular with the young people in the

author's parish.

Social Plans for

Young Peoplet
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The Gospel of Christ.

The Example of Christ.

Methods and Standards of Values.

{} Glory equals suffering.

2) To live is to give.

(3) Greatness is in proportion to ser
v1ce.

The Great Commandments.

Cost of Discipleship—and Its Gain.

Christ's Analysis of Happiness.

The End and Hope of Discipleship.

M. E. S.

The “Call of Christ” is

The Call of the Christ" in his words: “Come

unto me.” The authority

which so strongly marked his life in its

relation towards others is dwelt upon in

all its different points of view focused

around this one marked characteristic.

Perhaps we get the picture most clearly

in the first chapter where the author de

scribes the cosmopolitan setting of Christ's

teaching. The Greek, an authority on art

and letters; the Jew, an authority in re

ligion; the Roman, an authority in con

quest and worldly sway; and Christ, of

fending the laws of none, without arbitrari

ness, without condemnation or criticism, in

the utter assurance of his relation with

his Father—setting up his rule and saying

to men, “Come unto Me.”

The author is a professor in the Uni

versity of Chicago, and having aimed to re

veal most strongly this one side of Christ's

nature, has succeeded admirably.

The narratives of the

four evangelists are com

bined. The sequence is,

with one exception, in actual historical

order. Doctrinal matter has been set aside

in favor of events; the gospel text is para.

phrased so far as is helpful to the meaning,

and annotations are included for the sake

of explanation and illustration.

Perhaps it is a sufficient comment on the

book's popularity to say that this is the

third printing and a new popular edition.

In looking through it, what has passed

through the reviewer's mind is this: ... If

there was a person who understood English,

who loved reading, and who had never

heard of Christ, how much would this book

grip his attention? If this book were

placed with other books each embodying

the life of some great man, would this be

the one a youthful person would pick out

as the most vital life among them all? How

ever, it is decidedly useful in bringing the

life of Christ into a parallel with known

facts in history.

* The Call of The Christ. By Herbert L. Willet. Revell,

$1.co.net.

f The Story of the Nazarene. By Noah K. Davis.

Reveli, $1.25 net

The Story of the

Nazarenet

* Stories and Story-telling. By Angela M. Keyes.

Appleton, Price, $1.25 net.

f Children at Play in Many Lands; a Book of Games.

By Katherine Stanley Hall. With illustrations... New

York. Missionary Education Movement of the United

States and Canada. 92 pages. $.5o

f Social Plans for Young People. By Christian F.

Reisner. Eaton & Mains. Price, 75 cents net.
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CITY NEWS ITEMS

The extension department of the San

Francisco Association is doing a success

ful work in connection with one of the

largest department stores of the city—the

Emporium. The cash girls are organized in a

gymnasium class which meets once a week,

and every month an entertainment is given

for them. The Emporium pays for the

tuition. Many of the older girls have joined

the industrial classes of the Association and

have moved to the boarding home to live.

The two extension secretaries meet all the

women employees during the noon hours

once a week at their own cafeteria. En

tertainment is always furnished at this

time. Most of this work is done by pro

fessionals, who are glad to volunteer their

services. A cafeteria, a rest room, a library

and a conference room, which has recently

been opened for social purposes, are pro

vided for the employees by the manage

ment. A series of talks on first aid to the

injured, food values, clothing, etc., is being

planned. These will be given at the stores.

× 4 ×

Instances of good volunteer work are

reported from the St. Paul Association as

follows: The forming of clubs in a certain

factory officered by the girls themselves and

based on the plan of a credit system for

such points as dress, neatness, conversation,

honesty in service and word, care of health,

protection from injury while at work, etc.;

2, the visiting in homes or hospitals of girls

who are ill and who have come under the

eye of some department (particularly was

this effective among some girls reported

by the employment and extension secre

taries); 3, talks on physical education

given by committee members in many of

the women's clubs of the city, not only

educating women along these lines, but

arousing interest in physical departments of

the Association and the Association as a

whole; 4, a plan by which one of the girls'

clubs is so divided that its members in turn

act as hostesses at the Sunday afternoon

services, even to the extent of going to the

stations before the meetings, asking to it

those whom they see.

× 4 ×

“There is located to-day in Ottumwa a

branch of the largest trust company for

women in the world The main office

is in London, with branches in sev

enteen countries with approximately

500,000 stockholders.” Thus begins a

report by the general secretary at the

20th annual meeting of the Ottumwa

Association. She speaks further of the in

vestors and members who confidently be

lieve that this is a good business and are

waiting to see what the dividends will be.

Gymnasium suits are already being made

preparatory to a gymnasium rally which the

Passaic Association plans to hold in its new

building in May, although the foundation

stone for the building was only laid in Jan

uary. The suits are being made in clubs

from material bought at wholesale, thereby

lessening the expense considerably. In

Passaic over 8,000 girls are employed in

factories, and it is the desire of the Asso

ciation to extend its gymnasium privileges

to as many of these as possible.

x * x

A trip of inspection was made by about

300 women of McKeesport, Pa., to the

Pittsburgh Association, preparatory to the

probable organization of an Association

in the former city. A special train took

this large delegation to Pittsburgh, where a

thorough inspection was made of the entire

building and talks were given on the bene

fits of an Association by certain of the

Pittsburgh members.

*k 4: 4:

Members from high school clubs con

nected with the Associations of Jersey City,

Plainfield, Paterson, Passaic, Yonkers and

Newark, met in the latter city under the

leadership of one of the Newark secre

taries. The common interests of these high

schools and forms of special work were

discussed. There were also inspirational

and technical talks and much fun and fel

lowship.
× 4 ×

Child Labor Day was observed late in

January by several Associations as it was

by other organizations all over the country.

For example, in Utica the whole question

of Child Labor was thoroughly presented

at an Association meeting, from the fed

eral viewpoint to a study of the actual con

ditions in Utica, and the meeting closed

with a reading of Mrs. Browning’s “The

Cry of the Children.”

x + xk

A business woman's club in Little Rock,

Arkansas, has recently disbanded, feeling

that its work was really being done by the

local Association. Its fine and friendly

spirit is shown in the fact that it turned

over to the Association a beautiful summer

home about 100 miles out of Little Rock,

which the Association will be able to use

for a summer camp.

x * x

Every club and branch of the Jersey

City Association was represented at the

recent membership banquet, which brought

together over 200 people. Their expecta

tions for the future were shown in a pic

ture drawn by the president, “Castle in

Spain,” the new building which Jersey City

hopes to have to house all of its activities.
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“The Land and the Book” is the main

subject for a Bible study conference

which is to be conducted in Duluth by

the field secretaries of the North Cen.

tral Territorial Committee. It will serve

the most representative elements of the

community, as shown in the program

which includes meetings for industrial

women, business college students,

mothers, Sunday school teachers and

juniors, in addition to the general mass

meetings and stereoptican lectures.

+ x +

A fine kind of neighborliness is shown

in the New Haven and Bridgeport Associa

tion, the latter Association recently send

ing two of its clubs to the other city to be

entertained by two of the New Haven

clubs. ... An evening of fun and the giving

of a “stunt” by each of the four clubs

made train time come all too quickly.

+ + k

A course in civics and practical politics

is offered by the Association of Oakland,

California, covering the following subjects

of municipal scope: The Health Depart

ment; The School Department of Parks

and Playgrounds; A Civil Service Board;

City and County Government; The Duties

and Aims of the Mayor.

>k x >k

An engraved card welcoming new mem

bers to the privileges and duties of mem

bership is sent with a membership card

proper to each new member of the Detroit

Association after her application has been

passed upon by the board of directors.

# * *

A series of parties is being held at

Buffalo to entertain the great number of

new members who have come in this year.

Those whose names begin with A, B and

C, were invited to the first party, and in

this way the entire membership will be

entertained.

× 4 ×

The Dutch farmers living near Des

Moines were called upon to carve wooden

shoes, which were worn in an elaborate

Dutch dance given by the Association

gymnasium girls at the annual gym

nasium exhibition.

sk k +

A special class in domestic science has

been started in the Des Moines Association

at the request of the wives of the members

of the State legislature who wish to study

cooking during their enforced stay in the

city.

“An aviation meeting” held by the Low

ell Association with the aim of establishing

a new “altitude” record of membership,

after several days' flight brought the mem

bership to 1,273.

x *k #

An*nºtion celebration opened the

1913 work of the New York City Colored

Association. This Association has begun

a junior department, enrolling more than

I00 girls.
x * *

A Class in First Aid is being formed

in Wheeling for the special training of a

group of factory girls who come in daily

contact with the likelihood of accident.

x: xk ºr

Special provision is made for maids

who are inexperienced or speak no Eng

lish in a maids’ cooking class conducted

by the Worcester, Massachusetts, Asso

ciation.

x * x

A trade sewing class has been started in

Pittsburgh to enable as many women and

girls as possible to attain a skill which will

enable them to command a living wage.

× -k ‘k

A weekly story-telling hour at the pub

lic library is being held by Miss Lella

Clark, general secretary of the Haverhill

Association.

x * xk

One hundred high school girls banded

together to assist in raising money for an

Association, which is to be formed in

Elyria, Ohio. x + xk

The only roller skating hall in the city

is advertised by the Poughkeepsie Associa

tion, open to both men and women of the

city.

As THE ASSOCIATION Monthly

goes to press most enthusiastic reports

come of the joint finance campaign in

Denver. The amount desired, $8,500

—the amount raised, $9,065—plus a

secretaryship ! Successful features of

the campaign were a workers' lunch

eon, a pastors' luncheon, a reception,

and two informal teas. The report

states that the workers could not have

been excelled in quality, and best of

all there has been developed an en

thusiasm for finance work.
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STUDENT NEWS ITEMS

An advisory board which is a construc

tive force in the work of the Association

is that of the University of Texas. Its

members gave much assistance in producing

the foreign pageant last November and

helped in the entertainment of visiting dele

gates to a fall State conference. During

this time they served tea daily in the Uni

versity study hall and throughout the col

lege year are “at home” to all University

girls every other Tuesday afternoon in the

study hall. By no means least important,

they assume a goodly share of responsibility

for the raising of the yearly budget.

“A rest bungalow” for the use of all

University women is a principal object for

which the Association of the University of

Oregon is working. The lot has already

been purchased and $1,800 out of $2,500 has

been raised.

The following resolutions were drawn

up by the Association girls of Monmouth

College following a talk and a frank dis

cussion on “College Thieves :” “Whereas,

we, the girls of Monmouth College, realize

the injury done to the school and to the

individual students by the prevalent habit

known as ‘cribbing' both in class and in

examinations, and whereas, we wish to

stand by higher ideals both in scholarship

and in character; be it, Resolved, that we,

the undersigned, pledge ourselves to do all

in our power to promote honesty in college

life and work.” Since these resolutions

have been brought to the attention of the

student body, it is felt that there has been

a decided lifting of standards of honor

throughout the college.

Two or three Association members are

invited to each cabinet meeting of the As

sociation of Wilmington College, Ohio.

Often new members have claimed that this

visit to the cabinet meetings with its social

hour afterwards has done more to interest

them in Association work than any other

one means. This, of course, is more pos

sible in a small college than in a large one,

where by degrees a whole membership can

be brought into this intimate contact with

the administration of the Association.

The Relation between the student and

the city forms of the Young Women's

Christian Association is so seldom under

stood by the general public or by those con

nected with either form, that articles on

general Association work such as appeared

recently in the college paper of the Univer

sity of Nevada, are very much to the

point. It is good for the student community

in general to know that its Association is

part of “one of the largest and most far

reaching women's organizations that is man

tained.” The undertaking of this kind of

publicity is an important responsibility of

every student cabinet.

COUNTRY LIFE NOTES

The Exchange has proved a most helpful

part of the Green County Young Women's

Christian Association. A young woman

who was interested worked out a very

simple and efficient bookkeeping system.

The Association receives ten per cent of the

sales for handling the things. This ten per

cent amounts to enough each month to pay

the assistant secretary.

Miss Mary Barnett, a girl who lives in

the country two miles from Xenia, holds

the record so far as to the amount of

money she has cleared. She lives with her

uncle, and three times a week—on Tues

days, Thursdays and Fridays—she comes in

with cakes, ginger, jams, baked beans,

mush, cottage cheese, butter, butter milk,

eggs and chickens, dressed and fried. The

chickens are sold for her uncle; but for her

work in preparing the chickens to bring, he

gives Mary the eggs to sell for her own.

After paying for her groceries, Miss Bar

nett has cleared from October 5th to Jan

uary 18th, a little over a hundred dollars,

most of which she has deposited in the

Building and Loan Association. This girl

is now a member of the sewing class the

Association offers, and has found much to

make her life fuller of friendships and

new interests besides the opportunity to

make money.

A number of the high school girls in

Xenia have made records. Mary Katharine

Geyer has made fifty-six angel food cakes

to sell through the Exchange. Another girl

makes fudge and is saving the money to

go to college. In fact, the Exchange is

helping many girls to make money. It is an

Association membership privilege.

-

The Lakewood and Ocean County Asso

ciation held an annual meeting in January,

at which fifty per cent of the members in

the county were present. Dr. Brown of

the National Board made an address.

. A new county in Nebraska was organized

in January under the leadership of Miss

Margaret O'Connell, field secretary for

county work in the North Central Terri

tory. This is Hall County, with Grand

Island as headquarters. They start with

six hundred members, sixty of whom are

sustaining.

Goodhue County and Chautauqua County

report Branch Organizations out in the

open country that are very successful.
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FOREIGN NOTES

Ertract—Letter—Martha C. Whealdon, S.

S. “Y wrk,” the Indian Ocean.

You may be interested to hear of some

Associations I have seen. The first port

was Honolulu, where we landed on the

morning of the sixth day from San Fran

cisco. A friend was on the pier, and to

gether we went to the Association, where

we were cordially received by the general

secretary. The rooms were being decorat

ed for the annual banquet and Miss Erick

son was full of enthusiasm for its success,

since eighty members were to be present,

and but twelve had attended the previous

year. The cafeteria and library were very

inviting and crowded during the noon hour.

Classes in millinery and dressmaking were

arranging an exhibit of work. With it

all, this busy secretary found time to be

at the pier as our steamer left. She brought

long chains of flowers, blue, red, orange

and yellow, which are called “lais,” and

which, according to the pretty custom of

the natives, are hung about the neck of the

departing guest and thrown after the steam

er as it leaves the pier.

At Tokyo I had an hour with the secre

taries in their home. Over the tea cups we

talked of mutual friends at home and of

the success of new Bible classes being or

ganized in Tokyo. Miss Page accompanied

me to the home of Miss MacDonald, where

Miss Kawai came from her busy desk to

serve tea and decorate me with the new

Association pin of Japan—the design of the

burning camp mounted in silver in blue

enamel.

In Shanghai I had four hours at the

Association with Miss Coppock and Miss

Ting. They took me to the noon-day pray

er meeting. It was Tuesday of the World's

Week of Prayer, and the subject was

“America.” Could you have seen the love

of Christ shining in the faces of these

women as they listened to a discussion of

the topic by one of their number, Mrs.

Tsoa, you would have thanked God with

all your heart that he has given America

the privilege of sending messengers to

China. The lesson and earnest prayers of

praise and petition were in the Chinese

language. By the music of the closing

hymn, I recognized it as “A Charge to

Keep, I Have,” and felt with new meaning

the fellowship of service. When Miss Cop

pock introduced me as a secretary on my

way to Bombay, they expressed pleasure

that they could know personally one worker

in India for whom they could pray through

the coming year.

In Hong Kong, where I waited ten days

for my steamer, I met many of the commit

tee and members and was entertained at

tea by Lady May, the President. Although

they do not have a secretary, the general

committee is able to maintain rooms, and

here they conduct Bible classes and wel

come tourists and render assistance in many

ways to young women alone in the city.

Here I had the pleasure of meeting Miss

Broad foot and Mrs. Wells from the Young

Women's Christian Association at Colum

bus, Ohio, who reached Hong Kong by the

steamer “Ywck,” which is taking me to

Bombay. As they sat about the tea table,

a member entered who glanced at the

guests, then came to them with cordial wel

come; though each had forgotten the name

of the other they each said the magic word

“Geneva,” and were happy in talking of

mutual friends of those conference days.

Three days of the interval between steam

ers was spent in Canton. Miss Henrietta

Thomson has been there but two weeks, and

is beginning language study eagerly, for the

demand for Association work is very great.

About two hundred and fifty members

and friends of the Madras Association

gathered in its compound one afternoon in

December to hear Mrs. Thomas Gladding

of the National Board speak on the work

of the Association in the United States.

Following Mrs. Gladding's talk she showed

a series of lantern slides which she per

sonally had secured for her trip around

the world, illustrative of all phases of

American Association life.

Ertract—Letter—Mary Page, Tokyo, Japan.

On Saturday evening, we had a Christ

mas celebration—a joint party for the girls

in the two dormitories. There are about

sixty of them, and it was one of the jolliest

affairs I have ever seen. We played all

sorts of games, and in one of them we

had to give forfeits. I was proud of the

girls when I saw how bravely they did what

they were told to do, for Japanese girls are

rather shy. Miss Baker made a big im

pression. She was commanded to walk

like an ostrich, and her imitation was sim

ply perfect. I think you will be interested

in one other feature of the program. It was

a biwa song. The biwa is a great round in

strument like a huge banjo, and is played

upon with a great triangular piece of wood.

They always sing when they play the biwa,

and give the instrument occasional whacks

with the piece of wood. A solo generally

lasts about fifteen minutes, and is often the

story of some tragedy. It seems to be

quite the thing to shed a few tears when

the sad parts are reached, but we were

thankful to see that only one or two of the

girls needed to wipe away even one. It

takes time for a foreigner to come to like

the biwa, but there is a certain fascination

about it if it does not last too long.

Monday before Christmas was full of

preparations for our Association celebra

tion, which was to come the next day, and
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in the afternoon we attended the exercises

of the Literary Society in a neighboring

school. It was very clever, indeed, but I

shall tire you if I go into details.

Early in the morning of Christmas day,

about half past five or six, we were awak

ened by a little company of girls singing

“Joy to the World.” We rushed down

stairs in time to see them before they left,

and found they were students from one of

the schools. After they left, we found a

large red stocking filled with peanuts, hang

ing in one of the rooms. On the top there

was a card with our names on it and

“Merry Christmas.”

After a very busy morning we had two

of the little Sunday schools here for their

entertainment, with sixty little folks. Sev

eral little mites of girls had babies on their

backs and there was an occasional howl

which caused the small girls to retire to

quiet their charges. One infant screamed

so that his sister had to take him home,

and she (herself about seven) was so

grieved to miss the fun that they performed

a duel in our front hall. We did what we

could to comfort them, and the tiny nurse

toddled home with her baby, hugging tight

by a little bag of cakes.

TRAINING SCHOOL NOTES

The work of the second semester has be

gun in earnest, and the new schedule board

announces lectures by President King of

Oberlin, Dr. Graham Taylor of Chicago,

Miss Czarnomska, formerly Dean of

Women in the University of Michigan, and

Miss Maude Miner of the Probation Com

mittee. Besides these single lectures, the

students are attending the Mission study

class led by Mrs. Helen Barrett Mont

. gomery on “China's New Day.” This class

is under the auspices of the Jubilee Con

tinuation Committee, and as it is given in

the headquarters auditorium, the faculty

thought it an opportunity the students

should not miss. The course in economics

is being given by Dr. E. Stagg Whitin,

Secretary of the National Committee on

Prison Labor. The course is to relate the

fundamental principles of economics to

their practical working out in modern so

cial movements. Another addition to the

curriculum is a three lecture series on pub

licity given by Dr. Talcott Williams, Di

rector of the Columbia School of Jour

nalism. For the students who are planning

to go into student work and for those

by the specialists in these departments.

The time has come also for special

pieces of practical work, and already there

is much diversity in what the students find

to do. Bible classes at the Studio Club

and at the Central Branch; junior work at

the Central Branch; investigation of mov

ing picture shows; vesper services and

teaching English to the foreign girls in the

garment makers' strike. The students also

gave most generously of their time during

the two days when the Metropolitan Board,

with the National Board, held open house

in the buildings.

The school family has lost one of its

members, as Miss Helen Crane is now

starting for work in Shanghai. In spite of

the large hole made by her departure, the

school is numerically larger than ever, for

Miss Pattie Chickering, a member of last

year's class, has returned for special train

ing in immigration work, and Miss Mary

Lamberton of North Carolina and Miss

Jane Pindell, formerly superintendent of

the City Hospital on Blackwell's Island, are

registered as regular students.

Visitors from many places are constantly

bringing much of value to the school

family. The headquarters' secretaries are

also planning to make short visits so that

they and the students may become better

acquainted.

Summer Conferences for 1913

The Department of Conventions

and Conferences announces the confer

ences for 1913 as follows:

Southern General—Blue Ridge, N. C.

June 6 to 16.

School Girls—Eagles Mere, Pa., June II

to 17.

Northwest General–Gearhart Park, Ore.,

June 17 to 27.

Eastern Student—Silver Bay, N. Y., June

20 to 30.

East Central Student–Eagles Mere, Pa.,

June 24 to July 3.

Eastern City–Silver Bay, N. Y., July

I to II.

Pacific Coast General—Moss Beach, Cal.,

August 1 to II or thereabouts.

Western City–Estes Park, Colo., August

I2 to 2 I.

Central City—Lake Geneva, Wis., Au

gust 12 to 21.

Western Student–Estes Park, Colo., Au

gust 22 to September 1.

Central Student—Lake Geneva, Wis., Au

gust 22 to September 1.

>

The Central Field Committee, with

headquarters in Chicago, will move

about March IOth into new offices in

the Westminster building at the corner

of Dearborn and Monroe Streets, and

their address after that date will be

801 Westminster building.
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The Specific Opportunity of the Richmond

Convention

The matters which come before a

biennial convention for consideration

fall into two classes: those which have

to do with polity and those which re

late to the program of the Association

as a whole. The former looks to the

perfecting of our machinery and the

latter to what can be done through

using that machinery. The business of

the last two conventions concerned it

self mainly with questions of organiza

tion and administration. It was natural

that this should be so, for these have

been beginning years; but surely the

time should have come for the Asso

ciations of the country to spend the

largest part of the all too brief time

when they meet together, in considera

tion of a program of national advance.

Many things could be promoted by the

combined Association movement which

would have value in any community

far and above what could be accom

plished by single local effort.

What can be done in the immediate

years to come? There is a thrill in

the thought of the possibility of team

work on a scale as large as our land,

and sustained through a sufficient num

ber of years to make an impression.

It is understood that any such pro

gram should not interfere with the

regular work of the local Associations,

nor should the promotion of it occupy

so much of the time of the National

Board as to make it unable to give the

help in organization or development

for which it is responsible. Yet as an

organization among other organiza

tions we claim to be a preventive

agency. As a national organization,

judged with others, ought we not to

have something measurable to show

in accomplishment at the end of ten

years, with reference to those out

standing social dangers in our land to

day which point to the need of pre

vention ?

It is with this thought that a plan

in outline will be presented to the

Richmond convention for considera

tion, looking to the shaping of such a

program, with three emphases:

First. Having in mind the social

danger that lies in the blurring of our

sense of standard for character and

conduct, in this day when heredity,

physical disabilities, and environment

are given so much of the blame for

failure in character attainment; the

diminished sense of reverence; and the

danger of growing indifference to the

world's need because of the constantly

widening distances between groups of

people; to prepare an outline for a

sustained program of religious educa

tion through Bible study that is vitally

related to daily life, for a new empha

sis on worship through religious meet

ings that shall be truly reverent, for

persistent effort to arouse people to the

challenge of Christ for service, through

special meetings.

Second. Having in mind the present

day untrue sense of values—the ten

dency to sacrifice the future to the

present, the paying court to popular

opinion, love for things and unintelli

gent finance habits: an outline for a

preventive and corrective program for

buying up the future for ourselves, for

the elevation of new sanctions and

ideals, for living the friendly life, for

getting for the sake of passing on, for

learning how to spend and to save.

Third. Having in mind the great

problem of the social evil—the double

standard of morals, the unprepared

ness of so many girls for life, the lack

of religious conviction, difficult eco

nomic and social conditions, the whole

problem of sex education :-an outline

program for arousing sentiment for

moral issues by carefully considered

publicity and for training in right

thinking and understanding of the af

fections.

Our national organization has wide

ly diffused facilities for distribution.

71
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Campaigns of education could with lit

tle difficulty be conducted simultan

eously in all parts of the country; edu

cational courses, graded and cumula

tive, could be carried on in local Asso

ciations; literature could be brought to

the eye and mind of every type of

woman if its content can be written in

terms of her life and experience. Each

summer we have the use of ten public

platforms representing the whole coun

try, reinforced through the year by

many sectional conferences; by all

these means we can hammer to make

the same impression.

Has the time not come for the Asso

ciation to make a contribution in meas

urable terms, within the next four

years, to the solution of these rela

tions?

The more technical matters to be

brought before the convention will be

spoken of in the next number.

MABEL CRATTY.

A Great National Pageant

Picture two Virginia hills facing

each other over a wide space of open

green, on the western hill a crowd of

several thousands of people, seated on

the ground, on camp chairs or , in

motors against the sky-line—all this

under an April sky, which, in the

South, one is assured will be a clear

sky. Off to the left lies a little lake.

The hill on the east, back of the open

space, is significantly deserted: all of

the great audience are watching!

A few figures in woods-brown slip

over the brow of the hill, and a mur

mur of “the chorus!” runs through the

expectant crowd. More of the brown

figures come out from among the trees

at one side, more up from the side of

the lake, and they gather on the east

ern hill near a leafy screen which, it

is reported, hides “the music.” Sud

denly that music is heard, a stirring

blare of cornets, then a processional

march. Out from behind the hill, far

to the left, comes the slow, impressive

train; hundreds of college girls in cap

and gown, four abreast, the black re

lieved by shoulder-straps of college

colors; hundreds of city girls, in white,

but with wide scarfs of graded shades,

so that a very rainbow passes by ; then

a score of country girls all in delicate

greens, with flower hats; and last, lit

tle groups from the Orient or South

America, almost the foreign pageant

of 1912 in miniature. The processional

passes—a girl for every one of the al

most nine hundred Associations affilia

ted with the National Board. As they

round the hill and pass out of sight

one finds one's self thinking and seeing

in terms of this whole continent.

So will open the pageant of 1913, as

given at the Fourth Biennial Conven

tion at Richmond. At headquarters the

foreign pageant is forgotten, save as

an honorable forebear. The word

means only April 12, 1913, or to name

it, “The Ministering of the Gift,” for

the motif for which the pageant com

mittee had sought declared itself on

the day of the headquarters dedication,

when in the responsive service came

the sentence, “Even as ye have re

ceived the gift, so shall ye minister

the same one to another.” Throughout

the four parts symbolizing student,

country, city and foreign work, the

thought turns on the passing on of

whatsoever any member may have re

ceived through the Association, that

membership may be more of a trustee

ship than merely a receiving.

The headquarters committee which

has in charge the preparation and ad

ministration of the pageant has felt

almost as if it had been given “the

golden touch.” Without exception, so

far, its most daring hopes have ma

terialized. The use of Bryan Park, a

private park on the outskirts of Rich

mond which is just to be turned over

to the city, has been granted for the

day. In the remote contingency of

rain a large pavilion in the city will be

used. The convention delegate's ticket

will admit all delegates, but admission

will be charged to the general public.

Miss Lotta Clark of Boston, who

has had extraordinary experience in
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directing pageants of many kinds and

sizes, has consented to direct the Sat

urday rehearsal and performance; and

before the ensemble rehearsal at Rich

mond Miss Gertrude E. McArthur,

chairman of the committee, will visit

the various Associations to which parts

have been assigned. The episodes are,

almost without exception, to be taken

by delegations of girls from Atlantic

Coast cities.

How, then, does this concern every

Association in the country? While the

Richmond convention is primarily for

the convening of board and committee

members, and it is very strongly felt

that girls should not be sent at the

sacrifice of these more legitimate dele

gates, it is nevertheless true that

around this week-end have been con

centrated the very popular features

planned especially for the younger

girls; witness Saturday's pageant and

evening rally, and the great mass meet

ing on Sunday.

Those who can perhaps get away

only long enough to attend this week

end part of the program and partici

pate in the pageant may be accommo

dated most reasonably at the Hotel

Murphy, with which special convention

arrangements have been made (see

booklet announcing the Fourth Bien

ian Convention).

While it is of course out of the ques

tion for each Association to be directly

accounted for in the opening proces

sional, it is certain that as many Asso

ciations as can possibly do so will wish

to have their own college or city or

county personally represented. In

many cases the regular delegates can

appear in the processional if, to put it

frankly, they are young enough ! It

has been decided that those appearing

in the pageant should be girls or young

women probably not over thirty years

of age.

Those Associations which have not

been asked to take definite responsi

bility for one episode may then send as

many girls as possible for the proces

sional—one for direct representation,

others to “fill in” for Associations that

cannot, because of distance, be repre

sented. The National Association

hymn with which the pageant closes

will be sung by all taking part in the

pageant and by all convention dele

gates as well. Copies of this will prob

ably be sent to the Associations later.

While each Association has been di

rectly written to with the request that

names of those expecting to take part

be sent to the committee at once, this

account may suggest questions as to

further details, which should all be

addressed to the Pageant Committee,

600 Lexington Avenue, New York

City. The April magazine will con

tain further notice of these plans, but

meanwhile all Association people

should know that the pageant of April

12, will in itself be worth coming to

Richmond to see. The committee has

kept in mind throughout the fact that

it may later be adapted by local Asso

ciations for use in their own commun

ities. As for this first and largest pro

duction, which indeed will be the

first national pageant ever given, one's

whole thought of the convention may

be colored by the promise of this out

door afternoon of brilliant spectacle

and music and interpretation of the

deepest currents of our work.

Information for Associations

The office department has brought

to our attention, and desires to have

passed on to the field, the following in

formation : in two months' time the of

fice has been called upon to pay excess

postage on fifty-seven pieces of mail

from local Associations, two from

field committees, and seventeen from

individuals. Will you not see to it that

sufficient postage is put on all outgoing

letters and packages. Another matter

to which we wish to call your atten

tion is this: that unfortunately at pres–

ent books and printed matter cannot

be sent by parcel post, but still must

go as second and third class matter;

and that it is not permissible to include

any writing in packages unless they
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are sent at letter-post rate. Some

specific instances may help to make

this clear. On a small package of

membership filing cards returned two

weeks ago to the publication depart

ment was a five-cent

stamp. The package was opened at

the post office, and there was found

writing on one card and we were asked

to pay thirty cents. Only the other

day we were called upon to pay sixty

six cents on an incoming package of

photographs upon which were written

the captions of the pictures. The sta

tistical blanks sent out to all local As

sociations last month went by parcel

post, as the post office ruled there was

more blank space than printed. How

ever, it will be necessary to return the

filled out blanks by letter post.

We feel sure that Association

friends will co-operate with us in our

endeavor to comply with postal regu

lations.

Valuable Publicity

The feature article, fully illustrated.

in Good Housekeeping for April,

“What a Girl Can Do for Other Girls

—Religious and Philanthropic Work

in Connection With the Young Wom

en's Christian Association Which

Awaits Every Pair of Willing Hands,”

by Miss Jessie Woodrow Wilson, will

be read with keen interest not only by

those who know Association work, but

by others who are interested in the new

administration, and in the fact that a

daughter of the White House is giving

so much of her time and thought to the

cause of young womanhood in this

country.

Since Good Housekeeping is a mag

azine which penetrates every part of

the United States we may feel reason

ably sure that this article of Miss Wil

son's in the April number will bring to

many a new conception of the Young

Women's Christian Association and of

its far-reaching influence, and of the

opportunities for religious and social

work which it brings to countless

young women.

parcel post

We quote from the article as fol

lows:

“Every girl who starts out to do social
work is embarrassed by the mere number

of the choices open to her. Church work,

playgrounds, social centers, libraries, pro

bation work, settlements, and the Young

\\ omen's, Christian Association are only

a few of the great social and religious

movements that offer either to the profes

sionial or the volunteer worker oppor

tunities for constructive and permanent

work. Probably no one of them has places

for so many different kinds of girls as has

the Young Women's Christian Association,

A little stenographer once said to me, “If

I were only working in a place where I

could feel that I was helping to make girls

happier I wouldn't mind working twice as

hard. I know that helping to sell stockings

is useful and necessary, but, oh, how much

I want the sense of being directly and per

sonally of service.” In the Association the

youngest stenographer can have this sense

of being an integral part in the work of

service, and there is room for innumerable

different kinds of gifts and training.”

Beginning with the May number

Miss Wilson is to conduct a monthly

department devoted to Association

work in that magazine.

The April Good Housekeeping is on

all news stands on March twenty-fifth,

but the publishers warn us that the

edition is limited and Young Women's

Christian Association members who

would avoid disappointment would do

better to order in advance.

The North American Student

The new student magazine which

is to represent student interests for the

whole of North America, published as

it is by the council of representatives

from the student Young Men's and

Young Women's Christian Associa

tions of both the United States and

Canada, together with the Student

Volunteer Movement, is definitely

launched in the number which will

reach subscribers by March 1st. The

following outline of the contents of

the first number will rejoice those who

have already subscribed and will

doubtless attract many others among

our student leaders, who in addition to

relying on THE Association Month
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LY for technical and specific help in

Association work, will need also to be

equipped with this more general, in

spirational magazine.

The subscription price is $1. A

special club rate with THE Associa- -

TION MonthLY has been fixed at

$1.7O. The March issue will contain

the following good things:

Rev. G. A. Johnston-Ross, D. D.,

who was heard with such delight at

last summer's conferences, has written

a timely article entitled, “Why Go to

Church P’’ Rev. Chas. M. Sheldon,

D. D., the well known author of “In

His Steps” has written on the “Per

sonal Dynamic in Social Service.”

Prof. Frank D. Adams, Dean of the

Faculty of Applied Science, McGill

University, Montreal, writes on “Unit

ing for Conquest,” and the pastor of

Pomona College Church, Claremont,

California, on “The Indispensable

Bond.” Miss Bertha Condé has con

tributed “A Council of War and

Peace,” and Miss Eliza Butler writes

on “What Can Woman Graduates

Do?”

A strong article on David Living

stone entitled “The Physician and the

Open Sore” is contributed by Bishop

Walter R. Lambuth, M.D., F. R. G. S.,

and gives the first issue of the North

American Student the Livingstone

Centennial mood and message.

Representatives of the National

Board participated in a conference

held at the headquarters of the Inter

national Committee of the Young

Men's Christian Association on Jan

uary 29th. Other organizations rep

resented were the Federal Council of

Churches, the Foreign Missions Coun

cil, the Missionary Education Move

ment, the Tract Society, the Bible So

ciety, the International Sunday School

Association and the International Com

mittee.

The subject under discussion was

the opportunities for united religious

work and impression in San Fran

cisco during the Panama Exposition

in 1915. The discussion centered upon

the need for definite religious work

during the time of the exposition both

on the Exposition grounds and in the

city of San Francisco, and the need of

religious exhibits which would show

through publications, charts, etc.,

what was being done by churches and

religious organizations. The discus

sion was brought to an end by the ap

pointing of a committee of investiga

tion composed of Dr. Macfarland of

the Federal Council, Mr. Vickery of

the Missionary Education Movement,

and Miss Allen of the National Board.

OPEN LETTER FROM THE PUBLICA

TION DEPARTMENT

New times demand new measures:

new officers and newly aroused inter

est in Association work demand new

publications. Are newly elected board

and committee members, or members

of student cabinets, being trained in

the way they should go, by those al

ready accustomed to looking to the

publication office in New York for

printed matter that helps?

For instance, “The Directorship of

a City Association as a Place of Serv

ice,” by Miss Emma Hays, has been

revised. Some presidents make a

practice of seeing that each new mem

ber of their board receives and reads

this. (Price, 5 cents.)

Every student Association is this

month launching a new and enthusias

tic cabinet. Do the new president and

her colleagues know that there is a 5

cent leaflet for each one, on her special

piece of work, the reading of which is

almost like a visit from your traveling

student secretary 2 (See page v of ad

vertisements.)

Note also, both college and city peo

ple, the record books for each kind of

Association (price $1.50 for student

record, $1.00 for city) which, if you

have been using them for the past

year, have lessened the terrors of “an

nual report blanks.” If you have not,

start another year right.
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A new membership pin in bronze,

an artistically irregular affair, the arts

and crafts monogram in relief, price

15 cents, is the latest addition to the

variety of pins which now make it

possible for everyone to wear an As

sociation pin.

With spring come swimming classes.

Remember the IO cent leaflet on

“Swimming for Women,” which every

teacher and beginner should have.

Are the teachers of classes in First

Aid making use of the three physio

logical charts especially suited to this

course of instruction ? (Price of set,

$5.OO.)

The question of free literature has

come to be a serious one, as the Asso

ciation becomes better known. As the

old supply is exhausted, and we are

coming to the Biennial Convention

with a whole new array, it becomes

necessary to fix a standard for this ma

terial. The old plan of giving 25

copies to an Association free of

charge, and fixing a charge for any

additional orders, has proved quite im

practicable, and hereafter larger edi

tions of certain publicity leaflets of

general interest will be issued, and

may be ordered in quantities at the

lowest possible price. For example,

a large second edition of “All Things

to All Girls,” the popular sketch of

Association work in general, has just

been printed, and this may be bought

at $2.00 per hundred copies for such

purposes as publicity week, etc. “Girls

Away from Home,” a most appealing

study of the need for Association

boarding halls, may be ordered at

$2.00 per hundred copies. Single

samples of these will be sent on re

quest. From time to time other leaf

lets will be announced.

Any book reviewed in THE Asso

CIATION MoxTHLY may be ordered

through this department.

Remember the adage of the depart

ment—“Cash with orders saves time

and trouble at both ends.”

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT,

600 Lexington Avenue,

New York City.

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

NATIONAL

Frances Gage, formerly executive of

Northwestern Field Committee, to be

special worker in the Foreign Department

of the National Board.

LOCAL

GENERAL

Sarah Allen of the fall, 1912, North

eastern Training Center Class, to be gen

eral secretary at Nashua, N.

Jane Button, formerly branch secretary

at Germantown, Pa., to be general secre

tary at the same place.

Ethel Weld of the fall, 1912, South Cen

tral Training Center Class, to be general

secretary at Fort Worth, Texas.

DEPARTMENTAL

Sylvia Adams to be assistant physical di

rector at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Anna Ahrweiler to be Domestic Science

director at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

E. Estella Barnes, formerly lunch room

and Domestic Science director at Wichita,

Kan., to hold the same position at Hono

lulu, H. I.

Caroline Barnum, formerly travelers' aid

worker at Portland, Ore., to be East Side

Branch secretary of the same Association.

Mrs. E. A. Brachear, erroneously an

nounced as general secretary at Joplin, Mo.,

to be cafeteria director at the same place.

May Chapler, formely East Side Branch

secretary, Portland, Ore., to be membership

secretary at Portland, Ore.

Dorothy Clark of the fall, 1912, North

eastern Training Center Class, to be junior

worker at Newark, N. J.

Elizabeth Coleman of the fall, 1912,

Northeastern Training Center Class, to be

colored secretary at Montclair, N. J.

Beatrice Cron, formerly religious work

director at Indianapolis, Ind., to be busi

ness secretary at Calcutta, India.

Maude Curtis of the fall, 1912, North

eastern Training Center Class, to be as

sistant secretary at the East Side Branch,

Bridgeport, Conn.

Mary Grace, formerly religious work di

rector at St. Joseph, Mo., to hold the same

position at Columbus, Ohio.

Elizabeth Hardie to be travelers' aid

worker at San Antonio, Texas.

Julia Hathaway to be membership secre

tary at Colorado Springs, Colo.

Bess Hevsman to be assistant at Rock

ford, Ill.

Mary Howard to be extension secretary

at St. Louis, Mo.

Mrs. Francis Hughins to be matron in

boarding home at Ft. Worth, Texas.

Leila Jones, of the fall, 1912, North

eastern Training Center class to be exten

sion secretary at Erie, Pa.

Mrs. T. G. Knight to be lunch room di

rector at Ft. Worth, Texas.



Josephine Lynch, formerly assistant in

dustrial secretary at Pittsburgh, Pa., to hold

the same position at St. Joseph, Mo.

Elizabeth M. MacGregor, formerly office IT eI"WOO
secretary at Providence, R. I., to be em

ployment secretary at the same place. -

Ethel McKee of the fall, 1912, North- eVriter
eastern Training Center Class, to be as

sistant secretary at Newark, N. J.

Claire McKinnon of the fall, 1912, South Wisdom Selects It

Central Training Center Class, to be assist
ant secretary at Fort Smith, Ark. for Absolute

Elsie Miller, of the fall, 1912, Central bilit
Training Center Class, to be assistant and ependability

extension secretary at Elkhart, Indiana. and Speed

Lucy Powell to be physical director at

Philadelphia, Pa.

Emma E. Sheely, formerly assistant and

membership secretary at Sioux City, Iowa,

to be Hall County secretary, Nebraska.

Mrs. J. H. Smith to be business sec

retary at Fort Worth, Texas.

Margaret Winslow of the fall, 1912,

Central Training Center Class, to be ex

tension secretary at Racine, Wis.

Bet. Madison and 4th Aves. New York

YANSS OPTICAL CO.

3 EAST 23rd STEET

METROPOLITAN BUILDING
º

->

NDERWOOD TYPEwriteR co.
----on-o------,

Telephone, Gramercy 4588 Underwood Building New York City

Branches in a ti Principat cities

Repairing While You Wait

A High Grade

REFLECTOSCOPE

The lecture room of every up-to-date

Association building needs a

Thompson Reflectoscope

1913 Model

Why? Because this instrument will project on a screen suitable for large audiences,

post cards and lithographs in natural colors, photographs, magazine illustrations and all

similar opaque material in place of expensive glass lantern slides; thus illustrated

lectures may be given practically without cost or preparation. It is also a perfect slide

projector and attachment for motion pictures may be had. Now in successful use in

upwards of 2,000. Educational and Religious Institutions, including Y. W. C. A. and

Y. M. C. A. buildings.

In use at National Training School, Y. W. C. A.

135 East 52d Street, New York City

The Reflectoscope will make money for societies by giving exhibitions; it will enter

tain the young people; it can be used by teachers to illustrate their lectures.

Keep in mind that it is not a cheap toy but a splendid machine well worth the expense

Electric current is necessary.

Reflectoscope equipments sell for $85.oo to $250.oo, according to quality.

Write for illustrated catalogue No. 57, telling all about the reflectoscope.

A. T. THOMPSON & CO., Mfrs. - }}º.ºyºta,

Free demonstrations of the Reflectoscope given at the above places

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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Make Your Reading Count

READ THIS COURSE

(Thirty-fifth C. L. S. C. Year)

Social Progress in Contemporary Europe. Frederic

Austin Ogg, A.M., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of His

tory, Simmons College, Boston, author “Saxon and

Slav," etc................................................. ........ $1.50

Mornings with Masters of Art. H. H. Powers, Ph.D.,

President Bureau of University Travel, Boston. 125

illustrations ........................................................ 2.OO

The Spirit of French Letters. Mabell S. C. Smith,

A.M., Assistant Editor THE CHAUTAUQUAN. Author

“A Tarheel. Baron” and “Studies in Dickens’’....... I.50

Home Life in Germany. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick........ I.50

THE CHAUTAUQUAN MAGAZINE (Monthly – Illustrated,

C. L.S.C. membership included if desired.) Containing:

European Rulers: Their Modern Significance. (Arthur

E. Bestor, A.B., Director Chautauqua Institution);

A Reading Journey in Paris. (Mabell S. C. Smith.)

The monthly magazine also serves in many interesting

ways as a "don't read at random” teacher for the

reading course.................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.OO

All Four Books (cloth bound) and the Magazine $5.00°

*Remit 30 cents extra for postage or prepaid express. “Collect”

charges are more.

“Easy for Anybody, Worth While for Everybody”

If in doubt, send stamp for handbook of testimonials

Address Chautauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York

Don’t Read at Random

iii



Times change

are FOUR.

same—plus an occupation.

The four re.
Once there were THREE. Now there

The three R’s mean Education.

REMINGTON

Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

The four R's mean the

Official Insignia

Heecciation Seal Oin

BOARD MEMBERS, EMPLOYED OFFICERS AND

MEMBERS WILL WISH TO WEAR

THIS NATIONAL EMBLEM

GOLD and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE $2.00

WITHSAFETY.CATCH $2.25

Membership Qin

DIAMOND CORSET SHIELDS

- - Fit snugly on

any corset.

Prevent cor

set bones or

steels from

bre a king

through.

Save dress

and under

wear from

friction, etc.

-- - - Areodorless;

easily washed. Add considerably to wearer's

comfort. Double the corset's durability. Nain

sook, plain, 25 cents a pair; lace trimmed, 50

cents a pair. Ask at all stores.

THE:“CURLA”

FOR THOSE WISHING A SIMPLER BADGE

GOLD PLATE and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE 50 cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

600 Lexington Avenue New York

Soft Rubber Hair Curler. Ties, curls, crimps

waves and puffs. No wire, bone, metal or har

substance. Soft Sanitary

Rubber only. Great,

especially recommended

for children's hair. 3 sizes.

3 colors. (Auburn, Black,

Gray). 25 cents a set.

At stores or by mail.

MErkham TrADING

COMPANY

Sole Mfrs.

Dept. A, 7 West 22d Street

New York City

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers

iv.



IMPORTANT PUBLICATIONS

WHO’S WHO

in the Association Field?

The latest YEARBOOK of the Young

Women's Christian Associations of the

United States of America, published June,

1912, will tell you.

Where are they?

What are they doing?

What is the national organization?

What do the new headquarters build

ings look like?

The Year Book Will Tell You.

New Features :

Map of field Amplified directory

divisions

Reinforced binding | Finance statement

Send 50 cents for this “encyclopedia ''

of Association facts.

FOR THE CITY ASSOCIATION

Daily Record Book

In loose leaf form, complementary to

annual report blanks. For daily statis

tical record of all departmental activities.

Blank pages for use as desired. Filler

and binder, $1.oo; Filler without binder,

.60.

Class Record Book

For teachers' use in all Association

classes. Complementary to annual re

port blanks. Price io cents.

The Employment Bureau Committee

By Blanche Geary. A thorough expo

sition of the purpose and organization of

the Employment Bureau. Price Io cents.

Employment Bureau Filing Cards

Three Kinds:

(1) Workers' Record ;

(2) Employers' Information;

(3) Office Record of Employees.

Price 75 cents per hundred.

Suggested City Constitution

Revised and much amplified.

The Educational Committee

By Helen L. Thomas, National Educa

tional Secretary. The first leaflet on

educational work. Suggested outline for

study of community and suggestions for

vocational guidance appended.

Suggested Club Constitution

For the use of all extension clubs.

Price of each of the above, 5 cents; per

dozen, 50 cents.

Suggested Policy for Industrial Work
Price io cents.

FOUR NEW PUBLICATIONS

ON RELIGIOUS WORK

The Religious Work Director, Her Equip

ment and Her Task.

Charlotte H. Adams, resident teacher,

National Training School. A searching

study of the responsibility of all Bible

teachers.

The Association as an Aid to the Church

Rev. Henry Swearingen, Pastor Pres

byterian Church, St. Paul. ... An honest

interpretation of this most vital relation

ship.

How to Study the Bible

F. C. Eiselin, Garrett Biblical Institute

For personal study or as a teacher's guide.

Suggested Topics for Religious Meetings

Compiled by the student committee of

the National Board. Workable lists of

actual topics. A student pamphlet, but

may be adapted to city work.

Price of each of the above, 5 cents.

FOR STUDENT CABINETS

Are You An Officer

in your college Young Women's Christian

Association ? Are you trying to be an

efficient one, and perhaps trying without

any tools? The National Publication

Department carries a full “tool-kit” for

you,-publishes 5 cent leaflets on :

The Cabinet.

Membership Committee.

Missionary Committee.

Bible Study Committee.

Conferences and Conventions

Committee.

Advisory Committee.

Finance Committee.

Social Committee.

Association News Committee.

Social Service Committee.

Topics for Religious Meetings.

Visit of the Traveling Student

Secretary.

All of these, certain free leaflets, and

the student constitution, may be ordered

singly or in a Student Packet, special

price 50 cents.

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

600 Lexington Avenue, New York City



ISA A C P IT M A N

SHORTHAND

Adopted by the New

York Board of Edu

cation, and used in the

ExtensionTeaching at

Columbia College,

City College of New

York and Adelphi

College, Brooklyn.

Also taught in the following Associations

HARLEM Y. W. C. A.

BROOKLYN Y W. C. A.

GRACE INSTITUTE, NEW YORK

Send for Particulars of a Free Correspondence Course

for Teachers

AddRESS

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS

2 WEST 45th ST. :: NEW YORK

Publishers of “Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand”

and “Practical Course in Touch Typewriting ”

GOOD

PRINTING

*

Prompt Service

Reasonable Prices

*

| E. L. Hildreth & Co.

Brattleboro, Vt.

MOTT'S

PLUNMBING

The following Association

Buildings, now in course of

erection, will be equipped with

MOTT'S PLUMBING:

. C. A., Newark, N. J.

. C. A., Yonkers, N. Y.

. C. A., Kingston, N. Y.

. C. A., Newburgh, N. Y.

. C. A., Morristown, N. J.

. C. A., Nashua, N. H.

M. C. A., Champaign, Ill.i i
A few of the many Associa

tion Buildings equipped with

MOTT'S PLUMBING:

Headquarters National Board

Y. W. C. A., 52d Street and

Lexington Avenue, New York.

Y. W. C. A., Springfield, Mass.

Y. W. C. A., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Y. W. C. A., Cedar Rapids, Ia.

Y. M. C. A., Greenville, Maine.

Y. M. C. A., E. D. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Y. M. C. A., Hollidaysburgh, Pa.

Y. M. C. A., Indianapolis, Ind.

Y. M. C. A., Montgomery, Ala.

Y. M. C. A., Montreal (3 branches)

Y. M. C. A., Toronto (2 branches)

The complete line of Mott

products includes plumbing

fixtures for every conceivable

purpose. Catalogues sent on

request.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS

1828 EIGH TP-F/PE PEARS SUPREMA CP’ 1913

FIFTH Avenue AND Seventeenth St., New York

works AT TRENTon, N. J.

BRANCHES: Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Minne

apolis,Washington, St. Louis, New Orleans. Denyer, San Fran

cisco, San Antonio, Atlanta. Seattle, Portland (Ore.), Indian

apolis. Pittsburgh. Cleveland, O., Kansas City, Salt Lake City.

CANADA: The Mott Co., Ltd., 134 Bleury St., Montreal, Que.

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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Gymnastic

RUDOLPH LEN Z

Printer

62-65 BIBLE HOUSE

NEw York

Telephone, Gramercy };
554

Apparatus

Playground

Apparatus

Lockers

Anthropometric Apparatus

Columbia Ducit

Sequantur Alii

Ladies' Gymnasium Suits

Approbation of Leading Physical

Directors

Consumers League Endorsement

COLUMBIA GVMNASIUM SUIT CO.

BOSTON, MASS.301 Congress Street,

NARRAGANSETT MACHINE CO.

Write for Catalogs PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S. A.

Telephone, Plaza 3322

44%.acº
Fine MILLINERY

609 Lexington Avenue, between 52d & 53d Street New York

In Connection with My Cleaning and Dyeing Establishment

MARGARET LOUISA HOME

of THE Y. wi c. A.

A Loose Leaf Binder for

5c

l

The L. E. B. Binder Clip

will instantly make a book of any papers;

14 East 16th Street, New York

A home-like hotel for Protestant self-supporting

women. Restaurant open to all women. Meals a

la carte and table d'hote.

Prices: Breakfast, 15–25c.; Luncheon, 25c.; Dinner 40c.

Send for circular.

ONE THING NEEDFUL

The Bilhorn Telescope Folding Organ

These organs are now in use in all parts

of the world; they are especially built for

hard usage and will endure all climates.

Missionaries, Ministers, Evangelists,

Young Men's Christian Associations and

the young people give them hea

endorsement, as they are of untold value

to all. Send for full particulars.

BILHORN BROS., 136 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill

Telephones, 2323-2324-2325 Gramercy
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The Responsibility of the Association for

the Religious Life of the Girl

Charlotte H. Adams”

O see such a topic as this printed

On a program which is made

up in the interests of the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion seems almost to deserve a chal

lenge. Is not our professed aim the

one which gives religion the funda

mental place in our work? Are we

not, as an organization, committed to

the fundamental principles of Jesus

Christ? Unquestionably yes, but even

So, we need to take a look at our su

preme responsibility and ask our

selves how far we are measuring up

to our obligation in this matter. The

very feeling of security in our po

sition as an evangelical organization

may hold in it our chief peril in sim

ply allowing our primary obligation to

go by default.

May I call your attention to the way

the subject is worded ? “The Re

sponsibility of the Association for the

Religious Life of the Girl.” This

means more than its beginning in a

series of meetings held in the interest

of evangelism. It means its nurture,

its growth, its enlargement—outside

the walls of the Association building.

How can this be accomplished 2

May I briefly sketch what seems

to me to be the emphasis needed in

our religious life to-day, which may

* Miss Adams is resident Bible teacher

at the National Training School. This ad

dress was given at the Northeast Field

Conference recently held in New York.

serve to point the way for a more ef

fective discharge of our most press

ing as well as our most sacred duty 2

First: The making of life re

ligious. If religion is anything at

all, it is everything. It is the center

of a large and all-comprehensive cir

cle, which includes within it the whole

of life and becomes its unifying ele

ment. Religion has to do with things

as well as with emotions, with con

duct as well as beliefs, with play as

well as worship. Far too often in

theory as well as in practice, religion

becomes departmentalized, and thus

taken out of the legitimate interests

and activities of life. That the secu

larizing of life has been the result,

and always will be, of the department

alizing of religion, needs only to be

pointed out. The history of the past

and the condition of life to-day, which

is the child of that past, is too pain

fully evident to require more than a

passing reference.

The Association is the greatest

agency for the breaking down of such

a conception as well as the creating

of a more worthy one, for it is organ

ized around human need in its entirety,

in body, mind and spirit. Do we not

need to be summoned once more care

fully to face the end for which we have

been raised up, to ask ourselves how

far we have been fulfilling it and what

more we can do to realize our unique

77
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calling? The Association is not a

separate or an independent channel, it

is an integral part of the church of

Jesus Christ. The church and the As

sociation have a work to do together

as part of the same organism, each

doing its own work in co-operation

and interrelation.

In the service of the church the girl

faces organized religion one day in

seven, provided she attends church

at all, and the danger is that on Mon

day morning and the days following,

she awakens to a life which is essen

tially non-religious and entirely unre

lated to any idea that her work, her

relationships and her recreations have

anything to do with God. She may

have heard just such a message as this

on Sunday morning from the pulpit,

but she is not able to relate it to her

own life, because she is accustomed to

separate the two in her thinking. The

responsibility of the Association is to

help the girl to make this connection,

for the Association gets her on a week

day, which the average girl does not

associate with religion at all. Herein

lies the necessity that all Association

workers, those serving in all branches

of its educational work, as well as the

secretarial staff, should be a unit in

their belief that the chief end of their

work is to interpret Jesus Christ in

terms of life in its every phase. We

all need to be awake to the Supreme

need of our time, the unifying of

life around the religious ideal, and to

have poured out upon us the spirit of

mission that we may consecrate our

selves afresh to our glorious oppor

tunity.

Closely allied to this is the second

place for emphasis in Christian teach

ing to-day.

Second : The enlargement of the

sphere of religion. This is only the

other half of the first emphasis. To

make life religious is to enlarge, cer

tainly, the sphere of religion.

Every generation lives in a larger

universe than the last. The bounda

ries of the horizon of the twentieth

century have stretched until we can

not discern their limits. With this

enlarged universe has come the liber

ating of the individual. The two

movements have gone together. There

is the demand for freedom of thought

and action, a disinclination to abide

by the decisions of the past, and there

has come a break from some of the

older interpretations and exactions

which formed an accepted code of

faith and practice to an earlier gener

ation. The warfare between parents

and children arises often-times in the

difference of their points of view. We

as a Christian organization are facing

the problems of this age. It is this

generation we are responsible for, not

the last nor the one to come, save as

the one to come is the offspring of

this. What is our message as to the

sphere of the religious life? How

large is it?

To begin in the physical realm,

where we face the elemental facts of

life—what place has the body in re

ligious teaching? Are its rights rec

ognized and its glory protected? The

whole field covered by sex hygiene in

the interest of morals is a religious

interest as well, for unless morality

is rooted in religion, its permanence

may well be questioned. It requires a

motive power stronger than either self

interest or social well-being to create

a passion for purity. The under-valu

ing of the body in the interests of the

soul has produced a differentiation be

tween the material and spiritual which

has made for schism and not for unity;

for sensuality and not for spirituality.

Injustice to any normal interest or

function carries in it its own judg

ment. There is a healthy and holy ma–

terialism which Browning phrases for

us in his wholesome fashion:

“Let us not always say,

Spite of this flesh to-day,

I strove, made head, gained ground upon

the whole.”

As the bird wings and sings

Let us cry, “All good things

Are ours, nor soul helps flesh more now

Than flesh helps soul.”
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Self-control is a Christian doctrine,

license is a pagan one, but self-control

will never be realized in a sovereign

way until the religion of Christ is

brought to bear upon the facts of

physical life and the body receives the

recognition in Christian thinking

which is given it in the New Testa

ment.

We might trace with profit to our

selves the whole range of human in

terests to see how large our message

of Christ has been, but the limits of

time make this impossible. We can

refer only to one other interest which

must be included in our sphere of re

ligion, because it has been unclaimed

as Christian ground, the recreative

side of life. The average girl is sus

picious of us, and probably, from her

standpoint, has a right to be. She

fears we will stigmatize as wicked her

natural desire for fun and endeavor to

substitute our own rather diluted en

joyments for her more vivid ones.

Religion and pleasure mutually ex

clude each other, in her thinking. Are

we sure they do not in ours? Have

we done justice to this side of life and

seen in it holy ground 3

The age-long warfare between the

Hebraic and the Hellenic spirits re

appears whenever and wherever our

interpretation of religion fails to in

clude the whole of life, leaving out

of account, as every partial interpreta

tion is certain to, some inalienable

right which is vested in the human

spirit as a part of its divine constitu

tion. The girl's religious life must in

clude her recreations or she is not

really Christian, and she must be con

sciously Christian in her play. There

must be no schism here. If there is,

there never can be a harmonious life.

As an organization, we are responsible

for the claiming of this large and im

portant side of life for the empire of

Christ, and over it must fly the white

flag of purity. It is not without sig

nificance that a noted modern German

philosopher has expressed his convic

tion that the security of religion in its

effective influence over men will come

only “when it is founded upon the

whole of life and not upon a particular

so-called faculty of the soul, be it in

tellect, feeling or will.”

Here then is our opportunity to

create ideals and standards which shall

help the girl to relate her idea of God

to every phase of her human expe

r1ence.

To discharge our responsibility

along the lines I have indicated can

not be done without helping the girl

to establish and maintain a personal

relation to Jesus Christ. The culture

of her spiritual life is the greatest

obligation the Association has. I am

speaking of the individual, for it is in

the terms of the individual that this

whole subject is phrased. And it is

the individual whom we are in danger

of neglecting in our day, when we

think and speak and act in terms of

the social group. The girl has to be

taught what it means to be a Chris

tian and how to maintain and grow

in a Christian life. This means a more

personal relation between the Associa

tion workers and individuals than gen

erally obtains. The responsibility

should be divided among every mem

ber of the staff, so that no one shall

be over-burdened. Unless the secre

taries, and behind them the board and

committees, are deeply in earnest

about this, there will be a failure in

the supreme responsibility of the As

sociation.

This brings us to our third place of

emphasis in religion to-day:

Third: The culture of personal re

ligion, which will bring its own expe

rience of God according to the tem

peramental differences which charac

terize people. How best this may be

done is a matter for individual discov

ery. The laws of the spiritual life

cannot be reduced to rule. There are,

nevertheless, some guiding principles

which have come to us from a long

line of spiritual ancestry which no one

* The Truth of Religion, Eucken.
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can afford to neglect, for they carry in

them the results of reality.

The saturation of one's thought and

imagination with the Bible, until its

treasures become the personal pos

session of the soul, and its revelation

of God in the face of Jesus Christ lays

its compelling touch upon us and

draws us to a life of joyous allegiance.

Prayer which grows from a com

munion into a fellowship, from an ex

perience into a partnership, and a

Christian view of the world as a spirit

ual order where we may find God and

co-operate with him in the supreme

interests of his kingdom, which is a

new and spiritualized social order,

is the result of a personal culture

of the life of the spirit. It calls for

time and patience and growth. The

Association is responsible for helping

the girl develop her own experience

of God by guiding her into the paths

where she will find it.

There remains one more very neces

sary place for emphasis to-day:

Fourth: The need of worship, and

the sense of reverence in worship.

The need of corporate worship is pri

mary and an indispensable element in

the growth of the spiritual life. The

creation of habit in this is of great

importance. We are responsible for

the girl and her church relation to a

far greater degree than we realize.

Our responsibility as Association

workers is to see that every girl who

comes under our influence is person

ally related to the church and to that

part of the church which meets best

her own need. Here temperament plays

a controlling part. It may need much

patience and tact and persistence on

the part of the secretary before a girl

is finally anchored in the church where

she as an individual really belongs. It

is not a matter of merely going to

church, but of worshipping when she

gets there. The place of worship in

religion must take a larger place in

life than it has at present if the finest

thing in the fabric of our nature is to

be retained and deepened. Reverence

cannot live apart from worship.

Lastly, may I speak of the privilege

as well as the responsibility that we

have in helping the girl to appreciate

the place the Communion holds in her

own Christian life, its sacramental

character and the strength which

comes from its frequent celebration?

There is an undefinable power in the

Holy Supper to awaken even in the

most unsensitive, something of the

feeling expressed in one of our most

beautiful communion hymns:

“Here, O my Lord, I see Thee face to

face;

Here would I touch and handle things

unseen,

Here grasp with firmer hand the eternal

grace,

And all my weariness upon Thee lean.”

Have we been thoughtful enough

and faithful enough in bringing into

this experience the weary and strug

gling souls who need the strength

which the sacrament brings as well as

the heartening sense of their oneness

with the great multitude which no man

can number, out of every nation and

tongue and people who have found in

Jesus Christ their Saviour and their

Lord 2

The responsibility of the Associa

tion for the religious life of the girl

is as large as life itself. Before we

close may we solemnly face it again

and consecrate ourselves to its more

effective realization by:

I. The making of life religious.

2. The enlargement of the sphere of

religion until the whole domain of the

human becomes the empire of Christ.

3. The culture of personal religion

until it becomes unified around the

Person of him in whose face shines

the glory of God.

4. The creation of the habit of rev

erent, corporate worship in the church

of God; the recognition of the privi

lege and power the sacrament of the

Holy Supper holds for us all as it

lifts us out of time into the timeless

and enables us to realize anew every

time we partake of it the reality which

lies in the things which are unseen.



The Christian Mother

Alice V. Morris.”

HE essence of Christianity is

expressed in Christ's words,

“It is the spirit that quick

eneth,” and “love one another.” Who

ever is quickened by the spirit and

vitalized by love is in the broadest

sense a Christian, and it is in this

sense that the word “Christian” is

used in this article. The Christian

mother, then, is one whose motive

power is spiritual love. In viewing

such a mother's career, it is interest

ing first to examine some of the ele

ments of modern femininism, and see

their bearing upon marriage and

motherhood. -

The feminists desire equal oppor

tunity with men in all walks in life.

They crave the standardizing of work.

They fear marriage may limit their

sphere and they rebel against the fact

that whereas a man enters into mar

riage only of his own volition, a

woman is often pushed into it by

economic necessity. They see that to

a man parenthood is not a profession,

but rather the object which makes his

profession worth while, whereas to

a woman it involves the giving up of

professional occupation and the re

linquishing of economic independence.

How do these elements of desire,

fear and revolt affect marriage and

motherhood? The feminist demand

for equal opportunity is enlarging

woman's field for remunerative oc

cupation and thereby freeing her from

the economic necessity that can lower

marriage into a bargain-counter

commodity. But she is still shadowed

by her fear of limitations and her

aversion to enforced relinquishment

of professional occupation and eco

nomic independence. If it can be

shown that motherhood itself may be

a profession, that in choosing it a

woman is simply making a change

* Mrs. Morris is a resident member of the

National Board.

of profession and not giving up a pro

fessional for a non-professional life,

the greater part of the shadow van

ishes, for it is seen that of all pro

fessions motherhood offers the most

unlimited opportunities. The giving up

of economic independence then be

comes a mere characteristic of the

profession itself, one of many features

to be reckoned with in the consider

ation of the profession.

The word “profession” in this arti

cle is used unacademically, even as

the word “Christian” is used undog

matically. By profession is meant

any remunerative occupation requir

ing technical proficiency and definite

standards. The main differences be

tween amateur and professional work

lie in the standardization of efficiency,

the measurability of attainment, and

the penalty for failure. The amateur

may do a thing as he pleases and it

will not affect his living, the profes

sional must do it according to a

definite standard or go hungry.

Standardization of every detail of

activity is a sign of progressive civili

zation. If woman desires to show

this sign equally with man, she must

do so, not only in work where she

competes with man, but also and pre

eminently in her own specialty—

motherhood. She can do this only

through the quickening of the spirit,

the illumination of love, for whereas

in other professions, the equipment,

standards and remuneration are main

ly material, in motherhood they are

mainly spiritual, and must be spiritu

ally discerned. Hence the work of

the Christian mother is to standard

ize motherhood, to make it a great

spiritual profession.

The profession of motherhood is

threefold, for it includes wifehood

and homemaking. It has no definite

office hours, but is pursued at all

times. Its object is not self-advance

8I
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ment, but the development of inde

pendent individualities. Its equip

ment is made up of qualities of the

school teacher, the administrator, the

household economist, the psycholo

gist, the judge, the social leader, the

theologian, the diplomat. Its measure

of attainment is found in the accom

plishments, not of the mother, but of

the children. Its remuneration con

sists, not in dollars and cents, but in

assets of the spirit. Its penalty for

failure lies in starvation, not of the

mother's body, but of the children's

souls. The quality of its routine

work, not intrinsically intellectual,

makes it necessary for the mother

consciously to use her intellect as

master of her tasks instead of await

ing its growth as an outcome of those

tasks. The busiest of all professions

it is the most in need of leisure. It's

problems are indeed difficult, but are

solved by the quickening spirit which

reveals the work of motherhood as a

whole, showing which features are

mere technique and can therefore be

performed automatically or delegated

to some one else, and showing the

proper emphasis to be laid on each

feature in its relation to the total

scheme of motherhood.

The Christian mother before mar

riage has learned scientific house

keeping, so that her labor here is per

manently minimized. Both before and

after marriage she prepares for her

coming motherhood by studying the

hygiene of pregnancy, the care and

feeding of infants, and child psy

chology. She finds that her problem

of producing healthy children, and

rearing them efficiently is intellectu

ally interesting and spiritually in

spiring.

During the early years of her chil

dren she studies the theories of edu

cation and visits the neighboring kin

dergartens and schools. She provides

for her children's religious training,

perhaps by devoting a little time each

day to teaching them the lives and

precepts of the world's great spiritual

iights, or possibly by taking a Sun

day-school class. She finds that grow

ing efficiency makes many of her

tasks so automatic that during their

performance she has a vast brain leis

ure not afforded to women in other

occupations. She trains her brain to

do specific exercises during this leis

ure, for example, to learn by heart

and recite masterpieces of poetry and

prose, reason out a problem logically,

make decisions and form judgments,

or plan for greater efficiency and

hence more leisure.

Before and during the adolescence

of her children she studies eugenics,

biology, and the best methods of giv

ing them an enlightened knowledge

of their own maturity. She regards

them as future citizens and parents,

and shows them, by precept and ex

ample, high ideals of citizenship and

parenthood. She emphasizes her own

citizenship by co-operating with the

street cleaning and fire departments,

and the departments of education and

public utilities, wherever they touch

her path as mother and home-maker.

She educates her children for citizen

ship by taking them to the municipal

courts, the custom house, the post of

fice, the fire department, electrical,

gas and steam plants, water works and

factories, by giving them a fair knowl

edge of corporations, of economic ef

ficiency, of co-operation, by training

them to become conscious of the rela

tion of the individual to society.

Through a spiritual quickening of her

intelligence, she becomes in all these

things a keen observer and a compe

tent director. She regards her children

not as possessions but as trusts. She

guides them into responsibility, free

dom and independence.

When the children are grown and

she is more advanced in years she

finds her home transformed from a

training school into a center of social

interest, of comparison of individual

ideas and of a stimulating, kindly fric

tion—the healthy friction of contact,

productive not of discord, but of ef

ficiency. She has the qualifications of

Plato's highest ideal, the philosopher
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ruler of the state, whose virtues are

temperance, fortitude, prudence and

justice, who “feels the life of the

whole community coursing through

the veins of the individual,” and who

83

“has many interests in harmony pur

sued for a definite purpose.” She is

a cultured, liberated woman, with the

capacity to do well whatsoever her

hands find to do.

É

The Impress of the Summer Conference on

the Student Life of the South

Ryland

HAVE had the privilege of being

intimately associated with three

Young Women's Christian As

sociations' Conferences, in two of them

remaining through the entire confer

ence. I should like to give my impres

sion of what these conferences do

mean and may mean to the girls in

our southern colleges.

I shall never forget the Sunday

vesper service at the last summer con.

ference. A short while before sun

set the three hundred young women

in attendance sat on the steps facing

the west, and sang some of the great

hymns of the church. Then, as the

speaker talked of living for God, the

Sun went down behind the hills, the

shadows deepened in the valley, the

mountains clothed themselves in radi

ant purple, the sky glowed with golden

glory, and it seemed as if the Eternal

Presence was near at hand, as if this

great wonderful world of ours was

none other than the house of God and

the gate of heaven, as if one could

almost feel the peace of God which

passeth all understanding entering

into his heart.

The mornings of the conference

days are given to Bible and Mission

study classes and technical confer

ences. The attendance at these classes

is optional, but she is a very rare girl

who is absent from any one of them.

* Formerly pastor of the Calvary Bap.

tist Church, Richmond, Virginia, now of

Clarksville, Tenn.

Knight"

I know of a number of girls who came

to the conference confessedly “for a

good time,” but who found themselves

interested in doing serious and faith

ful work in these various classes.

The afternoon is given over to recre

ation. And what good times they

have Tennis is popular, a baseball

game is ludicrous, and a long tramp

in short skirts and stout shoes over

the mountains is most inviting. Al

most every afternoon a group of girls

with one of the men of the faculty as

guide climbed to Bald Knob for one

of the most wonderful views to be

found anywhere. The wholesomeness

and sanity of these recreation hours

will appeal to all healthy-minded

people.

After supper the girls generally

gathered in the spacious lobby of

Robert E. Lee Hall, where most

evenings it was cool enough for an

open wood fire in the great fire place,

and there was chatting and laughter

and song; sometimes a hymn from

the group around the piano, some

times a college song; then to the au.

ditorium for an hour lecture by some

distinguished visitor. It was a well

filled happy, inspiring day.

Now what do ten such days mean

to these girls, and to the colleges

from which they come? What is the

impress of such a conference on the

student life of the South 2

First of all these conferences show

the real relation between religion and
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life. Religion is not of life a thing

apart; religion is not vague or

shadowy ; religion enriches and en

larges and ennobles life. Good health

is a part of religion, and laughter and

song, and fun are not incompatible

with seriousness and consecration and

prayer. I have watched girls in these

conferences catch a new vision of the

saneness of religion and the divine

ness of life. I have seen them find a

new interpretation of those words

which one of the leaders was so fond

of quoting, “I am come that they

might have life and have it more

abundantly.”

The conference gave these girls a

new sense of sisterhood. They came

to feel that we are all one in Christ

Jesus. Perhaps this is one of the

great advantages of the inter-denom

inational gatherings. There is an in

spiration in finding other denomina.

tions working at the same great tasks

as your own, facing common prob

lems and ſighting common foes.

This sense of sisterhood marked

the girls while they were at the con

ference. The students from a cer

tain mission school paid their ex

penses by serving as waitresses. One

day a number of girls volunteered to

clean and wash up the dishes in order

that these waitresses might have a

long afternoon for a drive to Mon

treat. This was a little thing, but it

illustrates the spirit of the conference.

This sense of sisterhood was carried

back to the colleges. A college presi

dent told me that his college had been

greatly hurt by the existence of a num

ber of cliques among the girls, with

some snobbishness and many a

wounded heart. The faculty was much

disturbed, but did not know just how

to handle the situation. One summer

a small group from the college went

to a summer conference, and the next

fall, a short time after the college

opened, and the leaven of the confer

ence had time to work, a deputation

of girls came to him and told him they

had decided to abolish the cliques.

The next year he was at the confer

ence, with, I believe, the largest dele

gation from any college. He and

they attributed the revolution in the

spirit of the college to the influence

of the summer conference.

The girls who attend these confer

ences almost inevitably catch the idea

of a life of service, even as the Son

of Man came not to be ministered

unto but to minister. Each one is to

find the place where best she can serve

her own generation by the will of God.

This may be in the home, in the school,

in the church, it may be in America or

in Africa. All service of God is one,

and he directs his servants. Missions,

then, home or foreign, become not

something unreal or sentimental or

abnormal, but a part of the oneness of

service which belongs to all the fol

lowers of Christ.

May I add parenthetically that i

found at the northern conferences

that practically every large mission

board was represented, generally by

the secretary of the woman's work,

and this representative remained dur

ing the entire time to give counsel, or

instruction to the girls of her own de

nomination, and to get better ac

quainted with them for work after

they had gone back to their home

churches. It would be a good thing iſ

our southern boards wººd adopt the

same policy. \

I have given these impressions as I

saw them. More interesting would

be the impressions of the girls as they

felt them. I shall close \ with four

verbatim quotations from that side of

the house. “Religion isº
with just the jolliest, brigºtest, hap

piest life.” “The women who are

leaders in these conferences are the

sanest, most wholesome sort of

people.” “The subject of missions

didn't have a dry word in it—it was

thrilling.” “Every girl that went

away felt that it was worth while to

spend ten days studying hard I on these

subjects.” t

What more need be added.”
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The Land of Cotton

O. May Jones"

ANY changes are taking place

in the industrial field in the

South, and the Young Wom

en's Christian Association is proving

its powers of adaptation to changing

conditions by having a large share in

the work among the operatives in this

field. Especially is this true in connec

tion with the Parker Cotton Mills.

This group of mills, sixteen in num

ber, has a thoroughly organized wel

fare department, occupying as impor

tant a place in its scheme of organiza

tion as its manufacturing, purchasing

and other departments, working to

build up day schools, night schools,

churches, kindergartens, medical dis

pensaries and all the activities which

stand for a fuller, better life. The

Young Women's Christian Association

is one of the agencies through which

this welfare work is carried on, having

three organized Associations in the

larger villages, with extension clubs

in the smaller ones.

* Miss Jones is general secretary for the

Parker Cotton Mills Company.

The Association at the Olympia and

Granby mills in Columbia boasts of the

first Association Cradle Roll. “Take a

baby by the hand and you take the

mother by the heart,” and a two-fold

good is accomplished.

'Tis a scene long to be remembered,

—the first Cradle Roll Christmas tree,

bright with candles, rattles and baby

dolls' Oh, the babies, the babies!

“Some in cotton, some in linen, and

some in woolen gowns !” Bald-headed

babies, curly-headed babies; blue-eyed

babies, brown-eyed babies; sleepy

babies, wide-awake babies; laughing

babies and,-yes, crying babies, too!

Blessings on them all, future leaders

for our villages

“Wohelo” is being sung with such

earnestness among three camps that

other clubs are catching the echoes,

and saying “Why can't we all be Camp

Fire Girls?” One feels the need of

more camps as she sees the red health

beads crowding the strings of some of

the girls who are making heroic rec

ords in refraining from the use of coco

85
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A PRIZE WINNER IN A CLEAN-UP CAMPAIGN

cola and snuff, sleeping with open win

dows and taking more exercise. A

mother came to one of the Guardialis

to say “I want to buy some of them

pretty beads to give my girl, so she

will keep the house nice like the other

girls;” and another, “That Indian band

sho' has helped Mary, she can even

beat me making bread.”

So active have been some of the

women and girls for making their

homes and yards more attractive that

Mrs. L. writes, “They can't nobody

look at my flower yard now without

smiling.” Clean-up campaigns, the

distribution of flower seed, garden con

tests and stereopticon lectures have

done much toward making “two flow

ers grow where one only grew.”

Christmas was a glad time in this

part of the world. Three hundred

beautifully dressed baby dolls, coming

from college Association girls, pro

duced enough sunshine to last until

“Santa” comes this way again. Even

the mothers begged for “a baby,” while

the little boys offered their horns,

drums and even firecrackers “fer jest

one baby doll.” There is something

pathetically sweet about their love for

a doll. “Are you the lady what paints?”

says a dear little four-year-old, hold

ing up her wrinkled, dirty rag doll to

one of the secretaries. “Well, pease

put a new face on my baby, I'se kissed

dis face off.”

Some of the clubs have helped to

furnish their own club rooms, equip

play grounds and establish “loan

closets,” (sheets, towels, hotwater bot

tles, ice-caps, to be used for the sick

where there are no trained nurses),

but at present the absorbing interest is

the hemming of towels, napkins and

bags for use at Sunny Slope Camp,

Tryon, N. C., and Blue Ridge. So the

interests of our club members widen.

Many Tomato Clubs are being or

ganized, which will be followed in the

fall by canning demonstrations and

public exhibits. -

A father in one of our villages said,

“That club has been just the thing for

A. , it's making her want better

things. She wants a better house, a

better yard, and she won't let none of

us rest until she gets it.” If our clubs

everywhere can mean just that, a de

sire for better things, so strong that

“she won't be satisfied until she gets

it,” then will the true Association spirit

manifest itself, as our girls shall dem

onstrate that growth means service.



Where Swiss Students Seek and Find

Rena Carswell”

place and that if I came I might

find him here,” the answer

given by a Slav student in a Swiss

university on being asked what had

first made her come to the “foyer,”

gives us at once a picture of a great

need and how it is being met.

In five university centers in Switzer

land, Zürich, Berne, Neuchâtel, Lau

sanne, Geneva, there exists in close

proximity to the university a “foyer’

or club house for students. These

foyers are under the auspices of the

World's Student Christian Federation

and the Swiss Student Christian

Movement, and in charge of each is a

secretary who devotes all her time to

the activities which gather round it.

Do not be misled at the mention of a

“club house” into thinking that these

foyers correspond in any way in size

and luxuriance to some of the sorority

houses to be found in the life of

American colleges. They consist usu

ally of one or two, or more, simple

rooms made attractive and comfor

table, where the girls may go between

lectures at the university and rest or

read or write, and where they may find

friends. Students may become mem

bers on payment of a small fee.

The situation in these cosmopolitan

non-residential universities of Switzer

land creates the need for some such

place as a foyer. The large majority

of the students in these cities are for

"I THOUGHT God lived in this

eigners—mostly from southeastern

Europe, some from America or Eng

land. In Geneva the percentage of

foreign students is no less than eighty

two; in Zürich it is eighty; in other

cities the numbers, though smaller,

are very considerable. Most of these

girls are living in lodgings, often in

great poverty. One is surprised to see

*Miss Carswell was formerly one of the

traveling secretaries for the British Student

Movement.

the way in which many of these Rus

sian and other Slav students, having

left their own countries for one

reason or another, and come to

Switzerland, live during their stu

dent days in the direst poverty.

Often four or five of them will live

in one room, sharing their fire, their

food (which often consists of but

one meal a day), their beds, their

books and even their clothes. The

universities, although they have

opened their doors to women students,

do not as a rule provide much ac

commodation for them in the uni

versity building in the way of rest or

reading rooms.

Merely from the point of view of

their physical well-being the foyer in

these centers is meeting a real need in

the lives of the women students. They

come from far, without a knowledge

of the city, sometimes without a

knowledge of the language, and often

with no preparations made before

hand. Where are they to live? The

foyer secretary is in possession of a

list of lodgings suitable in price and

location with which she is personally

acquainted and from which she can

help them to choose their home.

Living under such conditions, and

in many cases without the background

of a training and a discipline which

leads to regular habits and regular

times for eating, sleeping and work

ing, is not conducive to the mainte

nance of very high standards of

mental and physical health. Some

lectures are given at the foyer on hy

giene and health subjects; expeditions

are planned in the summer to the

country or to the mountains to en

courage the girls to take exercise and

recreation; and in cases of sickness

the foyer friends are always ready to

do all in their power to help a girl and

to see her through. It makes a real

difference to them, too, to know that
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every afternoon they will find at the

foyer a welcome and a cup of tea;

and that if their own income that

week forbids the luxury of a fire at

home, they can count on a share of

the foyer fire along with pleasant

company.

Another bit of real help that the

Student Christian Association is able

to give these girls is in providing them

with the means of learning languages

other than their own. Many a day

you may walk through the foyer look

ing in vain for a quiet corner—every

one will be occupied by two students,

one giving the other a lesson in Eng

lish or French or German or Italian.

No educational work is done directly

by the Association, but in this way a

meeting place and a means of inter

change are provided—thus helping

students on the one hand to get their

language lessons more easily and

cheaply than elsewhere, and on the

other, helping those who need to in

crease their income by teaching while

they study.

There is, however, a deeper need to

be met in the lives of these women

students. That girl came because in

her heart she was seeking God.

Amongst them are those who, having

lost faith in their own church, have

discovered no other foundation on

which to build; those who are avowed

atheists, those who throw religion

aside altogether, denying the possi

bility for modern up-to-date twenti

eth century students of a belief in God

and Jesus Christ, and those, too, who

are eagerly seeking satisfaction for

their soul's hunger, but who yet can

not acknowledge Christ. Their spirit

ual needs are immense. The rows of

Bibles for use in Bible study circles

and of other books in the foyer book

shelves, the syllabus of meetings and

lectures on the foyer notice board, the

collection of periodicals scattered

through the foyer rooms, all these in

four or five different languages, are

some of the outward and visible signs

of the spiritual activities of the foyer.

Students whose revolt from their

church has landed them without faith

in God can find there at work an or—

ganization which is connected with no

church and which admits members of

any or of none, and they are forced

to revise their ideas; those who have
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doubted the power of Jesus Christ in

the life of the student to-day find in

that place a spirit of love and of power

and of friendship which they them

selves say could never come from any

human source; and some even hear

there for the first time the name of

the Saviour of the world.

It is a spiritual aim which pervades

every bit of this work. All triat is

done there through friendship with

the girls and helping them in the hun

dreds of ways a friend can is done

with the desire to bring these students

to understand Christ's word, “Hence

forth I call you not servants, but I

have called you friends,” and to lead

them on into friendship with him who

alone can satisfy all their longing and

all their need.

The foyer work is

playing a large part

the foreign cities they have visited.

Now when they come into contact

with these groups of people gathered

round the life of the foyer they have

a different tale to tell, and even if

they do not go home to their own

lands convinced Christians they have

at least something to say about the

student life of the lands they visit

which reflects no longer dishonor on

the name of Christ. And those who

have been won have the splendid op

portunity of carrying the message

back to their own nation.

The influence is even more far

reaching than that. A considerable

percentage of the immigrants enter

ing the United States in any year

comes from the lands of southeaster."

Europe; they are pouring in in their

in realizing the aims

of the World's Stu

dent Christian Feder

ation. In a small

way it is the begin

ning of the breaking

down of national dif

ferences. Students of

different nations meet

in friendly intercourse

and come to under

stand each other in a

way that cannot fail

to bring forth fruit

in future days.

A gain, through

the student life of

Switzerland, there is

given the opportunity

of influencing the life

of the nations of

southeastern Europe.

To these lands some

students have re

turned after studying

abroad to tell the tale

that religion is worn

out and Christianity

is out-of-date and

without power. They

have seen only the

worst side of life in LAusANNE's Foyer Occupies THE FIRST STORY
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thousands—Galicians, Crechs, Bul

garians, Serbs, etc.

The women students of to-day are

the future mothers or teachers of the

next generation in these countries,

many of whom are certainly future

citizens of the United States. This is

a matter which touches American na

tional life in a very vital way; it is

impossible to estimate the enormous

reflex of all that is done (and left un

done) to send these students home

from Switzerland to their own lands

with their hearts turned towards the

Saviour of all the nations.

“Who is Jesus Christ? What is the

Gospel of Jesus Christ? Tell me

quickly, I have never heard of it, but

surely it is what I am seeking,” said

a woman student in one of these Swiss

centers. This work needs all the in

terest and the prayer we can put into

it, so that a personal faith and a life

purpose may be brought to these

strangers within their gates.

§

The Employed Officer

Elizabeth Wilson

An employed officer?

One paid to command, or is it to

lead 2 -

Who employs her? Who pays her?

Whom does she command, or whom

may she lead 2

Does she command by use of the

imperative or of the hortatory sub

junctive or of the co-operative mood,

e.g., “Come, now, let us do thus to

gether”?

“What's in a name P’’

We assume for purposes of space

saving that the reading public knows

that the Young Women's Christian

Association arch rests upon two pil

lars, the volunteer worker and the em

ployed officer; also that there are

about 1,200 American employed offi

cers at the present time distributed

throughout eleven countries , and in

every possible type of community; also

that these officers may be executive or

departmental workers, and have re

ceived Associational or merely techni

cal preparation.

Now these 1,200 workers will have

each about 280 working days each

year, counting out a month's vacation,

a weekly rest day and a few holidays,

and that makes 336,OOO working days,

of which it may well be said:

“The trivial round, the common task

Will furnish all we need to ask;

Room to deny ourselves, a road

To bring us daily nearer God.”

Another hymn states the problem of

the secretary:

“To serve the present age,

My calling to fulfill,

Oh, may it all my powers engage

To do my Master's will!”

Who can analyze one of these days?

What is temporal, what eternal? What

secular, what religious? What per

sonal, what professional? What for

the glory of the Association of which

she is executive, and what for one of

these little ones for whom the great

head of the Young Women's Christian

Association gave his life? No two

days are alike. Here is one program.

8:45. Some personal shopping for the

spring wardrobe planned long enough in

advance to avoid frantic haste on the part

of saleswoman or dressmaker.

9:15. Selection of a trophy cup to be

given an educational club by an anonymous

benefactor who relied upon the secretary's

taste.

9:45. An appointment in the legal ad

viser's office relative to incorpurative

matters?

11 :oo. At the building, informal con

ferences with staff members, filling in the

last words for the weekly bulletin, tele
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phoning about dates of an important special

meeting.

12:30. Conferring about a recital, when

a young r-usician will make her debut in

the Association auditorium.

I :00. Three important but Association.

ally uninformed guests at luncheon in a

corner of the main dining-room and a

tour of the building with minute explana

tions of the activities and equipment.

2:30 Personal conferences with a pros

pective volunteer worker, with a member of

the staff who wishes to resign in order to

contract a most unsuitable marriage, with

the president of a neighboring Association

who happens to be in town.

4:00 Office routine involving a dozen

people and a dozen measures operative any -

where from an hour to twelve months

ahead.

(She leaves the building.)

5:00 A committee at the college club.

8:00 Church prayer meeting.

9:00 Committee to confer about a Len.

ten meeting for introducing girls to Christ.

9:30 A social hour at the home of a

volunteer worker, where the accidental and

absorbing topic of discussion at refresh

ments and afterwards is “scientific manage

ment.”

It may be noticed that much of this

day is the voluntary activity of a ca

pable woman who recognizes and en

joys her share of community respon

sibility.

Every year a considerable per cent

of the whole employed staff must be

recruited from two sources; the

younger women who prepare for this

as their first choice and the older

women who gave whole hearted ser

vice in some other vocation for a

longer or shorter time, but were con

strained by various recognized and

unrecognized means to turn into this

path. Why? They speak for them.

selves as follows:

A girl of leisure: “I became a secre

tary for reasons so commingled in

altruism and selfishness it is hard to

separate them. My volunteer work in

my home city Association was beset

with difficulties, the conflicting de

mands of church, society, clubs and

friends. A temporary secretarial posi

tion showed me a latent talent for

work with girls and possibilities of

growth within myself. I wanted to

prove I could support myself. Be

cause it was not necessary for me to

be independent I had no right to enter

teaching or any other overcrowded

profession, but here I should not de

prive another of the means of exist

ence and this work would develop me

along business, executive, philan

thropic and religious lines.”

An employed business woman: “My

first impulse for Christian service was

received at a summer conference when

I was a delegate from a student Asso

ciation. Those whom I knew in Asso

ciation work seemed to have great sat

isfaction of heart in it. A business

career in its compensations, aims and

relationships is unsatisfactory; its

strain of competition, its weariness to

the flesh, its exhausting demands left

neither time, strength nor opportunity

for the Christian service to which I

felt impelled. The Young Women's

Christian Association was chosen as

my own field of such service because

of its active propaganda for the em

ployed young woman, and I felt I un

derstood her temptations and her lack

of ideals and purpose in life.”

A woman owning her own business:

“Chances for social or religious work

were very small as I was in and out of

town irregularly. Attendance upon a

National Federation of Women's

Clubs turned my thoughts to social

service. An aunt who was a member

of a Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation board frequently suggested pos

sibilities and a catalogue of the Na

tional Training School showed me op

portunities in the Young Women’s

Christian Association. My prayer for

guidance as to where my experience

would count most in women's lives

asked for a definite sign: I would go

if the sales continued good, so that

there might be no suggestion of drop

ping into Association work as an easy

berth after trying experiences. One

idea I had, has been completely re

versed. I thought I was bringing to

this work more in valuable help and

experiences than I would receive. I

expected to make a speedy impression

upon humanity, but I am thankful that
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I now understand that only what God

is allowed to do through me will
count.”

A normal school teacher: “Teach

ing gave a splendid opportunity to

help young women learn to live the

most efficient life, but the Young

Women's Christian Association holds

still greater opportunity. Routine work

left little time and strength for the

personal touch. The barrier between

those in authority and those under

authority hindered personal work. As

sociation work does not possess these

objectionable features in the same de

gree, but is brimful of the blessed

privilege of being friends with girls,

giving a turn here, a hand there, when

young life is adjusting itself to its

own responsibilities and forming char

acter.”

A college dean : “I am eager to state

why I am a secretary, but cannot seem

to get the time to do the subject jus

tice, but I will say that I have not seen

the smallest fraction of a second when

I have regretted giving up working for

my Ph.D. and all that would have

come afterwards.”

A social worker: “I came into the

Association because it is preventive,

and where such work is done there will

be less rescue work to do. This work

gives the opportunity to offer the high

est and best by directing young

women to Christ; it is also doing more

to build up the young womanhood of

the country than any other organiza

tion. Better women mean better

homes and a better world. Then, too,

the splendid organization of the

Young Women's Christian Association

enables it to carry on the work system

atically.”

One general reason for taking up

the Association career explains, by

its obverse statement, why many

leave it, namely, “I should be doing

this as a volunteer if I were not a pro

fessional factor.” So say hundreds

upon hundreds of the most efficient

secretaries and department directors.

Those who retire for other reasons

than personal health considerations or

family circumstances have frequently

failed to catch the spirit and have been

discontented with the latter. Such do

not become volunteers when they cease

to be professional workers.

God is not calling every qualified

young woman to prepare for this par

ticular service, but many able young

women if they listen may hear his

voice through the confused number of

human needs, of daily emergencies, O.

latent possibilities and of unsatisfied

self-expansion.

§§4%



Posture as a Phase of Physical Education

Anna L. Brown

TTENTION is called to Miss

Gertrude Jacob's article on

Posture in the February

number of the American Physical

Education Review. One of the chief

criticisms of ordinary methods of

physical training has been its failure

to produce good carriage of the body

outside of the gymnasium. The

teacher of gymnastics has seemed

content to secure precision of move

ments. In fact physical training has

been a term synonymous with muscu

lar exercise.

The upright position to which the

human body has to be trained causes

the organs within the trunk to be sus

pended one above another by their

membranal supports. Gravity caus

ing them to drop to the lowest point,

they are constantly in danger of en

croaching upon the territory of the

organs next below. This may actu

ally occur through severe jars due to

accident or violent exercise which

stretches the supporting membranes.

Proper position of these organs de

pends upon the strength or tone of

their supports to some extent, but

much more upon the support of the

trunk muscles.

To quote from Miss Jacob's arti

cle: “A young woman who had culti

vated good carriage until it has be

come a habit will always stand a bet

ter chance in the struggle for exist

ence than her round-shouldered, hol.

low-chested sister. The proper posi

tion of the chest insures a greater

lung capacity, and increased facility

for breathing means better oxygena

tion of the blood, stronger powers of

resisting disease, and higher physical

efficiency. With the chest held cor

rectly, the abdominal viscera are more

likely to be in place, digestion and

circulation normal, and the chances

for assimilation greatly improved.

The restrictive dress so generally

worn by women and girls renders im

possible the free development and use

of the abdominal muscles, crowds and

even at times displaces the abdominal

organs, and retards the intestinal

functions and the elimination of the

excretions.”

“Turning to the economic side of

the question, we find that good posture

has a real commercial value. The ap

plicant for a place in business who

carries herself well will always stand

a better chance than one who does

not, for appearance counts for a great

deal, and especially so when an em

ployer has to choose from large num

bers. This fact was recently illus

trated by two girls who graduated

from the business course in our high

school. One, an erect, neat, well

built individual, has received many

offers of attractive positions. The

other, while superior to the first in

mental ability, is inferior in carriage,

and careless in appearance, and con

sequently has had difficulty in secur

ing a position at all.”

Miss Jacobs well says that posture

is more than a matter of muscles,

though they should be strengthened.

It is more thain a matter of exercise

—the secret lies in the development

of the sixth or muscular sense.

To develop this sense she has her

pupils practice posture before a mir

ror, because by no other means can

they be made aware of defects or

how far their efforts succeed in cor

recting them.

A few years ago a number of

slides were prepared by us to em–

phasize the need of this training. In

a western factory some photographs

of employees were found which 11–

lustrated the importance of correct

posture. The employees ranged in

ages from sixteen to seventy. Some

of the older women had settled into

the characteristic pose of the habitu

94
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FIG. I. FIG. 2 FIG. 3

Courtesy of American Physical Educational Review.

ally careless, round shoulders, pro

truding abdomen, flabby features.

Several of the younger women

showed the same tendency.

It seemed as if such a picture hung

in every physical director's office

would surely prove a salutary warn

ing, but Miss Jacob's plate here re

produced is more striking. It might

be used with good effect as an incen

tive to girls to acquire one of the

most valuable assets of life, good

health expressed in good looks.

(Fig. 1.) Plumb line dropped from

center of chin falls in front of and

between the feet. Take standing po

sition, rise on toes without swaying

forward. Find depression between

the collar bones. Raise the chest

until this depression is directly un

derneath the chin.

(Fig. 2). Improved posture due

to practice.

(Fig. 3.) Correct posture attained

by practice and attention.

sº



Summer Schools–An Untouched Student

Field

Mabel Eleanor Stone”

& C LICE, the dean's secretary

wants you to take those girls

from Green's Valley to their

boarding house just as soon as you

can, and on your way order Some

more ice cream cones; we are all sold

out; these days are the hottest I ever

saw,” and the chairman of the summer

school committee hurried away to the

Association rest room to answer ques

tions and straighten out tangles for the

throng of girl teachers registering for

the summer term.

Months before that moist June day

the startling discovery that 95 per

cent of the women students in the

seventeen summer schools of one field

were teachers, and that 73 per cent

came from schools in towns of less

than five thousand woke the field com

mittee to the realization that here was

practically an untouched student field.

Moreover it made possible a single

point of departure and the consider

ation of a single great need to be met.

The plan as finally worked out sought

to accomplish two things—to meet the

immediate need of the student body

for practical assistance during regis

tration days and a common meeting

ground all the time, and, looking into

the future, to supplement the curric

ulum work by such talks and volun

tary classes as would give inspiration

and efficiency to teachers in their com

munities. It is unfair to further com

plicate the over-burdened days of the

short summer term unless the Asso

ciation has an actual contribution to

make, but on the other hand no one is

more ready than the summer-school

student to pay in time and strength for

value received.

If no time was to be lost plans must

be ready weeks before the term

*Miss Stone is student secretary for the

Ohio and West Virginia Field Committee.

opened, and almost unconsciously the

work during the summer evolved as

a piece of extension work carried on

by the cabinet of the Association. The

chairman of the summer school com

mittee was a member of the cabinet

who expected to remain during the

summer term—not a difficult matter to

find in this especial field. On her com

mittee were four girls, also students

during the winter term, who acted as

chairmen of sub-committees on re

ligious meetings, study classes, finances

and good times. Another year there

could be added a membership chair

man from the summer school students.

As the time was too short for regular

membership, only a contributing mem

bership fee of twenty-five cents was

asked. Even so, the summer work

more than paid expenses. The sub

committees were made up of students

who were only enrolled in the summer

term.

The necessity of simplicity and elas

ticity in machinery was evident when

it came to really meeting the day-to

day problems. In one town the local

churches drew almost all the students

into their Sunday-school, permitting

the Association to help in selecting

courses, while in another place the

Association arranged a series of alter.

nate Bible and mission study hours on

Sunday mornings. One college church

supplied all need for distinctively re

ligious meetings, though there was de

cidedly a place for talks on modern

Sunday-school methods and organized

play in the district school, while in an

other college the university vesper

service was once placed in the hands

of the Association, thus making it an

Association Sunday. Where one As

sociation assisted at the university re

ception and Fourth of July festivities,

another gave a series of informal pic
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nics and marsh-mallow roasts on Sat

urday evenings. Adjustment to the

local situation might well be the slogan

of the Association in the summer

school.

But whatever the local situation, one

conviction was only strengthened by

experience. Unless the girl is won the

first few days she is lost for that sum

mer, because there is no time to rectify

mistakes in a six or eight weeks' ses

sion. It may be by ice cream cones

and information that interest and

friendliness express themselves, or it

may be by a more elaborate system of

boarding-house directories and guides,

but somehow she must be made to feel

almost as soon as she sets foot in the

town that the Association is there to

discover how best it may serve her.

An outline of the topics for the

meetings of one college may prove

suggestive. No student leaders were

used anywhere.

I. Organized play and athletics in

the small town school.

II. The Bible Story—how to tell it

and when.

III. Pedagogy and the Sunday

school. (How can a teacher best uti

lize note books, sand table, etc.)

IV. The Camp Fire Girls. (Stere

opticon lecture.)

V. The Teacher a Religious Lead

er.

VI. The County Association and

the Country Problem.

If the summer school work were

merely the extension of the winter

work among students still more

pressed for time and separating almost

it might wisely be questioned whether

such extension of work were worth

the heavy strain on the student secre

tary. But here is the body of young

women, who, as the day school teachers

of our country, are deeply involved in

the problems surrounding the boys and

girls of today. The Ohio and West

Virginia Field Committee could enter

only two colleges last year, Miami

University and the University of

Wooster, but that meant coming in

touch with nearly eight hundred teach

ers. The work could be only sugges

tive, yet to watch wistful faces bright

en with eager hopes for all that the

next year would hold of broader, deep

er, more joyous life for themselves

and for their pupils was to forget the

strain and be content. Pioneering has

ever had its fascination, and for to

day there is pioneering in the summer

schools—an untouched student field.

§

Out on the Farm

Jessie Field

“I AM like my grandfather,” said

a young farmer who knew and

cared for every one in his coun

try community. “When he was dying

he said that he believed he loved every

one in the world, but especially he

loved the folks who lived on the way

from Xenia to Caesar Creek.”

To the country girl who knows and

loves her neighborhood, the Associa

tion brings an opportunity to be of real

service through leadership and organ

ization. That the girls on the farms

are eager for just such a chance was

shown in February in the organization

of some country branches of the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion.

Greene County, Ohio, has been or

ganized about a year. It has served

many of the women and girls of the

county through its rest room at Xenia

and its Exchange. Gradually the girls

have come to know and love the work

-* --- -
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and ideals of the Association. Not far

from Xenia, the headquarters branch,

is Beaver Creek Township. This coun

try community is known far and wide

for its prosperity and spirit of prog

ress. It is a township of fertile farms,

fine livestock, good schools, including

a township high school, comfortable

homes, two live country churches and,

best of all, the most noble type of coun

try folk.

Here, in a great brick farm house.

surrounded by fields and trees, the

girls of the township came together on

Saturday afternoon, February 22nd, to

organize a branch Young Women's

Christian Association. Some of the

girls drove six miles, and the long line

of buggies tied by the road reminded

one of a county fair. About seventy

girls and young women were present

at this organization party. It was a

Martha Washington affair. Since many

of the girls who had to drive far had

to leave rather early the organization

work began about three o'clock. The

girls elected their branch officers by

ballot, and the interesting result in the

voting for chairman of the local com

mittee of management was that every

ballot but one was cast for the same

young woman—just so outstanding is

leadership in the country in many

cases. The sweet young wife of the

country pastor was present and helped

with the organization, for she and her

husband see the possibilities of added

efficiency for the girls of their com

munity through the Association.

The supervisor of music and draw

ing in the township schools will lead a

group of girls in the township high

school, holding meetings at noon once

a week. The board of trustees of the

high school have offered to furnish a

room for domestic science work, plac

ing it at the disposal of both the girls

in school and out of school and keeping

it open throughout the summer vaca

tion. This class will be taught by the

county secretary.

Nowhere could be found a crowd of

girls more charming in personal ap

pearance and dress. And nowhere are

there girls more uniformly bright,

wholesome and capable. With the

initiative that they possess there is no

doubt that the Beaver Creek Township

Young Women's Christian Association

will show the great possibilities of a

country Association as a community

Wer.

In Woodford County, Illinois, is an

other group of country people who are

awake. At their February meeting held

in the Illinois Central station in the

town of Panola, they organized a mem

bership contest. When asked how

many houses there were in Panola, the

wife of the man who during the past

year had been teacher in the one-room

school of the town, replied, “I don't

know, but I can count them in a

minute.”

There were three women from

Panola at this meeting, the wives of

the station agent, the postmaster and

the section boss, the other members

being from the neighboring farms. The

chairman of the branch committee, a

fine young woman who is a graduate

of Northwestern University, walked

two and a half miles from her farm

home to be present. This Association

offers Bible study, domestic science

demonstrations by the members, and

some social culture feature. They meet

every two weeks at the homes of the

members. In the past two weeks they

have more than doubled their member

ship. The contest is to close soon with

a big party at the beautiful country

home of the vice-chairman, when not

only the members but their husbands

and fiancés will be invited.

This community is without a church

building, so the Young Women's

Christian Association is negotiating

for land and is beginning plans for the

erection of a union church. Rarely

can one find such enthusiasm and de

votion and loyalty as are to be found

here.

These are some of the things that

our Association is doing out in the

open country. When we think of them

and of the possibility of their duplica

tion in hundreds of counties and thou
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sands of communities throughout our

nation, we are glad, indeed, that we

have a part in the great movement to

make life on the farms of our country

as beautiful, true and happy as it is

possible for it to be.

§

A Suggested Installa

tion Service

To Student Associations:

Now that your new officers have been

elected, your new cabinets chosen, and the

old cabinet officers are busy helping their

successors “learn the ropes,” you are think

ing about a special service when the work

passes formally from one to the other.

Perhaps you have your own service, if not,

here is one which you may want to use.

With all good wishes for the new year's

work. E. C.

Opening hymn: “The Church's One

Foundation.”

The Church's one Foundation

Is Jesus Christ her Lord;

She is His new creation

By water and the word:

From heav'n He came and sought her

To be His Holy Bride;

With His own blood He bought her,

And for her life. He died.

Yet she on earth hath union

With God the Three in One,

And mystic sweet communion

With those whose rest is won;

O happy ones and holy!

Lord, give us grace, that we,

Like them, the meek and lowly,

On high may dwell with Thee.

Prayer:

May the Lord God give unto us the

tongue of them that are taught, that we

may know how to sustain with words those

that are weary. As he wakeneth morn

ing by morning may he waken our ears

to hear as they are taught.

Our Father which art in heaven; hal

lowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come.

Thy will be done on earth, as it is in heaven.

Give us this day our daily bread. And for

give us our trespasses, as we forgive those

who trespass against us. And lead us not

into temptation, but deliver us from evil, for

thine is the kingdom, and the power, and

the glory, forever. Amen.

Responsive Reading:

President—Now there are diversi

ties of gifts, but the same Spirit, and

there are diversities of ministrations,

but the same Lord. And there are di

versities of working, but the same God,

who worketh all things in all.

Association—But all these worketh

the one and the same Spirit, dividing

to each one severally, even as he will.

President—For as the body is one

and has many members, and all the

members of the body, being many, are

one body, so also is Christ.

Association—For the body is not one

member, but many. But now hath

God set the members each one of them

in the body even as it pleased him.

And if they were all one member,

where were the body?

President–Now we are the body of

Christ, and severally members thereof.

But desire earnestly the greater gifts.

Association—Herein is the Father

glorified, that we bear much fruit, and

so shall we be his disciples.

President—A servant is not greaten

than his lord, neither one that is sent

greater than he that sent him.

Association—If any man serve me,

let him follow me, and where I am,

there shall my servant be; if any man

serve me him will my Father honor.

President—These things have I

spoken unto you that my joy may be

in you, and that your joy may be made

full.

Association—This is my command

ment, that ye love one another, even

as I have loved you. Ye are my friends

if ye do the things which I command

Ou.

President—If ye know these things

happy are ye if ye do them.

Hymn: “Jesus Calls Us.”

Jesus calls us, o'er the tumult

Of our life's wild, restless sea;

Day by day His sweet voice soundeth,

Saying, Christian, follow me!

Jesus calls us! by Thy mercies,

Saviour, may we hear Thy call;

Give our hearts to Thy obedience,

Serve and love Thee best of all.
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The President (standing; the new

president steps to the front facing the

retiring president): “The duties of

the president shall be to preside at all

business meetings of the Association

and of the cabinet, and she shall be a

member ex-officio of all standing com

mittees. She shall conduct all corre

spondence. After consultation with

the advisory officer, she shall appoint

the standing committees and such

other committees as may be needed.

She shall hold the chairmen respon

sible for the work of their respective

committees, and for the development

of efficiency on the part of committee

members. On retiring from office, she

shall present a written report covering

her term of service, including recom

mendations for the future work of the

Association. This report shall be

placed on the files of the Association.

The position of president of the

Young Women's Christian Association

is one of great responsibility and of

great privilege. She should express

in her own life the Association ideal

of the complete, four-fold development

of young womanhood that in her

physical, intellectual, social and spirit

ual life, she may “preach the un

searchable riches of Christ.” She will

need to have a wide sympathy that

she may easily win the friendship and

confidence of others, a deep faithful.

ness and patience to watch over the

many details of the Association activ

ities, and a quiet courage that shali

not falter in the face of difficulties,

but is ever renewed through the

strength that is “made perfect in

weakness.” I, ... (name).., as pres

ident of this Association now

give to you, ... (name)..., the

administration of this Association,

trusting to you to preserve whatever

of good has already been achieved,

and with clear vision to recognize new

possibilities for the future, and to fur

ther develop, enlarge and extend the

work as shall seem to you most wise.

I pledge to you my sympathy and

prayer for your administration that

in all things Christ may have the pre
enninence.

The vice-president (facing the en

tire new cabinet who stand at the

front): In behalf of the cabinet of this

Association, I.. (name). ., as the vice

president, now surrender to you, with

our love and sympathy, the duties of

the cabinet of the Young Women's

Christian Association, charging you

to be faithful in discharging these

duties so that the membership may be

extended until it shall include the

active participation of every woman

in the University.

The new president (for her cabinet);

We accept the trust you have com

mitted to us and earnestly pledge our

best efforts to its accomplishment, in

all ways seeking (all the cabinet joins

her in repeating the purpose of the

Association) “to unite the women of

the institution in loyalty to Jesus

Christ, to lead them to accept him as

their personal Saviour, to build them

up in the knowledge of Christ, espe

cially through Bible study and Chris

tian service, that character and conduct

may be consonant with their belief.

It shall thus associate them with the

students of the world for the ad

vancement of the Kingdom of God. It

shall further seek to enlist their de

votion to the Christian Church and to

the religious work of the institution.”

Installation prayer: The retiring

president.

Closing hymn: “Oh, Master, Let

Me Walk With Thee.”

O Master, let me walk with Thee

In lowly paths of service free;

Tell me Thy secret, help me bear

The strain of toil, the fret of care.

In hope that sends a shining ray

Far down the fiture's broadening way;

In peace that only Thou canst give,

With Thee, O Master, let me live.

Amen.

Silent prayer.

Closing words: “The Lord bless us

and keep us; the Lord make his face

to shine upon us and be gracious unto

us; the Lord lift up his countenance

upon us and give us peace.”
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THE EMPLOYED OFFICERS’

CONFERENCE

EMMA F. BYERs.

S was announced in the Febru

ary number of THE ASSOCIA

TION MONTHLY, the confer

ence of the Employed Officers' Asso

ciation will be held in Richmond at

the close of the Biennial Convention.

The conference will open on the ever

ing of April 15 and close at 4:30 P.

M. on Thursday, the 17th.

This Biennial Conference affords

the only opportunity for bringing all

employed Association workers to

gether under conditions which make

possible the merging of exchange of

experiences and enlargement of vision

into a fresh baptism of faith.

The executive committee began its

preparation of the program with the

object of making it an answer to the

challenge of our times, namely, a

justification of our work on the

ground of the Association's efficiency.

While certain difficulties have forced

a modification of the original plan,

this plan has been adhered to closely

enough to give promise of an illumin

ating and perhaps disillusioning view

of the Association from the outsider's

point of vantage.

The general theme of the confer

ence will be “The Young Women's

Christian Association as Others See

It.” The committee has spared no ex

pense in securing leading men and

women of the country to present the

important subjects chosen. Each

speaker has been requested to deal

squarely with the general subject and

criticise freely the method and ef

ficiency of the work of the Associa

tion. One evening only will be given

to the study of method of our work.

A conference dinner is being ar

ranged that will bring together em

ployed officers interested in the vari

ous departments of work and give

special opportunity for conference

with the secretaries of the department

of method. Following this dinner an

address will be given by Miss Blanche

IOI

Geary, economic secretary of the de

partment of method, on “Personal

Economic Standards.” The program

includes the following subjects and

speakers:

Two Bible periods on “The Great

Commission,” by Miss Ethel Cutler of

the department of method, secretarv

for student religious work.

“The Young Women's Christian

Association as a Student Organiza

tion,” by Miss Caroline Colvin, De

partment of History, University of

Maine, Orono.

“The Young Women's Christian As

sociation as Viewed by the Church,”

by the Reverend John Timothy Stone,

D.D., of Chicago. Dr. Stone has sent

out a questionnaire to certain well in

formed ministers over the country and

will bring to us definite criticism and

recommendation.

Reverend Charles Macfarland,

D.D., of New York City, Secretary

of the Federal Council of Churches

of the United States, will speak oil

“The Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation and Social Service.”

Dr. Richard C. Cabot of Boston will

present the subject of Social Morality

in three sessions of an hour each.

This question is claiming the atten

tion of thinking people throughout

the world. No other speaker on

the subject in this country has struck

the same high moral and spiritual

note that Dr. Cabot has. His plea is

for recognition of the mastery of

every part of life by the spirit in

unison with the spirit of God. He pre

sents his views under a title which is

in itself a suggestion and a challenge:

“The Consecration of the Affections.”

His remarkable message has become

well-known to students of the entire

country. Women's clubs are giving

much thought to reviews of his essays

on the subject.

The last session of the conference

will be an open discussion on the ad

dresses given. Miss Mabel Cratty,

general secretary of the National

Board, has consented to speak at the

closing hour on “The Young Women's
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Christian Association as We Ourselves

See It.”

A special appeal is made to every

employed officer in this whole country

to become a member of this important

organization. It is necessary for pro

fessional men and women to get to—

gether from time to time in order to

know each other's minds on given

subjects and for the fellowship and

inspiration that can come only from

those who are studying the same great

principles and problems of life.

Reports of the addresses and pro

ceedings of the conference will be

published and mailed to every mem

ber of the Employed Officers' Asso

ciation. Members who cannot attend

the conference will have the next best

privilege of reading the addresses and

discussions. Reports will not be for

sale as regular publications.

Aside from the appeal of the mem

bership of the one organization of our

profession, there is a special call for

all secretaries and departmental di

rectors to get in touch with the criti

cisms of those who are looking at our

work from the outside. This is the

main subject of the coming confer

enceſ

“Oh wad some power the giftie gie us

To see oursel's as others see us !

It wad frae monie a blunder free us,

And foolish notion.”

§

Books Old and New

This book contains the

The Spirit of America" first seven of a series of

twenty-six lectures given

at the University of France. It is good

to have so charming, so clear, and so loyal

an explanation given of us to Europeans.

We are not to be judged, Dr. van Dyke

says, by the traveling American, who is

not a fair representative of the nation, and

he clinches this argument by quotations

in antithesis of different foreign writers'

perceptions of American traits which are

contrary in the extreme.

America's expressions of herself in the

past, her origins, early manifestations, ex
--

* The Spirit of America. ~ By-Henry Ivan Dyke.

Macmillan. Price, $1.5o.

periences and conflicts, are considered along

with present conditions, the one as a source,

the other as outlet in the soul of America

—her self-reliance. He claims our dem

ocracy to be founded upon the spirit of

fair play. It proceeds upon the assumption

that, as brothers let us treat each other

fairly, and has thus found expression in

the Declaration of Independence. The

equality is in opportunity, not in person or

in property. Given this chance for “life,

liberty and the pursuit for happiness,” open

to all, the most striking national character

istics are shown, of which the author con

siders most important, our energy and

will-power. The means by which our

people attain these free ends are by law,

education and culture As the heirs of

Magna Charta, the descendants of a people

persecuted for righteousness sake and

seeking a new country with the desire for

free worship, as the children of the Declar

ation of Independence, such faults as Dr.

van Dyke is forced to point out ought not

to exist. Perhaps the tactful way in which

he does it will be potent in our effort to

weed them from among American char- .

acteristics.

The centennial of

David Livingstone" David Livingstone's birth

makes the present vol

ume , especially opportune. In a clear,

simple narrative, facts have been gathered

together for those in a busy century who

have not the leisure to read a longer biog

raphy.

To quote a passage which deals with

only one most important characteristic:

“Much might be written about his cour

age in alienating those who sympathized

with his work as an explorer—those

who might have assisted him financially.

He knew quite well that a price must be

paid by any one who was really in earnest

to destroy the slave trade. But nothing
moved him it was a case of ‘this

one thing I do.’”

The world still argues and disputes as

to what it is that constitutes the highest

form of greatness. In the common accept

ance of the term Livingstone was not a

man of genius. He was not brilliant; he

was not strikingly original. What he

achieved was done by the genius, falsely

so called, of taking pains. But this we may

surely say: If human greatness consists

not in any natural endowment alone . . .

but rather in all the powers and faculties

of a man's nature brought into subjection

to one supreme disinterested ambition

. . . few greater men have ever walked

this earth than David Livingstone.”

* David Livingstone. By C. Silvester Horne. Associ

ation Press. 248 pages. Price, so cents.

º
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The following books

are numbered among

the series of the “Young

Farmer's Practical Library.” This first

volume is by the secretary of the Georgia

State Board of Health, and covers the

whole scope of farm hygiene from care of

the person, diet and cooking, to methods of

nursing in emergencies, accidents, or in

case of poisoning.

Health on the Farm”

Neighborhood Taking into consider

Entertainments? ation the lack of suf

ficent social life in small

places, “Neighborhood Entertainments”

deals with such remedies as improvement

Societies, young people's societies and

clubs, and treats of entertainments from

the hostess' and every other point of view.

It is illustrated by photographs of work

already started along these lines, giving

pictures of a farmer's rest room in Iowa,

an Ohio boys' experiment in local im

provement; children's corn-growing and

corn-cooking exhibits in Nebraska; Wis

consin traveling library; sheet and pillow

case costume; Japanese girls in native cos

tume and typical Dutch costumes.

An anthology of

poems comprising stock

favorites, with appro

priate selections less widely known and

less accessible to the general reader. The

illustrations are from famous pictures in

the Metropolitan Art Museum, New York

City.

Poems of Country

Life!

A list of the contents

and illustrations will be

as illuminating as to its

practical value as any more detailed account.

The Kitchen; Cellar; Dining-room; Living

room, and so on, every room considered

from the point of utility and pleasure to the

eye, the pictures show artistic possibilities

of porch and interior effects, with little ex

penditure of money.

* Health on the Farm. By H. F. Harris. Sturgis &

Walton Co. Price, $1.co.net.

* Neighborhood Entertainments. By R.B. Stern. Sturgis

& Walton Co. Price, $1.o.o net.

f Poems of Country Life. By G. S. Bryan.

Walton Co. Price, $1.o.o net.

§ From Kitchen to Garret.

Van de Water.

From Kitchen to

Garrets

Sturgis &

By Mrs. Virginia Terhune

Sturgis & Walton Co. Price, $1.o.o net.

Books RECEIVED

Sunday Reflections for the Church Year,

by Anna A. McCulloch. Fleming H. Revell,

182 pages, $1.00 net.

A Book of Devotional Readings from the

Literature of Christendom, edited by J. M.

Connell. Longmans, 295 pages, $1.25.net.

The Theory of the Leisure Class by Thor

stein Veblen. Macmillan, 400 pages, $12.00

net.
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Women inspectors seem to be mak

ing their way into the police force in

several cities, and largely in connection

with the Young Women's Christian As

sociation. Several women's organiza

tions, the Association among them, are

requesting that a woman be added to

the force in Memphis, Tennessee. The

St. Paul Association, which has already

fallen in line with the proposed plan

for an independent Travelers' Aid So

ciety in which the Association is itself

represented, is closely in touch with

the two women inspectors who have

been appointed by the city to report to

its “Department of Public Welfare.”

Most significant of all, a conference of

women police officers has been held

this winter in Portland, Oregon. Among

its delegates were the Travelers' Aid

secretaries of the San Francisco and

Sacramento Associations, the Oakland

general secretary, a special officer em

ployed by the Seattle Association, and

Mrs. Lola Baldwin, who for three years

did such extraordinary protective work

under the Association that her services

were finally claimed by the municipality,

with a special appropriation to enable

her to develop her work. While the As

sociation has had such a large part in

initiating work of this sort, the general

conclusion of the Portland conference

was that it should be a legitimate part

of municipal responsibility, and that

every city should have at least one

woman as protective officer to every

twenty-five policemen employed.

When Erie faced its 1913 budget it had

no regular subscribers for any amount

over $5, and there were no more than

a dozen men contributing that amount!

Moreover, the city had been “fine

combed” by many other organizations.

But from this beginning, with practi

cally no nucleus, and with a board en

tirely unaccustomed to finance work, a

campaign was started for $6,000. In ad

vance pennants were hung throughout

the town bearing the words “Y. W.

C. A.—We are coming”; later these were

replaced by others bearings the words

“Y. W. C. A.—We are here.” As sub

scriptions came in they were acknowl

edged with receipts and a third minia

ture pennant, bearing the acrostic, in

perpendicular line, “Thanks Heartily

Everybody—Yes We'll Come Again—

in 1914.” In six days over $6,000 (over

half in cash) was raised, nor did the

subscriptions cease even then. Discov

ering that in the face of countless other

appeals the city actually cares to give

for its young women, the Erie board is

now enthusiastic over finance work, and
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convinced of the wisdom of the single

annual appeal.

The astonishing sum of $1,305 in Io

cent admission charges was cleared by

the Geneva Club of Peoria at a two

day County Fair held in the city

coliseum. The money will apply to the

fund for a boarding home. Peoria has

also fallen heir through a bequest to

$7,000 worth of stock in a grain weigher

company.

This same enterprising Geneva Club

recently gave a banquet of the nations

for its eighty members. The five tables

each represented a country. For ex

ample, the Irish table had a centerpiece

of “perfectly good old Irish potatoes ar

ranged in a flat basket all gay with

green paper,” and the table was strewn

with shamrock, while the Dutch table

was characterized by little wooden shoes

filled with rose petals, and clusters of

pretzels were at each plate. The menu

combined all five nations in such attrac

tions as Japanese fruit cocktail, Ameri

can tenderloin with mushrooms, and

German apple salad.

Not quite a year old, the Louisville,

Kentucky, Association nevertheless held

an “annual” meeting in February at

which over three hundred guests were

stirred by the reports of the Associa

tion's vigorous activities, and were also

shown these activities through the sym

bolism of the Pagentetta, “Any Girl,”

which originated in Indianapolis and

was adopted by Louisville for this occa

sion. Louisville's healthy beginnings

were also shown in the report of the

general secretary, who spoke of the ser

vice which more than one hundred ef

ficient women had given upon commit

tees, in addition to much volunteer help

given by young women who are

members.

The Everett Association girls ask

through the columns of the Association

MontHLY whether the girls of any

of the other Associations have bought

their own summer camp. The Associa

tion board had assumed the purchase of

the two acres of land on an island off

the coast of Washington, but the Busi

ness Girls’ Club and Home Economics

Club came to feel that the membership

might well carry the responsibility. By

a successful county fair, managed en

tirely by the girls, they cleared more

than enough money for the first year's

$100 payment, and are greatly enjoying

the feeling that they are shareholders

in the property from which they get so

much fun and rest in the summer

months.

A social and improvement center in

the Sulphur Springs addition at Fort

Smith, Arkansas, is the direct outgrowth

of a young women's club organized by

the Association. A club cottage is now

being built which will house the various

clubs formed among the boys and girls

and young men and women. The build

ing is being erected from a fund left

to the president of the Association for

any special piece of work that seemed

most desirable.

At the American Women's Expo

sition, a trade show held in Cleveland,

the Association not only had charge of

the opening night, and furnished the

music through its Junior and Senior or

chestras, two of the strongest women's

orchestras in the city, but maintained

through the week a booth in which some

different phase of Association work was

presented daily. For example, on one

of the days the fun and benefit of the

Association's Vacation Farm was shown

in miniature.

Thirty-four secretaries of the Young

Women's Christian Associations of

Pittsburgh, Wilmerding and Washing

ton, Pennsylvania, met at a dinner in the

Pittsburgh building for conference and

discussion of their common problems.

The subject of the principal address of

the evening, “The Passing of the Em

ergency Type of Association Work,”

surely characterized the progressiveness

of such an occasion.

“The Progressive Party” of the St.

Paul Association, for the purpose of

broadening the Association's scope and

making it fit the real needs of the girls

of St. Paul, has been formed by sixty

five girls representing all industries and

activities of the city.

Drill in parliamentary law for the

women who are leaders in church, phil

anthropic and club work, is offered by

the Nashville Association. Association

membership is the only 1 equirement.

The thirty little girls of Rochester's

junior club have earned money for pur

chasing material from which they them

selves are making clothing for the chil

dren's summer hospital.

An interdenominational week of

prayer held in Duluth assigned repre

sentation of the various mission fields to

the city churches, and the Association

presented the South American field in

tableau.

A Travelers' Lodge is a new feature

which is being planned for by the Buffalo

Association. It will be located near the

Exchange Street Station and will contain

eleven sleeping rooms, a cafeteria and a

rest room. Such a place will prove a boon

to women traveling alone who do not care

to go to a hotel.
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MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGNS

“Perhaps THE Association MonTHLY

would be interested to know that the

famous automobile race is still work

ing in the Central Field. It was first

used in Quincy, Illinois, securing $4,000

with five teams of ten each, named for

different makes of automobiles. Next

it was adapted to the building cam

paign at the University of Illinois, where

the students were organized into teams,

and secured $9,000 of the $15,000 needed

for the building. Next a membership

automobile race was held in Jackson,

Michigan, October I-10, 1912, and sel

cured I,000 new members. A similar

membership campaign was conducted in

Flint, Michigan, with five teams of fif

teen girls each named for the Buick,

Little, Paterson, Cadillac and Overland

makes of automobiles. An 18-foot chart

was placed in the gymnasium showing

the cars running at high speed toward

the goal of 500 new members in seven

days. Each team reported at 6:30, and

the cars were moved ahead. On the

seventh night they reported 1,352 new

members, the Buick car winning by

nineteen members only. Enthusiasm ran

high, from the opening banquet, when

265 were seated and each team decor

ated a table with head lights, horns and

all detachable automobile fixtures

(loaned by the automobile companies)

to the party at the close, when the los

ing teams entertained the winners and

the new members—I,000 girls in attend

ance.

“The best feature of all is the Assimi

lation Committee, which is an outgrowth

of the campaign. It is composed of ten

leading girls. They divide among them

the names of all the new members and

see that they are brought into the life

of the Association.

“Battle Creek and Muskegon have

held similar campaigns. In less, than a

year the automobile races will have

brought in thousands of new members

and thousands of dollars.”—Letter from

Miss Broad, City Secretary, Central Field

Committee.

“A Naval Engagement on the High

Seas” was the name given by the mem

bership committee of the Minneapolis

Association to the membership contest

conducted in January between the

church and the business sections of the

committee. The new swimming pool

furnished the motif, and the new term

of classes was an incentive to a sharp

rivalry between departments, as well as

an inducement to “join now.” The two

sections of the committee were repre

sented by the Home Fleet and the Busi

ness Fleet, with an admiral commanding

each flotilla of eight Dreadnoughts. Each
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of these battleships was captained, and

each captain had ten officers, the officers

having able-bodied seamen under them.

The battleships of the Home Fleet flew

flags labeled with the name of a church

denomination, while those of the Busi

ness Fleet sailed under Association de

partment colors. A huge chart repre

sented an ocean marked off in “knots”

to show the number of new members in

terms of distance, and tiny black gun

boats with a colored pennant at the mast

registered each day the results of the

battle.

The following trophies were awarded

to the winners:

I. To the winning fleet—a free swim

in the new pool for each member of the

fleet.

2. To the winning battleship—a cap

tain's dinner.

3. To the winning officer or seaman

—a trip to the Lake Geneva Conference.

4. To each contestant securing ten or

more recruits—the Association member

ship pin of gold and blue enamel.

Three rallies were held in the form of

picnic suppers. These were enthusiastic

occasions, enlivened by the clever songs

and yells composed by the “seamen” of

each battleship. Every worker wore a

blue and white button, with the dates

"Jan. I3-23, 1913,” and the slogan of the

membership department, “Tell Other

Girls.”

The naval engagement brought the

month's membership record to 960, and

the total to almost 4,000. The Business

Fleet put to rout the Home Fleet, and

the triumphant battleship flew the pen- -

nant of the Bible department. The cafe

teria ship came in a close second. The

Geneva trip was awarded to one member

of each fleet—a seaman on the Presby

terian ship and the captain of the Bible

ship, their records being 40 and 40 re

pectively. The losing seamen, secre

taries and every one interested felt an

especial satisfaction in the fact that this

double victory belonged to the Bible de

partment.

A very similar contest was held in

Pittsburgh in March, with the aim of in

creasing the total membership from 3,017

to over 5,000. The plan was an airship

race from Pittsburgh to the Pacific, each

member counting ten knots. While the

Golden Gate served as first goal, mean

ing 800 knots or 200 members, it was even

possible for a most adventurous ship to

go on to the Hawaiian Islands, bringing

in thereby 300 members. The trophies

were: A commodore's dinner; a trip to

the Silver Bay conference; a trip to

Camp Nepahwin; a two week's stay at

Pleasant Hill Farm. The results of this

campaign are not yet reported.
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COUNTY WORK NOTES

On the first Saturday and Sunday in

May, Coryell County, Texas, will hold a

“May Day Conference” for all the girls of

the county. Saturday there will be a cook

ing contest and a field meet. Each girl is to

bring the thing she can cook best. Blue

ribbons will be placed on the best products.

This will be followed by a grand picnic

dinner, when everything will be eaten. Sat

urday night and Sunday will be devoted to

Sunday-school and Association work.

Goodhue County, Minnesota, has two

new branches, one in the open country

and one in a village of less than two hun

dred. These were organized through the

request of the teachers.

Woodford County, Illinois, and Mower

County, Minnesota, are planning for

county camps in connection with Chau

tauquas.

Many girls in the organized counties are

working for “Helen Gould” Bibles through

committing to memory the required passages

of Scripture.

There are over one hundred volunteer

workers in Chautauqua County, New

York.

Chautauqua County will have a model

county camp on Lake Chautauqua.

The State Agricultural College of Colo

rado registers sixty girls in a Country

Life Study class.

FOREIGN NOTES

First Impressions of Canton, China—

A/enrietta Thomson

In Shanghai you find to some extent the

touch of Western civilization and Western

life, but here in Canton you are face to face

with the real China, practically untouched

by the outer world. One of the things that

impressed me most on first getting here

was the way in which “Orientalism” seems

to stand out above everything in the life

of the people. Repeatedly, in the short time

I have been here, I have noticed things

which are exactly duplicated in Turkish life,

and on inquiring as to why they did thus

and so, their reasoning in explanation was

just that of the Turk. I was surprised to

find such a unity in the Oriental mind.

Canton is the largest city of the Re

public, and also of its kind (non-Christian)

in the world. It has a population of over

2,000,000, but no exact figures can be given

on account of the superstitious fears of the

people. Some one said he had been told

that the population of China was 400,000,-

Doo, but that he refused to believe it, even

after some time spent in the country. “But,”

said he, “when I got to Canton, I saw every

last man of them!” That, I imagine, is

a feeling shared by most who come here

for the first time. People, people, every

where, by the thousand, moving through the

narrow, winding streets, until you wonde:

where they all come from

A boundless patience and an unlimited

sense of humor are outstanding character

istics of the masses, and an ingenious

friendly curiosity which makes you a sub

ject of intense interest to a grinning crowd

of on-lookers when making the most trifling

purchase, or even walking through the
Streets.

Today we see here the China of the past,

but, who can say what the next five years

will bring in the way of changes! Educa

tional institutions are springing up all

around, new civic and health laws are being

drawn up; a brigade of “white wings” keeps

the streets wonderfully clean and already

a fine police system has made the city safe

even at night. To the east, and stretching

a considerable distance down the river, a

new city is being laid out in plots, with

broad streets intersecting them, and here

modern life is coming in and the modern

city going up. Home industries are being

encouraged and means of transit and trans

portation being planned to cut down dis

tances which are so great from point of
time.

One has the sensation of watching a great

drama being enacted, and you never know

what is going to happen next or from what

quarter. Women are no longer content to

play the rôle of domestic animals; they are

demanding education and social life, and old

customs are being set aside, even by the

poorest!

Just at first one is apt to overlook the

natural beauty in and around Canton. To

the north of the city lies the beautiful

White Cloud Mountain, and on all sides, at

some little distance, rise hills and moun

tains, some looking like hogs' backs with

their growth of straggling pine trees and

others bare of any growth where the fire

has swept over them. The feathery bamboo

makes a beautiful setting for temples and

villages and the lordly Pearl river, with its

teeming boat population, are sights one

never tires of. The sunsets on the river

are beyond description and gloriously beau

tiful. The large-sailed junks and solitary

fantastic pagodas make wonderful sil

houettes against the gorgeous colors in the

sky. This pageant of changing color and

effect keeps up for a whole hour or more,

then the darkness falls quite suddenly and

the river and shores become alive with

lights.

There is a river population here big

enough to form a good-sized American

town. They never leave their boats night

or day, and at evening they gather together
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by the thousands so that as one looks out

on the river at night, it seems as if all the

constellations of heaven had fallen and lay

there before one's sight. There is a host

of little lights with nothing of the glaring

brilliancy of an illumination or of a Coney

Island, but a softness that reminds one of

glowworms. Kipling surely knew what he

was talking about when he wrote about

hearing the East a-calling! There is some

thing here so subtle and insinuating that

before one knows it, it grips one beyond

escape.

The Association was organized in May,

1912, by some progressive women of the

city who felt the need for what it could

offer, and who chafed at the delay en

tailed in waiting for a foreign secretary.

One can hardly be surprised at their im

patience, for I learned since getting here

that it is nearly eight years since they first

thought of starting a Young Women's

Christian Association, and their efforts to

secure a secretary seemed fruitless, so they

decided to do the best they could by them

selves.

At their request they became affiliated

with the National work.

The night I arrived here a tremendous

fire swept over a section of the city, de

stroying about 800 houses, one of which

was that of Dr. Leung, our vice-president.

Fortunately the fire broke out early in

the evening, so that Dr. Leung was able

to save a good deal of her own property

and also the money and papers belonging

to the Association. Our funds were safe,

but our meeting place was gone. How

ever, the ladies were quite undamped, and

in two days had procured a hall which has

served our purpose ever since.

During the summer months the Board

worked over a constitution, taking that of

Shanghai as their model and re-adapting

it to conditions in Canton. This they com

pleted, and at a big meeting—some three

weeks after I came—it was adopted. We

had a good attendance of between fifty

and sixty, and after we had adopted the

constitution I gave them a short talk on

the Association, after which we had tea

and a social time.

Our room, which is on the Bund in the

business section of the city, is badly lo

cated for our best work, and so we are

negotiating the purchase or the renting of

a fine house out in the residential quarter.

We hope to hear shortly whether or not

we may expect to have that place as our

headquarters this next year, and as soon

as we know definitely we expect to have

a series of meetings for the planning of

a policy and drawing up of a budget. We

hope to offer classes in English and Chi

nese, have Bible classes and mothers' meet

ings, and if we can manage it, vesper ser

vices followed by a social time on Sunday

afternoons. How much of this we will be

able to carry out remains to be seen, but

the demand and the opportunity are there

if we can only fill them.

There is no lack of enthusiasm, and i

am sure we will be able to do a big work.

Our president, Lan Sin Shang, and our

vice-president, Leung I. Shang, are splen

did, and we have fift the good fortune

to get Mrs. Grayhill of Canton Christian

College for one of the foreign members

of our board until she leaves in June.

Our next great need is for a Chinese

secretary. She is quite essential to our

work, for she can reach the Chinese as

no foreigner possibly can.

Ertract—Letter—Mary C. Baker, Tokyo,

Japan.

I have never been so overwhelmed with

such a variety of impressions. Even the

telephone speaks Japanese, and while the

street cars look familiar enough on the

outside, it is very different within, with

ladies hanging by the straps and men and

boys comfortably seated.

It has all been fascinating. We are a

happy family. Our little house is a sort

of doll's thing. You know there are four

of us living here and three at Sanbancho.

We go to the language school every morn

ing, and spend the afternoons in study, and

great fun it is. Yesterday we found we

knew only twelve verbs and sixteen names

of animals, and to-day we had carpenter's

tools.

The whole family met me at Yokohama,

and I appreciated the hearty welcome. Of

course, I am not among strangers at all.

Moreover, the Japanese girls have been

most cordial and friendly. We have just

been through the holiday season, and I

have met quantities of people at the dormi

tories and the many festive occasions of

Christmas time and New Year's, and have

consumed a vast amount of Japanese tea,

besides trying my hand, or hands, rather,

at several Japanese meals, chop-sticks and

all.

As we walk along the streets children

follow us because we are foreigners, but

I am sure my height and the pheasant

feathers on my hat add to the show. When

we stop in front of a window we may at

tract as many as twelve children, and

though they may walk a block or so with

us, staring in undisguised curiosity, they

are very shy when spoken to. The other

day there was a big fire near the Asso

ciation building and several people called

in the night and left their cards to con

gratulate us on our safety. Calling cards

are most popular here and much in evi

dence, for people exchange them on all oc

casions.
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Miss Margaret Matthew and I went to

one of the noon meetings in a large thread

factory in Tokyo. This was started not

very long ago. The factory system of

Japan is considerably behind that of the

United States from a humanitarian stand

point. The girls (many of them look like

mere children, though it is hard to tell the

ages, as all are so small) are mostly from

the country and live here in large dormi

tories. They are under a contract for

three years. Of course there is a large

range of varying conditions, but it would

make your heart ache to see the poor littie

things. They seemed to enjoy the meet

ing so much, and the soup that we served,

and most of them followed us to the gate.

The students are an interesting lot. I

am impressed with their originality and

seriousness. The girls at Miss T.'s pre

sented a Christmas program which they

had prepared in three days. It was funny

to see them in kimono and school girls'

skirts give a Sherlock Holmes dialogue, but

they did it with spirit and enjoyed it as

much as we did.

I began on Sunday to teach a Bible class

at Miss T.'s, and the girls are very keen

and apparently very much in earnest. I

have heard of girls doing very heroic

things for the sake of their faith, and many

of these girls are the only Christians in

their families. I imagine we can never come

to fully appreciate what it means for a

Japanese girl to stand up for her convic

tions against her parents. They are in an

interesting transition period here with re

gard to women's recognition.

TRAINING SCHOOL NOTES

During March a series of five very inter

esting lectures on Administration and Fi.

nancial Management were given by Mr.

Owen Lovejoy, General Secretary of the

Child Labor Committee. Lectures have been

given in Association Polity and Administra

tion by Miss Florence Brown, General Sec

retary of the Young Women's Christian

Association and Mr. William K. Cooper,

General Secretary of the Young Men's

Christian Association, both of Washington,

D. C. National secretaries have been pre

senting the branches in which they are

specialists. Miss Jessie Field fired all the

students with enthusiasm for Small Town

and Country Work when she told about

the country girl and her needs at the

monthly Round Table.

The work of other organizations has

been presented through Miss Lillian Wald,

founder and head of the Nurses' Settle

ment, and Mr. Henry F. Cope of the Re

ligious Education Association.

The students celebrated the Livingstone

Centenary by an illustrated lecture on Liv

ingstone, given by one of their number,

Miss Ruth Hawkins. National secretaries,

students and their friends came and were

inspired by the vivid presentation of that

remarkable life.

On March 22nd an Occupational Con

ference was held. Two of the students,

Mlle. Liotard of France and Miss Anne

Lamb of India, told of the work in their

own countries. The School Glee Club also

assisted in the program. Many college

seniors and graduates attended the con

ference and showed great interest in the

presentation of the secretaryship as a vo

cation. Quite a number sought interviews

later, with the idea of seriously consider

ing the work.

The chief social event of the montº was

the annual visitation of the senior class of

the International Young Men's Christian

Association College at Springfield. Forty

three came and were shown over the build

ing by the students. After this they were

shown stereopticon views of Association

work in various places and still had a little

time to gather in the cheerful living room

before bidding good-bye.

A list has been given to the class of

twenty-four places in New York and its

environs which are of interest and im

portance to social workers. Parties of

students have been visiting the Children's

Court, the Municipal Lodging House, vari

ous settlements and boarding homes for

girls, as well as Association branches in

factories and neighboring towns. These

expeditions have meant a good deal of fun

as well as profit.

“STATISTICS PROVE.”

“Statistics prove” so many things:

The size of towns, the height of kings,

The age of children in the schools,

The skull development of fools,

The salaries that parsons get,

The number of abodes to let,

The wealth of lucky millionaires,

The price of hens and mining shares—

All things below and things above,

It seems to me, “statistics prove.”

But no statistics never yet

Appraised a single violet,

Measured the glances of an eye,

Or probed the sorrow of a sigh.

Statistics never caught the gleam

That dances on a meadow stream,

Or weighed the anthem of a bird

In forest aisles devoutly heard.

Statistics never proved a soul,

In high or low, in part or whole.

Sin, beauty, passion, honor, love—

How much statistics cannot prove'

—Life.

*
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Recommendations of the National Board to

the Biennial Convention.

In addition to the recommenda.

tions from the different commissions

to which Miss Cratty referred in her

editorial in the March number, there

will be presented the following

recommendations of the National

Board to the Biennial Convention :

World's Conference.

That the National Board shall have au

thority (a) to appoint alternates for the

members from the United States on the

World's Committee who are ex-officio dele

gates to the World's Conference of the

Young Women's Christian Association; (b)

to issue credentials to delegates represent

ing the Association of the United States in

conformity to the basis of representation

established by the World's Committee.

Budget.

That the budget until the next Conven

tion shall be not less than $305,000 annu

ally, of which $254,000 shall be for the

general work; $114,000 for the work of the

field committees; and $47,000 for the work

in foreign countries.

Foreign Association Support.

That there be a re-grouping of local As

sociations for foreign Association support

which will be in harmony with the present

grouping of states for territorial organi

zation and will, as far as possible, bring

women of similar interests in each group.

Auriliary Board.

That, in order to reinforce the committee

work of the National Board at headquar

ters, the constitution be amended to create

an Auxiliary Board of fifteen members

having the qualifications of the members

of the Board, to be elected as members of

the National Board are elected, such mem

bers to serve on and have a vote in depart

ments, but not in the Board.

IWellesley College Association.

That consideration be given to the re

quest of the Wellesley College Association

to be allowed the right of charter member

ship and to be admitted into the National

organization on its present evangelical

basis.

The Association Monthly.

In view of the fact that for six experimen

tal years the National Board has carried

the development and publication of THE

Association Monthly which should be

the official organ of the entire Association

body, it is recommended :

That as a first requirement every Asso

ciation worker should subscribe to, read

and promote the circulation of THE Asso

CIATION MONTHLY.

The Territorial Plan of Supervision.

That the territorial plan of organization

for field supervision be adopted, and that

the action of the National Board in sub

stituting the terms “field committees” and

“field secretaries” for “territorial commit

. and “territorial secretaries” be rati

fied.

Request from the General Committee

of the World's Student Chris

tian Federation.

That a commission be appointed to con

sider the request of the General Committee

of the World's Student Christian Federa

tion (with which the student Young Wo

men's Christian Associations of the United

States are affiliated) for a restatement of

the evangelical basis in student Associa

tions in personal terms, according to the

method of the Federation—the report of

this commission to be presented to the

National Board one year in advance of the

next Convention, and by it to the field.

Membership.

In order that there may be a truer con

ception of the significance and power of

membership to become a vital force in the

extension of the Kingdom of God, it is

recommended :

That effort be made to create a better

understanding of the privileges and oppor

tunities of membership.

Immigration Work.

Realizing that the enormous immigration

of peoples from all countries in the world

confronts this nation with one of the

greatest problems it has ever had to face,

it is recommended :

That this organization recognize its obli

gation to the foreign-born young women in

America as being equal to its long recog

nized obligation to women in other coun

tries and to American women here.

Junior JJ’ork.

Realizing that in proportion as the prob

lems of the adolescent girl are solved, the

problems of later life are diminished, and

acknowledging that the Association is an

swerable for the debt it owes to the adol

escent girl, it is recommended :

That the work for juniors shall receive

an emphasis equal to that accorded to the

adult department.

IOQ
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Final Announcement of the Pageant

They say that the Edison Company

is arranging to send representatives to

Richmond to secure motion pictures

of the Convention Pageant to be given

in Bryan Park on April 12. The

pageant book, “The Ministering of the

Gift,” is now in press; announcement

of its cost is made elsewhere. It is

So planned that those at Richmond

can use it as a libretto, to supplement

the local program. More than that,

it can be taken home by delegates or

ordered from the national offices, not

only for its own interest, but as ma

terial suggestive of the way in which

an Association may present its annual

report in the most striking form. Sev.

eral Associations which have already

seen the typewritten copy have ex

pressed the desire to give it over again

in their own adapted form. So in one

way or another those who cannot go

to Richmond may have some repre

sentation of the pageant brought to

them.

The Pageant Committee wishes it

could write personal letters of enthusi

astic gratitude to those student Asso

ciations which have sent in the ribbon

bands to be worn in the student part

of the processional. Every mail brings

fresh contributions to the “ribbon ex

hibit,” for which one of the con

ference offices in the national building

has been set aside, and as each new

brilliant band of color with its careful

lettering is added to the array now

filling all four walls, the pageant and

student committees gain a very warm

and personal feeling of appreciation

for the college which has taken so

much pains to be concretely repre

sented in the processional. So attrac

tive an exhibit do these ribbons make

that it is hoped that it will be the

pleasure of the Associations which

have sent them in that, save where

their return has been especially re

quested, they may be retained as a

permanent exhibit, to be used in the

headquarters building or perhaps sent

to conferences.

Miss MacArthur, chairman of the

Pageant Committee, has visited all As

sociations taking part and reports en

thusiastic preparation in each place.

Miss Louise Holmquist of the Na

tional staff is to take the part of the

Association Spirit, practically the only

speaking part in the pageant, and the

episodes, are taken by the following

Associations in order: Randolph

Macon Woman's College, Sweet Briar

and Hollins Colleges, Farmville State

Normal, Greensboro State Normal,

National Training School and New

York City, Cleveland, Norfolk, Balti

more, Pittsburgh, Richmond, Lynch

burg and Washington, D. C.

Instructions to Delegates.

In addition to the representatives of

the Associations taking part it will be

necessary, to complete the opening

processional representing all Associa

tions in the country, to call on many

additional hundreds of girls and

young women. The Pageant Com

mittee will have a desk in the official

convention office in Richmond, where

questions will be answered and where

all who qualify as “girls or young

women” are asked to register as early

in the Convention as possible, for the

processional. On doing so they will

be given a ticket of admission to the

Saturday morning rehearsal and the

afternoon performance.

Will those from nearby Associa

tions who are planning to come only

for the week-end please send in

written notice of intention to take part

in the processional to The Pageant

Committee, Young Women's Chris

tian Association Convention, St.

Paul's Church, Richmond, Virginia,

immediately after reading this. Each

notice will be counted a registra

tion and tickets will be given out

at the entrance to the grounds on

Saturday morning. These week-end

delegates should make a point of

reaching Richmond by Friday night,

April 11, as the one rehearsal begins

at 9:30 Saturday morning, in Bryan

Park, which is five miles out of the
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city | All who intend to walk in the

processional are asked to come pro

vided with a white lingerie waist,

white skirt and black shoes. As many

as possible are requested to bring col

lege caps and gowns, as all not thus

provided will have to be specially se

cured by the committee. These, the

ribbon bands, or the colored scarfs to

be worn by those representing the city

Associations, will be given out at the

rehearsal.

Printed copies of the closing song

in which audience and participants

are to unite have been sent in quantity

to the Associations taking assigned

parts. In addition it is hoped that

all delegates present at the pageant

will be able to join the cast at the close

in singing this Hymn of the Lights,

hence the words are here printed.

The music of “Ancient of Days” to

which these are written, while not in

common use, may be found in the

Episcopal Hymnbook or in several

other standard books:

Hymn of the Lights.

“Every good and perfect gift is from

above, and cometh down from the

Father of lights, with whom is no yari

ableness, neither shadow of turning.”

Tune: Ancient of Days.

I

Father of lights, in whom there is no

shadow,

Giver of every good and perfect gift!

Ere we depart we seek thy holy presence;

Gladly our hearts to thee in praise we

lift;

Glad for the cause that binds our lives

together,

Through thee united, worshipping as

one;

Glad for the crowning gift that thou hast

given—

Sending, to light the world thine only Son!

II.

Light of the world, through whom we

know the Father!

Pour out upon us thine abiding love,

That we may know its depth and height

and splendor,

That heav'n may come to earth from

heav'n above.

Thou art the Christ!

allegiance,

May our devotion sweep from sea to

Sea ;

Even as we the gift from thee receiving,

Joyfully minister that gift for thee.

To thee we own

i II

A New Catalogue

The 1913-14 catalogue of the Na

tional Training School appearing at

this time is the sixth to be issued.

In 1908, when the curriculum was

framed, there was a widely expressed

desire for a variety of courses leading

specifically to various openings in the

field of the Association employed serv

ice. When an effort was made to dif

ferentiate courses to meet this desire,

there arose the problem as to which

subjects in the catalogue recognized

to be of general value should be elimi

nated; also as to which students should

be advised upon entering to pursue the

specific studies.

Another problem was involved in

the very nature of Association prepar

ation. The “personal equation” enters

more largely into such electives than

into those of merely formal academic

courses of study. A student's person

ality, mature though she may be, rarely

gives a sufficiently definite impression

upon registration day for either her

self or the faculty to judge of her abil

ities, and, as for her tastes, these are

rarely fixed until the whole panorama

of the Association field has been spread

before her in the lectures of the spe

cialists of the department of method

and the foreign department. In a two

year course, fundamental groups of

subjects could be presented the first

year and specialization could be al

lowed in the second, but in a course of

barely eight months it is hardly pos

sible.

Another element contributing to the

problem is the variety of experience

which the students bring to the Na

tional Training School. The ranges

of geography and of vital statistics do

not vary more than do their volunteer

activities, and the professional posi

tions whithin and without the Asso

ciation movement which have been

held by members of the incoming

class. Some such positions are: Spe

cial worker for the National Board,

city general secretary, office secretary,

state student secretary, junior secre

tary, local student secretary, business
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secretary, physical director, industrial

secretary and foreign secretary. Some

incoming students have had the Train

ing Center preparation. Others became

employed officers before even the

Training Institute in Chicago was

opened. Such differences had always

influenced the choice of electives un

dertaken in the graduate school of Co

lumbia University. This year, 1912–

I3, several students elected technical

courses instead of economics or soci

ology. This year, also, additional elec

tives have been offered at the school

for small groups who had in mind as

their field of service student or immi

grant communities.

Pending the time when the field at

large is prepared to make the profes

sion of an employed officer in a Young

Women's Christian Association of

such consideration that a two-year

graduate course will be recognized as

a bare necessity for such officers, the

secretarial department is offering the

following: a one year graduate course

for secretaries and department work

ers including those in the industrial

and religious work departments, this

course to contain a fundamental group

of studies and substitutions to be al

lowed which shall focus attention and

offer more adequate preparation for

distinct fields. The previous academic

and practical preparation will be taken

into account in permitting this larger

range of electives to the students.

A personal acquaintance with the

general city Association 1s being rigid

ly demanded of candidates who know

up to the time of their acceptance

only the university or college commu

nities, and also of women coming into

the Association movement from other

professions.

Student Training Center

According to the plan in operation

for the last two years, the Preparatory

Training Center for student secretaries

in local positions will be administered

directly by the secretarial department

at headquarters, July 1-August 12,

1913. All work is offered at the Na

tional Training School, where the stu

dents will be in residence.

The course includes the Life of

Paul, by Miss Cutler; the Earlier

Prophets, by Professor Albert Knud

son; Normal Mission Study, based

upon the Gospel of Mark, by Miss

Anna V. Rice; Hartford Theological

Seminary, secretary elect for city re

ligious work, National Board; Normal

Mission Study, by Miss May Fleming,

assistant educational secretary of the

Student Volunteer Movement; Per

sonal Evangelism, by Miss Bertha

Condé; Training Center lectures in

Association History and Principles, by

Miss Elizabeth Wilson; Association

Administration, by the student secre

taries at headquarters, assisted by Miss

Mabel E. Stone, student secretary,

Ohio and West Virginia Field Com

mittee, and Miss Margery Melcher,

general secretary of the Young Wom

en's Christian League of the Univer

sity of Chicago. There will be lectures

on Applied Christianity, Christian Be

lief, etc., seminars conducted by Miss

Ruth Rouse, traveling secretary of the

Women's Department of the World's

Student Christian Federation, and

other prominent student leaders. The

physical directors attending the grad

uate course in hygiene and physical

education at the same time will elect

Bible courses from the list required

of the student secretaries and the stu

dent secretaries will also hear the lec

tures on Sex Instruction and others

primarily designed for the physical di

Tectors.

Further details may be secured from

the Secretarial Department, 600 Lex

ington Avenue, New York City, since

only candidates recommended to posi

tions by this department are eligible

to register for the course. The secre

taries of the World's Student Christian

Federation so thoroughly recognize

the value of this training that they are

arranging for as many as possible of

the women delegates to the conference

at Lake Mohonk to remain for this

instruction.



EDITORIAL

A new magazine, The Constructive

Quarterly, a Journal of the Faith,

Works and Thought of Christendom,

made its first appearance with the

March issue. The editor is Mr. Silas

McBee, who has been well-known for

many years as editor of The Church

man, and whose name, which has been

connected with so many well-known

causes, assures the success of the mag

azine. In connection with the Student

Volunteer Movement, Mr. McBee re

cently made a journey to Russia and

the near East.

On the editorial board are leaders in

the religious thought of Germany,

Russia, England, India and America,

and one notes the names of such men

as Pastor Julius Richter of Berlin, the

Bishop of Winchester, the Bishop of

Bombay, Bishop McConnell of the

Methodist Church, President McKen

zie of Hartford, Mr. Robert E. Speer

and others.

The editor states in the introduc

tion that “the journal has been found

ed on the conviction that a construc

tive treatment of Christianity will

make for a better understanding be

tween the isolated Communions of

Christendom.”

The Quarterly is designed not mere

ly for professional students of Chris

tianity, but for the people who are in

terested in the world's movements.

George H. Doran Company, West

32d Street, are the publishers, and the

subscription price is $2.50 per year.

In the American Architect, pub

lished February 26th, are thirteen

pages of most attractive and artistic

half tone illustrations of various

exterior and interior views, together

with floor plans of our National

Headquarters Building. These are

taken from photographs which have

not been used for illustration in THE

Associ ATION MonTHLY or in any

other magazine.

Copies of the magazine may be ob

tained from the office of the Ameri

II3

can Architect, 50 Union Square, New

York, at twenty-five cents each.

WANTED

The publication department would

greatly appreciate receiving the indi

cated issues of the following maga

º which are needed to complete

eS :

The World's Quarterly, April, 1912.

Rural Manhood, February, 1912. "

THE Association Monthly, February

August and September, 1911–February,

IOI 2.

The Book of the Pageant, “The

Ministering of the Gift,” as given on

April 12 at the Richmond Conven

tion, will be ready for mail orders by

that date. The picture of the pa

geant grounds, a full “copy” and di

rections will not only bring the Rich

mond performance vividly before the

imagination of those who cannot see

it given, but will suggest its adapted

use by local Associations. Price 25

cents. Publication Department, 600

Lexington Avenue, New York.

THE PRAYER OF A GROUP OF

COUNTRY GIRLS

Oh Thou great friend to girls, we

thank Thee now for the human loves

and friendships that Thou hast given

us in this circle of ours. We do need

friends, and Thou hast richly supplied

this need by uniting us in this band

that is striving towards sweeter and

purer and better womanhood. May

Thy blessing rest upon us all to-night

and may each of us girls catch the vis

ion of what true friendship may mean

to us. Help us to be faithful to our

friends and above all faithful to that

one perfect friend, Jesus Christ.

Make us girls whom others will have

cause to respect at home, at school, or

wherever we may be.

All this we ask in the name of our

very best friend, Jesus Christ, our

Lord. Amen.

Woodford County, Eureka Branch.



II4 THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY

All Association friends who are

planning to attend the Biennial Con

vention at Richmond are urged to

spend as much time as possible in the

Book Room. The exhibit of Associa

tion work and the display of publi

cations are to occupy the Sunday

school room of St. Paul's Episcopal

Church, where the sessions of the

Convention are to be held. Aside

from the publications of the National

Board there will be a large number

of books of the leading publishers,

many of them along the line of Chris

tian social service.

We regret the tardy sending out of

the March number of THE ASSOCIA

TION MonTHLY. The magazine was

printed and all ready to go, but, a

new addressograph was being in

stalled and there was delay in the de

livery of the stencils used in address

ing the envelopes. We trust this will

not happen again.

Summer Conferences for 1913

The Department of Conventions

and Conferences announces the Con

ferences for 1913 as follows:

Southern General—Blue Ridge, N. C.,

June 6 to 16.

School Girls—Eagles Mere, Pa., June 11

to 17.

Northwest General—Gearhart Park, Ore.,

June 17 to 27.

Eastern Student—Silver Bay, N. Y.,, June

20 to 30.

East Central Student—Eagles Mere, Pa.,

June 24 to July 3.

Eastern City—Silver Bay, N. Y., July

I to II.

Pacific Coast General—Moss Beach, Cal.,

August 1 to 11, or thereabouts.

Western City—Estes Park, Col., August

I2 to 2 I

Central City—Lake Geneva, Wis., Au

gust 12 to 21.

Western Student–Estes Park, Col., Au

gust 22 to September 1.

Central Student—Lake Geneva, Wis.,

August 22 to September 1.

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

NATIONAL

Susan E. Williams, formerly branch

secretary at the Collins Mfg. Co., Phila

delphia, to be industrial secretary for the

Delaware, Maryland and Pennsylvania

Field Committee.

LOCAL

GENERAL

Joy Secor, formerly general secretary

at Ft. Dodge, Iowa, to resume the same

position.

Elizabeth Teall, formerly extension

secretary at Chattanooga, Tenn., to be gen

eral secretary at Elyria, Ohio.

DEPARtmeNTAL

Ruth Bissell to be religious work di

rector at Indianapolis, Ind.

Ethel Brilhart to be assistant physical

director at Newark, Ohio.

Florence Leigh, of the 1912 South Cen

tral Training Center, to be extension secre

tary at Nashville, Tenn.

Marion MacKinlay to be bookkeeper at

the West Side Branch, New York City.

May E. Phillips to be secretary for work

among colored women in the Lakewood,

N. J., County Association.

Mrs. Hannah Smith to be colored secre

tary at Baltimore, Md.

Constance Teeple to be part-time physi

cal director at Newark, Ohio.

“In the end of the day it is God alone

who can win this world, and he has im

mutably ordained that his power and life

are only given to faith. Organization can

economize and distribute that life; it can

never create or renew it. Everything, there

fore, moves back to the depth and purity of

faith. There is no truth that we need more

to realize than this—that compared with

what it ought to be and might be, our faith

is as the glimmering taper to the blazing

sun. Behind ...; else is the great

problem of the increase of faith in God.

How can the faith that removes mountains

come again to men? It can only come first

through facing duty. It springs up when

we will do the will. Then it increases

through believing prayer, the intense reali

zation through the spiritual imagination of

the God who has manifested himself in

Christ. This means making time and room

for dwelling in the presence of God; it

means the deep dyeing of all our plans and

thoughts with Jesus Christ, and this not

only by men apart in solitude, but in fellow

ship, spirit catching from spirit the sacred

flame, each stirring with all the rest his

vision and sense of the Eternal World.”

DAVID S. CAIRNs.

YANSS OPTICAL CO.

3 EAST 23rd STREET

METROPOLITAN BUILDING

Bet. Madison and 4th Aves.

Telephone, Gramercy 4588

Repairing While You Wait

New York

S

s
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NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL

OFTHEYOUNGWOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA

SIXTH YEAR BEGINS SEPTEMBER 24, 1913

NEW CATALOGUE NOW READY

One year graduate course for secretaries and religious work, directors, including

advanced work in Bible, Religious, Pedagogy, Social Science, Public Speaking, Asso

ciation History, Polity, Administration, etc., etc., etc.

SUMMER COURSES, 1913, JULY 1st to AUGUST 12th

I. Graduate Course for Physical Directors.

Including Diagnosis; Hygiene; The Young Women's Christian Association

Movement; The Physical Department; Sex Instruction, etc., etc. Special circular

now ready.

II. Preparatory Training Center for Student Secretaries.

Recommended to local positions through Secretarial Departments.

All above courses given in the new Training School building, 52nd Street and Lexington

Avenue, New York City

For catalogues, circulars, application forms and all information pertaining to the above, and to

the Regular Preparatory Training Centers administered by the Field Committees, address

Secretarial Department of the

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCLATIONS

600 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Niedecken Mixer

PATENTED

The Perfect Shower Control

Valve

WRITE FOR BULLETIN No. 3

HOFFMANN & BILLINGS

MFG. CO.

Milwaukee - - WIS.

ASK YOUR PLUMBER

Ladies.” TYPE shower

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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Make Your Reading Count

READ THIS COURSE

(Thirty-fifth C. L. S. C. Year)

Social Progress in Contemporary Europe. Frederic

Austin Ogg, A.M., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of His

tory, Simmons College, Boston, author “Saxon and

Slav,” etc................................................. ........ $1.50

Mornings with Masters of Art. H. H. Powers, Ph.D.,

President Bureau of University Travel, Boston. 125

illustrations ........................................................ 2.OO

The Spirit of French Letters. Mabell S. C. Smith,

A.M., Assistant Editor THE CHAUTAUQUAN. Author

“A Tarheel Baron” and “Studies in Dickens’’....... I.5O

Home Life in Germany. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick........ I.50

THE CHAUTAUQUAN MAGAZINE (Monthly– Illustrated,

C. L.S.C. membership included if desired.) Containing:

European Rulers: Their Modern Significance. (Arthur

E. Bestor, A.B., Director Chautauqua Institution);

A Reading Journey in Paris. (Mabell S. C. Smith.)

The monthly magazine also serves in many interesting

ways as a “don’t read at random” teacher for the

reading course.................................................... 2.OO

Total.........$8.5o

All Four Books (cloth bound) and the Magazine $5.00°

*Remit 30 cents extra for postage or prepaid express. “Collect”

charges are more.

“Easy for Anybody, Worth While for Everybody”

If in doubt, send stamp for handbook of testimonials

Address Chautauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York

Don’t Read at Random



And not one situation only.

Typewriter

Remington

“THE KEYS TO THE SITUATION”

There are several hundred thousand situ

ations to which the RemingtonTypewriter holds the keys—and the only keys.

If you are going to study shorthand and typewriting, the Remington

ives you your best chance because there are vastly more

ypewriters in use to-day than any other make.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER COMPANY

(INCORPORATED)

New York and Everywhere

Official Insignia

Heecciation Scal Oin

BOARD MEMBERS, EMPLOYED OFFICERS AND

MEMBERS WILL WISH TO WEAR

THIS NATIONAL EMBLEM

GOLD and BLUE ENAMEL. PRICE $2.00

WITH SAFETY CATCH $2.25

DIAMOND CORSET SHIELDS

Areodorless;

easily washed. Add considerably to wearer's

comfort. Double the corset's durability. Nain

sook, plain, 25 cents a pair; lace trimmed, 50

cents a pair. Ask at all stores.

THE “CURLA”

Fit snugly on

any corset.

Prevent cor

set bones or

steels from

bre a king

th rough.

Save dress

and under

wear from

friction, etc.

Membership K)in

FOR THOSE WISHING A SIMPLER BADGE

GOLD PLATE and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE 50 cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

600 Lexington Avenue New York

Soft Rubber Hair Curler. Ties, curls, crimps,

waves and puffs. No wire, bone, metal or hard

substance. Soft Sanitary

Rubber only. Great,

especially recommended

for children's hair. 3 sizes.

3 colors. (Auburn, Black,

Gray). 25 cents a set.

At stores or by mail.

Merkham TrADING

COMPANY

Sole Mfrs.

Dept. A, 7 West'22d Street

New York City

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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For Those Not Going to

** * * *

Richmond

And therefore not seeing the newest publications in

the Convention Bookroom

The Book of the Pageant, “The Ministering of the Gift,”

as given at Richmond, but possible for adapted use in out

door or indoor form by any kind of Association. Contains

picture of the pageant grounds at Richmond, all the “lines”

and songs, and full description and directions. Ready by

April 10.…...…...…...25 cents

The Newest Foreign Annual. In the form of a running

account, made up of extracts from “human documents” of

the Association work in four countries, China, India, Japan,

South America, where 1913 is utterly different from 1912.

Pictures of all secretaries who have recently sailed under the

National Board....................................................25 cents

The World’s Young Women’s Christian Association,

written for the United States by Miss Elsie I. M. Boyd, of

the World’s Executive Committee..........................5 cents

Religious Meetings in a Student Association. By Miss

Oolooah Burner, Student Secretary of the National Board.

5 cents

An addition to above, reca// at this time of year

Swimming for Women. By G. H. Corsan. A thoroughly

practical little text on the actual process of swimming by the

water-wing and crawl stroke method. Written especially for

Young Women's Christian Associations................ 10 cents

Bronze Membership Pin. Association monogram on at

tractive bronze disk........................................... 15 cents

Special Notice. Open till May 15

Report of Fourth Biennial Convention at Richmond.

Containing verbatim all addresses and proceedings. Will

bring the achievements and flavor of the Convention to those

who are not able to attend. If order is received before

May 15...............................................................50 cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

National Board Young Womens Christian Associations

600 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

"**S

!
!
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IS A A C P IT M A N

SHORTHAND

Adopted by the New

York Board of Edu

cation, and used in the

ExtensionTeaching at

Columbia College,

City College of New

York and Adelphi

College, Brooklyn.

Also taught in the following Associations

HARLEM Y. W. C. A.

BROOKLYN Y. W. C. A.

GRACE INSTITUTE, NEW YORK

Send for Particulars of a Free Correspondence Course

for Teachers

address

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS

2 WEST 45th ST. NEW YORK

Publishers of “Course in Isaac Pitman Shortband”

and “Practical Course in Touch Typewriting ”

GOOD

PRINTING

*

Prompt Service

Reasonable Prices

*

E. L. Hildreth & Co.

Brattleboro, Vt.

MOTT'S

PLUNMBING

The following Association

Buildings, now in course of

erection, will be equipped with

MOTT'S PLUMBING:

. A., Newark, N. J.

. A., Yonkers, N. Y.

. A., Kingston, N. Y.

. A., Newburgh, N. Y.

. A., Morristown, N.J.

. A., Nashua, N. H.

. A., Champaign, Ill.iii
A few of the many Associa

tion Buildings equipped with

MOTT’S PLUMBING:

Headquarters National Board

Y. W. C. A., 52d Street and

Lexington Avenue, New York.

. A., Springfield, Mass.

. A., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

. A., Cedar Rapids, Ia.

. A., Greenville, Maine.

A., E. D. Brooklyn, N. Y.

A., Hollidaysburgh, Pa.

. A., Indianapolis, Ind.

. A., Montgomery, Ala.

. A., Montreal (3 branches)

. A., Toronto (2 branches)

The complete line of Mott

products includes plumbing

fixtures for every conceivable

purpose. Catalogues sent on

request.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS

1828 E/G//7')'-F/l'A. J. E.4/V.S.S UPA' E.J/.4 CP’ 1913

FIFTH Avenue AND SEVENTEENTH ST., NEw York

works AT TRENTON, N. J.

BRANCHES: Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia. Detroit, Minne

apolis,Washington, St. Louis, New Orleans, Denver, San Fran

cisco, San Antonio, Atlanta Seattle, Portland (Ore.), Indian

apolis Pittsburgh. Cleveland, O., Kansas City, Salt Lake City.

CANADA : The Mott Co., Ltd., 134 Bleury St., Montreal, Que.

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers



Gymnastic

RUDOLPH LENZ

Printer

62-65. BIBLE HOUSE

new York

Telepbone, Gramercy }:

Apparatus

Playground

Apparatus

Lockers

Anthropometric Apparatus

Columbia Ducit

Sequantur Alii

Ladies' Gymnasium Suits

Approbation of Leading Physical

Directors

Consumers League Endorsement

COLUMBIA GivMNASIUM SUIT CO.

301 Congress Street, BOSTON, MASS

A Loose Leaf Binder for

The L. E. B. Binder Clip

will instantly make a book of any papers;

NARRAGANSETT MACHINE CO.

PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A.Write for Catalogs

Telephone, Plaza 3322

Fine MILLINERY

609 Lexington Avenue, between 52d & 53d Street New Yor

In Connection with My Cleaning and Dyeing Establishment

MARGARET LOUISA HOME

OF THE Y. wi. C. A.

14 East 16th Street, New York

A home-like hotel for Protestant self-supporting

women. Restaurant open to all women. Meals a

la carte and table d’hote.

Prices: Breakfast, 15-25c.; Luncheon, 25c.; Dinner 40c.

Send for circular.

ONE THING NEEDFUL

The Bilhorn Telescope Folding Organ

These organs are now in use in all parts

of the world; they are especially built for

hard usage and will endure all climates.

Missionaries, Ministers, Evangelists.

Young Men's Christian Associations and

the young people give them hearty

endorsement, as they are of untold value

to all. Send for full particulars.

BILHORN BROS., 136 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill

Telephones, 2323-2324-2325 Gramercy

TOWER BROS. STATIONERY CO.

Wholesale, Retail and Manufacturing

STATIONERS

with the title on its back. You can instantly remove

any paper therefrom or add any paper thereto. It is

the simplest, cheapest, and handiest filing system ever

devised. With it letter files are kept on shelves just

the same as books.

After the binder clip is applied the arms may be reversed

and snapped against the documents or papers, and thus

kept out of the way. When one arm is reversed against

the papers the other forms a good hook or hanger.

Send 50c for dozen prepaid. Monew back if not suited
At ALL STATIONERS

Cushman & Denison Mſg. Co. Dept. 10, 240 West 23rd St., New York City

L00SE LEAF DEVICEs. A specialty

Printing,ºff.Engraving, Blank Books to

Order, Office, R oad and Bank Supplies

Mail orders Given PROMPt Attention

23 WEST 23d STREET NEW YORK

Phone. Gramercy 25.18

HENRY KiechLIN

Dealer in

MEATS, POULTRY AND GAME IN SEASON

FISH, OYSTERS, CLAMS, ETC.

VEGETABLES

272 FOURTH AVENUE

Near 21st Street
New York

Please mention The Association Monthlv when writing to advertisers
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Gymnasium Supplies

Playground Apparatus

Steel Lockers

Catalogs on Request

Fred Medart Mfg. Co.

DeKalb and President Streets

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Intercollegiate Bureau

of Academic Costume

Chartered 1902

00TRELL & LEONARD, Albany, A. Y.

The Caps and Gowns for the

American Colleges

Catalogues, Samples and Blanks on

Request

Hotel MARTHA WASHINGTON

29th to 30th STREETS, NEAR 5th AVENUE,NEWYORK

Exclusively for Women

450 Rooms en suite and single. $1.50 per. up, European

plan, Telephone in every room... Numerous baths on each floor free
to guests. Caters to women es y traveling or visiting New York

alone. Convenient to Surface and Subway transportation. Cuisine

exceptionally bsolutely fireproof.

Restaurant for Ladies and Gentlemen

WNIER-WINGS

Great Sport in the Water!

Can be brought instantly into use.

With them anyone can swim or float.

Supports from 50 to 250 pounds.

Weighs 3 ounces. Takes up no more room

than a pocket handkerchief.

WE HAVE TWO GRADES

No. 1. Plain, sells at 25 cents each.

No. 2. Variegated Colors, better quality and

finish, sell at 35 cents each.

M

Underwood

Wisdom Selects It

for Absolute

Dependability

DERwood typewriter co.

underwood Building.""""""“” New York city

Branches in a tº Principal cities

yvad M'f'g Co., Hoboken, N.*J

cM00LCRAA7.
•9

INNER BRACE

CHAIRS, ROCKERS SETTEES.”

TABLES - WRITING DESKS,

TRUNK stands. PIANO BENCHES

* * * invisibly sm:El Reinfoncto

As A MODERN EDIFICE -

JNNER BRACERS

SWD UP
WHEN

; C/ (ºf JO/W7&#3

ºf A44 bow.

iſ iſ " i BUY RIGHT, NO HEPAR,

THE INNER BRace will BE THERE

*Look FOR 5 YEAR GUARANTIt RAND SIAMPI)

|Tºº ON INNER BRACE FURNITURE

TÉ |NNERBRACED FURMIUREC0.15thºutwirth Gw

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers.
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For Schools and Institutions

Power's Cameragraph No. 6a

The Perfect Moving Picture Machine

The Y. M. C. A.'s Use It. Why Don't You?

65% of the Trade Use It. Why Don't You?

Prominent Theatres

Lecturers and Use It. Why Don't You?

Feature Shows

Moving pictures instruct through the eyes and impress the memory.

Pictures must be clear and steady else they fail of purpose.

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPHS project pictures absolutely clear and

without flicker.

Their superior merit has been recognized by many churches, schools

and sacred institutions where they are being used for educational

purposes.

A letter to Department W will bring catalogue with full details

Nicholas Power Company

90 Gold Street New York City

The Leading Makers of Motion Picture Machines

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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SECRETARAL DEPARTMENT

Elizabeth Wilson. E-º-

Caroline B Dow, Dean of Training

º

Ther-Severin, ºr to Deº

Edith N stanton. Oºº ºve,

Dº Bureau of Rºſº

Helen Sanger, Rºar. Tº
º

F-ANCE DEPARTMENT

Hºt Taylor, ºr ºve

Sºlº Hº, one

lºse ºnlay, cº-º ºr

DEP-TMENT or convex.

TIONS AND cowrºces

* - aty ºve

Louise - Brooks, sº

ºn Hºys, cº,

Bºth w. Seely, one

ºc Coast

tº Russ Blºg San Francisco, Cal.

ºn E. Lanes, Executive

ºne Mºore, special worker.

Cº.

- Sººn

Eunº Roney, ºr

Delaware, Maryland and

ºvania

ºtherspoon Building.

Philadelphia, Pa.

ºr ºne Hopper,ºr

ºn E.º ------

ºRicº,sº

Rºn S. Bºrº º

Worth Geº.

* Four Exchange.

Minneapoº, Minº

ºn E. Byers. Exº

ºs Gºttendºn. City

- Taylºr ºn and ºn
|-

--------
|--ºº County

ºn Moº Sººn

º ºil. Sººn

-

India.

Benney.

--- ºn Street, ºn

º Cron.

- *Gººns. Cº.

FººDº Lºº.

º

Guine.

- º Madras, N. C.

P-º 'º.
Coloº, ºn

Mather º

ºº

tº Lº Prº

ºn ---

ºsº.

E. º ---

ºn-*º,cº

º

When

º

º

º

nº by

tº*º- |-----

Secretarial Staff

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

Many Louise Allen, ºve

Helen Thoburn, Editorial Secretary

Lorraine Willets. Special ºr

Mary E. Betts. Once

OFFICE DEPARTMENT

Margaret F. MacKinlay. Bºutº

(Office Secretaries listed under
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Music in the Young Women's Christian

Association

A Rambling Talk on Some Possibilities

Peter W.

JSIC is a creature of many

moods. The face which she

shows to us depends entirely

on the way we court her. She can be

as frivolous as any coquette and as

grave as any philosopher. If we get

little from music it is because we bring

little and make few demands. No one

has greater treasures and no one is

more willing to give than she. But

with music, as with everything else

that is worth while, the richest treas

ures are to be had only by earnest en

deavor. We in America are in danger

of treating music too lightly because

of the ease with which it can now

be obtained. The remarkable prog

ress of mechanical devices for pro

ducing music, and the great growth in

wealth and standards of living, is

making music almost as free as the

air we breathe. As a result of these

and other tendencies, music is becom

ing more of an entertainment, more of

a plaything, or at least more of a dilet

tante accomplishment than a serious

educational force. The use of music

as amusement or recreation is by no

means to be under-valued, but the

musical comedy, the popular song, the

sentimental or rollicking glee club

chorus, the florid anthem, the dance

* Mr. Dykema is director of music at the

Ethical Culture School in New York, un

der the auspices of which many festivals

and pageants have been given.

Dykema”

like gospel hymn, or the merely pretty

or showy piece in any connection cer

tainly represent only a small part of

the resources of this great art.

Let us briefly review some of the

possibilities of wider uses, while we

remember that although none of these

suggestions is new, the places in

which they are fully realized are all

too few.

Chorus Singing.

There are few greater social forces

than chorus singing. By this I mean

groups in which the main purpose of

meeting is singing, in which the

chorus work is the central, instead of

the incidental, feature. Every Asso

ciation should have at least one fine

chorus, directed" by a competent en

thusiastic social worker, who is at the

same time a musician. The purpose

of this director should be to develop

in his group, through music, a sense

of the unity of the members in their

endeavor to make their community a

finer place to live. From this organ

ization there should go out first of all,

joyous, healthy interest in life; sec

ondly, a belief in the beautiful as a

force for making life better; and

thirdly, a spirit of helpfulness and

mutual endeavor. The material used

should put to shame the tawdry stuff

which forms the musical life of a

great majority of our people—these

II5
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ephemeral, visionless, frequently sor

did popular songs. There are quanti

ties of good material which two hun

dred and fifty years of musical de

velopment have prepared for all who

will receive. To mention but one sin

gle example, Messrs. C. C. Birchard

and Company of Boston have pub

lished under the editorship of Osborne

McConathy, a wonderful collection of

standard songs of the world. People

who could sing from this book in a

well conducted chorus once a week,

would find themselves during their

work-a-day hours humming snatches

of beautiful uplifting songs, under

which title rollicking, humorous songs

of the proper character are also in

cluded.

Music Appreciation.

Music has been called a universal

language, but whatever truth there

may be in the statement, it certainly

does not follow that it is a language

which can be acquired without study.

Music is an art produced by human

beings according to well-established

laws and, consequently, susceptible of

study and interpretation. Many peo

ple get much the same enjoyment from

the language of music that they do

from hearing a foreign language

which they do not understand—let us

say Egyptian, Greek, or Chinese, but

to take a more recent example, music

is as much of an enigma to them as

some of the compositions of those

modern painters whose pictures seem

to mean equally much whichever end

up they may be standing. Interpre

tation and study are needed in each

of these cases if one wishes to get

beyond the mere surface impression.

In every Association there should be

an inspiring class in music apprecia

tion, so conducted that at all times the

term music and the term appreciation

shall be emphasized. In other words

there should always be plenty of mu

sic, and the development should always

be such that the people who come

shall be enthusiastic in their apprecia

tion. The test of these two factors is

to be found in the desire that the

members will have always to bring

in new members to share their enjoy

ment. No single book has yet ap

peared which may serve as a guide

for this type of work. Two helpful

ones, however, are Dickinson’s “Edu

cation of a Music Lover,” and Ma

son's “Guide to Music.”

Mechanical Music Producers.

Both in connection with the above

work in music appreciation and as an

outgrowth of it, every Association

should make abundant use of the won

derful possibilities in the player-pianos

and phonographs. There should be

a room small enough to allow privacy

to which visitors may go to play over

a musical composition, as they would

go to the library to read a book. The

musical material available should at

least reach as high a standard com

paratively as that which is set for

literature in any good library. Many

popular songs and dances have about

the standing in music that tales such

as “Deadwood Dick,” “Jesse James,”

and those of other five-cent heroes

have in literature.

Instruction in Music.

The use of mechanical instruments

is by no means to displace learning to

sing and to play the piano, violin,

flute, harp, and other instruments, any

more than the reading of good books

and the seeing of adequate drama is

to do away with letter writing, the

making of poetry, or the creating of

the drama. There is a crying need in

every community for some institution,

which seeks no financial compensation

therefor, to establish and maintain, or

at least to give competent advice con

cerning adequate private music in

struction. Incompetency and even

charlatanism are still too frequent

among professors of music. A rec

ommended list of teachers in each

town, if properly prepared, would be

a great help to the music education

of America. Then there is need for

the spread of the methods employed
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by the Music Settlement of New York,

in which good instruction is given for

twenty-five cents a lesson to talented

pupils who are unable to pay more.

Moreover, it would be worth while to

have classes of three or four pupils

who in a single hour would receive

group instruction, and thus make the

usual cost less. As a department of

music we might well include a class

in diction, for beautiful speech may

well be counted as a musical perform

ance. Nor are classes in the use of

the piano-player and the phonograph

to be despised. Many homes could be

made centers of a musical culture if

in each of them there was some one

who realized the means of getting the

greatest value from the instruments.

Music as a Stimulus to Artistic Er

pression.

One of the most interesting ques

tions to the student of music is, what

should be the result of those emo

tional stirrings which music sets up

in its listeners. If the psychologists

are right in saying that the purpose of

an emotional glow is the producing

of an act, music has within it large

volitional, and hence, moral, possibili.

ties. Whether or not we are willing

to say that any emotion aroused by

music must immediately be translated

into action if we are not to court the

danger of becoming sentimentalists—

people who feel much but who do lit

tle—it is certain that few of us have

worked out satisfactorily the relation

between the uplifting stimulus which

music so often gives us and the noble

act which would seem to be its worthy

counterpart. An interesting experi

ment for every music lover is the at

tempt to realize in definite action, at

least a portion of the glow which fine

music gives to him, whether it be such

commonplace expressions as the

famous ones mentioned by James, that

of speaking kindly to one's mother

in-law or giving up one's seat in the

street car, or those larger phases of

life, such as devoting oneself to a new

117

type of work or a new habit of

thought.

One of the most suggestive at

tempts to realize this phase of music

incarnation is found in artistic danc

ing as it is being developed to-day by

such teachers and experimenters as

Jacques-Dalcroze, Miss Isadora Dun

can, Miss Alys E. Bentley, and many

others. Without attempting to differ.

entiate their points of view or even

to state adequately any one of them,

we may say that in a general way all

are attempting to express in beautiful

movements the beauty of music.

Leaving out of account the physical

or purely dancing side, which un

doubtedly is in itself a strong educa

tional force, it may be said that to

many musicians, this artistic dancing

and pantomime has proved a wonder

ful means of heightening the enjoy

ment of music and in the old Grecian

sense of training and tempering the

emotions. He who has adequately

embodied in movement a chaste theme

of Beethoven or some of the other

great masters has not only learned

more about the music, has not only

disciplined his body, but he has sub

jected his moral nature to vigorous

training. This whole field of artistic

physical expression is still largely un

explored, but it is the belief of many

art students that in it lies deep power.

Utilizing Musical Ability.

Music makes excellent missionary

material. Itinerant musicians are not

so plentiful in our country as they

should be, and talented Association

members might well undertake some

of this work. The institution of the

Waits who went about in England at

Christmas time singing carols is one

that we might well revive in this coun

try. In many communities groups of

singers and players could in fact go

around at several seasons of the year,

bringing cheer to their friends in pri

vate homes and to unfortunates in

public institutions. The cheer of

Christmas, of the New Year, of

Easter, of May Day, of the Fourth of
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July, of the Harvest and Thanksgiv

ing, of Hallowe'en, and other special

occasions, might be made widespread

by these serenading groups. In proper

settings there are few things lovelier

than the sound of carols sung heartily

in the open air. The Novello collec

tions of carols (obtainable through the

H. W. Gray Company of New York

City) are endless in their possibilities.

Religious Music.

Many of the suggestions given

above might well influence the music

of the religious meeting. In few of

our churches is adequate use made of

music. Congregational singing is too

often replaced by a paid choir who

give each week a sacred concert, not

particularly different from that which

one might hear on many a concert

platform. Let us try to make the sing

ing of the congregation a larger and

more vital part of the services. When

there are instrumental numbers, which

may by the way be much more fre

quently given than they are in most

churches, let us remember that the

song without words is often more ap

pealing because more universal and

unrestricted than the usual anthem.

Let us have other instruments than

the organ. Let us use the violin, the

flute, and harp in solos and duets, and

then, at times, most beautiful of all,

the string quartet. In the prayer

meetings and in the Sunday-school let

us care much more about the music.

If we but realized it, we should know

that frequently the music is the part

of the service which will do more than

all the rest to develop a proper re

ligious atmosphere. So let us care

more for it. Let us take greater pains

with the training, with the director,

with the bringing in of soloists, in

strumental and vocal, and especally let

us be sure that the material that we

are using is the best that can be ob

tained.

§

The Ethics of the Social Relationships of

College Life

Ruth Loomis"

O students entering college

there is no prospect more at

tractive than the social rela

tionships which they are to form in

the wide field of acquaintance, as well

as in that smaller realm of the few

close friendships which they hope to

continue through life. Often, how

ever, it would seem as if both they and

those who order the life of the col

lege believed that these precious re

lationships were a spontaneous growth

entirely independent of conditions,

that although it may be necessary to

think out life in most respects in order

to attain the best, in this one matter

* Miss Loomis is Dean of Women at

Colorado College.

the best will come of itself, and fur

ther, that to attempt to control the

conditions of social relationships

would be to take away the elements of

spontaneity and enthusiasm, and so

all charm. And yet is it not true that

in the college where favorable condi

tions for these relationships are not

sought, the situation easily becomes

such that before very long we find the

Christian Association and some phil

anthropically inclined persons bestir

ring themselves to alleviate it? In the

world outside the college where con

ditions are beyond control, we may

have to content ourselves with trying

to alleviate, but a college is a homo

geneous community of limited num
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bers brought and held together by a

common purpose. Here, if anywhere, it

ought to be possible so to adjust con

ditions that each member of the com

munity may have the fullest and rich

est life of which that member is cap

able, and that, I take it, is what we

mean by the Ethics of Social Relation

ships. Ethics, it may be objected, has

to do with duty, and duty is a stern,

unplacable thing; to introduce duty

into one's social relationships is to

condemn them at once. It is true that

ethics is the study of what ought to

be, but, to quote one of the great

teachers of ethics, it is the study of

what ought to be in order that life

may be full and rich and not, as is

often imagined, in order that it may

be restrained and meagre.

How, then, can we make the social

relationships of college full and rich

By making them broad and inclusive

instead of restricted and exclusive. It

needs no argument to prove that the

individual who lives unto himself has

a meagre and barren life, and it needs

but a moment's thought to convince

oneself that it is equally true that the

group that lives unto itself, heedless

of the call of the whole (which the

group organized for social ends so

easily does), must leave its members

narrowed and stunted at the end of

the four years. Nor can we say that

the harm wrought stops there. To

“make” the exclusive college society is

at once to have one's horizon 1.arrowed

to that of the group, to have one's

friends chosen for one, and one's obli

gations, like the publican's, limited to

persons of one's own kind. More

than all that, if one is an Association

girl, it is to be torn in two trying to

adjust one's life to contradictory

standards—in the case of the Associa

tion, that of the good of the whole at

the expense at times of the preference

of the individual; in the case of the so

ciety, that of the preference of the few

at the expense of the good of the

whole. To fail to make the society,

such is its unwarranted prestige, is,

in the minds of all but the exception

ally independent, practically to fail in

the college course. To be a non-so

ciety girl is to have been found want

ing in some undefined and disquieting

way, and to be condemned, as a result,

to make one's way through the re

mainder of the course timidly and

self-consciously at the best, with small

chance of free and full development

of one's possible powers, or at the

worst with bitterness in one's heart,

and the inevitable consequences in

one's life. In both cases the life of

the whole has suffered. The contri

bution of those inside the charmed

circle has been limited to a small

group, and what might have been the

contribution of those outside has never

been called forth. Groups there will

always be, but there is no more place

in the college community for the group

that puts its own social interests above

those of the community as a whole

than there is for the individual who

does the same thing.

The chief requisite, then, for the

development of full and rich social re

lationships in college is a negative one

—the elimination of these arbitrary re

strictions by organized groups.

Groups will always exist in the Social

life of the college as in the outside

world, but so long as they are in

formal and unorganized they will not

interfere either with the development

of the individual or with the freedom

of the life as a whole, since they are

bound to be changing groups, taking

unto themselves from time to time

those who naturally belong through

similarity of interests, taste and ideas,

and losing from time to time those

whose interests lead them elsewhere.

Under such conditions of free ad

justment, the individual has only her

self to thank if she finds her life nar

row and restricted. Impoverished it

will certainly be if she fails to recog

nize that in social relations, as in all

life, the way to get is to give, that

as part of a community she must

make her contribution to the life of

the whole; that she can make that con

tribution only as she consciously de
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velops and trains her powers. Recog

nizing these facts, she will find that

the many interests and activities of

college life inside and outside the class

room offer infinite opportunity for that

training and at the same time bring

contact with many other lives. From

many acquaintances will come the

smaller number of friends, and from

the group of friends the few intimates

who are to be her second self through

life. To proceed the other way about,

to yield to the temptation, either in

the first lonely weeks away from home

or later in the course, to seek one or

two exclusive friendships, is not only

to shut oneself away from the free

full life of the whole, with its broaden

ing contact, and from the inspiration

which comes from having a part in

trying to respond to the call of the

whole, and finally to go out into life

unfitted through lack of knowledge

of one's fellows to take the place of

leadership which awaits every college

graduate who can fill it, but it is also

to imperil one's chances of happi

ness even in those very friendships by

“snatching,” as Emerson says, “at the

slowest fruit in the whole garden of

God, which many summers and many

winters must ripen.” In the case of

the individual, then, even more than

in that of the group, exclusiveness im

poverishes; based on selfishness it

never gets anything but selfishness:

demanding all, it stands in the way of

Out of the upper chamber,

After the feast is done,

Out of the blessed circle

With only Judas gone,

Out of the growing comfort

The Master's word bestows,

Out of the peace where all doubts cease

And all strife silent grows—

“Arise, let us go hence.”

the forming of what might have been

truer and finer friendships; looking

inward, rather than outward, it more

often than not induces morbidness.

It has to be admitted that it is more

often the college woman than the col

lege man who is in danger of narrow

ing life by the spirit of exclusiveness.

And it is one of the advantages of co

education that it keeps objectively be

fore the young women the joy and the

beauty and power of an all-inclusive

comradeship. When a similar ideal

can be established for the relationships

between the men and the women, there

will cease to be a cheapening of a re

lation which should be enlarging to

both, but which can never be so when

the companionship is practically re

stricted to groups of two or to larger

groups made up of twos.

Here again if the relationships are

to be full and rich, conditions must be

controlled with a view to eliminating

those that make for exclusiveness and

fostering those that make for the in

clusive good comradeship whose in

spiration is the good of the whole.

Under such conditions the closer

friendships will be not only a spon

taneous growth, but a growth that will

endure and satisfy. And so in this as

in all other questions in life, we come

back to the counsel of that greatest of

all teachers who came to tell us that

only by losing our lives can we find

them.

Oh sharp, oh sudden summons!

But soft. What does he say?

“Let us go hence” 2 Yea, Master,

If Thou but lead the way,

The straightest, sternest pathway

That ever mortal trod,

Shall welcome be since we go with Thee

In a road that leads to God—

“Arise, let us go hence.”

—William Herzey Woods.

(From “A Delegate's Prayers.”)



THANKSGIVING BREAKFAST IN THE OPEN

The Association in Department Stores

Helena W. Hogue”

OME time ago an active settle

ment worker in one of our

large cities declared that it was

easy enough to reach the girl of the

department store, but to hold her was

quite impossible. Groups of girls from

the stores had organized into enthusi

astic clubs and classes in her settle

ment, but after a few weeks' time had

elapsed the club had broken up and a

diversity of excuses was offered.

Facing this assertion some four

years ago, the St. Louis Association

engaged an extension secretary for the

department stores. The management

of one of the finest of these agreed

to throw its doors open to the Young

Women's Christian Association. Then

followed a series of brilliant parties,

at which the firm were always present,

commending the Association to the

girls and helping the workers by their

presence. For the first year the clubs

among both the older and the younger

*Miss Hogue, formerly extension secretary

in the St. Louis Association, is now holding

the same position with the Philadelphia Asso

ciation.

girls flourished. The gymnasium was

the first and last appeal. Rates were

reduced that the large classes of over

one hundred girls might take advan

tage of the exercise, and all went well.

Toward the close of the year, however,

interest flagged and the numbers at

tending the classes diminished. What

was the reason 2 A few loyal mem

bers “boosted” the club the best they

could, but to no avail. Things were

getting desperate. Just then the build

ing campaign took up the time of all

the secretaries and club work lapsed

for several months. At the end of

this period we began to cast up ac

counts. We found the junior clubs in

good condition. Many little girls had

been helped through the educational

department to take higher positions.

Others, through their big sisters in

the store, had caught a larger vision

of life and were making good at work

and at home. Each club was super

vised by an older girl in the store dur

ing the week, who turned over the

weekly club meeting at the Associa

t 21
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tion to a girl of leisure. Thus vol

unteer workers planned the club pro

gram with the girls and did the friend

ly visiting in their homes during the

week.

But the problem of the older girls

remained unsolved. The statement of

the settlement worker had proved true

in our case as well as in hers; we

were not holding our girls. Then out

of the disbanded senior clubs were or

ganized Association Cabinets com

posed of ten strong women, each of

whom had a specified duty. Some took

care of the junior clubs and others

of special cases that came under their

notice; still others directed class work

during the noon hour in the stores.

In these noon hour classes “The Chal

lenge of the City” played a promi

nent part. Talks on nature study were

given by one of the buyers who knew

his subject thoroughly. A series of

talks on health and hygiene was pre

sented by a woman pinysician to the

check girls in the early morning work

hours. A noon hour Bible class in

the study of Mark was formed in one

store, but Catholic patrons of the store

threatened to withdraw their custom

unless this ceased, so the class met in

a vacant room in a nearby office build

ing. This class had an average at

tendance of only five, but the teacher,

who was an enthusiastic Board mem

ber, believed in intensive work, and

so the class prospered.

At the close of the third year of

our efforts we again studied results.

We had divided our work into three

arbitrary age divisions: Juniors, four

teen to sixteen years of age; Inter

mediates, sixteen to eighteen years;

Seniors, eighteen and over. As be

fore, the Junior clubs flourished

under the guidance of the Cabinet

member and the extension committee

worker. Many bits of splendid ser

vice had been rendered by the Cabinet

girls.

The clubs of the Intermediate girls

numbered two. One of them came

direct from the store to the Young

Women's Christian Association cafe

teria, and the girls cooked their own

Suppers under the direction of a vol

unteer teacher of domestic science.

After supper they played games,

drilled in parliamentary law and

listened to health talks. Boy friends

were made a specialty, and they gave

a monthly function to which the boys

were invited. The St. Patrick's din

ner was a great success; thirty-five

boys and girls sat down to a substan

tial course dinner which the girls had

themselves prepared.

The senior clubs numbered five,

with an average enrolment of thirty.

Two clubs which had organized only

a year before were no longer depart

ment store clubs. In the clubs were

the girls who had originally organized

them, but not a single one continued

her work in the store. For the most

part they were employed as clerks and

stenographers in various establish

ments over the city. But the five de

partment store clubs were meeting for

the special purpose of taking gym

nasium lessons, current events and

literature. Club life per se played but

little part in the evenings the girls

spent at the Association.

This status in our department store

work brought us to the following coll

clusions. Life in a department store

offers so much social life with its

beneficial aid, socials, choral clubs and

store functions that the club in the

Association has but little appeal. The

two avenues of approach to the senior

girl in the store are, first, her interest

in the little girl employees, and

second, her desire for educational and

gymnasium class work. With this in

view we began the fourth year.

Early in October all the clubs came

together for an occasion called “The

Veiled Prophetess Pageant.” After

each club had been reviewed by this

Veiled Prophetess, the High Priestess

read a proclamation to the clubs fronn

her highness the Prophetess. Ex

tracts from this read as follows: “It

shall come to pass that ye shall all

maintain your clubs on a self-govern

ing basis; that ye shall hold on to
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health through exercising in the gym

nasium and through spending many

hours in God's out-of-doors. For the

keynote of modern life is Health and

Efficiency and moreover, ye

shall in no wise be considered a suc

cess as a club until ye have definitely

given of yourselves and your means

in the service of someone else; and

woe be it unto that club which fails

to heed this charge.”

At Christmas time we had the joy

of seeing this prophecy fulfilled in

every club. One Cabinet sent deco

rated notices to every department in

the store. Below the picture of Santa

Claus were the words, “Don’t you

want to be a good fellow in the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion Good Fellows’ Club and give to

some needy persons Christmas cheer?”

No one could resist this appeal. Even

the scrub women and elevator and

bundle boys contributed a nickle or

dime as they could. Five days before

Christmas the chairman of the Cabinet

announced that the amount in the

treasury had swelled to $152.00.

Thereupon a committee to investigate

the needy families was appointed,

headed by the welfare secretary of the

store. Everyone in the store asked if

she couldn't help distribute clothes and

baskets Christmas morning. Sixty

five baskets were packed Christmas

eve and delivered on Christmas. Every

Cabinet did a similar bit of service

for the needy in its store.

The Juniors, now loyal Camp Fire

girls, also helped give Christmas joy

to others. One group of forty went

to the home for aged couples, sang

Camp Fire songs, recited poems and

then gave to everyone in the delighted

audience an orange. Another group

sang carols on Christmas eve for

the benefit of the Children's Aid So

ciety. As “God rest you, Merry Gen

tlemen” and “Stilly Night” rang out

in the clear air, good citizens placed

lighted candles in their front win

dows. This was a signal for the Camp

Fire girls to call for donations. Thirty

two dollars were handed to the Chil.

dren's Aid as a contribution from the

Camp Fire girls.

A unique party was given at the As

sociation building Christmas day. One

of the Senior clubs invited thirty-two

children of the poor to meet Santa

Claus there Christmas morning at

8.30. Days of arrangements for the

party among the girls in the store

aroused the interest of the firm, who

offered to pay every expense entailed.

The early gray of Christmas morn
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ing found twenty older girls escort

ing little folks to the Association. At

9.OO o'clock breakfast was served by

the girls for the little people, and then

Santa jingled up the stairs to lead

them into the play room. A tree

laden with candy, oranges and filled

stockings with useful gifts for every

child, and stacked about its base with

wheelbarrows, stood in the center of

the room. Another half hour elapsed

and thirty-two elated little boys and

girls filed down the Association steps,

light of heart and laden with Chris

mas plunder.

These are but a few instances of

service that the department store clubs

and cabinets are giving. All year

babies are supplied with pure milk

through the clubs, and sick in hos

pitals and shut-ins are lovingly cared

for. Recently one of our club girls

who has been for a year in a sani

tarium for tuberculosis wrote to know

if she could form a Beta Chapter of

her Association Club among the girls

in the sanitarium. In less than a fort

night her club was organized on a

self-governing basis. A patient who

had formerly taught calisthenics was

leading the girls in drills, and a “good

Christian lady” (quoting one of the

girls) was teaching the Bible class.

It is through such work as this

young girl has done that we really

are justified in calling ourselves an

extension department, for no matter

how well clubs are organized, nor how

long they have been established, nor

how great the enrolment, if the mem

bers have not gone out to spread

Christian ideals to others, the club

has failed of its purpose. For we must

hold to the one great ideal of bring

ing girls to Christ, building them up

in him and not ceasing in our efforts

until we have sent them out in his

service.

The Association has succeeded in

arousing in employers an interest in

the welfare of their girls, and they

have turned to the Association for

practical suggestions. The girls and

the women of the stores are familiar

with the Association; turn to it for

what they want from it; but perhaps,

best of all, is the spirit which is found

in the different stores where we are

working, where the older women are

assuming responsibility for younger

girls, and a spirit of aloofness and in

difference has been changed to one

of friendship and interest. This is a

great factor in the store life of a city

and this splendid result is in evidence

in the work in St. Louis.

trºº
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The Christian Physician

Ellen C. Potter, M.D.”

OCIETY to-day expects service

from every young man and

woman. Moreover, it demands

that the service shall be efficient. If

one fails to meet that demand the lack

of efficiency can be concealed but for a

little while, and with the discovery of

one's failure the crest of the great

stream of progress sweeps by, casting

the drift wood to the shore. Not one

Woman's

Phila

* Associate in Gynaecology,

Medical College of Pennsylvania,

delphia.

can escape this imperious demand, for

it is true to-day as never before that

“no man liveth to himself and no man

dieth to himself”; nor can one occupy

a neutral position as to the quality of

service rendered—it is either good or

bad, there is no intermediate ground.

Since one must serve, the problem is

to find one's certain place in the great

scheme of things if one would render

effective service. It is not always

justifiable to allow one's inclination to

sway one's choice, but in the matter
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of vocation it is essential to the best

result that one's heart should be in the

work undertaken, for without that

vitalizing force the service is but ashes.

The opportunities for service are

many, and from among them consider

for a moment the possibilities in the

life of the Christian physician.

Is your heart in social service? No

career is more filled with opportunity

for expert work along such lines than

is that of the physician, especially of

the woman physician. Every social,

college and university settlement wel

comes the physician as a resident. The

ability to relieve suffering, the knowl

edge which enables one to search out

the physical reasons for economic fail

ure and which enables one not only to

detect the early manifestations of dis

ease, but at the same time empowers

one to institute proper measures for

its prevention, make the physician the

most valued ally of these social

agencies.

To the Christian physician comes the

highest opportunity of rendering the

Christ-life real, for into the starved

hearts and lives no other worker

brings such sympathy and understand

ing (without sentimentality), nor can

any other so easily bring the inspira

tion and confident expectation of bet

ter things. It is the Christian spirit,

not the impersonal ethical spirit,

which makes alive.

Is your bent for teaching? The op

portunities for the medical woman as

a teacher are numerous. Many of the

women's colleges to-day have in resi

dence or in attendance a woman physi

cian who, in addition to the oversight

of the physical welfare of the students,

instructs in physiology and hygiene.

In the gymnasium the physical director

is often a woman physician, and the

opportunity of the Christian woman to

influence the lives entrusted to her is

of the greatest importance.

To the practising physician the op

portunity for less systematic, but no

less important teaching is offered by

many social and philanthropic agencies

in matters of personal, social and sex

I25

hygiene and eugenics. The same op

portunity presents itself to a physician

without the Christian faith, but the

most efficient service is rendered by the

Christian.

Have you considered entering the

service on the foreign field? The work

of the teacher and of the evangelist

and of any one of a dozen specialists

needed on the mission field must be

productive of splendid results, but

second to none is the service rendered

by the Christian physician. Pre

eminent above them all is the physician

as a pioneer worker. Death held at

bay, life restored to the hopelessly sick,

the sight of the eyes made clear again,

epidemics prevented—these are some

of the present-day miracles wrought by

the present-day doctor to make Christ

live once more among the peoples of

the non-Christian world. The call for

these miracle workers is tremendous;

the people on the field demand them

not only to heal the sick but to teach

the well and to train up medical work

ers on the field. The mission boards

are searching the country over for

new workers, in many instances unsuc

cessfully. Here is an opportunity to

challenge the courage and to stimu

late the imagination of those who are

looking for the place in which daily

living shall count for the most.

The opportunity for service need not

call one to distant cities or to foreign

lands, for in the lines of general prac

tice the Christian physician has a great

opportunity. Suffering and sorrow

open the heart of the world to the com

fort which the Christian physician

alone can bring, and in the pursuit of

this calling one naturally and simply

faces the great problems of life and

death, both physical and spiritual, and

helps to solve them.

If the strenuous life out in the pro

fessional world is an impossibility be

cause of physical limitations, there is

still opportunity for service in institu

tions, homes and hospitals for women,

children and delinquent girls. There

are problems to be met and solved

along these lines which only the heart
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of a Christian woman physician can

grasp, and the women ready to meet

them are too few.

And yet again, in the seclusion of

the research laboratory there is work

waiting to be done which shall con

tribute undreamed-of blessing to hu

manity in the relief of suffering and

prevention of disease; what is more

fitting than that the Christian physi

cian should contribute largely to this

end ?

The Christian woman who enters

the profession of medicine dedicates

herself to altruistic service, and the op

portunities found therein touch hu

manity at all points, spiritual, moral

and physical. The preparation for

such service entails self sacrifice, but

the returns make it worth while.

Recreation at a Summer Conference

Molly Carroll"

OR we have the antiseptic, en

thusi-asm,” sang the Recrea

tion Committee at the end of

a long afternoon on College Day. And

the large audience of visitors from all

around the lake, who had come again

as they did year after year to see the

“stunts” of the various delegations,

declared that the committee must have

enthusiasm of the most wholesome

sort; for this College Day had been

the “best yet.” And the happy, tired

girls as they ran to their tents to put

away pennants, placards, sashes, and

various other paraphernalia belong

ing to their stunts, felt that certainly

no other College Day could have been

better. And the members of the

Recreation Committee, gathering for

a moment to have their pictures taken

and to talk over the events of the day,

were jubilant.

“Wasn't the trained horse splen

did P’’

“And the college annual?”

“And the finance campaign—those

girls certainly did some good work to

raise all that money last year.”

“But the faculty and secretaries

were best of all. I guess they've lºad

lots of experience.”

* Miss Carroll is general secretary at the

University of Kansas, and was chairman of

the Recreation Committee at the Central

Student Conference in 1912.

“The Chinese girls' old-fashioned

school was just about as good.”

The chairman congratulated them

for having handled the six hundred

girls so well, for there had not been

one delay or hitch in the program.

“But they were all on time, and so

good-natured that it was easy to do

it,” came the chorus.

And then, as they raced to reach

the dining room before the doors were

closed, the chairman reminded them

of the meeting the next morning

right after breakfast.

For the work of the Recreation

Committee was not ended, but merely

begun, when College Day was over.

The five or six hundred girls from the

many different colleges or cities gath

ered at the summer conference for

ten days wanted to have the best time

they possibly could. And the Recrea

tion Committee was going to see that

they did.

To be sure, they had already had

the progressive reception, the suc

cessor to the old formidable faculty

reception. In this three or four of

the larger delegations were “at home”

to the rest of the camp. The Recrea

tion Committee had skillfully rounded

up the small, bashful delegations and

had taken them to their nearest big

neighbor’s “front yard” to meet the

girls there. Their pilots had then
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taken the small delegations to the next

center of attraction, and so on until

they had made the rounds.

But now, at the close of College

Day, having successfully managed

these two big affairs, the Recreation

Committee found itself facing the

task of living up to its reputation of

being able to give all the girls in the

camp a good time. So, at the com

mittee meeting the next morning they

began to plan for the hiking trips, the

tennis tournament, the faculty-scrub

base-ball game, the moonlight ride

around the lake, and the water sports.

Or perhaps mountains or woods were

the center of attraction, and, if so, the

committee made the most of them.

So that when all the plans were made,

the problem was not how to have

enough good times, but how not to

plan too many of them. Yes, they

even said that the good times, like the

assorted cakes, came almost too often.

But great as was the task of giving

hundreds of girls a good time for ten

days, this was in some ways the small

est part of the work of the Recrea

tion Committee. The committee had

to keep always in mind the fact that

true recreation is re-creation; that,

when girls are studying, thinking, or

working hard they need wholesome,

happy play-times; that recreation

should not sap their energy but should

renew it. The committee learned and

tried to teach the other girls at the

conference that if one forgot for a

time that she was anything but the

appendage of a tennis racquet or part

of the excited “rooting” section of a

base-ball game she could go back to

her work when play-time was over

with a clear brain and renewed en

ergy. The committee tried to teach

the value of play to the girl who had

forgotten how to play or who, having

begun to think deeply, hated to leave

her thoughts.

But perhaps still greater than all

this was the service that recreation

performed for the girl who came to

the conference purely to play; the girl

who had “made good” in athletics or

student government or other activities

in college, but to whom religion was

an unreality; the girl who had “just

happened” to go to the conference.
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If she was on the Recreation Commit

tee, she found that her chairman could

pray as wholesomely and frankly and

earnestly as she could play. It opened

her eyes when she found a girl

who could do all the things she liked

to do, who was an all-round “good

sport,” happy and full of fun, and

who also frankly confessed that Chris

tianity was the biggest thing in the

world to her. When she said that it

was the mainspring of all her joy and

happiness, and that the richest thing

that life could give to her was the

opportunity to give her Christianity

to others, the younger girl had a new

respect for this religion. Somehow

she couldn't help catching something

of that radiance. She felt, as she had

probably felt often before, that there

had been something lacking in her life,

that she had missed the best thing.

But she was bound to have that best

§

thing now. If others had it, so could

she. And before the conference was

over there came to her something of

love and appreciation for him who is

“closer than breathing, and nearer

than hands and feet.” She realized

that the Christian life was one of joy

and comradeship and the opportunity

to use all that she had in glad service

for the God and the people whom she

loved. And when she went back to

her city or her college, people won

dered why she had become so much

more gentle and thoughtful, so much

more democratic, so much more lova

ble. Perhaps they wondered, but all

of us who had been to a summer con

ference, or are on the faculty in col

lege, or are employers or secretaries

in cities and had watched other girls

come back from summer conferences

—we knew.

The Four Commissions

ROBABLY the most distinct

achievement of the Fourth Bi

ennial Convention was its ac

ceptance of the reports of the four

commissions on (I) Social Morality

from the Christian Standpoint, (2)

Thrift and Efficiency, (3) Character

Standards, and (4) The Training of

Volunteer Workers. To those who

were at Richmond, or to those who

have been following the development

of these commissions through the

pages of THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY

the question in mind now is, “What

may we do next?” And the answer

is, first and foremostly, to read the re

ports. While they were plentifully

available to all in attendance at the

Convention, the remaining copies have

now been put on sale at as low a price

as possible. (See “From the Book

Room,” page 150.) It is also planned

to print Dr. Cabot's three lectures in

book form as soon as may be possi

ble. These lectures will, of course,

be included in the report of the Em–

ployed Officers' Conference, but as

this is available only to regular mem

bers of the Association of Employed

Officers, this other plan will be carried

out to give this material still wider

circulation. Another promise for the

future is that of an Association text

book, as recommended by the Re

port on The Training of Volunteer

Workers. Further announcements of

these two publications will appear in

later issues of THE ASSOCIATION

MonTHLY. But during the remainder

of the spring, with these four advance

steps fresh in our minds, it will be

well if all Association people become

thoroughly familiar with all four of

the reports which have sounded the

note of our common interests for the

biennium we are just entering.

In future issues of THE AssociA

TION MONTHLY the commissions will
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be prepai ed to announce further

definite suggestions and bibliogra

phies. Meanwhile, when the reports

have been thoroughly read and ab

sorbed, as it was not possible to do at

Richmond, Associations may be defin

itely looking toward plans for instill

ing their standards into the life of our

membership. To be sure, they are not

new standards; but their national,

concentrated emphasis is new, and

cannot but have nation-wide results.

From various sources come com

ments on the four commissions which

will point their meaning to those who

are already familiar with them, and

will suggest their interest to those

who have yet to read them:

William T. Ellis, editor afield of The

Continent, comments in a press article

as follows: “The Commission on So

cial Morality may not make as wide

spread a public commotion as the Chi

cago Vice Commission Report, but

it doubtless offers the most construc

tive and practicable program before

the country. It has the advantage of

a national agency, widely distributed,

with an expert force of permanent

workers qualified to carry its recom

mendations into effect. The Associa

tion is qualified to express the best

thought of the country upon the so

cial evil. The Richmond report of

fers a working program for Associa

tions, dealing with various types of

communities and of people as well as

with specific age groups.”

From the commission which worked

on the same report comes the follow

1ng:

“The report of the commission on

Social Morality from the Christian

Standpoint did not evoke the discus

sion which the subject might have

seemed to warrant and which it cer

tainly would have evoked if that re

port had not been careful to avoid

terms and phrases in common use.

With Dr. Richard C. Cabot as ad

visor to the commission the point of

view presented in the report was in

harmony with his conviction that the

problem of sex education is not one of
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hygiene, but of the affections. Heart

and mind, Soul and spirit if you will,

are quite as much, if not more, in

volved in the great ethical problems

of the relations of the sexes than the

physical nature itself.

“The commission undertakes its

program with a sincere desire to make

a definite contribution to the work al

ready being done. It recognizes that

social morality is being promoted, not

only by campaigners and lecturers, but

by teachers, parents, preachers and

the hosts of others who in their per

sonal relations with youth have been

instrumental in inspiring reverence for

truth and beauty, and have moulded

character after the divine model of

the Son of Man.

“It offers a program adaptable to

the simplest or most complex condi

tions of modern social life. This pro

gram aims to add to the use of the

lecture method, practical talks and

discussions; and to develop the club

system already widely extended for

training in patriotism, community

pride, protection of the young and

unprotected, loyalty to home, friends

and companions. It hopes to in

spire courage and clean-mindedness

through love of the beautiful in art,

music, poetry, biography, pageantry,

folk-lore and present day manners

and customs. It will strive to bring

in an era of brotherliness and sisterli

ness in which man and woman shall

each esteem other better than himself

and shall be so filled with the divine

passion for righteousness that to

wrong another will be an act un

worthy of a human being aspiring to

a place among the immortal.

“A few teachers who are in har

mony with the plan of the commission

are already available and will begin

work in certain communities this

summer.”

The commission which prepared the

report on Thrift and Efficiency com

ments as follows:

“The Convention is over. The plan

outlined by the commission on Thrift

and Efficiency for work during the
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next five years has been unanimously

accepted; and the Young Women's

Christian Association has definitely

undertaken the effort to help in the

creation and up-building of saner

standards of living, in direct applica

tion to the use of money, time and

ability.

“Briefly summarized, the commis

sion's purpose is to make life less dif

ficult for women and girls and to pre

vent waste of many kinds by outlin

ing and urging plans for definite

preparation for life work in the home

or in the business world, for the wiser

use of money, and for the encourage

ment among women of systematic

saving and investing. It will be evi

dent to everyone that a plan intended

to cover a period of five years cannot

be developed off-hand in its details.

“The approval of the Convention

of the principles set forth by this com

mission enables the National Board

to proceed to initiate plans for mak

ing these principles operative. Those

who have not seen the commission's

report will do well to procure copies

of it. It is expected that other ma

terial will be ready early in the fall.”

From the commission on Character

Standards comes this after-comment:

“Programs for 'getting things

done are common enough. But a na

tion-wide program for putting fiber

into character standards among wo—

men of this generation, for clear-cut

ting ideals, for replacing irreverence

with reverence that goes deep, indif

ference with eager enthusiasm even to

the point of self enlistment in real

service—such a conception thrills with

its very daring. And to such a pro

gram the Young Women's Christian

Associations of the United States of

America committed themselves re

cently in the Fourth Biennial Conven

tion. When every young woman has

come to know for herself the radiance

of a life of vital faith in Jesus Christ

and joyous allegiance to him, not only

as the Great Ideal, but as her own

Friend and Saviour, then the day will

not be far off when ‘The earth shall

be filled with the glory of God as

the waters cover the sea.’

“Such a program demands the

loyal, enthusiastic co-operation of

every member, every leader, every de

partment of service, everywhere. And

as individuals or groups hold aloof

or throw themselves into the plan with

enthusiasm, progress will be accord

ingly slow or swift.”

Lastly comes the interpretation of

the fourth commission:

“The report of the commission on

The Training of Volunteer Workers

is the result of a study made by fifty

women appointed by the department

of method of the National Board.

This report is based on the replies to

a questionnaire which was sent to one

hundred and fifty Associations and in

dividuals and is divided into two

parts; the first has to do with the

training of volunteer workers in city,

town and county Association; the

second part is concerned with the

training of students, faculty, and

others giving voluntary service in As

sociations in schools and colleges.

“The plan suggests for city, town

and county Associations, first, a study

of the Association itself in its history,

principles and relationships, the basis

and opportunities for volunteer work;

second, a study of the community with

special reference to the needs of

women and girls and what is already

being done; third, Bible study with

special application to the problems of

volunteer leadership; fourth, the ways

in which training may be given.

“The suggested plan for student

Associations outlines a possible course

of study of the underlying principles,

administration and relationships of

the Association in school or college.

The plan also presents the possibility

of co-operation on the part of the As

sociation and the school or college in

giving courses in religious instruction

and in other work especially directed

toward the development of leaders.

“The appointment of the commis

sion on The Training of Volunteer

Workers was timely for several rea
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sons. It was in line with the forward

steps being taken by other organiza

tions which are trying to reinforce

their salaried staffs with efficient, re

sponsible volunteers. The demand

from our own Associations for definite

suggestions for the training of their

volunteer workers has been insistent

and has come most frequently from

the volunteer workers themselves. It

is conservatively estimated that thirty

thousand women are giving service

on boards and committees and in vari

ous other ways in the Association, and

in view of this constantly enlarging

number of workers some methods of

training are needed. The volunteer

worker belongs to the community and

gives her allegiance to the Associa

tion, sometimes to the second and

third generation. She is the continu

ous and permanent influence. Her

work in the Association therefore

needs to be conserved and it can count

for most when it is intelligently done

and when no effort is wasted.

“The cordial welcome which the re

port received from the convention

was proof of the wide-spread interest

of Associations in this subject of

training. The report does not present

a plan which is wholly new, but which

is the accumulated thought and study

and experience of many. It is essen
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tially a report from the field with the

local viewpoint.

“The recommendations of the com

mission which were adopted by the

convention lay stress upon the im

portance to Associations of using sys

tem in securing volunteer workers

and providing them with the means

of training themselves for service, at

the same time encouraging volunteer

workers to recognize the value of

training themselves for important

work which they want to do and do

well. Each Association is asked to con

sider in its plan of work for the next

year the training of volunteer workers

along some of the lines indicated in

the report. The Board and secretarial

staff of each city, town and county

Association, and the cabinet and ad

visory board of each student Associa

tion are asked to accept their obliga

tion for the training of volunteer

workers. The department of method

is requested to prepare any material

necessary to carrying out the sug

gested plans of training.

“In making this report the com

mission emphasized the fact that the

plan of training submitted is merely

suggestive. It is not expected that

any Association will carry out the

whole plan, but it is hoped that every

Association may find some part of it

helpful.”

§

Chicago in Calcutta

Margery

Tº: can never be but one be

ginning for any movement,

and privileged indeed are those

who can have a share in the pioneer

ing of a new enterprise. Over a year

ago it was suggested to the Young

Women's Christian League at the Uni

* Miss Melcher, formerly traveling secre

tary for the Student Volunteer Movement,

is this year general secretary at the Uni

versity of Chicago.

Melcher”

versity of Chicago that the time had

come to do something larger in for

eign work, but at that time there was

no secretary under appointment who

had any connection with Chicago; and

so it was deemed wise to wait until a

“personality” could be secured around

whom to center the campaign. By a

happy combination of circumstances,

the general secretary at Chicago this

year has been put under appointment
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for Calcutta, and so from the very

start, when the slogan “Chicago in

Calcutta” was adopted, the euphony

and rhythm of the whole project have

been assured I

To speak more specifically, the

methods by which enthusiasm has

been , aroused and the campaign

launched are as follows: The scheme

was first proposed to the Cabinet and

Missionary Committee by Miss Taylor,

and preliminary plans were made for

all the work which must be done

preparatory to the public announce

ment. All the material in the way of

letters, reports, cuts, etc., which could

be procured was gathered in by the

avaricious committee, and literature

prepared from this. The Saturday

morning before the great “Chicago in

Calcutta” week, about twenty-five

girls met in one of the halls to make

posters and write songs, and much of

the success of the whole campaign is

due to that morning. Enthusiasm ran

high, and every girl went out on fire

with the possibilities of the great new

work, to be a “booster” wherever she

went for the next few days, a center

of information and enthusiasm at

table, on the campus, in the class room,

everywhere! The next week was

characterized most of all by “publicity”

and “jollity.” As one of the gym

nasium teachers remarked, one could

not turn anywhere without hearing ot

seeing something about “Chicago in

Calcutta.” Attractive posters were

prominent all over the campus, and

on the Association bulletin boards

catchy phrases were posted, a new one

every morning, such as “It’s great to

have the world for your hobby,” “Cal

cutta the greatest student center in

India,” “Only ten women in one

thousand can read and write in India.”

Another channel of publicity was

the daily paper of the University.

For five successive mornings, there

were one hundred-word articles in a

conspicuous place, headed by the slo

gan “Chicago in Calcutta,” written

by faculty members, alumnae and un

dergraduates. Quotations from these

articles will give the general attitude

of all and show that it is looked upon

as a real university project. “It is a

big undertaking and we know it, but

it is in accordance with the spirit of

all the organizations on the campus.

They are all expressing themselves

in growth. The League is one of the

strongest organizations of its kind in

the country, and because of its

strength and the worthiness of its pro

ject we believe it will succeed.”

“From the very start the spirit of the

University of Chicago has been that of

University extension. It is true that

certain phases of that work with

which the University started have been

modified or abandoned, but the insti

tution has always regarded itself as

under obligation to others than those

who are within its walls. The plan,

therefore, on the part of the Young

Women's Christian League to have an

extension secretary in Calcutta is

really giving expression to the genius

of the University itself. To estab

lish such a secretaryship will broaden

the horizon of our work, and will be

a step toward that larger service to

the East which already includes the

Barrows Lectures which Dr. Hender

son is giving this year. By all means

the effort should be very successful.”

The first public meeting was a half

hour mass meeting for women on

Tuesday. The dean of women pre

sided and gave exactly the right start

to the whole thing by saying that this

was a day which every one present

would look back upon a year hence,

being glad she had been there; ten

years hence she would be proud to

have been there; and twenty-five

years hence she would marvel that

she had been privileged to be present

at the very launching of a project

that was sure to be so widespread in

its influence. Four brief talks fol

lowed, and at the end dodgers were

distributed. These had a picture of

the Calcutta building on the outside.

On the first page was the heading

“For Chicago I will,” with facts about

what other colleges are doing in the
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way of gifts to missions, and a state

ment about Chicago's plan to send

Miss Melcher to Calcutta as student

secretary. On the second page was

the heading “For Calcutta I will,”

followed by facts about the needs of

women in India and a statement as to

what the Young Women's Christian

Association is doing to prepare the

women students of India for the posi

tions of leadership which they must

fill. The matter was presented in

chapel on Wednesday and Thursday,

and on Thursday night a supper was

held for the purpose of crystallizing

some of the interest which had been

aroused and taking the pledges. The

word “jollity” was used to character

ize the whole week, and nowhere was

it more applicable than at the supper,

where it was splendid to see the happy

way in which everybody entered into

the spirit of the undertaking. The

Songs which had been written the

week before were sung over and over,

typewritten copies having been placed

at every plate. The favorite one was

sung to the new tune of “Stand up,

stand up for Jesus.”

“Chicago's name victorious has rolled from

shore to shore.

Each year it rings more glorious, each year

we love her more.

We all bear forth her laurels to States

from which we came,

And spread her truth and honor,

Alma Mater's aim.

our

Chorus—

"Chicago, Calcutta, we gladly pledge to you,

Our friendship and our loyalty that ever

shall be true.

Out then to places needy we'd send a

daughter fair,

And forth on errands speedy her truth to

all to bear.

To India we owe her to spread our Chris

tian fame,

Until Calcutta's daughters shall know Chi

cago's name.”

After the supper several girls spoke

briefly. Many who a month before had

manifested no interest in missionary

work, whose conception of it, as one

girl confessed, was wrapped up with

thoughts of “old ladies and little paste
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board boxes,” made the strongest talks

on behalf of the proposed extension

of the Association work. It was won

derful to see how completely they had

caught a new vision of the whole task,

seeing in missions a “normal work

for normal people,” and in this spe

cific opportunity a way to respond to

the challenge that “to whom much

hath been given, of him shall much

be required.” Then Dean Shailer

Matthews, chairman of the Advisory

Board, who was happily introduced

as “the father of the whole thing,”

took charge of securing the pledges.

The unit decided upon was $3, since

it takes approximately that amount to

support the foreign work for one day,

and the girls were asked to choose

some day that had peculiar signifi

cance in their own lives. Mr. Mat

thews started the ball rolling by say

ing he would take a week, one day

for each member of his family which

numbers seven—throwing in Teddy,

the dog! After that, the pledges

came in rapidly, and in a few minutes

$450 was pledged from 150 people,

exactly half the amount desired. The

evening closed with singing of the

“Alma Mater,” and several said after

ward that they never felt more love

and loyalty for their own college than

at that moment. So it is always true

that we find our lives by losing them

in some big project.

Of course there is much yet to be

done in getting the rest of the money

pledged and collecting it. A large

calendar has been made, about 3 x 6

feet, with a space for every day in

the year, and as soon as a girl has

taken a day her name is entered on

the calendar. A card catalogue list

of every woman in the University

has been prepared, and a thorough

canvass is planned to reach everyone.

Sixteen captains have been appointed

and they have each chosen a team of

five girls. Each member of a team

is given the names of ten girls whom

she is to see personally.

Far above the financial success of

the enterprise is to be rated the deep
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ening and vitalizing of the missionary

interest in the whole University, and

the experiences of the campaign have

brought to all the conviction that it

is much easier to undertake a great

thing than a small one, since with God

nothing is impossible.

§

Six Joint Finance

Campaigns

HE joint publicity and finance

campaigns which have been

held during the spring in St.

Paul, Omaha, Denver, Birmingham,

Trenton, and Indianapolis, through

the united efforts of headquarters,

field and local workers, were for the

purpose of demonstrating the advis

ability of giving up two weeks out of

the year, and preferably early in the

year, to general education and pub

licity work, and to securing the bud

get for the fiscal year to come. The

general plan involved a series of social

functions to which different people of

the cities might be invited and at

which the work of the Association

from the headquarters, field and local

aspects should be presented. During

these weeks an endeavor was made to

secure a great deal of newspaper pub

licity, the different departments of the

work being written up as feature arti

cles and distributed among the differ

ent papers. Interviews with the na

tional workers and local secretaries

were also published.

The first function held during this

publicity week was generally a

pastors' luncheon, to which all of the

pastors of the evangelical churches

were invited. At this luncheon the

Association in its relation to the

church was presented by Miss Tay

lor, as were also the field and local

work.

The press luncheon or dinner which

was to give the press a broader view

of the Association could not be held in

some cities because of the difficulty

in getting the men together at any

stated time, but the ones held in

Trenton and Indianapolis were most

successful.
-

The principal feature of the St.

Paul campaign was the great interest

in Association work aroused among

the women in general, not only the

Board members and those who took

an active part, but also the women of

the city.

In Omaha the large gifts from per

sons who had hitherto been uninter

ested in the Association was the prin

cipal feature.

In Denver the campaign was char

acterized by earnest effort, by the put

ting aside of many social duties, by

good preliminary work and by the en

thusiastic co-operation of all concerned

throughout. Not only was over $500

beyond the desired $8,500 raised and

pledges made for nearly $1,000 more,

but a national secretaryship was pro

vided for in addition.

In Birmingham the business men

not only raised the money, but in

sisted that the budget was not large

enough, and instead of raising $25,-

Ooo raised $33,000. The chairman of

the men's committee insisted that in

order to raise the money some of them

must “give until it hurt,” and when

the chivalry of the Southern gentle

man was spoken of he said that he

did not want to hear anything of

chivalry when the Southern gentlemen

had built a $250,000 building for the

Young Men's Christian Association

and a $50,000 building for the Young

Women's Christian Association!

The Trenton campaign was handi

capped by complications, for scarcity

of workers and certain local strikes

that were pending made it impossible

to secure the allotted amount in the

time specified. Although it was neces

sary for the visiting secretaries to

leave for the next campaign before

the $12,000 was entirely secured, the

Trenton women are continuing the

campaign at present. Of the 776 con
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tributors to the $10,000 thus far se

cured, it is most significant to know

that 450 were entirely new.

The Indianapolis campaign started

out ideally. At the end of the first

day $2,500 had been raised and on the

day following more than $1,000 was

raised. Then came the great floods

which made it practically impossible

to use automobiles for the workers and

interfered in many ways with the so

liciting. In two days the flood be

came so serious that the campaign had

to be given up and the organized

forces were turned from the securing

of funds to the relief of the suffering.

The Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation was the first organization in

the city to come to the relief of the

flood victims, and Miss Jontz, execu

tive for the Central Field Committee,

was asked by the Mayor to attend the

meeting of the city relief committee.

Miss Jontz was the only woman

serving on the committee and practi

cally outlined the plan of relief work

in the city. The way in which the As

sociation came to the front and opened

up its rooms to the sufferers, took

charge of the uniting of families,

which was delegated to it by the re

lief committee, distributed clothing

and fitted out those who had been

taken from their homes in a destitute

condition, did more for the Associa

tion from a publicity point of view

than the most successful financial

campaign could have done. The head

quarters, field and local secretaries or

ganized a safeguarding committee for

the protection of women in the flood

districts, who were already meeting

with the dangers which beset unpro

tected women, and women were sta

tioned at the different landings to di

rect the officers as to where to send

them as the boat-loads arrived. In

Tomlinson Hall, to which many of thc

flood victims were taken, a gentleman

came up to one of the Association

workers and looking at her badge

said, “So you are here, are you? I

just gave a contribution to your

finance campaign last week and 1 was
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sorry I had done it when the flood

came, but as you are helping in this

work it's all right.” Another man

game into the Association saying that

he had $40 worth of clothing which

he wished to give for distribution and

he had been looking around among

the different organizations offering re

lief and had decided that he wanted

the Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation to take charge of distributing

this clothing, as it seemed to be doing

the real relief work. There were

many other such instances of appreci

ation. When the notice was given out

that the campaign would stop and

that the time reserved for it would

be given to relief work, the pastors of

the city and other individuals said if

the Association took care of the city's

suffering in such a crisis as that the

city would in turn take care of the

needs of the Association.

As a result of this entire series of

caumpaigns, those who were active in

conducting them are convinced that

this is the most effective means of at

tacking the finance problem. A thor

oughly business-like method, it makes

its own appeal to business men,

especially since it means collect

ing the budget money before it is

spent. Another of its strong points is

that the pledge cards are made to read

“payable annually,” and hold good

until revoked, thus making for the

building up of a permanent constitu

ency, which only needs to be increased

each year. It is felt that the same

kind of campaign can be given in the

given cities in the succeeding years,

at least that the foundations which

have already been established can

simply be built upon without so much

expenditure of effort. It seemed wise

in this type of campaign, for regular

budget expenses, to work with no

teams or spectacular features; in

other words, the campaign was made

comparatively simple in that it did not

leave such a deep groove in the pub

lic mind as to make its reappearance

in the next year seem at all in the na

ture of a bore. Because of this con
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centrated effort for the raising of

funds the members of the local board

are happily left free for the rest of

the year to do their regular work.

Lastly it seems distinctly worth while

to make this single annual effort if

for the sake of publicity alone.

§ -

The National Board

Meeting

HE regular meeting of the Na

tional Board of the Young

Womens Christian Association

of the United States of America was

held April 2d at headquarters, 600

Lexington Avenue, New York.

Finance Department.

At the last meeting of the Board,

the joint finance campaigns at St.

Paul, Omaha and Denver were re

ported. The final amount obtained

from Denver was $9,210, the amount

asked for being $8,500. Since that

time the three remaining ones have

been concluded—Birmingham, Ala.;

Trenton, N. J., and Indianapolis, Ind.

As a result of these six campaigns

Miss Taylor feels that the joint cam

paigns are no longer an experiment.

The success of the plan has been dem

onstrated. It has also been shown con

clusively that the field committees only

need help in one or two cases, after

that they are able to carry the work

on in their fields independently. The

North Central field, after the experi

ence of three campaigns with national

help, has already had eleven calls for

help in joint supervisory and local

campaigns and no headquarters aid

has been asked. The West Central

and South Central fields are also capa

ble of carrying on their own cam

paigns without headquarters aid.

The resignation of Mrs. Morris

from the committee was reported and

accepted with regret.

The resignation of Miss Clara

Schultz, office secretary of the depart

ment, took effect March 22d. The

office work is being carried on at pres

ent by Miss Shirley Hyatt.

Office Department.

During the past five months some

2,OOO people, representative of four

teen foreign countries and thirty-one

States, have passed into the building

through the office of the social secre

tary; as many as thirty-one in one

day; multiply the days and the people.

This does not include those who vis

ited the building on the “open house'

days or those who have come for com

mittee meetings and conferences of

various sorts. People coming to us!

And we see possibilities at the gateway

of headquarters to utilize its equip

ment, its workers and its exhibit ac

commodation, for teaching and inspir

ing the stranger, the Association

worker, the possible contributor.

Publication Department.

During the past two months fifty

eight new publications have been is

sued—among them attractive summer

Conference announcements, the Re

port of the National Board to the Bi

ennial Convention, and the Book of

the Pageant.

The preliminary publicity for the

Biennial has been an important feature

of the past month's work—letters with

suggestive copy having been sent to

one hundred religious periodicals and

about three hundred daily papers

throughout the country. The depart

ment is co-operating with Good

Housekeeping and the Woman's In

ternational Review, securing articles

on Association work for each month's

issue of those magazines.

Secretarial Department.

Seventy-six vacancies have been re

ported; three hundred thirty-six rec

ommendations have been made and

fifteen positions filled, to which work

ers have gone. We do not report

those accepting calls which do not take

effect until August or September.
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Miss Wilson has been all the time

at headquarters, with the exception of

one visit to New Haven to interview

the senior class of the Normal School

of Gymnastics there. She carried on

a series of girls' Sundays in Passaic,

N. J., introducing some new features

in the Sunday meetings for girls in

their teens.

Miss Dow has been most of the time

at headquarters, but was present at the

annual meeting of the Religious Edu

cation Association, where the Young

Men's and Young Women's Christian

Associations’ interests were promi

nently presented. Miss Dow is

chairman of the Young Women's

Christian Association division of the

general council of the Religious Edu

cation Association.

Mrs. Pedersen reported for Train

ing Centers at the February meeting

that thirty of the forty-two Training

Center students who were ready for

work were placed at that time, others

were not free to take positions. The

Northeastern Committee has opened a

second term, placing students in five

local Associations throughout the ter

ritory. Lectures will be administered

at headquarters after the Biennial

Convention. In order to raise the

standards of Bible teaching in the

Training Centers throughout the coun

try, Miss Cutler, Miss Rice and Miss

Adams were asked to form a commit

tee to supervise directly the Bible

teaching.

Eleven names have been voted on as

Associates of the National Training

School, making a total of thirty-one.

It was reported that Miss Adams' class

had been of such great interest that

the Associates desire more Bible work

next year as well as an Association

course, and it was decided that begin

ning with the first Monday of Novem

ber at 11 o'clock there should be given

for the Associates a comprehensive ad

dress on the work of the National

Board, this to be followed by a Bible

course until Christmas; that an Asso

ciation course should be offered be

tween January 1st and the beginning

of Lent and a second Bible course con

tinue at this hour until Easter.

Department of Conventions and Con

ferences.

Miss Brooks and Miss Hays both

attended the Religious Education As

sociation Convention, March Ioth to

I3th, in Cleveland, and Miss Brooks

has since been in Richmond attending

to the details of the business manage

ment for the Biennial Convention, with

the exception of a short trip back to

New York at Easter, when she ar

ranged the details and business man

agement of the Occupational Confer

ence held by the secretarial depart

ment. Miss Hays has the program

for the Biennial completely arranged.

Announcements have been issued for

seven out of the eleven conferences

and posters for four of the confer

ences are ready for distribution. Pro

grams for all the conferences are well

in hand. Plans are being made to hold

the Pacific Coast Conference at the

new Moss Beach site, part of the

equipment having already been

pledged.

Foreign Department.

Miss Jane Ward has been recom

mended by this department and ap

pointed by the World's Committee for

Association Work in China, to sail in

the fall of 1913.

Urgent requests have come to the

department through the World's Com

mittee that we find a secretary for

Sydney, Australia, to be supported by

the Australian National Committee;

also for a general secretary for Mad

ras, India, to go out under the foreign

department in the fall of 1913.

Miss Gage has visited, under the

emergency clause, Baltimore and Phil

adelphia for special meetings. Plans

for the visitations of our foreign

guests have been made.

In the last report a misstatement

was made regarding the Vassar Fund.

The following is correct: The Vassar

Fund for the Student Hostel in Japan

is being used in the erection of a build
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ing in a new center in Tokyo—the

same to be used for various kinds of

classes, lectures and meetings, with

Some dormitory accommodations.

Field Work Department.

Carefully thought-out plans have

been made for the conference of head

quarters and field secretaries which

meets here April 2d-5th.

The program of the conference in

cludes the presentation and full dis

cussion of those questions which thc

headquarters and field secretaries have

requested to have brought up. These

subjects cover a wide range, and will,

we trust, make the conference one of

great value.

Miss Davis returned from a forty

days' trip through the Middle West

and South, having conferred with four

field and one state committee and hav

ing visited many Associations also

She conferred with the West Central

Committee, with the Texas State Com

mittee, and with boards and secretaries

of various Associations in Oklahoma,

Texas and Louisiana concerning the

proposed “Southwestern Committee.”

The department has approved the rec

ommendation of Miss Davis that we

suggest that the “Southwestern” field

include the States of Texas, Okla

homa and New Mexico.

Upon recommendation of Miss

Davis the department also voted that

there should be taken into considera

tion by this department the possibility

of adding to the staff of the depart

ment special workers who shall assist

in the organization and development

of the work of the field committees,

and shall assist these committees it:

visiting certain local Associations.

Department of Method.

The Religious Education Conven

tion in Cleveland was of vital interest

to members of the department, both

from the point of view of what we

can learn and of what we can con

tribute. It is evident that there is

gradual and increasing recognition of

the fact that the National Board has a

distinct contribution to make to all

general movements. Most of the

movements dealing with men and

women, boys and girls, are apt to lay

greater stress upon work for men and

boys. They are ready and open

minded to anyone who can speak with

authority on the needs and ways of

helping women and girls. This was

especially true at the Religious Educa

tion Association Convention in the ses

sions of universities and colleges,

churches and pastors, Sunday-schools,

the home and high schools.

The commissions have been a center

of interest and effort the last few

weeks. The three commissions on

Thrift and Efficiency, Character Stan

dards and Social Morality, have com

pleted the statement of their findings.

The Commission on the Training of

Volunteer Workers has presented its

plan to the field and has ready certain

deductions. Miss Butler has been vis

iting certain schools in the South dur

ing the past ten days in order to

arouse interest in the Convention, and

the student committee through mem

bers and secretaries has worked on

the commissions to report at Biennial.

Since the number of delegates to the

World's Student Christian Federation

Conference at Lake Mohonk in June

is limited, invitations have been sent

to the forty-four women in this coun

try who have been considered those

best able to represent our student

movement at this important meeting.

During the past two months special

student meetings have been held in

three State universities, one denomina

tional university in co-operation with

the Methodist Church Board of Edu

cation, and one in a woman's college,

and one ten-day Bible Institute has

been conducted. Miss Pinyon has been

visiting colored schools in the South

west and Miss Dabb has been travel

ing with the secretary of the Young

Men's Christian Association visiting

Indian schools in the far Southwest,

on the Coast and in the Northwest.

At the request of Prof. Charles F.

Kent, of Yale, a member of the So
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ciety of Biblical Instructors, and in

co-operation with the Student Depart

ment of the Young Men's Christian

Association, the student committee

through Miss Cutler has been making

an investigation of curriculum and

voluntary Bible study in educational

institutions. A very interesting pre

liminary report of this investigation,

as well as the plan for voluntary Chris

tian Education, was presented at the

recent meeting of the Religious Edu

cation Association in Cleveland and

will be available for those interested

in the report of this Convention.

A meeting of the North American

Student Council was held March 15

and 16 at Niagara. This meeting was

attended by representatives of the four

constituent movements, including Miss

Cratty, Miss Condé, Miss Davis and

Miss Holmquist from our own.

The City Committee program of

study for the year has been adopted,

and will include, briefly stated, special

attention to the problems of the aver

age sized city; emphasis upon certain

phases of administration; the use of

the membership in the Association as

a force in the Association and 1n the

community; social and recreational re

sponsibilities of the Association; meth

ods of finance; the extension of city

work, especially among industrial, im

migrant, and colored girls, and empha

sis upon junior work; more democratic

co-operation between the several de

partments of a city Association; the

promotion of local co-operation with

other organizations committed to the

welfare of women, notably local and

national churches and the Federation

of Churches.

As a step toward the carrying out

of the program for the study of recrea

tion problems, two conferences have

been held with the leaders of other

movements which have given special

attention to this question and with

their co-operation we hope in the near

future to conduct experiments in cities

of different types.

A special seminar of city committee

members was held for the discussion
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of certain economic policies, and these

with other policies will be recom

mended by the department of method

for the special consideration of local

Associations during the coming Bien
11111111.

In the three months that she has

been with us, Miss Field has been in

half of the counties organized and

plans to spend most of the month of

May in three others.

This committee has adopted a policy

with regard to the numerous smali

towns and villages which ask for As

sociation work, but where for obvious

reasons county Associations cannot

immediately be established, on the

assumption that as a women's organi

zation for women everywhere, we be

lieve we ought to have some help to

give in answer to these requests. The

policy suggests to the field committees

that they suggest girls' clubs or com

munity work to these small towns and

villages. Some simple constitutions

are to be drawn up, as well as a list

of possible activities. This policy has

met with a cordial reception from our

field secretaries and, indeed, it was

drawn up only by means of their co

operation.

Realizing the great power for effi

cient leadership that exists in our stu

dent Young Women's Christian Asso

ciations, and that many of these lead

ers spend their summer months in

small towns and the country, we desire

to continue the general plan of “The

Eight-Week Club” which was begun

by Miss Barnes. Definite plans and

suggestions are to be sent to each

leader of these clubs, including a six

lesson Bible study course on “Life

Lessons from People of the Bible who

loved the out-of-doors.” Each club is

to study, to do things, and to have

good times.

Such a plan as this will result in

great blessing to our student Associa

tions by furnishing an outlet for serv

ice. It will furnish country girls a

chance to show their interest in other

country girls and to do things together.

There will also be furnished a basis
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of knowledge for Association work in

small places which will make a foun

dation for later county development,

and through the record of results we

will secure much knowledge of local

conditions and plans that fit such con

ditions.

The following Associations are rec

ommended for affiliation with the Na

tional organization:

City.

McKeesport, Pa.

Newark, Ohio.

Pottstown, Pa.

Tampa, Fla.

Student.

Agricultural High School, Oakland,

Miss.

Arkansas Baptist College, Little Rock,

Ark.

Beechwood College, Jenkintown, Pa.

Carson Indian School, Stewart, Nev

Cushman Indian School, Tacoma,

Wash.

Eastern State Normal School, Castine,

Maine.

Eufaula Boarding School, Eufaula,

Okla.

Mechanics Institute, Rochester, N. Y.

Northwestern Normal School, Chad

ron, Neb.

Park College, Parkville, Mo.

Pearl River County Agricultural Col

lege, Poplarville, Miss.

Philadelphia School of Osteopathy,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Phoenix Indian School, Phoenix, Ariz.

Shippen School, Lancaster, Pa.

State Normal School, Albion, Idaho.

Wittenberg Indian School, Witten

berg, Wis.

County.

Hall County, Nebraska.

DO NOT FAIL TO ORDER THE

REPORT OF THE FOURTH BIEN

NIAL CONVENTION. FIFTY CENTS

IF ORDERED BEFORE MAY FIF

TEENTH; IF LATER, SEVENTY-FIVE

CENTS.

A State Fair Rest

Room

Isabel F. Harmon

HEN I read the notes from

W other cities in the Associa

TION MonTHLY, their help

fulness always reminds me of the fam

ous line in Browning's Christmas Eve

when the Christ says:

“For I, a man, with man am linked,

No gain that I experience must remain un

shared.”

Such an interesting piece of work

was done by the Oklahoma City As

Sociation last October that its value

must be made known to others.

Statehood has been achieved so re

cently that Oklahoma State pride is

fresh and healthy. State affairs are

of the deepest interest to every per

son, and the fact that Oklahoma City

is the capital centers that interest here.

The consequence is that for ten days

in the fall the State Fair is the absorb

ing event. It amounts to an obsession;

nobody plans anything until it is over.

Every church-woman is serving at

church dinners, every man is in charge

of some exhibit or helping some

visitor to do the town. Whole fam

ilies come in a body and entries of

work are made by young and old.

The management of the Women's

Rest Room was turned over to the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion only a few days before the Fair

opened. Arrangements were hur

riedly made, and four rooms in the

rear of the Kindergarten and Nursery

Building were made as attractive as

possible. A colored matron, screens,

and freshly tinted walls were conceded

by the Fair management. Three small

rooms in front of the long toilet room

were converted into a tea room, office

and rest room. Curtains were hung

and furniture was begged and bor

rowed.

Committees were appointed for al

ternate days for the tea room, where
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tea, coffee, lemonade, chocolate, and

sandwiches were served. Other com

mittees took charge of the office,

where a good supply of such articles

as sheets, pillow-cases, towels, wash

cloths, soap, combs, and hair pins were

ready for sale and rent. On the walls

of the office was hung a poster exhibit

of the county work of the Young

Women's Christian Association, se

cured from the National Board, as

well as all the conference photographs,

posters and announcements that could

be found. Printed matter about the

city work, concise and comprehensive,

was given out to every person who

came, and the committees in charge

talked Young Women's Christian As

sociation from morn 'til dewy eve.

As a piece of publicity this under

taking is second to none. In this

State, where the only city Association

is in Oklahoma City, very few knew

anything about it. During the

ten days of the Fair I feel sure

that we did more advertising than

we could have accomplished in

ten years of ordinary work. Thou

sands of women came to the build

ing and every one carried away

some idea of our work. We have felt

the result of our advertising all win

ter, for many people from all parts of

the State now know us and make the

Young Women's Christian Association

their headquarters when coming to

town. Commendatory letters from

women all over the country have come

to us.

In February we began to make

preparations for the coming fall, for

while the work last year was good, we

could see chances of improvement at

every turn. We have put a half page

advertisement in the State Fair Book,

which will reach at least 15,000 people,

and hope to make the rest room a

prominent feature of our work here

after.

REMEMBER TO SEND YOUR

CHANGE OF ADDRESS FOR THE

SUMMER TO THE ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY.
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The newspaper women of Nashville

were entertained by the Association sec

retaries at a dinner which closed with

clever toasts on such subjects as “The

Society Column,” by the membership

secretary; “Want Ads.,” by the finan

cial secretary; “Hints to Housekeepers,”

by the house secretary; and “Newspaper

Work vs. Association Work as a Pro

fession,” “Why I Don't Visit the As

sociation More Often,” “Why I Joined

the Gym,” etc., in which the newspaper

women responded from their point of

view. The toasts closed with the read

ing of an “extra” containing “interest

ing scoops and exclusive dispatches,”

and with a talk by the general secre

tary, extending to the guests the

promise of all possible future courtesies

in regard to furnishing news.

Special groups are being entertained

by the various clubs of the Lawrence

(Mass.) Association. For example, the

Business Girls' Club has entertained two

large groups of hospital nurses; mem

bers of the Camp Fire Group were at

home in their ceremonial dress to the

Young Men's Christian Association

High School Club; the Employed Boys'

Club of the Young Men's Christian As

sociation has also been specially enter

tained. The after effects of the finance

campaign in November are proving so

gratifying in prompt payment of pledges

and increase of intelligent enthusiasm,

especially on the part of all who served

on the finance team, that Lawrence

plans to make the annual budget cam

paign a regular matter.

A business girls' tea given by twenty

business girls of the Association at the

Fort Smith (Ark.) building has resulted

in the formation of a Business

Woman's Club, with a charter member

ship of one hundred, and the purpose of

co-operating in all possible lines of As

sociation work.

“Chinese Night” was the form in

which the Foreign Club of Loweli,

Mass., recently held an open meeting

which brought in both increased public

interest and financial aid for Lowell's

support of the work of Miss Henrietta

Thomson in Canton. The eighty meni

bers of the Foreign Club planned the

entertainment, which was a distinct

novelty in the New England City.

Decorations, refreshments and the cos

tumes of the attendants were thor

oughly Chinese; a Chinese play entitled

“Slave Girl and School Girl” was given,

and two young Chinese men from the

Boston Institute of Technology gave an

exhibition of oriental games and

“magic.”
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Easter Day meant some sort of re

membrance to practically every shut

in of Scranton, Pa., for the Association

members either distributed hyacinths,

crocuses growing in egg shells, Doxes

of candy eggs or Easter cards or made

personal calls, often supplying music, to

all in the city's hospitals, sanitariums,

jails or houses of detention. For five

days in May, the 11th to the 16th,

Scranton will observe its twenty-fifth

anniversary.

A monthly conference of all the en

ployed officers of the Seattle Associa

tion and branches opens with a dinner

and “frolic” planned by two different

members of the staff each month. A

Time and Talents club has lately been

formed among the leisure girls. One

of their first activities was to entertain

two hundred of the Association's sus

taining and contributing members.

An “Old Fashioned Spelling Bee” was

held at the Young Men's Christian As

sociation of Montgomery, Alabama, be

tween the boys and girls of the two As

sociations, for the benefit of a cottage

at an anti-tuberculosis camp. “When

thirteen Young Women's Christian As

sociation spellers dressed in white

middy blouse suits and red ties marched

into the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation auditorium the boys lost their

nerve, and it was twenty minutes be

fore their forces could be mustered. But

be it said to the credit of the boys that

with their ranks reduced to only nine,

they were able to hold their own against

the thirteen girls.” Yet a girl won out

1n the end.

The Mandolin-Guitar Club of the

Norfolk Association furnished the music

at the Association's second annual ban

quet. On this occasion Governor Mann

of Virginia was present and was made

an honorary member of the Association.

An unusual finance campaign has been

successfully conducted in Racine, Wis

consin, following the usual preliminary

methods, but making the following ex

ceptions:

“We used only women, with the excep

tion of three or four older business

girls. We had no contest and put no

expense into schemes for arousing in

terest, such as clocks or thermometers.

We had no teams. Each woman chose

one to work with her or told us when

she could work and let us find her a

partner. We divided the city into dis

tricts, so that a pair could take a whole

district if they wished. We did not ask

the women to report every day, but

served tea every other day at the As

sociation rooms and reports were made

then.

“The result was that the Association

work was presented in a more dignified

way than girls could have presented it.

There was no personal element in the

campaign, as each woman worked for

the Association and not for the sake of

winning herself. The women sent their

cards to the men upon whom they were

calling, and almost without exception

they were well received. There was no

waste of time in duplication of territory

or names, or in making too many re

ports. The women enjoyed the week,

and the $2,846 needed for the budget

was secured, except a little that could

not be collected until the following

week.”

An increase of $700 in the house, re

ceipts of Reading, Pa., is attributed to

the new electric sign, which cost but

$60.

A Vocational Board, founded for the

establishment of a Vocational Bureau

for Yonkers (N. Y.) young people, has

been formed of representatives of the

Chamber of Commerce, the Board of

Education, the Young Men's Hebrew

Association and the two Christian As

sociations, with its present headquarters

at the Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation.

A good canoe song has been written

for the summer fun of Keokuk's (Iowa)

Camp Fire Group:

Below where lofty bluffs look down

From the cultured upland pride,

Where busy men have built the town,

In our light canoes we glide

On Lake Keokuk's bright waves,

With merry song and shout we go,

Free as girls of Indian braves—

Here we row, row, row.

Chorus:

Skimming, swimming like a duck;

Keo, Keo, here we row,

On thy breast, Lake Keokuk;

Keo, Keo, Keokuk

Lake Keokuk forever.

We are camp fire girls so gay,

And we hear the whispered sounds,

As if the night applauded day

From the happy hunting grounds.

Indian spirits hover here

Wild to hear the paddles play

And the prettyº stir

As our boats glide on their way.

(Chorus.)

Now a pull as if for life—

Give the spirits cause to shout,

Row as if in earnest strife;

Paddle this way, then about,

Strike in unison, with nerve,

Give the old-time paddle sounds—

That our camp may cheers deserve

From the happy hunting grounds.

A series of neighborhood gatherings

is being held in Riverside, California,

whereby the work of the Association in

both local and wider aspects is presented
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to groups of women who gather with

their sewing in the homes of various

members of the board. On the first

afternoon of the series three of these

meetings were held simultaneously.

FOREIGN NOTES AND PERSONALS

Extract—Letter—Ruth Tokyo,

Japan.

I want to tell you a story of a Japanese

girl and her unusual courage. I heard all

that I did not see. For four or five years

this girl had been in a Bible class, but she

had never had quite enough courage to

brave her father and ask permission to be

baptized. After the summer conference to

which she went, she decided to do so.

Her father did give his consent. But in

the meantime, a marriage had been ar

ranged for her. As she was determined

to be baptized before her marriage, her

father consented to write to the man and

tell him, so that if he wished to break off

the marriage, he might do so. The bap

tism was set for a Sunday, just before the

wedding. On the Friday before a Japan

ese friend rushed (not with calm Japanese

demeanor) into our house about noon and

said she had a most important matter to

tell us of. A day or two before, the groom

had arrived, and found, to his surprise,

that the girl had not yet been baptized.

He had supposed it was too late to inter

fere, but finding it was not, said: “It is

much better—we shall be married to-mor

row.” That meant no baptism. The girl

held out against her whole family, and the

man, as long as he could, but he finally

gave in. As soon as the man left, she

hastened to her Bible teacher and told her

trouble. That evening they were unable

to find the pastor, so when next morning

they finally saw him, there were only three

hours of grace. He told the girl what the

teacher had said—to get the marriage put

off to the original date if she could, or to

get the man's consent to her baptism that

morning. If the man would not consent,

the girl was quite prepared to refuse to

marry him at all. She could do that, al

though it would mean a great upheaval in

the family. At this point, a very unusual

thing happened. You know in most Jap

anese marriages, the whole thing is ar

ranged by go-betweens, and often the girl

never sees the man except when he makes

a preliminary call on her parents. Of

course she never sees him anywhere else.

But there were less than three hours until

time for the wedding ceremony, so, that

there might be no delay, the teacher said

they would go to the house where he was

staying and would see him directly, and

she would be responsible for it all. When

Ragan,
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they reached the house, they found the go

between there, and while the girl was talk

ing with the man, she gave a piece of her

mind to the teacher who, of course, was

responsible for the whole trouble from the

start.” However, soon the man came in

and said the girl might be baptized, either

before or after the wedding, whichever she

chose. She said “before,” of course. The

teacher looked at her watch and said: “I

will bring her to the house by one o'clock,

in time for the wedding.” The man looked

at his watch, and said: “There is no

hurry—we can be married to-morrow just

as well.” So they went back to the pastor

after they had been to the girl's home and

found things satisfactory there. At this

point in the story, the teacher turned to

me and said: “Now, will you fix this room

up to look as much like a church as pos

sible, while I go and get some flowers and

telephone some more people to come?

The baptism will be at one.” So while

she was gone, we turned our parlor into

a chapel.

At one o'clock the girl arrived in her best

clothes, and soon afterwards her pastor,

two of his assistants and many friends.

Two of the friends were girls who had

roomed with her at the summer confer

ence, one of whom had been baptized a

few weeks before and the other of whom

was to have been baptized with this girl

the following Sunday. The girl's sister

in-law also came. She is not a Christian,

but because she loved her sister, she had

stood with her against the whole family,

and that was courage for her. The pastor

began by saying that not all baptisms had

been performed in church, and he men

tioned the baptism of the Ethiopian and

of the jailor and his family. He spoke of

the quiet room, as did others when they

prayed later in the service. There were

songs and talks and prayers by different

people. The last hymn was, “Blest Be

the Tie that Binds.”

Does this sound just an interesting story

to you? It certainly is that—I hope I have

made it sound half as exciting as it actu

ally was. But it is much more. It is one

of the big problems of Christianity in

Japan to-day. A great many families allow

their daughters to study Christianity, to

be Christians up to the point of being

baptized (church membership recognition)

and then will not allow them to be

“branded” Christians because they cannot

make such good marriages And, of

course, that is the “chief end of woman”

in Japan. Because of this, many and many

a girl has gone into married life without

having taken her stand as a Christian, and

it means that she will probably drift far

ther and farther away because she has no

chance to be with Christians who will help

her to grow stronger, and she is more or
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less subject to her husband's family any

way. This girl decided that she must be

recognized as a Christian by her husband

and her own family, and felt that per

haps she could finally win them all. But it

took courage that we know nothing about,

because we know nothing of the traditions

with which these things are surrounded

from ages back. It means going in the

face of custom and tradition. But she

stood her ground. And she was so happy

that day. Her calm self-possession and

bright face showed nothing of what she

had been through and no fear of what the

new unknown life might hold for her.

Yes, she was married the next day.

Ertract—Letter—Evelyn T. Derry,

- Nanking, China.

The first thing that impressed me upon

my arrival in China was the cordial

greeting which our party received, for Miss

Paddock, Miss Smith and Miss Ting

were all at the dock to meet us. We were

not allowed to go to the Association build

ing until everything was ready to receive

us in the most festive way. It was indeed

an enthusiastic reception, which about one

hundred and sixty Association members

attended—more than half of the member

ship. Miss Ting led first Miss Coppock,

then Miss Thomson, and then me before

the assembled people, and introduced us

separately and then crowned each one of

us with a wreath. The address of wel

come was given by a former member of

the Board, and Miss Thomson and I

watched Miss Coppock in order to know

when we ought to smile in appreciation.

Afterward, tea and cake were served and

we shook hands with everyone. It was

interesting to find that the Shanghai As

sociation is reaching all ages, from the

little school girl to the elderly woman.

Mothers' meetings are held regularly at

the Association, and I heard part of a lec

ture on “Flies and Dust,” to which the

women were listening attentively. These

have to be very simple lectures, but they

are a good preparation for more scientific

knowledge along these lines.

There is much interest in the physical

work among many of the Association mem

bers. There are many narrow chests and

round shoulders to broaden, as well as

many tiny feet to set free. While Miss

Mayhew is really making a beginning in the

physical work, I am beginning the study

of this most fascinating language. I am

here in Nanking to take advantage of the

language school. Nanking is a real Chi

nese city, quite unlike Shanghai, and every

day I am impressed with the great need

for a knowledge of sanitation. Many of

the houses have only mud floors, on which

the water stands in pools when it rains.

I am glad to be free to study the lan

guage, but I am impatient to get into the

physical work with Miss Mayhew and to

begin to help right some of the physical

conditions in order that these womeli may

be strong and upright in body as well

as in spirit. I am glad every day of my

life that I am in this land of opportunity.

Miss Elizabeth Tritton, member of the

World's Committee, and her sister, Miss

Annette Tritton, are spending some weeks

in the States. After attendance at the Bi

ennial Convention, and a brief stay at the

National Training School, these friends will

visit Canada before their return to Eng

land. Miss Annette Tritton has, for some

time, been interested in student work on

the Continent, having a part in the student

hostel work in Paris and upon the opening

of the foyer for students in Lausanne,

Switzerland, became general secretary.

She will attend the conference of the

World's Student Christian Federation at

Lake Mohonk, New York, in June.

Miss Clarissa Spencer, general secretary

of the World's Committee of Young Wo

men's Christian Associations headquarters

in London, arrived in the United States in

time to attend the Biennial Convention,

after which she will visit Associations in

a few State schools and universities, and

will attend summer conferences. We

are grateful for this opportunity of sharing

with some of our Associations the message

that Miss Spencer brings from other lands.

Miss Picton-Turbervill, member of the

World's Committee, and chairman of the

British Foreign Department, arrived in

New York on April 7th in time to attend

the Biennial Convention at Richmond.

Miss Picton-Turbervill, after a brief stay

at the National Training School, will visit

a few Associations for the purpose of

studying Association methods in this coun

try.

Miss Ruth Rouse, traveling secretary for

the World's Student Christian Federation,

attended the Richmond Convention, and

will remain in the United States until after

the World's Student Christian Federation

Conference in June.

Miss Elizabeth Wistar, who has been for

the past two years connected with Associa

tion work in Bombay, resigned this spring,

and has returned to her home in German

town, Pa. It is with regret that her resig

nation has been accepted. Miss Wistar has

won many friends in Bombay and will be

much missed in Association circles.
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The Fourth Biennial Convention

“We certainly are mighty glad to

have you here!” Surely it cannot be

flippant to set the tone for an account

of the convention with the character

istic Southern phrase which, to all

who heard it or said it, went so much

deeper than the words alone. From

the moment when the earliest delega

tion was put into automobiles at the

station, to the first Monday morn

ing after, when back at headquarters

a good-morning telegram was deliv

ered at the conference department

because Richmond “misses you-all

woefully” it was an adventure in hos

pitality which the Northerners and

Westerners, especially, can never for

get. A whole ASSOCIATION MoRTHLY

could be filled with “little stories,”

from the convention story of the

dentist who would take no fee for his

services to a delegate because “you're

a guest of the city,” to the comments

of the delegation from heartless New

York who were genuinely startled be

cause “the street car conductor even

thanks you for paying your fare"

It is impossible to measure the

reach of this convention in numbers.

There were 500 voting delegates and

350 visiting delegates. Over and

above these 850 there were probably

four or five hundred girls who came

from cities and colleges for the week

end, to take part in the pageant, and

who did not register for the conven

tion proper. That there were one

hundred less voting delegates than at

Indianapolis is of course entirely com

prehensible, in that this was a far

east convention, in a territory which

in itself holds few Associations. The

attendance was lowered less than was

feared by the western floods. Two

interesting elements in attendance

were the group of friends from over

seas, particularly from the World's

offices, whom we are coming to think

of as an indispensable delight at each

convention; and the fact that for the

first time practically the entire na

tional staff came down to the con

vention as a body, coming straight

from the three days' technical confer

ence of all field and headquarters

secretaries held in New York just be

fore April 9th.

Inasmuch as the new administration

building of the Richmond Association

is still on blue paper the convention

easily centered around the famous St.

Paul's Church, so rich in memories

of President Jefferson Davis and

“Marse Robert” Lee.

Eight blocks away the National

Board had headquarters in the tur

reted gray Jefferson Hotel. The ma

ority of secretaries and other dele

gates, however, were comfortably

quartered in The Richmond, directly

across the street from the gracious old

church, whose main floor held all the

sessions and in whose ground floor

rooms were all the attractions around

which people lingered between times:

the convention office, the information

desk, the pageant headquarters, and

the great square room whose walls

were hung with the new exhibit and

in the center of which stood the fa

miliar quadrangle of counters covered

with all the books an Association per

son could possibly desire for efficiency

or just plain enjoyment. The sixty

brand new screens of exhibit, as new

in their story as newspaper extras,

held hours of attention and led to

much note taking. To the hard

worked exhibit committee it is of

greatest comfort to think that they

need not be clapped away into dark

storage as before, but are now on

their journey back to the New York

building, where they not only will fill

their own special spacious room open

to all, but, as the crowning touch, will

exactly match, in their fresh brown

cardboard, the distinctive brown tone

of the new headquarters buildings.

Thus sensitive to color effects are all

headquarters people becoming !
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The neighboring convention office

may have been popular, but it was not

harrassed. Never has the machinery

of a convention been so unobtrusive.

Of course it was there in plain sight,

from the moment when each delegate

was handed what some one called

“that magic envelope that has your

life history and a ticket to everything

in it,” but no one noticed it except to

marvel at its smoothness.

Forbes Robinson speaks of the com

fort of “working in the same field,

though it is too large across to see

one another!” But what of the com

fort of seeing one another after all,

at least once in two years, and at

taching personalities to the handwrit

ing of this and that one with whom

we have long corresponded ! The

social side of such a convention as

this has fully as much technical value

as the technical side—to state it in

paradox, and this was generously

given free play—in the dinner given

by Miss Dodge on the first Tuesday

evening; the convention reception,

which seemed almost more like a

family party, at the Hotel Jefferson,

and the afternoon reception in the

beautiful old residence of Governor

Mann, which was both a personal and

historical treat to all who went; and

in the countless group dinners—such

as those by States and colleges or the

Training School breakfast at which

fifty-three students met with Miss

Dodge, Miss Wilson and the faculty.

Almost best of all was the rarely im

pressive, yet restful day just follow

ing the convention, when three hun

dred delegates were entertained by

the Hampton Institute, and in addi

tion, saw Fortress Monroe, Old Point

Comfort, and a section of the gray

fleet steaming up Hampton Roads.

Hampton will mean always, to this

three hundred, stretches of sun

drenched quiet lawn by the bay, fruit

trees in blossom, the wonderful ap

peal of old plantation melodies, sung

by the negro students and the visual

izing, in shop and class room, of a

prophecy for the hope of the whole

colored race.

The third and fourth conventions

were happily linked together by the

presence on the platform as first vice

president of the previous convention

of Mrs. A. J. Buchanan, president of

the Indianapolis Association. The

following officers of the convention

were chosen on the first afternoon:

Mrs. Stephen Penrose, of Washing

ton State, president; Miss Katherine

Hawes, president of the Richmond

Association, first vice-president; Mrs.

Kendall Emerson of Massachusetts,

second vice-president; Miss Lillie

Margaret Sherman of California, and

Miss Anna McClintock of Colorado,

secretaries. The program for the

seven days was carried out as an

nounced in previous issues of THE

ASSOCIATION MONTHLY, and will be

so thoroughly covered in the verbatim

report of the convention proceedings

that it needs little comment here, save

that its brilliancy could not be damp

ened by the rain that fell through

many of its sessions and features.

Not only were over five or six thou

sand people present at the pageant,

with hundreds turned away, and hun

dreds also turned away from the

churches at which duplicate meetings

were addressed that same evening by

Miss Elizabeth Dodge and Miss Jessie

Woodrow Wilson, but not even the

worst downpour of all could keep sev

eral thousand girls from attending the

Sunday afternoon mass meeting at

which Miss Burner spoke.

The meat and drink of the conven

tion lay in the reports of the four

commissions, mentioned elsewhere,

and in the passage of many signifi

cant recommendations. As usual the

question of invitations for the next

convention created vivid interest; and

it is cheering to know that in 1915–

the convention will meet somewhere

in the then center of national interest,

California.

So many advance steps were regis

tered, both in program and legislation,

that the report of the convention is
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sure to make exceedingly challenging

reading; but no amount of printed

matter can perpetuate the underlying

content of those seven days: the

heartening unity of local field and

headquarters work, each part inter

penetrating the other with far more

understanding and faith than ever

before; the significant appeal to the

tremendous part to be played in the

next few years by the volunteer

worker; the outstanding and con

sistent emphasis on the import of

Association membership. One came

away from these days set apart with

a feeling of having risen far above

thought for machinery to face the only

real issue before us all—the Ameri

can girl, and her need of Christ.

The Pageant

On Friday afternoon of the con

vention the Pageant Committee turned

lingeringly away from the quiet ra

vine in Bryan Park, with a last look at

the roped-off square on the piney hill

side, at the little platform all in readi

ness for the orchestra, at the wild

violets that might be crushed on the

next day by thousands of eager spec

tators or—might bloom undisturbed,

for the skies were gray. The next

morning almost at six the Pageant

Committee met at breakfast. They

were hopefully dressed in white, but

this time there was no doubt, for it

was pouring with more decision than

that of an ordinary April shower. In

that half hour over the breakfast

table they had somehow to swerve

plans that involved some five or six

hundred participants and as many

thousand spectators, from “that won

derful ravine that has been growing

for centuries just for a pageant,” to

that abomination of desolations—a

horse-show building. There was so

much to do that they had no time for

regret; the saddest person in the

room was rather the man who sat at

a table not far away, who, having

helped cheerfully to put up the green
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room tents on the preceding after

noon, must now take the first train

back to New York and report to the

Thomas Edison Company that his

trip had been useless, and the oppor

tunity for a beautiful film was lost.

Indeed, this was the chiefest regret

of all, that no satisfactory pictures

could be taken. But at least five or

six or even seven thousand people (no

one yet has ascertained the true ca

pacity of that hall) and five or six

hundred girls (no one remembered

to count) have taken it all away in

their minds and hearts. A whole

harvest of incidents and stories has

grown up around the recurrent mem

ory of that afternoon that is better

than even the most improved Edison

film, for they indicate a something

that got into folks' lives and changed

them.

Rehearsals are miserable and de

ceptive things. By nine-thirty, with

such lightning speed had the Pageant

Committee made over all its plans at

the breakfast table, the great bare

floor of the desolate horse show build

ing was thronged with girls—juniors,

fairies, gym girls, prophets, immi

grants, foreign girls—almost every

kind that the Association touches, act

ually and symbolically, was found in

that chaotic throng. At nine-thirty

they were some five hundred ex

cited and turbulent individuals; some

how, by what magic only the pageant

director and the spirit of Association

co-operation could tell, at two-thirty

they were one beautiful and perfect

human machine, grouped in brilliant

sections of color in the open running

courses between audience and floor,

waiting only for the last bit of stand

ing room to be taken and the music

to commence. At three the four

couriers touched the match, so to

speak, the whole great audience

caught its breath, and out onto the

polished floor, with the first notes of

the Royal March, came the blue-robed

figure of the Association Spirit, and

after her, line after ordered line of

now sober-faced girls, all caught up
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in the Solemn consciousness of being

but a part of one great living whole

that was to take on a significance be

yond that of the hour.

“Nothing like it had ever been

staged in Richmond,” ran a press ac

count on the following day. “Driven

by the rain from its sylvan setting in

Bryan Park, it was transferred

hastily to the horse show building,

where the barren walls and prosaic

timbers did their best to rob it of its

beauty, and a driving rain all the

afternoon did its part to reduce the

attendance.

“Over these obstacles and others in

cident to the forced change of setting,

the pageant rose triumphant in the

beauty of its symbolism and the force

of its message. The tableaux and

scenes following each other in smooth

succession, called out round after

round of applause from the thousands

that had braved the weather and oc

cupied every available seat in the im

mense auditorium.

“Three score colleges from the

South and East and North and West

sent picked delegations to aid in the

interpretation. Their insignia and

colors were suspended from the band

stand and ran diagonally across the

breasts of four hundred capped and

gowned representatives. Two hun

dred more were present from the

normal schools and the city organiza

tions of Richmond, Norfolk, Cleve

land, Pittsburgh, Lynchburg, Balti

more, Washington and New York,

converting the large central area of

the horse-show building into a wilder

ness of girls.

“Over the whole drama presided

the stately figure of Miss Louise

Holmquist, who, as the Association

Spirit, spoke the lines that bound the

separate scenes into a continuous bril

liantly tinted film, burdened with the

story of the Association's achieve

ments. Around her as the central

figure revolved the tableaux. A per

sonified Greek chorus, robed in the

royal blue of the National Associa

tion, she interpreted the unity which

underlies the Association's work in

all its phases.

“Stated in its simplest, the page

ant depicted successively the activi

ties of the Young Women's Christian

Association in college, in the open

country, in the city, and in foreign

lands. It preached the gospel of self

help and service in a spirit of broad

est democracy, as befits the major

woman's organization in the melting

pot of the nations.”

The Book of the Pageant, which

many in the audience held as libretto

and which can be ordered from the

national office, would, with the help

of an active imagination, take one

into the heart of that afternoon—yet

how could printed words supply the

thrill of democracy made real when

factory girls, immigrants, students

and girls of leisure joined hands in the

chain song as Pippa “passed”; the

utter beauty of that scene where the

fairy-like Spirit of Play fled between

the ranks of water-nymphs and girls in

game and drill urging them into joy

ous harmony with each other and

the music; the catch at the throat

when the bent little figures of

the laden children came slowly

on as the orchestra repeated

“Where cross the crowded ways of

life”; or the little gasp of astonish

ment that went the rounds of the

great audience as the Sargent frieze

of the prophets came suddenly into

life before their very eyes. There

was so much that could not be told by

program or sight, for instance, that

the little heart-breaking juniors were

in reality from the poor section of

Richmond; or as to that happy touch

given by Miss Holmquist in that she

began telling them the story of The

Golden Windows at the morning re

hearsal, and since the music stopped

before she finished, took it up in the

afternoon, under cover of the music,

at the place where she left off, so that

the eagerness on the firelit faces of

the children was very real rather

than assumed : or again, that the

“Lord of the Harvest” sung at the
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close of the Maypole dance meant

so much more than a festival hymn

to some in the audience, symbolizing,

rather, the dedication of the national

headquarters. Best of all are the

stories of what it all meant to indi

vidual people, from the ten-year-old

boy in the audience who solemnly re

marked, “It’s wonderful! I'm go

ing to be a Y. M. C. A. boy right

away,” to the secretary who after

marching in the processional said

that she felt as if something had hap

pened to her—as if she had got in

itiated into the real meaning of the

Association for the first time. Like

an appealing, living thing, it enlisted

the care of all who touched it in any

way—even to the automobile-fixture

dealer who donated the make-up of

the torch, and the elevator boys in the

Richmond Hotel who bewailed the

rain. And had it been for the sake

alone of the student who on the day

following volunteered for foreign

work because of what she had got

from being in the pageant, would it

not have been worth while !

And who can foretell the aftermath

—not only in the lives of those who

took part this once, but in the repe

tition of the pageant itself in other

places and other ways. Many were

the plans that began to be laid even

so soon as the morning after, for it

was quite evidently felt that the page

ant could be adapted for use by local

Associations, at conferences, for ter

ritories—one foreign secretary even

dared to say she was going to give it

in China'

A curious and beautiful result

comes to all who build and plan for

such a thing, or take part in it, that

by reflex action one can never again

even so much as walk down the street

without seeing in terms of pageants

—without a more vivid response to

color, a keener sensitiveness to the

poignant contrasts and values of life.

“A pageant is not primarily a show,

but the continuing life of a com

munity.” And so the one given at

Richmond will go on ministering its

own gift.
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The Employed Officers’ Conference

“To see oursel's as ithers see us!”

For this, some three hundred employed

officers of Young Women's Chris

tion Associations of every kind re

mained for two days of close fellow

ship and discussion following the Bi

ennial Convention. The large upper

room in the Hotel Richmond held all

of the sessions save the “Jinks Night”

dinner and the dinner for technical

group discussion, both of which were

given in the rooms of a neighboring

church. Each morning the delegates

came together for the Bible hour led

by Miss Ethel Cutler, in which all

other commissions, that word with

which we are lately so familiar, were

forgotten, or rather merged, in

thought for the one Great Commission,

that given by Christ to his disciples.

The three intimate talks given by Dr.

Richard Cabot on The Consecration

of the Affections are more fully dis

cussed elsewhere. Suffice it to say

that they built up background and

philosophy from which the Associa

tion staff may take courage to go

ahead in putting into effect that most

vital commission on Social Morality,

which was accepted by the Conven

tion. -

In addition to these hours, the staff

met for bombardment by the “ithers,”

who so frankly and helpfully gave us

to see oursel's. Reverend John

Timothy Stone told us in friendly and

no uncertain words how the Associa

tion is viewed by the church; Rev

erend Charles McFarland followed

with discussion of our relation to So

cial Service, and Dean Caroline Col

vin gave the academic point of view

in her talk on The Association as a

Student Organization. Probably the

most searching, surely the most edify

ing, of these attacks was that given

in the paper read by Miss Cratty,

which was a symposium built on a

field questionnaire, on The Association

as We Ourselves See It.

Practically every word that was

spoken in the sessions of this im

portant gathering will appear in the
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report which will be mailed as soon

as possible to the 500 secretaries who

are registered as members of the Em

ployed Officers' Association.

>k sk xk

The representation of physical di

rectors at this conference was small,

but action was taken on certain meas

ures. It was decided to consolidate

the forces of the department of hy

giene and physical education by per

fecting the organization of the Phys

ical Directors' Section and urging

membership upon all physical directors

as an immediate responsibility.

The choice of an appropriate name

for persons employed in the depart

ment of physical education was dis

cussed and referred to a commission

on standardization to be appointed

later. The titles will be considered on

the grounds of (a) grade of work as

head of department, assistant, instruc

tor, etc., (b) training, (c) experience.

Standardization of the work of the

department was referred to a special

commission to be chosen by the com

mittee of management. This commis

sion will report progress at the next

Biennial Conference. The report sub

mitted on preliminary steps in stan

dardization was favorably considered

and will be used as a basis by the com

mission.

The summer school plans of the Na

tional Board were endorsed, also the

plan of having a representative in the

Orient. The methods of securing Sup

port for foreign work will be devel

oped in consultation with field execu

tives and the field work and foreign

departments at headquarters. All other

plans are referred to the committee of

management for future action.

Conference of the National Staff

On the second of April thirty secre

taries, representing all the field com

mittees of the National Board and the

Texas State committee, gathered at

the headquarters building for the An

nual Conference between field and

headquarters secretaries. At this con

ference, which adjourned on the after

noon of April 5, a report from each

field executive was presented, and

many important matters discussed

which had to do with the administra

tion of the work and the part which

both the headquarters and the field

staffs take in it. There was con

sultation with regard to different

aspects of the work of the field com

mittees; there was a presentation and

discussion of some of the new ideas

of the department of method, and one

evening was given to consideration of

the plan and administration of the

training system.

The field secretaries, with the ex

ception of a few, spent the days of

the conference at the Training School,

learning in this way to know the

“new buildings” and also to know

each other better.

An Appreciation

The committee which gave the

Pageant at the Convention craves

more space than THE ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY could possibly permit it, to

make grateful acknowledgement of

those friends of the Pageant who, in

the last days of preparation and on

the day itself, converted a rain

threatened disaster into radiant suc

cess. Most deeply are we grateful to

the American mistress of pageantry,

Miss Lotta A. Clark, whose quiet di

rectorship was the greatest factor in

that success. And we are sure that

all the participants would join with us

in our thanks for the untold help

given by the people of Richmond,

from the indefatigable local pageant

committee to the smallest Boy Scout.

From the Book-Room

So many spoke regretfully of the

lack of time to browse among the pub

lications in the book-room at Rich

mond that the list from which they
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were supplied will be made the basis

for a short series of bibliographies

which will appear in coming issues of

THE ASSOCIATION MonTHLY. Cer

tain of our own publications appear

ing for the first time in connection

with the Convention may well be

brought to the notice of those who

were not able to know of them in

this way:

Report of the Commission on Social

Morality: 5 cents; 30 cents per dozen.

Report on Thrift and Efficiency: 5

cents; 30 cents per dozen.

Report on Character Standards: 5

cents; 30 cents per dozen.

Report on the Training of Volunteer

Workers: Io cents; $1.00 per dozen.

A Delegate's prayers, written for the

seven days of the Convention by Miss

Jessie Woodrow Wilson. Io cents. A

few copies of these are available if or

dered promptly.

The Ministering of the Gift, The Book

of the Pageant, by Miss Helen Thoburn.

Contains full libretto of Richmond per

formance and suggests adaptation to

local use. Price 15 cents instead of 25,

as incorrectly stated in the April Asso

CIATION MONTHLY.

Religious Meetings in a Student Asso

ciation, by Miss Oolooah Burner. Com

pletes the technical student leaflet series.

5 cents.

The World's Young Women's Chris

tian Association, by Miss Elsie I. M.

Boyd. Written for the United States

by a number of the World's Executive

Committee. 5 cents.

The Foreign Annual for 1913. Con

tains the “Story of the Year” in China,

India, South America and Japan. Illus

trated. 25 cents.

Report of the Fourth Biennial Con

vention. Contains verbatim all ad

dresses and proceedings of the Rich

mond gathering. If ordered before May

15, 50 cents; if later, 75 cents.

Postal card pictures of the national

headquarters building in color. Two for

5 cents, or set of fifteen different views,

25 cents.
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Summer School of Agriculture

A bulletin has been issued by the

Extension Service of the Massa

chusetts Agricultural College descrip

tive of the sixth annual Summer

School of Agriculture and Country

Life, to be held at Amherst,

Mass., July 1-29. Extended courses

will be offered for the benefit of the

many people who wish a general

knowledge of theoretical and practical

agriculture and who can come to the

college conveniently during the sum

mer season. Special attention will

also be given to the needs of teachers.

The courses to be offered this sum

mer will include practical agriculture

and horticulture, elementary sciences,

agricultural education, agricultural

economics, domestic economy and

household science, organized play and

recreation, and a group of courses ar

ranged especially for rural social

workers.

A feature of the Summer School

will be the courses on organized play,

recreation, festivals and pageantry.

William Chauncy Langdon, President

of the American Pageant Association,

and Master of the Pageants of Thet

ford, St. Johnsbury and Meriden, will

lecture on pageantry and will also con

duct round table discussions on prac

tical details of the subject. Demon

strations of organized play and folk

dancing will be given during the late

afternoon and early evening periods.

Another forward step taken by the

Extension Service is shown in the an

nouncement of a summer camp for

boys, the purposes of which are to

interest boys in agriculture and rural

life, to impress on the boy his responsi

bility as a member of society, and to

teach him clean, wholesome sports and

recreation. The camp will be under

military discipline. During the morn

ing instructions will be given in agri

culture, hygiene, and citizenship.

Afternoons will be given over to or

ganized play, recreation, games, tramps

through the hills, and evening camp

fires, all managed by experts. -
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The usual Conference for Rural

Community Leaders will follow the

Summer School, July 20-August 2. At

this conference definite instructions

will be given in the morning, with

special and general conferences in the

afternoon, followed by demonstrations

of organized play and folk dancing.

The evenings will be given over to

music and lectures on rural sociology,

economics and education.

Amherst is acknowledged to be one

of the most delightful towns in New

England, noted both for its natural

scenic beauties and because it is an

educational center. Expenses are very

low.

Write for bulletin to Professor W.

D. Hurd, Amherst, Mass.

Trained Workers Needed

With the growing interest in the

work of the Playground and Recrea

tion Association of America and the

rapid increase in the number of mu

nicipal playgrounds and recreation cen

ters in hundreds of our cities, comes

the demand for experienced and

trained workers. In order to bring to

gether recreation workers and those

in need of their services, a plan has

been worked out by the Playground

and Recreation Association.

Anyone qualified and free to under

take recreation work either during the

summer or throughout the year should

send an application to the office of the

Association—I Madison Avenue, New

York City. Application blanks will

be sent on request. The plan of last

year will be repeated, namely, that of

printing lists of available workers in

The Playground and of sending these

lists to recreation officials throughout

the country who have charge of the

employment of recreation workers. A

moderate charge is made for each in

sertion which includes a brief state

ment of the applicant's training, ex

perience and references.

Summer Conferences for 1913

The Department of Conventions

and Conferences announces the Con

ferences for 1913 as follows:

Southern General—Blue Ridge, N. C.,

June 6 to 16.

School Girls—Eagles Mere, Pa., June II

to 17.

Northwest General—Gearhart Park, Ore.,

June 17 to 27.

Eastern Student—Silver Bay, N. Y.,, June

20 to 3o.

East Central Student—Eagles Mere, Pa.,

June 24 to July 3.

Eastern City–Silver Bay, N. Y., July

I to II.

Pacific Coast General—Moss Beach, Cal.,

August 1 to 11, or thereabouts.

Western City—Estes Park, Col., August

I 2 to 2I.

Central City—Lake Geneva, Wis., Au

gust 12 to 21.

Western Student–Estes Park, Col., Au

gust 22 to September 1.

Central Student—Lake Geneva, Wis.,

August 22 to September 1.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE

MENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.

Of THE Association MonTHLY, published

monthly at New York City, New York,

required by the Act of August 24th, 1912:

Name of Editor.—Mary Louise Allen.

Post office address—600 Lexington Ave

nue, New York City.

Name of Publisher.—The National Board

of the Young Women's Christian Associa

tions of the United States of America.

Post office address—600 Lexington Avenue,

New York City.

Name of Owners (if a corporation give

names and addresses of stockholders hold

ing one per cent or more of total amount

or stock).—The National Board of the

Young Womens Christian Associations of

the United States of America. Post office

address—600 Lexington Avenue, New York

City.

Names of known bond-holders, mort

gagees, and other security holders hold

ing one per cent. or more of total amount

of bonds, mortgages or other securities—

there are none.

(Signed) MARY Louise ALLEN, Editor.

Sworn to and subscribed before me, this

third day of April, 1913.

(Signed)

JEssIE MACKINLAY.

Notary Public.

Copies ofTHE Association MonTH

LY for January and February, IOI I,

are very much needed to complete

files.



NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL

OFTHEYOUNGWOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONSOFTHE UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA

SIXTH YEAR BEGINS SEPTEMBER 24, 1913

NEW CATALOGUE NOW READY

One year graduate course for secretaries and religious work directors, including

advanced work in Bible, Religious. Pedagogy, Social Science, Public Speaking, Asso

ciation History, Polity, Administration, etc., etc., etc.

SUMMER COURSES, 1913, JULY 1st to AUGUST 12th

I. Graduate Course for Physical Directors.

Including Diagnosis; Hygiene; The Young Women's Christian Association

Movement; The Physical Department; Sex Instruction, etc., etc. Special circular

now ready.

II. Preparatory Training Center for Student Secretaries.

Recommended to local positions through Secretarial Departments.

All above courses given in the new Training School building, 52nd Street and Lexington

Avenue, New York City

For catalogues, circulars, application forms and all information pertaining to the above, and to

the Regular Preparatory Training Centers administered by the Field Committees, address

Secretarial Department of the

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

600 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Niedecken Mixer

PATENTED

The Perfect Shower Control

Valve

WRITE FOR BULLETIN No. 3

HOFFMANN & BILLINGS

MFG. CO.

Milwaukee - - WIS.

ASK YOUR PLUMBER

Ladies' Type shower

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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Make Your Reading Count

READ THIS COURSE

(Thirty-fifth C. L. S. C. Year)

Social Progress in Contemporary Europe. Frederic

Austin Ogg, A.M., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of His

tory, Simmons College, Boston, author “Saxon and

Slav,” etc.......................................................... $1.50

Mornings with Masters of Art. H. H. Powers, Ph.D.,

President Bureau of University Travel, Boston. 125

illustrations ........................................................ 2.OO

The Spirit of French Letters. Mabell S. C. Smith,

A.M., Assistant Editor THE CHAUTAUQUAN. Author

“A Tarheel Baron” and “Studies in Dickens”....... I.50

Home Life in Germany. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick........ I.50

THE CHAUTAUQUAN MAGAZINE (Monthly — Illustrated,

C. L.S.C. membership included if desired.) Containing:

European Rulers: Their Modern Significance. (Arthur

E. Bestor, A.B., Director Chautauqua Institution);

A Reading Journey in Paris. (Mabell S. C. Smith.)

The monthly magazine also serves in many interesting

ways as a “don’t read at random” teacher for the

reading course.................................................... 2.OO

All Four Books (cloth bound) and the Magazine $5.00°

*Remit 30 cents extra for postage or prepaid express. “Collect”

charges are more.

“Easy for Anybody, Worth While for Everybody”

If in doubt, send stamp for handbook of testimonials

Address Chautauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York

Don’t Read at Random

iii



someone competent to fill it?

The Machines Make th

IT still a minute—just one minute.

sitting still, a new Remington Typewriter began work in some

business office, for we make and sell a machine a minute.

Don't you see that there is a position a minute waiting for

e Positions

There, while you were

Remington machines are making positions faster than any other

typewriter, therefore it pays students to learn the Remington.

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

Official Insignia

Heecciation Scal Oim

BOARD MEMBERS, EMPLOYED OFFICERS AND

MEMBERS WILL WISH TO WEAR

THIS NATIONAL EMBLEM

GOLD and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE $2.00

WITHSAFETY CATCH $2.25

Membership Qin

Bible Teachers Training School

SUMMER TERM

July 9–August 5

THE COURSES OF STUDY

Bible Study, Biblical Theology and

Philosophy, Religious Pedagogy and the

Psychology of Religion, Evangelistic Prin

ciples and Methods of Work (includ

ing summer tent work and street preach

ing), Missionary Efficiency at Home and

Abroad, Comparative Religions, Social

Teachings of Jesus and the Prophets,

Phonetics and Language Study.

These courses will be conducted by

a Faculty of specialists. Lectures by

prominent leaders from various churches.

FOR;THOSE WISHING A SIMPLER BADGE

GOLD PLATE and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE 50 cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

600 Lexington Avenue New York

The School is located in one of the

coolest parts of the city.

For further information, address

ROBERT WELLS VEACH

Dean of the Summer Term

Bible Teachers Training School

Dept. Y, 541 Lexington Avenue, New York

Send for General Catalogue

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

The Book of the Pageant, “The Ministering of the Gift,”

as given at Richmond, but possible for adapted use in out

door or indoor form by any kind of Association. Contains

picture of the pageant grounds at Richmond, all the “lines”

and songs, and full description and directions...25 cents

The Newest Foreign Annual. In the form of a running

account, made up of extracts from “human documents” of

the Association work in four countries, China, India, Japan,

South America, where 1913 is utterly different from 1912.

Pictures of all secretaries who have recently sailed under the

National Board....................................................25 cents

The World’s Young Women's Christian Association,

written for the United States by Miss Elsie I. M. Boyd, of

the World's Executive Committee..........................5 cents

Religious Meetings in a Student Association. By Miss

Oolooah Burner, Student Secretary of the National Board.

5 cents

An addition to above, reca// at this fime of year

Swimming for Women. By G. H. Corsan. A thoroughly

practical little text on the actual process of swimming by the

water-wing and crawl stroke method. Written especially for

Young Women's Christian Associations................ 10 cents

Bronze Membership Pin. Association monogram on at

tractive bronze disk........................................... 15 cents

Special Notice. Open till May 15

Report of Fourth Biennial Convention at Richmond.

Containing verbatim all addresses and proceedings. Will

bring the achievements and flavor of the Convention to those

who are not able to attend. If ordered before May 15,

5o cents; if later...................................................75 cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

National Board Young Womens Christian Associations

600 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY



IS A A C P IT M A N

SHORTHAND

Adopted by the New

York Board of Edu

cation, and used in the

ExtensionTeaching at

Columbia College,

City College of New

York and Adelphi

College, Brooklyn.

Also taught in the following Associations

HARLEM Y. W. C. A.

BROOKLYN Y. W. C. A.

GRACE INSTITUTE, NEW YORK

Send for Particulars of a Free Correspondence Course

for Teachers

ADDRESS

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS

2 WEST 45th ST. NEW YORK

Publishers of “Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand”

and “Practical Course in Touch Typewriting ”

GOOD

Pristing
*

Prompt Service

Reasonable Prices

*

E. L. Hildreth & Co.

Brattleboro, Vt.

MOTT'S

PLUNMBING

The following Association

Buildings, now in course of

erection, will be equipped with

MOTT'S PLUMBING:

W. C. A., Newark, N. J.

W. C. A., Yonkers, N. Y.

M. C. A., Kingston, N. Y.

M. C. A., Newburgh, N. Y.

M. C. A., Morristown, N. J.

. M. C. A., Nashua, N. H.

M. C. A., Champaign, Ill.i
A few of the many Associa

tion Buildings equipped with

MOTT’S PLUMBING:

Headquarters National Board

Y. W. C. A., 52d Street and

Lexington Avenue, New York.

Y. W. C. A., Springfield, Mass.

Y. W. C. A., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Y. W. C. A., Cedar Rapids, Ia.

Y. M. C. A., Greenville, Maine.

Y. M. C. A., E. D. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Y. M. C. A., Hollidaysburgh, Pa.

Y. M. C. A., Indianapolis, Ind.

Y. M. C. A., Montgomery, Ala.

Y. M. C. A., Montreal (3 branches)

Y. M. C. A., Toronto (2 branches)

The complete line of Mott

products includes plumbing

fixtures for every conceivable

purpose. Catalogues sent on

request.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS

1828 EIGH TH'-F/PE PE.A.R.S. SUPREMA CJ' 1913

FIFTH Avenue AND SEVENTEENTH ST., New York

works AT TRENTON, N. J.

BRANCHES: Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Minne

apolis,Washington, St. Louis, New Orleans, Denver, San Fran

cisco, San Antonio, Atlanta. Seattle, Portland (Ore.), Indian

apolis. Pittsburgh, Cleveland, O., Kansas City, Salt Lake City.

CANADA : The Mott Co., Ltd., 134 Bleury St., Montreal, Que.

Please mention The Association Monthlv when writing to advertisers
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Gymnastic

RUDOLPH Lenz

Printer

62-65 BIBLE house

New York

Telephone, Gramercy } #.

Apparatus

Playground

Apparatus

Lockers

Anthropometric Apparatus

Columbia Ducit

Sequantur Ali

Ladies' Gymnasium Suits

Approbation of Leading Physical

Directors

Consumers League Endorsement

COLUMBIA GVMNASIUM SUIT CO.

301 Congress Street, BOSTON, MASS

A Loose Leaf Binder for

-

5c

The L. E. B. Binder Clip

will instantly make a book of any papers;

with the title on its back. You can instantly remove

any paper therefrom or add any paper thereto. It is

the simplest, cheapest, and handiest filing system ever

devised. With it letter files are kept on shelves just

the same as books.

After the binder clip is applied the arms may be reversed

and snapped against the documents or papers, and thus

kept out of the way. When one arm is reversed against

the papers the other forms a good hook or hanger.

Send 50c for dozen prepaid. Money back if not suited

At All StationERS

Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co. Dept. 10, 240 West 23rd St., New York City

NARRAGANSETT MACHINE CO.

Write for Catalogs PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A.

Telephone, Plaza 3322

*3.2%
Fine MILLINERY

609 Lexington Avenue, between 52d & 53d Street New York

In Connection with My Cleaning and Dyeing Establishment

MARGARET LOUISA HOME

OF THE Y. W. C. A.

14 East 16th Street, New York

A home-like hotel for Protestant self-supporting

women. Restaurant open to all women. Meals a

la carte and table d’hote.

Prices: Breakfast, 15-25c.; Luncheon, 25c.; Dinner 40c.

Send for circular.

YANSS OPTICAL CO.

3 EAST 23rd street

METROPOLITAN BUILDING

Bet. Madison and 4th Aves.

Telephone, Gramercy 4588

Repairing While You Wait

New York

Telephones, 2323-2324-2325 Gramercy

TOWER BROS. STATIONERY CO.

Wholesale, Retail and Manufacturing

STATIONERS

Loose LEAF DEVICES A specialty

Printing, Lithographing, Engraving, Blank Books to

order, office, Railroad and Bank supplies

Mail orders Given PROMPt ATTENTION

23 WEST 23d STREET :: :: NEW YORK

Phone, Gramercy 25.18

HENRY KIECHLIN

Dealer in

MEATS, POULTRY AND GAME IN SEASON

FISH, OYSTERS, CLAMS, ETC.

VEGETABLES

272 FOURTH AVENUE

Near 21st Street New York

Please mention The Association Monthſv when writing to advertisers
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Gymnasium Supplies

Playground Apparatus

Steel Lockers

Catalogs on Request

Fred Medart Mfg. Co.

DeKalb and President Streets

ST. LOUIS, MO.

| Intercollegiate Bureau

of Academic Costume

Chartered 1902

GOTRELL & LEONARD, Albany, W. Y.

The Caps and Gowns for the

American Colleges

Catalogues, Samples and Blanks on

Request

Hotel MARTHA WASHINGTON

29th to 30th STREETS, NEAR 5th AVENUE,NEWYORK

Exclusively for Women

450 Rooms en suite and single. $1.50 per day and up, European

plan, Telephone in every room. Numerous baths on each floor free

to guests. Caters to women especially traveling or visiting New York

alone. Convenient to Surface and Subway transportation. Cuisine

exceptionally good, Absolutely fireproof.

Underwood

eVriter

Wisdom Selects It

for Absolute

Dependability

and Speed

-

Th; achine You Will Eventually Bºy”

º
*GSBERwood TypewriteR co.

underwood Bulainz"º""""" New York city

* ------------ Principal cities

Restaurant for Ladies and Gentlemen

WNER-WINGS

Great Sport in the Water!

Can be brought instantly into use.

With them anyone can swim or float.

Supports from 50 to 250 pounds.

Weighs 3 ounces. Takes up no more room

than a pocket handkerchief.

WE HAVE TWO GRADES

No. 1. Plain, sells at 25 cents each.

No. 2. Variegated Colors, better quality and

finish, sell at 35 cents each.

Ayvad M'f'g Co., Hoboken, N.J.

\" L

INNER BRACE

CHAIRS, ROCKERS SETTEES.”

TABLES - WRITING DESKS,

TRUNK STAND'S - PIANO BENCHES,

T invisibly steel REINFORCED

iſ as a MoDERN EDIFICE.

|NNER BRACERS

SWD UP
WHEN

clºt /o//?ſ

>e A44 00W.

. . . * BUY RIGHT, NO REPAIR;

#INNER BRace will BE THERE

--~LOOK FOR 5 YEAR CuARANTEL PAINIX SIAMPI)

ſº ON INNER BRACE furniturſ:

Tºttºnwº: Cºry:Hºlſwºrth Gw

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers.
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It Stands the

Test of Time

Power's Cameragraph

No. 6a

The Machine That Wears Well

Produces Perfect Protection

Two important qualities in a Moving Picture Machine are:

1. DURABILITY

All parts must be of the very best for the purpose-your machine is

subject to hard usage, it must wear well, it has got to back you up.

“On the 22d day of April, 1911, we installed Power's Cam

eragraph. It has run for over 2,ooo hours without one cent

cost for repairs. What can an operator want with any other

machine when he can get this result with Power's?”

Yours truly,

BEN St. CLAIR, Palace Theatre,

Martin, Tenn.

2. PERFECT PROJECTION

Without this you cannot please, pictures must be clear, without flicker.

“In the reproduction of the Paul J. Rainey African and

Arctic pictures, perfect projection has been absolutely necessary.

After carefully comparing the merits of Power's Camera

graph with other machines, The Jungle Film Co. decided on

Power's Cameragraph. We are using over 30 machines in our

various shows, where they are giving entire satisfaction.”

Yours truly,

J. C. HEMMENT

WHY HESITATE 2

Catalogue W will give full details

NICHOLAS POWER

COMPANY

90 Gold Street New York

The Leading Makers of Motion Picture

Machines

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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Seven Years Away from China

Katharine King”

ERHAPS no other words so well

describe the present condition

of this great people as those

now so often applied, “The Changing

Chinese,” and in writing of some of

those changes which have resulted

during the seven years I was in

America I shall limit myself chiefly to

those wrought in this conservative old

city of Peking, where nearly one-half

of my life has been lived. It will doubt

less be true that statements made re

garding this great capital would not

be true of other parts of China, al

though in all large cities throughout

this empire kaleidoscopic changes are

taking place. The revolution which

within so amazingly short a time re

tired an old established monarchy and

opened up a new era has rightly been

called the great miracle of the twen

tieth century.

Of the political changes I need say

little save, perhaps, to mention the

new spirit of patriotism, so long latent,

and the love of country which is being

so strongly manifested by the student

classes in particular. Whereas the old

dragon flag of China was but a few

years ago rarely seen save on very

particular occasions, we now see the

new Republican flag flying from all

school flag-poles, over all large public

buildings, often in the homes of the

* Miss King, who has been general sec

retary at the University of Michigan, has

recently been appointed as one of the sec

retaries for North China, under the Na

tional Board.

Chinese, and, upon all special gala

days, decorating all the larger shops

upon the street. True it is that mere

patriotism does not make a country,

that the Chinese Republic is far from

being on a firm basis, and that many

of the lower classes are by no means

alive to the privileges and responsibili

ties of a Republican form of govern

ment. In fact, it was only during the

last elections that the honest, faithful

old gardener employed by one of the

missions in Peking went to cast his

vote for the first time, his heart warm

with patriotic pride, but hardly

schooled in his country's laws. Upon

his return he replied to questions as

to how he had voted, “I went in and

read over all the names printed on the

slip and, as I knew none of those men,

I just voted for myself.” Though

many amusing incidents of that kind

might be cited, still we cannot forget

that the higher and more educated

classes of Chinese are alive to the

problems and responsibilities of their

new form of government and are

bravely trying to meet them. A Peking

Students’ Social Service Club has re

cently sprung into existence and in

the large Indemnity School, where are

some of the finest and most capable

young men of this land, the students

are teaching the servants and other

lower class men of this new govern

ment, and what it means to be a citizen

of the Republic of China. A certain

Chinese gentleman of large means liv

ing not far from here, often called an
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idealist because of the large reforms

he desires to bring about, is working

to alleviate the conditions of the lower

classes and scheming to uplift them

in all ways. Through him a school for

wage earners has been started within

the past year, and courses in tailoring,

cooking, and other industries are given

to teach a trade to the men and women

who otherwise would be upon the

street begging. Probably no country

can boast of more beggars nor of a

more carefully worked out system of

begging than can China, and it is sig

nificant that the Chinese are beginning

to realize the needs of this class. At

present there is meeting in Peking a

nationally appointed committee, with

representatives from all the provinces

of China, to unify the language. Once

this is accomplished, though doubtless

it will be many long years before the

change is everywhere adopted, a great

obstacle in the way of China's com

plete unity will have been removed.

A very large American College Club

has been organized, which admits to

its membership and brings together all

Chinese and foreign men who are

graduates of colleges and universities

in the United States. Its object is not

merely social, but more particularly

the development of fraternal and

friendly relations between China and

the United States. And it is note

worthy that the Chinese graduates of

our American universities are to-day

holding places of greatest responsi

bility in this new government, and

that upon them will ultimately rest the

leadership of China's new Republic.

In every newspaper, Chinese and

English alike, one live topic is con

stantly discussed—the opium trade.

The attitude taken by this people in

their valiant endeavor to stamp out

this awful curse, that has so long been

sapping the very life of China, makes

us realize that they are in earnest and

that the day cannot be far distant when

opium will be used as little in this land

as in others. In many provinces the

poppy is gone for good; in all others

the growth of the flower is very greatly

diminished; and were it not that large

quantities of the drug are still being

shipped into China against the pro

testation of the people, and that cer

tain foreign settlements have been pro

tecting its trade, opium would soon be
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New China—A CHRISTIAN WEDDING

an unobtainable product in this coun

try. China is alive to its evil, and the

fight she is so strenuously carrying

on puts to shame some of our own

American struggles with other evils.

Not only is there a strong anti

opium society, but likewise anti-cigar

ette and temperance societies. Seven

years ago I rarely saw a cigarette

smoked in China save by foreigners

from other lands; now one cannot go

anywhere without seeing men and wo–

men, and often children, smoking

cigarettes imported from Christian

countries; and this is true of the low

est classes as well as of the highest.

“A cigarette in the mouth of every

man, woman, and child in China” is

the motto of one of the big British and

American tobacco companies, and

great loads of boxes upon boxes of

cigarettes can daily be seen being

brought into the city. It is estimated

that in just one storehouse in Peking,

an American tobacco company sells

$25,000 worth of cigarettes in one

week!—an amount sufficient to pay

the annual expenses of some of the

best mission universities in China.

Under the Republican government

some three months ago, at the time of

the three days' opening of the Temple

of Heaven, the temple sacred to the

Chinese, where once each year the

Emperor of China has gone to offer

in behalf of his nation sacrifices to the

one supreme but unknown God, the

Christian people rejoiced that permis

sion was granted the churches to

preach the Gospel of Christ and tell

of the supreme and known God, and

that hundreds there heard for doubt

less the first time in their lives of the

Christ. But at the same time they

were horrified that upon the altar of

the very Holy of Holies men were of—

fering cigarettes for sale. It verily

makes one heart-sick to see the results

of the activities of these tobacco com

panies who come from Christian lands.

I was greatly interested in seeing

upon my return the change in the

streets, then so poorly kept, cluttered

with small shops, poorly lighted and

non-policed, now cleared of all the

small booths, macadamized, lighted

with electricity, supplied with city

water-works, and with a well-managed

police force to keep even the crowded
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marked. Queue

less, dressed in for

eign garb, often on

festive occasions

we a ring frock

coats, high silk

hats and white

gloves, they are the

equal in dress of

any foreigner. All

Peking seems to

have been re-hat

ted, and every

manner of foreign

headgear is to be

seen on the streets,

felts, derbies, top

hats and caps of all

kinds and descrip

CHINA’s HoPE

Peking streets in perfect order. Now

one sees many foreign carriages and

even an occasional automobile where

a few years before the Peking mule

cart had exclusive right of way. Oc

casionally a motorcycle puffs its way

through the streets, and many a for

eign-clad Chinese riding past reminds

one that China is already adopting

many of our foreign products and is

ready to pattern after her American

and European friends. In fact, what

we consider luxuries, the wealthier

class here make necessities. Some time

ago an American lady who was entel

taining a Chinese friend said she had

something new which would doubtless

be of great interest to her, and brought

forth a thermos bottle, explaining

elaborately its uses and great advan

tages. When the explanation was

ended our Chinese friend smiled and

remarked simply, “Yes, I have two of

those in my own home.” Vacuum

cleaners are not uncommon and tele

phones are in the homes of all well-to

do families; indeed, Chinese ladies are

as fond of chatting with their friends

over the 'phone as are we in America.

But the change in dress among the

official and student classes is most

tions, on the heads

of the commonest

coolies as well as of

the wealth i e st

classes. In a certain city a mission

ary told me there had been a veri

table epidemic last year of green hats

and caps, and the demand for a while

greatly exceeded the supply, although

green felts were literally poured into

the city.

With the Chinese ladies and girls

there is not so great a change. True,

the change in hair-dress is most notice

able and among some quite indescrib

able, and it is no uncommon sight to

see Chinese ladies wearing much be

ruffled skirts that somehow remind one

of the foreign “hobble.” One of the

best known lady physicians here tells

me that the majority of the lower

classes know very little of foreign

customs, and in their desire to be for

eign they often adopt very queer com

binations, a few even wearing men's

derbies and coats, because they have

no one to instruct them as to customs

and etiquette. To many of these wo—

men western education spells license,

and their liberty is their most valued

watchword. The pendulum has swung

far over and the Chinese women and

girls are in sad need of being taught

the true meaning of liberty. Among

such classes the Young Women's
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Christian Association has great op

portunities.

There are at present in Peking over

ten girls' government schools and a

large girls' normal, and practically no

Christian work is being done among

these girls who are destined to be

among China's women leaders. Only

a short time ago Mr. Sherwood Eddy

spoke to the students of one of the

girls’ normals in Tientsin, and as a

result over fifty non-Christian girls

entered Bible study classes, while a

similar meeting for three hundred

Chinese women was addressed in Pe

king by Mr. Mott, and eighty-six of

that number signified their desire to

enter classes. The statement has been

made that only one-tenth of China's

church membership are women. This

means that nine out of ten Christian

men marry non-Christian wives, and

because the religious life of the

community is so largely determined

by the religious life of its women, we

cannot deny that not only are the op

portunities more urgent, but the need

among Chinese women is more tre

mendous than ever before in the his

tory of the country.

The pastor of the largest Protestant

church in Peking, a man of foresight

and vision who knows well the Chinese

situation, said the other day, “Con

fucian power is waning. We Chinese

have a saying, ‘All the world the

same.' Now Christianity is world

wide known—Confucianism, peculiar

to China only. Our country wants

the best, and to-day the church in

China has more than double the oppor

tunity of two years ago. Men of high

position in government and military

service, who ten years ago would not

have dared to inquire too deeply into

Christianity, are now of their own

free will coming into the church, and a

number of the first Cabinet ministers

have conducted public Christian ser

vices. The street chapels which two

years ago were filled with

idlers and loafers and men

of the lower classes who

would come in, listen a

while and leave, are now

being taxed to the utmost

with business men who

come in and listen respect

fully, many of them stay

ing for several hours. As

a result of these chapels,

and particularly of the

splendid new work now be

ing done at all the big

monthly Peking fairs, new

Christian day schools are

being opened and many are

being added to the church.

“I don't know where they

come from,” quotes a well

known pastor, “but often

as I am working in my

study a man will come to

me and say in an earnest

way, ‘I haven't any Chris

tian friend to bring me to

you. I know very little

about the Christian relig

AN IDOL IN THE MAKING
ion, but I want to know

more. I want to become a
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Christian and so I have come to talk

with you.' Such an experience would

never have been mine two years ago,

and in all my fifteen years of

ministry in China I have never be

fore seen anything like it.” And

never before have the church mem

bers been so alive to their oppor

tunities and responsibilities. A lay

men's movement, self-started and

propagated, has formed in Peking

during this past year, and now over

one hundred of the better class of

Christian laymen are going out in

groups visiting stations, fairs, the

prisons, and even including in their

year's plan the two hundred surround

ing villages. Their expenses, which

are not light, they raise themselves,

and no pastor has aught to do with

this movement, save to show his most

hearty approbation.

Two weeks ago the funeral of the

late and, doubtless, the last recognized

Empress Dowager of China was held.

People of all classes and sects and

trades were given entrance to the pal

ace to do honor to and pay their re

spects before the bier. Among the

number went a company of one hun

dred college boys from a mission col

lege, Peking University, and a good

ly number of Christian laymen. These

men were excused from making the

three low bows to the casket, required

of all others, and were allowed in

stead to show their respects in their

own way. Accordingly a special song

of tribute to the late Empress, ex

tolling her patriotism, self-denial and

foresight, had been written for the oc

casion, and was beautifully sung by a

few of the college boys, after which

the Lord's Prayer was repeated by all,

followed by the benediction by one of

the Peking pastors. In reply to this

simple Christian ceremony General

Chiang stepped forward, and on be

half of the Royal family thanked the

Christians for coming, and for thus

showing in so beautiful a way their

respect for their late Empress, re

marking on the constant good the

Christian Church was doing for China.

It is hardly necessary to comment on

this ceremony. Two years ago it

would not have been dreamed possible

to hold a Christian ceremony within

the palace grounds, and the silence

that fell over the noisy crowd at the

time of the service was a tribute to

the respect shown the Christians by

even those who knew not Christianity.

Four year ago at the Rochester

Convention one cable from China

read, “God has melted ancient China;

who will mould the new P Surely,

now as never before, is China

melted and ready for the mould, and

more truly now even than in 1910 can

the Chinese Christians cable to their

American neighbors, “Changing China

needs your unchanging Christ.”

§

Behind the Desk at a Summer Conference

Shirley Hyatt”

FTEN we said, as we were toil

ing to keep the machinery of

the conference moving, that

so far as we were concerned we didn't

* Miss Hyatt has been for five years

business manager of the Pacific Coast Con

ference—the one conference where even

the hotel management is undertaken by the

National Board.

know whether we had a Young Won

en's Christian Association Confer

ence or an Assembly of the Red

Men of America on our hands. All we

knew was that some people were there,

and more were coming. They had to

be registered, fed, slept, their innum

erable questions answered, their mail

sorted, and no sooner had we got
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them there and all comfortably settled

than we had to start right in to get

rid of them. At the time it seemed to

be a jumble of trunks, suit-cases, girls,

keys, telephones, towels, napkin rings,

Board ladies, poor rooms, rooms with

or without bath, etc.

However, when the reports were in

and the money matters were found to

be straight, these jumbled articles be

gan to right themselves and take their

proper places. First we remembered

that those were splendid, happy girls

who for ten days had been going past

our desks. They had not objected at

all when we lost their trunks. They

had been perfectly cheerful if we as

signed them to the poorer rooms.

They had seemed to feel that while

clean towels were pleasant to have,

still, they were not an absolute neces

sity if the laundry failed to get back

on time.

Memories of individual girls began

to stand out, girls who seemed the

finest we had ever known, splendid

girls from the different colleges, nor

mal schools and cities. We realized

that fifteen minutes scarcely ever

went by that one of these girls did not

appear at the desk to ask what she

could do to help most; and what is

more, she did it. We remembered

most gratefully the city girl who came

behind the desk and showed us how to

fix a typewriter that was behaving

diabolically. At first these girls

seemed to go about in groups, the

university girls together, the normal

school girls together, the city girls

still more isolated; but soon it was

heterogeneous groups that went by,

city and normal and college and uni

versity girls all mixed together.

The joy of these girls, their spon

taneous happiness, comes back to me

now as I think over those days and

remember their thoughtfulness and

loyalty to us who were trying to keep

things going. Under what other cir

cumstances would a manager dare to

run up to a room, and move the occu

Dants' trunks and belongings into the

hall, because a very important Board

lady had arrived, demanding “a good
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room with a bath, overlooking the

ocean, please.” And the memory of

the very important Board ladies is as

much of a joy to look back upon.

They and their friends were so good

to us and helped us in a thousand dif

ferent ways. We in the office hardly

had time to get acquainted with them,

and we envied the girls who did have

the opportunity to walk and talk with

them.

And then the leaders of the confer

ence, those clear-eyed, keen-humored,

earnest women, who were the finest,

strongest, most helpful women we

had ever met! They were so busy

with their meetings and conferences

and classes, yet they always had time

to stop and ask what time we had

got to bed the night before and to

hear and smile at the last absurd ques

tion that we, as general information

authorities, had been asked.

Looking back over the conference

as a whole, we remembered that each

day the happiness and cheerfulness

and seriousness increased in a ratio of

about the square of the time. The

Conference Spirit grew. At first some

of the girls were afraid to go to the

classes. We would see them slip past

and out at the side door fronting on

the beach, but soon that was changed.

As one girl said, “They can't keep me

away now”; and they would stop and

tell us how sorry they felt for us be

cause we couldn't go. They would tell

us how fine a certain faculty member

was—so sane, so calm, and satisfying.

One girl would say, “I always thought

they talked religion to you here. They

don't—they just talk about life and

the things we ourselves are most

interested in ſ”

And so the ten days speed by and

the day comes when each one of these

girls has to go back to her college or

her city filled with new ideas and new

purposes. We who have been behind

the desk go back to college a few days

later, and the first thing we hear of

is a Conference Reunion. The whole

university seems to have heard about

the wonderful time we have had, and

on all sides we hear, “Well, I am
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going next year.” We are so glad to

see again the girls whom we came to

know at the conference. Although we

have been going to college with them

for several years, now we feel we

know them differently—we are tied

up to them with a stronger bond than

just casual friendship.

But it is the Association that shows

the great effect of the conference. It

is enthused with a new life. We have

found that we are not doing one little

piece of work but we are part of a

great movement. We have found

that our problems do not belong to

ourselves alone, but to some other

thousands of Association girls. We

have found out the ways they are

§

meeting them, ways we had never

thought of. The conference has made

us see ourselves in an entirely new

light, in a new perspective, and has

brought us new workers and ener

gized our old workers so that we feel

able to carry out even the hardest of

the new purposes.

I doubt if the Association exists

which can really live without the sum

mer conference. It gives us the cour

age, the strength and the belief to

carry on our work in the coming

year; and the Association whose cabi

net, board and membership has had

this wonderful opportunity will be the

one which will actually, perceptibly

grow during the following year.

A Word About Vocational Training

Helen L. Thomas

testimony before the Illinois

Senatorial Vice Commission

has occasioned such startling head

lines as this: “Low Wages the Main

Cause of Vice”! Sweeping conclu

sions will hardly be accepted by the

judicial without the evidence of com

plete data as a basis for judgment.

We would like to think that high

wages alone would kill vice. The low

wages of women workers especially

is one of the serious causes of a whole

train of social ills. To go a step far

ther back, we know that the greed of

the employer is a main cause for low

wages; but on the other hand, ineffi

ciency on the part of the worker is

another—inefficiency due to some ex

tent, at least, to a lack of training.

One cannot turn the pages of any

important magazine, educational or

social, without being made to realize

that the problem of inefficiency is one

of the most immediate. The con

troversy awakened by minimum wage

bills deals with the economic and so

D"; these last weeks the cial aspects of the amount contained

in the weekly pay envelope; but it

also harks back to the productive

power of the worker. Employers have

raised the cry that the enforcement of

such laws can mean but one thing—

the throwing out of employment of

great numbers of the unfit and the

partially fit. Without attaching too

great weight to such an appeal to the

taxpayer, there is little danger of

over-emphasizing the need for raising

the standards of women's efficiency by

the definite preparation for suitable

Occupation in addition to that of home

making. We speak more particularly

from the point of view of women's

training, since training for men has

received so much more attention. Un

der-pay for work done or service ren

dered is unhappily too common,

especially in unskilled employment;

but over-pay is by no means an un

known thing, as any observer can tes

tify. Higher pay, shorter hours, and

better conditions for many kinds of

women's work are undeniably de
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manded for the sake of the well-being

of the individual and of the race. But

who can deny that this must be ac

companied by a corresponding in

crease in the value of output with

lesser proportional expenditure of the

worker trained to co-ordinate body

and brain. Vocational training is not

a luxury; it is a fundamental neces

sity. Training for the brain worker

has long been recognized as a neces

sity; the hand worker is beginning to

receive tardy justice.

To quote from Arthur H. Dean of

the New York State Department of

Education in a recent article: “The

same human forces which are assert

ing her rights to vote, to work, to hold

property, and to have equal pay, must

attack the problem of woman's educa

tion. If she is to work in the foundry,

the machine shop, the electrical de

partment, the textile mill, the printing

office, the field, the office and the store,

then she must be prepared for the

work just as man is to be prepared for

it. If human society can come to the

conclusion that the foundry shop, the

sweat shop, the file-cutting shop, and

the grinding shops are not suitable

places for women, then human society

must so improve the industrial and

economic conditions of such work that

woman can work in it.”

And, again, in the same article on

the preparation of women for the

right kind of work: “Work she will,

and all the brooms of good people will

not sweep back the tide. The only

way to prevent her from doing the

wrong thing is to prepare her to do

the better thing. If we ignore the

fact that she is to work or if we fail

to fit her for work, it is but natural

that she takes up the thing that is at

hand. If woman can set type and

wishes to set type then it is obvious

that she should be trained to set type.

The girl who leaves the sixth grade

of the public school of Fall River un

prepared for any vocation, and enters

the cotton mill because there is noth

ing else to do, needs consideration just

as much as the delivery wagon boy of

whom we hear so much. Because of

marriage later, the blind alley for

such a girl is not so long, but it is

just as dark. A little cooking and

sewing will not solve the problem.

These things will be most useful when

she comes out into the light. But the

blind alley needs the light of voca

tional preparation.”

But what has the Young Women's

Christian Association to do with this?

Is it not the duty of the state to edu

cate its citizens for economic effect.

iveness? The ultimate responsibility

does lie with the state; but new con

flicting demands are year by year

made upon the schools. Were they

ever so flexible in program and

method, they could not be adjusted

rapidly enough to meet the ever

changing demands.

The Young Women's Christian As

sociation through its educational work

has during several decades rendered

inestimable service to tens of thou

sands of women of all classes in its

many adapted courses of training in

the science of home making. Through

commercial and other technical

courses, it has enabled thousands more

to become successful wage earners. It

is easy to understand why it has not

in the past been a large factor in trade

and industrial training. But here and

there the country over, Associations

are demonstrating new and significant

forms of training of women for wage

earning. The Association has ever

been a pioneer. The pioneer spirit

still alive is now confronted with the

greatest educational task that the As

sociation has ever met.

What can the Young Women's

Christian Association do for voca

tional training?

I. It can become the best informed

body in the community on all local

industries for women through sys

tematic and persistent study. Thor

ough knowledge of conditions paves

the way to the solution of the most

knotty problems. Some one has said

in referring to London “If the West
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End knew the East End, there would

not be any East End.”

2. It can know more about the

schools, the curriculum, the teachers,

the students, than the Board of Edu

cation. For instance, multitudes of

half educated girls are lured away

from regular schools every year by

the fair promises of solicitors from

business colleges. Do you know if

this is true of your town 2

3. It can be the initiator in the city

of a great vocational guidance move

ment for young girls—guidance not

into jobs, but guidance into the best

training available with a definite goal

held steadily in view. The years from

fourteen to sixteen with American

girls are sometimes designated “the

wasted years.” To whose door but

the Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation's shall that responsibility be

laid if the phrase registers a fact?

4. It can demonstrate short prac

tical courses of training for women,

setting a new standard of efficiency

and wages in a familiar field of work,

or blaze the way into an untried field.

The prospect is alluring.

The Eastern College Girl

Theresa Wilbur Paist

O the gentle reader who dips

into the first paragraph of an

article to find the flavor, let

me confess my embarrassment at

being unable to make an impressive in

troduction, like the following: “Ques

tionnaires were sent to fifty leading

institutions and while replies were re

ceived from but eight, these were so

representative that we feel confident

the conclusions drawn therefrom are

correct.” For, alas, no questionnaires

have been sent. I have merely sat me

down and called upon my memory to

show me the Eastern college girl as I

have known her. She first appeared

upon my horizon as an undergraduate

at Leland Stanford University, en

ticed there for a part of her course,

and very ready to enlighten us Cali

fornians upon the ways of life at

Wellesley or Bryn Mawr. Later, as

secretary of the National Board, I vis

ited the seats of her learning, and at

several Silver Bay conferences met

with the delegates.

I have no mass of facts with which

to overwhelm one who may disagree

with me, but can plead an honest at

tempt to give my impression.

The Eastern college girl very often

registers from Oregon or Texas. One

such girl while holding the most re

sponsible position open to an under

graduate received by telephone an in

vitation to dine with a “boy from

home,” and hardly stifled the spon

taneous “yes” that would have broken

to bits the very rules she, chiefly, was

responsible for enforcing. A Califor

nia mother wishing to expose her

daughter to a concentrated form of

“Eastern culture” found that even the

most Eastern of private schools and

colleges were diluted by a Western

element. Meanwhile our Western col

leges are constantly calling professors

from the East. It is therefore not

possible to picture the Eastern college

girl as a person quite distinct from

other college girls; still, she has an

identity of her own. She is skilled in

sports. To this the tennis courts,

basket-ball field and the boats at Sil

ver Bay bear their evidence. At no

conferences in other sections of the

country do the girls show such enthusi

asm for sports, and in none are they

more sophisticated on the subject of

how girls together may have fun. The
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time honored explanation is that girls

in women's colleges conduct their own

athletics and control “student life,”

there being no men students to over

shadow them by their mighty achieve

mentS.

Whether in the athletic field or else

where, the Eastern college girl treads

with a sure step. The Westerner may

know in her own loyal heart that her

college is the greatest in the country,

but the Eastern college girl is not only

sure that hers is the greatest, but she

has no little assurance that the fact is

recognized by the country at large.

This assurance does not tend to de

crease that critical tendency of mind

which is common to all students, for

college days are days of testing all

things, and living as she does, com

paratively near to the greatest cities,

the Eastern college girl hears from

the men and women whose names may

be conjured with in all parts of the

country. Unimpressed by any great

ness of reputation borne by the

speaker, she listens, analyzing and

criticizing what is said. “If the

preachers only knew how the girls

wait to see how many points they will

makeſ" was the comment of one girl

on the preachers visiting her college.

Can't you see the congregation of

girls sitting in quiet attention, un

blinded by brilliant oratory, unsus

ceptible to emotionalism, calmly wait

ing for the point! As any executive

of an Eastern student conference

knows, there is something both stag

gering and inspiring in this uncom

promising demand for the best. Who

is she that she should pick and choose

from a table set with good things?

Before we condemn her let us think

what demands we make of the East

ern college girl.

We expect her to come from college

prepared to take an effective and often

a leading part in any good movements

bearing upon the life of women.

As an undergraduate in a woman's

college she is educated from the wom

an’s standpoint. Her professors pre

sent their information and point their
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morals, whether it be in history, psy

chology, economics or sociology, to

her as a woman. She is compara

tively near the headquarters of

many organizations working upon

some phase of the woman question,

political, industrial, social or religious.

Happy are the leaders in such causes

when they can get the ear of the col

lege girl. Moreover she is near the

great centers in which the nation's

problems of woman's life are in a

sense focused. The factory worker

and the immigrant may seem very in

teresting but rather unreal beings to a

girl who goes from her father's farm

to a State university in a small West

ern town, but the Eastern college girl

is blind indeed if she has not looked

such women in the face.

However, her very advantages may

have in them elements of danger.

A girl who lives for four years in

the feminine atmosphere of a woman's

college, who is constantly addressed

as a woman, and who is sought after

by those who wish to convince her

that they have the key to woman's

problem and a sure program for wom

an’s life, may become so intent upon

being a woman that she forgets to

function as a human being and to view

women's problems as bound up in the

great human problems apart from

which they cannot be solved.

Moreover the fact that she must

constantly hear of pressing needs

which she cannot at once attempt to

meet may deafen her to their call

when her preparation is completed,

unless she forms purposes that relate

her academic work to her future serv

ice and uses those opportunities which

may offer her actual service during

her college life—and this very thing

she does to a gratifying degree.

When the Eastern college girl

comes from college eager to do her

part in the world she meets certain

difficulties more or less peculiar to the

East. If returning to a small Eastern

village either in the profession of

school teacher or as a non-professional

woman in her home, she may not find
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the crudities of a Western town, but

the ruts are deeper and the desire on

the part of the villagers to change

anything about their lives even for the

better is conspicuous for its absence.

If she is to accomplish anything she

must be aggressive without letting

any one suspect it, while tact and

patience may be added without meas

ure to her constant persistency. Should

her life be lived in a large city, she

will not be lacking avenues of service,

but may be puzzled to choose among

so many. Her fellow workers in

whatever good cause she may espouse,

as well as her social companions, may

many of them be college women, but

among her associates in organized ef

fort and among her personal friends

are many of a class more numerous in

the East than the West, namely, those

women who have no college educa

tion, not because they lacked money or

time or ability, or an appreciation of

culture, but because they chose not to

go. The same reasons that led them

to such a choice make them somewhat

critical of the college graduate. Were

they fearful lest college life would rob

them of their social graces? Let the

college graduate mind her manners.

Had they misgivings about spending

four years so exclusively in mental

drill lest they lose the human contact

with real life? Let the college girl

beware lest her direct, logical way of

approaching a subject seem blunt and

mannish to the one without her train

ing. She will serve as an apologetic

for or against a college education to a

circle of young friends who could well

have its advantage if persuaded of its

value.

Whether in professional or private

life the Eastern college girl finds her

self part of a more conservative and

conventional order of things than does

the Western girl. If she is to work

for progress she must have faith to

believe that even established conven

tions can be changed if they need to

be, that even conservative people may

alter their opinions. Her power of

initiative will not have the stimulus

that the Western girl experiences who

lives where changes are more wel

come, yet she must exert individual

initiative if she is to work for

progress.

It is but a truism to say that the

value of her activities in philanthropy,

in the church or in the home, will de

pend finally upon what her college life

has helped her to become.

The test of life is so severe that it

soon shows our learning to be but

fragmentary, and our theories inade

quate. We achieve only by the force

of what we are. One's true enthusi

asm for the Eastern college girl is

born of a knowledge of noble women

who have stood the test gloriously,

those whose culture has been deep

enough to reach their very hearts and

fundamental enough to affect what

they think about people as well as

what they say to people, those whose

purpose to serve has had the only sure

foundation, that of personal loyalty to

Jesus Christ, whose life was a minis

try to others.

****



Beginnings in Physical Education in China

Abby Shaw Mayhew

NE’s ideas change very rapidly

out here in China, and what I

may think to-day may be quite

remote from what I shall think to

morrow. It reminds me of a vast for

est in the very innermost center of

which you wish to erect a citadel, from

which there shall go to the remotest

circumference trails from which it will

be possible to clear away the enemies

of the trees, that they may be given the

best opportunity to grow to their

highest capacity. You may try one

opening which looks propitious to-day

and yet be led to another as the better

One to-morrow.

That is very much the way I feel

about starting this great work of

physical education. I think I have

been affected very much, as all new

comers are, whatever their line of

work—a numbness caused by the vast

ness of the work, the greatness of the

need, just the crushing immensity of

the mass of humanity and the low

standard of living of the majority, and

I have not yet been to Canton

When I first came over to the As

sociation and was shown the only

available room for exercise, a room 15

by 25 feet in size, had I not had ex

perience in small beginnings before I

would have been inclined to say, “It is

impossible.” But it seemed to me that

it would be better to do what we could

in these quarters than to launch out at

this early stage of the work, especially

as the Chinese women would find

it difficult to understand the necessity

until it was proved to them. So a

physical committee was appointed

from the Board and we made our plans

to start work in this room. We de

cided to give a course of six weeks

free lessons, limiting the number who

could come. We sent invitations to all

of the mission schools, and also asked

the non-Christian schools to send five

of their oldest girls. As a result we

had representatives from six mission

schools and five non-Christian schools.

We also got a small class of women in

terested, mostly Board members, and

took in all of the girls and women who

attend the educational classes in the

Association, so that about eighty-five

were in the classes. We are now on

the second term and are charging a

small fee. I also go to Soochow once

a week and have the work in the Laura

Haygood School because I wished to

have the experience of becoming ac

quainted with a real Chinese city;

moreover, there I am able to examine

and measure the girls, which is not

feasible here on account of lack of

space.

As soon as it gets warm enough to

go outdoors I plan to go to the dif

ferent school compounds where I can

take the girls out and organize them

for play. In this way we shall be able

to get at all of the girls of a school.

In May the plan is that I shall go

to other cities and give a course of

talks and lessons to the students of the

community who will come together at

one center. I have a most cordial in

vitation from Hangchow and another

from Kiukiang. From Kiukiang I am

to go North to Peking and Tientsin,

visiting schools especially to see their

principals and also to call on the lead

ers in education. I shall also have the

opportunity of meeting very repre

sentative school girls to give talks and

lessons and direct their play.

All of this work is preliminary to

the founding in Shanghai, which is

the natural center, of a national

Normal School of Physical Education

which shall be our citadel to which we

hope to draw the earnest, educated,

Christian girls of China, for I am con

vinced that we must depend on Chi

nese women to go out into all of the

centers and schools of this great nation

and teach the gospel for our bodies.
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From all I can gather I believe the

field is ours. But it will not be ours

for long, for already the government

schools are calling for teachers. Just

now it is in our hands to say what

shall be the ideal of physical education

in China. If we can organize this

normal school at once and have ready

for these schools women of splendid

professional training who also believe

that the body is the temple of the Holy

Spirit and that all training should

have as its aim the glorifying of God

in our bodies, the making them fit for

the Master's use, “prepared unto every

good work,” may it not be possible,

nay, probable, that this ideal shall re

main as the fundamental principle of

physical education everywhere in cities

and schools and colleges, and shall also

be embodied in the national system of

education of China. If we are too slow

in going in to possess the land teach

ers will be found who have not the re

ligious basis for this important work,

and it will become wholly material in

its aim.

And the need How can I describe

it? It is far greater than I thought

and every day new phases come to

view. This I feel even in Shanghai,

and they tell me often that Shanghai

is not China. Think of what we might

do for these people physically, and

also, if we are about our Father's busi

ness, how we can touch their soul life

even as did Christ as he walked among

the crowd.

We may do all we can to prepare for

this school. We may get many women

ready to come. We may interest the

schools to look to us'for teachers, and

create a demand in the schools for

teachers, but that is as far as we can

go without the help of you who have

had all of the advantages of develop

ment and health and right living.

After we have done all of these

things we must have a well-equipped

gymnasium to which to bring these

women and in which to train them, a

building which shall be a model for all

the schools and colleges, Christian and

government. The government schools

will be able to put up fine buildings.

Some already have good gymnasiums,

and I imagine the first question they

will ask of us will be, “Have you a

fine gymnasium ?” In the present As

sociation building, which is an ordinary

dwelling house, nothing more can be

done than teach a few small classes.

And even in doing that we are crowd

ing out other legitimate work, for the

building is crowded to overflowing and

without more room soon the work will

be seriously cramped. The Chinese

women have voted to raise the money

for the land, and I am wondering who

will have the honor and privilege of

giving the first Association building,

including a model gymnasium for

China.

The Entrance of German Women into

Student Life

Adelheid Christine Caspar"

HE title indicates a young in

stitution in an old country,

which at the same time is old

in this young country of America. In

* Fraúlein Caspar is a graduate of the

University of Halle, at present studying in

Bryn Mawr College.

1907, German universities first in

scribed women as regular students.

Long before this, we could get special

permission by any professor to attend

his lectures but never were we ad

mitted to examinations, so that we did

not get any credit for the work. Only
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few women could afford the luxury

of such a study; we had more women

students from abroad than from our

own country at that time. This state

of things has entirely changed. Dur

ing our present student's generation

in the last six years, more than 3,000

German women have registered in the

universities, all of them working for

their Ph.D., doctor of medicine, or

some corresponding state-examina

tion. As they are working exactly

under the same terms with the men, I

shall begin with some general re

marks on German university life.

The German boy, after his gram

mar school time, attends for ten years

or more the Gymnasium, a school

which is supposed to give him a thor

ough preparation for his university

career, and which, at the age of

twenty, he leaves with a certificate of

Maturität that enables him to enter a

university. The academic life that

is open to him now means a tremen

dous change from what he has had be

fore. Up to this time he stayed with

his parents, the Gymnasium being a

day-school, but a school which closely

supervises the whole life of its pupils.

Not only are they required to attend

about thirty-five compulsory lectures

a week (most of them between seven

and twelve) and to report on their

home work of three or four hours

every day (including Saturday), but

the comparatively few recreation

hours, too, are subject to the rules of

the school. From this home life

where everything was settled for him,

where all seemed safe and simple, the

young man of twenty years leaves

his father's house and shifts over into

the unknown university life—un

known, it is true, in its details, but

very decidedly associated with a

strong idea of deutsche akademische

Freiheit. -

Germany has about seventy univer

sities, most of them in comparatively

small places, but even had his town

a university the young man would not

miss the chance and education of those

valuable Wanderjahre, and therefore

chooses some far-away university.

This choice is a big question, but, after

all, he has five long student years be

fore him. He certainly will not bury

himself in one place—he will, like the

fahrenden Schuler of middle ages, see

two, three, even more different univer

sities. At the end he may consider

one of them as his favorite university,

but don't be surprised if some of us

are rather puzzled by your American

question: “What is your college?”

The universities have no campus, no

dormitory life at all. According to

his allowance the student will find a

room, the well-known Bude at the

house of some honorable citizen of the

town. A very important thing it is,

this Bude; it has to be the scene of

all social life in winter evenings (in

summer, the woods and lake will do

better); friends will meet in the best

Bude of their circle for common pleas

ure or common work, for birthday par

ties and musical entertainments, and

especially for those long and earnest

discussions which German students

are so fond of. Breakfast and sup

per are generally taken in the Bude,

and here, for the first time in his life,

the student can bestow hospitality by

depriving himself of some luxury in

order to share his meals with friends

to whom it may be a help.

Another question of vital importance

for the young student is to find a din

ner-circle that suits him. Here the

young man without acquaintances

probably will meet his first comrades,

and will have to stand for his ideas of

good and wrong. -

During the first few weeks, he will

register his lectures in the university

office, give his address and get his stu

dent's card that shows that he belongs

to the university. This duty per

formed, he does not have to go near

the university again. He is supposed

to know what is best for him, either

to attend on his lectures or to cut them.

Many of our famous professors lecture

before 200 or 400 students and never

know who is not present. There are

no quizzes, no examinations at all, at
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least for years to come, and who would

expect a “fox” (that is how they call

the first semester student) to think of

that final state examination that causes

trouble and anxiety for the older ones.

He will have four, five years without

anyone's criticizing or examining what

work he does, without his parents be

ing able to judge of his study beside

of what he pleases to tell them, sur

rounded by hundreds of young men in

the same condition, using their oppor

tunities in very different ways, all try

ing more or less to make him a com

panion of their life. There is a very

elaborated system of keilen, i. e., rush

ing students that they want for mem

bers in the regular student bodies, such

as Corps and Verbindungen. But

there is, too, a decided rivalry for com

rades in every hidden circle with bad

or impure purposes. For there are lots

of persons (students and non-students)

at work in each university town—be it

ever so small, who try to make those

who have resisted such temptations

previously yield to them now. There

is this enormous temptation, for one,

of the alcohol—it seems so unsocial,

so unkind, not to yield once or twice

to those constant invitations to student

gatherings where men drink. It may

seem comparatively harmless to be

drunk one night, too, and suddenly, the

alcohol has become a power in the stu

dent's own life, vain attempts to over

come it will lower the young man in

his own eyes—where will he get

strength for resistance? It is the

struggle between life and death when

the character is born. Will he go out

of it as one of the common herd,

as a true man over whom there is joy

in heaven P

Thus was the character of academic

life in Germany when, in 1907, the

first women students' generation was

registered. What are our difficulties?

How do we try to overcome them?

We knew before that difficulties

were waiting upon us. We knew, for

instance—it need not be confirmed to

us by the address of some university

president on the day of our matricula

tion (when German students solemnly

promise loyalty to the Alma Mater)—

that we were not received with open

arms as a most desirable increase of

the students' population, that there was

much doubt of our capacity as scientific

workers. The standard is the same

for men and women all over the coun

try and, perhaps, the woman's work

sometimes meets with a more severe

critic. The struggle against prejudice

may be hard, but in many cases it has

proved stimulating to the student. It

has been a certain protection against

the waste of time, against the bummeln

in the first semesters. The women

cannot afford that anyway, because,

roughly spoken, they are one or two

years older than the men students.

The reason for that is the big difficulty

in getting an education equal to that of

the Gymnasium, which is not a coedu

cational school. This feature, how

ever, will not last, as in these days the

state has opened schools of the same

standard for girls, and future students

coming from these schools will be less

serious and more open to sport and

game. At the present you will still

find that most German women students

work hard, perhaps too hard, and al

low themselves less recreation than

would be desirable.

Not only are we hoping for a cer

tain change in the professors' opinion,

but also in that of some fellow men

students. The German boy does not

know coeducational schools; moreover,

all his teachers have been men. Those

who have no sisters meet girls only at

playgrounds and dances, and have a

vague idea that serious matters are not

to be talked over with a girl, that con

versation has to become superficial as

soon as a girl joins it. We know that

this state of things must not last, that

we have to become fellow-workers in

these years of close intercourse.

Though many of the young men have

adapted themselves wonderfully to the

new situation, others have still much

to learn. We have to teach them. If

the woman is not the leader in these

decisions, she will certainly not get the
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respect and consideration she needs.

In these problems we found kind and

sympathetic help by some of our pro

fessors and their wives, these latter be

ing of special value to us as no woman

is on the staff and faculty of German

universities.

Our own experience proves very in

sufficient in many cases—undeveloped

ourselves, we meet with students who

want our help and advice. We live in

a place where all features of modern

life are concentrated, where every

modern doubt, every modern thought

of irreligion or immorality is discussed

with eagerness. We live in daily con
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tact—in some cases without knowing

it—with persons who have abandoned

any guidance or self-restriction, who

believe and try to make others believe

that a new time has arisen, that the

old-fashioned rules of self-control and

discipline are ridiculous, and the ego

and its appetities is king. Teachers of

these new ethics are spread over the

country among men and women. Some

say they believe in it but do not, there

fore, change their life accordingly.

Others, though they even may practice

it, do not find rest and peace in this

new belief—they labor and are heavy

laden indeed, and want rest.

§

Other Sheep

Josephine Pinyon*

“And other sheep have I which are

not of this fold; them also I must

bring, and they shall hear my voice.”

“I SUPPOSE your work with col

ored girls embraces many pe

culiar problems,” a lady said to

me recently. Yes, assuredly, and yet,

here are a few of the many questions

asked me by young women in our

negro schools.

“What attitude should college

women assume toward public socials 2"

“What can be done to interest our

girls in basket-ball?”

“How should the Y. W. C. A. help

a community?”

“Should Christian girls dance and

play whist?”

“How many young men friends

should a girl have and how should she

treat them?”

“How can we interest the girls in

Bible study?”

“How can girls help to raise the

standard of manhood P’’

* Miss Pinyon is national secretary for

the Association work among colored stu

dents.

“Can a girl, though a strong Chris

tian, use her influence for the best if

untidy?”

“What should one say when meet

ing a stranger?”

“How may I overcome timidity and

nervousness when praying in public?”

“Don’t you think girls might wear

colored hair ribbons to socials P’’

Surely problems of a nature peculiar

to girls the world over !

There have been other questions,

expressive of the awakening and new

vitality that has come into the lives of

over 8,000 negro girls through their

membership in student Associations

since the National Board in 1909 ap

pointed a special worker for negro

schools.

However, there are distinctive prob

lems, because of a not unusual retarded

mental development, the natural re

sult of a neglected public school sys

tem; because of an environment which

has reacted upon naturally keen in

tuitive power to produce a feeling of

suspicion and distrust for all in whom

these young people cannot sense a
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genuine sympathy and understanding.

In 1910, Miss Elizabeth Ross, the

first secretary appointed for this work,

Wrote:

“The oldest educational institutions

for colored youths are only about fifty

years old. In this short time they have

had to do in a large measure the work

of the home, the school and the church.

But our colleges are recognizing their

inability to meet certain needs of their

student bodies—they are recognizing

also the efficiency of organizations

like the Young Men's and Young

Women's Christian Associations and

are therefore giving them an oppor

tunity to supplement the college work.

“There are exactly fifty colored stu

dent Young Women's Christian As

sociations. Last year when the work

was first taken up by the National

Board there were only seventeen. In

these fifty schools and colleges 2,555

young women are members of these

organizations. Nineteen volunteer

Bible study classes and six Mission

study classes are being conducted this

year, as against ten of the former and

twenty of the latter last year. Seven

Associations are subscribing for THE

Association MonTHLY, whereas in

1909 there were only three sub

scribers; $40.50 has been sent to the

National Board, as against $4.50 last

year. Although this seems a small

amount, it is a sign of wonderful prog

ress along several lines and especially

in self-help. Eight schools have in

stituted physical training for the girls.

“The work is doing more than cor

recting false ideas. Through it girls

are getting very close together in

Bible study, in gospel meetings and

prayer services and in this way they

are learning that doing the practical

every day, commonplace things in a

Christ-like way is Christianity.

“By corresponding with other col

leges and by their own planning and

initiative, college Associations are

strengthening and broadening the so

cial life of their own girls, and

through special meetings, in which

each girl is permitted to tell what she

can of the social life and conditions

of her home, their thoughts along

these lines are being turned inward to

their own beliefs and ideals and out

ward to the part they can play in help

ing to better the social conditions of

their time and communities.

“Working through the channels of

committee supervision, the Associa

tions are developing leaders among

our young women. Lastly, college

Association work is going to improve

the calibre of many young women who

go out as teachers. Because of lack

of school funds, for many years yet,

colored teachers will have to do a

great deal more than give instruction

in the subjects assigned them, and

presidents of schools are beginning to

say: “We need teachers who have a

broad interest in every young woman.’

They are to be the standard makers of

their people, it is therefore supremely

important that they should have ideals

of Christian living that penetrate to

the heart of life.”

There are now in eighty-eight

negro schools and colleges, Young

Women's Christian Associations that

are effective forces in the ways de

scribed by Miss Ross. At least one

hundred schools are still unreached.

Forty-two Associations are affiliated

with the National organization, the

other forty-six are clamoring for

charters, thirty-five volunteer Bible

study classes are every week helping

3,128 young negro women to gain a

deeper, saner conception of Chris

tianity. Thirty Mission study classes

and a social service committee in imany

Associations are teaching them the

significance of sisterhood.

Seven week-end conferences have

been held in four years. More are

needed. Usually the first question

asked me is, “Where is our next con

ference to be held, and when 2" and

the second, “How long are you going

to stay with us?” For these girls,

bright-eyed and eager to know more

of this wonderful new force that has

come to them, are jealous, so jealous

of their rights to conferences, and
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visits from the “national secretary,”

and so grateful for every sign of in

terest in their welfare.

Though numbers and distances

make an annual visit to each school an

impossible task for one person, and

though resulting fluctuations in prog

ress are discouraging, encourage

ment comes in many forms—in the ap

peal of the twenty-three girls who

have this year expressed to me their

desire to enter the field of Christian

service; in the voluntary Sunday song

service held by the Association at Fisk

University, when the old negro folk

songs were sung with all the pathos,

reverence and deep feeling that char

acterizes these unique and impressive

plantation melodies; when, after a

story hour with a seemingly indiffer

ent audience at the Tullahassee Mis

sion School I saw a gleam of intelli

gent interest and pleasure in the eyes

of otherwise impassive African-Indian

faces, and one girl stopped long
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enough to say shyly, “They were right

much good stories.”

Then there are Associations like the

one at Bishop College, where in three

years the young women have raised

funds to furnish comfortably and

tastefully their own reception room,

library, and guest room; to buy a

piano, equipment for basket-ball, ten

nis, croquet and other games, and

have raised besides a large sum for

missions. Here they meet in groups

every Tuesday evening for Bibre

study, and the Christ spirit is entering

to a wonderful degree into their daily

lives.

But the greatest encouragement of

all comes from the knowledge of a

growing world-wide realization of the

truth that the economic and ethical

development of a nation is directly

proportional to the economic and ethi

cal development of the least of the

races within its boundaries, “that they

might have life, and that they might

have it more abundantly.”

§

A River Went Out of Eden

Helen Thoburn

HEY were talking about the

summer conferences. The

room was filled with secre

taries—analyzing, comparing, plan

ning. And of course the air was filled

with the old phrases: “Inspirational

meeting,” “technical hours,” “group

councils,” “platform work.” They

were too well-worn to touch the im

agination of any there. Suddenly one,

from the watch-tower of her spirit,

gathered us up with her for one pene

trating moment: “The conferences?

I can see them as a great stream flow

ing through our land, bringing fresh

water to girls and women every

where, tributary to all the rest of our

work, invigorating the farthest

reaches of all else that we do-be

cause it is a river of the water of

life.”

xk k >k #: xk

It is late spring, and high up at its

sources that stream is gathering

power. Each year its channels lie

waiting deeper than before, out to

the remotest parts of the land, waiting

for the downward sweep of the clear,

sweet waters. Last summer over four

thousand made pilgrimage to its banks,

and each took away with her some of

the living water to be given to some

one else. This year they are gather

ing again, to go down to its banks.

Who are they to be?

Some of the force of that current

was deflected this spring, and many

hundreds took the pilgrimage to a city
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in the South. They called it a conven

tion. Had they kept the figure they

might perhaps have thought of it as

the “rapids” of that stream l—but at

any rate they came up from it, stirred

and renewed. Are they not to be

among the most active ones in seeing

that many who have never yet “con

vened” or “conferred” shall betake

themselves to one or the other of the

eleven places where Young Women s

Christian Association forces come to

gether this summer for the serener,

steadier ten days of comradeship and

rest? In other ways and places the

waters of the stream have been turned

aside, almost for the first time, to re

fresh the industrial girls who seek

them at Nepahwin, Altamont, and

Makonikey, the camps which are be

ginning to be conducted by the field

committees. But these are very

special “still waters,” for the girls

who want to take all of their vacation

in the one quiet place, girls who are

either too tired or too young as yet

for the meat or drink of the other ten

day gatherings. So it is to the main

stream after all that most shall turn

this year. Many of the thousands

who journeyed to it last summer will

come back again—one can go just so

long on the refreshment of that pil

grimage and then craves a renewal of

what it gives. But there is a great

company yet of those whose feet need

to be turned riverward for the first

time: the young teachers who have

given of themselves all year and need

to be revivified for their high call

ing; the “perfectly good girls with

nothing to do,” who will come back

from the conference never to feel that

self-accusation again; the college girls

whom this and this alone will convince

of the reasonableness and every-day

joyousness of Christianity; the young

professional and business women who

are beginning to find themselves, and

whose latent leadership only needs to

come under the spell of that assured

leadership of the men and women at

a summer conference to send them

out to “help the King.”

And again, there are “goodly fel

lowships” who should be joining the

pilgrimage in every town and city and

college where there is a Young

Women's Christian Association—the

groups of women upon whose shoul

ders the Association government rests,

who have seen the river flow by and

have failed to go down to the banks,

thinking it enough to watch it from

where they stand, forgetting or never

knowing that only as the spirit

thirsteth for the water of life, and is

filled, can it minister to a thirsting

community; women who need only to

go down once to that stream to find

that to dwell by it for a little time is

to come up with hands better trained,

with eyes more clear, and with hearts

refilled with the indwelling of God's

spirit, without which our work must

be an empty farce.

Are you of any of these?

x: xk >k >k sk

They were looking through the As

sociation calendar for 1914. One of

them pointed to the quotation for

June 5th, the first day of the first 1914

conference: “There's sometimes a

good nearby tree growin’ right out

of the bare rock. You lay your ear

down an' you'll hear a little stream

runnin'. Every such tree has got its

own livin' spring—there's folks made

to match 'em.”

“It must have been an inspired acci

dent that set that opposite that date,”

said the girl who had singled it out.

“‘There's folks made to match 'em 2'

I've been thinking that of our own

delegation ever since they came back

from last summer's conference.

They're growing right out,' but in

every one, if you stop to think, it's as

if there were a living spring.”

“Because they have been by the

river of life,” said the other one.



The Conferences Are Yours

(An Open Letter)

HERE was presented to the Bi

ennial Convention a report

from the Commission on the

Training of Volunteer Workers, pre

pared by a group of volunteer workers

themselves, which aroused much in

terest. Since the Convention many in

quiries have been made as to the ways

in which training may be received,

and it is the purpose of this article to

indicate a channel through which some

training may be secured this summer.

In this report attendance at summer

conferences is listed as a means of

training. This is apt to be ignored be

cause it is not new, but, though the

Summer conference is an old and fa

miliar institution, it is capable of meet

ing new needs should volunteer

workers come in sufficient numbers to

demand a larger share of the pro

gram.

In no line of work is the practical

doing of the work from day to day

considered sufficient. In every profes

sion and business, from teaching to

selling groceries, the successful ones

are those who read their technical

magazines and who attend summer

schools or conventions wherever the

opportunity is given for interchange

of experience and for contact with ex

pert leadership. In some other age

Some other way may be evolved, but

for our present age the convention or

conference is essential to the growth

of the majority of workers, be they

volunteer or employed. That this de

mands sacrifices does not make it

less necessary. All valuable work de

mands heavy sacrifice.

How may the City Conference help

the local city Association? By bring

ing together the leaders of city work

for study under those whose authority

as teachers is recognized, for confer

ence together as to the best ways of

accomplishing definite ends, and for

a more intimate acquaintance through

those days of companionship away

from the pressing duties of every day

life in places where artificial barriers

are let down as low as society ever

permits them to be let down. If our

city Associations are ever to approach

our democratic, Christian ideal; if

they are ever to be other than one body

of women furnishing the money and

prestige in the community and another

body of women professionally trained

doing most of the work, and another

body of women and girls receiving

the benefits of an institution, we

must come together, plan together,

pray together, work together in quite

a new way. Thus may we hope to

further the day when each Associa

tion shall be “a body of women hold

ing a common ideal welded together

to become an active force for com

munity service.”

Who are leaders of the Young

Women's Christian Associations 2

Board and committee members and

secretaries—yes, that is recognized by

all—but many of our truest leaders are

girls, and many more girls should be

leaders.

Since the field committees of the

East have established their three sum

mer camps, the younger girls and

those of less education have an ideal

vacation opportunity, and the Eastern

City Conference may now be made a

place distinctively for the training of

Association leaders, provided the term

“leader” is understood to include all

young women who have capacity for

leadership in any club or group. Such

leaders are found in our churches, in

social life, in all professions, in every

business and in the high schools.

Board members and secretaries can do

nothing without these young women,

and Silver Bay, which has already

proved a place of inspiration to the

few, might give the vision to hundreds

of such young women and send them

I73
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back to their Associations to co

operate more sympathetically and in

telligently with the board and secre

taries in this great work.

In the Middle West and Far West

we have as yet no field camps, and

the conference must for the present

furnish a vacation place for many

girls. But there may be very definite

opportunity as well for training for

Association work.

This summer to all of the confer

ences strong Christian leaders will

bring their messages of truth for

guidance and encouragement. In

Christian work there is certainly noth

ing more basic than a knowledge of

the Bible and of the extension of

Christ's kingdom in the world. In the

City Conference this summer the

Bible work is of the highest order,

carefully graded to different groups,

the classes taught by well-known theo

logical professors, pastors and secre

taries who have had special Bible

training. The Mission study includes

normal work and deals with those

phases of mission work of the most

vital interest just now, such as the

Mormon problem in our own country

and the Christian task in Turkey and

China. The teachers are especially

qualified whether by actual experience

on the mission field or by their work

as professors of missions in colleges,

or through close acquaintance with

conditions. To Mission study has

been added Community study on the

family and social work, taught by

qualified social workers, such as di

rectors of associated charities or pro

fessors of sociology. To these courses

can be added in time courses on the

history of the Association movement,

should there be a demand for it. The

technical councils for board members

and secretaries are to be held together

with a few separate meetings for dis

cussion of their peculiar problems.

This year the emphasis is laid on the

Biennial Convention recommenda

tions. All the Commission findings

will be reported and there will be op

portunity for discussion on the ad

vance work suggested. New experi

ments tried lately, such as the joint

finance campaigns, will be reported by

those who have participated in them.

Such subjects as vocational training

and adapting the Association to the

community will be discussed by out

side specialists, such as the head of

the Women's Educational and In

dustrial Union in Boston at Silver Bay

and the head of a church department

of labor at Geneva. Special councils

under national and field secretaries of

expert training and experience will

be held in the East for Association

members, professional and business

women and girls of leisure, and for

high school girls. To those councils

at Geneva are added councils for

country and industrial girls. Neither

money nor thought has been spared to

bring together in these conferences all

that will inspire and help Association

workers of all kinds, and it now rests

with the local Associations to send to

the conferences delegations represent

ing all kinds of workers who, receiv

ing and enjoying most, can share with

others what they gain. The confer

ences are yours, to be made what you

wish them to be.

EM M A HAYS.



A CLASS WITH A MISSION

A Class

With a Mission

Grace E. Marrett

ITTSBURGH Surveys come

and go, but the Women in In

dustry remain, and no amount

of mere investigation can ameliorate

the conditions under which they labor.

Neither can the condescending type

of charity accomplish more than

temporary relief. There seems,

however, far greater promise in the

sort of charity that recognizes that

the least good for the few never

works the greatest good for the rest,

and that it is not the absolute rule

that there must be a “life for a life.”

It is not only the socialists that recog

nize that a large part of the evil in

the world comes from maladjustment

and that the problem of relief is the

problem of restoring a normal bal

ance. Accordingly, a year ago, when

the Pittsburgh Association under

took to investigate trade conditions

in the city with a view to undertak

ing some form of vocational guid

ance, an attempt was made to find

some profession or trade in which

girls needed instruction and in which

the output was not sufficient to meet

the demand. The two calls that came

to us most distinctly were for girls

for domestic service and for girls and

women to do any grade of sewing.

In the latter phase of work the As

sociation has assumed some of its re

sponsibility and is trying to secure a

more perfect balance between sup

ply and demand, excess of women

workers on one hand and excess of

women's work on the other.

In the outset it was recognized

that a class that should accomplish a

real missionary work could not be

self-supporting and that the gauge of

success in our work must be the ex

tent to which we were making inef

ficient girls efficient and not the bal

ance of receipts and disbursements.

Our Domestic Art Department is
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more than self-supporting, so it was

possible to begin upon its funds with

the hope that before that was ex

hausted the real need for such work

would be demonstrated, and it is a

working principle with us that finan

cial support is always available to

meet a proven need. The regular

sewing class rooms were constantly

in use, so two small adjoining class

rooms that had been used for even

ing academic work were converted into

a “trade school,” and the first of

February, 1913, our class was opened

with only two students and the assur

ance of two more the following

week. Within three weeks ten girls

were enrolled, and since then, the

number has not fallen below that

mark, though there have been many

changes in the personnel. -

For this first spring we have

charged no tuition beyond the mem

bership in the Association, and have

restricted the privilege to girls who

have never had an earning capacity of

more than six dollars a week, or who,

living at home, will soon be under

the economic necessity of earning a

living and who are not qualified to

earn more than six dollars a week.

They receive sixteen hours of in

struction a week, during four morn

ings. This selection of time brings

them to us when they are at their best,

and yet leaves time for them to do

some outside piece-work if that is

necessary. Two of the teachers in

the Domestic Art Department divide

the teaching time and the girls spend

fifteen minutes of each morning in

the gymnasium.

The interest of two committee

members led to our having one dona

tion of one hundred dollars, and an

other of twenty-five dollars, with

which to begin our work. Since

then there have been small contribu

tions aggregating twenty-six dollars,

and the proceeds of two entertain

ments netted us fifty-seven dollars.

We bought at once two second-hand

sewing machines that were in first

class condition and cost only thirty
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three dollars, and, later, two more ma

chines almost as good cost twenty-five

dollars. During the three months of

class work, about thirteen dollars has

been spent on small supplies, and we

expect to close the class for the sum

mer with about $125 left to make a

fresh start in the fall.

The first two weeks of class work

we made up aprons and underwear

without charge in order to advertise

the work and to get materials for the

girls to work on without extra ex

pense to the department. Since then

we have had no difficulty in keeping

the girls well supplied with work

though almost no advertising has

been done except through the girls in

the other classes. The students have

also come to us principally in the

same way; three or four came in re

sponse to an advertisement in the

“Want” columns of the daily papers,

but that advertisement we ran only

one week because it seemed best not

to encourage the class to become very

large till the work had passed the

stage of being an experiment. There

seems now no reason why the class

should not be considerably increased

next winter.

Far greater than any financial diffi

culty has been that of establishing

regular attendance upon class work,

and we have made and hold to rather

rigidly, the rule that a girl who is ab

sent more than twice in any one

month shall forfeit her place in the

class. This has been necessary al

most more on account of the parents'

attitude than because the girls them

selves under-estimated the oppor

tunity offered them. We have had.

too, to face the problem of the

temptation which comes to a grrl to

leave class as soon as she can get

work in a shop at very little more

than she has earned before. To a girl

who has never earned more than four

dollars or four and a half dollars a

week an increase of a dollar means

a good deal. Therein, however, lies

one of the advantages in our carrying

only morning work. If we can help

a girl to get employment during her

afternoons and her two free days at

the rate of a dollar a day, we can hold

her almost indefinitely. And it has

been quite possible to do this, for, as

we estimated, the demand for plain

sewing in the homes far exceeds the

supply.

The progress of the girls may be

illustrated by the case of G–

S—, whose highest wages before

coming to us had been three and a

half dollars a week selling tickets out

side a moving picture show. Six

weeks after joining our class all of

her spare time was engaged at a dol

lar a day, and she has not had an

idle day since. Thus she is earning

four dollars a week and fast fitting

herself to earn far more. There is

no reason why she should not eventu

ally make a first-class dressmaker.

A B , who could not en

tirely forfeit the income of five dol

lars a week that she was making in

a box factory, is now engaged in our

own building, waiting on table in the

dining room and assisting the maid

in the Domestic Science kitchen. She

is receiving three and a half dollars

a week, and will soon be able to com

mand twice that in the sewing trade.

Of course some of our girls are

not naturally equipped with the in

telligence that will carry them far,

even with the best instruction, and

most of them have scant formal edu

cation. The former lack we cannot

supply, and can only hope to place

such girls in carefully selected shops

and establishments where they can

earn a low living wage under better

conditions than those existing in

most factories. The latter need we

do desire to meet, and are planning

another year to give the girls instruc

tion in business methods and Eng

lish and some talks on hygiene, sani

tation, etc.

Up to date the girls have worked

only on cotton goods, but have made

all kinds of muslin underwear,

nightgowns, kimonas, tailored waists

and wash dresses. The teacher in
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charge has drafted all patterns and

the work has been held to a very high

standard. The girl who will not or

can not do any but slovenly work we

do not want any more than we want

one who cannot be depended upon in

other ways, and already our work is

making a great reputation for itself.

Of course this class is only in its

infancy, but we feel that it is a

healthy infant and a welcome one in

the industrial world. The girls are

happy, enthusiastic about their work,

and definitely bettering their chances

in life. Their product is in demand

and we are sure that the Pittsburgh

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion trade class has come to stay.

§

The Eight-WeekClub

Plan for the Sake

of a Country Girl

Jessie Field

HERE is just one great, un

derlying thing that all the

girls who live in the country

and in small communities need to

learn and that is, the joy and the

value of working and playing to

gether. In order to learn this there

must be a local leader. Now the

trouble is in all too many country

communities that the trained leaders

have all gone away to larger places,

and while there is yet much latent

leadership in every neighborhood, it

has not come into its own enough to

be recognized. The girls who could

be leaders have not had a chance to

try their “leadership wings.”

So the Young Women's Christian

Association again calls the attention

of all those interested in girlhood and

young womanhood to the possibilities

of the Eight-Week Club plan. This

plan was thought of and first pre

sented by Miss Helen Barnes, and

BLUE BELL TIME. Out of Doors

has been successfully carried out.

The students of the University of

Texas have done, especially, fine

work with it.

This year there are some new fea

tures, including a pamphlet of direc

tions to leaders suggesting what to

study, what to do and how to have a

good time; there are plans for eight

weeks with good books, six weeks

with famous women by Miss

Thomas; numerous suggestions are

given for neighborhood service—

how to help the school, the church,

the grange and other local institu

tions. A special leaflet outlining a

course in Bible study is being pre

pared by Miss Ethel Cutler. A

special Certificate of Commendation

for Community Service will be given

to every club which does the required

work and sends in an adequate report

at the end of the season.

Added impetus to succeed in the

truest and best way in the Eight

Week Club plan comes, too, from the
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fact that Miss Jessie Woodrow Wil

son, as a member of the Student

Committee of the National Board

will be the National Student Leader

for the Eight-Week Clubs and will

sign the club certificates.

In many localities the work of the

Eight-Week Club will be the first of

many steps toward the organization

of future county Associations. The

work outlined is strong in its ap

peal to the student members of our

Associations and to the girls back in

their home communities who have not

had a chance to go to college.

The full plan as printed below has

been sent out to the student Associa

tions:

GENERAL PLAN FOR LEADERS.

Members.

Girls and young women in the country

and small towns.

Leaders.

Members of student Young Women's

Christian Associations who possess the

necessary qualifications for the Christian

leadership of girls. These leaders are ap

pointed by the field student secretaries

from recommendations made by the cabi

nets of student Associations.

Motto, “Do YE THE NEXTE THYNGE.”

“The girl who sees the world as a whole

sees the importance of her own neighbor

hood in relation to the world, and knows

that to bring happiness there is to make

very real and definite, contribution to the

progress of the world. . She knows, toº,
that whether her world be large or small,

if she is working in the consciousness of

her relation to universal forces, she herself

is bound to become a person of power."—

Jessie Woodrow Wilson.

Purpose.

To bring the girls and young women in

small communities together during the

summer vacation season for the purpose of

learning some of those things which mean

a happier and more useful life; to unite

them for definite service to their home

neighborhoods; to learn about the work of

the Young Women's Christian Association,

and to be of help in bringing its opportu

nities to other girls in the country and

small towns.

Management.

A simple form of constitution is sug

gested and each club may have officers of

its own, but all matters of policy must be

decided by the leader.

Meetings.

At least eight meetings shall be held dur

ing the summer by each club. These meet

ings shall be for study, to do things, and

to have a good time.

1. For the study, leaders may

from three suggested courses:

(a) Six Bible study lessons and two on

Association work, prepared in outline espe

cially for Eight Week Clubs by Miss

Cutler.

(b) Six lessons on great leaders (biog

raphies of great women).

(c) Course in literature, for which each

girl contributes a book for circulation in

the group and for review in the meetings.

2. For the things to do: Study of trees,

birds, plant life or some other line of na

ture lore; sewing, cooking, embroidery,

basketry, gardening, music, etc.

3. For the good time: This should be a

part of every meeting, but it is suggested

that at least two sessions be all for a good

time. These might be the first meeting

when all the girls of the neighborhood are

invited, and another meeting later planned

by both the club members and the leader

for all the people of the community.

choose

§§

Books Old and New

This is a full report

of the Federal Council

of the Churches of

Christ in America in quadrennial session at

Chicago, Illinois, in 1912.

There are in many places, even among

our Association workers, such vague ideas

of what the Federal Council of Churches

is, and as to whether it is a national move

ment or not, and as to the denominations

which are united in the organization, that

it seems wise to give a brief history of its
work and aims.

This Convention report is made of a na

tional assembly of denominational bodies

joined in co-operative relationship with

each other for social service in the church

through the Federal Council Commission.

The Federal Council in this unity repre

sents among others: The Presbyterian

Board of Home Missions; the Methodist,

Baptist, Congregationalist, Disciples of

Christ, Christian Church, Society of Friends

and United Presbyterian, brotherhoods for

this cause, with other bodies in process of

organization like the Reformed Church, the

Free Baptist and the Methodist Episcopal,

and it may be added that no Protestant de

nomination has any other than a warm

Christian Unity

at Work”

* Christian Unity at Work, edited by Charles S.

Macfarland, N. Y. Federal Council of the Churches of

Chris: in America. 281 pages, $1 oo net.
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º of interest in the work of social up

ift.

These denominational departments work

together in the common task of an inter

denominational movement, not unlike our

National Board of the Young Womens

Christian Association, each denomination

having a secretary, and joint secretarial

conferences being held with the secretaries

of the International Committee of the

Young Men's Christian Association and

with our own secretaries, and those of other

like organizations. The necessity therefore

of clearly understanding this movement of

the church, which it is our aim to serve, is

very evident. It is necessary for our work

ers to know how to engage in service with

the forces of the ministry and the church

in all communities where they mutually are

striving to solve its problems and needs.

The Church Commission has a growing

relationship with such social work as the

Playground and Recreation Association, the

Child Labor Committee, the Associations

for Labor Legislation, and with the organ

izations studying preventive measures

against tuberculosis and reform measures

for prisons.

These are mentioned merely to give an

idea of the breadth of the reach of the

coming church. It would seem as if all

philanthropic work, actuated as it must be,

by the spirit of Christ, was, like the warp

of a garment, incomplete until this unifying

shuttle had woven back and forth the woof,

and the fabric became one whole piece. It

is just such welding together of human in

terests and concerns which (no matter how

widely they were divided in their concep

tions) makes us sure of God's hand on the

reins that drive the universe. We see Old

Testament and secular history, separated

bits of events, cemented together into an

indissoluble plan, as if we small creators

brought our bits of work to our father,

along with all our daily happenings, and

he took ours and our brother's and said,

“See now, what a beautiful thing I shall

make of them all together”; with each little

piece not insignificant in the whole. It

gives daily work a dignity, life a vision and

suffering a reason which creates willingness

in anyone to lend a hand with the small,

that God may create the big.

One aspect of such a point of view one

gets in this book.

When Forbes Robinson

died some one said:

“But he lives. His life

remains, here and beyond. His faith in

God, in prayer; his hope for every man;

his utterly wonderful, amazing love—they

The Sympathy

of God *

*The Sympathy of God, by Forbes Robinson. Long

mans, Green & Company, $o.go

Letters to His Friends, by Forbes Robinson. Long

mans. Green & Company, $1.co

still remain.” That was only nine years

ago, but each year he had become more

and more of a living power as the “Let

ters,” at first printed only for private cir

culation, become more widely known. He

and R. L. S. were supposedly putting the

best of themselves into other channels, the

one into formal writing, the other into

preaching. But the things that “still re

main” and construct are what they gave of

themselves in the extras of life—the unre

corded conversations, and the letters which,

meant for their own friends, have since

made each of them into a “little friend of

all the world.” Perchance it is more worth

while than we can now see, to let our poli

cies and our committees and our planning

wait occasionally while we too give of

ourselves in the unnecessary but perhaps

more immortal “extras” such as these.

The publication this year of a new book

under Forbes Robinson's name, seems to

those who know his letters, like a resur

rection of some of the living personality

of the man who “understood more of the

‘things that matter’ than any man we shall

ever meet.”

“The Sympathy of God” is a group of

some of the young chaplain's sermons,

most of them preached in country churches

near Cambridge. There is little in them

that is new in meat and drink, but we care

for them because we feel that we personally

know him, and beyond that, they have some

thing to give us as leaders because this

man was a genius in simplicity, and that is

something we can all afford to learn. How

many of us are big enough to get above

our complexities and the snare of words

and end a talk on “The Lord's Prayer”

with this sort of directness:

“Go home, then, and use this prayer.

The less inclined you are to use it, the

more need you have to do so. Lift your

heart again and again to thank Our Father.

Do not think first of self or heaven or hell.

Begin with God. Think about him. Live

in him. Do not ask to be happy. Worship

God. There is nothing worth having, but

God only. “Whom have I in heaven but

thee, and there is none upon earth that I

desire in comparison of thee.' Forget

yourself. Worship God.”

Those of us who have known him as the

friend of Cambridge students, the scholar

and spiritual advisor in his study, like to

find that he can turn as easily to these

simpler folk to whom he speaks of “the

Father of all in this village.” Scholar as

he was, it was yet no wrench to him to turn

the trained academic mind to a quite dif

ferent audience. Why? “This was the

secret of his extraordinary interest and

amazing belief in nearly every one of us.

He saw in us all, however ordinary, how

ever commonplace—yes, however unlovely

were our lives—something, somewhere, of

Jesus Christ.”
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When science serves

man, and seeks to better

the conditions of life,

then we begin to see that correlation be

tween all things which ought to exist, and

which should be known to exist, but to

which we are too often blind.

No one has so harnessed the science of

psychology to man's burden as Professor

Hugo Münsterberg, and no one has more

successfully shown its ability to lift that

burden than he, in applying its laws to prac

tical affairs.

In his latest volume he considers the

problem of efficiency under three headings:

the best possible man; the best possible

work; the best possible effect. He bases

his study on the assertion that “no waste

of valuable possessions (in the United

States) is so reckless as that which results

from the distributing of living force by

chance methods instead of examining care

fully how work and workmen can fit one

another.”

The manner in which he goes about to

decide on an employee's fitness for certain

lines of work is as follows. First, the par

ticular work is studied. For instance, he

discovered that the telephone girls have to

go through fourteen psychological processes

for every call, from the time the speaker

takes down the receiver to the cutting off

of connection. A girl is supposed to handle

one hundred and fifty calls an hour, she can

satisfactorily answer two hundred and

twenty-five, and this number not infre

quently reaches as high as three hundred.

This whole function was resolved into its

elements involving memory, attention, in

telligence, exactitude and rapidity, and each

of these mental acts was tested according

to well-known laboratory methods. The

results bore out the Bell Telephone Com

pany's knowledge as to the ability of some

of their employees whom they had take

the professor's tests, and this, with other

successes have established beyond perad

venture the lack of the necessity for indus

trial “round pegs in square holes.”

Professor Münsterberg advocates govern

mental stations with expert psychologists

to give tests to decide the kind of mental

qualities different persons possess and thus

facilitate their decisions as to life profes

sions. He believes in vocational training,

but thinks the right child should be scien

tifically guided into the right vocation.

This gives much food for thought. How

necessary and important would the ser

vices of an expert psychologist be in insti

tutions desiring to help in producing na

tional efficiency?

Psychology and

Industrial Efficiency"

* Psychology, and Industrial Efficiency, by Hugo

Munsterberg. Houghton-Mifflin, $1.5o net.

The Standard of Living “This investigation

Among Workingmen's

families in Nº'ºrº has aimed only to show

City" wherein the actual con

tent of the standards (what things, and

how many, are had) varies as the two jaws

of a vise, wages and prices, contract and

relax; and to show how the possibilities

of human well-being are modified in con

sequence of the movement of the external

forces that set the economic limits of the

standard of living.”

Th: ee hundred and ninety-one families

of an average size of five persons were

chosen for this investigation. Of these,

three hundred and eighteen had incomes

from $600 to $1,100; twenty-five were be

low and forty-eight above this amount,

but the main attention is devoted to those

with incomes between these figures.

Of these families' nationalities, the

larger number were Americans, the rest

1oreign–Teutons and Irish being next as

to number.

Except for giving the reader this idea

of the scope of the research, little more

need be said regarding the numerical facts

which the book contains, general con

clusions being more the aim of the review.

For those interested in the Commission

on Thrift and Efficiency the book is of

especial value, for, while New York rent

and food prices do not prevail over all

the United States, yet a general average

could easily be struck by almost any citv

wishing to know how best to help fam

ilies to spend. Besides this possibility, the

appendix gives a form of the questionnaire

which was used by the workers in gath

ering these facts together, and also a

summarized report is given of such places

as Buffalo, Syracuse, Elmira, Rochester,

Victor, Richfield Springs, Albany, White

hall, and Honeoye Falls, including Frank

Tucker's address which caused the in

vestigation, Dr. Underhill's report on the

nutrition investigation, and a translation

from Le Play, with a valuable bibliography.

These places could safely be regarded as

fairly typical of other places of the same

size, with similar industrial interests.

it is rather humiliating to learn that

bath-tubs and toilets, “luxuries” in the

sense in which Dr. Patten uses the term,

are most numerous among the colored

people and the Russians. Among many

others they have not even been included as

a standard of living.

One of the causes mentioned for insuf

ficient provision of food by a family is

the desire to save, even at the cost of in

adequate nutrition. And one learns in,

this book that many are inadequately

nourished, whether for this or other rea:

soils. As one mother touchingly expressed

* The Standard of Living Among Workingmen's

Families in New York City, by Robert Coit

Chapin. New York Charities Publication Com

mittee. 37 o pages, $2.o.o.



Such social policies as

the elimination or the

redemption, of the unfit

are placed in contrast in this book.

We say “social policies"—perhaps we can

more clearly express ourselves if we say,

the religious policy of “redemption,” as

against the scientific policy of “elimina

tion.” And yet these expressions are in

adequate, for they in some way place reli

gion and science apart, as if they had no

right together, and this puts us, as essen

tially a religious organization, in antithesis

to the laws and teachings of science, which

is far from being our attitude. We may

speak of science as the hand-maid to re

ligion, rendering necessary service, each

Family and Social

Work “

dependent on this interrelation for the full

est and most complete expression of use

fulness. Neither method, considered in

$ntire isolation, can be looked upon as

comprehensive, but it is just natural that

we should consider religion as the master

method of justice for the economic world.

What we shall call then, at least in this

review, the religious method of “redemp

tion” as applied to social conditions is the

point of view presented by Dr. Devine.

“Give them Bread, but give them Roses,”

is our party's slogan, and the work of im

proving conditions is merely working out

Christ's theories, the practice of which he

praised two thousand years ago. “I was

hungry, and ye gave me to eat; I was

thirsty, and ye gave me drink; I was a

stranger, and ye took me in ; naked, and

ye clothed me; sick, and ye visited me; in

prison, and ye came unto me.” And the

co-operation with science as a handmaid

is advised in the words: “Social workers

- - will seek such information and

training as will enable them to reach some

judgments from the biologic . . . point

of view.”

This standpoint is applied in considering

the problems of the family, women, chil

dren, inefficiency, desertion, the subnormal,

and co-ordination in social work.

The book is to be used as an Association

text-book, and is heartily commended for

its terseness and broad-mindedness.

“Since things alter for

the worse spontaneously,

if they be never altered

for the better designedly, how is the evil

to stop?” . With this quotation Lawrence,

Mass., makes its suggested remedies after

its investigation into its housing and public

health conditions.

It is essentially, an industrial community,

and the book is, therefore, worthy of study

by other like communities of similar size.

Report of the

Lawrence Survey t
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it, “l believe we can eat more, but it has

to be sufficient.” In cases of retrench

ment, to pay for unexpected sickness, ol

some sudden calamity, families “live prin

cipally on bread and coffee or tea.” When

we consider what saving often costs the

person; when we find that the family witn

a bank account is the underfed, underclad,

overcrowded family, the question arises

whether saving is always a valuable eco

nomical asset. The crying need for ni

surance and pension systems is manifest.

.A majority of them are insured, but it

might better be called a death-insul ance

than a life-insurance, for the money is

usually necessarily used for a funeral.

And as for the “culture wants” the things

supposed to make life worth living from

the economist's standpoint there can be

no “standard of culture"—they can't af

ford it. Certainly our reputation as an

extravagant nation has not been gained

through the expenditures of these numer

ous families making up our large popu

lation. When a woman, married ten years,

says, “I have one hat bought long before

I knew him,” we almost feel like throw

ing down the glove to the advocates of the

“simple life.”

The conclusion is that no family of five

can possibly exist normally with a suf

ficient amount of food on less than $800

a year. And, when we read the follow

ing paragraph we see very plainly what

the needs are, and where the help must

come from : “To bring expenditures

down to the exact requirements of an ideal

economy, even supposing that all that is

claimed could hereby be saved, is not

within the ability of the ordinary wage

earner's wife. She cannot spend hours in

bargain hunting, in experimenting with

new food combinations, in making and

mending garments. She has not, and can

not be expected to have, the training and

ability to do all these things, even if she

had the time. She has to take the methods

of housekeeping that are traditional in

her environment and apply them as skil

fully and intelligently as her native and

acquired powers of mind and body per

mit. What the exceptional woman might

do cannot be made the measure of what

the average woman may be expected to

do, and if the morale and efficiency of

the population are to be kept up, provision

must be made for what the women of

average capacity must have to keep the

family up to the prevailing standard. Only

when education in a better economy is

widely diffused will it be possible to main

tain the existing standards of physique

and character on a lower absolute income!”

* The Family and Social Work, by Edward T. Devine,
N. Survey Associates. 163 pages, price $o.6o

f The Report of the Lawrence (Mass.) Survey. At

the procurement of the trustees of the White Fund,

Lawrence, Mass. 263 pages.
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CITY NEWS ITEMS

The second annual song festival of

choral clubs of Young Women's Chris

tian Associations in New York City and

vicinity was held on Friday evening, May

2, in the auditorium of Central Branch,

New York City. The choral clubs par

ticipating were from Central Branch,

New York City, Brooklyn and Newark.

The choral clubs were assisted by Miss

Charlene Dilling, violinist, and Miss Rose

Karasek, pianist, both of the Studio Club,

New York City.

An interesting feature of the evening

was the introduction of Miss Annette

Tritton, daughter of the President of the .

World's Young Women's Christian As

sociations, now engaged in student work

in Switzerland. Miss Tritton spoke of

the work of the song clubs in the coun

try villages of England.

The interest awakened by this song

festival and the spirit of unity called forth

by this bringing together of neighboring

Associations are such that there is rea

son to believe that groups of Associa

tions in many parts of the country will

follow the lead of New York City in

establishing such festivals. The pro

gramme was closed by the singing of

the Hymn of Lights written for the girls'

Pageant at the Richmond Convention

by Miss Helen Thoburn of the National

Board Publication Department. The ef

fect of this beautiful hymn was greatly

heightened by the fact that just before

the number was announced the electric

lights went out. For an instant the

auditorium was in utter darkness. Then

as the electric current was turned on,

flooding the room with light, all the clubs

and the audience joined with fine spirit

in the song:

“Father of lights, in whom there is no

shadow.”

A three months old Association, that

of Newark, Ohio, writes of an encourag

ing solution of the Sunday afternoon

problem. Instead of holding formal

vespers, the Association is at home from

two until six, under the auspices of the

Sunday at Home Committee. The girls

feel very free to come and go through

the afternoon. A program of music, reci

tation, picture machine and the right

kind of games is arranged for the time

before the vesper hour, or often these

come about more effectively at the tea

hour. After the regular program a short

“Sunday talk” is given and one or two

hymns are sung. The programs for the

next two months are arranged to lead

into the outdoor nature study, which is

now possible. For example, on a recent

Sunday the children's story hour was

held from two to three, and from three

thirty to five came an Afternoon with

the Birds: Solo—Not a Sparrow Fall

eth; talk on My Bird Neighbors, with

colored illustrations which were passed

around during the talk; bird calls, imi

tated by a good whistler; hymn—Hark,

Hark, My Soul; vesper talk—The Story

of Blue Bird; hymn-Now the Day is

Over. At the close hot chocolate and

wafers are served, and many of the girls

remain for informal singing around the

piano. Three special programs on Amer

ican Indians have been planned for the

Camp Fire Girls, of whom there are

eight flourishing groups, in all quarters,

from the junior grades to the five and

ten cent Store.

The Springfield, Illinois, Association,

took formal possession of its new $75,000

building on Easter Sunday, just four

years after the Association was organ

ized. The following are some of its spe

cial features: a swimming pool, connected

directly with the gymnasium (“it prom

ises to be the most popular corner in the

building”); the Assembly Hall, which

seats five hundred people, boasts four

dressing rooms for its capacious stage,

and will on the whole meet a distinct

need for the service of the whole city;

the Covenant Room, for the membership

(“meant to be the very heart and center

of the building”); and two attractive rest

rooms, one fitted up especially as a

County Room, for the use of shoppers

from out of town. Almost $3,000 for the

furnishings of the building was raised by

a county fair of great magnitude, which

during its two days is said to have fairly

captured the city. Springfield's member

ship is over 2,000. Nearly 200 of the

Association girls took part in a spectacu

lar May Festival recently given by the

physical department.

A Girls' Interdenominational Mission

ary Banquet was given recently by the

Nashville, Tennessee, Association with

great success. The affair was managed

by the same enterprising missionary com

mittee which successfully carried on in

terdenominational normal mission study

classes in the fall and later presented

the Association Foreign Pageant. The

number of guests at the banquet was

limited to 250, which included representa

tives from the girls' missionary societies

of the various churches and Christian

organizations of the city. Brief but in

spiring talks were made on missionary

subjects, and a Federation of the Young

Women's Missionary Societies of Nash

ville was organized which promises to

mean much to the missionary interests

of the city. The Nashville Association

hopes to support its own secretary on

the foreign field next year. The Advis
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ory Committee has recently raised $28,000

to cover the floating debt of the Associa

tion. The work was done quietly by the

men themselves, with no publicity what

soever. The Nashville Central Council

of Philanthropies has endorsed the em

ployment bureaus of the Young Women's

and Young Men's Christian Associations

in preference to all other such agencies

in the city. The Travelers' Aid Society

in Nashville, of which the local Associa

tion is a charter member, is growing

rapidly, and is ready for affiliation with

the National Travelers' Aid Society when

organized. Five hundred new members

joined the Association during the spring

membership campaign.

The Annual Fat Stock and Horse Show

is the event of the year in Fort Worth

and West Texas, and this year it seemed

a splendid place and time to advertise

the Fort Worth Association. A booth

was fitted up as an attractive rest room.

For the exhibit, instead of the usual pos

ters and pictures, dolls were used,

dressed to represent five different Asso

ciation activities. Twelve dolls in bloom

ers and middy blouses, with arms ex

tended, stood in a miniature gymnasium.

Three dolls seated at a table, while an

other gathered up her lunch at a little

steam table, represented the cafeteria. In

another section a group of seven or eight

were engaged in various class work—

one cutting out a waist, another reading,

another making a hat, etc. The next

group showed the Travelers' Aid assist

ing a much disheveled girl who was laden

with band-box, suit-case and a yard of

ticket. A doll house with dolls on the

porch and in the yard, represented the

boarding home. Over each group hung

a card stating briefly the number of mem

bers in each department. The dolls were

dressed as girls of the present day and

attracted much attention and interest.

The Women's Commercial League of

the Cleveland Association was recently

addressed by the Professor of Political

Science of Western Reserve University,

who is also a member of the City Charter

Commission, on “The New City Charter.”

Eighty-three members were present.

Professor Hatton said that he had never

addressed an audience where such intel

ligent questions were asked. Although

the Commercial League has been organ

ized only since last fall, it shows promise

of being one of the most effective clubs

connected with the Association. A piece

of land has been assigned to the Junior

Department in Cleveland by the Home

Gardening Association. Here the junior

members may cultivate flowers and vege

tables under the direction of club leaders.

The ground has been divided into four

parts and assigned to the four Camp

Fire groups of the Juniors. These groups

will vie with each other for the prize

garden. Individual Camp Fire members

will, through this plan, be enabled to win

their honors in gardening.

The opening of a second summer camp

for business girls at Makonikey, Martha's

Vineyard, is announced by the North

eastern Field Committee. This will re

lieve the pressure at Camp Altamont,

whose popularity has made it over

crowded at times. Camp Makonikey will

accommodate one hundred girls and will

be open from May 29 to September 4.

Association membership is not required,

and application may be made to the

Northeastern Field Committee, 6oo Lex

ington Avenue, New York City.

Campaign Items.-At the time this

issue goes to press, Portland, Maine, is

enthusiastically opening an expense cam

paign for $40,000; Jamestown, N. Y., is

planning a $50,000 joint campaign with

the Young Men's Christian Association

(a clever feature of which is that the

telephone number of the campaign head

quarters will be the catch-number,

50,000); and Wichita, Kansas, is well on

its way toward the desired $125,000 for

its new building, with more than $70,500

secured and the promise of good harvest

from the as yet, unsolicited small towns

in the vicinity of Wichita, which the

campaigners feel that they can approach

because so many of Wichita's girls come

originally from these outlying communi

ties in search of employment. Philadel

phia, desiring $750,000 for the promotion

of an extensive metropolitan plan, had

by May 15th secured $500,000, which as

sures some of their large conditional

gifts.

A $100,ooo building has just been

opened by the Association of Fort

Wayne, Indiana, the money having been

raised in ten days by the women of the

city after an expert campaign director

had declared it impossible. Some of the

unusual features of the building are: the

beautiful entrance, whose friendly, wide

steps and columns, built as a memorial,

will certainly have the psychological ef

fect of welcoming, even urging girls to

come within; the removable platform

that can be set up in the gymnasium for

stage purposes; and the accordian doors

between some of the class rooms, en

abling them to be thrown together into

one large room.

The annual dinner of the South Ameri

can Club of the Washington, D. C., Asso

ciation was entirely planned by commit

tees of the girls themselves. Invitations

had been sent to the entire membership

of the Association, each member being

privileged to bring a friend. About three

hundred and fifty accepted and the as
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sembly was a finely representative one,

consisting of Association members, board

members and many of Washington's well

known men and women. A reception be

fore the dinner gave the guests an oppor

tunity to meet the honor guests of the

evening, among whom were Miss Jessie

Woodrow Wilson, Miss Picton-Turber

vill and the Misses Tritton of the World's

Committee, and Miss Frances Gage of

the National Board staff. United States

and Argentine flags decorated the wall

behind the guests’ table. The menus

were printed in Argentine blue; ushers

carrying wands decorated with blue bows

showed the guests to their places, and

at the long tables hostesses wearing blue

rosettes were assigned to every ten

guests. During the dinner music was

furnished by the Association Mandolin

and Violin Club and by a gymnasium

glee club. Following the toasts, pledge

cards for joining the club were passed

among the guests.

The Larkin Dormitory has been opened

in a rented private house by that flour

ishing branch of the Buffalo Association.

A house warming has been held and the

girls are happily installed, and are of

themselves creating a home spirit. The

Larkin Company's paper comments as

follows: “One of the best facts concern

ing the Dormitory is that it is without

one rule. Business girls are an honor

able, self-governing body; the dormitory

is their home. As long as the girls re

member these two things, 48 Seymour

Street will always be an ideal place.”

The bells in the old Longmeadow

Church in Springfield, Mass., rang out at

five o'clock on the morning of May 1st

to usher in the forty-fourth May break

fast given by the Association. Over in

Worcester an Association “open break

fast” was also being served. In both

cases the breakfast was served from

eleven in the morning till after two

o'clock. Spring flowers, open windows,

with curtains flying in the breeze, and

the unwonted festivity of the hour, at

tracted hundreds of people to these

breakfasts. At Worcester over a thou

sand people were served, and in both

places the receipts were sufficiently large

to justify the continuance of the attrac

tive custom.

A Bible Students’ Club has been or

ganized in the Washington, D. C., Asso

ciation, which promises great success. It

was born of the desire of the retiring re

ligious work director to bring together

the girls of the different Bible classes

into some permanent organization, and

to give opportunity for them to hear ad

dresses by Bible specialists which would

be inspiring as well as informing. They

were first invited to a social meeting, at

which they also heard a lecture on “An

cient Egypt” by a Johns Hopkins special

ist on Egyptology, and at which a con

stitution drawn up by the Bible study

committee was adopted. The aim is “to

bring together the members of the differ

ent Bible classes and any others inter

ested, for purposes of social, intellectual

and spiritual benefit.”

A clear, well-printed “Schedule of Y.

W. C. A. Activities, as arranged by Miss

Flora Bradford, General Secretary,” ap

pears frequently in one of the daily pa

pers of McKeesport, Pa. The general

attractions and all classes and committee

meetings are listed for the week. The

three-column display constitutes an ef

fective piece of publicity.

One hundred girls in Camp Fire cos

tume, bearing lighted candles in their

hands, marched and sang Camp Fire

songs as part of the demonstration even

ing held by the Association in Portland,

Maine. Other parts of the work were

shown by tableaux and playlets.

STUDENT NEWS ITEMS

All week mysteriously attractive posters

had aroused the interest of the Oberlin

College girls in the outdoor meeting, with

the suggestion “Mandolins, Bathing Suits,

Sunday Night.” When the time came, a

large crowd gathered on the hockey-field,

to see what would happen. The meeting

represented the last delegation meeting at

a Summer Conference. Bathing-suits hung

up to dry, mandolins, and tennis rackets,

together with the excited stories of pic

nickers just returned from the mountain,

and tales of tennis games gave local color

to the program, and made every girl in the

audience feel that she was really at a con

ference. After singing a number of hymns

and twilight songs, the girls told in a

round-the-campfire fashion—as they do at

conference—of the experiences of the ten

days and what the conference had really

brought to them, both of fun and of con

victions and purposes.

The meeting ended with an earnest

prayer circle. Every girl present felt as if

she had had a glimpse of a Summer Con

ference, and resolved that, if it were in her

power, she would have a part in a real

one this summer.

Tired of performing each year for the

benefit of the girls of the college Asso

ciation and preferring to donate in terms

of money rather than undergo the char

ity process of a “county fair,” the frater

nity men of the University of Oregon

declared that they would take no part in

the girls' plan to hold their third annual

fair. Formerly the men had supplied the
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“side-shows” for this money-making occa

sion. The men had entered into the plan

enthusiastically, produced their shows,

and then paid to take themselves and the

girls to see them. The result was that

the Association cleared over $200, which

came from the pockets of the men.

There was a large waste in the purchase

of apparatus and incidentals. So when

the plan was proposed for the third time

they felt that they had done enough, and

“struck.” There is such a thing as abus

ing volunteer service!

Applied Christianity will be evi

denced by Syracuse Association mem

bers, many of whom are in the univer

sity sociological department, who will,

under the direction of a sociology pro

fessor, who is also head of a church set

tlement, conduct a series of religious

services in villages and towns near Syra

cuse.

Open house is kept by the Association

of Ypsilanti, Mich., Normal College on

the Saturday nights on which many col

lege dances are held. This gives an op

portunity for those not attending the

dances to find a play-time for this week

end evening when every college girl

wants some sort of diversion.

A young alumna of the Carlisle Indian

School writes in the school paper: “I

wish you would greet the Association

for me, and tell the girls to go into the

work with a will. Oh! if I could live

over again my life at Carlisle, I would

give my full time to Christian Associa

tion work, because it is there that we get

strength for our life out of school.”

Four-fifths of the dormitory girls of

Rollins College, Florida, are members of

the Association. The Association sup

ports a little Cuban girl in a mission in

Tampa.

American women students who may be

going to Germany this summer are cor

dially invited to join the meetings of the

Deutsche Christliche Vereinigung studie

render Frauen, which has branches in

most German universities. Further in

formation may be found at the bulletin

boards of universities or if requested by

letter at the Auslanderbureau, Berlin,

Friedenstrasse 66.

TRAINING SCHOOL NOTES

Conferences, conventions, and getting

ready for more conventions, have made us

adopt as our very own, the old Greek

philosopher's maxim, “Nothing is per

manent but change.” The school family

practically doubled itself during the days

of the Field Conference, when secretaries
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from all over the country met here to eat,

sleep, interview candidates for vacant posi

tions and hold meetings during all the re

maining hours of the day. When they

left for the Biennial Convention, thirteen

students went too, leaving a very much

depleted family.

During the absence of the secretaries

from headquarters, the school schedule was

necessarily somewhat lighter, though the

students left behind had the privilege of

getting the viewpoint of the Young Men's

Christian Association through Mr. Ham

mond of Brooklyn and Mr. Walter Wood

of Philadelphia. Among others who have

brought much of value to the students,

Dr. Charles Reynolds Brown, Dean of

Yale Divinity School, stands out for the

unique contribution which he made through

two widely different lectures, one on Chris

tian Science and one on Abraham Lincoln.

The former he was especially qualified to

give because of his thorough investigation

of the teaching of Christian Science; the

latter because it takes a great man to un

derstand a great man. There were few

who were not thrilled to a new spirit of

patriotic loyalty as he closed with the

words, “I present to you as candidate for

the place of the greatest man of the nine

teenth century, Abraham Lincoln, God

bless him.”

The class enjoyed exceedingly a day

spent with their foster mother, Mrs. Camp

bell, in Newark, when they had the privi

lege of hearing Miss Margaret Slattery.

Preparations for Commencement Week

are in full swing and there are rumors

that the various functions are to surpass

all earlier records. The truth about them

will be told in the next number of THE As

sociation Monthly. Then as a constant

preventive of idle moments, there are the

final papers on Paul and Christian Funda

mentals.

By those who are still able to crowd in

some practical work, an investigation of a

city block is being made for the American

Labor Association to discover employment

conditions. The students have also taken

charge of a Sunday Social Service after

noon at the International Institute, two

have lectured to the Training Center stu

dents, one on extension work and the other

on parliamentary law, and of the giving of

vesper talks in neighboring Associations

there is literally no end.

Delegates to the World's Christian Stu

dent Federation Convention have begun

to arrive and, as the school is to be their

headquarters, we are enjoying international

conversations at every meal but with all

the going and coming of guests, there is

the never varying constant, the class of

1913 and its deep loyalty to the new Num

ber Three.
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The Church and Social Service

To create a feeling of fellowship

and to share in that spirit which has

actuated any great movement like the

Christian Unity Work of the Federal

Council of the Churches of Christ in

America, one's judgment is most ef

fective when a vast survey is made of

such facts as have accrued during

many years involving the same line of

thought or of work.

The mind is used very much like a

messenger who is sent over far roads

to bring back scraps of knowledge,

which, placed together, form a suf

ficient basis for the person waiting to

conclude “I will,” or “I won't.”

With what a thrill one finds that

a present movement harmonizes with

laws discovered hundreds of years

ago. The old past is related to all

the present, and, in turn, it is related

with some unseen future, glorious and

hidden, toward which compelling

truths are willing us to go. We find

that the lesson of human life learned

in man's isolation in the desert places

—co-operation—is amplified here.

The sum of spiritual vitality is rein

forced and the power of the man is

as many times himself as he is mul

tiplied by other men. Two thousand

years ago Christ's own pleas were for

communal relationships, and his teach

ing that a man must “lose his life to

save it,” the separate be made in

separate, are in this work formulated.

Sect is absorbed in religion; forms be

come subservient to unity, and the

ology is merged into spiritual truth.

Beside all this, what else is shown

us that is high and holy?

There is, not alone co-operation,

but co-operation with an altruistic mo

tive. We have a work of untold con

structive value; we have an accumu

lated idealistic influence strong to pro

mote society's evolution. It is no

longer the soul of the man alone, it

is society's soul for which the church

has united in toil. For this council has

lately adopted a social service pro

gram. Twenty-eight of the thirty

two federated denominations have

formed for future spiritual activity

along such practical lines as child

labor, prevention of poverty, conserva

tion of health, provision for old age,

hours of labor, and such leisure as is

one condition of the highest develop

ment of human life, and for a new

emphasis on Christian principles.

It is amazing that so little is known

about this union. Here and there a

vague idea is given Some expression,

but as a servant of the church it is

our business to learn fully of this

movement. Sympathy and prayer

should be unstinted, because as a

higher expression of an old form of

religious life, in its pioneer position

it may so easily be misunderstood.

To find the purpose of an organiza

tion the constitution should be

searched. In the constitution the ob

ject of this Federal Council expresses

itself in its fellowship and catholic

unity thus:

I. To bring the Christian bodies

of America into united service for

Christ and the world.

2. To encourage devotional fellow

ship and mutual counsel concerning

the spiritual life and religious activi

ties of the churches.

3. To secure a larger combined

influence for the churches of Christ

in all matters affecting the moral and

Social condition of the people, so as to

promote the application of the law of

Christ in every relation of human life.

And again it says, “This Federal

Council shall have no authority

to draw up a common creed or form

of government or of worship, or in

any way to limit the full autonomy of

the Christian bodies adhering to it.”

How large is the purpose? As

large as Christ's own love. How

broad is the movement? As broad as

the continent. How long will it last?

Until this big truth evolves a bigger,

I86
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sister truth, and religion reaches even

nearer heaven's purpose.

For Associations Planning to Give the

Pageant

Inasmuch as several Associations

are undertaking the immediate pro

duction of the Richmond Pageant, be

cause inquiries are coming in from

others and because the outdoor ele

ment suggests its being most effect

ively given before the winter sets in,

the Pageant Committee has certain an

nouncements to make that may save

much correspondence.

In general it will be entirely possi

ble for a local Association to give “The

Ministering of the Gift,” provided it

has several hundred girls to call upon

and can form a committee made up of

the happy combination of executive,

dramatic, artistic and musical ability,

plus enthusiasm. Young college

alumnae can often be called upon for

such a committee; especially would

it be to the point, in the case of a city

Association which can call on neigh

boring colleges or branches, to give

a joint production somewhat as was

done at Richmond. In any case, much

publicity can be indirectly obtained by

printing with the synopsis, or what

ever form the printed program takes,

bracketed facts about the local work

—as was done concerning the national

work, to supplement the symbolic in

terpretation of the pageant itself, in

the Richmond program, a sample of

which will be sent to the Associations

giving the pageant.

Two full sets of music for both

chorus and a twelve-piece orchestra,

as suggested on page 26 of the Book

of the Pageant, are available. Owing

to the heavy initial expense of having

most of the musical numbers espe

cially orchestrated, it is necessary to

charge $15 for the rental of one of

these sets. In contradiction of a

statement on this same page 26, each

set includes even the numbers which

it is suggested could be procured of
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Carl Fischer, as it was but recently

found practicable to include them in

the National Board set; so the $15

will cover the entire cost of the music

manuscript. A somewhat smaller or

chestra could be used, but the rental

will be the same, as it does not seem

wise to break a set.

The blue and gold costume to be

worn by the one taking the part of

the Association Spirit may be rented

for $5.

Two hundred of the name bands

worn by the students in the proces

sional, about the same number of the

shaded lawn scarfs worn by the city

representatives, and twenty of the

green capes worn by the country girls,

are also obtainable if desired. These

are packed in a property box which

will be sent out separately, carriage

collect, for a rental of $10. Any

other properties or costumes men

tioned can be devised by the local

committees, as was done in the case

of the Richmond production. It is

possible to obtain colored prints of

the Sargent frieze of the prophets,

for aid in reproducing their draperies,

by writing to the Boston Public

Library, and any fairly large prints of

this painting will show the Hebrew

lettering sufficiently clearly for copy

1ng. -

Although no admission was charged

for the Richmond performance, local

Associations giving the pageant will

doubtless wish to charge admission,

in which case it need not be difficult

to meet the above expenses. There is

such cumulative effect in producing a

pageant more than once, that in most

cases it will doubtless seem desirable

to repeat it on the following day. All

properties must of course be returned

in good condition as soon as possible

after their use.

It will be necessary for application

to be made for any of the above as far

in advance as possible, to reserve the

music and costumes and also that

there may be no shortage in available

copies of the Book of the Pageant.

This can be ordered at a cost of $12
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for IOO, and sold through the audience

as a libretto at the regular selling price

of 15 cents per copy. Its use helps an

audience much in interpretation.

Address all inquiries to

The Pageant Committee,

600 Lexington Avenue, New York.

A New Plan for the Week of Prayer

The special feature of the material

sent out to the Associations this year

for the World's Week of Prayer will

be a “Dream of Fair Women.”

The success of the impersonations

in 1911, and the even greater success

of the Foreign Pageant in 1912, makes

the Foreign Department realize the

value of presenting our Over-Seas

work in some form that makes it vivid

to eye and ear.

The “Dream of Fair Women” is

far simpler than the Foreign Page

ant, for it is hoped and expected that

many Associations which have not al

ready given the Pageant will use it

this year at some time during the

Week of Prayer.

The plan of this new device is that

a modern Association member is

reading one of the many recent Ori

ental stories, and after dreamily

talking of the influence left on her

mind, falls asleep.

Groups from the four countries

pass before her as visions, and as

they arrange themselves in natural

national occupations, one of them

soliloquizes as to her thought of her

own land, her pride in its history, her

appreciation of its skill, her under

standing of its spiritual view-point,

and finally her desire that it know

Christianity at its best.

The soliloquies are being written by

young women—Japanese, Chinese,

Argentine and Indian, who are col

lege women of this country.

It is planned that the material for

the Week of Prayer shall all be in

the hands of the Associations as early

as October 5th, and it is hoped that

every Association in the country may

set aside the week, November 9-16, as

a time for concentrating all the As

sociation forces in such a way as to

bring about great results.

Employment at Lake Geneva

The conference department has

been asked to secure delegate wait

resses for the city and student con

ferences at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin,

August 12 to 21 and August 22 to

September 1. The remuneration for

this service consists in board and lodg

ing for the conference period; the

program fee of $5.OO is not remitted.

There are several vacancies 111 the

lists for both city and student confer

ences. The number allotted to each

Association is usually limited to three,

in order that several Associations may

share the opportunity. Applications

may be sent to Miss Bertha W. Seely,

600 Lexington Avenue, New York

City.

FROM THE COMMISSION ON THRIFT

AND EFFICIENCY

A savings fund under each Associa

tion roof and a savings account for

each member is an objective which

might be adopted as worthy of attain

ment before the next National Con

vention in 1915. The Commission on

Thrift and Efficiency includes the es

tablishment of Association savings

funds as an important part of its pro

gram as presented to the Richmond

Convention.

Briefly, the plan has for its purpose

the encouragement of a beginning in

the formation of the difficult habit of

saving. The Association savings fund,

through its secretary, who may be a

volunteer worker or an employed of

ficer, at fixed hours, in the Association

building, accepts deposits from five

cents up. These amounts are entered

in a typical savings bank book espe

cially printed and supplied by the Pub

lication Department at ten cents each,
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or eight-five cents per dozen. When

the individual's savings total five dol

lars, the secretary should pilot her to

a Savings Bank of the girl's own

choosing, introduce her and help her

to open her own account. The girl is

then free to begin saving again in

small sums through the agency of the

Association savings fund, until she

once more reaches the five dollar limit,

when she makes a second trip (not

necessarily with the secretary) to the

Savings Bank, and so on, as long as

she can be persuaded to save.

The Association savings fund is not

a Bank and does not offer interest on

deposits.

The secretary of the fund (who

should be bonded by the Association

as a routine matter of business

method) has entire charge of the fund,

banking the money in her own name

or in that of the Association, in a

special account, or, in the case of a

very small number of depositors, keep

ing the money in the Association safe.

The bookkeeping is of the simplest

kind and requires a cash book, a

ledger account for each depositor, and

the signing of entries in depositors'

books. The fund should be audited

each year by a professional auditor.

It is obvious that an excellent pur

pose might be served if the secretary

of the fund, personally or through a

responsible deputy, should spend one

hour each week collecting small de

posits at each large factory in which

the Association has an organized

force, or in schools or clubs, the mem

bers of which do not often come to

the Association building.

The savings fund should offer an

entering wedge for Association influ

ence of all kinds, and indirectly serve

to enlarge the membership, while di

rectly teaching young women to live

by higher standards of thrift.

The Report of the Richmond Con

vention is in the hands of the printer

and will be ready for delivery about

June 20th.
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SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of The Association Year

Book up to date by noting therein all sec

retarial changes.

NATIONAL

Eva D. Bowles to be colored worker in

cities for the department of method.

Harriet Cunningham, of the fall 1912

North Central Training Center class, to be

office secretary for the North Central Field

Committee.

Sybil Goulder, formerly educational sec

retary at Detroit, Mich., to be special

worker on the national staff of Canada.

Marie Wilson to be office secretary in

the department of method.

LOCAL

GENERAL.

Flora Bradford, formerly special worker

for the Delaware, Maryland and Pennsyl

vania Field Committee, to be general secre

tary at McKeesport, Pa.

Mary Lehmann, formerly department

store worker in Pueblo, Colo., to be gen

eral secretary at Norristown, Pa.

Mary C. McCreery, formerly student

secretary at the University of California,

Berkeley, Cal., to be general secretary at

Buffalo, N. Y.

Florence Pride, formerly employment

secretary at Ann Arbor, Mich., to be gen

eral secretary at the same place.

Orra M. Spear, formerly associate secre

tary at Saginaw, Mich., to be acting gen

eral secretary at the same place.

DEPARTMENTAL.

Helen Anderson, formerly extension sec

retary at Muskegon, Mich., to be religious

work director at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Mrs. Lily Broaddus to be employment

and office secretary at San Antonio, Texas.

Helen Button, formerly extension secre

tary at Philadelphia, Pa., to be branch ex

tension secretary at the North American

Lace Curtain Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Marie Louise Chase, formerly assistant

secretary at Portland, Me., to be assistant

extension secretary at the same place.

Evelyn Denison to be swimming instruc

tor at Rochester, N. Y.

Laura B. Durfee, formerly business sec

retary at Providence, R. I., to be assistant

secretary at Savannah, Ga.

Ethel Fonda to be physical director at

Dallas, Texas.

Haidee Forsyth to be extension secretary

at St. Joseph, Mo.

Octavia Hicks to be travelers' aid secre

tary at Knoxville, Tenn.
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Helena Hogue, formerly extension secre

tary at St. Louis, Mo., to hold the same

position in Philadelphia, Pa.

Mrs. Louisa Kirkham to be house secre

tary at St. Paul, Minn.

Jessie Lane, formerly associate secretary

at Grand Rapids, Mich., to hold the same

position at Pasadena, Cal.

Alice Moore, formerly extension secre

tary at Elgin, Ill., to hold the same position

in Oakland, Cal.

E. Polly Perkins to be physical director

at Portsmouth, Ohio.

Alberta E. Plumb to be office and mem

bership secretary at Saginaw, Mich.

Alberta Shartle to be physical director at

Long Beach, Cal.

Mrs. Lydia Smith to be colored secretary

at Kansas City, Kans.

Ida Strode to be assistant extension sec

retary at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Justine Wade to be physical director at

Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

Jeannette Williams, formerly assistant

Domestic Art Director at Chicago Associa

tion House, to be Domestic Art Director

at Detroit, Mich.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

ASSOCiATIONS DISCONTINUED

Southern College, Sutherland, Fla.

Western State Normal, Hays, Kansas.

Starky Seminary, Lakemont, New York.

Washington College, Washington, Tenn.

Liberty Ladies College, Liberty, Mo.

Onachita College, Arkadelphia, Ark.

Chickasaw College, Pontotoc, Miss.

Redfield High School, Redfield, S. Dak.

Tecumseh High School, Tecumseh, Mich.

So. E. Ala. Agric. School, Abbeville, Ala.

Flathead County H. S., Kalispel, Mont.

Potsdam State Normal and Training

School, Potsdam, New York.

For list of Associations recently affiliated

see the May number of THE Association

MonTHLY.

CITY ASSOCIAtions

Mrs. Charles P. Shaw, Norfolk, Va. No

longer President.

Mrs. Nash, Norfolk, Va. Acting Presi

dent.

REMEMBER TO SEND YOUR

CHANGE OF ADDRESS FOR THE

SUMMER TO THE ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY.

Summer Conferences for 1913

The Department of Conventions

and Conferences announces the Con

ferences for 1913 as follows:

Southern General—Blue Ridge, N. C.,

June 6 to 16.

School Girls—Eagles Mere, Pa., June 11

to 17.

Northwest General—Gearhart Park, Ore.,

June 17 to 27.

Eastern Student—Silver Bay, N. Y., June

20 to 30.

East Central Student—Eagles Mere, Pa.,

June 24 to July 3.

Eastern City—Silver Bay, N. Y., July

I to II.

Pacific Coast General—Moss Beach, Cal.,

August 1 to 13.

Western City–Estes Park, Col., August
I2 to 2 I.

Central City—Lake Geneva, Wis., Au

gust 12 to 21.

Western Student–Estes Park, Col., Au

gust 22 to September 1.

Central Student—Lake Geneva, Wis.,

August 22 to September 1.

THE TWENTY-THIRD PSALM

The Lord is my Shepherd, I shall not

want for rest, for he maketh me to lie

down in green pastures.

I shall not want for refreshment, for he

leadeth me beside the still waters;

I shall not want for forgiveness, for he

restoreth my soul;

I shall not want for guidance, for he

leadeth me in the paths of righteousness

for his name's sake;

I shall not want for companionship, yea,

though I walk through the valley of the

shadow of death, thou art with me;

I shall not want for comfort, for thy rod

and staff they comfort me;

I shall not want for sustenance, for thou

preparest a table before me in the presence

of mine enemies;

I shall not want for joy, for thou an

nointest my head with oil and my cup

runneth over;

I shall not want for anything in this life,

for surely goodness and mercy shall follow

me all the days of my life;

I shall not want for anything in the life

to come, for I shall dwell in the house of

the Lord for ever.

—Arranged by J. R. Mott.



NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL

OFTHEYOUNGWOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONSOFTHE UNITEDSTATES

OF AMERICA

SIXTH YEAR BEGINS SEPTEMBER 24, 1913

NEW CATALOGUE NOW READY

One year graduate course for secretaries and religious work directors, including

advanced work in Bible, Religious Pedagogy, Social Science, Public Speaking, Asso

ciation History, Polity, Administration, etc., etc., etc.

SUMMER COURSES, 1913, JULY 1st to AUGUST 12th

I. Graduate Course for Physical Directors.

Including Diagnosis: Hygiene; The Young Women's Christian Association

Movement; The Physical Department; Sex Instruction, etc., etc. Special circular

now ready.

II. Preparatory Training Center for Student Secretaries.

Recommended to local positions through Secretarial Departments.

All above courses given in the new Training School building, 52nd Street and Lexington

Avenue, New York City

For catalogues, circulars, application forms and all information pertaining to the above, and to

the Regular Preparatory Training Centers administered by the Field Committees, address

Secretarial Department of the

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

600 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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Make Your Reading Count

READ THIS COURSE

(Thirty-fifth C. L. S. C. Year)

Social Progress in Contemporary Europe. Frederic

Austin Ogg, A.M., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of His

tory, Simmons College, Boston, author “Saxon and

Slav,” etc......................................................... $1.50

Mornings with Masters of Art. H. H. Powers, Ph.D.,

President Bureau of University Travel, Boston. 125

illustrations ........................................................ 2.OO

The Spirit of French Letters. Mabell S. C. Smith,

A.M., Assistant Editor THE CHAUTAUQUAN. Author

“A Tarheel Baron” and “Studies in Dickens’’....... I.5O

Home Life in Germany. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick........ I.50

THE CHAUTAUQUAN MAGAZINE (Monthly — Illustrated,

C. L.S.C. membership included if desired.) Containing:

European Rulers: Their Modern Significance. (Arthur

E. Bestor, A.B., Director Chautauqua Institution);

A Reading Journey in Paris. (Mabell S. C. Smith.)

The monthly magazine also serves in many interesting

ways as a “don’t read at random” teacher for the

reading course.................................................... 2.OO

All Four Books (cloth bound) and the Magazine $5.00°

*Remit 30 cents extra for postage or prepaid express. “Collect”

charges are more.

“Easy for Anybody, Worth While for Everybody”

If in doubt, send stamp for handbook of testimonials

Address Chautauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York

Don’t Read at Random
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RemingtonTypewriterCo-NewYork8Everywhere

(Incorporated)

TheRemington

TheTypewriter of To-day
**-7

Why Dread Finance Work
Of Any Kind When Armed with Scientific Methods and Equipment?

For Finance Committees:

The Annual Finance Campaign in a City Association

Emma F. Byers, Executive Secretary, North Central Field Committee.

The approved method of raising budget funds..........................5 cents

Suggestions for the Conduct of a Building Campaign

Blanche Geary, National Economic Secretary. Outlines all preliminary

work, goes into satisfying detail, includes all printed forms sug

gested ......................................…....20 cents

Book-keeping Outfit

Consisting of Cash Inwards Book, Cash Outwards Book, loose leaf forms

for insert in each, and set of minute directions. Recommended for all

city Associations by City Committee of National Board, after consulta

tion with experienced field and local secretaries. Complete outfit, (two

binders, forms sufficient for first year, and directions). Price, $12 net

It Is Urged that This Uniform System Be Adopted at the beginning of the Next Fiscal Year

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT, 600 LEXINGTON A.V.E., N. Y.

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers

iv



IMPORTANT NOTICE

The Book of the Pageant, “The Ministering of the Gift,”

as given at Richmond, but possible for adapted use in out

door or indoor form by any kind of Association. Contains

picture of the pageant grounds at Richmond, all the “lines”

and songs, and full description and directions... 15 cents

The Newest Foreign Annual. In the form of a running

account, made up of extracts from “human documents” of

the Association work in four countries, China, India, Japan,

South America, where 1913 is utterly different from 1912.

Pictures of all secretaries who have recently sailed under the

National Board....................................................25 cents

The World’s Young Women's Christian Association,

written for the United States by Miss Elsie I. M. Boyd, of

the World's Executive Committee..........................5 cents

Religious Meetings in a Student Association. By Miss

Oolooah Burner, Student Secretary of the National Board.

5 cents

In addition to above, recall at this time of year

Swimming for Women. By G. H. Corsan. A thoroughly

practical little text on the actual process of swimming by the

water-wing and crawl stroke method. Written especially for

Young Women's Christian Associations................ 10 cents

Bronze Membership Pin. Association monogram on at

tractive bronze disk........................................... 15 cents
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The Place of Worship in the Student

Association

Margaret E. Burton”

T has often been said that the key

note of the American student's

religion is service. Few who

have seen the splendid enthusiasm

with which hundreds of college men

and women are throwing themselves

into all kinds of altruistic activities

will question the earnestness and

reality of their interest in all good

causes. Any effort to raise college

Standards or enrich the lives of their

fellow students is sure of loyal sup

port, and lectures on various forms of

civic and social service are invariably

well attended. Most convincing evi

dence of a genuine desire to serve is

given by the fact that an ever-increas

ing number of college students are de

voting many of their leisure hours to

work among those who need what

they can give. Opportunities for such

work vary widely in different college

communities, but there are few

schools whose students are not taking

part, in person or through their gifts,

In Some form of social service. Few

signs of the times are more encourag

ing, and it is hardly possible to attach

too great importance to the develop

ment of this Christlike eagerness to

Serve.

* Miss Burton was formerly general

Secretary at the University of Chicago, and

is at present chairman of the student com

mittee of the Central Field. She is the

author of “The Education of Women in

§. and “Notable Women of Modern

ſlina.

It is perhaps well, however, to ask

ourselves whether, in our emphasis on

the spirit of service, we are in danger

of paying too little attention to the

spirit of worship. Service of perma

nent value is impossible without char

acter, and to the attainment of the

highest character worship is an indis

pensable means. And in the practical

age in which we live, essential as is

the enlistment of students in the ser

vice of others, the problem of how to

bring them to a realization of the

fundamental importance of worship

is probably an even more urgent mat

ter. Supremely necessary, of course,

is the communion of the individual

soul with God. But the additional

value of worship in fellowship with

others is also unquestionable, and the

place which should be given to united

worship in the student Young

Women's Christian Association is the

question with which we are now

dealing.

At first thought it may seem as if

the question of the place of worship

in the cabinet meeting ought to be free

from problems. The members of the

cabinet are the leaders in Christian

work among the women of their col

lege. They are at the very center of

the entire Association, put there not

only because they are able to direct

the work of the Association, but also

because they are strong and loyal

Christians. Yet there are cabinets

Toi
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whose most difficult problem is that

of maintaining a sincere and vital

worship in their cabinet meetings.

The secretary of the Association in a

large university wrote not long ago of

cabinet meetings in which only the

president was willing to take part in

prayer. There are probably few As

sociations where conditions are as ex

treme as this, but there are several

cabinets which number among their

members some who never take any

part in the prayer service. Some keep

silence simply because of timidity;

some explain that they would be glad

to join in this part of the meeting,

but feel that any prayer they might

make in the presence of others would

not be genuine; and a few confess

that they do not sympathize with this

form of worship.

Some other cabinets have difficulties

of a very different nature. Each

member is prompt in joining in the

prayer circle at each meeting, there

are no pauses—participation in this

part of the meeting is a matter of

course. But there may be no more

sincere and reverent spirit of worship

in these cabinets than in those where

uttered prayer is left entirely to the

president. There is danger of glib

ness, of lack of earnestness and real

prayerfulness in a prayer which is

made as a matter of course. This dan

ger is augmented when the order of

prayer is the same as the order of

seating, and the failure of any one to

take her part is thus made very con

spicuous.

However many may be the diffi

culties connected with the devotional

service of the cabinet, there can never

theless be no question as to the neces

sity of united worship on the part of

the leaders of the Association if there

is to be vitality and vigor in the Chris

tian work among women students. At

the same time it is of great impor

tance that the worship of the cabinet

be of a kind in which every member

can join sincerely and earnestly. Prob

ably the majority of cabinets will find

the solution of their problems, not in

any one form of service, but in

several.

One cabinet, some of whose mem

bers objected to individual spontane

ous prayer, decided to prepare special

opening services consisting of a re

sponsive reading, followed by a prayer

repeated in unison by the entire cab

inet. The responsive reading did not

consist of one continuous passage, but

of separate verses related by the

thought expressed in them, and both

the reading and the prayer were very

carefully prepared with the needs and

opportunities of this group of leaders

in mind. Such a service as this obvi

ated all the objections of those who

had been unwilling to offer individual

prayers in public, and the entire cab

inet seemed to be able to join in both

reading and prayer with perfect sym

pathy and reverence. The value of

thus uniting in a beautiful and earnest

service is inestimable. But is there

not always danger that the exclusive

use of any ritual, however satisfying,

may result in more or less thoughtless

repetition of words which have lost

their force through their very fa

miliarity? The interchanging use of

several services will do much to ob

viate this difficulty, but the majority

of cabinets will probably find that a

vital spirit of worship is best pre

served by the use of more than one

form of prayer.

The cabinet which made helpful use

of opening services found that silent

prayer, directed by the president, was

another form of worship in which all

could join. This was used at the close

of a meeting when the thoughts of all

were upon the problems and plans

which had just been discussed, and

when it was very easy for all to pray

unitedly, yet without any uttered

word, in silence, broken only by the

president's quiet suggestions of objects

of prayer.

This cabinet by no means did away

with individual prayer. Not infre

quently some member of the cabinet,

who had previously been notified, was

asked to open the meeting with
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prayer. Many times at the close of

the meeting short prayers were of -

fered spontaneously by several girls.

But there was never any form of wor

ship of a kind to cause embarassment

to anyone who for any reason did not

wish to pray aloud, and at the same

time provision was made at each meet

ing for some service of worship in

which every member could join

heartily.

Some cabinets devote a portion of

each meeting to Bible study, and there

can be no greater aid to genuine wor

ship than this. The study is itself

worship, and by awakening longings

for more vital Christian experience

and more effective Christian service

can hardly fail to impel to prayer. Dr.

30sworth’s “The Teachings of Jesus

and His Apostles,” Dr. Weatherford's

“Introducing Men to Christ,” and

Other similar Bible study textbooks

have been the source of much of the

strength of more than one cabinet.

What has been said in regard to the

meetings of the cabinet applies also

to committee meetings. There is per

haps need of special emphasis at this

point. The responsibility of the com

mittee chairmen as spiritual leaders

can hardly be too strongly impressed

upon them. The fact that the chair

man is usually a little older both in

years and college experience than the

majority of the girls working with

her gives her an opportunity to exert

a kind of influence upon them which

would be impossible to an older per

son. If she looks upon the committee

meeting not simply as an occasion for

the transaction of business, but also as

an opportunity for Christian fellow

ship resulting in greater consecration

to Christ and his work, she can ac

complish far greater results than can

ever be set down in her annual report.

Forms of service similar to those

prepared for the cabinet may be used

in committee meetings, some of them

perhaps bearing definitely on the work

of the individual committee. Silent

prayer will also have its place here.

The devotion of a part of the com
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mittee meeting to Bible study will, as

in the cabinet, prove invaluable.

Some committees have been led in

their study by the chairman, in other

cases various members of the commit

tee have each taken the responsibility

of leadership for one meeting and oc

casionally the help of the president,

general secretary, or other person out

side the committee has been asked.

In large Associations the existence

of a “second cabinet” composed of the

sub-chairmen of the various commit

tees is a great aid to the spiritual life

of the committees. In such cases, not

only the chairman, but also all the

sub-chairmen are receiving the inspira

tion and practical help of the cabinet

meetings, and the sub-chairmen can

very effectively second the chairman's

efforts to make membership on a com

mittee a source of spiritual growth.

A few selections from the Service

Book of the Bryn Mawr Christian As

sociation may be suggestive of the

type of prayers helpful in both cabinet

and committee meetings. One very

old prayer, written before 700 A. D.,

breathes the spirit of reverence and

dependence on divine power with

which all our Association work should

be undertaken.

“Look upon us and hear us, O Lord our

God, and assist those endeavors to please

Thee which Thou Thyself hast granted to

us; as Thou hast given the first act of

will so give the completion of the work;

grant that we may be able to finish what

Thou hast granted us to wish to begin.

Amen.”

A single sentence could hardly hold

more of the ideal of perfect service

than the following:

“Bless us, O Lord, with the vision of

Thy being and beauty, that in the strength

of it we may work without haste and with

out rest, through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Amen."

The familiar prayer of St. Chrysos

tom has also proved to be well

adapted to cabinet and committee

meetings.

Many Associations will probably

wish to use some prayers bearing di
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rectly on their own immediate prob

lems, or some phase of their work.

One social committee made frequent

use of a part of Miss Paxson's

“Morning Prayer,” feeling that it gave

perfect expression to their ideals for

their work.

“Tender Father, I thank Thee for the

many loving kindnesses and tender mercies

with which Thy children are continually

crowning my life. To-day may I be as

kind, good and thoughtful to others. There

will be many weary, discouraged, heartsick,

to-day. O tender Son of Man, live in me,

to-day. O, tender Son of Man, live in me,

that as I pass through I may feel the touch

upon the hem of my garment, and by a

smile, a word, a look, a letter, a touch of

sympathy and love, help me to meet the

needs and satisfy the longings of some

human soul to-day. If it be only a cup of

cold water for one of Thy little ones, may

I carry it for Thy sweet sake, and to-night

may I hear Thee say, ‘Inasmuch as ye did

it unto the least of these ye have done it

unto me. Amen.'”

The question of the place of wor

ship in the public meeting of the

student Association is one which pre

sents very different problems in dif

ferent colleges. In the Association

with which I am most familiar the

chief problem is that of time. It is

necessary to hold the Association

meeting during a half hour recess

period in the middle of the morning.

Before the girls have gathered from

different parts of the campus ten min

utes have been consumed. The meet

ing must be closed promptly in order

that those who attend it may not be

late at the class meeting immedi

ately afterward. There being thus

only twenty minutes for the entire

meeting, it has seemed wiser to have

a fifteen minute address than to

throw the meeting open to all who

might speak. The problem has been

to give the audience some part in the

opening and closing exercises, since

the nature of the meeting is such that

they can take no other part in it; to

restrict these exercises to five minutes,

and at the same time to fill them with

the spirit of worship. Responsive

readings are impracticable because of

lack of time, and here again the united

prayer has helped to meet the diffi

culties of the situation. The meeting

is opened by a hymn, after which all

unite in one of the prayers printed in

the front of the hymn books. Among

the prayers are the General Thanks

giving, the General Confession, a

prayer for students written especially

for the Association, and several very

beautiful prayers adopted from Malt

bie Babcock’s “Thoughts for Every

Day Living.” Short prayers of dis

missal are also provided. One of

these will perhaps illustrate the char

acter of the prayers used.

“O Lord, let the word which we have

heard be as good seed in our hearts, bring

ing forth in us fruits which all men may

see. When we return to our daily toil be

Thou our shield against the arrows of

temptation, our shelter in the heat of the

day. Be Thou, Lord, the strength of our

life; of whom then shall we be afraid.

Amen.”

One aspect of the worship of a pub

lic meeting to which too little atten

tion is sometimes given is the selec

tion of hymns. The purpose of hymns

is not to fill up time, but to contribute

directly to the end of the meeting, and

it not infrequently happens that the

words of a well chosen hymn ac

complish quite as much as the words

of the speaker. A book of hymns

carefully selected for the use of stu

dents, such as the “Fellowship

Hymnal” may add very much to the

value of the worship of a student As

sociation.

Probably no Association is quite

like any other, and it may well be that

the forms of worship which are most

satisfying in one college will fail to

meet the needs of another. The es

sential thing is that we recognize the

fundamental importance of worship,

and persistently seek those forms of

expression which for us will most

conduce to the deepening of fellow

ship with him whom we seek to serve.

remembering always that “those who

worship him, must worship him in

spirit and in truth.”

- .



A Trade School Experiment

Jeannette Bullisº

LEARN THE DRESSMAKING TRADE

at the

Young Women's Christian Association,

Prospect Avenue and East 18th Street.

CLASSES for girls from 14 to 17 years

of age.

HOURS from 8:30 to 11:30 A. M., five

days each week.

TIME REQUIRED to complete the course

—from one years to eighteen months

—according to the skill of the pupil.

ADVANTAGES OF TRAINING—

Enables girls to secure positions in dress

making establishments as assistants

and finishers.

Better wages.

Better positions.

No apprenticeship.

Training saves girls several years or

poorly paid work.

FEES

Membership for girls under 16 years of

age, $0.50 a year.

Membership for girls over 16 years of

age $1.00 a year.

Class fee, $o.Io a week.

APPLY-Educational Office,

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN

ASSOCIATION,

Prospect Avenue and East 18th Street,

Cleveland, Ohio.

HIS announcement was circu

lated during November and

December, 1911. In response

on January 22, 1912, thirteen girls

registered and formed the first class

in the trade school, and this small

group introduced to the people of

Cleveland, the possibilities of special

ized trade training for girls.

The housing and equipment of this

venture were extremely simple. .\

large, light room was provided with

machines which could be spared fictil

the regular dressmaking class rooms,

and tables and chairs were assembled

from various parts of the building.

The only expense was a part of an

* Miss Bullis, formerly Supervisor in the
Manhattan Trade School, is Educational

Secretary in the Cleveland Association.

instructor's salary. The instruction

consisted of the making of simple

garments by hand and machine, and

aside from scraps of materials used

for the purpose of trying stitches and

learning the art of button-hole mak

ing, no practice materials were put in

the hands of the pupils. The size of

the class fluctuated, twenty-five being

the largest number enrolled before

the class closed August 1st for a holi

day of a month. At the regular ex

hibit of the work of the educational

department in May a sale of finished

garments was held and $54.20 was

realized, covering more than the cost

of the materials used. Especial in

terest was evinced on the part of the

visitors in the children's dresses

which had been made for the Asso

ciated Charities from materials pro

vided by them.

The class was started as an experi

ment and with misgivings on the part

of some, but after the experience of

six months the results proved that

definite trade training for the younger

girls was a work for the Association

to demonstrate. The girls attracted by

the work were those dissatisfied with

routine school work, who had had lit

tle or no training in hand work, and

most of them having pressure brought

to bear upon them from some quar

ter which was forcing them into the

working world. They showed much

interest and enthusiasm for the work

and were the best sort of advertising

for the school. September, 1912,

found fifty-one girls enrolled, some

with the idea of getting general

knowledge which would help them

with their homes, and others wishing

to be trained as wage earners

The length of the school day has

been changed, the students now come

from 8:45 A. M. until 3:30 P. M.,

with an hour for lunch. This makes

it seem more like a real school. Aca
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It Looks like A REAL Shop with Some of THE OBJECTIONABLE Factors ELIMINATED

demic studies and cookery have been

added to the curriculum and the

day's work is started with a fifteen

minute assembly held in conjunction

with the day school of the Commer

cial Department.

In October the girls who had en

tered the school the previous Janu

ary were ready for their experience

in a trade workroom in real dress

making, and a shop was equipped to

handle custom work. From this ad

vanced department the first girls were

placed last March. No girls could

have been more proud than these first

graduates when they received their

pay envelopes at the end of their

first week in the working world. Their

daily experiences were recounted to

their former trade school companions

at noon, for they made a practice of

returning for lunch.

The new equipment added in Oc

tober, when our numbers increased,

consisted of 4 by 9 foot workroom

tables, bent-wood chairs, sewing ma

chines, a power machine, forms,

clocks, ironing boards and electric

irons. Enough furniture was found

in the building to furnish the fitting

room. An assistant was secured for

the elementary class and a dress

maker and assistant to carry the cus

tom work in the dressmaking shop.

Little has been done about the so

cial side. Members of the staff have

tried to give instruction as well as

entertainment at the morning assem

bly, and a few social gatherings have

been held. It has been found almost

impossible to get the girls to come to

the building for evening entertain

ments, and there is some doubt about

the advisability of urging them to re

turn.

Trade Work.

The dressmaking trade demands

of all girls who enter it at a

good wage a certain knowledge of

trade methods, and the wage given is

decided by the amount and kind of

work which the girls can do. To pre

pare the girls to meet this demand, in

telligence and some speed must neces

sarily be the aim of the trade work.

The trade must set the pace, but it

is also essential to introduce an ideal.

that of allround training, as this

work should establish a firm founda
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A SMALL GROUP PREPARES AND SERVES THE LUNCH EACH DAY FOR Six WEEks

tion upon which future experience

may stand. The training enables the

girls to escape the puller-of-basting

thread and errand girl stages and to

secure as an initial wage the amount

it would take an untrained girl two

years to secure. The positions of

fered the girls are those of im

provers and finishers, or assistants on

skirts, waists and sleeves. Instruc

tion is not given in cutting, fitting or

draping, as this work in the trade is

delegated to women of judgment and

experience, neither will the girls again

after leaving the elementary class

complete a specific garment, but each

will have worked upon all parts many

times. -

Elementary Class.

An average of twenty-two and one

half hours per week is spent upon

trade work. All materials are fur

nished, but the students are required

to bring their own sewing equipment.

The course consists of a series of sim

ple garments made by hand and ma

chine for stock, such as cooking and

princess aprons, underwear, chil

dren's and babies' clothes and shirt

waists. The garments are planned

with the commercial value in mind,

and they are sold either to the girls

at cost or to outsiders at a small

profit. So many orders have been

received for garments that the stock

work has been reduced. This is a

great advantage, first on account of

the reduction of capital invested in

materials and, second, the added in

terest on the part of the girls in the

creating of something to meet a

specific need.

The time spent in this class de

pends entirely upon the ability of the

girls and their previous training in

sewing. Some who have had train

ing in the Technical High Schools

or the regular educational dressmak

ing classes are able to go, after a sim

ple test of their general knowledge

of methods of garment construction,

immediately into the dressmaking

shop. Others are obliged to spend six

months at this work.

Trade Workroom.

“It looks like a real shop.” Yes,

with some of the objectionable fac

tors eliminated. All energy is fo–
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cused on the trade work, and the shop

is entirely dependent upon order

work. Customers are interviewed by

the dressmaker in charge as in any

establishment, gowns designed, ma

terials purchased and fittings planned.

The divisions of the work are in

charge of instructors of trade experi

ence who prepare the work and in

struct the girls in trade methods. In

order to secure the patronage which

furnishes the material upon which

the girls can secure their training, the

finished garments must have the trade

style and finish, and this necessitates

some parts of the work being done

by the trade instructors. The in

itial prices charged are of necessity

less than what the work will com

mand later. The scale should be that

of the medium priced establishment.

Academic Work.

Comparatively little time is given

to the different subjects included in

this division, and if it seems possi

ble to have the elementary school

work applied more specifically to

every day experience it would be pos

sible to eliminate this work entirely.

The arithmetic consists of the appli

cation of denominate numbers in the

keeping of time schedules; making

fractions real in placing tucks in

skirts; calculating wages and dis

counts; presenting schemes for keep

ing personal expense accounts and

dividing an income; banking and

money exchange; percentage becomes

of real interest when used in plans

for the running of a retail or dress

making business.

Composition in various forms, in

cluding the writing of business let

ters, forms the medium for the in

struction in English and the cloak un

der which the elementary principles

of grammar are applied. The study

of industries forms a good back

ground for this work, and other

topics of general interest are assigned.

The writing and answering of adver

tisements is also considered, and les

sons in spelling are incorporated in

the general scheme.

The general work consists of pen

manship and the study of industries,

which develops a keener sense of

values of materials upon which the

girls are working and creates a

greater interest in the industrial

world through literature, history and

geography. Personal hygiene is well

fitted to be a very important part of

this work, as the care of the body

and personal appearance are essen

tial parts of the working girl's stock

in trade. A simple explanation of

the laws which most vitally affect the

working woman in her social and

business life constitutes the work in

civics.

Cookery.

All the work thus far designated

has had one definite aim, that of the

all round intelligent training for

trade, although when carefully con

sidered the subjects taught and even

the methods employed are applicable

to conditions met in the home. To

this general knowledge, which all

girls should have, is added cooking.

On account of the number of girls

obliged to bring their lunches it

seemed best to have a cafeteria which

solves the problem of expense, affords

the girls an opportunity to secure a

warm, inexpensive and nourishing

lunch, and provides a specific necd

for the planning of well-balanced

meals. The group plan is used in

carrying this work, ten girls prepar

ing the lunch each day for six weeks.

The quantities used in the recipes are

for a normal family, but the food is

prepared for an average of thirty.

The equipment used is that of a home

kitchen. The menus are arranged by

the combination from the following

dishes: Salads, soups and sand

wiches, cheese and egg dishes in cont

bination with rice, macaroni, etc.,

vegetables, inexpensive meats pre

pared in casserole or pie, cooked

fruits, breads, cakes, puddings, ice

cream and warm drinks. Not only is
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the actual cooking included, but the

serving and clearing away of dishes

and cleaning of the kitchen and din

ing room.

What keeps hundreds of girls

away from this school?

I. The fee, which although slight,

seems much when the financial resources

of the home are limited, and the neces

sity for providing carfare, lunches and

better clothes.

2. The lack of a scholarship fund and

the apparent inability to plan a part time

scheme by which the girls might earn

something which would help in paying

heir expenses.

3. The fact that it is an integral part

f an institution which is essentially a re

ligious organization.

4. The lack of publicity on the part of

Associations generally of the work for

younger girls and the impression in the

community that all work is planned either

for the women' in the home or those al

ready in industry.

5. The inability to offer a choice of

trades.

There are opportunities to train girls

in three other trades in the city—millinery,

which in Cleveland, on account of the

wholesale trade, affords steady employ

ment: power operating, which affords to

the girls with skill work under good con

ditions in one of the largest industries in

the country, and straw sewing, although

a seasonal trade by itself, dovetails with
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plain operating, and the training can be so

planned as to fit for the two industries.

Does trade training for girls pay

Financially no, nor does any other edu

cational work pay.

What is it that makes people wish

to support such training :

The various elements which are fos

tered by the girls themselves. The en

thusiasm and good attitude toward work

evinced as they try their wings in in

dustry; the words of commendation from

employers for good work; the very practi

cal speech of the pay envelope in favor

of the girl with specific training. All these

count, and last but not least the experi

ences of the girls like some of the gradu

ates of Manhattan Trade School in New

York who have been out in industry for

five or more years and whose records show

a constant advance in their positions. Some

of these girls are now in continuation

classes at night securing training for

special work which will enable them to

secure positions requiring much skill.

“Training for efficiency” is the cry

of the age, and even small efforts

may help to make the ideal material

ize more quickly. Let each center,

even though it may be in a small way,

do its part toward starting the girls

on the path which leads to the ef

ficient life.

§

Mrs. Te and Mrs. Wang

Frances Taft

M* AND MRS. TE, my Man

chu friends, who live in the

Manchu Garrison City at the

foot of the mountains, where the

Great Wall dips into the sea after its

long ramble over the northern ranges,

are my ideal host and hostess. For

although they cannot do enough for

their guests, they have the rare sense

to leave one alone to plan out her day,

falling in with anything that may be

suggested. They will even leave you

alone for practically the whole day

if that is your choice. In consequence,

when I am tired, I naturally long for

the Tes and their quiet little home.

So this summer, accepting a standing

invitation, I rolled up my bedding,

packed my suitcase with my Chinese

clothes, mounted a donkey, and disap

peared for a season from the social

activities of our foreign summer re

SOrt.

These friends are in comfortable

circumstances, and live in a spacious

series of courtyards. The foreign

guest is given a large airy room look

ing out over a little private garden.

This summer it was planted with corn

and beans and bright with flowers
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near the veranda that goes with the

room. Here I was free to spend long

uninterrupted hours during the heat

of the day either reading or writing

letters, or in the evening lying back

in the old canvas chair and watching

the shadows of the corn stalks lengthen

in the moonlight across the garden.

Although the Tes have servants,

Mrs. Te would never consent for an

instant to their getting the meals when

she has guests staying with her. She

goes herself to the kitchen and pre

pares the most appetizing dishes and

then comes in and urges us to eat, re

fusing to touch anything herself until

her guest and the rest of her family

have finished. Two meals a day is

the order, at nine-thirty and four

thirty, just far enough apart to give

one a healthy anticipation, and the

excitement was to try to guess what

new dish could possibly appear next,

for there was certain to be at least

one new dish at each meal. The

stringed-beans and egg-plant are pre

pared in a way that is the despair of

the person who longs to reproduce the

same effect at home. The mutton and

sea-weed hash makes me entirely for

get my manners, and beyond descrip

tion are the meat balls wrapped in

bean-curd and fried in deep fat. I

think the mere fact of eating with

chop-sticks must add a certain flavor

to everything. Foreign food eaten

with a knife and fork never tastes as

good.

After the evening meal Mrs. Te and

I go calling on some of her friends

or shopping in the fascinating little

shops with their army of clerks

sprawling over the counter. A ser

vant must always follow to carry the

parcels and do unpleasant bargaining

for us. Or else we visit the old Mo

hammedan mosque outside the city

wall or the Confucian Temple inside,

where the officials must go regularly

to worship the tablet of Confucius.

What was our surprise to find on this

last visit that the key was misplaced

and no one was paying any attention

to the sacred place. During the

bustle of hunting up the key the gate

keeper's wife told us that now that

there was a new government the of—

ficials were no longer required to wor

ship here, for there was religious lib

erty here now, wasn't there? I had

not thought that it was effecting the

people so radically before.

Mrs. Te can really walk, being a

Manchu, for they do not bind their

feet, and the length of walks she is

able to take is quite satisfactory. It

is so different with the Chinese women

of her generation, for although the

Christians have long ago unbound

their feet, they are never normal

again.

One day, in the shopping district,

we met a friend from Tientsin who is

helping us to start the Association

work there. She is an exceptional old

lady, thoroughly Chinese, yet speak

ing English perfectly and understand

ing all our ways, because she was

brought up in a missionary's home and

sent to America for part of her edu

cation. We are so thankful that she

is interested enough in our work to

be on our board of directors.

When we learned that she and her

daughter-in-law were visiting friends

in a village near by, Mrs. Te and I

decided to go and call on her. So

the next pleasant day we hired one of

those heavy, springless, wooden carts

and started out. Mrs. Te always takes

the inside seat over the bumping

wheels, the place of honor but a scene

of torture, while I sit cross-legged on

a board across the shafts. We went

through fields of tall broom corn and

millet, and grass lands where pigs

and horses were pasturing. Then we

rattled through the narrow streets of

the village, where bound-footed girls

(for practically all the girls' feet in

the country districts are still bound

in spite of vigorous efforts to stop the

practice) trotted to the doorways to

see us pass. At last we came to a

large compound surrounded by tall

trees. This belongs to one of the most

prominent Christians in the district,

a doctor, where our friends are stay
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ing. Oh, the contrast to the little vil

lage outside Not that there is any

display of wealth, for everything is

most simple, but there is a sense of

cleanliness and freedom and happi

ness. The daughter here has natural

feet, is a sophomore in the Woman's

Union College in Peking, speaks Eng

lish, and when we asked her to play

for us, she certainly made the little

Japanese piano interpret well some

comparatively difficult music. When

I thought of the richness of her life

and then of the red-trousered girls

who stood in the doorways, I was in

deed thankful that I am out here in

a work that is going to make many

more such transformations possible.

We had a pleasant little visit, and

after singing a few hymns together in

English and in Chinese, we left in

the deepening twilight for the city.

To my surprise the carter did not take

the reasonably smooth road over

which we had come, but chose a most

horribly rutty and rocky one. Upon

inquiring I found that this was a more

frequented way and there would not

be so much danger of robbers. Then

they called my attention to the little

mat shantis get up in the melon

patches, where the farmer watches all

::*ht with his gun beside him to pro

tect his crop.

When we reached home we found

old Mr. Te sitting in his easy-chair

among his oleanders, honeysuckle and

nasturtium pots, playing with his baby

grandson. The quiet restfulness of

the atmosphere simply compelled one

to sit down and listen to descriptions

of what China was like fifty or sixty

years ago, how he, Mr. Te, was the

first Manchu in the city of Peking

to become a Christian, how desperate

his people were and how bitterly they

persecuted him and his family, or

how the Boxers put a price upon his

head and did their utmost to make

way with him, and how he escaped

them by hiding for days in a low cave

up in the mountains.

But vacation days do not last for

ever, and I wanted to visit some of

my Chinese friends a few hundred li

south of Shanhaikwan. When I

thanked Mrs. Te for all her mar

velous kindness to me and for all the

extra trouble to which she put her

self for me, her only reply was, “The

only way you can thank me is to

come and stay weeks longer.” Mr. Te

with his usual courtesy escorted me

to the train. I was so proud to be

walking with him on the streets; he

is such a dignified, tall, splendidly

built man, with unmistakable culture

and refinement in his every move.

In true Oriental style I took some

things for them to their son-in-law,

whose home I was going to pass on

the way, for friends take the place of

express companies in China. And

what were the things? A letter, a

huge basket of melons, cabbages, and

other vegetables, and a heavy wooden

cupboard with massive brass hinges

and locks. With great care Mr. Te

saw me settled in the third class car,

to all intents and purposes a cattle

car—no seats, no windows, only open

spaces, but one can make herself very

comfortable by using her roll of bed

ding for a seat and her suitcase for

a back. I felt decidedly Chinese

ensconced there in the midst of my

furniture and vegetables. It is an

advantage to travel in this style oc

casionally for the opportunity it af

fords to come in touch with the

people.

It was a long, hot ride of about five

hours. Near me was a thin country

man without any teeth, with a basket

of green peppers, dried tobacco leaves,

and a long shiny fish on his arm. On

one side was a scholar in spotless

white grass–cloth jacket and silk

trousers of a delicate lavender shade.

He carried two little tin boxes of tea,

with strips of bright red paper on

them. Opposite were two brawny

workmen, clothed very scantily, for

it was a hot day; one bought a musk

melon and began to bite into it, as

one would an apple, eating rind and

all. The other spread out a rug and

lay down for a nap, feet high in the
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air, fanning himself with the most in

congruously dainty little fan.

Later two well-dressed gentlemen

came and sat on my cupboard and

looked over my shoulder as I was

reading some beautifully illustrated

portions of the Chinese Scriptures.

Here was my chance. “Are you in

terested? Well, then you may have a

copy each and read them at your

leisure.” Whereupon the two gentle

man curled themselves up and started

in. After a little they wanted to talk

about what they had been reading;

by degrees others became interested

and joined the circle until there was

a good sized audience. They listened

attentively to the story of Christ and

received the little leaflets that I had

with me gladly. Even the workman

across the way aroused himself from

his nap and came over. After the

crowd had scattered he still stood

there beside me, figuring out the char

acters and bending over to ask the

pronunciation of the ones he did not

recognize.

We were all friends by this time, so

that when I turned to my Outlook

again nothing would do but I must

tell them what I was reading now. So

there followed a free lecture on the

Chancellor of the Exchequer of

Britain, and flying machines.

My station was five li from Mrs.

Wang's little city of Lanchow, so she

had sent the young lay-preacher and

a cart up to meet me. This young

man I had met before, but then he

had a queue, so I could hardly recog

nize him this time. The neat close

cut makes such a difference in these

men. He had studied medicine for

two years and had gone as medical

assistant to the American doctors who

accompanied the shipload of coolies at

the time of the great demand for

them in South Africa. This was a

Friday, and as he had just been mar

ried on the Wednesday before, he was

in good spirits and entertained me all

the way with interesting items about

his African trip and his life in China.

Mrs. Wang's hospitality is as

wholehearted as that of my Manchu

friends, but she expresses it rather

differently. Perhaps that is because

she is not so constantly with foreign

ers, living as she does in this little

out-of-the-way place. She is one of

those dear, big, portly women, with a

kind, motherly face and manner.

Since her husband's death last year,

she has managed the work of the

church in a way, for the lay-preacher

turns to her for everything, constantly,

and although she is over sixty-two

years of age, she goes out to the coun

try districts around to preach to the

people. Everyone loves her and all

seem to think of her as a mother. I

certainly do, for when she takes one

in in that big-hearted way, one knows

that she always will have her place

there in that home of love.

A warm bath and good supper put

me in high spirits and we did have

such a jolly visit in the evening under

the shadow of her enormous, heavily

laden grape vines, going over what had

happened during the months since we

last met. Interesting stories there

were to tell, a revolution having inter

vened Later we were joined by the

Bible woman and the new bride, who

added their contributions to the series

of tales.

When it was time to retire, the big,

ice-cold watermelon was pulled up

from the well, and it served to satisfy

the craving that only an American

ice-cream-soda bred person can de

velop. Then we waited for Mrs.

Wang to lead the evening prayer, but

something was troubling her. It

seemed that the ground was too

damp to kneel upon, and it was too

hot to go into the little stuffy house.

The idea of praying in any other po

sition did not present itself as rever

ent to her. But she soon solved the

difficulty by indicating that we kneel

upon our chairs, while she and the

little bride began to climb up on the

long bench, one at either end, looking

for all the world like two big cats

with backs up ready for a fight. But
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the humor of the situation did not

prevent my entering into the spirit of

that wonderful prayer. It is no won

der that the whole country-side look

to her as their spiritual guide.

Although it is true that we are

more drawn to the Chinese as a peo

ple than to the Manchus, still among

the Christians these racial distinctions

are not so marked, and one can not

help but love them both equally. I

thought I noticed a little more dignity

and ceremony in the Manchu home,

COLLEGE GIRL 2O3

and a slight, perhaps unconscious,

atmophere of superiority to the Chi

nese. Among the Chinese the idea

that they are far superior to the Man

chus is quite unveiled. The differ

ences in the clothes and in the feet of

the women are so well known that

there is no need of repeating the de

scriptions. But the likenesses im

pressed me more than the differences,

and the big-souled love in both homes

is what I have carried with me

through the year.

The Southern College Girl

Ida Garrison Curry”

NEVER-FADING picture of

charm and womanliness is

the impress made by South

ern college girls upon one who lives

and works among them. Their quiet,

gentle manners, their warm-hearted

enthusiasm and unassumed hospi

tality make for them a peculiar place

in the affections of those who know

them intimately. There comes to

mind, in thinking of the Southern

girl, the unobtrusive yet real strength

which characterizes her in whatever

college she may be. This quiet

strength brings a distinct contribution

to the nation-wide Young Women's

Christian Association and finds in the

Association in turn a source of ever

deepening and ever-broadening influ

ence.

If we seek to analyze this strength

of the Southern college girl, we will

probably discover that its chief char

acteristic springs from the high ideals

of womanhood which are her heritage.

The shelter of the Southern home,

in which woman is held in peculiarly

high regard, gives to the college girl

an innate sense of womanliness, to be

acquired in no other way. But fre

quently the girl going to college from

* Mrs. Curry was formerly student secre

tary for the Carolinas.

the sheltered environment of her

home, with all that home life and

woman's place in the home mean in the

South, finds it difficult to adjust her

self to the democracy of college life.

Her interests are perhaps not readily

aroused in the joys or sorrows of the

girl who sits next to her at the table

or who rooms across the hall. Then

it is that the Young Women's Chris

tian Association proves invaluable in

awakening a realization of her kin

ship with other girls—girls in her own

college, girls in other colleges and at

home, girls in the mills and shops and

offices, and even those across the seas

in China, India and Africa.

Another outstanding characteristic

of the college girls of the South is

the reverence with which they regard

the Bible and the church. Church

going is frequently their regular and

life-long habit, and the traditions of

the church have been imbedded deep

within their hearts. The Bible they

learn to regard as a precious and

sacred heritage, handed down through

a God-fearing, God-loving ancestry.

It is frequently an unquestioning

faith, this faith of the Southern girl

in her Bible. A secretary traveling

from college to college in the South

may find many girls longing for help
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in their personal lives and troubled

with questions about their attitude to

Christ and his Kingdom; but she will

probably find comparatively few dis

turbed by doubts or unbelief. This is

because the Southern girl clings to her

Bible with a beautiful child-like faith,

which she receives as the faith of her

fathers, and which burns clear and

strong through all the stress of life,

permeating all relationships into which

her personality enters.

Such are the characteristics which

the Southern college girls bring to the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tions and to all Christian and philan

thropic endeavor in which they en

gage. Their high ideal of woman

hood, expressing itself in gentle con

duct of life, serves to offset any tend

encies toward unwomanliness which

may creep into women's organizations

throughout the country. The love of

home and family ties, so strong in

the South, helps to preserve the

sanctity of the home throughout the

nation; and the keenness with which

the Southern girl feels a sense of kin

ship tends to accentuate the realiza

tion of the world-sisterhood wherever

that realization is gripping the hearts

of women. And how can we esti

mate the invaluable contribution made

by the Southern girl's faith in her

Bible? Her simple, trusting faith

becomes a beacon light of encourage

ment and strength to thousands of

women who are helping to bring

about a world reign of loyalty and

faith, and her reverence for things

sacred raises high the standards of

truth and honor and purity.

To the Young Women's Christian

Association, standing as it does for

the highest and best in Christian

womanhood, these contributions are

peculiarly valuable. The Association,

iooking for the finest cultivation of

Christian and womanly graces, finds

in the Southern girl a winning combi.

nation of gentleness and strength, of

quietness and steadfastness. -

The Young Women's Christian

Association, on the other hand, be

comes a real factor in the life of col

lege girls in the South. It opens their

eyes to the needs of fellow-women, it

broadens their vision and lifts them

out of a sometimes narrow view of

life and limited sphere of interests,

and quickens their hearts in the serv

ice of their Master. Many a Southern

girl goes back to her home a truer

woman and a stronger Christian, bet

ter prepared for the duties and re

sponsibilities of home life because

into her college activities have crept

the subtle influences of the Young

Women's Christian Association.

The South was slow to express its

approval of the Association. For

many years the president of one of

the leading colleges for women in the

South refused to allow a Young

Women's Christian Association in his

college. He feared that it might

lower the ideals of womanhood which

he was seeking to uphold among his

students. This attitude of disfavor

and suspicion was common for some

time among Southern educators; but

it has been gradually dispelled by the

ideals and actual influences of the

Association, until at present there is

an Association in practically every

school and college in the South.

In the past all such organizations

have been handicapped because South

ern college women have been slow to

take the leadership, but to-day it is

encouraging to see Southern women

in larger numbers coming forward as

secretaries and leaders in the different

activities which are being carried on

for and among women. This response

is most gratifying because the South

ern girl, with her high ideals and gen

uine enthusiasm, is greatly to be de

sired in the active service of such

organizations as the Young Women's

Christian Association. We may ex

pect to see wonderful things coming

to pass in the colleges of the South

land as their girls enter more and

more into all work which seeks to up

hold the standards of Jesus Christ in

the college or in the home or wher

ever women may work or live.
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Twenty-five with

Coffee

Alice Hutchins Drake

4 º' WENTY-FIVE or thirty-five?”

| The waitress changed her tray

to the other hand and stood

listening. Nightly the tables in the

Association lunch room were occupied

by business women seeking refresh

ment before going home. Miss Ben

ton, one of the regular diners, glancing

up from the Evening Star, said,

“Twenty-five with coffee, please,” and

resumed her reading. The article was

entitled, “The strength of the Bul

gars.” For weeks she had misread the

word as Burglars, each time the head

lines proclaimed victory or defeat. It

had now become a matter of deter

mination with her, that she should not

be tricked into avoiding the articles,

thinking the subject to be midnight

robberies.

Emily Clark, who dined at this table

every evening with the exception of

Sunday, was waiting to be served.

Emily longed to write, and each even

ing when the usual refrain, “Twenty

five or thirty-five” sounded in the lunch

room, she felt the call, not “to arms,”

but “to pen.” “The Tragedy of the

Dime” should be her subject.

The initiated diners always replied

without hesitancy, but the stranger,

looking slightly puzzled at the ques

tion “Twenty-five or thirty-five?” as it

was hurled from the waitress' lips, was

inclined to inquire, “Thirty-five

what?”

“Cents,” was the answer, and upon

the choice of the dinner depended so

much—whether the others knew her

financial rating to be that of opulence

or poverty! A twenty-five cent dinner

revealed the necessity of economy;

thirty-five cents proclaimed one above

the madding crowd. And it always

seemed that the others must hear.

So it was that Emily, noticing Miss

Benton's choice, made further mental

notes for her Tragedy of the Dime.

On Fridays, when there was baked

trout on the menu, Emily, disliking

fish, would order a dessert dinner to

compensate her for the missing course.

On that evening, she would slightly

raise her voice and say “Thirty-five”

with a suggestion of accent upon

“Thirty.” The waitress, changing her

tray to the other hand, would smile her

Friday evening best, and satisfaction

would hover over the table.

This was on Fridays. On other even

ings, Emily economized with the other

diners. There were two dime banks in

the top drawer of her bureau, which

loomed large before her vision when

carfare and sundry luxuries threat

ened. Once she had seen a print of

Rossetti's Annunciation, and thereafter

economy in every form appealed, if

ultimately it would lead to possession

of the print.

Emily's was the tragedy of unful

filled desire. Margaret Benton's was

the tragedy of the unequal battle. The

Association sheltered so many like her,

brave toilers to whom self-denial had

become the daily round. “I save that

others may have,” was her motto.

“You’re not hungry to-night?”

Emily inquired as the Balkan article

was resumed.

“Starving. Had to work overtime

to-night. Getting out rush orders gives

one an appetite.” She smiled at Emily,

and the smile defied her to ask, “Then

why didn't you order more?”

Emily paused a moment, “You

know,” she remarked with understand

ing, “I’m saving, too. I saw a picture

at a Christmas exhibit, and I just have

to own a print like it.” She leaned

eagerly toward her companion, “Do

you know Rossetti's Annunciation ?”

The girl flushed. “That is the one

‘beloved' I saved from the wreck—not

a real wreck, a financial one. Every

thing else went, but I clung to that.

Come and see my copy some time, if

you don't object to climbing four

flights.”

Emily went, and Emily found more

material for her lunch room tragedy.

Running her hand along four flights
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of smooth banister-rail as she descend

ed from Margaret Benton's room,

Emily battled with a great desire. The

Annunciation must wait. Some other

time she could buy one when there

was no need for her dimes.

Just now, there was Margaret Ben

ton's little brother. Why had she not

mentioned him before ? Now that the

whole pitiful story had been told, it

was her’s—Emily's—and she and Mar

garet should together attempt to

thwart destiny. Billy should have the

dime bank savings, and the tragedy

of the unfulfilled destre should be

changed to joy and victory.

A week later, Emily and Margaret

dined at their accustomed table. It

was baked trout night, but Emily said,

“Twenty-five with coffee, please,” and

smiled.

“Do you know, Margaret, it's odd

how dimes amount up,” Emily leaned

eagerly forward, toward her compan

ion, “I’ve always meant to write a

story about this twenty-five or thirty

five cent dinner and what it means to

save the dimes. Suppose we join forces

and write one together.”

The editor accepted their story, and

it created comment. You may have

read it in the January number of Tot

ten's. It was called “The Joy of

Sacrifice.”

A SUCCESSFUL CHAIRMAN

Is active.

Is cheerful.

Values opportunities.

Feels the responsibility.

Carries and uses a notebook.

Searches fields and brains for plans.

Prays often about the committee

work.

Gives every

something to do.

Has a committee meeting at least

once a month.

Furnishes a written report at the

Board meeting.

Understands that the President is

ex officio a member of all standing

committees.

º

committee member

High Tide in the

Student Movement

Elizabeth Wilson

OUR clear cut impressions rest

upon the minds and, indeed,

upon the very souls of the

favored delegates to the World's Stu

dent Christian Federation Conference

at Lake Mohonk, June 2-8. These

are the memory of the hours of united

intercession, the miraculous reports

from China and Russia, the revela

tion of the vast unoccupied fields of

Latin America, and the certainty that

“there are divisions of workings, but

the same God who worketh all things

in all.”

The plan for entertaining the Tenth

Conference of the Federation in

cluded welcoming incoming guests

for some weeks in advance at the Na

tional Training School, which has

been made general headquarters and

where an information bureau was

maintained. Deputation tours to uni

versity centers and many other forms

of sight seeing were arranged. On

May 26 the General Committee of the

Federation convened in Princeton,

where a statue was unveiled, com

memorating the formation of the In

tercollegiate Young Men's Christian

Association there. On Saturday,

May 31, the whole party was taken

by motor bus to a garden party at

Riverdale. On Monday, June 2, they

traveled by Hudson River day boat

to West Point, where President Wil

son had ordered a dress parade for

their inspection, then by special train

to New Paltz, the station for Lake

Mohonk, and by open stages took the

six-mile drive, chiefly over the up

ward winding roads of the Mountain

House estate. The hotel crowns the

crest of a palisade-guarded ridge of

the Catskills. There was such per

fect seclusion that one of the prayers

most often repeated at the conference

was that framed for Times of Re

treat :
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“O Lord Jesus Christ, Who didst

say to Thine apostles, ‘Come ye

apart into a desert place and rest

awhile,' for there were many com

ing and going, grant, we beseech

Thee, to Thy servants here gathered

together, that they may rest awhile,

at this present time, with Thee.

May they so seek Thee, when their

souls desire to love Thee, that they

may both find Thee and be found

of Thee. And grant such love and

such wisdom to accompany the

words which shall be spoken in Thy

name, that they may not fall to the

ground, but may be helpful in lead

ing us onward through the toils of

our pilgrimage to that rest which re

maineth to the people of God;

where, nevertheless, they rest not

day and night from Thy perfect

service, Who with the Father and

the Holy Spirit livest and reignest

ever one God, world without end.

Amen.”

All the delegates were comfortably

accommodated in the hotel; the great

parlor and the verandas furnished

audience and conference rooms. The

dining room plan was unique. Each

of the tables, seating four, six or

eight, had assigned to it a permanent

host and hostess. As the others en

tered the dining room they were

given at random numbered cards in

dicating tables for that meal only. In

this way acquaintance grew apace.

Identification was simple because

each delegate wore his name and

country on a badge and also carried

around in his hand an indispensable

booklet entitled “Who’s Who,” where

in residence, title and much bio

graphical material was printed under

the name of every member of every

delegation.

Each of the eleven national move

ments was adequately represented by

both men and women delegates, stu

dents, faculty members, theological

professors, local and traveling secre

taries of the various unions. Some

were old friends who had studied and

prayed together in earlier years.

Most were present for the first time

at a conference where a panorama of

the whole student world passed be

fore their dazzled eyes.

Every one of the 320 delegates from

the 40 countries deserves mention by

name. That can be done only in the

printed report; however, some names

must be given.

In the South Africa delegation

there were both the men's and the

women's traveling secretaries, Mr.

Reyneke and Miss Kriel. Scandinavia

was represented by six charming

women undergraduates from Den

mark, Finland, Norway and Sweden,

the editors of the papers of the Fin

nish and Swedish Christian Unions;

from Japan there were President

Ibuka of Meiji Gakuin, Tokyo, one

of the presiding officers of the Con

ference, Miss Ume Tsuda, head of the

College for Women, a member of the

National Young Women's Christian

Association Committee of Japan;

from India and Ceylon, Mr. J. R.

Isaac of the National staff, Mr.

Carter, Miss Bentley and other

American leaders were present, as

well as the Misses Lamb, Maya Das,

Cornelius, Kuhdeke, and others,

Indian students in American colleges.

Great Britain and Ireland sent the

general secretary, Mr. Tissington

Tatlow, one of the most brilliant and

conspicuous figures in the whole gath

ering, Reverend Philip Loyd of Cud

desdon Theological College, Miss

Winifred Sedgwick, Mr. Macdonald,

Mr. Waller and other secretaries.

Germany was represented by Pastor

LeSeur of the Berlin City Mission,

and Pfarrer Kieser and Miss Baart de

la Faille, the traveling secretaries;

France and Italy, by Mr. Grauss,

Miss Meyer, the French secretaries,

and Mr. Gay, secretary of the Salotta

in Naples. From China and Korea

came, among others, Mr. S. K. Tsao,

Mr. David Yui, leading Chinese sec

retaries, and Mr. F. S. Brockman.

From Belgium, the Netherlands and

Switzerland, Dr. Rutgers of the Isle

of Marken, a member of the General

Committee of the Federation, and

Reverend Frederic de Rougemont,

chairman of the Swiss National Com

mittee, were present. From Aus
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tralasia came the traveling secretaries,

Mr. Addison and Miss Alexander;

from the North American movement,

carefully selected representatives

from Canada and the United States,

including our American Indians and

negroes, and students from China,

Japan, Cuba and the Philippines, en

roled in our colleges and universities.

Of central interest was the Russian

delegation, eleven in number, grate

ful that their movement had at last

grown strong enough to enter the

Federation. At its head was Baron

Paul Nicolay, one of the presiding of

ficers of the conference, a saint of

God whose prayers have called the

Russian movement into being, and

among the others were Madame

Orgewsky of Kiev and the Misses

Filinova, Korolenka and Kuleshova,

leaders in Moscow, St. Petersburg

and Kiev. There were also delegates

from Spain, Portugal, Hungary,

Austria, Greece, Macedonia, Albania,

and Turkey; from Armenia, Syria,

Persia and Siam ; from Egypt; from

Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Uruguay,

Mexico and the Philippines.

“They were all together in one

place” and “began to speak with

other tongues.” English was the of

ficial language. A few speakers

needed interpreters or read in their

own speech, while the audience fol

lowed with the English print. But for

the hours of devotion no interpreters

were necessary, for each man spoke

with God in his own language and all

understood.

The program was arranged English

fashion—a long morning session,

from 9 to I, a free afternoon, a sub

stantial address every evening. There

were three general divisions—re

ports and discussions. The reports

included those of Mr. Mott and Miss

Rouse, the general secretaries, and

marvelous presentations of student

life, thought, and religious opportu

nities in France, Germany, Greek

church lands, China and Latin Amer

ica, and among the negro race.

President Pendleton of Wellesley
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also spoke on “The Religious Aspect

of Women's Higher Education in the

United States.” Apologetic addresses

were made by Professor David

Cairns of Edinburgh and Mr. Robert

E. Speer and inspirational addresses

by Mr. Mott and Bishop Brent of the

Philippines. (It will be necessary to

read the Conference report to under

stand the exhilaration and serious re

sponsibility felt by all who heard

them.) Discussions for which sec

tional meetings were formed treated,

from forty different points of view,

questions lying in the path of the

movement. Incidentally, it may be

said that agreements and differences

were not always made on national

lines. Sometimes Great Britain would

take opposing positions, while Ger

many and the United States of

America would decide in concord.

The topics were as follows: Rela

tion to the Church, Bible, Mission

and Social Study, the Presentation of

the Gospel to Students in non-Chris

tion, Protestant and Other Christian

Countries; Principles Underlying an

Efficient Union or Association; the

Social Problem and its Call to Stu

dents to Engage in the Christian

Ministry, in Social Service or as Lay

men; the Selection, Training and

Functions of Secretaries; Work for

School Boys and School Girls; How

to Present the Missionary Call; How

to Deal with Graduates; The Litera

ture of the Student Movements;

Principles Underlying the Adequate

Financial Support of a Student Asso

ciation or Movement.

The delegates from abroad will

visit many of the summer confer

ences before returning to similar en

gagements in their home lands. And

everywhere they will carry the spirit

of reverence, of faith in God as the

answerer of prayer and the doer of

miracles among the students of to

day in China, in Russia and else

where. And everywhere this prayer

will be heard:

“Preserve our universities, O

Lord, as the bulwarks of Thy
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Church, and root out from them

whatever is contrary to faith and

morals; but chiefly revive in them

such a spirit of devotion that they

may send forth many to the work

of Thy Church at home and abroad,

loving Thee with a pure love and

resolved to offer themselves a sacri

fice to Thee in winning others to

Thy love; through Jesus Christ.

Amen.”

§

The National Board

Meeting

HE regular meeting of the

National Board of the

Young Womens Christian

Associations of the United States of

America was held May 28th at head

quarters, 600 Lexington Avenue, New

York.

The president announced the ap

pointment of Mrs. William Walker

Rockwell as chairman of the publica

tion department and of Mrs. Dave

Hennen Morris as chairman of the

finance department. The question of

the place for the holding of the next

Biennial Convention was considered,

and after a very frank discussion a

resolution was unanimously adopted

that the next Biennial Convention be

held in Los Angeles in 1915, and that,

if possible, certain later meetings be

arranged to be held in San Francisco

or Oakland, or that such a plan be

considered.

Field Work Department.

During the Biennial a meeting was

held of members of the field work

department with members of the West

Central and Texas committees and

with representatives of the Associa

tions in Dallas and Fort Worth. No

decision was reached, but the judg

ment of that meeting has been con

firmed by the department's vote to

group Texas, New Mexico and Okla

homa into the Southwestern field,

which is to be organized by January,

1914, with headquarters in Dallas.

Seventeen members of the field

and headquarters student committees

gathered for luncheon and conference

on one of the days during the Bi

ennial Convention, and thirty mem

bers of the city committees also had

luncheon together. Many field com

mittee members have spoken or

written of how these meetings

strengthened the national purpose

underlying all the work.

At the conference of members and

secretaries from headquarters and

from the field, a report of each field

was presented and a short discussion

followed upon a few of the points

which the reports emphasized.

Department of Method.

A surprising amount of time has

had to be given to the work involved

in the three commissions to which

this department contributes four sec

retaries as leaders, two secretaries as

executives, and seven regular mem

bers.

The department would report at

tendance through its secretaries at the

Southern Sociological Conference,

the Southern Educational Association

Conference, the International Tri

ennial Convention of the Young Men's

Christian Association. Miss Holm

quist has been appointed by the ex

ecutive committee to serve on the

Social Service Commission of the

Federal Council, of which she has

been elected recording secretary. A

conference was called of representa

tives of this department and the So

ciety for the Improvement of the

Urban Conditions Among Colored

People. This we hope will lead to

results in greater co-operation.

At the close of this biennium a brief

survey of growth in City Association

work may not be out of place, but

rather an indication of better methods

of approach and management. The

present citv membership is approxi

mately 218,000, an increase of 230

per cent since the formation of the

National Board. The Bible class en

rolment has increased 250 per cent
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(for 1912, 30,448), the educational

class enrolment has doubled (for

1912, 46,839), the physical depart

ment enrolment has been multiplied by

three (for 1912, 42,559). The budg

ets for current expenses have in

creased nearly $1,000,000 in two

years; the value of real property

owned - has increased $5,000,000 in

the same period, while the mortgage

indebtedness reported has decreased

nearly $300,000 in one year.

The convention in Richmond

changed the name of the junior de

partment to girls' department, and

also developed some complexities of

the question of age limit. A seminar

to consider and bring recommenda

tions concerning this problem has

therefore been planned for early fall.

The examination in the year's

courses in graded Bible study has

been held, and IO6 certificates issued

to classes in 13 Associations. The

total enrolment in the classes was

469, so that more students are receiv

ing the benefit of these courses than

have registered for the examination.

Over 300 certificates have been is

sued for the completion of First Aid

courses, and other examinations are

to be held. In addition to our co

operation with the National Red

Cross Society in First Aid work,

consultation is now being had looking

toward the promotion of courses in

Home Care of the Sick.

In Philadelphia the possibilities of

colored work have received a recogni

tion which will undoubtedly have its

effect throughout the country. In the

building campaign recently held the

colored women raised something over

SI 1,000, and secured a single gift of

$25,000.

The Eight Week Club plan has

been perfected for this summer's cam

paign. The names of many leaders

recommended by the cabinets of stu

dent Association and appointed by the

field secretaries have been sent to

headquarters. To each one of these

leaders will be sent a pamphlet of sug

gestions and concrete directions for
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carrying on the summer's work, and

a Bible study course has been espe

cially prepared for these clubs by Miss

Cutler. We hope to keep in touch,

through a report at the end of the

season, with every club started this

summer, and feel confident that this

experience will be the basis of a more

extended work next year.

An opportunity for splendid co-op

eration is given us by the Department

of Church and Country Life of the

Presbyterian Board of Home Mis

sions. They are to continue their

country survey work in Ohio this

year and, at our request, will include

Greene County, in their plans. The

regular survey of religious, economic

and social conditions will be made,

and in addition a special study of

women's life will be made from the

Association point of view. We feel

that this will be an example to us in

learning how to know a county with

reference to the organization of an

Association.

Miss Field has been spending the

last month in the three county Asso

ciations of the North Central Field,

two in Minnesota and one in Ne

braska. She reports a very interest

ing and busy time. After a month of

vacation she returns to give at Cor

nell University Summer School a

series of lectures on leadership for

country women. The first county As

sociation summer camp is to be

started in Chautauqua County this

summer, and this will claim Miss

Field's attention for two weeks.

With the exception of attendance

at the Biennial Convention and the

Conference of Employed Officers and

Miss Pinyon's visits in the Middle

West, the student secretaries have

spent the time since the last meeting

of the National Board mostly at head

quarters. A large share of the time

of all has been given the last few

weeks to the plans and preparations

for the Conference of the World's

Student Christian Federation to be

held at Lake Mohonk, June 2-8. Miss

Rouse has been in this country sfnce
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early April, and from then until now

delegates from various countries have

been ariving. About 155 delegates

from 34 countries are expected in ad

dition to the delegates from this coun

try, both Americans and foreigners

studying here.

It was possible for Miss Rouse

after the Biennial to visit several of

the colleges and universities in the

Middle West. She reported that the

action of the Biennial Convention in

regard to the appointing of a com

mission to study the question of the

basis of membership of student As

sociations had met with the approval

of the Associations and especially the

faculty members in that part of the

country.

Miss Butler has visited some of the

colleges in the eastern part of the

country for the purpose of taking the

alumnae record. The blanks for this

year are coming in well. The record

is being taken in about sixty-five

schools, and we are looking forward

for a large return.

The student committee, in co-oper

ation with the Young Men's Chris

tian Association, has been carrying

on an interesting investigation of

conditions of voluntary and cur

riculum Bible study in 374 colleges.

These reports have been filed in this

office and already we have had sev

eral requests from outside organiza

tions for information secured in this

investigation. This means that we

have in our possession approximately

a correct list of the men and women

teaching Bible in the United States.

The final report of this investigation

will be made in the fall.

Foreign Department.

Mrs. Mott's report of her visits in

China and Japan, together with

numerous communications from the

foreign secretaries, brought before

the department a vivid picture of con

ditions. In the women's meetings ad

dressed by Mr. Mott and Mr. Eddy,

the requests for Bible classes were

proportionately as great as in the

meetings held for the men. In

Foochow six hundred women signed

cards expressing their desire to join

Bible classes. The missionaries said

that they were unable to meet this un

expected demand, and turned to the

China National Committee for co

operation. As a result of this ap

peal, Miss Helen Crane has been

transferred from Shanghai to Foo

chow, and Miss Edith Wells is help

ing for a few months. The mere

statement of the appeals illustrates

the multiplicity of responsibilities

now resting on the foreign depart

ment. The requests are:

The remaining $10,000 for the

Colombo building immediately.

The remainder of our pledge to

the Tokyo Student Foyer.

A contribution toward the Calcutta

indebtedness.

A building in Shanghai.

A secretaries' residence in Canton.

Two national traveling secretaries

for India.

Secretary for Madras.

The support of a national educa

tional secretary for India.

The support of a national domestic

science director for India.

A physical director for India.

Secretary for Rangoon.

Secretary for Institute at Simla.

Another physical director for the

National Committee of China.

National secretary for China.

Two more secretaries for North

China

Another secretary for Canton.

Secretary for Foochow.

Secretary for Buenos Aires to take

Miss Sheppard's place.

Secretary for Rio de Janeiro.

Secretary for Sydney.

In brief, the foreign department

was asked to provide eighteen new

secretaries and at least $125,000 for

buildings before 1914. In response

to all of these demands, the depart

ment was able to appoint only three

new secretaries. Miss Theresa

Severin and Miss Ethel Pyke were
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recommended for secretaryships in

China, Miss Persis M. Breed was

recommended for appointment to

Buenos Aires, Argentina, South

America. These three new secre

taries will sail in the autumn.

It was with regret that the foreign

department accepted the resignation

of Miss Elizabeth Wistar of Bombay,

India, which has already taken ef

fect, and that of Miss Frances Taft

of Tientsin, China, to take effect in

IQI4.

Miss Mary B. Hill, formerly of

India, now city secretary of the South

Central Field, has accepted a call to

become the general secretary at Syd

ney, Australia. The salaries of the

secretaries in Australia are paid

locally, but the Australian National

Committee greatly appreciates the

service that has been rendered by the

experienced secretaries who have been

recommended to the Australian work.

The Lahore building was dedicated

in April, and is known as “Morse

Hall,” in memory of Miss Rebecca

F. Morse, who took the initiative 1m

securing the first foreign secretaries.

The Colombo Association has also

taken possession of its property,

which consists of two and a half acres

of land in an excellent location.

The invitation to the Oriental stu

dents to attend the summer confer

ences has been accepted by fifty

five. Ninety-six had been invited,

but most of those who have sent re

grets have done so with great reluc

tance, and only because attendance at

summer schools or positions already

accepted made the attendance at the

summer conferences impossible.

The foreign department is in need

of greatly increased financial support

from personal subscriptions and of

larger gifts from the Associations.

This is due to the fact that the de

mand from the field has increased

more rapidly than the support from

the Associations. When Miss Gage

returns from her visit in Turkey, she

will work in close co-operation with

the department of method in develop
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ing foreign Association interests in

the home constituency.

If the eighteen secretaries were

ready to sail in the autumn, and the

money for the buildings available,

there is no question but that the for

eign Association work would accom

plish more during the next five years

than it has been able to accomplish

in its entire past history.

Secretarial Department.

Miss Wilson reported on the Occu

pational Conference held the last of

March with an attendance of about

IOO young women, chiefly recent

alumnae interested in thinking of As

sociation training or in some form of

departmental work. Miss Wilson

stopped in Washington on her return

from Richmond to represent the Na

tional Board at a meeting called by

the General Federation of Women's

Clubs and the National Council of

Women to project the formation of a

league for all national organizations

of women in America.

Miss Dow reported that forty-seven

alumnae of the Training School were

present at the Biennial Convention.

Miss Stanton reported briefly the

work she had been carrying on

through the winter in connection with

the finance campaigns and upon the

bureau of reference. Between March

22d and May 16th sixty-seven Asso

ciational vacancies and thirty-seven

departmental had been referred to

this department, making a total of

IO4. Twenty-four Associational and

242 departmental recommendations

have been made, 446 in all. Twenty

three Association positions have been

reported filled.

The resignation of Miss Theresa

Severin as assistant to the Dean was

accepted, thus leaving Miss Severin

free for appointment to the foreign

field. Miss Lena Farrar has been en

gaged as temporary assistant until the

close of the summer school, and

Misses Mary Scott and Elizabeth

Dean of this year's graduating class

have accepted the positions proffered
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them as assistants to Miss Dow for

the coming year.

The Northeast Field Committee

has concluded a Training Center

class of six students, and the North

west Committee is offering work for

two students which will be concluded

when Miss Stanton reaches there in

June.

On May 21st the Commencement

of the National Training School was

held. Miss Dodge granted diplomas

to 40 students in the regular course,

one to Miss Mary Alice Finney, who

had completed the two years' course

for religious work directors, and an

acknowledgment of courses taken in

preparation for volunteer work by an

other student.

Office Department.

This department has voted to pro

vide a central file for all pictures. This

grows out of the necessity for locat

ing all the pictures of Association

activities in one place in relation to

the plans for magazine articles, slides,

exhibits and general publicity, and is

in line with the general principles for

the office administration.

The allotted room on the first floor

has put on its new exhibit dress which

is attracting the attention of the dele

gates to the World's Student Chris

tian Federation as well as visitors to

the building. The publication depart

ment has been requested to put on

sale an illustrative and descriptive

leaflet of the exhibit that its teachings

may be more widely distributed.

Over 1,000 visitors came into the

buildings through the office of the so

cial secretary during March and

April, a larger number than in any

two months, with the proportion of

those looking for the functions of a

local Association, considerably de

creased. The I.OOO came from

twenty-seven states and eleven for

eign countries. A sign that we are

coming into our own. Also the sec

retarial department reports that the

institution of the social secretary has

saved to them much time previously

lost in interviewing impossible candi

dates.

The Savings Fund plan has been in

stituted among the staff at head

quarters. In one month and a half

the deposits of twenty-nine members

have amounted to $73, and two have

opened regular savings bank accounts.

The deposits received averaged from

five cents to three dollars.

We are beginning to see results

from the systems that have been in

the process of making for the past

six years and have realized them

selves through the equipment pro

vided in this building. In 1910 the

cost of office service and supplies was

sixteen and one-half per cent of the

entire budget—in 1913 it is eleven

and one-half per cent.

§

The Woman's Trade

Union League

Convention

N response to a request from the

Woman's Trade Union League

for a fraternal delegate from

the Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation, Miss Simms, industrial sec

retary, was appointed to represent

the National Board.

Sometimes our preconceived ideas

of a work or of an organization need

a new point of view, and a new em

phasis on the ultimate purpose of

the Women's Trade Union League

seems desirable.

When we speak of those who are

working for the protection of the

home, we usually mean wives and

mothers, or mothers-to-be among our

girls of leisure. We seldom think of

the woman in the industrial world as

so employed—indeed, if anything, the

misconceived picture which arises in

our mind is, that the woman in the

industrial world is indifferent to the

home, is independent of the home, or
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is even an enemy to the home. We

now know that, except in exceptional

cases, women are working because

the home cannot fully support them,

and they leave it from necessity, a

necessity that increases with each

year as the father grows older, or the

brothers marry. In many cases she

at last may be the sole support,

whereas when she first started she

had only to keep herself clothed.

But even so, it seems impossible

that employed women can be work

ing for the home. And yet that is

just what these hundreds of girls

who are banded together for work

under the League, which has in the

closing phrasing of the League motto,

these words, “ ... to guard the

home.” They see that with proper

wages and hours women will be fit to

be mothers and they can be fit guar

dians for the home. This movement,

as the convention showed, was made

up of the working girls themselves,

with Mrs. Robins and her magnificent

spirit as their leader.

Their depths of purpose lead them

into a willingness to suffer for the

cause, and gives them a keenness con

cerning every-day issues, which is

educative. It liberates in them a

freedom in speech, which is only pos

sible to people inspired by a great

motive.

This spirit is indicated in the fol

lowing report of Miss Agnes Nestor,

chairman of the Committee on Or

ganization and originally a glove

worker in a factory. She says:

“Working in a . . . factory,

shop or department store, she (the

worker) must accept conditions as

she finds them. She cannot refuse to

work at a low wage, except at the risk

of losing her job; she could not even

work for the enactment of the Ten

Hour Law, nor can she to-day report

the violation of this law except at the

risk of losing her job; she cannot re

port unsanitary conditions, dangerous

speeding up, unprotected machinery,

nor even abusive language on the

part of the foreman except at the risk

of losing her job. Like every

educational effort, our success de

pends largely upon the continuity of

our work. Realizing that we are

dealing with very young girls who

are working long hours . . . the

predominant quality needed -

is the power of calling forth action.

It is easy to kill; it requires a great

spirit . . . to arouse the dormant

energies, to vitalize and to make

them creative forces for good.”

Mrs. Raymond Robins in her ad

dress made the following statements:

“I know girls who have lived

twelve in a room, on twelve mat

tresses, because their earnings did not

permit them better sleeping accom

modations, and who have lived for

three years at a stretch on rye bread

and olive oil, unless invited out for a

meal. I know girls who have simply

paid for the space of half a bed dur

ing the night when the same bed was

not only shared by them during the

night with another girl, but had been

used by two other girls during the

daytime, these other girls being night

workers. I know girls who take it as

an every-day matter-of-fact experi

ence of working-girl life that they

should daily go without their lunch

eons. I know girls who have entered

a saloon because they could there get

a bowl of soup as well as a glass of

beer for five cents, receiving in that

bowl of soup, better nourishment

than any other expenditure of such

five cents could bring them. I know

other girls, who, with equal “matter

of-factness,’ never think of spending

money for carfare, or lunches or

laundry or outings, . . . and yet

these girls by the tens of thousands,

in the face of such constant denial of

all that makes life worth while, have

held their womanhood intact and pro

tected its integrity.”

Does this not give a better idea not

only of the intellectual quality in

volved in this struggle, but also a

comprehension of the same standards,

and the quiet determination for the

right which actuates the movement?
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For the purpose of helping these

weaker ones the Woman's Trade

Union League is organized. Who

shall say that in this day when the

theory of the “survival of the fittest”

seems to be the power which influ

ences, that a new power, a new spirit

is not needed, which shall rule at

least with an equal right in our hearts

as women—“bear ye one another's

burdens.”

§

Books Old and New

- The needs of India

Th. Educatiºn ºf the along educational lines

"*" of "dia" are made very clear and

we are enabled also to see what the prob

lems are which confront anyone desirous of

taking up work in that country. We think

of India in the concrete, forgetting, even

with Kipling's help, that she is an empire

made up of foreign countries (we may call

them), each with differing speech, religion

and custom, united only under the British

flag.

When we consider that there are in this

empire only two divisions of people who

are at all progressive, the Burmese and

Parsi; when we remember the inherited

prejudice for education; when the natural

apathy of the nation is recalled; its need

for teachers, such need that there has been

one case at least, where the head of a

school could not write words of three let

ters to dictation, and yet she kept her posi

tion; when we think that this certainty of

employment lowers the standard of char

acter and efficiency, and that in India the

personality counts for everything, and with

out it, the best of institutions and Govern

ment plans are unavailing—one's hopeful

idealism is very near fainting.

Yet, although this side is so very dis

couraging we cannot help but be proud of

the women who have triumphed in their

efforts, like the Clews sisters in the Dio

cesan High School in Calcutta.

And, to quote, “the task of Inspectorate

is no easy one; the word calls up visions

of many successive nights spent in bullock

carts, in trains, and on horse-back to reach

the inaccessible parts of an inaccessible

province ... it hardly seems work

which a woman should do, and yet it is

work which must be done by women.”

When we know this work is done by

women! And more are wanted; that, fac

ing all these adverse facts, and acting in

* The Education of the Women of India, by

Minna G. Cowan. Revell. 250 pages, $1.25 net.

the face of them—women have left country,

friends, relatives and luxuries behind, to

teach people who took little interest in be

ing taught—our respect and admiration

know no bounds.

A Frances Willard

who rides cow-back be

- cause she was for

bidden a horse; a Frances Willard fixing

her gun, and setting traps for birds, rail

ing at housework and “invited company”

is not the character we usually think about

when her name is mentioned. There is an

unfortunate halo, and a feeling of awe

about a reformer which removes her from

the attractively human type of the aver

age sinner. It is therefore well to make

one's self read a biography like this one,

if only to close the book with a friendly

feeling for the homeliness of human nature,

no matter how great it may have become.

It is to the reader's own gain that the

austerity of fame melts into the softness

of familiarity—even such familiarity as
failures.

To find that Frances Willard knew all

about farm work, could milk the cows and

harness oxen, knew when to plant and

reap. That she fed the animals, and

chased the hogs and turkeys, and that her

family called her a “reign of riot” is such

a surprise that one is positively refreshed,

as if some breezy stranger had blown in

at a perfectly respectable tea party and

had delivered herself of a few prairie

yarns and gone out again to address some

meeting on the economic questions of the

day. One would have such a different

point of view of the lecturer'

Frances Willard,

Her Life and Work”

The first half of this

book is devoted to the

usual sociological con

siderations of rural life. Its advantages

and drawbacks, its differentiations, its

economic valuation, its value to the coun

try, and its difficulties.

The second half of the book may be

said to deal with the constructive portion

of the problem. Here such practical

things are dealt with as health and sanita

tion; the attractiveness and necessary

social life of the country, with a chapter

on rural social institutions and their re

sults. Charity and correction as applied

to this realm of citizenship is an unusual

aspect offered to the reader, and a social

- Frances Willard, Her Life and Work, by Ray

Constructive

Rural Sociologyf

Strachey. Fleming H. Revell. 3 Io pages, $1.5o

net.

# Constructive Rural Sociology, by John M.

Gillette, New York. Sturgis & Walton. 301

pages, $1.60 net.
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survey brings the book to a close after a

thorough and efficient handling of this

large subject. This social survey includes

(a) physical conditions, (b) population,

(c) such economic factors as marketing,

renting, labor, taxes and mortgages, (d)

politics, (e) religion, (f) culture, (g)

community psychology, (h) transporta

tion and communication, (i) esthetic con

ditions, (j) recreation, (k) health, (1)

pathology. The last unique chapter, with

its tabulated headings, is a plea for a

thorough and wide survey to be made of

the rural life in our country. Suggestions

as to methods and forms of procedure ac

company it.

We may say in closing this resumé of

a very practical volume that the author is

Professor of Sociology in the University

of North Dakota.

Margaret W. Morley

The Spark of life" has given us another

book on life beginnings,

“The Spark of Life. The story of how liv

ing things come into the world as told for

girls and boys.” The book belongs to “the

Edward Bok books on self-knowledge pre

pared for young people and parents.”

For persons who are willing to work to

ward “self-knowledge” through the pro

cesses of study of all forms of life from

the flower seed up to highest mammalia,

we can always recommend Mrs. Morley's

delightful series of books. “The Spark of

Life” is in some respects the choicest of

the series. In the first place it is brief and

in the second, it centers around a choice

family group. The parents of the girl and

boy are engaged in teaching their children

the series. In the first place it is brief and,

eugenics, and at the end they arrive.

Given the same conditions and facilities

other parents may use this little hand book

with like results.

The Country Church The proceedings of a

and Community third conference series

Co-operation f dealing with country life

problems has been gathered together and

published in book form. It is a comple

ment of a book entitled “The Rural Church

and Community Betterment,” and the

larger proportion of the work is evident

just in the change of title. A co-operation

which represents the public feeling of a

place is absolutely necessary to make any

iine of work a success, and a co-operation

with the initiative apparently coming from

* The Spark of Life by Margaret W. Morley.

Fleming H. Revell. $o.25 net.

f Country Church and Community Co-operation,

by Henry Israel, editor, N. Y. Association Press.

17o pages, price $1.o.o.

the community itself is always the most

valuable and becomes the best established

work.

The unique attitude of the rural church

of to-day is marked by such sentiments as

the following: “Our rural Sunday-schools

- - too many of them, limit their ef

forts to making Christians, or perhaps

Baptists, instead of developing manly, ef

fective Christian citizens.”

. The hopeful outlook of this point of view

is the aim of presentation in this volume.

Story-telling in The author says that

school and Home- stories represent man's

- way of hoping and sav

ing that which means most to him and

that which he takes to heart and most

strives for. The myth, for instance, is

some deep thought or wish which he gives

expression.

If this is true, with the fundamental

desires of man much the same every

where, and the laws of mental action uni

versal, given the same stage of develop

ment, and the same environment, the

same mental product will result.

From this point of view the story and

its educational importance is considered,

with the relative merits of different types

of tales for the varying stages of develop

ment of the child.

In these classes fairy tales, epic stories,

historical stories, fables and other pur

posive stories, individual and modern

stories are included. Part two is given

up to the retelling of twenty stories il

lustrative of the argument of the book.

The author has had the practical experi

ence as story-teller for the Worcester

(1910) playgrounds, for Bancroft School,

and for Garden Cities, Worcester, Massa

chusetts.

+ story-telling in School and Home, by Emelyn

N. Partridge and George Everett Partridge. Stur

gis & Walton. 320 pages, $1.25 net.
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CITY NEWS ITEMS

A Camp Fire Girls Pageant, entitled

"Any Girl,” has been given by the Los

Angeles Association so effectively that

the board of directors is said to have

felt that “if the men and women who

are interested in girls of this age could

have seen it the Association would

never have to ask for another dollar.”

One hundred girls, drawn from the

Camp Fire groups established in Los

Angeles by department stores and fac

tories, took part in this representation.

Any Girl, a mountain maid, strays into

a band of Camp Fire girls gone a-gyp

sying from Camp Wohelo, and is invited

by them to return to the camp, where

she sees, their ceremonies and frolics,

and finally is taken to the city Associa

tion. Here she sees them at their folk

dancing, handcraft and finally in a cere

monial meeting, where she herself is

made a member. The staging was sim

ple, but very real. Even the hooting of

an owl could be heard in the camp

scene. Someone who saw it comments:

“To see and hear the Hamburger Store

girls recite, each taking the section she

liked best from ‘God of the Open Air,’

at the close of the day in camp was an

inspiration.” The text was prepared by

Miss Ella Lownsberry and the play was

planned under the direction of Miss

Ludema Sayre, both secretaries of the

extension department of the Asso

ciation.

The Central Branch in New York

City distributes its members well

through the following Clubs: Ayuda,

open to young women in domestic ser

vice; Good Times, girls from fifteen to

twenty years; Semper Fidelis, girls from

twenty to twenty-five years; Social

Service, composed of young business

and professional women; Silver Bay,

those who have represented the Asso

ciation at a city conference; Camp Fire

Girls, two separate groups, ages fifteen

to twenty-five years.

The Semper Fidelis Club, for exam

ple, arranges its four monthly meetings

along business, philanthropic, literary

and social lines successively. Its mem

bers have made close connection with a

home for crippled children, for whom

they have given Thanksgiving and

Christmas parties and sent candy eggs

and flowers at Easter. They also send

the children a box of fruit once a month,

and take goodies to them when they

call. As the management of the insti

tution supplies the children only with

necessities, these homey extras bring

them great delight.

Through the efforts of the Seattle and

Tacoma Associations a bill has passed

both branches of the State Legislature

exempting properties of the Young

Women's Christian Association in the
State of Washington from taxation.

The Northwest Field Committee com

ments as follows: “This is just the

right thing at the right time; and it is

good that such a matter should be dis

cussed in our legislature, that the

knowledge of the work of the Associa

tion may be spread abroad in high

places.”

Prompted by her interest in the Asso

ciation in Nashville, Tenn., a resident of

a neighboring suburb has written the

Association that she would like to en

tertain four of its members during their

summer vacation. Four business girls

will be sent, two at a time for two weeks

each, to the attractive home.

The Schenectady press calls attention

to the fact that inasmuch as many of

the rooming places available for busi

ness girls have no suitable bathing fa

cilities, the new showers and swimming

pool in the Association building are

even more of a necessity than a luxury

—an attitude which more and more As

sociations are coming to feel about this

part of their equipment.

The Society of Professional Stenog

raphers, established by the Association

in Jacksonville, Fla., recently held a

banquet in the Association rooms to

which were invited many young women

who, having had at least one year's ex

perience in business life, were eligible

to membership. It was explained in

speeches that the society, co-operates

with the Association employment bu

reau, helps its members in self-improve

ment and promotion, and provides for a

savings fund and well-planned vacations.

A flourishing gym club has been or

ganized in the Washington, D. C., Asso

ciation. It plans social events for the

members, and in one way or another

they are brought out into the wider life

of the Association rather than being

limited to the physical education depart

ment alone. The girls may invite their

men friends to the bonfire suppers fol

lowed by moonlight walks.

So cramped was the Association work

in Harrisburg, Pa., becoming that even

though the contract for its new build

ings has been let, it seemed imperative

to move at once. A friend of the Asso

ciation, Mrs. John Weiss, has gen

erously arranged in emergency for the

Association to occupy, rent-free, a resi

dence, which she owns but was not

using, until the completion of its new

building.

Two-year-old Little Rock, Ark., As

sociation has just published “Volume I,
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Number 1” of the Y. W. C. A. News,

which will appear weekly, and is sent to

all who have paid the $1 membership

fee or are contributors.

A grafanola company of Rochester

loaned its best instruments and records

to the Association for a concert. Read

ings with piano accompaniment were

also given by two young women artists.

The Poughkeepsie Association is co

operating with one of the city physi

cians to maintain a milk station for the

health of Poughkeepsie's babies during

the hot weather. This sort of work is

also being done by the Association in

Meriden, Conn.

A business women's club has been or

ganized under the auspices of the Salt

Lake City Association, though indepen

dent of the Association as to member

ship. Its purpose is the “promoting of

a closer union and better co-operation

of the business women of the city in

their corporate interests, and securing a

better knowledge of the various voca

tions open to women, and to advance

and encourage personal and individual

effort in commercial and individual

lines.”

The roof of the Kansas City Associa

tion boarding home is being utilized for

sleeping during the hot weather by the

establishment of cots, netting and

canvaS.

A $500 legacy was recently left to the

young Association in Montgomery, Ala.

Thirty-two little juniors are enroled

in a sewing class in the Association of

Washington, Pa.

FOREIGN NOTES

Ertract—Letter—Helen Crane to the

1913 class of the National Training School,

Shanghai, China, April 6, 1913.

As far as the Association is concerned,

all that I have seen has been, of course,

only the evident and external workings,

but these seem to me very remarkable.

The newly established work of the educa

tional and physical departments is fairly

bursting out of the doors and windows;

one of Miss Mayhew's gymnasium classes

has to be divided each time, and even then

some of the girls are out on the verandah ;

a cooking class is established in the down

stairs hall, and the up-stairs rooms are

nearly always full of educational classes,

The Sunday afternoon vesper service could

give pointers to some of those at home;

the rôom is always crowded with girls and

young married women, a majority of

whom are non-Christians.

219

The other day I went to a meeting of

the local Board. The chairman, Mrs.

Chang, is a woman who was brought up

in Honolulu, has been in Shanghai only a

few years, and speaks her inherited Canto

nese mixed with English, which she

sprinkled through her talk, especially in

such expressions as “Y. W. C. A.”, “Com

mittee”, etc., for which there is no Chi

nese equivalent. The secretary, who was

taking the minutes, knows only Mandarin,

and most of the other women there knew

only Shanghai dialect ' Miss Ting, one of

the Chinese secretaries, interpreted every

body to everybody else and the business

got put through in a most satisfactory

fashion.

Another day I had the privilege of going

to a meeting of the National Committee,

composed of foreign and Chinese women.

Part of the business consisted in reading

and discussing the requests of several

places to have the Association organized

or reinforced, the most critical places

being Peking, Tientsin, Canton and Foo

chow. In all of these places the requests

—demands, rather—come from foreigners

and Chinese alike, and the Association

seems to be the type of work demanded

for three principal reasons:

To direct the intense desire for social

reforms, particularly relating to edu

cation and greater freedom of women;

To furnish a union work through which

the various denominational mission

aries may work together, and to

which they can turn over many things

for which the Association is fitted;

To reach the girls in non-Christian

schools, which are constantly growing

in number and prestige, and whose in

fluence is bound to be materialistic un

less it is offset by Christianity.

All these demands are getting more and

more urgent. There isn't a place that is

really supplied with anything like an ade

quate force, and of course there are al

ways places unfilled or vacated in the in

evitable periods for language study and

furlough, and by the occasional ravages of

break-downs and matrimony. If eight or

ten of you will just take the first steamer

that leaves after Commencement, and come

this way, you will relieve the biggest situa

tion that there is anywhere, I do believe.

I don't want to be one of those people

who sees China and nothing else on the

map, but that is the feeling that people

have who have had a good chance to see

the rest of the world. I had a wonderful

privilege the other night, of going to a

prayer meeting of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association secretaries, their wives,

and “us.” Mr. Taylor, one of the National

Secretaries who went through China and

Korea with Mr. Mott and Mr. Eddy in

their meetings this spring, told us of the
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marvelous reception, attention and re

sponse which they met everywhere. He

said that in several cities the government

officials erected special pavilions for the

meetings and gave the government school

students holiday while the meetings lasted;

in some places where the building would

hold only 2,000 or so, Mr. Eddy had to

duplicate his meetings to reach the crowds

that came to hear him; thousands signified

their desire to sign the card which pledged

them to daily Bible study and prayer, and

to direct consideration of the claims of

Christ upon their lives. Mr. Taylor said

that Mr. Eddy tried to “scare down” the

numbers, by warning them that it meant

ridicule and possible persecution, but that

even then the majority insisted on signing

cards—many of them coming at once into

Bible classes; for one of the greatest

things about this campaign is the superbly

scientific way in which plans were made

beforehand and in which the follow-up

work is now going on, of seeing personally

each person who signed a card and help

ing him to keep his pledge. In several

places they held meetings also for women

students, with results as great, proportion

ately; so the influence of the campaign is

being felt in all quarters, and needs a far

greater number of leaders to clinch things

than are now here. It is one more thing

that makes immediate help all the more

urgent. Just before coming to China, Mr.

Eddy held a similar series of meetings

throughout India; the results there were

good, but didn't begin to compare with

those which resulted from his work here

in China. Every day even such a new

comer as I is more convinced that all we've

been hearing about the urgency and crisis

in China is not hysteria or even exaggera

tion. Missionaries who have been here for

twenty and thirty years say that it is as

though they were working with absolutely

different people, so great is the open

mindedness and the eagerness for prog

ress, which simply must be controlled and

steered in the right direction; and for a

few years at least, even China's own splen

did Christians are not sufficient for the

task, and need the strongest foreigners

that can be found to help them. I wish

someone would find words which would

pierce through the indifference of people

at home and make them see and feel this

situation—and meet it! Wherever you

people are next year don't let your Asso

ciations be blind to it, and if you can't

come yourself, find somebody who can–

especially you people who are going to be

with students. Frankly, I shouldn't want

the responsibility of being in student work

these days, and of putting up the question

of life work to people, unless I could make

them see the critical state of all the for

eign work and the fact they and all other

Christians have some definite responsibility

for it and relation to it. Don't let them
view it as a side issue—and a dead one at

that—but do help them to see that the

mind of Christ is certainly not ours, un

less we are willing and eager to embrace

the whole world in our thoughts, and to

lay especial emphasis—as he did—upon

that part of it which is furthest off from

his ideal, largely because it does not even

know that that ideal exists.

Ertract— Letter— Margaret

Tokyo, Japan.

This is Halloween. You may think I

started to write this letter on the 31st of

last October, but no, it is the 3rd of Feb.

ruary and this night, if you are possessed

with a demon, you have the chance of

your life to get rid of him. All you have

to do is to scatter beans all about the floor

of all your rooms, rushing from one to the

other as quickly as you can. This settles

your demons for a whole year. Of course

if you are as intelligent as most people

here in present-day Japan, you use this

night for a real lark, and choose beans

that you will like to eat afterwards ! Last

year I stayed all night at one of our dor

mitories on Halloween. They used peanuts.

To-night, just before supper, Miss Page

and I went for a walk along the street in

front of our house. An electric car line

runs along this street to the top of a hill

where there is a famous soldier's shrine.

On either side of the street are small shops

of all kinds, wide open until late at night,

full of light and color and the most inter

esting things imaginable. When we got

opposite the shrine, in the open space sur

rounded by stone lanterns which stretches

for a good block in front of the shrine, we

saw a number of people dressed in white,

each carrying a lantern, running about in

the darkness and apparently forming into

a kind of procession. There was a great

jingling of bells and a voice calling in a

kind of chant for the others to keep time.

They were pilgrims, dressed in thin white

kimonos, and running from one shrine to

another in the city as a form of penance.

Sometimes when they reach a shrine they

are doused with cold water to increase the

merit of the pilgrimage. The weather is

so cold that snow has stayed unmelted for

a month, in spots where the sun does not

strike '

This whole day has been interesting.

The third of each month is the day to go

to the thread factory to hold a meeting.

Some of you will remember Miss Michi

Kawai, who was in America two years ago.

She spoke to-day. When you think of our

going to the factory, you may imagine a

journey of an hour in an electric car and

then a walk of about ten minutes to a

huge walled-in enclosure in which are the

Matthew,
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factory building and the dormitories in

which the girls all live. From the outside

you would never dream of the number of

girls inside, and when once inside you feel

as if you were in a separate community

entirely cut off from other ordinary condi

tions. The buildings are arranged in a

very orderly way, and the surroundings

are exceedingly neat and clean. One sepa

rate building contains the meeting hall, a

huge place, large enough when all thrown

together to seat all the factory hands.

Near this meeting house there is a hospital

for any girls who are ill. The day we go

is always a holiday and so the grounds

are full of groups of girls. We foreigners

certainly feel that we have not lived in

vain when we walk through a crowd of

those girls. There is nothing that escapes

their eyes. When I come to America . I

shall insist upon attention, like the little

girl who went to America for the first time

after having lived all her life in the East.

“Why, mother,” she complained, as they

walked along the street, “no one pays any

attention to us here!”

There are no chairs; the girls simply sit

on their heels on the straw mats. At one

end is a high platform, and here we all sit

on benches covered with bright red blan

kets. There is a good organ, and we pin

up the songs, written on white paper, on

the wall over the platform. The singing

is one of the most important things, but

the prayer and the Christian talk they lis

ten to with all their ears. There are not

many girls in the factory hospital, but

there is one very young girl who probably

cannot get well. Since she came to work

in the factory, in some way all trace of

her family has been lost, so the factory

people are keeping her. To-day we toºk

her some magazines full of pictures, think

ing she might like to cut them out and

make a scrap book.

Ertract—Letter—Jessie E. Mather, Alla

habad, India.

Come with me to Muirbad Village, about

three and a half miles out of Allahabad, to

attend one of our meetings of the women

who are members of our Vernacular

Branch, which numbers about thirty-one.

First of all—just a bit about the village

itself. It dates back to the time of the In

dian Mutiny, when Sir William Muir was

Lieutenant Governor of the United Prov

inces. It was he who gave the Indian

Christians protection in this place and

while several generations have grown up in

the primitive huts that stand, now just as

they did then, and these families, many of

them, have become more prosperous and

thrifty in their own homes elsewhere in

the Provinces, there is still that air of

primitiveness about the village that be

speaks no credit to the little community, as

they have been content to live on, still

looking to Government for the sort of pro

tection they were driven to accept a few

centuries ago, but in much more peaceable

surroundings. For miles around the vil

lage there is a barren plateau of dry waste

land that gives the place an air of destitu

tion until one's eyes catch a glimpse of the

spire of a little brick church that stands on

a bit of raised land in the village.

There are Y. M. and Y. W. C. A.

branches in Muirbad Village that are strug

gling along, helping to engender a commu

nity interest among the residents of the

village and inculcate a desire to help them

selves. The Y. W. C. A. branch has un

dertaken to make bead and red chicks

(curtains) for our Association Home with

the agreement that the Association will pay

them for their work and the money thus

raised will serve as a fund to continue ac

tivities in their work classes for the benefit

of the very poorest families of the village.

On two occasions their members have been

guests at the Association Home in Alla

habad. We worked on the chicks and I

showed them one which was partially fin

ished, as it hangs in the door-way of the

sitting-room leading out on to the veran

dah, thinking this might serve to encourage

faster work, and I guess it did, for at the

close of the meeting, after we had had re

freshments of tea and cake and “sweets”

(fudge) I discovered that they had done

as many as twenty-six strands.

Weather in Allahabad is getting very

hot, but not unbearable, especially with the

work moving as successfully as it is. The

Home bids fair to do more than clear all

expenses during the dull season from April

first until the end of June. This is an

improvement on past history !

Ertract—Letter—Florence B. Lang, Co

lombo, Ceylon.

We want some of the girls about Slave

Island who have absolutely no play in their

poor little houses to come here and learn

to play games and be young. You will be

surprised to know that the difficulty is to

get the girls to come at all. They are so

shy, and many of them have not the

clothes to wear. But Miss Whitehead will

not be daunted by difficulties and is going

about in the homes with one of the girls

themselves urging them.

An encouraging thing happened the other

day. For a year I have been trying to get

up a dress-making class, but have been un

able to do so because I could not get a

really good teacher to come and give the

lessons at a rate which the girls could af

ford. But the other day, a European lady

5
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who has started a big dress-making estab

lishment here said she would ask her head

dress-maker to come and give us a course

in dress-making free of charge. The dress

maker has consented and the long desired

course is now possible. In addition to that

the mistress is giving us a good sewing

machine which she no longer needs.

PERSONALS

Miss Elizabeth Wistar, formerly in As

sociation work in Bombay, India, has re

signed the secretaryship. After some

months of rest with her parents in this

country, Miss Wistar will be married and

take up her residence in Ceylon.

Miss Mary I. Bentley, student secretary

in Calcutta, India, has returned to the

United States after five years of Associa

tion service. Miss Bentley attended the

World's Student Christian Federation

Conference at Lake Mohonk, N. Y., and

represented the foreign department at the

Eastern Student Conference at Silver Bay,

New York. She will spend the summer

with her family in California.

Miss Margaret Matthew, general secre

tary of the Tokyo, Japan, Association, has

returned to the United States for fur

lough. Miss Matthew was in attendance

at the World's Student Christian Federa

tion Conference at Lake Mohonk, N. Y.,

and represented the foreign department at

the Northwest Conference at Gearheart

Park, Oregon. She will also attend the

Pacific Coast Conference in August, as her

support in Japan is provided by the Asso

ciations on the Coast.

Word is received from the National

Committee of China that Miss Helen Bond

Crane has been transferred from Shanghai

to Foochow. As a result of the meetings

led by Mr. Eddy 600 young women from

non-Christian schools signed cards indicat

ing a willingness to enter Bible classes,

demanding an immediate response to the

request that Association workers be sent

to assist in the work of Bible class organi

zation.

Miss Edith May Wells accompanied

Miss Crane to Foochow to undertake this

important work of finding leaders and or

ganizing Bible classes before the schools

disbanded for the summer.

We rejoice in the opportunities pre

sented to these representatives of the As

sociations of Detroit, Mich., and St. Louis,

Mo., and congratulate the Associations

that they are privileged to have a share in

this field of activity and in the beginnings

of Association work in Foochow. Ad

dress—Ponasang, Foochow, China.

COMMENCEMENT AT THE TRAINING

SCHOOL

Commencement Week began long before

its appointed time, when on a Sunday af

ternoon in the middle of May the class

went to the church of their common choice,

this year the Madison Avenue Presbyterian

Church, for a communion service held espe

cially for them by Dr. Coffin. A few days

later a new commencement feature was

established —it is hoped 1–when at dinner

cards were passed announcing the engage

ment of Elsie Herrick Lewis, who will

doubtless be among the first of the trained

volunteer workers.

On Saturday, May 17th, Commencement

Week proper began with the annual first

feature, the day at Miss Dodge's home at

Riverdale. Open fires attracted some

away from the gray day outside, but many

preferred the misty woods. Sunday was

a peaceful, free day, when people did some

of the “last things” or rested. There had

been very few final examinations, papers

having been substituted instead, yet it was

rather a weary family that took its relaxa

tion that day before the coming festivities.

By special dispensation, supper was served

on the roof, looking down over the twi

light city; and a little later the class

crowded happily into the Dean's sitting

room for their last talk together. On Mon

day many went to Coney Island, but many

also stayed behind for finishing touches to

the class-play, given that evening before

some of the National Board members and

most of its staff. The lecture-room stage,

with exit, entrance, curtain and “real foot

lights,” made by the building engineer for

the occasion, gave “Borrowed Thunder, or

As in a Glass,” a finish that was a far cry

from the impromptu farce of the first Jinks

Night down in the ground-floor room of

Number Three. The old English element

was strong. A prologue was spoken by

The Wilbur Bud, in chocolate-brown dra

peries and with a silver cap (the class

flower is a Wilbur Bud, since one of the

class is of the family that makes this

famous sweet); Potentiality then came up

through the midst of the audience, foll

lowed from time to time by various guides

in the guise of Training School courses

who initiated her into her new city work.

The subtle, even cutting ironies, such as

the machinations of Red Tape—a most

engaging figure in red imp's costume, with

endless coils of red paper unfolding at

every moment, were lifted to a really stir

ring climax when Larger Vision, before

whom Red Tape cowered in terror, came

on to the scene at the close.

On Class Day the last class meeting was

held in the morning, at which among other

important proceedings, Miss Elizabeth and

Miss Annette Tritton of the World's Com

:

-

*
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LARGER VISION BANISHING RED TAPE

mittee were elected honorary members. The

class dinner that evening was cheerfully

rid of the dread of toasts in that quanti

ties of songs had been composed, typewrit

ten and placed on all the tables, so that

the dinner-hour was threaded with a chain

of musical toasts, covering everybody from

tht “honoraries” to the Federation dele

gates, some of whom had already arrived.

The candle service came shortly after the

dinner. That which had been so perfect in

its original setting in Gramercy Park was

scarcely less beautiful, and quite different,

on the upper roof-garden. The long pro

cessional came singing up the stairs from

the lower roof, and with the city lights

spread far below on all sides, and a faint

moon above, the candles were lit and car

ried down to “Number Three.” Here, in

firelight and candlelight, the class record

book was read. It was in the shape of an

interlinear edition of the Association Cal

endar, with clever inserts of kodak pic

ture and histories of each floor. Class Day

evening closed, as always, with the loving

cup service.

The Assembly Room was crowded on

Wednesday afternoon when the proces

sional of students came down its central

aisle singing the Hymn of the Lights, from

the Richmond Pageant, which they had

chosen as their class hymn. Chancellor

Elmer E. Brown of New York University

gave the address and Miss Helen Waldo,

friend of every Commencement the Train

ing School has ever had, sang.

Certificates were awarded by Miss Dodge

to the following students: Sue Dale Barn

well, Los Angeles; Persis M. Breed, Louis

ville, Ky., Josephine Brown, Grand Island,

Neb.; Edith Caniff, Pasadena; Elizabeth

L. Dean Cincinnati; Lena Farrar, West

brook, Me. ; Ruth Hawkins, St. Louis Park,

Minn.; Harriet Heloise Hedges, Mansfield,

Ohio; Bertha Hoover, Muscatine, Iowa;

Marion E. Hopkins Hartford, Conn.;

Pauline Hudson, Macon, Ga.; Shirley Hy

att, Sacramento, Cal.; Alice M. Jacobs,

Danielson, Conn.; Alice May Jones, Mar

cellus, N.Y.; Elsie Herrick Lewis, Tappan,

N. Y.; Jeanne Liotard, Bourg en Bresse,

France; Wenonah Marlatt, Manitoba, Can

ada; Grace Maxwell, Los Angeles; Emma

T. Parsons, Chicago; Helen W. Pomeroy,

Chambersburg, Pa.; Carrie Louise Proc

tor, Antwerp, N. Y.; Elizabeth Read, New

York City; Bertha Rowles, Topeka; Al

berta Sapp, Midland, Ohio; Ina Scherre

beck, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Mayme Scott,

Fort Collins, Col. ; Anna Seesholtz, Canton,

Ohio; Lillie Margaret Sherman, Berkeley,

Cal.; Mrs. Delia Dukes Smalley, Huron,

S. D.; Mrs. Bertha Agnew Tackaberry,

Toronto, Canada; Eleanor B. Taft,

Charleston, S. C.; Luella Taylor, Emporia,

Kansas; Nina B. Terrill, Cleveland; Edna

Thatcher, Zearing Ohio; Mrs. Helen Camp

bell Trowbridge, Newtown, Ind.; Mary

W. Turner, Foxboro, Mass.; Lucy M.

Whenman, Houlton, Me. ; Marjorie Wil

liams, Rochester, Ind. ; Anna B. Winn,

San Diego Cal.; Elizabeth C. Wright,

Bridgeport, Conn. A special certificate for

volunteer work was given to Grace Henley,

Cincinnati.

NIGHT AND MORNING.

The gray sea and the long black land;

And the yellow half moon large and low;

And the startled little waves that leap

In fiery ringlets from their sleep,

As I gain the cove with pushing prow,

And quench its speed in the slushy sand.

Then a mile of warm sea-scented beach;

There fields to cross till a farm appears;

A tap at the pane, the quick sharp scratch

And blue spurt of a lighted match,

And a voice less loud, thro' its joys and

fears,

Than the two hearts beating each to each.

Round the cape of a sudden came the sea,

And the sun looked over the mountain's

rim ;

And straight was a path of gold for him,

And the need of a world of men for me.

—Robert Browning.
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At the School of Polite Unlearning

Almost a year ago the coming of

the delegates to the World's Student

Christian Federation Conference was

interpreted in terms of a sketch by

Crothers on “The Anglo-American

School of Polite Unlearning.” The

clever title carries its own inference.

During all of June the National

Training School has earned the title.

Headquarters for all delegates on

their way to and from Lake Mohonk

or the men's and women's summer

conferences, it has lived through many

strange and valuable new experi

ences. The atmosphere of the school

is now seasoned with a cosmopolitan

flavor, by virtue of which it will lend

itself all the more readily to its role

of an international school, already

established by the many foreigners it

has registered as regular students.

This year's class left almost in a

body on the afternoon and evening of

Commencement Day, for even so

soon information desks in the foyer

were set up and the new house rules

posted. These declared strange new

precedents for this woman's build

ing: the reservation of two floors for

the men delegates; a boot-blacking

establishment in the basement; tea in

the alcoves every afternoon. An at

tempt was even made to serve a con

tinental breakfast, which proved to be

unnecessary. Rather, the whole

family came together each morning

for perhaps the most unique few

minutes of the day—prayers held in

many tongues.

Special committees made up from

the International Committee and Na

tional Board staffs arranged series of

visitation that gave the visitors, most

of them entirely new to our customs

and institutions, a cross-section of

American city life and ways. New

York's educational system was thor

oughly explored, from its highly

specialized forms, such as the Studio

Club and Cosmopolitan Club to the

Columbia University plant, which

takes a person from kindergarten

days through degrees of many letters.

In each case a personal welcome was

extended by the head of the insti

tution.

The countless social institutions of

the metropolis formed a laboratory

of compelling interest for these

eager-minded visitors — even Coney

Island had its particular charm after

the strain of the close-packed days at

Mohonk.

Although a good many had to be

accommodated at the Hotel Gotham,

after the Training School's rooms were

filled, the centering of most of the

Federation interests under the roof

of the National Board headquarters

had its invaluable results. An after

comment from Mr. Mott words this

for the Federation: “We cannot ex

aggerate what it means to the Con

ference at Lake Mohonk that the for

eign delegates were fused together

and brought into sympathetic touch

with American workers even before

they started to Mohonk. We saw the

effect of it every day during the Con

ference.” But probably far beyond

the impressions upon the single Con

ference and the individual delegates

is the impact made upon the Ameri

can student movement at its sources.

American student leaders came and

went through the building in June;

many of them will have further con

tact with delegates who are remain

ing for the conferences and summer

schools (fifteen of the women dele

gates remain for the summer work at

the National Training School). The

two outstanding results are, first, a

healthy conviction of our besetting

American sin of provincialism, and a

consequent opening of intellect and

heart to world-interests; and sec

ondly, an overwhelming proof that

racial differences were cleft as wax be

fore the fire in the presence of a com

mon Christianity.
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Summer Courses at the Training School

Several new ideas have been

worked out in the graduate course for

physical directors at the Training

School this summer. One is that the

practical work under Miss Mabelle

Ford, whose success at Cleveland

and at the Indianapolis and Rich

mond Conventions is well known, is

to arrange individual work with each

student, depending upon the type of

position and the nature of her prepar

ation. Certain students in this course

have already been at work one or

more years in their present fields and

return to them wishing the freshest

ideas for the members of the classes

to whom they have been giving out

for many months those principles and

even the exercises that they had

learned in technical preparation.

Other directors are going for the first

time to an Association position and

need help chiefly in adapting what

they have learned to the Association

field. By arranging this for special

hours no directors of experience will

be required to take the work that the

directors coming into the work for

the first time will find indispensable.

Miss Ford will also help the directors

provide for graded courses in their

own gymnasiums.

Another important feature is the

intensive study of members who are

in the classes. For this reason Miss

March's course on Normal Diagnosis

and Dr. Williams' lecture on The

Effects of Fatigue on Perceptions,

Senses, and Volition, will be ex

tremely valuable. The Narragansett

Machine Company is putting in the

best apparatus for Association gym

nasiums for use of the members in

the class.

Another extremely vital element of

this course is the emphasis on Com

munity Service. The lectures on Per

sonal and Social Hygiene by Dr.

Parry, on Social Morality by Dr.

Brown, on Civic Co-operation by Dr.

Fisher, on the Physical Director as a

Recreation Leader by Miss Curren,

bear particularly upon this.
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The physical director who has in

reality been a gymnasium teacher is

now being superseded by the one who

is able to do as much work in the

open air in the summer months as

she has done in the well equipped

gymnasium in the cooler season. For

her, Miss Kennard's lectures on Play

grounds, Dr. Sargent's lectures on

the Promotion of Physical Education

through a Summer Camp, and the

trips about the city will be especially

valuable. Reference may be made to

the catalogue for Dr. Brown's study

in the field of physical education in

Young Women's Christian Associa

tions, matters of administration, etc.

For the first time this year it is pos

sible for the physical directors to

have the advantage of the general

Association lectures, Bible classes

and allied courses offered for the stu

dent secretaries.

The number of student secretaries

attending the preparatory course is to

be augmented by fifteen secretaries,

undergraduates and student leaders

from foreign lands. Some of these

stay for the entire six weeks, others

are called back before its close by

summer conferences and various du

ties. The program has been arranged

to accommodate these in such a way

that the course on Personal Evangel

ism will come at the beginning of the

session, exchanging with the Normal

Mission Study which will come in

August. The presence of these for

eigners will be especially valuable in

the daily work and life of the School.

Full particulars of the above

courses, rates, accommodations, etc.,

may be had by application to the Sec

retarial Department, 600 Lexington

Avenue, New York.

The Flood and the Association

The devastating floods which swept

over Ohio and Indiana left several

Associations in a deplorable condi

tion. This is true in largest measure

in Hamilton and Dayton, where the
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flood reached its height. The rented

building occupied by the Hamilton

Association was wrecked beyond re

pair. Almost everything on the first

floor was either swept away or ruined

by the eleven feet of rushing water

which came through the town like a

Niagara, sweeping everything before

it. Office, dining room, kitchen, and

parlor furniture, including books and

piano, were utterly ruined. Those

living in the house were rescued with

difficulty. The Association has found

refuge in a residence generously

loaned by the owner, and with admi

rable courage is opening up the lunch

room, renting a few rooms, and plai:-

ning to make it the same cheerful and

attractive place for the girls of Ham

ilton that it was before the flood. The

Baldwin Piano Company of Cin

cinnati has given a piano, and gifts

of books and furniture from various

friends will assist in restoring cheer

and comfort. All the walls on the

first floor are stripped of paper; the

floors are bare and swollen by water;

the front porch is in ruins, and the

yard full of every kind of debris, but

even this does not daunt the brave

spirited women of the board and the

secretaries

In Dayton the situation is even

more serious. The building tempo

rarily occupied while the new one was

in process of building was right in

the path of the flood. The lower floor

and its contents are completely

ruined. The educational rooms and

gymnasium in a business block were

taken by the militia, and the Recrea

tion Park is being used for a Day

Nursery. The administration build

ing is now needed by the owner,

which leaves the Association quite

homeless and makes the suspension of

all work for the present quite impera

tive. The new building was not ma

terially damaged, as only the walls

were up, but all work is delayed three

months and tremendous additional

expense involved.

By flood injury to some property

recently bequeathed and uncollectable

building pledges, the Association loses

$35,000, and in addition will have to

wait indefinitely for the payment of

$50,000 more in pledges which are

considered good. The building must

be finished and furnished. Under or

dinary conditions Dayton citizens

would come to the rescue of the As

sociation, but now this is impossible.

Thousands of those who have sup

ported the Association are ruined.

Every church and public philan

throphy in the flooded district (which

is ten square miles) is crippled, and

unless help comes from outside the

Association must carry a debt for

years to come. There was never a

time when the young women of Day

ton have so much needed all that a

well equipped Association car give.

The generous sympathy of friends

at the Biennial Convention resulted

in a gift of $688.4I, and pledges

amounting to about $40. Later “a

friend” sent $500. This sum was

divided between Hamilton and Day

ton to be used to meet present press

ing needs, and was most gratefully

accepted. Representatives of several

Associations at the Convention

pledged assistance for these stricken

Associations. Some have already re

sponded with books and clothing.

Others will doubtless do so.

According to the recommendation,

money should be sent to the Field

Committee, Mrs. Wm. A. Gamble,

Treasurer, 806 Mercantile Library

Building, Cincinnati. Supplies may

be sent direct to Dayton, care of Mrs.

H. E. Palmer (President), 219 North

Main Street, and to Hamilton, care of

Y. W. C. A., Third and Dayton

Streets.

ELIZABETH HUGHES.

Special Announcements I

The harvest of the annual report

blanks has been reaped and its results

appear in the new Association Year

book for 1912-1913, just published.

Send 50 cents to the National Publi
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cation Department for a copy for

your desk. Every Association desk

should be so equipped, for the Year

book serves as guide, counselor and

friend, information bureau and direc

tory of who's who in the Association

field, and is prepared for the use of

all Association workers, volunteer or

employed.

Special Announcements II

The publication of a book so sig

nificant as “The Christian Approach

to Social Morality” calls for special

mention. The fact that it is first

fruits of the Commission on Social

Morality, and contains the Commis

sion report and Dr. Richard C.

Cabot's lectures on the Consecration

of the Affections, commends it at once

to all who were at Richmond. Sel

dom have any addresses been listened

to with such intense interest as were

these by Dr. Cabot. It seemed to be

unanimously felt that they voiced for

the entire group of employed officers

who heard them a fresh but abso

lutely right and fundamental ap

proach to the whole field of human

relationships, in which the problem

of sex education and control, too

often considered with abnormal sepa

rateness, assumed its reasonable

place.

While the report of the Employed

Officers' Conference will contain

these lectures, they are printed sepa

rately in this form by courtesy of the

Employed Officers Association, so

that extra copies may be purchas

able. The book may be ordered from

the National Publication Department

for 50 cents; it is bound in attractive

tan boards, with the title on a white

paster. Its wide and immediate cir

culation will perhaps do more than

any other one thing to bind Associa

tion people together in a common

sympathy toward this difficult and

universally important subject, and to

make ready the way for the program

of education endorsed by the Rich

mond Convention, and to be entered

upon in the fall.
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THE NEWEST PUBLICATIONS

QI Look for them on the table of

the book-room at your summer con

ference.

CIOr order them directly at this

time when you have summer leisure

for reading or “stocking up” your As

sociation equipment.

CI The Eight Week Club. Sug

gestions to leaders of this flexible

club plan for summer work and play

in the country and small town. Ex

plains the Certificate of Commenda

tion for Community Service.

Price IOc; $1.00 per dozen.

CI A new text on the Life of Christ,

“The Manhood of the Master,” has

been prepared for Association use by

the Reverend Henry Emerson Fos

dick. This is slightly more advanced

than “Jesus the Man of Galilee,” and

in appearance is uniform with “Christ

in Every Day Life.”

Price 50 cents.

QI Outdoor Bible Studies, a new

text prepared by Miss Ethel Cutler,

student secretary of the National

Board, especially for use by Eight

Week Clubs, but suitable for any

short summer Bible class, as for in

stance, in summer camps. A pilgrim

age with people of the open air. The

Brooding Shepherd of the Tekoan

Hills. The Singer of Hope, Following

the Carpenter, etc.

Price 15 cents.

CI The Report of the Fourth Bi

ennial Convention, April, 1913. The

addresses and proceedings give the

tone of the Richmond gathering,

sound the undercurrents of the entire

Association movement and offer a

rich field of material to the jaded

planner of religious meetings.

Price 75 cents.

(I The Reports of the Commis

sions on (I) Social Morality, (2)

Thrift and Efficiency, and (3) Char

acter Standards. 5 cents each; 30

cents per dozen copies of each. Re

port of the Commission on the Train
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ing of Volunteer Workers; IO cents

each; $1.00 per dozen.

QI All interested in The Commis

sion on Social Morality will be eager

to order The Consecration of the

Affections, or Dr. Richard Cabot’s

three lectures on the Christian in

terpretation of the whole field of

human relationships, with special ref

erence to sex education. This in

cludes as an appendix the report of

the Commission.

Price: Boards—50 cents.

QI The Commission on Thrift and

Efficiency endorses the Saving's Fund

Account Book, which simplifies the

opening and keeping of small savings

accounts in the local Association

(see page 188, June Association

MONTHLY). Contains full instruc

tions. -

Price IO cents; 85 cents per dozen.

CI The national exhibit of sixty

screens, displayed at Richmond and

now occupying the Exhibit Room at

headquarters, is reproduced in its

most significant parts by photographs

of the charts and explanatory notes,

in a leaflet called The Association

Exhibit. Splendid for informational

and publicity purposes, and as a guide

to local exhibits.

Price 15 cents.

CI The new Yearbook for 1912

1913 is just off the press. One of the

two absolutely indispensable publica

tions for every Association office—

city, student or county. Contanis the

Association Who's Who, and newest

facts and figures. Foreword and field

map. Don't keep your old Yearbook a

day longer, but order this one now.

Price 50 cents.

(IYou will find other publication

notes of interest to you this month on

page V of the advertising section of

this issue.

Publication Department,

6OO Lexington Avenue,

New York.

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

LOCAL

GENERAL.

Edith Caniff, of the 1913 class, National

Training School, to be acting general sec

retary at Trenton, N. J.

Georgia Downing, formerly office secre

tary at Atlanta, Ga., to be acting general

secretary at the same place.

Gertrude Hill, formerly general secretary

at Ann Arbor, Mich., to hold the same

position at Fort Smith, Ark.

Mrs. Evelyn Keck to be general secretary

at San Francisco, Cal.

Elizabeth Sweets, formerly economic

secretary at St. Louis, Mo., to be general

secretary at the same place.

Mary Watson, formerly general secre

tary at Danville, Ill., to hold the same

position at Flint, Mich.

NATIONAL

Ella F. Clark to be house secretary at

Syracuse, N. Y.

Mildred Julian to be acting branch sec

retary at the Warner Club, Bridgeport,

Conn.

Margery A. Lyon to be domestic science

and art director at Savannah, Ga.

Elizabeth Read, of the 1913 class, Na

tional Training School, to be registrar of

the Board Directory, Central Branch, New

York City.

Aimee Sears, formerly immigration sec

retary at Trentou, N. J., to hold the same

position at Lawrence, Mass.

INTERNATIONAL HOME FOR FOR

EIGN LADIES IN MADRID.

This home was founded twenty-eight

years ago and though but small it has been

permitted to be a refuge and resting place

to many a stranger in a strange land. No

one who knows Spain and Spanish cus

toms will doubt the great need there is

for such a home for unprotected girls. Its

object is to offer such safe and comfort

able quarters whilst seeking occupation in

this country, and in some degree to take

the place of the family to them. Here

where girls are so jealously guarded by

their families this is of an importance

which can hardly be imagined in lands

where our western ideas of freedom pre

vail. The home is situated in a very good

part of the city, near the public park

promenades and museums, ind' at a very

short distance from the picture gallery

with its treasures by Murillo and Velas

quez. Ladies travelling through Spain are

gladly welcomed. Many a one prefers the

quiet comfort of the home to life in a

hotel, of which they have more than

enough in other cities. The address is

Calle del Cid 4.
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NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL

OFTHEYOUNGWOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS OFTHE UNITEDSTATES

OF AMERICA

SIXTH YEAR BEGINS SEPTEMBER 24, 1913

NEW CATALOGUE NOW READY

One year graduate course for secretaries and religious work directors, including

advanced work in Bible, Religious Pedagogy, Social Science, Public Speaking, Asso

ciation History, Polity, Administration, etc., etc., etc.

SUMMER COURSES, 1913, JULY 1st to AUGUST 12th

I. Graduate Course for Physical Directors.

Including Diagnosis: Hygiene; The Young Women's Christian Association

Movement: The Physical Department; Sex Instruction, etc., etc. Special circular

now ready.

II. Preparatory Training Center for Student Secretaries.

Recommended to local positions through Secretarial Departments.

All above courses given in the new Training School building, 52nd Street and Lexington

Avenue, New York City

For catalogues, circulars, application forms and all information pertaining to the above, and to

the Regular Preraratory Training Centers administered by the Field Committees, address

Secretarial Department of the

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

600 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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Make Your Reading Count

READ THIS COURSE

(Thirty-fifth C. L. S. C. Year)

Social Progress in Contemporary Europe. Frederic

Austin Ogg, A.M., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of His

tory, Simmons College, Boston, author “Saxon and

Slav,” etc................................................. - - - - - - - - - $1.50

Mornings with Masters of Art. H. H. Powers, Ph.D.,

President Bureau of University Travel, Boston. 125

illustrations........................................................ 2.OO

The Spirit of French Letters. Mabell S. C. Smith,

A.M., Assistant Editor THE CHAUTAUQUAN. Author

“A Tarheel Baron” and “Studies in Dickens’’....... I.50

Home Life in Germany. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick........ I.50

THE CHAUTAUQUAN MAGAZINE (Monthly — Illustrated,

C. L.S.C. membership included if desired.) Containing:

European Rulers: Their Modern Significance. (Arthur

E. Bestor, A.B., Director Chautauqua Institution);

A Reading Journey in Paris. (Mabell S. C. Smith.)

The monthly magazine also serves in many interesting

ways as a “don’t read at random” teacher for the

reading course.................................................... 2.OO

All Four Books (cloth bound) and the Magazine $5.00°

*Remit 30 cents extra for postage or prepaid express. “Collect”

charges are more.

“Easy for Anybody, Worth While for Everybody”

If in doubt, send stamp for handbook of testimonials

Address Chautauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York

Don’t Read at Random
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Emblems of

Liberty
1776 1876

Declaration of Declaration of

Independence Independence

for MAAW for W.O.1/AA'

It was in 1876, at the Centennial Exposition at Philadel

phia, celebrating the Declaration of Independence, that the

Remington Typewriter
made its first public appearance.

Here, exactly one century after, was a new Declaration of Independence—for the

WOMEN of America—and of the world. Nobody realized it then. But everybody

knows it now.

The Remington Typewriter has created a new OCCUPATION. It has made women

independent. It has given them a new place in the world. And it has made EDUCA

TION in shorthand and typewriting a practical requirement of the present day.

It has given every boy and girl just starting out in life a new means of self support,

of independence and success which is unfailing—

L e a r n the R E M I N G T ON

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

Why Dread Finance Work
Of Any Kind When Armed with Scientific Methods and Equipment?

For Finance Committees:

The Annual Finance Campaign in a City Association

Emma F. Byers, Executive Secretary, North Central Field Committee.

The approved method of raising budget funds..........................5 cents

Suggestions for the Conduct of a Building Campaign

Blanche Geary, National Economic Secretary. Outlines all preliminary

work, goes into satisfying detail, includes all printed forms sug
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complete line of
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Produces Perfect Protection
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1. DURABILITY
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eragraph. It has run for over 2,000 hours without one cent

cost for repairs. What can an operator want with any other

machine when he can get this result with Power's?”

Yours truly,

BEN St. Clair, Palace Theatre,

Martin, Tenn.

2. PERFECT PROJECTION

Without this you cannot please, pictures must be clear, without flicker

“In the reproduction of the Paul J. Rainey African and

Arctic pictures, perfect projection has been absolutely necessary.
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various shows, where they are giving entire satisfaction.”

Yours truly,
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WHY HESITATE 2

Catalogue W will give full details

NICHOLAS POWER
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90 Gold Street New York

The Leading Makers of Motion Picture
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Two Experiments in Social Training

Ella Lyman Cabot

- NoTE.—This article, considerably abridged,

is reprinted from the June number of Re

ligious Education by courtesy of the Re

ligious Education Association. It is felt that

Mrs. Cabot's experiments are ripe in sug

gestion, for club and educational work,

especially in the Girls' Department.--

EDITOR.

N 1906 I offered a course in what

I I called the ties and opportuni

ties of our city. The title was

soon reduced by the girls to the sim

ple words: “Seeing Boston.” Their

name was better than mine. To en

able them to see Boston as a living

place of which they were a part was

my aim. I wanted them to see it as

what our useful business slang calls

“a going concern.”

My work was planned for thirty

lessons, alternating between visits to

characteristic institutions in Boston

and papers, reading and discussions

on what we were to see or had seen.

At the first meeting I tried to show

them the physical and the commercial

significance of a city like Boston. We

studied a large map showing the sur

rounding bay and ocean and then took

up for investigation questions like the

following:

Why do we have cities?

On what does the prosperity of a

city depend?

What towns are likely to grow fast

est?

What institutions are sure to spring

up in any city?

(E. g., schools, churches, markets,

transportation and lighting service,

water-supplies, hospitals.)

What problems are likely to arise

in any city?

(Disease, poverty, fire, questions of

taxation, education.)

What are the advantages of city

life?

What are the disadvantages?

What is there significant in the sit

uation of Boston

(Relation to harbor, railroads, size

of city, character of early settlers.)

What are the principal departments

in the city?

What are the principal occupations

of men 2 Of women? Of children

over 14?

What occupations are best paid?

Why?

What occupations are underpaid P

Next (in order to give its life his

tory) we took up the past of Boston.

We spent one lesson in study and one

in visiting the Old State House, from

whose window Washington had re

viewed the army, and the strange old

market, Faneuil Hall, our cradle of

Liberty. In contrast with the tiny

State House of past days, I wanted

them to see the new State House,

with its ever wider spreading wings,

and I took the class to witness the

inauguration of our governor. They

had never seen the quaint ceremony

before, nor had I, and when the Sen

ate, the Judges, and the past Gover

nors were received by the House of

Representatives standing, when the

new Governor swore to keep every

law and to use his utmost ability in
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the service of the State, when the her.

ald announced the election of a Gov

ernor and publicly called all men to

take notice and govern their conduct

accordingly, we got a new glimpse of

the oft-forgotten sanctity of govern

ment.

The Governor's inauguration led

naturallly to a study of the legislative

work. I looked up the various com

mittee hearings and took the class to

a hearing on patent medicines.

The schools and libraries of Boston

came next on our list. Boston has

had an exceptionally interesting school

history to study, ever since 1635 when

the vote was passed that “Brother

Philemon Pormont shall be entreated

to become school-master for the teach

ing and nurturing of the children

with us.” We visited four charac

teristic schools. The first I chose was

the so-called “Steamboat School” in

the foreign North End. It was the

kind of school that little Mary Antin

went to when she first found in Amer

ica her Promised Land. Every dark

eyed child in the small class was joy

ously struggling to learn English. In

a few months they would graduate

into regular classes; in a few years

they would become voting citizens, the

makers of the future United States.

My girls saw the need of education

with new eyes.

It was Lincoln's birthday when we

visited the Perkins School for the

Blind. Slowly but intelligently the

class was fingering out the Gettysburg

address, and its message thrilled with

added meaning.

After visiting the schools for the

handicapped we took up the new

movement for industrial education,

making a study of an interesting re

port by the Massachusetts Commis

sion on Industrial Education. Then, to

show the value of training, we went

as visitors to the Girls' Trade School.

Our visit to and study of the Pub

lic Library and some of its branches

came next. Few people realize how

short an existence public libraries in

our country have enjoyed, nor, on the

other hand, how active is the social

work of our libraries now.

I asked different members of my

class to look up:

The history of the Public Library.

The use of the library.

The art treasures.

What the library does for schools.

The branch libraries and their man

agement.

The use of libraries for evening lec

tures and exhibitions.

Traveling libraries.

I gave as a final paper on libraries

the topic, “What is the widest and

best use of libraries?”

Throughout the course I tried to

suggest the fascinating variety of a

city. The girls must rediscover Bos

ton with the zeal of a new settler. It

is but our blindness that makes us

tread the streets with vision darkened

to their meaning.

I found through a lawyer friend

what court trials then in session were

suitable and interesting, and took my

group to hear the arguments in an

accident case. When the little boy

darted across the street and was hit

by an express-cart was it or was it

not his own carelessness? The air

bristled with social and moral ques

tions.

Nor were there fewer moral, civic,

and social questions in our trip to a

conference of the Associated Chari

ties. My girls were interested; in five

minutes they felt the human appeal

back of the problems presented to the

conference; they realized for the first

time how many and how needed are

the charitable agencies in a great city.

Even our study of a directory of

charities budded tiny green leaves like

Aaron's wand in the light of actual

cases of need.

Our study of a city was necessarily

superficial, but it was a significant

surface, like the surface of a great

painting or of a field of wild flowers.

The course let us taste of many ex

periences, nibbling a bit of each to

see how it nourished us. It helped a

little to make the class feel that the
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city was real, a living individual,

christened in the baptism of hardship,

struggling through youth to full vig

orous life. It led them to read news

papers and reports with newly colored

interests. Above all, it spurred some

of them at least to love their city and

prepare to help it.

I come now to a second aspect of

social training in which I have long

been interested. I have taught ethics

for fifteen years in five private schools

for girls in Boston, taking usually the

graduating class girls of about seven

teen. Two points stand out in my

experience: First, that ethical ques

tions are of compelling interest, and

second, that even girls who have what

is called the best of chances are often

uncertain or twisted in their ideas of

right and wrong. I give actual cases

for discussion. Every question is

answered in writing. I comment in

writing on each paper, and after they

have written their answers the class

discusses the topic.

Ethics is a dry word between the

lips. Every one shies at it, but ethics

the living subject is in my experience

with several hundred students one of

the most popular lessons in school,

for it is the discussion of life in ac

tion. I tell my class that in the course

of our discussions every subject in the

world is open to us, for there is a

right and wrong about hunting big

game, keeping a secret, cooking mince

pies, or running a railroad.

After speaking of the inherent and

dramatic interest of ethics I center all

my teaching round the idea of loyalty

to one's own best and growing pur

pose. I begin by showing the nature

of responsible as contrasted with non

moral life. I give the class the fol

lowing quotation from Professor

Huxley: “I protest that if some great

power would agree to make me al

ways think what is true and do what

is right on conditions of being turned

into a sort of clock and wound up

every morning before I got out of bed,

I should instantly close with the offer

and should be a better and happier
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man.” This proposition is invariably

rejected by every member of the class.

At the very outset I try to make my

classes feel our responsibility for this

life, which we at bottom want in

spite of its danger and tragedy, and

which we accept as our own to make

Or 11lar.

This discussion of moral responsi

bility may seem too difficult or dry for

students of seventeen. I have never

found it to be other than intensely in

teresting and rousing to my class. To

bring out the relation of a purpose to

happiness, to say to the class: “Do you

know any one who has no purpose in

life? If so, describe one day in the

life of such a person, and the differ

ence between such a day and that of

anyone who has a definite aim.” It

has surprised me to find how well pur

poseless people are known by my

young students.

Purpose always means interest. I

go on to consider Interests as Sources

of Health, Happiness, and Goodness,

and later take up The Choice of our

Interests, in order to bring out the

individuality of the girls and initiate

a consideration of vocations.

The discussion of types of interest

leads to the direct relation between

loyalty to an interest and goodness.

I suggest questions such as these :

Can a person who is without any in

terest be good Is it better for a

man's character to have a strong in

terest in football or a moderate inter

est in study ? Does hard work in

crease or lessen an interest? Give an

example in which an interest has help

ed someone you know.

“Does it require any virtues to play

football well ?” I ask. At first there

is a protest that no such abstract

things as virtues are needed, but some

student is sure to suggest courage,

then another, perseverance, a third

self-sacrifice, until it would seem that

to do anything right up to the mark

demands the virtue of a saint and the

devotion of a hero. Any persistent

purpose also demands conscientious

TheSS.
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We turn to the psychology of

wrong-doing. Selfish acts are always

more or less blinded by wilful inat

tention. I am traveling to the city.

The train is empty. I monopolize two

seats with my bags, parcels, and a

great bunch of azaleas that I am tak

ing home with me. The train stops

and people throng by, looking wistful

ly at my extra seat. I become too

absorbed in my newspaper to see

them. I persuade myself that there

must be seats farther on, and that

someone else, not I, should make

room. Of course, I am deceiving my

self. I cannot at the same time pic

ture the fatigue of a woman who is

standing and keep my seat. It seems

to me well worth while to show that

in all wrong-doing there is an ele

ment of careless or wilful blindness.

You can easily see how the discus

sion of questions such as these may

lead to that fairness of attitude so

needed in our generation.

My final lessons center round the

use of time. Here, carrying out my

central thesis of the moral value of

a growing purpose in life, I try to

show that the great thieves of time

are aimlessness and disloyalty. The

girls all know the aimless woman who

drifts down town, attracted by a new

hat or a bargain sale, and comes back

after four hours with a lighter purse

and a wasted day; they know, too,

that the busiest people have most time

because their definite purpose compels

their loyalty to work and gives them

freedom when it is done.

Perhaps I can best summarize my

hopes of the social value of this ethic

al teaching by a quotation from one

of my class. “Ethics seems to me to

be a course for our thinking quali

ties; it enlarges our imagination. It

seems to bring right before you the

harm of wrong-doing; it strengthens

your point of view; it gives you new

ideas which are valuable, and often

makes firmer your old ideas.

“Ethics opens your eyes and your

ears. You notice things that you

never saw before, and listen to con

versation that would not have inter

ested you. It helps you to think more

clearly and judge more fairly. The

part of the course that stands out in

my mind is Truth. All other subjects

seem to belong with it. When I

think of truth I think of courage, too,

and loyalty and honor, and how we

can follow the great open human

road.”

§

The Opening of Association Work in Canton

Henrietta

NCE Canton makes up its mind

that it needs something very

badly, it generally succeeds in

getting that thing and in coming out

on top! It may take a long, long time

to get what they want; but, where we

of the West might give up in discour

agement under difficulties and reverses,

the eternal patience of the Oriental

stands them in good stead, and they

• finally arrive, triumphant.

Such has been the case with the

women of this city, who for more than

six years have been asking eagerly for

Thomson

the Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation to come in and start work

among the classes who are not being

reached by other Christian organiza

tions. But years passed and the much

looked for secretary was not forth

coming, and so, acknowledging their

ignorance of Association ideals and

methods of work as a regrettable, but

unavoidable fact, they determined to

organize by themselves, and so they

did.

On request they became affiliated to

the national work, and Mrs. Lerrings
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of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation was asked by the National Com

mittee to serve as honorary secretary

till the place could be filled by a per

manent worker. This occurred in

May, 1912, and up to the end of the

year about sixty members were en

roled, drawn largely from students of

Mission Schools and Christian women

in the community. The women who

were the chief movers in organizing,

became of necessity the board of di

rectors, and this body of nine women

is carrying the burden of getting things

into running order.

During the summer of 1912 Mrs.

Lerrings led a Bible class for six

weeks, which was very well attended,

and as a result two non-Christian girls

—teachers in one of the Government

normal schools—were converted, and

joined one of the Chinese Christian

churches of the city. These girls

since have sent us an urgent appeal

for the opening of a Bible class among

the students of their school, but so

far the person who can competently

do this has not been found.

Besides this Bible class, lectures

were given every Saturday and were

generally followed by a short social

time when the women gathered to

play games and have a chance of get

ting better acquainted. The Associa

tion had no place it could call its own,

but thanks to the generosity of Dr.

Leung, the vice-president, they were

able to meet in her home and have a

place in which to keep their money

and records.

On the evening of the day that I

arrived in Canton, a terrible fire swept

over a big portion of the city, destroy

ing over eight hundred houses in its

course, and among these was Dr.

Leung's. As the fire started early

she was able, among other things, to

save the Association papers and funds.

so, except that they were once more

without any fixed meeting place this

reverse was a slight one. In a short

time, however, some of the most en

terprising had looked around and

found a room which was available
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and big enough to serve their purpose,

and meetings were continued as usual.

It did not take long to discover that

this new room was most undesirable

from the standpoint of location. The

attendance at the weekly meetings

averaged only fifteen, and the major

ity of these were board members, so

we felt that before any real construc

tive work could be started we must

find a house which we could rent that

A GROTTO AND WELL IN THE COURTYARD OF A WEALTHY

CHINESE HOME

would be near the section of the city

from which we hoped to draw our

membership. Such a house has not

yet been found, but we hope soon to

get into touch with the people who

can help us to procure a place, and

then we shall feel settled and free to

begin work in earnest.

The pull for the secretary will come

when things do get started, for our

board members are so progressive and
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enthusiastic that they are speaking of

membership campaigns, educational

classes on a wide scale, and socials,

etc., as activities to be undertaken im

mediately in spite of the fact that the

whole working staff of the Associa

tion consists of one solitary foreign

secretary who would have to assume

all the responsibility of the work en

tailed. The board of directors is at

present looking for a Chinese secre

tary, but so far none has been found

who is free to accept the position.

Even should she be found, work on

such a big scale would be a danger

ous undertaking at this time, for little

or nothing of the preparatory educa

tive work, so necessary before organ

ization, has been done, and there is

no one competent to handle such a

membership as we could have, should

we attempt a campaign within the

next few months.

The two classes in Canton which

are undisputably ours to work among,

are the women of the leisure class in

the residential, western section of the

city, and the women students in the

Government schools. Had we the

workers to-day, competent to take

charge of the work, we could open

several student hostels, carry on num

erous Bible classes and put on foot a

big educational and physical work.

The opportunity is here, and is ours

if we can take it. We would be

backed by the people of the city and

given every encouragement. The ap

peal to open a hostel came from Mr.

Chung himself, who is the head of

the educational department of the

province.

Our field and opportunity is un

limited, and the work which we could

do is so vital to the right development

and growth of these women who are

just stepping out into a new life of

freedom which they do not understand,

and the awful dangers of which they

cannot foresee, that it is hard indeed

to feel that now, when they need us

most, we are unable to put a strong

work on foot immediately. It makes

it all the harder for the women, too,

when they see what is being done for

the men by the Young Men's Chris

tian Association, for in Canton the

women feel that their right to life and

its advantages is quite equal to that of

the men.

Great quantities of agnostic litera

ture have been distributed broadcast

in all Government institutions of

learning in Canton and already it is

doing its work. The sad part of it

is that there is no up-to-date Chris

tian literature which can be put

into the hands of these students who

are reading the agnostic productions

with such avidity. Canton needs

books, the best books that the West

has to offer. When education has been

made compulsory in this city, we need

literature which we can put into the

hands of the young women.

The West, and more especially

America, stands as the model after

which these people are shaping their

actions and forming their ideals, and

there is a danger that in adopting

western civilization they will overlook

its underlying strength in the grip of

materialism which threatens them.
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Faculty Service in the Student Association

Mina

TRONG, wise faculty service has

been the secret of growth and

power in many a student Asso

ciation. That service will express it

self in widely different forms, accord

ing to the varying conditions that ex

ist in different institutions. With

younger students of less experience

and judgment, there needs to be guid

ance in the details of organization

and administration; while with older,

more mature students, it is wise to let

them bear all possible responsibility

for the immediate work of the Asso

ciation and to give them only general

counsel and support. What is the es

sential thing in every institution

under all conditions is an attitude of

sympathy and co-operation on the

part of the faculty toward the life and

work of the Association.

It means a great deal to students to

feel that the faculty have a warm in

terest in their efforts to express their

religious life, and that even though

these efforts are imperfect and halt

ing, members of the faculty are will

ing and glad to extend a hand to those

students who are seeking during their

years of study to develop their re

ligious as well as their intellectual life.

I always remember with especial

warmth and appreciation the members

of the faculty of my own college who

cared about our student religious

meetings, attended them and some

times took part in them, who went

to conferences with us, or led our

Bible classes.

Our faculties in schools and col

leges often are and should be chosen

for the certain vitality of their re

ligion as well as for the power of

their scholarship. I believe with

Prof. George Herbert Palmer that

“not because we are teachers merely,

but because we and they are human

* Miss Kerr is Dean of Women in Mil

waukee-Downer College, Milwaukee, Wis.

Kerr"

beings, we must be ready with spiritual

aid. To allow the teacher's work of

instruction to become divorced from

his pastoral, his priestly function, is

to cheapen and externalize education.”

We are likely to over-rate learning

and under-rate a vital personality that

cares not only about the minds of stu

dents, but about their souls as well.

Sometimes we are in danger of think

ing it old-fashioned to care about

their souls. Strange, is it not, that mem

and women are often willing to spend

so much untiring effort in training

students in minute methods of accu

rate scientific or historical research,

and then care so little to show stu

dents the underlying meaning, the sig

nificance, the purpose of it all. Our

students should and do yet question,

“What is it all for, why and where

fore?” It is hopeful that they ask,

and they have a right to an answer

from the members of their faculties

as well as from the president of the

institution, visiting ministers, and

traveling secretaries. It is the busi

ness of a college faculty to teach goals

as well as roads, ideals as well as ideas,

to inspire as well as to train.

We are coming to see more and

more that religion, poetry and science

are one, that any finest teaching of

science, of literature, art, history, soci

ology or philosophy must teach re

ligion. Religion should in the large

sense be taught in schools and co

leges as a natural part of all subjects.

One of the greatest teachers of re

ligion I know is a great chemist in a

great university. Dean Briggs tells

the story of a New England watch

maker who, when some one took a fine

Swiss watch to him for repairs, said,

“I can take her apart, and I can put

her together again and she may go,

but somehow it seems as if the man

that made one of them fine watches
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put in somethin' of his own that I

can't understand.”

Is not this something which it is

most important that colleges and

schools and teachers should put into

their students—religion and the spirit

of idealism and service that religion

brings? Dean Briggs says at the close

of his essay on “College Teachers and

College Taught”: “Let us never for

get that the chief business of college

teachers and college taught is the giv

ing and receiving of ideals, and that

the ideal is a burning and a shining

light, not now only, or now and a year

or two more, but for all time. What

else is the patriot's love of country,

the philosopher's love of truth, the

poet's love of beauty, the teacher's

love of learning, the good man's love

of an honest life, than keeping the

ideal, not merely to look at, but to

see by? In its light, and only in its

light, the greatest things are done.

Thus the ideal is not merely the most

beautiful thing in the world; it is the

source of all high efficiency. Nothing

is so practical as a noble ideal steadily

and bravely pursued, and now, as of

old, it is the wise men who see and

follow the guiding star.” -

In all this I am but arguing that

the object of all true education and

true religion are one, that religion is

the light, the warmth of life, its ideal

ism, its vision without which “people

perish.” I would accept Benson's

definition of religion, one of the finest

of all definitions of religion: “By re

ligion I mean the power, whatever it

be, which makes a man choose what

is hard rather than what is easy, what

is lofty and noble rather than what is

mean and selfish; that puts courage

into timorous hearts and gladness into

clouded spirits; that consoles men in

grief, misfortune and disappointment;

that makes them joyfully accept a

heavy burden, that, in a word, uplifts

men out of the dominion of material

things and sets their feet in a purer

and simpler region.”

If this is what religion is, and if by

saving the souls of our students, we
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mean putting such a spirit into them

for the rest of their lives, no truly

fine, strong teacher can neglect to

think about the religion of his stu

dents, care for it, give time to it, work

for it, and to seek to inspire it. What

ever serves religion serves the Chris

tian Association, and teachers may

serve religion in all they are and do

and all they teach every day of the

week. The very finest and first ser

vice they can render to the Christian

Association in any institution is by

the creation of a sane, deep, natural,

religious spirit, so that at all fitting

times religion is spoken of and in

cluded as a natural right part of all

complete thinking and living. When

a faculty can keep the right modera

tion between formalism and mysti

cism, between exaggerated religious

enthusiasm and boasted freedom of

thought or pride in the possession of

no religion, they have done for the

general school or college life what

best prepares for strong, natural As

sociation work. Here is the most

truly practical, the highest, and finest

faculty service to the student Associ

ation, as it is to the student life.

But what are more immediate ways

of rendering service? One way is by

membership on the Advisory Commit

tee. The faculty are older and have a

larger experience in questions of or

ganization, in the adoption of policies,

in the forming of plans, or in matters

of finance. They can save the cabinet

and committees much costly and

wasteful experience by their counsel.

Usually the students who are members

of the cabinet change every year and

there cannot be the continuity of in

terest and knowledge possessed by

faculty advisors. A member of the

faculty may also know better the de

velopment and growth of a particular

Association and hence its present

future possibilities.

It is a good plan to have Association

meetings led occasionally by members

of the faculty, who are teaching the

students science, literature, language,

history and metaphysics. It is wise
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sometimes to present the religious as

pects and significance of these subjects

of study more directly than is possible

in the class-room. The faculty from

their broader experience of people,

their study, reading and travel have

much that they can give in Association

meetings if they will.

In many institutions to-day, mem

bers of the faculties are leading Bible

classes. We are putting aside the

old excuse that those who teach during

the week should not be asked to teach

on Sundays. Those who teach dun

ing the week are best prepared to

teach on Sundays. If we have student

leaders of Bible study groups, they

need to be prepared and trained for

that work by a member of the faculty

in a training class of leaders. There

should always be other groups led by

faculty members, for some students

will enter a class under this sort of

leadership when they will not go into

a group led by a fellow-student.

Many times, if students know that the

faculty are interested in their Asso

ciation work, and especially by way

of the Bible classes, they will bring to

them their individual religious diffi

culties and questions. There can be

no greater privilege to any teacher

than to have the opportunity to guide

a student in these deepest question

ings and searchings of the human

spirit. He who has been permitted to

lead ten students to a knowledge of

God and his universe has done a

great life work.

§

I have but indicated some of the

ways in which a spirit of sympathetic

comradeship with students in their re

ligious organization may express itself.

I do not know any great teacher, I do

not see how any one can be a great

teacher who does not care deeply about

religion for himself and for his stu

dents. It is not a duty but a priv

ilege to co-operate in any possible way

with our students in their Christian

Association. He who puts in time

and effort will get back growth in his

own life and friendship that he did

not look for, that he gets perhaps be

cause he did not look for them.

One special warning I must empha

size. We must work with our stu

dents in their Association and not do

the work for them. We may counsel,

but they should decide and execute.

We must here, as in all student ac

tivities, show them what is the right

road and then let them perform the

labor of walking on it themselves. We

should lead them and not drive them,

nor yet bear them on our shoulders.

We may permeate with our enthusi

asm and spirit of service, but we must

not dominate. In the organization we

must do nothing for them that they

can do for themselves. We must

bring them to what, according to

Robert Louis Stevenson, the Christ

came to bring to all men, “not a code

of rules, but a ruling spirit; not

truths, but a spirit of truth; not views,

but a view.”

The Use of Music in the Life of a Christian

Winifred Sedgwick”

HIS subject was discussed

with a few groups of music

students in the London School

of Music and elicited many com

* Miss Sedgwick is a traveling secretary

among women students for the British

Student Movement.

ments. Many of them seemed scarcely

to appreciate the wording of the ques

tion, because the word “use” sug

gested an attitude towards music as a

whole which was unusual to them.

One of them made the remark, “It

seems to take a dreadfully utilitarian
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view of music.” To them, as prob

ably nearly always to the really musi

cal person, music seems to be so in

terwoven with the very texture of life

that it seems as difficult to analyze its

use as to analyze the act of breathing.

To others, this title seems to raise the

problem still so intense in the artistic

world of the whole relation between

art and religion. We have to ac

knowledge that the church of Christ

speaks with no certain voice on the

question, also that the attitude of cer

tain sections of Christianity in either

refusing to recognize the life of the

artist as a Christian vocation, or only

admitting certain and very often not

the most beautiful forms of music

into the Christian category, has done

much to prejudice the artist commu

nity against religion.

On the other hand it must also be

admitted that certain art ideals seem

to cut straight across Christian ideals,

and that the causes of beauty and

goodness do not seem always to stand

together. The “art for art's sake” cry

may be interpreted as full of spiritual

significance, and equally may be the

expression of a spirit absolutely hos

tile to religion. There is a sense in

which all art is not “immoral,” but

“non-moral.” It is concerned with

conveying an impression of something

as a whole, an emotion, an atmos

phere, a situation which is beautiful

exactly in that it is a blend of light

and shade, harmony and discord,

good and bad. Morality and religion

must on the other hand undertake a

task of dissection and analysis, reject

ing some things, keeping others, and

this inevitably before the Vision of

the Beautiful can be truly appre

hended.

Again, the discipline of the artist

life seems sometimes to contradict the

discipline of the moral life. For ex

ample, it may be said that in one

sense it is only possible to paint one's

best, or play one's best, when one

“feels like it.” Emotion must be the

master, not, as in the moral life, the

will. Deeper reflection will show us
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that this is only superficially true, and

that the highest art can be attained

only when the emotions have been

most thoroughly disciplined by the

will. This is surely what we mean

when we speak of the “1 Jtraint” of

the great artist. Yet in the process of

attaining this restraint, it may often

seem difficult to reconcile the ethical

and aesthetic standards.

We have also to face the fact that

the fine arts seem able to retain their

place in our commercial civilization

only at the expense of a lowering of

standards. Thus a complete “conse

cration” of art in the sense of con

tenting oneself with nothing short of

the best work can often be achieved

only at great cost and sacrifice. All

these things make the discovery of

the true place of art in the Christian

life a very serious problem.

From some points of view it is

possible to say that art and religion

move upon the same plane of life.

Both in a very real way express them

selves in life as a whole; both also

demand particular forms of expres

sion. Both make a tremendous ap

peal to the emotional life. The differ

ence, as some would express it, is that

the appeal to the emotions is only a

means to an end in religion; in art it

is an end in itself. Are we not faced

here with two great temperamental

views of life, the Greek and the He

brew: The Greek sees everything in

terms of beauty, the Hebrew in

terms of goodness. Is there any real

antithesis? That is the great prob

lem for the Christian artist; and the

solution of it for each generation

should be the task of an art student

Christian movement.

Having attempted to state our

problem, let us now try to describe

what we conceive may be the positive

contribution of music to Christian

life. In the first place, there is a

strange power in music “to widen the

horizon of the soul.” We become

aware that through the medium of

the emotional life and its response to

the influence of music, a new world
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of experiences is opened up. In a

very real sense things reach us in

music which elude the usual external

forms of expression; and they reach

depths and ranges of the inner life

which otherwise lie untouched. It is

intensely difficult to describe this ex

perience, yet every real music lover

has it in greater or less degree. We

know that music has a language of

its own which does not need transla

tion, that through it we are able to

communicate and receive inner ex

periences which would otherwise be

incommunicable.

Now if this is true, music is not

only a constant challenge to a ma

terialistic view of life, but is a tre

mendously powerful spiritual instru

ment for good or evil. It may often

seem extraordinarily difficult to say

why a particular opera or symphony

or waltz should convey a good or a

bad impression, and yet we are aware

that it is so. It is therefore more or

less in our power to select what we

shall receive or what we shall en

deavor to express. We have to

reckon in music with a two-fold,

sometimes even a three-fold, medium

—the soul of the composer, of the in

terpreter perhaps, and the soul of the

listener; and it is by some process of

selection in these personalities that

the final musical message reaches us.

In the end of the day, then, the

power of music seems to depend upon

the deep, fine, and sensitive feeling of

the soul; and the discipline of the

whole inner life, not only of the emo

tions but of the will and the mind,

conditions the fine taste of the Soul.

Chopin will never be Beethoven, and

able to express the same things, be

cause the soul of the man is different;

and Beethoven will never be a popular

composer, because it requires a disci

pline and an education to understand

him. Again, music has a power of

creating an atmosphere in which

human nature becomes receptive to

spiritual impressions and very often

sets the mood in which such an im

pression shall be received. Many illus

trations of this may be given. The

writer will never forget the sight of a

great cosmopolitan crowd in the

Geneva Conservatorium, spell-bound

under the influence of the Sonata Ap

passionata of Beethoven, and welded

into a.strange unity. To take a very

different illustration, how extraordi

narily the music of the great German

chorales expresses the very spirit of

the Reformation in its intense devo

tional feeling and its expression of

victory and assurance and inward

peace. Perhaps we have not realized

sufficiently how much the religious

life of the community is affected by

our hymnology. Not long ago in a

talk with a group of women students

about “Surrender to the Will of

God,” it was pointed out how the

plaintive, resigned tone of the tune

usually sung to the hymn “Thy Will

be Done” has colored the current idea

of surrender and given a very false

conception of consecration.

We all know what it is to hear a

hymn sung to an absolutely unsuitable

tune, and what a sense of contradic

tion and disharmony it leaves in our

minds. All these things point to the

possibility of music being a wonder

ful medium of the Holy Spirit, not

only in conveying definitely religious

ideas, but in setting the soul in tune

with “whatsoever things are true,

honorable, just, pure, and lovely.”

Such a conception of the function of

music allows an enormously wide

range for its use, and delivers the

Christian musician forever from a

narrow idea of consecration just in so

far as the presence of the Holy Spirit

in human life is realized. How far

we are, how far the whole church of

Jesus Christ is, from a real faith in

the Holy Spirit ! How can his pres

ence in human life be realized until

men and women look for him in the

whole of life? Is there not need for

the discovery of men and women in

the musical world who will be pro

phets of the Holy Spirit, claiming

beauty of tone, harmony, musical

form, as the vehicles of his truth?



India in Transition

Mary I.

4 4 MERICANS are a very pecu

liar people,” said a little

Bengali lady in happy con

versation one day. “I have just heard

of a great Cleveland boat that is

bringing five hundred people around

the world. Surely no other folks

would go around the world in such a

flock.” It would seem wonderful to

this little person of decidedly circum

scribed life that people could leave

their homes so indefinitely; moreover,

such a group could scarcely be

imagined by one holding such an in

definite, ununified idea of life. The

great international migration in con

tinuous procession, even though de

scribed, and amusing her, was also

disturbing somewhat the devotion and

quiet simplicity of her detailed plans

in the preparation of the daily meals

and the keeping of her tiny home and

court-yard. It would not be surpris

ing if she knew more about this large

“flock” of people than they about her.

But India is truly coming closely be

fore us in every-day thought. Though

the “crisis” of China in its appeal for

immediacy is compelling our con

served interest, and we may feel

nearer geographically, it would be

quite probable that should a test be

given to any child to name six

great cities in any of the Eastern na

tions, the cities of Calcutta, Bombay,

Madras, Benares, Delhi, Lucknow

would surely be as familiar as any six

in China or Japan. Who does not

know of the Himalayas, and of Mt.

Everest as the highest mountain of

the world, and of the Ganges as a

sacred river in which are embedded

most of the precious stones? In liter

ature, Macaulay and Kipling have ir

resistibly familiarized us with the

atmosphere of India. The Indian

love lyrics have been appealing in

music; the Taj Mahal to artist or

architect has been like a quiet com

Bentley

panion or ideal; to yet another, the

simple cup of Ceylon tea has been a

real strength, and, from earliest child

hood, a soft Kashmir shawl a real

comfort. These are but simple re

minders of how India lives in our

lives.

The present educational opportuni

ties in India are not to be appreciated

without some knowledge of the real

struggle that has so long persisted in

India's wonderful history. As far

back as 1,000 B. C., when the simple

Aryan people dwelt in the Punjab

(North India), we find people living

in a manner very similar to the life

in Greece and Rome in the earlier

days. It was the simple village life

with no arts; no writing and no

coinage. The family rested on an

cestral worship, and the power was

entirely in the hands of the father.

Marriage was universal, and there was

no caste. Women had much liberty.

At that time, there was no child mar

riage; no zenana; no law against mar

riage of widows; no burning of

widows; poligamy was rare.

During the next five hundred years,

a gradual transformation took place

with a development of the culture of

the people, and the conquest of India.

This conquest, which was so largely

carried on by the Brahmans, intro

duced the caste system. This was

a natural result of the proud, cul

tured Aryan who came in military

conflict with the degraded aboriginal

—“it became the method of Aryan

imperialism as each tribe was received

into the pale.” Since they brought

their own customs and gods with

them, one can easily see how the in

calculable number of gods of Hindu

ism originated. The second natural

result was Pantheism. Their idea of

the “all-God” was vague, but real,

while the world was something of a

mirage; hence, Jainism, an intensified

24 I
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asceticism, and Buddhism, a philoso

phy, became the two great systems of

release from Transmigration, which

was a conception introduced by the

ruder tribes. Idolatry and child mar

riage were both common at this

period. From 300 to 1200 A. D.,

Suddhism spread all over Eastern

Asia. Following the Mohammedan

invasion, the great Purdah system of

India appeared which has so retarded

any normal development in the home

or national life. What its long his

tory of isolation of women has meant

Education has been known in India

for centuries, but while, over one hun

dred years ago, one-third to one-fourth

of the boys were in school, there was

at that time, no provision for girls'

schools. The Great Educational Des

patch of 1854 contemplated schools

for both, but India's small apprecia

tion of this resulted in the closing of

two hundred girls' Government schools

in 1876. By 1900, the monopoly of

the field of women's education was

left with the mission schools. Govern

ment has again resumed its responsi

bility in promoting education for girls.

and in 1913, it is estimated that of

the 17,OOO girls in high schools, IO,-

OOO of them are Christians. The mis

sionaries' contribution in promoting

women's education can scarcely be es

timated. They were the first to start

schools for girls as early as 1818,

and also the first to attempt to system

atically train their teachers. This

number, IO,OOO, numerically, repre

sents the number of girls under or

about fourteen years of age. In one

province where the education of girls

is most advanced, 99 per cent of the

girls studying are in primary schools.

In all India, because of early mar

riage, there are less than 1,500 girls

studying in the high classes in the

secondary schools. In Calcutta, which

is recorded as one of the largest stu

dent centers of the world, there are

over 10,000 men students. This stu

dent community can be appreciated

when we realize that should the aggre

gate number of students from Har

vard, Yale, Columbia and the Univer

sity of Toronto be added, we would

approximate the student body of Cal

cutta. Of these IO,OOO students, con

siderably less than one hundred are

women; in fact, in all India there are

only about 3OO college women students,

This fact may not impress one as of

considerable importance because the

number is small, but it certainly pre

sents the greater assurance that it is

possible to surround every woman's

student life with Christian influence

and conserve the entire future leader

ship of women for spheres of definite

Christian influence.

If one could be in India to-day and

see the responsibilities that are being

imposed upon the few chosen educated

women as Government officials, prin

cipals of Government colleges, high

schools, hospitals, and know how many

temptations they have in the use of

their unique and supreme authority,

one would challenge almost any other

student body in its field for the im

mediacy of its opportunity.

The field of the student department

of the Young Women's Christian As

sociation is work among the Univer

sity and medical students, normal

training and art students, girls over

fourteen years of age in high and

secondary schools; also University

girls, teachers and young women

holding diplomas from medical col

leges. There are fifty-seven student

branches in India, but in Calcutta,

Madras, Bombay and Lucknow, the

student work has been most normally

developed along the four-fold aim of

the Association. These branches have

been organized in the Government as

well as mission schools. In the thirty

seven branches in secondary schools,

special emphasis has been placed on

developing Christian leadership; cre

ating a better inter-school spirit and

encouraging the girls in their recrea

tion and athletics. The physical devel

opment of students may be reckoned

one of the important features. Special

emphasis has also been laid upon the

importance of dignifying teaching as
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a profession. Such an organization

as a Teachers' Guild has already

proved of definite value in promoting

the profession and of great help to the

inexperienced teacher who has under

taken this profession as the one voca

tion open to her regardless of qualifi

cation or desire. The number of

teachers in training is appallingly

Small for the demand. No harder or

greater opportunity could be offered to

one who wished to do a mission work

than helping raise standards here and

in saving women from superficiality

from which the men of India have

suffered.

The Graduate Union of Calcutta

has in its membership Indian women

graduates from Indian universities;

others who have studied in English

universities; also missionaries from

universities abroad. Their combined

effort at this time has been to make an

original and comprehensive attempt at

an investigation of all phases of

women's work—of the industrial,

educational, social and civic life in

Calcutta. This investigation is being

published, and will serve as a basis

for future effort.

Education has disturbed not a little

the old régime of a mechanical, honie

life. The girls who have been in

school no longer want to bear only

the menial drudgery of cooking, clean

ing, etc., but demand certain little ex

peditions or visits to their own schools

where they can continue something of

a touch with the outside world through

their former teachers and school

friends. They want more saris

(clothes); probably more money for

gari hire (carriage); some few books

and simple furnishings for the home.

Hence, it is not uncommon to see

Christian men not in Government em

ploy marrying Hindu girls for the

sole reason that they cannot support

an educated Christian girl. Naturally,

the Graduate Union, composed of

most of the principals of the schools,

is very solicitous about this problem.

They are uncertain as to whether the

present system of education is right
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or inevitable. In matters of purely

educational work, there is recognized

an immediate need for better text

books, especially in scientific matters;

books that are Oriental rather than

Western; e. g., botany. Better gen,

eral literature is badly needed; with

the exception of English literature and

the strictly religious books on India,

there is almost nothing of any moral

help. The Graduate Union is trying

to discover and encourage the genius

of those of its members who are well

qualified for distinctly literary work.

The Teachers' Guild and Graduate

Union combined in an effort to give

scientific instruction in a Course of

Hygiene and Ethics. Only principals

of schools and senior teachers were

admitted to this course. The lectures

were given by one of the leading med

ical women of Calcutta, who is in

charge of a large Government hospital.

The response of appreciation given by

the class was truly gratifying. The

physical weakness of an inherited

tropical constitution plus the difficul

ties in establishing well equipped hos

pitals and dispensaries rather than to

discourage ought to appeal strongly

to medical women of a big enough

capacity to do really permanent pioneer

work. -

One of the best educated Indian

women recently said that she felt that

no Indian woman could adapt herself

to the public and social demands of

present western influence in India

who had not had back of her at least

three generations of education. One

can then see with the increasing desire

for education, with this desire for

liberty, a characteristic which is, to a

certain extent, developing an unmar

riageable girl, and for whom the teach

ing profession is almost the only

recognized profession yet in India,

how interesting the problem becomes

and how immediately the need for

training must be recognized.

If the student department of the

Young Women's Christian Association

had been a few weeks later in organ

izing the Teachers' Guild and Gradu
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ate Union, Government would have

independently established the same, as

unknown to the Association, it had

also been making plans for a similar

organization. Now Government and

the Association have heartily co

operated, which means a combination

of prestige and direct Christian in

fluence.

If love's strength standeth in love's

sacrifice, and we have found it true

that whoso suffers most has most to

give, we believe that some of the

brightest gems in the crown of our

Lord will be the women of India.

The appeal for India is a real and

mighty call. Especially may it rest in

the hearts of those who feel commis

sioned by his redeeming love to share

some of the lessons and secret joys of

Christ-like disciplined leadership.

LAKE OF THE EAGLES

“Beyond, beyond the mountain line,

The grey stone and the boulder,

Beyond the growths of dark green mine,

That crowns its western shoulder,

There lies that fairy-land of mine,

Unseen of a beholder.

“Ah me! they say if I could stand

Upon those mountain ledges,

I should but see on either hand

Plain fields and dusty hedges;

And yet I know my fairy land

Lies somewhere o'er their edges.”



The Christian Nurse

Jane M. Pindell *

HE influence of women has been

talked and written of until we

wonder if anything remains

to be said. But when we classify

women in regard to vocation we real

ize that they have long since ceased

to occupy pedestals in the eye of the

public, and to them “life is real, life

is earnest” in the fullest sense.

Many splendid Christian women

have engaged in nursing, but to-day,

as never before, we earnestly plead

for a larger number in order to meet

the demands caused by the erection of

new hospitals, the extension of scien

tific research, the opening of new fields

for mission work, the extension of

welfare and public health measures,

the army, navy and Red Cross, and

now as always the important field of

private nursing.

The following statistics are of in

terest. In the United States in 1880,

there were 15 nurses' schools, 323

students and 157 graduates; in 1911,

I, 12I schools, 29,805 students and 7,-

72O graduates. Of these, 2,000 gradu

ates are said to be engaged in district

nursing.

When our friends returning on fur

lough relate their experiences in Af

rica, India, China, the Philippine Isl

ands, or Alaska, we are thrilled; then

follows a realization of the responsi

bility, of all that it means to minister

not only to the physical but spiritual

need. It is a grave question and re

quires more than professional skill.

A nurse can never take the place of

either the minister or physician, but

as Bishop Lloyd said, “It is in the

time of illness that the ‘blue devils'

come,” and then, during the night

watches, the nurse's opportunity mav

* Miss Pindell was formerly superintend

ent of the New York City Training School

for Nurses on Blackwell's Island and a

student at the National Training School of

the Young Women's Christian Association

in 1913.

come to speak the word that may save

a soul. If it comes but once in her

life-time she will feel well repaid for

the years spent in preparation for this

supreme moment.

We hear a great deal to-day about

the connmercial spirit prevailing among

nurses, and this may be true of some

during the process of adjustment after

graduating. The desire to earn money

is but natural after being deprived of

that privilege for several years Some

women, moreover, borrow money in

order to take the course of training,

and debts must be paid. Others si

lently carry burdens and responsibili

ties with no word of complaint. In

deed, I know of many who help to

keep up the home for an aged father

or mother or give to a young brother

or sister the education which they

would not otherwise receive. Many

times gratuitous service is rendered

and no one hears of the self-sacrifice

entailed. The longer I am privileged

to work among nurses the more con

firmed is my conviction that Christian

women predominate among them,

and that nurses need to be guarded

from overstrain rather than urged on

to better work. Of course, we admit

exceptions to all rules. In every in

dustry for women the cry is going

forth for shorter working hours, im

proved housing conditions and better

pay. The hours for nurses will be

long in hospitals until conditions im

prove. Better educational advantages,

better food, more comfortable hous

ing conditions and a better under

standing in regard to the status of a

nurse—these must eventually come.

Frequently, I have been filled with

righteous indignation over the confi

dences of student nurses, but per

suaded them to return to their posts

and to overlook the affronts of which

they told. Some experiences have been

amusing, as investigation would prove

245
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that the offender really meant to be

kind. In such instances, “solitude”

for a day has been a, effective pana

Cea.

We are told that thirty nurses are

required for mission work. Where

shall we look for women with the

necessary qualifications? The Na

tional Board is seeking to answer the

question. In 1910, a Central Club

House for Nurses was opened in tem

porary headquarters at 52 and 54 East

34th Street, New York City, under

the auspices of the National Board

and with the co-operation of the New

York County Nurses' Association.

Opportunity has been offered the

nurses to attend classes in Bible study

and to hear speakers prominent in re

ligious and mission work. Although

the club can take care of only 2I

resident members, the general mem

bership has reached about 550, repre

senting nine countries—the United

States, England, Germany, Australia,

Japan, Canada, Scotland, Nova Sco

tia and Denmark; 167 hospitals are

represented and fifteen States.

If this movement extends to other

cities, it should be possible to reach a

large number of qualified women. We

know of eight club members who have

become actively interested in religious

work recently.

We are all familiar with the old

story that we must start with the

grandmother in order to attain per

fection in the child. I will not take

you back so far as that, but there are

means of educating mothers and their

daughters in this intensely interesting

vocation which may well be suggested.

First, as to reading matter. The

life of Sister Dora, the English nurse,

first aroused my own interest. The

book is fascinating, and I recall that

my father selected her life for his topic

at a Sunday evening service. Every

one should at some time read the life

of Florence Nightingale, by Sarah A.

Tooley, with its accounts of her child

hood, her love for the sick and poor,

her Bible classes, her work in the

Crimean war. We are familiar with

Longfellow's tribute:

So in that house of misery,

A lady with a lamp I see

Pass through the glimmering gloom,

And flit from room to room.

And slowly, as in a dream of bliss,

The speechless sufferer turns to kiss

Her shadow, as it falls

Upon the darkening walls.

On England's annals, through the long

Hereafter of her speech and song,

A light its rays shall cast

From portals of the past.

A lady with a lamp shall stand

In the great history of the land,

A noble type of good,

Heroic womanhood.

The life of Clara Barton stands

forth in our own country, particularly

her Red Cross work. The History of

Nursing by M. A. Nutting and L. L.

Dock, How to Become a Trained

Nurse, and other books should be in

cluded in the library of schools and

colleges for girls and women. A club

for women recently devoted one meet

ing to the subject of nursing. The

attendance was large and enthusiastic.

At a reception recently a group of

nurses came together for the first

time in twenty-five years. They were

so engrossed that the strains of music

fell on unheeding ears. Did it seem

that they regretted the days spent

within those old gray walls?



Industrial Work and Volunteer Training

The answer of one field committee to the

challenge of the Commission for the Train

ing of Volunteer Workers presented at the

Fourth Biennial Convention in preparation

for the development of the advanced plans

for industrial work. The following pro

gram is already in operation in the Ohio

and West Virginia field—EDITOR's NoTE.

Outline for Study and Investigation.

I. General knowledge of the work

of the Young Women's Christian As

sociation.

I. “History and principles of the

Association Movement: Beginnings

and growth. Purpose; personal as

affecting the individual, and social as

affecting the community. Plan of or

ganization—basis of membership and

reasons therefore preventive and con

structive in aim rather than rescue or

reform ; adaptability to all conditions;

democratic, absence of class distinc

tion. Plan of work—departments and

equipment, employed and volunteer

staff, possible lines of extension.”

2. “Inter-Association Relationships.

Relations with other local Associa

tions, city, county, student—providing

for transfer of membership; travelers'

aid. Relation to supervisory system—

National Board, headquarters depart

ments, and field committees; visits of

secretaries; conferences and conven

tions; secretarial supply; basis of Sup

port. Relation to World's Associa

tion—world policies; responsibility for

promotion and support of foreign

work. Advantage to each Associa

tion in belonging to the whole.”

(From the “Study of the Association”

in the Report of the Commission on

Training of Volunteer Workers.)

3. Facts concerning Association

work done in this field, from year

books and monthly reports of the field

secretaries.

II. General study of the condition

of industrial workers. (This term

includes for convenience sake those

working in factories, mills, and laun

dries, stores, telephone exchanges,

etc.)

I. Number of girls and women in

industry and how distributed, wages

paid, and conditions under which la

bor is done; girls of school age at

work; foreign-born girls and women;

prominent nationalities and localities

and race characteristics.

2. Special study of condition of

foreign girls and women in our fields;

work done for them, and nature of

work we should do for them.

III. State provision for protection

of industrial workers (girls and

women).

I. What boards and commissions

are at work, and what their duties.

2. State legislation affecting life of

industrial workers.

3. Special study of minimum wage

question.

IV. Through local committees to

make a study of municipal protection

of indistrial workers ºn cities in our

field.

I. What boards and commissions

are at work and what their duties.

2. State legislation affecting life

of industrial workers.

V. Study of other organizations

working specifically for the betterment

of industrial workers; names, offices,

headquarters, and year books.

Policy.

I. This committee will be guided

in its general policy by the Industrial

Policy of the National Board, which

is presented from time to time by

means of recommendations, the fol

lowing being the basal ones (quoted

from the Recommendations of the Na

tional Board to the Third Biennial

Convention, Indianapolis):

XII. Inasmuch as the utterly inadequate

wages paid to thousands of young women

throughout the country often hamper the

work of the Association as a great preven

tive agency, and as the white slave traffic

is admitted to be closely related to the lack

of a living wage, the Association recognizes

its responsibility as an influential unit in the

body of Christian public opinion, and ac

cordingly it is recommended,

247
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a. That the Association shall seek to

educate public opinion regarding the need

of establishing a minimum living wage and

of regulating the hours of labor compatible

with the physical health and development of

wage earners.

b. That the Association shall declare its

belief in the right of a woman over sixteen

years of age in good health, working a full

day, to a living wage which shall insure her

the possibility of a virtuous livelihood.

c. That the Association recognizing the

necessity for the regulation of hours and

wages of wage-earners in industry and trade

hereby expresses its sympathy with the great

purpose of securing the determination by

law of a minimum living wage for women.

d. That the Association, while endeavor

ing to improve the industrial condition of

the working girl, shall point steadfastly to

a higher standard of faithful service and

achievement for the worker and of justice

and consideration for the employer.

XIII. That, in order to make more far

reaching the contact of the Young Women's

Christian Association with women in indus

try, the extension of Association work into

factories through noon meetings, classes,

and informal clubs be continued; and that

wherever possible, in preference to organ

izing Associations within factory walls, the

establishment of rented centers in the in

dustrial section of cities be advocated and

employers be encouraged to contribute to

the funds of the central Association which

shall employ the secretaries in charge of

this work.

(From pages IOS and Io9 of the printed

report.)

The Latest Recommendations of the

Department of Method Regarding

Industrial Work.

I. Believing that self-government

develops initiative, teaches considera

tion for others, and lays responsibility

upon the girls themselves, and believ

ing that the opportunities of the As

sociation may most effectively reach

industrial girls by means of their own

movement, it is recommended :

1. That the industrial departments

make use of the plan for the federa

tion of clubs in order to develop a

girls' industrial movement which be

longs to the girls themselves by the

principle of self-government and be

longs to the Association by virtue of

membership.

2. That the initiative for such a

movement must be inspired by the

board of directors which should accept

responsibility for the development of

a force of volunteer workers sufficient

in number and ability to provide lead

ership for the movement.

3. That field work committees and

local Associations shall promote the

study of industrial questions, problems

and movements in order that the As

sociation may take its proper place in

the working together which shall be

effective for the bringing in of the

Kingdom of God upon earth.

Reference Material. -

Christianizing the Social Order by Wal

ter Rauschenbusch.

Spirit of Youth in City Streets by Jane

Addams.

Six Centuries of Work and Wages by

Thomas Rogers.

The Promised Land by Mary Antin.

The Spirit of Social Work by Edward

Devine.

Sin and Society by Prof. Ross.

Magazines—THE Association Monthly.

The Survey.

Life and Labor.

II. This committee will accept the

challenge of the Commission on the

Training of Volunteer Workers by

developing a plan whereby the field

industrial committee and the local

industrial committees may pursue a

correlated course of study and investi

gation.

III. That the committee in plan

ning the schedule of the industrial

secretary shall provide time enough

at headquarters to enable her to help

carry out the above policy.

IV. All records shall be kept on

file and accessible to the committee.

V. This committee shall seek co

operation and fellowship with other

departments of the field committee.

VI. That the committee shall keep

constantly in mind the purpose of the

Federation of Industrial Clubs—to de

velop girls through their own initiative

and self-government; and to this end

appoint commissions among industrial

girls for study of their own problems.

VII. That the schedule of the in

dustrial secretary for the coming year
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shall be planned to cover the follow

ing work:

The organization of the industrial

field committee and its articulation

with local industrial committees as

above described.

That, if possible, a visit be made to

every city doing organized industrial

work at least once during the year,

directing each one toward the Federa

tion plan as an ultimate.

That she be granted time enough in

one center to personally help work
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out the Federation plan as a model

in the field.

VIII. Determine upon a basis of

co-operation with other groups work

ing for the betterment of industrial

workers for the purpose of creating

right public opinion and of prevent

ing the duplication of service.

IX. That each committee woman

be assigned a definite responsibility

and that all pursue their work in

Christian spirit of prayer and service

to others.

FiRST NEW ZEALAND CAMP CONFERENCE FOR SCHOOL GIRLS, WANGANUI GIRLS' COLLEGE

School Girl Work in New Zealand

Jessie Abernethy”

a very happily situated young

person, and generally she

realizes it. Thanks to the Government

system of complete free education for

such as can take it, it is not only pos

sible, but even comparatively easy for

her to earn her own way right from

her “A B C" class to her M.A. degree.

* Miss Abernethy is traveling secretary

for girls' secondary schools in Australasia.

Th; New Zealand schoolgirl is Her native country is healthy, pros

perous, and beautiful; if she belongs

to one of the four cities, there are

the delights of the seaside close to her

—a beautiful harbor, with quiet bays,

or long sheltered inlets; if she belongs

to one of the smaller towns, or if her

home is a country one, she is never

very far from sea or hills, forest or

river. The conditions of life are such

that she generally must needs learn
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a good deal concerning household

management as she grows up, besides

what she may learn at school. So in

spite of the fact that the educational

standard she must attain seems to

become increasingly high, and her

school work more absorbing of her

time and energies, she is generally a

bright, out-of-doors, adaptabie girl,

calculated to grow up a capable “all

round” woman. Certainly no amount

of labor in her best interests is with

out far-reaching consequences and

good reward.

An account of schoolgirl work in

New Zealand, written for readers

abroad, should perhaps be prefaced

with a little topography, also with a

sketch of the educational conditions

prevailing in these two Islands far

down in the Pacific.

There are but four towns in New

Zealand that can be called cities, their

population varying, roughly, from

64,000 to IOO,OOO. A way in the north

of the North Island lies one—Auck

land; over 400 miles away at the very

south of the same island is Welling

ton. About a third of the way down

the east coast of the South Island,

twelve hours' journey by steamer and

train from Wellington, is Christ

church; and 230 miles to the south,

on the same coast, is Dunedin. Scat

tered over the two islands, on various

harbors or as the centers of agricul

tural, pastoral, mining, or industrial

districts, are many small towns, a few

rising to 10,000 or more of popula

tion; while others, with a population

of barely 2,OOO, are just as important

from the point of view of this article.

In the four cities are large, separate

high schools for boys and girls. Some

of the smaller towns also have large

high schools, drawing pupils from the

surrounding country districts; such

schools are often boarding as well as

day schools. Others of the small

towns have high schools on the co

education principle, occasionally with

boarding-houses attached for the boys,

rarely for the girls. Other towns, still

smaller, have what are called district

high schools, which are generally very

small, amounting only to one or two

classes of high school grade, in con

nection with the public primary school.

The whole high school system,

which has developed considerably in

the last ten years, is a government sys

tem, which nevertheless allows a very

free hand to the school principals and

to the local educational bodies that

exercise control in the various dis

tricts. There is no regular authorized

system of Scripture teaching; in some

schools it is part of the syllabus, in

others it is not, according as authori

ties decide.

It was in 1806, at the time of Mr.

Mott's visit to the Australasian univer

sities that the Student Christian Union

first began to make its way into the

secondary schools of New Zealand,

and the work has been gradually

spreading as opportunities opened.

Most of the girls' high schools now

have branches of the Union; and as

more and more members of the Uni

versity Unions go out as graduates to

teach in the “mixed” high schools,

the way is opening rapidly for the

formation of branches among the

girls in these.

There is a fair number of private

schools for girls, most of them in the

cities. Of church schools there are

practically none at present, except

Church of England schools in some

of the centers. In these Diocesan

schools and usually also in the private

schools there is regular and careful

Scripture teaching, which makes such

an institution as the Christian Union

seem superfluous. It has been proved.

however, in Australia, that the Chris

tian Union can have a place and an

important place in the Church school

and in the private school; and some

of the principals of such schools in

New Zealand are now giving some

study and attention to the movement.

Owing to the very varied circum

stances and surroundings of New Zea

land girls' schools, Christian Union

work in them is correspondingly

varied. But in all except one or two,
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teachers are the leaders, and this is as

it should be. They guide and direct

the Union; but the girls may hold the

minor executive offices, form their

own committees, and take just as

much share in the management and

the development of the work as it is

right that they should. A wise leader

soon makes the girls feel that the

Union is theirs to make or mar; yet

she never loses touch with any single

part of the work, or “forces” her girls

by allowing them to do more than

their age and experience warrant.

Through all Christian Union work

run three great aims—daily Bible

study, the spread of intelligent mis

sionary interest (using the word “mis

sionary” in its very widest sense),

and the practical development of the

ideals of love and of service. Not all

Unions are able to work fully along

all three lines, but in every Union the

main thing is Bible study. This is

done wherever possible by the circle

method; but sometimes for lack of

leaders, a class method has to be used.

Graduates teaching in small mixed

schools, where they can easily get to

know all the girls, have great oppor

tunities here. In one year, two gradu

ates in a country high school had all

their girls (between thirty and forty)

except two or three for whom it was

impossible, enroled in study circles.

The second aim of the School Chris

tian Union, “the spread of intelligent

missionary interest,” is accomplished

by regular general meetings, weekly

or fortnightly for the most part, in

addition to the weekly circle meetings.

At these general meetings, a visitor

or perhaps one of the teachers, speaks

to the girls on some missionary topic,

on some aspect of social work, or on

some subject touching Christian ideals

of life and character. This side of

Union work is developed only in the

larger and longer established Unions.

The value of, and the possibilities in

a good syllabus, are matters that it

takes a little experience to find out.

The third aspect of Union work,

“the practical development of the

ideals of love and of service,” is one

that receives attention everywhere,

but in many different ways. Teachers

eager to make their girls realize that

loving service is the only true expres

sion of Christianity are constantly
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guiding them towards fuller realiza

tion of what this means in the daily

life of home and of school, and find.

ing for them outlets for their mission

ary interest. “Doing” appeals very

strongly to girls; and in no other way

can one so well bring home to them

the meaning of the highest ideal of

“being,” as springs from that “being.”

In one high school, where many girls

have to wait a long time for the even

ing trains that take them to their

country homes, the Christian Union

has, during part of the year, a League

of Good Service, that holds happy,

informal weekly meetings, with mis

sionary sewing to do. From another

Christian Union, this time in a large

boarding-school, girls go to visit old

people in their cottages, or invalid chil

dren in the hospital; each girl who is

allowed to do such visiting keeps to

it regularly, so that her particular

elderly friend, or little invalid friend,

gets to know her well, and to look for

ward to her visits and the half hour's

talk, reading, teaching, or play, as

the case may be. In yet another

school, this time a big city day-school,

some of the girls find an outlet for

their activities in the fine junior work

carried on by the Young Women's

Christian Association.

The Schoolgirls’ Camp Movement

is as yet very young in New Zealand.

In 1910 the first organized attempt

was made, and a camp that was really

a kind of Christian Union Conference

was held in the May vacation at a

large boarding school, the Wanganui

Girls' College. It was for the whole

of New Zealand, and six large schools

were represented. The influence of

that Camp-Conference was very far

reaching, but so far no other of that

kind has been attempted. However,

real schoolgirls' Camps, after the pat

tern of British and Australian Uni

versity Women's Camps for school

girls, were held in 1912, one in the

North Island and one in the South;

and for 1913 still more camps are in

prospect. The movement is taking

root, and seems likely to flourish.

From many points of view a camp is

a good thing. It brings together girls

from schools very differently situated;

it rubs off parochial corners; it makes

possible close and friendly contact

with women's work and women's ex

perience; it is a happy, wholesome

holiday week; and, above all, it pre

sents religion as the happiest, most

natural thing in the world.

These then are the ideals of the

Christian Union Movement in the

girls' schools of New Zealand—Bible

study, missionary interest, loving ser

vice. How far the movement as a

whole falls short of these ideals is

best known to those who have it most

at heart; but these, too, have the great

est thankfulness for what it has ac

complished and is accomplishing, and

the clearest vision and the brightest

hopes of what it may yet attain.

DON QUIXOTE

By RICHARD BURTON

Smiles for him, yes, and tears—but most

of all

Envy, for that he set his soul to win

Virtue and love and valor, and their call

Upbore him ever above sleight and sin.

Shiningly sure the Spanish Don was right,

Who saw the world through eyes with

faith agleam;

This melancholy, madcap, errant knight,

Who wrought so beautifully—in his

dream -

(In Outlook for May 24, 1913.)
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Ourselves as Others

See Us

Florence T. Waite

HIS, be it said, is the utter

ance of a rank outsider—

one who holds an Associa

tion membership to be sure, but who

can still view the Association's work

with an unimpassioned and unpreju

diced eye. A modest general secretary

is thus saved the embarrassment of

self-appreciation. The article profes

ses to submit reasons why the girls of

one city—a city of about ninety thou

sand—are always to be found in num

bers about the Association building.

In the first place, this Association

is a comfort station, with the comfort

well to the front. Upon entering the

building one finds the parlor and read

ing room on either hand. There is no

long corridor to be traversed, no sec

retarial gauntlet to be run. The rooms

are comfortable and good to look at,

but their first quality is their “there

ness.” It takes real strength of mind

to go past when you can see the leath

er chairs through the front windows.

It must not be assumed, however,

that the secretaries are invisible. On

the contrary, they are to be found

behind the counter in the back of the

reading-room—an unobtrusive but

perfectly strategic point. Thus they

are immediately accessible to the visi

tor who wants them, without being in

the way of the one who does not.

Might one also suggest that youth

attracts youth P Our secretaries are

young.

But naturally all the girls who come

to the Association do not come to sit

in the parlor. They want “something

doing.” Probably this Association's

activities are in the main those of

other Associations. Clubs, classes, so

cials, outings, information bureau,

meals and religious meetings sound

too familiar to require elaboration.

Perhaps the emphasis here is on dis

tribution. The aim seems to be to

avoid periods of “drouth” by a more

or less steady succession of events.

And so you do well to keep your

weather eye cocked toward the bulle
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tin board, even at an unlikely time of

the week or an unlikely season of the

year. Also it might be said that the

Association, although without a board

ing department, is open for business

seven days to the week and three hun

dred and sixty-five days to the year.

It works on the assumption that it is

there to serve the girl public, and that

the girl public is not less—perhaps

even more—in need of service on

Sunday and Thanksgiving than on,

say, Tuesday or Friday. Office hours

are the same, summer and winter. The

Association figures that the “girl

problem” knows no closed season, not

even on hot summer nights or prayer

meeting evening. It is certainly im

posing a breaking strain on logic to

infer that closing the Association will

send to prayer-meeting those who do

not want to go.

After all, there is only one lure that

operates continuously. Without this

you can make your equipment as at

tractive and your activities as varied

as you please, only to find your par

lor deserted and your class-rooms

empty. And that thing is a cordial

atmosphere— just the thing that

makes a visit on Aunt Mary seem in

finitely preferable to one on Aunt

Jane.

One is reminded of the indignant

protest of an old lady against the

curtness of a dapper young clerk in

an information bureau : “Young man,

I wish you had time to be decent "

Nowadays we are be-deviled with the

“efficiency” idea, the demand for a

large output of work that can be run

into the mould of a monthly report.

Someone should invent a process of

recording the intangible results of

courtesy, friendliness and democracy.

This particular Association seems

to have realized that its secretaries are

there to be used as well as its physic

al equipment. They all have “time

to be decent” and that “I'm-a-busy

woman-shall-we-terminate-the-inter

view” expression is pleasantly absent.

Nor is there any perceptible chasm to

be bridged between the secretaries

and the girls. One practical form

which this sense of solidarity takes is

in the placing of employed young

women on committees along with wo–

men of leisure. This makes for bal

anced as well as democratic judg

ment. Committee meetings are held

at times that enable the business young

women to attend, often in the even

ings.

The undertaking is a co-operative

one, you note, founded upon the reali

zation that the development of every

individual must come from within. It

cannot be applied with a paint brush

by an ever so well-intentioned board

or group of secretaries. But together

they are engaged in demonstrating

the “Great Theorem of the Liveable

ness of Life.”

Can you dislike a rainy day in the country

after reading this?

A RAINY DAY.

L. H. BAILEY.

The soft gray rain comes slowly down,

Settling the mists on marshes brown,

Narrowing the world on wood and rill,

Drifting the fog down vale and rill.

The weed-stalks bend with pearly drops,

The grasses hang their misty tops,

The clean leaves drip with tiny spheres,

The fence rails run with pleasant tears.

Away with care ' I walk to-day

In meadows wet and forests gray;

'Neath heavy trees with branches low,

'Cross splashy field where wild things grow,

Past shining reeds in knee-deep tarns,

By soaking crops and black-wet barns;

On mossy stones in dripping nooks,

Up rainy pools and brimming brooks

With waterfalls and cascadills

Fed by the new-born grassy rills;

And then return across the lots

Through all the soft and watery spots.

Away with care! I walk to-day

In meadows wet and forests gray.

“There is nothing further from natural

man than frank and devoted love, forget

fulness of self, sacrifice. Instinct con

serves self; all the natural tendencies con

serve self; evolution conserves and en

larges self. Who then will sacrifice him

self for some superior ideal.”
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A Student's Litany

of Character

ROM infirmity of purpose, from

F want of earnest care and inter

est, from the sluggishness of

indolence, and the slackness of indif

ference, and from all spiritual dead

ness of heart,

Save us and help us. we humbly be

seech thee, O Lord.

From dulness of conscience, from

feeble sense of duty, from thoughtless

disregard of others, from a low idea

of the obligations of our position, and

from all half-heartedness in our work,

Saze us and help us, we humbly be

seech thee, O Lord.

From weariness in continuing

struggles, from despondency in dis

appointment and from morbid brood

ing over failure, raise us to a lively

hope and trust in thy presence and

mercy, in the power of faith and

prayer, and from all exaggerated fears

and vexations,

Saze us and help us, we humbly be

seech thee, O Lord.

From self-conceit and vanity and

boasting, from delight in supposed

success and superiority, and from all

the harms and hindrances of offen

sive manners and self-assertion,

Save us and help us, we humbly be

seech thee, O Lord.

From love of flattery, from over

ready belief in praise, from dislike of

criticism and from the self-deception

of persuading ourselves that others

think better than the truth of us,

Save us and help us, we humbly be

seech thee, O Lord.

From all jealousy, whether of

equals or superiors, from grudging

others success, from impatience of

submissions and from all insubordina

tion to law, order and authority.

Save us and help us, we humbly be

seech thee, O Lord.

From all hasty utterances of im

patience, from the retort of irritation

and the taunt of sarcasm, from all in

firmity of temper in provoking or be

ing provoked; from love of unkind

gossip, and from all idle words that

may do hurt.

Save us and help us, we humbly be

seech thee, O Lord.
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Give us knowledge of ourselves,

our powers and weaknesses. Teach

us by thy Word, by the judgment of

others, by examination of ourselves;

give us earnest desire to strengthen

ourselves continually by study, by

diligence, by prayer and meditation,

and from all delusions and prejudices,

individual or corporate.

Save us and help us, we humbly be

seech thee, O Lord.

Chiefly, O Lord, we pray thee give

us knowledge of thee, to see thee in

all thy works, always to feel thy

presence near and to hear thy call.

Uplift our hearts to new love, energy

and devotion, that we may be unbur

dened from the grief and shame of

past faithlessness and go forth in thy

strength to persevere through success

and failure, through good report and

evil report, even to the end; and in

all time of our tribulation, in all time

of our rejoicing.

Save us and help us, we humbly be

seech thee, O Lord.

(Adapted from Bishop Ridding.)

Young Women of India and Ceylon.

§

The Place of the

Leader in the Club

HE best leader of club, insti

tution, family or cause, is not

the leader who does all the

work, but the one who is able to get

from each member of the club, insti

tution, family or cause, the best work

of which that member is capable. The

best leader is not the one who gives

the impression that the whole club be

longs to her, but is the one who makes

each member feel that she owns as

large a share in the club as anyone

else. The best leader is not the one

who, when she leaves, is so missed and

mourned that the club cannot con

tinue without her, but the one who

has so built up her club that another

leader can step in easily and carry on

the club without a break.

It may be more comfortable to feel

oneself the center, to feel that one is

necessary, to feel the dependence of

all, but it is not the best leadership.

A leader should be present at every

social meeting; she should welcome

the girls as they come, should say

good-night as they go. She should

know every girl by name; she should

know something of every girl's fam- .

ily and home; she should know by

every girl's looks whether she is tired

or fresh, whether she is sad or joy

ous. She should know the needs of

every girl. She should know which

girls are popular, which are forceful,

which are helpful, and she should

make use of this knowledge as she

tries to help each girl to find her place

in relation to the others. She should

learn which games would please her

girls, and have them at her tongue's

end; what entertainments would be

popular, and have one ready; what

talks would be helpful, and be ready

to give them. But it is better by far

when the members feel that they

must be present at every social meet

ing, when new girls are welcomed by

the members; better when the mem

bers visit each other; better when

games are started by the members,

and entertainments are suggested and

carried out by them.

Has not every leader felt herself,

at some time, the only friend in the

room of a girl scorned for her na

tionality, her family, or her own bad

record, and has not that leader known

that, notwithstanding the best effort

she may put forth, that girl will

never return ? But if two or three of

the members are interested, the bat

tle is won.

When the girls say “We” and

“Our” and no more “You” and

“Your” it is a gain. When a leader

is surprised by an entertainment far

more satisfactory than any she has

been able to prepare, she may well be

pleased. When a girl, shy and

awkward, afraid to walk across the
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room, becomes, at the end of the year,

the first to welcome other shy and

awkward girls, the leader, looking on,

may again be pleased.

When a girl refuses to do any

work, or serve on any committee, who

says: “I am here for fun, not for

work. If there is any work to be

done, I am going home”—when that

girl, it may be at the end of several

years, is hurt because she has not

been placed at work, the leader may

feel that something has been accom

plished. It shows better leadership

than if the work and the welcome and

the entertainment had come from the

leader.—National League of Women

IWorkers.

§

TheTeacher's Oppor

tunity for Christian

Service

N the faculty of one of our South

ern colleges there is a woman

whose influence upon the spirit

ual life of the institution during a resi

dence of many years has been so far

reaching that not only in the college

community, but even throughout the

entire State, there are hundreds of

young men and women who regard

her as the most potent factor in their

awakening to a sense of their re

ligious responsibility and to a desire

for a richer Christian experience. It

is fitting that she be taken as the type

of what a teacher may become in the

religious life of her school com

munity.

In the first place, she is in no sense

abnormal, but simply a well-balanced,

keen-witted, well-rounded woman, with

a sane, logical mind, a healthy sense

of humor, an extraordinary fund of

common-sense, and a heart wholly

consecrated to God. Naturally en

dowed with a strong will, she has

cultivated a patience in awaiting re

sults and a faith in the ultimate out
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come of earnest effort for the right,

which is one of the secrets of her

power and her poise.

Her work as a teacher is in no wise

neglected for the sake of outside in

terests; nor are other interests lost

sight of in narrow concentration upon

the subject in which she gives instruc

tion. It is upon this point that many

teachers fail; they cannot find the

proper adjustment between their de

sire for the student's acquisition of

the special type of knowledge which

they have been detailed to supply to

him, and their interest in the general

welfare both of the individual student

and the student-body as a whole. Our

typical teacher is indefatigable in her

discharge of class-room duties, hav

ing a genuine love for the subject she

teaches and for the pupil to whom

she teaches it, and holding to her be

lief that concentration of mental ef

fort and methodical habits of thought

have an important place in the build

ing of character.

Yet she finds time for the personal

touch which many teachers do not

consider worth while. Every student

who knows her is made to feel that in

her he has a friend. It is amazing

to note how many different kinds of

problems are constantly brought to

her. Anything which is of deep con

cern to the student is of interest to

her; and in addition to a sympathy

which never fails, she has the ability

to give sound, practical advice. She

is utterly devoid of any tendency to

sentimentalize, yet she is on the alert

to lend a helping hand in case of need,

whether it be material or spiritual.

Perhaps her greatest work for the

student body as a whole is the part

she has had in the establishment and

development of a strong Young

Women's Christian Association. For

years she has had much to do with the

shaping of the policies of this or

ganization, as it has grown from a

mere handful to a large and enthusi

astic body several hundred strong,

doing an inestimable service to the

college itself, and training leaders who
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have gone out into various lines of

Christian work carrying with them

the ideals which she has been instru

mental in planting.

As would be expected, the church

finds in her one of its staunchest sup

porters. In the church which she at

tends, she teaches a class of young

women, many of whom she inspires

with her own spirit of unselfish devo

tion to humanity; so that from this

class there radiates an ever-widening

circle of Christian influence. All

other church interests receive her

loyal support.

The same altruistic spirit which

characterizes her in other relations is

manifest in her home life. The dozen

or more young people with whom she

comes in daily contact in the home

find in her one who can play the part

of a mother as well as that of a loyal

friend. Her ideal is to make her

home a place where all may feel free

to come, knowing that there they shall

find a sympathetic and hearty wel

come, a place where the lonely home

sick boy or girl may find a comfort

ing home-touch.

Perhaps it is impossible for every

teacher to accomplish as much in vari

ous lines of religious activity as this

woman has done; both environment

and personality must be taken into ac

count. But is there anyone who, if

capable at all of assuming the re

sponsibility of teaching others, can

not find some means of touching the

spiritual lives of her pupils? The first

thing needful is the will to do so; the

opportunity and the means will inevi

tably follow if one can but catch a

vision of the teacher's highest

mission.

“Outdoor Bible Studies,” by Miss

Cutler, is most interesting. Good for

county camps or country clubs. All

in six lessons.

“We must maintain a harmony

with that soul of motion in things,

by constantly renewed mobility of

character.”

A Social Service

Exhibition

URING the past year over one

hundred girls from the Uni

versity of Chicago took an

active social part in social service in

the city, but few people on the cam

pus knew just what these girls were

doing or how much they were accom

plishing. To supply this information

the social service committee of the

Young Women's Christian League ar

ranged to give an exhibition, at which

could be presented the work of Uni

versity women in the classes, play

groups, and girls' and boys' clubs at

Hull House, South End Center, the

University Settlement, Lincoln Cen

ter, Fellowship House, and Hyde

Park Center. The faculty and stu

dents were invited, that they might

be informed as to the University rep

resentation in social centers in the

city, and that their interest in social

service might be increased.

About four weeks before the date

set for the exhibit, all of the girls

teaching in any of the settlements

were asked to bring samples of their

work to the social service committee.

Those who had sewing classes offered

aprons, holders and bags; those who

taught cooking promised some kind

of pastry; for those who had classes in

weaving, pottery, hammock-making,

and brass work, the matter of contri

butions was equally simple. But

many of the girls said that they had

nothing to exhibit. Some of them

had organized boys' clubs and were

teaching the rules of the Boy Scouts;

some were in charge of game rooms

or of children's libraries; still others

were coaching dramatics or teaching

gymnasium classes. Several, how

ever, made use of their kodaks and

brought pictures of their clubs and

play groups; and a few arranged to

exhibit their work in the best possible

way—by bringing their classes to the

University. Three girls who were in
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charge of about thirty small children

in Hyde Park Center and two others

who were teaching dancing at South

End Center prepared special games

and dances for the exhibition. A

girls' club at the University Settle

ment was practicing “Sarah Crewe”

for an entertainment at the Settlement

House, and by putting in extra time

and work, had one scene ready before

the exhibition.

Posters were put up in the buildings

on the campus, notices of the exhi

bition were published in the college

paper, and invitations were sent to

the wives of the faculty members.

Members of the social service commit

tee and of the first and second cab

inets talked about the exhibit to stu

dents in their classes and of their co

workers in college activities; and

those living in the dormitories made

it the topic of conversation at the

table. The girls' club from the Uni

versity Settlement was invited to have

dinner at the University. Four of its

twenty members went to each of the

five dormitories as guests. They were

attractive youngsters and many of the

girls who had been indifferent before

decided to come to the exhibition es

pecially to see these girls give “Sarah

Crewe.”

The exhibition was held on a Fri–

day afternoon and evening in the

Young Women's Christian League

rooms. The articles displayed were

spread out on tables in different parts

of the room, each table being devoted

to the work of one particular settle

ment. Some of the hammocks and

brass-work from Hull House did not

arrive and the pottery from South

End Center was missing, but all the

other exhibits had been safely turned

in. There were initialed bags, hold

ers, and sewing aprons, dolls dressed

by settlement children, attractive lit

tle mittens and stocking caps made on

hand looms; there were cakes and

muffins; and there were a great many

pictures of classes at work and at play.

The children from Hyde Park and

South End Centers, when they were
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not eating cookies or admiring the

dolls, were playing their games, sing

ing their songs and giving their folk

dances. They were by far the most

popular part of the exhibition, and no

one passed the doors without coming

in to have a cup of tea and watch

them.

Late in the afternoon, the girls from

the University Settlement arrived.

They were divided into groups of four,

and each group was put in charge of

a representative from one of the dor

mitories. They were dined and treat

ed as honored guests, and before the

evening was over every one of them

had decided to remain in school, so

that some day they might come to

the University and live in the halls.

At seven-thirty they were ready to

present the garret scene from “Sarah

Crewe.” They had never appeared in

public before, but their acting was

splendid and satisfied the most critical

visitors from the college dramatic

club. Soon after the play, the exhibi

tion ended. Many students and fac

ulty had visited it, and every one of

them had gone away with an added

interest in social service and a new

conception of the social spirit of the

University women.

A QUESTION

The disciples realized the crowd's

hunger, Jesus realized its fatigue. He

fully understood the extremity of its

need, for it had followed him from

afar.

The disciples knew that they had

only food enough for their own im

mediate needs, they were worried by

the sight of the hungry and, in their

perplexity turned to Jesus for a solu

tion of the problem of feeding that

enormous crowd of five thousand.

Possibly the disciples were not over

anxious to solve the problem; there

could not have been much satisfaction

for them in the continued presence of

the curious and scoffing, the intellec

tually contemptuous, the learnedly ig
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norant, the half-maimed and blind.

Jesus alone knew his opportunity, he

knew the spiritually hungry, those

who were at last apprehending a mys

tery from God, who were eager for

leadership; he indeed knew the des

perate need of those who mocked

him. Jesus alone knew the aching and

the stubborn hearts among which God

moved that very day and who were,

perhaps, later on, to witness to the

Resurrection and Ascension. The Lord

recognized the effort it had cost them

to follow him and his invitation was

prompt, gracious and considerate.

They were tired and famished, they

must be seated and he would feed

them.

To rest the crowd and to feed it

was to enable it to walk yet awhile

with him, to hear and understand more

of the truth and so, having caused

them to sit down, he blessed food sc

abundantly, that they were filled—

friends and enemies alike were satis.

fied.

Jesus was tired too, forespent with

the burdens of his Father's business,

but with his usual patience, without

remonstrance, he was quick to plan

and carry out this extra work. Nor

was the Lord too sensitive of his

workers' feelings to give them a fur

ther heavy task, though they too were

tired. Jesus left the disciples to car

ry out the plan, instructing them fully

in its detail. They were to gather up

what remained of the meal into bas

kets, one for each disciple, that future

needs might be met and that waste.

fulness might forever be reproved.

The people were fed not as an

acknowledgment of faith, for they

were, many of them, unbelievers and

scoffers, open to secret enemies, large

ly seeking the Lord's undoing, but

because a great comprehending, com

passionating love enfolded them and

desired with selfless longing that they

might continue journeying with love

and truth. The hope of the Lord then

was that hearts might speedily be

turned Godward by contact with the

marvelous power of the word made

flesh for their sakes.

The prayer of the risen, ascended

Jesus is ever that that the world may

be one with the Triune God.

Are we feeding our five thousand as

Jesus did, with eager service, without

complaint, without price for those who

cannot buy, with a selfless love lifting

up Christ that all may own his sover

eignty —or does like or dislike gov

ern action ?

Summer Conferences for 1913

The Department of Conventions

and Conferences announces the re

maining Conferences for 1913 as fol

lows:

Pacific Coast General—Moss Beach, Cal.,

August 1 to 13.

Western City Estes Park, Colo., August

I2 to 2 I.

Central City—Lake Geneva, Wis., Au

gust I2 to 2I.

Western Student—Estes Park, Colo.,

August 22 to September 1.

Central Student—Lake Geneva, Wis.,

August 22 to September I.

BOOKS RECEIVED

The Family and Social Work, by Edward

T. Devine. Survey Associations, 155 pages,

$1.00

Social Forces, by Edward T. Devine,

ºut. Publication Committee. 226 pages,

I.25.

The Spirit of Social Work, by Edward

T. Devine, Charities Publication Committee.

240 pages, $1.00.

Lessons on the Ten Commandments, by

Rev. W. Hume Campbell. Longmans,

Green & Co. $0.75 net.

Sunday Reflections for the Church Year,

by Anna A. McCulloh. Fleming H. Revel.

182 pages, $1.00 net.

The New America, by Mary Clark Barnes

and Lemuel Call Barnes. Fleming H.

Revell. 160 pages, $o.5o net.

America, God's Melting Pot, by Laura

Gerould Craig. Home Mission Study

Course. Fleming H. Revell. 96 pages,

paper, $0.25 net.

An Atlas of the Life of Christ, by John

F. Stirling. Fleming H. Revell. 27 pages,

$o.40 net.
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CORRECTION

Attention is called to a misprint on

page 2 IO of the July number of the

MonTHLY. In the last paragraph of

the second column the statement of

increase in city Association member

ship should be 130 per cent instead of

230 per cent, and the increase in Bible

class enrollment should be 150 instead

of 250 per cent.

CITY NEWS ITEMS

A four-leaf announcement of domestic

science in the Association of Worcester,

Mass., is entirely paid for by the adver

tisements of tea and ranges on its last

two pages.

The missionary department of the

Presbyterian Church in Bisbee, Ariz.,

held a lawn-party on the grounds of the

Association, the proceeds of which were

turned over to the Association.

The new gymnasium of the Passaic,

N. J., Association in addition to its popu

lar swimming pool and regular equip

ment contains a kitchenette and serving

room. This facilitates such affairs as the

membership banquet held here in May,

attended by over two hundred girls.

An Association Council, composed of

representatives from each department

and club, has been organized in the De

troit Association, thus offering a forum

for the discussion of common interests

and the blending of departmental points

of view. Detroit's class work this year

has registered 1,254 individuals and 2,180

enrolments. The largest number of

classes taken by an individual was seven.

A three-days’ celebration was held by

the Scranton, Pa., Association in cele

bration of its twenty-fifth anniversary in

May. On Sunday Miss Elizabeth Wilson,

who had known this Association for most

of this time, addressed three hundred

girls. On Monday, exhibition day, the

girls’ department and the domestic sci

ence and art departments made displays

in active and still life. Sets of stereo

scopic views were shown four times dur

ing the day to large assemblies. The re

ligious work department, presented ex

quisite tableaux vivants of Old and New

Testament heroines, accompanied by

reading of the descriptive Bible pas

sages. At the members' supper on the

following evening the Association’s his

tory was covered by three toasts: Good:

1888-1907; Better: 1907-1913; Best: 1913

plus.

A salesmanship , class, has been held

for six weeks by the Baltimore Associa

tion. The eighteen pupils were sent from

three of Baltimore's best firms, which

themselves paid the tuition fee of $50

for six pupils. Miss Elsie Virgin, a

graduate of the Woman's Industrial

Union of Boston, taught this class. The

course covered talks on store systems;

correct and incorrect approach to cus

tomers; personality; color combinations

and designs; study of merchandise; com

mercial geography; business arithmetic;

use of advertisements; personal appear

ance and manners; hygiene; demonstra

tion sales and talks from buyers or super

intendents from each store, once a week

if possible; lecture on proper use of tele

phone; and three talks by three well

known women—“From the customer's

point of view.” The pupils were most

enthusiastic and the firms very much

pleased with the course. Two of the

girls already have had their wages in

creased, showing that even this short

course had been of some help in making

them more efficient salespeople.

Generous space is given the Associa

tion of Jacksonville, Florida, in the local

press doubtless because the secretary

supplies real “copy.” “Enjoy the Y. M.

C. A. roof-garden this summer, and the

Y. W. C. A. will return the courtesy

when the indoor evenings come”—this

indicates happy relations between the

two Associations; and “real parties,” to

which the girls are urged to bring men,

are frequently spoken of. The Outdoor

Club is attractively described under such

subdivisions as The Early Morning Ten

nis Squad, the Evening Tennis Squad,

the Butterfly Squad, the Star Gazers, or

the Thursday Swimmers. The Associa

tion calls the special attention of busi

ness men to its employment bureau at

this “changing time” of the year. The

formation of a Twenty-four-hour-a-Day

Club for the support of Association work

in India is also enthusiastically de

scribed.

FOREIGN NOTES

Ertract—Letter—Mary Carleton, Foochow,

China.”

I wonder if you can realize with what

interest and anticipation I looked forward

to the time when I would reach home after

having been away for so many years.

Strange to say, I did not feel entirely at

home even in Shanghai, for here in Foo

chow we speak an entirely different dialect.

Miss Mayhew, whose home is in the Middle

* Miss Carleton having studied in America writes the

above on her return to her native land.
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West, expressed my situation very aptly

when she said that it would surely be very

trying if when she returned to America and

landed at San Francisco, she would have

to wait until she reached her own home

before she could speak in her native tongue.

It was very lovely, indeed, to have the

Young Women's Christian Association

ladies in Shanghai meet our steamer. The

Association spirit is here, too, as well as

in America.

My impressions on reaching home can

be summed up in the thought that China is

in process of adjustment. The leaders have,

indeed, taken a great step forward and the

people enthusiastically receive the new or

der of things, but it is going to require a

great deal of love, patience and foresight

on the part of every loyal Christian Chinese

person to help the people at large to adapt

themselves wisely to the new situation.

Possibly my idea of this adjustment may

be illustrated by a brief consideration of the

change in costume which is not welcomed

by the true lover of the best in the Chinese

dress. It was a surprise to me to find so

few cues. I had not dreamed that they

would be so universally discarded. Here in

the country and in a conservative province,

I have seen fewer cues than I did in Shang

hai. I highly approve of this new fashion,

but I cannot say I admire the haircuts.

Some wear their hair bobbed, some shaved

as formerly, but cutting the cue off at the

shoulder. If the Manchu government

should be re-established, they can easily

braid in a cue and yet they have fulfilled

the present requirement. Some men's hair

stands on end, so you can see we have no

end of variety. Those, however, who take

pains to train their hair are much improved

in looks. I was surprised to find that most

of our Foochow girls had discarded bangs.

When I was little, a woman asked me how

long my husband had been dead because in

those days only widows wore their hair

combed straight back. As to dress. I am

conservative enough to wish to adhere to

the long, loose, graceful lines of the past,

rather than the tight, skimpy costumes one

sees to-day. Anything western is admired.

Many of the combinations are ridiculous.

One of the girls in school has letters em

broidered on her shoes. The letters spell

“goat.” She is proud of this western touch,

since she does not know what the letters

spell. In fact, anything western, regardless

of its qualities, is eagerly accepted, as

cigars, cigarettes and wines.

The fight against opium is certainly a

remarkable one. When I left home the

fields at this season were gay with poppies,

but now they are green with growing wheat.

Anti-opium societies are popular, creating

a sentiment against it. To-day two women

came into the hospital to be cured of this

habit. One is a young woman, twenty-one

years old, who has taken opium for six

years and is here by her own wish; the

other is an older woman whose husband is

anxious for her to become rid of the habit.

There is an odd mixture of the old and

new in Chinese life to-day. For instance,

some observed very keenly the western New

Year, others kept the Chinese New Year,

but a larger number celebrated both occa

sions. Election day is observed by many

schools, but the people at large do not know

when the day comes. People are satisfied

with an eight-course dinner instead of the

former fifteen, twenty or thirty-course din

ner. Place cards are coming into style as

well as white calling cards in place of the

bright red ones. Marriage customs are be

ing modified.

The attitude toward education has

changed, not only among men, but also

among women and girls. Married women

are seeking to learn, and girls are crowding

into the schools to such an extent that many

have to be turned away. Formerly educa

tion was mechanical, but now it is more

individual and objective.

This time of transition is an anxious one

for us, for we wish earnestly to keep to

our own individuality as a country and as

a people, only supplementing western ideas,

customs and methods where ours are lack

ing. We desire most of all that we may

become a Christian country. Many have

discarded their idols as false, but have not

accepted any other religion in their place.

They are ready to try anything. What shall

that “anything” be? The answer lies with

us. Will you not help China with your in

terest, your friendship, your prayers?

COUNTY NEWS ITEMS

Goodhue County had a Finance Cam

paign in May. It lasted for about a

week and $1,200 in subscriptions was

given. It was a real privilege to be in

this campaign and to see the gladness

with which people gave to the County

Young Women's Christian Association,

which in the two years it had been there

had proven its worth. The work has de

veloped to such an extent that an assist

ant is needed and the added amount in

subscriptions will make this possible.

There are a hundred and eighteen girls

enroled in the Grand Island High School

Branch of the Hall County Association.

These girls are organized according to

the regular secondary school plan. They

have an earnest cabinet that has done

much to help the work in the county.

The High School Association has just

purchased a roll-top office desk for the

county secretary. It was largely due to

this successful work that the work in

Hall County was organized.
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SECRETARIAL CHANGES

GENERAL

Marian I. Bennett, to be acting gen

eral secretary at North Yakima, Wash.

Ruby Gracier, formerly general secre

tary at Milwaukee, Wis., to hold the

same position at Fresno, Cal.

Alice M. Jones, National Training

School, 1913, to be general secretary at

Batavia, N. Y.

Hester McGaughey, formerly general

secretary at Houston, Texas, to hold the

same position at Saginaw, Mich.

Jessie Marriner, formerly extension

secretary at Washington, D. C., to be

general secretary at Danville, Ill.

Etta Pickering, formerly general sec

retary at Providence, R. I., to hold the

same position at San Antonio, Texas.

Bertha Rowles, National Training

School 1913, to be general secretary at

Duluth, Minn.

Celia Scoby, to be general secretary at

Tonawanda, N. Y.

Anna Swartout, formerly general sec

retary at Bloomington, Ill., to hold the

same position at Lansing, Mich.

Eleanor Taft, National Training

School 1913, to be general secretary at

Winston-Salem, N. C.

DePARTMENTAl

Edith Aykroyd, formerly extension

secretary at Trenton, N. J., to hold the

same position at Denver, Colo.

Cora Barnard to be physical director

at the West Side Branch, Cleveland, O.

Mrs. Emily F. Battles to be lunch

room director at Worcester, Mass.

Esther Bergstrom to be domestic sci

ence director at Worcester, Mass.

Dorothy Blake to be office secretary

at Bridgeport, Conn.

Marion Eaton to be physical director

at Lynchburg, Va.

Elizabeth Gaither to be physical di

rector at Augusta, Ga.

Miss Graves to be house secretary at

Providence, R. I.

Landry Hill to be domestic art di.

rector at Detroit, Mich.

Elizabeth Howard to be lunch room

director at Paterson, N. J.

Mary Hulsizer, formerly physical di

rector at Cedar Rapids, Ia., to hold the

same position at St. Paul, Minn.

Cleo Jennings to be lunch room di

rector at Springfield, Ill.

Vesta Little, formerly physical director

at South Bend, Ind., to hold the same

position in Detroit, Mich.

Anna Murphy to be employment sec

retary at Cincinnati,

Amy Norma Pierson to be

director at Binghamton, N. Y.

Lelia M. Riley to be physical director

at Peoria, Ill.

physical

Bertha Safford, formerly economic

secretary at Cleveland, Ohio, to be house

secretary at Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mrs. Mary A. Severance to be house

secretary at Worcester, Mass.

Mabel Stegner to be domestic science

and art director at Portland, Ore.

Grace Vose to be physical director at

Portland, Me.

Elizabeth Wright, National Training

School 1913, to be junior secretary at

Erie, Pa.

TRAINING SCHOOL NOTES

On the evening of July 1st there as

sembled an international body of stu

dents for the summer courses at the

Training School. Not only had fifteen

delegates from Great Britain, Germany,

Finland, Russia, Norway, Denmark and

Hungary remained for the whole or part

of the session, but Miss Lamb, who re

turns to her native India as educational

director at Lahore, and Miss Chun, physi

cal director elect in her native China,

were enrolled for the physical director

course, and Miss Bentley, fresh from

India, came into the student, lectures.

Miss Rouse gave a telling address on

“What May be Learned from Other

Nations” before embarking that very

evening on the “Mauretania,” which

sailed at I A. M. on the 2nd of July.

Another high point was Mr. Fletcher S.

Brockman's address on “The Spiritual

Life of the Secretary” on July 1oth. He

spoke to us of Abraham, as we sat on

the upper roof of the building, under

the uncounted stars of the heavens, and

with the myriad lights of the city around

and below.

In between these two addresses have

come much steady class work. Miss

Ford and Dr. Brown have started the

physical directors into study of their

fields and organization of their forces.

Narragansett Machine Company had in

stalled a set of Anthropometrical ap

paratus for Miss March's use in Normal

Diagnosis. Dr. Parry has given the first

part of her lectures on Personal and

Social Hygiene.

Miss Cutler and Miss Condé have led

off in the student work, Miss Cutler with

her daily course on Paul and with stu

dent lectures and seminar; Miss Condé

also with her own course on Personal

Evangelism, certain student lectures and

a seminar on “Foreign Student Move

ments.”

The depleted but hospitable office

force have entertained the students at

tea in the cafeteria. Miss Dodge made

them happy one beautiful summer day

at Riverdale, and on the Fourth of July

Mr. W. B. Millar of the Layman's Mis

sionary Movement delivered an Inde

pendence Day address.



EDITORIAL

The Spirit of the Student Conferences

In order to express the spirit of the

Silver Bay Student Conference, which

may be treated as representative of all

our student conferences, shall one

speak of people and things, of hours

and speakers, or shall one speak of the

invisible spirit which strongly welded

one to one, in freedom of speech, in an

unaffected searching for truth and in

a loving confidence about those things

of the heart which it is our impulse

as a rule to guard by silence?

More important than the number of

delegates, the list of speakers, and

the state of the weather, was that sym

pathy which grew and blossomed from

the first hour, until at the end its unity

was like a splendid flower, every sep

arate petal perfect, but all joined on

one life-sustaining stem.

When in the late hours of the last

day six college girls can sit in the

room of a conference leader who

was, ten days before, a stranger to

them, and all can talk eagerly and

hungrily of the future which is to

test all that had been heard—is it not

a miracle? This breaking down of all

barriers of reserve? These girls were

not invited in, it was not plotted that

they should come, it was a wistful

seeking on their part to “talk things

over.” And similar experiences could

be cited of all who acted in any

capacity of leadership.

In trying to see the invisible things

rather than those visible, it is to be

noted with stronger reiteration to our

selves—readers and writer—that the

unconscious influence of a personality

is so powerful a thing that one trem

bles for fear she may not possess the

right kind. When it came to discuss

ing speeches, or asking for a sum

ming up of a morning Bible class, or

of an auditorium talk, this was what

was brought away from the class or

talk: They said always, “He is so

fine.” “What a good person she is.” “I

liked her face—I know she would do

the right thing.” And there is nothing

finer in this world than this hero wor

ship which sees others at their best in

a complete forgetfulness of self.

“Knowing ourselves we one and all

determine to know a better.” And the

“contagion of personality” is the finest

expression of Christian ideals we have.

Those whom the circumstances of life

have forced into the position of leaders

must toil unremittingly for the best

for the sake of the students. And

the students must be made to feel

strongly the truism that it isn't the act,

it isn't the speech even—it's the self

when we are giving it no thought

which counts for good or evil to

others.

“Any virtue is acquired by the same

methods that Christianity is acquired,

namely by long practice and the con

tagion of great personalities.” This

seemed to be the spirit of the confer

ence.

To the Students at the Conferences

There were numbers of students at

the summer conferences who sub

scribed to THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY

while they were there. It seems fitting

and pleasant, therefore, not only to

recognize these new readers, but to

talk things over together a bit. We

are now many miles separate from one

another.

It would seem that the most im

portant thing to be remembered is this:

First, if we may for the sake of clear

ness make this application of the well

known law of crowd psychology, we

were a gathering of peculiarly con

genial people. We all had the same

general ideals—the one fine Ideal. We

were drawn together and made one by

the eloquence of speakers and by the

things of God we learned in our

classes. We were for ten days sub

mitting ourselves to the highest of in

fluences, with nothing to drag us down,

and with everything to build us up

into a “knowledge of Him.” We
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EDITORIAL

mounted, like individuals in one boat

which is out on the ocean, to the crest

of a mighty wave of spiritual aspira

tion. But we must remember that no

boat stays on the crest of the wave;

it sinks down in the trough and rises

again to sink, but always with prog

ress, slow or fast, toward a destination.

Up and down we go, but always ahead,

provided the rudder is in hand and

someone is steering somewhere defi

nitely.

We must not expect life to be like a

conference. We must not expect so

much of ourselves that we shall grow

discouraged. The going ahead is the

steady thing, the rising and falling on

and between the waves is the fluctuat

ing thing, and is not for us to mourn

over, nor are we to waste our tears

upon this fact. It is the law of the

ocean, and we cannot row from Port

land to Bar Harbor without obeying

this law that raises our boat only to

sink it down again.

This is purely a figurative way of

saying we are not to pay any atten

tion to our feelings. Feelings and

moods happen to us in life with the

same unerringness that the waves

divide the waters of the sea. And,

just as the waves are a part of the com

plete whole, our feelings are a part of

our lives, dividing it possibly into

crises or moods, but nevertheless a

part of life as a whole. They are life,

more in some of us, less in others;

more tempestuous in some, less in

in others. We will pay no attention to

them, but choose our port once for all,

keep the rudder in our hand and all

that we can expect of ourself is prog

ress—and progress is bound to come!

The smoother the sea the faster the

progress, of course.

We shall probably feel very shortly

like the same old person we were be

fore we came to conferences. Of

course we will ! We ought to The

only thing we have changed is the port

we were headed for; but the port isn't

ourselves. Our important work is that

we do not neglect the rudder and that

we make some effort to get ahead, to

land in the Harbor as soon as we can'
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Silver Bay City Conference

In an endeavor to give as truthful

an account of the city conference at

Silver Bay as possible there seems to

be only the same emphasis to make as

upon the student conference—the em

phasis on personality.

It was a small conference, therefore

quieter; the current of feeling ran in

consequence less swiftly, and for the

same reason it took one longer to

gauge its strength—to know its depth.

But both depth and strength were

there.

One of the delegates said, “I have

never been in a place before where so

many people give you the best of them

selves, whether they knew you before

or not.” And another thing noticeable

was that the delegations were most de

lightfully mixed up during the last

meetings, and members from one As

sociation became so a part of another

that one who truly thought she knew

all people began to believe she must be

mistaken, and that Miss Smith was

not from New York after all, but from

Lowell.

There is one other thing worth men

tion, showing that no matter how new

we are to each other as to hours since

introduction, we are old in friendship

in Christ, and a responsibility is felt

for one another after a week's ac

quaintance. One of the leaders had

been talking with a young girl on the

hotel piazza when she was interrupted

by a friend who hailed her from the

lawn below. She leaned over the rail

ing to converse with her and somehow

the talk took a turn and she found her

self listening to an experience of her

friend's about the power of prayer.

The friend said of a certain circum

stance, “I knew they were praying; I

felt they were praying.”

The girl on the porch was com

pletely forgotten as reply was made:

“How much that means; to have

friends you know pray for you in a

crisis. I have felt that friends who

were strong in prayer were not a

necessity—and a consideration of

whether they remembered me in that
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way or not has seldom entered my

mind. But in facing a crucial situa

tion—or a possible loneliness of expe

rience, I realize how mistaken I have

been. There is almost no one on

whom I could depend for prayer.”

After this, as her friend moved

away across the lawn, the leader turned

again to the girl beside her.

She was a plain girl, with only a

very good face to make her beloved,

but it was lighted up with such pleas

ure that she seemed for the moment

far from plain.

- - “You can depend on me,”

she said, “I’ll pray for you and I won't

fail you.” And the leader has rested

secure in that promise ever since.

These are only two instances out of

many to show that the loving spirit of

giving and not that of receiving seemed

to be the strength of this conference.

“Why are you and I as truthful as

we are, and no more so? Because of

the measure of admiration we have

conceived for people who are more

truthful than we. Why have we as

much courage as we have, and no

more ? For precisely the same reason.

Why are we no better and no worse

than we are Because of the en

thusiasms we have shared.”

The Country Life Movement and the Asso

ciation

The country life movement is by no

means confined to the “cliff dwellers”

in the cities. It by no means is nar

rowed to the people blessed with a

purse, who covet registered Jersey

cattle and blue ribbon horses; it is not

confined to the woman with a small

bank account who leaves her irksome

desk to be mistress of a chicken ranch

and finds herself a willing slave! It is

broadening out the Association life

itself, and it is reaching gracious

hands into the country and establish

ing places of rest and recreation for

the Association members.

Press clippings within the last few

weeks (which undoubtedly, like sta

tistics, do not tell the truth) bring us

in newspaper language the tale of

many summer homes established. A

tale, probably inadequately told, in all

of some twenty-five, established in the

woods, by streams or in the open

country.

We are glad of this, not alone be

cause it gives a restful place with

wholesome food for little money, but

more, because it gives a chance for

truly social intercourse for each indi

vidual not unlike that of an alumna of

a college. Indeed, all of us women

who work could look upon ourselves

very happily as industrial alumna of

life, and, if we thought of life as a

college and our experiences as lessons,

and the “will which shapes our ends”

as the headmaster who arranges our

curriculum, how cheerily and freely

we should exchange experience and

ideas; how valuable each of us would

become to the other as a purveyor of

new ideas, or as a representative of a

new point of view, and how eagerly

and with what a sisterly interest we

would grasp any opportunity for meet

ing together. How carefully also we

would guard against keeping our les

stºns all to ourselves, and from seek

ing to monopolize those things which

the headmaster had told us, to help us

in our eleven and a half months of

learning lessons.

If our summer homes meant that to

each of us—added to the flowers, and

rivers and hills—wouldn't it be un

speakably jolly and complete?

THE EPISCOPALIAN CHURCH AND

SOCIAL SERVICE

A convention of the Protestant Epis

copal Church is to be held in New

York City, October 13th to 18th, at

which a commission on Social Service

will report.

In all the churches of this denomina

tion in and about New York City on

the Sunday during this convention the

topic for the morning will be on So

cial Service.

Attention is called to it because it

is one more step which is leading us

all in the right direction.
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The Industrial Girls and Some of Their

Problems

Florence Simms and Helen L. Thomas

TV HE wage question which is

T having such widespread agi

tation to-day is another indi

cation of the further reach of the

spirit of Christ into the practical work

ings of the everyday life of men. The

following excerpts from an address

of Mrs. Raymond Robins give some

interesting points of view regarding

the question of wages. -

“It is still held by many that the

wage paid is in proportion to the abil

ity, the intelligence, the character, the

skill of the worker. Such should be

the case and such would be the case

under normal conditions. But we are

not living under normal conditions.

First, we have destroyed freedom of

opportunity through monopoly rights

and special privileges, recognizing

forms of property and authority

through which some of us derive ad

vantage over our fellows. Second,

we are living in one of the great

transitional periods of industrial de

velopment, a period which has seen

the immense development of the me

chanical genius of our people, the in

troduction, and development of ma

chinery to such an extent that we

sometimes feel as if the machine had

become quite human. But we have

made an idol of our own invention.

We have permitted the machine to be

come the juggernaut of our time and

in its triumphant procession to crush

the lives of tens of thousands of our

fellows. As of old, we worship the

work of our own hands and that which

our fingers have made.

“No one will deny that however

difficult the problem, we find ourselves

under conditions demanding immediate

action. The right to live and the

right to earn a living are indistin

guishable terms. The question of the

low wage must be met. Let us con

sider for a few moments some of the

reasons given for the low wage paid

to the women workers of America.

We are told that the wages of women

need not be adequate for self-support

because the girls live at home. An

other reason given for the low wage is

that women, or young girls, have no

one dependent upon them for support.

If, through the most stupid and unin

telligent maladjustment of our indus

trial life, fathers of families are

thrown out of work because too old

at the age of forty and their young

daughters of sixteen become the sup

porters of the family, we are face to

face with a fact of life before which

theory must give way. We are also

told by the government investigations

of the National Report on the Condi

tion of Women and Children in the

United States that eighty-one per cent

of all factory girls living at home put

their entire earnings into the family

treasury.

“But one of the most reiterated rea

sons given for the low wage paid to

267
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women and young girls is the asser

tion made that the women and young

girls represent unintelligent, unskilled,

inefficient labor; that they need to be

trained, that if they were skilled work

ers their wage would entitle them to a

living. If there is one statement above

another which shows lack of knowl

edge of the conditions in industry to

day, it is the assertion that skill is the

only determining factor in the wage

question.

“Believing as we do in all that

makes training and education univer

sal, we may yet ask ourselves what of

the hand-workers of costly lace, repre

senting some of the most skilled as

well as the cheapest labor for genera

tions? What of the skilled workers

in the sewing trades? What of the

skilled needle women who embroider

beautiful shirtwaists or dresses, and

after working for two weeks at such

an embroidered dress will receive a

wage of $4.50 for the two weeks'

work? What of the Irish crochet

yokes for which the girl receives 9

cents a yoke, paying 2% cents for the

cotton with which to sew the yoke?

What of the fine Irish crochet edging

for which the girl gets 2 cents a yard,

being able to make three to five yards

an hour? What of the girls who, with

their deft fingers willowing plumes,

received 15 cents an inch three years

ago and 3 cents an inch to-day ? What

of the fact that the telegraph operator

will get a third less if a woman than

a man, though she receives the same

number of messages and handles the

same amount of work with the same

capacity as the man sitting by her

side? What about the bindery girl

who loses her position as a hand

worker and is reduced in her wage

from $14.OO to $5.00 a week because

of the introduction of machinery?

What of the fact that in trade after

trade we are eliminating skill by the

introduction of machinery?

“But these facts represent only one

group of difficulties. The chaotic

condition of many of our industries

gives no basis for a wage but the will

of the individual employer, and the

girl's poverty and inexperience forces

her consent. This was well brought

out by the Minimum Wage Commis

sion of Massachusetts, when it was

found that in the candy industry, for

example, one of the employers was

paying fifty-six per cent a week less

in wages than another employer in

the same town. The elimination of

this unfair competition will be one of

the immediate results of the minimum

wage and will help to standardize in

dustry.”

Another point which demands our

thought is the one of education. We

are very proud as a nation of our

public school system and our free

education, but it is a shocking thing

to realize to what a limited extent our

industrial population receives its bene

fit. Investigation is bringing to light

the facts and stirring our thoughtful

people to action. In one of our cities

of less than 17O,OOO population, our

Association in the course of an investi

gation by the extension committee

came upon the startling facts that

twelve hundred girls had taken out

working papers this last year. As a

result of the investigation, the super

intendent of schools has expressed his

willingness to assist the Association

with information concerning the girls.

This will give the opportunity for in

telligent and immediate service to the

girls who are beginning life under

such a handicap. But further, and of

more importance, a knowledge of home

and family conditions which makes

such a state possible will afford the

Association an opportunity for a more

constructive and preventive work.

The relation of the girl to the whole

question of trade training is a puz

zling one; but the extent to which she

has found her way into industrial life

wholly unprepared for it makes the

appeal for some solution to this prob

lem very insistent.

We need to remember to-day that

this question of the girl's vocational

training is as great as it is for the boy.

An investigation conducted by the
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Federation of Settlements showed that

in the study made in New York of

those children studying between the

ages of 14 and 16 who were at work,

49 per cent were girls and 51 per cent

were boys. It is of further interest

to us to know that from a similar in

vestigation it was found that 68 per

cent of the girls and 32 per cent of

the boys had entered manufacturing

pursuits. And it is a pathetic fact

that the I,OOO children studied between

the ages of 14 and 16 drifted from

one job to another, some holding as

many as twelve in one year. Surely

it is a sad comment upon the great

extravagance of our life that these

children were less fit for occupation at

the age of 16 than they were at 14.

Although trade training has not

been extensively developed in the As

sociation world, recently a number of

Associations have undertaken seriously

technical preparation for wage earn

ing.” One phase of the responsibility

which the Association feels it encum

bent upon itself to assume toward the

industrial as well as all other girls is

expressed in the whole spirit of the

Report of the Commission on Thrift

and Efficiency adopted by the Rich

mond Convention and, particularly, in

the emphasis laid upon the preparation

for wage earning as essential for em

ployment.

The following quotation from Mrs.

Robins indicates some of the condi

tions and suggests some light in the

ways along which the solution of the

problem must be sought:

“In Chicago, according to the in

teresting and valuable report of the

City Club on vocational training, forty

three per cent of the pupils who enter

the first grade do not reach the eighth

grade, and forty-nine per cent do not

go through the eighth grade. It is

estimated that eleven per cent of all

the school children in Chicago do not

reach the sixth grade and that sixteen

* See “A Class with a Mission,” Asso

cIATION Monthly for June, 1913, and “A

Trade School Experiment,” Association

Monthly for July, 1913.
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per cent drop out of the sixth grade,

while we know that hundreds of our

factory girls do not get beyond the

fourth grade.

“It is well understood by all educa

tors that these children not only lose

what they might learn in the other

grades at school, but that they cannot

hold what they have learned, for the

mind has received too short an ap

prenticeship to be able to retain the

knowledge received in those early

grades. This refers even to such ele

mentary knowledge as reading, writing

and arithmetic. No one knows better

than the workers themselves what this

loss of education means, and no one

knows better than the workers that

the pressure of poverty in the home

forces the child from the school into

the work of the world, even though

such work means the taking of ‘blind

alley jobs.” This fact is but another

aspect of the ever-increasing public

cost of non-paying industries. Just

so long as we have families living on

five hundred dollars a year and less—

just so long as we have families where

increase in wages is counted by pen

nies instead of by dollars—just so

long will we have children forced out

of the school into the world, ill fitted

and ill equipped, unable to find their

relationship to life, incapable of han

dling themselves and their work.

“There are about 70,000 retarded

children in the public schools of Chi

cago—that is, 70,000 boys and girls

who do not finish their elementary

schooling at the age of fourteen. How

can we secure an effective common

school education to every child, and

must we not find some way to be of

service to the ‘blind alley' children?

Are we right in thinking it would

help to give boys and girls from the

fifth grade on, some knowledge of

industrial education

“If the difficulties are great con

fronting the education of boys, they

are many times greater when we con

sider the education of girls. First,

there is a very general confusion in

the minds of many people regarding
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the trade training of girls. This con

fusion is due to the belief that the girl

is a potential wife and mother only.

The fact that she is a bread winner

also is forgotten or ignored. Such

confusion of thought is dangerous

when it becomes the directing force

in the training of many millions of

young girls.

“According to the Twelfth Census

of 1900, three hundred and three sepa

rate occupations are listed, and in two

hundred and ninety-five of these oc

cupations women are working.

“With these facts before us can

there be but one answer to the ques

tion: What trade shall be taught

girls? And must not the answer be:

Every trade? We must see to it,

work for it, in season and out of sea

son, that just as every profession has

been opened to women, honorably ad

mitting them by the front door, so

every trade must be open to women.

This is imperative, for no denial of

trade education will keep a girl out

of a trade, and if she is denied entrance

by the front door as a skilled, trained

artisan, she will enter by the back

door as an underbidder.”

Many forces must work togethel

for the solution of the puzzling ques

tions which have arisen in our present

industrial conditions. And the Asso

ciation in sharing the keener social

conscience and consciousness will take

its rightful place among the agencies

working for larger life and America's

womanhood.

Five Years in Japan

Margaret

WISH I could remember what my

expectations were when I went

to Japan five years ago, what I

thought about that country and the

Association there. I know that I ex

pected to enjoy those five years, and

to see the Association grow, but as I

look back now I know that I never

expected to enjoy it so much, to be

so vitally changed myself, nor to see

so much develop in the Association

during that time.

Dr. Mott during his recent visit to

Japan in speaking to the leaders and

workers in the Association character

ized our work as “a conquest of

friendship.” Looking back over five

years that which stands out most

clearly in my mind is the friends

gained in that time. The course of

those years seems now like the wind

ing road of some mountain railway,

with a white mountain peak appear

ing and reappearing, now on one side,

now on the other. As the road twists

and turns it passes through forests,
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along streams, through bleak, dry open

places, through tunnels, up steep

grades and over bridges; now and

then the peak is hidden, but suddenly

it reappears, high, white and glisten

ing, satisfying to one's whole self.

Through all the plans we have made

and worked over, friendship with the

people with whom we worked and

whom we grew to love, and our under

standing of the meaning of friendship

with God, stands out as the clearest,

most uplifting experience of all.

And when one attempts to write

about those years, as they and their

doings pass before the mind, they are

always in the shape of pictures—

groups of people, the face of some

one person, her voice as she said

something which became the begin

ning of something great, the image of

someone else working away at her

desk, the sound of someone's laughter,

always someone.

The first year, with its multitudinous

new impressions, is easy to recall.
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The novelty of it all struck you at first

—the surprise and delight of all the

unexpected things, and the hours of

pondering over the meaning of things,

some of which you thought you had

settled long before, for all one's ideas

have to be thought over with the new

light of a new country upon them.

Take, for example, the question of

divorce. In a country where divorce

is often secured because of inability

to please one's mother-in-law, a di

vorced woman means something quite

different from what one has thought

before. One may feel quite as strong

ly as before yet without necessarily

feeling that a woman who has been

divorced could never well be used in

Christian work as a leader.

My first year seemed more like a

dream than real life. I arrived in

October and it was not until autumn

came around again, and the same

sights and sounds, the autumn flowers

and fruits, the feeling of the air, and

the cries of the street venders peculiar

to that season came again, that life

suddenly began to seem real and I

awoke from the feeling of a dream.

If you are thinking of going to

Japan be sure to get there on the

twenty-fourth of October: there could

not be a nicer time to arrive, especially

if you arrive on Friday. That land

ing day comes very vividly to my mind

even now. I say landing day, not

that our steamer landed—it simply

anchored out in the harbor of Yoko

hama, and launches and row boats

came out to the ship and took the pas

sengers and their luggage to the dock.

Sometimes your expectant friends

come out in these launches to meet

you, and I very well remember how,

dressed in a new tailor suit, a new

hat, veil and gloves, in order to im

press Miss Macdonald, whom I had

never seen, I went first to one side

of the boat and then to the other, and

hanging over the rail, gazed expect

antly at the first launches that came

out to meet us. Before inspection

was over these passengers could not

come aboard, and it seemed hours

while we waited and more hours while

we steamed slowly through the mouth

of the breakwater, with the small

launches bouncing along beside us. I

recalled later that my eyes had been

unaccountably fixed by a small, very

straight figure sitting in one launch,

dressed in a dark green dress and yel

low straw hat. Then suddenly we

stopped and dropped anchor and peo

ple swarmed up the ladder, and every

one was rushing around on deck seiz

ing everybody else's hand, and saying

how well he or she looked. I remem

ber greeting one kind lady who had

come to meet me with the rather chill

ing remark, “Didn't Miss Macdonald

come?” and then I found myself be

ing presented to the very small,

straight person in the dark green suit

and yellow hat. This I may count as

the beginning of my five years in

Japan.

The United States navy was then

visiting in Japan and the harbor of

Yokohama was full of gunboats. This

seemed more natural to me then, fresh

as I was from the United States, than

it does now as I think back to it. I

remember steaming to the dock in one

of the launches and meeting there a

number of the Young Men's Christian

Association secretaries with their

wives. The terrors of getting through

the customs had been greatly exag

gerated, I thought, I who did nothing

but look on while a friend did it all

for me! Then I found myself bidding

a fond adieu to a lady whom I had

just met on the dock, hoping I might

see her again soon. She chuckled as

she replied that she hoped I might, as

we were to live in the same house.

Then came my first ride in a jinrick

sha; even yet I like a jinricksha, but

that first ride—its glory cannot fade.

I felt like a very leggy and enormous

grasshopper perched unsteadily upon

the top of someone's best hat in immi

ment danger of sliding off upon some

portion of that rapidly moving some

one's anatomy. The streets were

filled with American flags, and Ameri
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can soldiers and crowds of Japanese

people out to see them. The click of

the Japanese wooden clogs upon the

pavements, especially in the crowded

railway station, I remember as the

most characteristic sound of Japan.

Then we got into a small train with a

very shrill little whistle that must con

vulse everyone, I thought, only no

one smiled but me, and then rode

through the eighteen miles of country

land lying between Yokohama and

Tokyo. We saw pine trees on little

hills, tiny thatched roofed villages sur

rounded with swampy, ridgy rice

fields, old temple roofs and tiny

shrines peering out of groves every

where, and just about dusk we reached

Tokyo. Here, in the station, I recall

the wonder and awe with which I

listened to the strange sounds that

poured forth from Miss Macdonald's

lips as I stood behind her and heard

her directing the jinricksha men where

to take us and our baggage. Then we

got into the jinricksha again and rode

through the gathering darkness to old

Doto Sanbancho. We passed through

a park, past large foreign buildings,

such as the Department of Justice, and

through lonely streets, edged with

beautiful walks and gateways, through

which I got my first fascinating

glimpses of tiny front gardens. Sud

denly we turned at right angles, with

a wild sort of squawk from the jin

ricksha men, into a very narrow street

edged with millions of tiny shops, in

which everything under the sun was

spread out for sale, and the street was

full of everybody buying it. We

whisked through the crowd of men,

women and children, went up a hill

beyond, around one or two more cor

ners, and with a final spurt of speed

swept in under a gateway and through

some big cherry trees in a garden up

to the open door of a house that looked

half Japanese and half foreign. No

house could have seemed lovelier to

me. It was full of pots of chrysanthe

mums, and I felt like exploring all of

its corners, of which, I may add, there

were many. Then I took the lamp and

went out into the garden to see it even

by lamplight.

That evening I met the first Japan

ese girl of my acquaintance, and from

that day on kept on meeting Japanese

girls as they came to the Bible classes

in the afternoons. During those first

days when I had to be brought up by

hand, told what to do, where to go,

what to say, I saw a lot of patience

displayed by everyone around me.

These were days when Miss Macdon

ald was the only secretary. The first

dormitory had just been completed

and was formally opened a week after

I came. I caught fleeting glimpses of

her coat tails as she flew off to meet

carpenter, contractor or lawyer, or to

meet a committee or lead a Bible class.

Those were days when I was com

manded to sleep, and not only com

manded but compelled to obey by an

awful overpowering drowsiness that

swept down over me at all sorts of

times. They were also days of fierce

hunger. Our meals were ever the oc

casion of my apologies as my plate

went back for the inevitable second

helping.

Soon I began language study in a

class with six other infants, each bet

ter at it than the rest. I remember

the fierce battles of trying to study and

not go to see some fascinating person

or place which, if I did not see then,

I never could see again! To the

Japanese language let me pay a tribute

in passing, to the joy of the chase.

A friend has quoted with deep feeling

in this connection, “Not now but in

the coming years.” It is a fascinating

language to study, I may say to pursue

—requiring and giving patience, grit

and humility. Let me also pay a trib

ute to our language teachers. May

their reward be more than the lisping,

stammering tongue of some of us.

But, seriously, when one does get to

the place of being able to understand

most of the addresses at a summer

conference or of being able to say some

things that she has been longing to

say so that the girls can understand
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them—the joy of that moment is not

inconsiderable.

Soon after I arrived, came the for

mal opening of the first dormitory

owned by the Tokyo Association. On

that day it poured torrents, and the

hostel garden was full of dripping jin

ricksha men and of gentlemen and

ladies arriving on high wooden rain

clogs and under wide oiled paper um

brellas. I had my first glimpse of an

honorable speaker addressing his audi

ence attired carefully in an afternoon

suit and a missionary lady's black car

pet slippers. But that was a day of

pride, to have a building of its own—

the Tokyo Association was justly

proud.

As I think of those fascinating first

days my mind turns naturally to the

last days I spent in Japan, and I

recall the people whom I wanted surely

to see before I left, people whom I

had never even dreamed of five years

before. The Sunday before I left

Tokyo during the sermon at the

Japanese church to which I belong,

the usher came up and beckoned me

outside. I thought of cablegrams

from America or a forgotten engage

ment at dinner, but in the vestibule

stood a small Japanese boy about ten

years old with a big pencil in his hand

and a sheet of paper. “What's your

address going to be over there?” he

said. I wrote it for him. “You’ll be

sure to send me some stamps, won't

you?” in a loud stage whisper. When

I realize how much I belong to Japan

now, it makes it seem a little more

possible that I have been gone from

the United States nearly five years.

The growth of the Association work

during these last five years has not

been inconsiderable. The National

Committee was organized first and the

twenty individual Associations affili

ated with it came after. This has

made possible from the first a strongly

centralized work, with the working out

of certain ideals into all the various

activities of the Association.

During these five years the Associa

tion monthly magazine, The Young
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Women of Japan, has increased its

circulation from about three hundred

to nine hundred copies. The summer

conference has increased from about

one hundred and eighty to two hun

dred and thirty, with an increase in

the number of schools represented,

especially in the representations from

government and private schools. The

corps of secretaries has grown from

one to nine, of whom two are Japanese.

Besides these we have also Miss Dal

ton, who is in charge of the Residen

tial Club for Foreigners. There are

now two student hostels in Tokyo.

The old Association headquarters at

Doto Sanbancho, which served as

home for all the secretaries as well as

headquarters for both National and

Tokyo Association work, have given

place to two larger houses, one head

quarters for the National, one for the

Tokyo work. The various committees

and subcommittees have increased in

numbers and efficiency, the member

ship had increased, more money is

contributed to support the work, and

there are increasingly larger ideals for

its future.

From the beginning it has been the

policy of the National Committee of

Japan to concentrate effort first upon

the Tokyo Association, with the

thought that if it were once strongly

established it might serve as a pattern

for other work, and that the experi

ments which are always necessary in

a new work, might be tried out there

for the benefit also of succeeding AS

sociations. The fact that our National

headquarters are in Tokyo has made

it possible for the National Commit

tee and its secretaries not only to start

the work, but to keep in touch with it

all along. This has meant a very great

deal. The first local secretaries to be

appointed to any individual Associa

tion were appointed to Tokyo.

When Association work was first

begun in Japan, it was at the invita

tion of a joint committee composed of

missionaries and representative Japan

ese ladies, who urged that the number

of strong Christian Japanese women
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already ready for work, coupled with

the rise of numbers of government

and private schools, and the numbers

of Japanese women entering various

fields of industrial life, constituted a

definite field for the Young Women's

Christian Association. They felt that

there were Japanese women qualified

to form committees able to begin and

carry on the work, and that there was

a field among both students and work

ing women that the Association was

especially qualified to enter. The

twenty Associations in Japan are either

city Associations or branches in mis

sion schools. In Tokyo during the

past five years the Bible classes have

grown from twelve, with an enroll

ment of about one hundred, to twenty

two classes enrolling two hundred and

seventy-nine girls. Through these

classes more than half the schools in

Tokyo, or thirty-eight, are being

touched. This student field was not

only the most open and urgent, but it

was rightly considered that it was

from this field that future leaders must

be drawn not only for student work,

but also for all other branches of As

sociation work as fast as the oppor

tunity for such work should open.

Work among students has also brought

together students from both govern

ment and mission schools—girls who

ordinarily do not meet, and who often

miss the strength that they can give

each other.

There are, it is estimated, 3,OOO

hospital nurses in Tokyo. There

could not be a field of greater need,

nor one wherein work would bring

larger returns as it multiplies itself

through the lives first touched in con

tinuous touch upon other lives. One

of the girl students in one of our Bible

classes became especially interested in

nurses while she was ill and herself in

the hospital, and since she has become

stronger and become a Christian has

done a great deal to help start some

classes for them. There are several

hospital managers who are eager that

work should be done for their nurses,

and inside of twelve months this has

developed so that there are now three

classes in the Association.

Fifty-five thousand factory women

is a field for anyone's effort. It was

again a student who brought to the

Tokyo Association its first opportu

nity in this field. She is a girl who was

at one time studying to be a teacher,

but had to stop, and later, finding

that she must support herself, took the

position of matron of a dormitory in

a great thread factory that employs

nearly two thousand women and girls.

Through her longing to do something

the opportunity came to us, so that

now, once every month, some of the

older girls in the Association go with

secretaries and the best speakers they

can get and hold a meeting in this

one factory.

Without doubt the most remarkable

advance step taken during the past

five years was made possible to the

Association through the coming in of

Miss Michi Kawai as its national sec

retary. Apart from her remarkable

fitness for that place and her unique

preparation for it both in Japan and

abroad, the fact that a Japanese

woman had become national secretary

made it possible for the Japanese As

sociation to show that it certainly was

a Japanese organization. From that

time on development in every direc

tion has been more rapid than was

ever possible before, and one of the

essential conditions of future growth

has been attained.

Support of much of the national

general work, all of the Tokyo general

work and all of Miss Kawai's salary

has been secured in Japan. In addi

tion, during the winter of 1912, the

Tokyo Association under the spur of

the generosity of Vassar College and

Miss Gouldie of Los Angeles, decided

not only to raise its debt to the Na

tional Committee on the land occu

pied by its second dormitory, but to

raise in addition the sum necessary,

with the money from Miss Gouldie

and Vassar, to buy a piece of land in

the heart of the city and put up a

building which could be used as a
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social center and for general Asso

ciation work. The sum is not yet all

raised, but more than half has been

raised in gifts and pledges, and the

land has been bought. All this has

been a tremendous education to us all,

workers and givers, and it is only the

beginning. To think that the long

hoped for piece of land, planned for

and talked of for years by the girls

who were so generous at Vassar and

longed for and worked for so long in

Japan—to think that it is actually

bought ! It is just in the heart of the

student section of Tokyo and not far

from the business section. The build

ing which has so long been called the

“Vassar Hostel” will 11ow be more

than that, a hostel combined with

rooms for all kinds of classes and so

cial work, a library, a gymnasium,

with all that this will mean. We say

in Japan that one must not talk about

what one will do or what one hopes to

do, but only mention a thing when

it is already done, so it is well not to

dilate upon the fascinating subject of

how many rooms we hope to have and

what kind of potted plants we shall

put along the edge of the roof garden.

But at any rate we have the land.

Another interesting new piece of

work has been the recent opening of

the branch in Yokohama. Heing a

port city Yokohama has a great many

foreigners living in the city and a

great many business firms are either

themselves foreign or have close asso

ciations and business dealings with

foreign firms. This makes it neces

sary that employees of such firms

should at least some of them speak

English or other foreign languages.

Thus there came to be many girls

working in these offices who often

have more than usual education. It

is also true that they have almost no

social life, no proper places in which

to eat lunch or pass any recreation

time, and no chance to go on to higher

things. The temptations for many of

these girls must be great. There are

also other girls of more ordinary edu

cation in like conditions. During this
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past winter interest has been awakened

in these girls among their employers

and among the ladies in Yokohama,

both Japanese and foreign, as well as

among the girls themselves. And now

rooms have been opened in the center

of the office district, where girls can

come for rest, to eat lunch, to meet

friends, and hold any kind of meeting

that it may seem that they need. Miss

Tei Minomiya, who is a graduate of

Smith College, is the secretary in

charge of the branch. This work has

been entirely financed in Tokyo.

The Association in Japan is, of

course, planned to meet the needs of

Japanese women. If it is to meet the

needs of Japan, its workers must in

creasingly be drawn from the very

best Japanese women, and yet Japan

is not cut off from the rest of the

world, and every year sees more peo

ple from other countries visiting

Japan. There have always been

among these visitors some who have

felt that the real Japan was not only

temples and mountains and rivers, but

people, schools, churches and institu

tions of different kinds, and who have

felt disappointed when they could not

get into some kind of vital touch with

the heart of Japan during their visit

there and come away feeling that they

knew something of what Japan was

and what the people were struggling

and longing to achieve. We have al

ways had such visitors at the Associa

tion and wished that there was some

way in which we could take them in

and let them live in the Association,

so that we could put them in touch

with some of the very real people and

things that we know. During this last

year this has been made possible

through the coming to Japan of Miss

Dalton of Canada, who has opened

what is known as the Residential Club

where foreigners may stay while visit

ing in Tokyo, or live for a longer time

if they wish. New missionaries study

ing the Japanese at the language

school in Tokyo, business women who

do not wish to take a house for them

selves, as well as tourists, have found
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this place useful, and we feel that it

is a most important part of the Asso

ciation.

There are many other things besides

the Association that have advanced

during the past five years. From the

missionary standpoint there has been

marked advance in the desire and the

accomplishment of unified effort, with

eyes on the whole field. This has

made possible a careful examination

of the field, and has shown among

other things that there are places in

Japan greatly neglected, has shown

that country work needs emphasis

terribly, has made possible united ef

fort for establishing a Christian uni

versity, increasing the amount of

Christian literature, making better

language study possible and the like.

During the recent visit of Dr. Mott as

representative of the Continuation

Committee of the Edinburgh Confer

ence this came out strongly, and dur

ing the student conference and evan

gelistic meetings held in connection

with his coming, we were all struck

with the response of the students,

both men and women, to the appeal to

their spiritual natures. Dr. Mott has

since said that he feels that the stu

dent field of Japan is now as eager

for the gospel as it ever was in the

early times of the great religious

awakening there. If this be true there

is one great difference: whereas

many in those early days studied

Christianity as something western and

therefore appealing, those who long

to study it now will do so from

one reason only, the realization of

a great spiritual need. For fifty

years Japan has been straining every

nerve in her effort to go into every

nation and find there the best, to bring

it back and build it into her own life.

It is easier to do this in material things

than in spiritual matters. The result

so far is such that Japan now feels

herself better equipped materially than

spiritually. Many of her great men

are sounding warnings in words that

we foreigners could not well use—

charges of superficiality, materialism

and selfishness. It has been said that

the problem now is not to give the

educated class of Japan a new religion,

but to give them a religion at all, in

place of agnosticism; and what is

true now of the educated will later be

true of those whom now we call un

educated.

To quote Dr. Mott again, in review

ing his trip around the world at the

Federation Conference in Lake Mo

honk, he said, “India presents the

greatest problems, China the greatest

immediate need and opportunity, Japan

is the place of greatest strategic im

portance.” Japan is inevitably at the

cross roads. She must be the inter

preter of the west to the east, and of

the east to the west. In the impres

sion that our life makes upon her we

can best see what our life really is.

How much can we impress upon her

of belief in the life of the spirit, of

real belief in God as our Father, of

Jesus Christ as our elder Brother, and

of all of us as his brethren?

The past five years have been un

speakably rich in their gifts to me and

in their vision of the possibilities of

the future to Japan, to the Japanese

Association, and to the American As

sociation movement, inasmuch as the

two movements are working together

as friends.

§

“You Will

Come Again?”

Alice Hutchins Drake

Mº HENDRICKS stood

dejectedly on the street cor

ner. Dusk had suddenly

fallen upon the city and now through

the shadows there were gleaming

myriads of electric lights. As she

poised upon the curb, one by one four

shining letters sprang out upon a

building opposite, held their light an

instant and were gone. They flashed

back at her in a moment: once more,
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held their light an instant, then were

gone—four glittering letters, high

over , the heads of the passers-by.

Martha, fascinated by the precision of

their appearance and disappearance,

failed for a moment to realize what

four they were. Nightly they beck

oned to thousands of girls who, know

ing their significance, welcomed their

rhythmic flashes. To-night they

seemed to summon her with positive

1nS1Stence.

A woman stopping to await the

passing of a truck, glanced at Martha,

then smiled understandingly. “It's

fascinating to watch them, isn't it?”

she said. Martha turned her troubled

eyes upon her. “What do they

mean?” she replied slowly.

A shrill whistle stopped the traffic.

The woman, being in haste, welcomed

the sound which meant immediate

passage through the lines of motors.

One hurried step from the curb and

her flight was stopped. “What do

they mean?” was not a question to be

ignored.

“I will tell you what those letters

mean. Shan't we step in here away

from the crowd P’’ She motioned to

ward a doorway where she and Mar

tha could stand. “They mean to me,

especially, a very wonderful thing. It

is really a secret, just between those

letters and me, but I am glad to share

it. They stand for four words of a

question—“You Will Come Again?’”

A wonderful smile lighted her face.

It was said down in the tenement dis

trict that just Miss Ellen's smile could

heal the sick. Certain it was that it

warmed the heart of Martha Hen

dricks. “To some people,” continued

Miss Ellen, “the letters mean some

thing entirely different, but in my

mind they stand for that loving ques

tion. I watch for them every evening

from the time I reach Euclid Street,

and they cheer me as I pass. And I

know if I need help I can always an

swer their call.”

Martha rubbed her hand over her

eyes. “I’ve never even come once,”

she said. “What'd happen if I did?”
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The word sounded crisp

“Magic,” repeated Miss

“Magic.”

and clear.

Ellen.

“If magic's another word for help,

it's what I need,” said Martha. “I’m

at the end of my string.”

“And the end's ravelled, isn't it?”

They both smiled at Miss Ellen's quick

response. “Let's go over and see if

magic isn't another word for help.

Anyway, dinner would help that rav

elled feeling.”

The two women crossed the street.

They stopped beneath the flashing let

ters and passed into the building. Over

the fireplace in the Lounge there hung

a large missal bearing the words:

“The Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation.” Miss Ellen led Martha to it.

“There,” she said, “this is what Y.

W. C. A. means to everyone but to

you and me. Now I'll show you how

they came to have their secret mean

ing.”

One evening five or six years be

fore, Miss Ellen had sought the As

sociation, tired, discouraged and dis

tressed. Miss Carton, whom the girls

affectionately called the “G. S.” be

cause general secretary was too much

to say in haste, had found her sitting

dejectedly by the fire and had taken

her to the G. S. bower. Troubles, fa

tigue, discouragement, magically

passed away under Miss Carton's

sympathetic touch, and when Miss

Ellen at last arose to leave, she found

herself refreshed in body, soul and

spirit. At the door, Miss Carton

pressed her guest's hand. “You will

come again?” she asked. “Sometime

when you can't stand it another min

ute, you will come again?”

They were simple words, but wel

come ones to a homesick girl. Later,

as she looked up at the flashing letters

their new significance occurred to her.

Just as Surely as that they would

spring from the darkness—could she

be confident of support in the Asso

ciation for which they stood.

Miss Ellen led Martha to the office

of the general secretary. Six years
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had passed since her first visit, but

Miss Ellen never entered without say

ing, “I have come again.” To-night

as she said it, she added, “And I’ve

brought someone with me, Martha

Hendricks, Miss Carton. She says

she's at the end of her string—please

help her.”

An hour later, Miss Ellen, reading

in the Lounge, looked up from “Gunga

Din” to see a radiant Martha ap

proaching. “She's given you a new

string, I judge,” laughed Ellen. “Now

for dinner and then home. Tell me,

did she help much "

A new light flashed in Martha's

eyes. “Help! I should say she did

And say, you know the secret about

the letters? Well, I know where you

fournd it. When I left Miss Carton,

she says to me, ‘You will come again?’

and sudden-like I knew where you

found those words for Y. W. C. A.

There's comfort in them, isn't there?

‘You Will Come Again?’”

And Ellen, slipping her arm through

Martha's, answered in happy confi

dence, “We will.”

Out in the darkness, four luminous

letters sprang from the darkness in

rhythmic flashes, held their light an

instant, and were gone.

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING ON THE NEw GROUNDS OF THE PACIFIC COAST CONFERENCE

The Pacific Coast

College Girl

Margaret Lothrop"

A S the train speeds westward

across the continent, the joy

and tingle of the air awaken

one to a greater sense of freedom and

* Miss Lothrop is qualified to write the

above article by her experience as an under

graduate at Smith College, and as an ad

vanced student and president of the Asso

ciation at Stanford University.

exhilaration; one cannot but become

joyous too. If that condition has not

been attained before reaching the

mountains of California, the dip down

into the glowing sunshine cannot be

resisted. One feels able to go out

and accomplish deeds which would

have daunted one previously. It is

that same spirit of joyous self-reliance

and of ability to cope with the unusual

which marks the Pacific Coast college

girl. She may have her faults, but

she also has the courage to face any

hard crisis with her best effort. Her

life has generally been spent out-of
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doors, in a country where one “does

things” as a matter of course. She is

ready to meet emergencies, to rough it,

or to go to dances with the same zest

for enjoyment. The beautiful moun

tain country and the cloudless days of

California offer a bewilderment of op

portunities for camping either in fam

ily camping parties or in the large

hotel camps which are so numerous.

One of the charms of the Pacific

Coast girl is this very readiness to en

ter with all her energy into the event

of the moment, whether it be work

or play. A self-reliant girl full of

energy and joy in her work is a valu

able asset in any Association or cam

paign.

The eastern college girl is bred

among conventions and is accustomed

to rules. It is not so in the Far West.

To be sure there are conventions to be

observed, but the spirit is more that

of universities, where the good judg

ment of the individual is trusted to

guide her actions. This great free

dom is not always the greatest of

blessings. In college affairs there is

not quite the same spirit of amalga

mation and co-operation which is to

be found in the eastern colleges for

women. The Pacific Coast girl is the

most loyal of adherents, but it is more

difficult for her to accustom herself

to the red tape and methods of a sys

tem. That may partly arise from con

ditions existing in co-educational uni

versities. To a great extent, I be

lieve, it arises from a strongly devel

oped individualism, fostered by this

same freedom. One must always con

sider the individual and give her rea

sons the importance of which she

recognizes; the appeal cannot be made

so readily to her social instinct.

Therein lie both her strength and her

weakness. She can be of great help

to the Association, and it in turn can

strengthen and develop her. She can

bring to it her radiant energy and self

reliance, her initiative and persever

ance in the path she has chosen. The

Association can give her the spirit of

co-operative work, the willingness to
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rely at certain times on the judgment

of other people and to work under or

ders. Especially will the Association

help the girls in so far as it can

bring them to a deeper realization of

the close friendship with Jesus Christ

which is open to them, and of the

possibilities of living their lives under

his guidance.

The Young Women's Christian As

sociation, as are all the churches, is

here obliged to combat the growing

non-religious Sunday. in a country

where the glowing sunshine generally

lures, it is difficult to blame those who

prefer a Sunday spent entirely out-of

doors. This does not mean that the

people are non-religious, but rather

that they do not recognize their per

sonal responsibility for regular church

attendance. As is the case with most

college girls the connection between

their religion and the social responsi

bility has not been effectively made.

The sense of social responsibility itself

is strong. Their interest in civic af

fairs is keen, and they always respond

(ſuickly to any call for social service

The Pacific Coast girl is warm

hearted, generous, and hospitable.

She is interested in the individual, and

accepts a new-comer quickly for the

qualities she may show. Surely the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion needs girls of this caliber, who

can appreciate and will help fine quali

ties wherever they find them.

The Pacific Coast girl is essentially

honest, practical and loyal. She is

ready and eager to put her beliefs

into practice. She is a brave and

loyal friend. If, then, the Young

Women's Christian Association can,

as never before, bring to the Pacific

Coast girls a keener realization of the

wonder and beauty of the greatest of

friendships it will give them that which

will sweeten and strengthen their

lives, and it will gain for itself and

for all social work girls and women

who will give splendid service wher

ever they may be, not for themselves,

but for Christ.



Religious Meetings in Student Associations

1913-1914

Mabel Eleanor Stone”

of topics for the weekly meet

ings of the student Associa

tion which would meet the diverse

needs of all Associations would, of

course, be impossible. Yet because

this year there is an unusual number

of subjects, such as the World's Stu

dent Christian Federation Conference

and the commissions of the National

Board have presented, that most Re

ligious Meetings Committees will

wish to bring before their Associa

tions, one field committee did prepare

a general outline which may prove

suggestive.

These weekly meetings for which

the Religious Meetings Committee is

responsible may be divided roughly

into four groups: (1) The informa

tional meeting, in which some phase

of the Association work is explained

or some affiliated movement pre

sented, such as a membership rally

or discussion of the Student Volun

teer Movement; (2) the devotional

meeting; (3) the specialized meeting,

such as at Christmas or Easter; and

(4) the general meeting for the dis

cussion of problems of interest to

the whole college or to the girls as

individual college women, such as

student government, the point system,

the responsibility of college women

to women in industry, etc. Too many

meetings of one group following one

after the other are apt to prove mo

notonous. The girls may tire of three

informational topics together, while

many Associations would rather in

tersperse their devotional meetings

with those for the consideration of

concrete problems that their girls may

learn to correlate the every day liv

To attempt to outline any series

* Miss Stone is student secretary for the

Field Committee of Ohio and West

Virginia.

ing with their deepest religious ex

periences. Again seeking to avºid

monotony many committees plan the

topics in a way that tends to alternate

student and outside leadership, that

the vividness of familiar problems

may be balanced by the wider experi

ence of those who come from outside

the college walls to share the joy

of the far sight. Since many outside

speakers wish to select the scripture

readings themselves, it would be diffi

cult to include readings in any sug

gested list of topics. Except in the

case of outside speakers it is the

special privilege of the committee to

make their own choice of the scrip

ture readings which they feel will

best express the meaning of the topic

to be discussed. Each girl on the

committee might take one month and

prepare the Bible readings for that

month in advance, consulting with

the chairman of the committee.

Underlying all these varied plans

for the conduct of the weekly meet

ing is the fundamental principle that

in the religious meeting the whole

life of the Association is summed up.

To emphasize this and unify the work

it is the custom in many places for

each main committee to take one or

more meetings during the year when

they present some phase of their own

activities. For instance the social

service committee might lead a dis

cussion on settlement work or the

finance committee on the need for a

personal budget and account book.

Here, sooner or later, every girl will

find her special problem met, her

special interest deepened. Here each

committee will find inspiration for its

own task. Here the Association as a

united body will meet in common ex

pression of loyalty to their Master.

28o
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In the following topics, which must

be adapted by each committee to its

own need, only four meetings a month

have been provided for in order to

allow place for the shifting made

necessary for vacations, etc.:

SUGGESTED TOPICS

OCTOBER

I. Informational Meeting.

(This meeting may be the Member

ship Rally, taking the form either of

a pageant, tableaux or talk by the

president of the Association describ

ing the place of the Association in

the university life.)

2. Finance Rally.

(The Commission on Thrift and

Efficiency of the National Board has

published the report presented at the

Biennial Convention, and this report,

with the new Personal Account Book,

could be used to form the basis of a

finance meeting very different from

the old presentation of columns of

figures that must be made to balance.)

3. Bible and Mission Study Rally.

(There may be an outside speaker

or there might be several short talks

by women of the university who have

found their great inspiration to com

radeship with God in the study of the

Bible.)

4. The Spirit of the Master.

(“The Manhood of the Master”,

on sale by the National Board, is

suggested for reference. The meet

ing may be in charge of the Religious

Meetings Committee.)

NOVEMBER

1. The Ministering of Our Trust.

(The Social Service Committee may

be in charge, either discussing some

topic of wide importance, such as early

Christmas shopping, if the university

is near a city, or our responsibility

to the girls who make our clothes,

etc. (see Miss Mary Van Kleeck's

book on the Makers of Artificial

Flowers), or the questions discussed

may relate to the needs of the local

community and the methods by which
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the university women may minister

their trust.).

2. Our Foreign Secretary.

(The country to be discussed will

vary according to the location of the

secretary to whom the Association

gifts go.)

3. Thanksgiving Meetins.

(An order of service for Thanks

giving is being prepared and will

probably be published in the Novem

ber ASSOCIATION MonTHLY.)

DECEMBER

1. Christian Womanhood

Twentieth Century.

(With the Social Committee in

charge and a faculty of townswomen

whom the girls especially respect as

speaker, the report of the Commis

sion on Social Morality may be pre

sented with special reference to the

responsibility of university women.)

2. Snap Shots From Lake Mohonk.

(This might be a joint meeting with

the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion, using the report of the World's

Student Christian Federation Confer

ence at Lake Mohonk. The report

can be obtained from every field of

fice.)

3. Christmas Service. -

(The order of service published in

THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY for De

cember, 1912, may be used if desired.)

in the

JANUARY

I. Beyond the Walls.

(The Association News Committee

in charge of this meeting can bring

to the rest of the Association inter

esting bits out of the experience of

other student Associations or of the

wider Association life of the country

beyond the walls of college.)

2. Student Volunteer Quadrcnnial

Convention.

(Wherever a college has a delegate

at the conference, of course it will be

her place to report on the nation-wide

gathering together of students in the

cause of foreign missions, but even

without a delegate's report you can
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gather splendid material by watching

the newspapers, church papers, etc.)

FEBRUARY

In the months following the Stu

dent Volunteer Quadrennial the

strongest emphasis of the study

groups will naturally be on mission

study, and in order to make the em

phasis clear and still meet the need

for Bible study, there might be plan

ned for February a series of foul

talks on some general topic of Bib

lical interest or to cover some specific

section of the Bible. It would be

wise where possible to have an outside

or faculty leader. The following

subjects are merely suggestive:

Out of Doors in Modern Syria.

(What archaeology has discovered.)

Eighth Century Prophets.

Behind the Old Testament.

(The background of the Bible.)

MARCH

1. The Country Church and

Country School.

(With each year bringing out fresh

possibilities of co-ordination between

the parts of our great woman's move

ment for women we will want to study

the problems of country life and our

opportunities to help as college women

and as Association members.)

2. Joint Gossip of Country Girls.

(Experiences of students who are

really country girls would help to

arouse enthusiasm before the class in

preparation for Eight Week Clubs

starts. Refer to your Field Commit

tee for material for this meeting.)

3. The Master in the Open With

His Friends.

(“Out of Doors in the Bible,” pub

lished by the National Board, has

many suggestions for this meeting.)

4. Christ's Standard of .4ction.

(The cabinet might take this hour,

using the report of the Commission

the

on Character Standards as the basis

of a frank talk together about the

college problems where there is dan

ger of “blurred standards.”)

APRIL

I. Summer Conference Rally.

(One way to conduct the rally

would be as tableaux with dialogue

showing a conference day classes,

athletics, stunts, technical hour and

vesper service. The delegates of last

year might take the meeting in

charge.)

2. Easter Service.

(The order of service published in

THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY for

March, 1913, is suggested for use.)

3. Volunteer Workers in Council.

(The Commission on Volunteer

Workers, report published by the Nat

ional Board, is full of suggestions

for this meeting.)

4. Installation of Officers.

(Order of Service published in THE

Association MontHLY for April,

1913, may be used.)

MAY

1. l'ocations for College Women.

(There may be an outside speaker

or the Social Service and Association

News Committee may unite in collect

ing interesting material about the dif

ferent vocations open to college wom

en.)

2. The Master's Loyalty to His Vo

cation.

(“The Manhood of the Master” is

suggested for reference.)

3. A Golden Rule Vacation.

(Suppose you were a tired country

pastor with no Sunday school teach

ers or a distracted head resident in

a settlement. What would you like

a college girl to do?)

4. Senior Meeting.



The Stockholm Conference

Clarissa Spencer”

tee of the Young Women's

Christian Association issued

an invitation to the Associations of

the world to send delegates to a con

ference which promises to be more

inspiring and helpful than that which

is to take place June 10-18, 1914, in

Stockholm, Sweden.

Stockholm is one of the beautiful

cities of the world. Even in winter

it is fascinating, and in June it should

look its best with all the charm of a

northern summer resting upon it. So

we are indeed fortunate in the choice

of the place in which the conference

is to be held.

The subject chosen for the program

is “God’s Plan for Women,” and un

der this general heading it is desired

that there should be a careful consider

ation of the position which Christian

women should occupy to-day in the

home, in society, in the state and in

the church. No question is so press

ing and so urgent at this time as that

which concerns the status of women.

In almost all parts of the world it is

demanding a solution, and in some

countries it has come to an acute

stage. In the minds of some people

the woman's question is synonymous

with that of woman's suffrage. But

the question itself is larger than that

of “votes for women.” It concerns

the welfare, physical, social, economic

and spiritual of womanhood to-day,

the protection of women and girls

from the dangers which so often con

front them. It concerns their occupy

ing their rightful place in the home,

in society, in the state and in the

church, that place in which they can

render the greatest service and live

the fullest life. For this women's

question is not only one of privilege,

Nº." has the World's Commit

* Miss Spencer is general secretary of the

World's Young Women's Christian Associa

tion.

but of opportunity for development

and service for womanhood.

Surely it is the duty of the Young

Women’s Christian Associations

which form a part of our world's

movement and which are working for

the welfare and uplift of womanhood,

seriously to consider this question

which is agitating society all over the

world and which so deeply concerns

women of many classes and nationali

ties. We believe that in Jesus Christ

and in his gospel is to be found the

solution of the woman's problem as of

all other problems which confront hu

manity to-day. We would therefore

come to the World's Conference next

June in Stockholm with expectation

that during those days in which we

shall be gathered together God will

give us some clearer revelation of his

gracious will concerning womanhood

and our Association as one agency in

the carrying out of that will.

The different National Committees

have been asked to prepare one or

more sections of the program, and it

is hoped that the Associations in each

nation will earnestly consider the sub

ject of the conference and especially

that phase of it which the National

Committee of that country has chosen.

Only by such preparation will the best

results be secured. The three com

missions appointed by the recent Rich

mond Convention in this country will

touch some of the important parts of

the question which is to be brought

before the World’s Conference at

Stockholm, and any results obtained

from the study and investigation of

the commissions will help in solving

the larger problem.

Among those who have been espe

cially invited to be present and to

speak are Miss Mabel Cratty and other

American leaders, Miss Ruth Rouse of

the World's Student Christian Federa

tion, Miss Una Saunders of Canada,
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Madam Schalck of Italy, Mademoiselle

Rappard of France, Madame Michelet

of Norway, Dr. David Cairns of Scot

land, Dr. Karl Fries of Sweden, Pas

tor Paul Le Seur of Germany, and M.

le Pasteur Breitenstein of Switzerland.

It is hoped that these and others who

are being invited to take part may be

with us at Stockholm. An effort is

being made to secure speakers from

Japan, China and India, that part of

the world which is witnessing such

marvellous changes and which is mak

ing such a strong appeal to very many

at this time.

The morning hours of the confer

ence are to be devoted to united Bible

study and intercession and formal ad

dresses on various parts of the pro

gram. Sufficient time is being allot

ted in the afternoon to the discussion

of various points of the program. Fur

ther addresses on the subject of the

program are to be given at the even

ing meetings. A part of the confer

ence will be given to the considera

tion of the business of the World S

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion and ample provision is being

made for social intercourse. The

Swedish National Committee has been

asked to make arrangements for the

services to be held in connection with

the conference on Sunday, June 14.

Our Swedish friends have extendel

to us a very warm welcome and are

doing all that they can to prepare for

our coming. Opportunity will doubt

less be afforded the delegates to see

something of the splendid work being

done by our Young Women's Chris

tian Association in Stockholm, both

in the central building, which will

probably serve as conference head

quarters, and also that being done in

other sections of the city, especially

that for factory girls.

We ask our American Association

leaders and members to help us by

careful preparation of their part of the

program, by intercession on behalf of

the conference, and by sending as

strong and as representative a dele

gation to Stockholm as is possible.

The official language of the confer

ence will be English, French and Ger

Illail.

A registration fee of $1.25 will be

charged each delegate. The confer

ence will be self-entertaining. Infor

mation concerning accommodations

and other details can be secured from

the Foreign Department Office, 600

Lexington Avenue, New York City.

The American National Board is

such an influential factor in the work

of the World's Young Women's Chris

tian Association that much of the suc

cess of our Stockholm Conference

must depend upon the support and

assistance rendered by our Associa

tion leaders and members in this coun

try. And we know that you will not

fail us.

§

Educational Jottings

Association

Music.

Association girls delight in the

tangible expression of ideals held

in common by Association members

East, West, North and South. At

the various conferences the delegates

have been memorizing and singing

with enthusiasm “The Hymn of the

Lights,” written for the finale of the

National Pageant at Richmond.

There should be an increase this

year in the use of the popular Song

Fest as a goal of effort to Association

choral and glee clubs. The North

eastern Field Committee has pointed

the way in the two successful May

concerts participated in by five Asso

ciations in 1912 and 1913. Every

Association that has a central Asso

ciation, and at least one branch large

enough for a choral club, could have a

joint concert. Neighboring Associa

tions within moderate distance from

each other would enjoy this way of

getting better acquainted, with a spirit

of friendly competition giving spice to

and Inter - Association
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the occasion. Christmas, Easter or

May Day music might be appropriately

chosen for an effective and unified

program. Folk songs from one or

more countries would also furnish a

pleasing motif.

There should be more Association

singing in many keys and moods. If

we want to put new spirit into our

gatherings, let us learn to sing songs

that are old and new, grave and gay.

One of these days we ought to have

our own Association song book. What

Association has written an original

song that would be singable else

where? Who will write one? Tell

us about it!

To Make Reading Count.

How many Association folk have

followed any sort of system in reading

this last year? Everyone has promised

herself that she would read with a

purpose “sometime.” This is a good

time to begin. The Chautauqua

Course offers a good plan that helps

the reader to hold to good intentions.

Several successful Association Chau

tauqua Reading Clubs were in opera

tion last year. Perhaps you did not

know that the Chautauqua Institution

makes to Association clubs a very at

tractive offer that is not available to

others. Any one who will may make

an excursion into the classic lands of

Italy and Greece, the source of our

richest literary and art inheritance,

during this classical year 1913-1914.

But there are many other plans for

reading for information, for mental

discipline, or pure pleasure. Every

one should have some plan, however

simple. One may become familiar

with all the works of one good author,

or select one subject or one period of

time to read up or read around. It

pays all it costs to read with a plan.

Can we help you to form the plan 2

A New Emphasis in Educational

Work.

It is better not to unite the wage

earning course with the course for

home-makers in your Association.

Both are valuable, but the point of
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view and the method are different in

the two courses. If there has been a

recent study of your city, education

ally, commercially or industrially, you

will have intelligent basis for deciding

where the Association can fit in with

the vocational training offered by

other institutions. Perhaps you can

develop, with the co-operation of em

ployers of girls, a better form of train

ing in an old line, or a new way in a

new line. The occupations in your

community that give the best oppor

tunity for girls in wage-earning with

short hours, good conditions, fair

wages, and opportunity for advance

ment, are worth looking into. Some

one has suggested that various kinds

of work in the printing trade and the

large field of art pottery furnish good

opportunity for the training of girls.

The majority of city girls in their

“teens” are unskilled workers. It is a

mere truism that the quality of work

done before as well as after marriage

makes or mars a woman's character.

Education for efficiency is the loud

sounding note of the day, but train

ing for character building is bigger

and more inclusive. Some Associa

tions are doing good pioneer work in

the much needed field of trade train

ing for girls. If the educational de

partment is working closely with the

employment bureau, such co-operation

is stimulating new vitality in both.

Saving and Earning.

Interlock your plans for educational

classes and clubs with the use of the

savings account bank book recom

mended by the National Board Com

mission on Thrift and Efficiency. Here

is an opportunity | Throw out this

challenge to every Association wage

earner that she can make herself worth

more by following the right course of

reading, the study of a foreign lan

guage, by a course in business Eng

lish, an advanced course along the

line of her occupation if practicable,

or along an utterly different line that

will give needed relaxation and re

action.
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TEACHERs College DELEGATION IN Household ARTs Episode of THE PAGEANT AT Silver BAY,

JUNE, 1913

Commission on

Standardization of

Household Arts

Alice Wright Penrose"

URING the six months prior to

the Biennial Convention held

at Richmond in April, it was

the endeavor of the Commission on

Household Arts to gather significant

facts and figures from the depart

mental directors of the so-called arts

and sciences, with a view to greateſ

efficiency to be reached through the

effort of the Associations working to

gether as a unit. A questionnaire was

sent to Associations asking for infor

mation indicating the needs and oppor

tunities in Associations all over the

country. The commission takes this

opportunity to express appreciation of

the help given through the question

naire, which help, it is hoped, will

later be returned to the Associations

doubled and trebled in value. It also

* Miss Penrose has been domestic science

director in the Cleveland Association.

wishes to point out some of the lines

along which progress may be expected.

Since household arts occupy so

large and important a place in the edu

cational work of the Association, it

seems desirable that there should be

some definite standards set for the

class work in all Associations. To this

end the commission is preparing out

lines based upon the most approved

courses in operation in sewing and

cooking, not with any idea of securing

rigid uniformity regardless of varying

conditions and varying needs, but with

the hope and belief that by the use of

this framework, embodying the essen

tial principles upon which to build, it

will be possible for the Associations

to reach a more perfect standard in

the work accomplished, and to gain

largely in help from each other

through the fact that there is a com

mon denominator of achievement.

During the two years between the

convention at Indianapolis and the

one at Richmond such a framework

has been tried out in several Associa

tions in the department of cookery,

for the building up of a course of fif

teen lessons known as “First Term
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Cookery,” which, with minor modifica

tions, the Associations using it have

found most satisfactory. Encour

aged by the success of the venture, it

is now suggested that a second and

third course shall be built upon the

first, and that the same plan be car

ried out in the sewing. Directors in

terested in the plan may obtain copies

of the suggested courses, together

with the report on the questionnaire,

by writing to the educational secre

tary at headquarters.

But in dealing with this more tan

gible matter, one feels that only a step

has been taken in the direction of as

suring for the girls and women of our

membership the help and encourage.

ment so much needed in household

matters. To be able to sew and to

cook are indeed most necessary, but

of even more primary importance is

it that women should have definite

help in the selection of the materials

to be sewed and the food to be cooked

that they should be able to judge intel

ligently for themselves what is ap

propriate for their own individual

needs and proportionate to their own

individual incomes, with a percentage

for savings accounts. The report of

the Commission on Thrift and Effi

ciency adopted at Richmond has in

it much that might be quoted along

this line. The following has a definite

bearing on the problem of the home

maker with its many inclusions:

“The efficient housekeeper will man

age her household scientifically, will

relate her outlay to the family income,

small or large. She will plan the most

profitable use of the working and

leisure hours for herself and her chil

dren, and will call into play her genius,

whatever it may be, artistic, social or

business, for the benefit of her family,

herself and the community of which

her family is the social unit.

“Here and there successful efforts

are being made to increase the effi

ciency of young women in some par

ticular line and to encourage them to

accumulate savings accounts. But so

limited have been these local efforts

that the National Board has practically

a free field of unlimited opportunity

for the execution of a nation-wide

program for the development of thrift

and efficiency in direct application to

the use of money, time and ability.”
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What more appropriate engine could

the National Board use in its nation

wide effort to inculcate and encourage

better economic conditions for women,

than the departments which deal

definitely with women's work? What

greater encouragement for opening

new fields of endeavor could the de

partments ask than the understanding

aid of the members of the commission

and all those who are actively forward

ing that branch of the work? If we

are to be of greatest use in our com

munities we must no longer sit at home

waiting for the women to come to us;

we must go out to teach or to preach

wherever there is need.

§

Preliminary Work of the Mission Study

Committee in the Student Association

Lovell J.

ISSION Study Committees

M are more forehanded in their

programs of work than they

were a decade ago. But with most

committees there is still large room

for improvement in this respect. Many

of the difficulties which come up in

the course of the year's work might

be forestalled by some advance think

ing and planning. Indeed, the ma

jority of the shining successes in mis

sion study are won through the early

unnoticed work of the committees.

The public features of the under

taking receive much greater attention.

The invitation to join a mission study

class is presented to the whole stu

dent body in a variety of ways. One

sometimes visits a college during the

days of a mission study campaign and

is beset behind and before with the

knowledge that mission study classes

are about to begin and that all stu

dents are urged to enroll. Posters,

bulletin boards, black boards in the

class room, articles in the college pa

per, announcements in chapel, printed

leaflets describing the courses, and a

dozen other devices are employed to

give publicity to what is being made

the big affair of the hour. In particu

lar, the “rally” receives a good deal

* Mr. Murray is educational secretary for

the Student Volunteer Movement.

Murray"

of attention. It is true that many

committees are lacking at this point

and carry on their public propaganda

in a very limited and perfunctory way.

Evidently they are wanting in faith,

or vision, or courage, or conviction;

they are settling down to work for

small results. But even in these cases

the public campaign receives more at

tention than the quiet preparatory

work of the committee.

What should enter into the prelim

inary work of the Mission Study Com

mittee 2

I. First, there is the development

of a sense of mission in the committee

itself. It represents an undertaking

that has an immense deal to offer

every student whom it may reach.

No activity in or out of the Associa

tion goes deeper or reaches out fur

ther or yields results that last longer

than this. Every member of the com

tº ee our ht to feel that she has here

an opportunity to render the very fin

est service to her fellow-students and

to promote the interests of Christ's

Kingdom through the world. It does

not call for much vision to see this.

The problems of the committee would

be largely solved in advance if every

member were to say with conviction,

“Here is my chance for a mighty serv

ice. The pressure of my fingers is
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on the affairs of the Kingdom of God

to the ends of the earth. Whatever

else I may neglect, I must not be

faithless in this.”

2. A definite program is almost

as essential as a clear ideal, if the

work is to command the enthusiasm

of the workers. The efforts of past

years should be reviewed and the ele

ments of strength and of weakness

accurately estimated. The experi

ences of other institutions should be

considered. Expert counsel from

every available source should be se

cured. Then a clear-cut policy should

be carefully framed. For one thing,

this should set a standard which should

be reached in the enrollment, provid

ing for a distinct advance on the best

record which the college has ever

made. It should cover also the time

of campaign, the size and number of

the classes and the publicity methods

to be employed. It should include

the ways whereby practical expression

may be given to the interest which the

study of missions will awaken. The

committee will also select with great

discrimination the leaders of the vari

ous classes. After a thorough study

of the current mission study prospec

tus of the Student Volunteer Move

ment, the courses of study will also be

chosen. These and other items will

be included in the mission study policy

for the year. Before it is finally

agreed upon, each member of the com

mittee should have read the pamphlet,

“The Organization of Mission Study

Among Students.”

3. Closely related to these prelim

inaries to a successful mission study

campaign is the emphasis upon prayer

for the work of the committee. In

many cases every member of the com

mittee agrees to pray daily throughout

the year for the mission study propa

ganda in the college, and the results

of such an agreement faithfully fol

lowed out are always apparent. The

systematic intercession of many out

side the committee may also be se

cured.

4. Another prerequisite to a suc

cessful year in mission study is the
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obtaining of the enthusiastic backing

of the cabinet. This work must be

wisely related to the other departments

of the Association's activity, particu

larly Bible study. When the time

comes for starting the campaign, it

should not only be given right of way,

but it should have behind it the whole

working force of the Association.

This force can be claimed and the

undertaking can be effectively articu

lated into the entire scheme of the

Association work only when mission

study is made a cabinet affair.

5. Before the canvass is made for

enrollment in the classes, the commit

tee should be carefully trained for its

work. It should have several meet

ings to consider the advantages of

mission study,” and the objections to

joining classes which will probably

be met, to apportion the territory to

be covered by the canvassers, and to

seek by united prayer the blessing of

God upon the undertaking. Every

member should know the nature of

the various text-books to be used and

some of the elements of strength and

of special attractiveness in each.

Sometimes brief messages of inspira

tion or counsel from pastors, profes

sors or interested laymen add to the

value of these councils of war.

6. A preliminary enrollment is of

ten made to good advantage. The

members of last year's classes who are

returning to college are usually ready

to re-enlist for another course of

study. The students who were at the

summer conference and attending

classes there may be expected not

only to enroll in groups in their own

college but to be promoters of the

enterprises. If a nucleus of three or

four interested students can be se

cured for each of the classes before

any public presentation of the mission

study program is made, the chances

for maintaining the interest through

out the year are greatly increased.

* See the pamphlets: “Benefits Derived

from Mission Study”; “What Is Involved

in Mission Study ?”; “Is Mission Study

Worth While?”
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TOWER LODGE AT CAMP BLUEFIELDS

Camp Bluefields

Elsie Herrick Lewis

AVE you ever lived in a house

H where some friend has pre

pared with loving interest a

wonderball for the child of that

house?—big and bulging and crackling

with tissue paper, but gay in wools and

very enticing with its mystery of gifts

to be worked for. Have you seen the

busy little fingers as the crochet hook

is plied and the doll bonnet or worsted

petticoat grows, her eyes growing big

with delight as each new wonder is

reached? If you have, then perhaps

you will understand with what unflag

ging zeal and growing enthusiasm

the plans for a certain summer camp

for girls have been worked out and

put into operation.

The combined efforts of many

friends have made possible a vaca

tion camp for the busy industrial girls

of New York City. Only twenty-five

miles distant from crowded Manhat

tan, stretching westward in lazy rest

fulness, lies a tract of some five hun

dred acres, in part cleared, in part

timbered with oak and cedar, spruce

and dogwood. Straight up from the

Greenbush Road in Blauvelt, leaving

the blue stone for a road of earth,

one trudges, until the road turns into

a luring wooded path leading on until

the big plateau is reached. From the

athletic field, looking toward the set

ting sun, one sees the gleam of white

tents lined in military precision under

the spreading trees. But our New

York girl, for let us see the camp

through her eyes, knows she must

first see the camp leader before she

may go to her tent to shed city clothes

for the comfortable camp garb of

middy blouse and bloomers.

From the snug athletic headquarters

where she receives her official wel

come and where she stops to buy,

write and mail post cards to her

friends, she goes to her tent and while

exploring and admiring its comfort

able cot bed and wash stand, which on

closer inspection proves to be a pack

ing case with oilcloth top and chintz

curtain, hears the clear note of the

bugle calling hungry campers to sup

per.

After supper she goes with new

friends to the reading room just off

the south end of the recreation room.
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On the south piazza she is invited to

join a group who are about to go for

a walk in the gloaming. Off they

start, past croquet ground, athletic

field and tennis court, straight on to—

wards the rising moon. The air is

heavy with the fragrance of crimson

clover and wild flowers. As they pass

along a narrow path in the knee-high

growth of timber a belated wood

chuck, startled at their approach,

scampers home. All around the soft

night sounds are becoming more in

sistently heard, and tired feet before

long turn campward. Our girl soon

finds herself seated with a hundred

others listening to a tale of long ago,

when men lived in wigwams and

hunted for their meat. She thrills to

the story of the red men who lived in

the valley and hunted even on the very

hill where they are sitting. And then

she hears of the Dutch settlers and

the great plantations, Blauvelt among

them, for this is History Night.

The bugle sounds and all go tramp

ing off to bed. Scarce have the notes

of taps re-echoed into silence before

our girl has passed into the dream

meadow where blue flowers are grow

ing and each blade of grass stands

attention, saluting the newest arrival

in friendship fields. Faintly she be

comes conscious that her tent-mate is

singing, “I can't get her up, I can't

get her up, I can't get her up this

morning.” She is out of bed in a

flash, for is not a whole new day be

fore her with its discoverable joys’

She is determined to find the blue

flowers of friendship field this day.

Where can one find a better invest

ment of $3.50 for a week of camp life

with all its recreation ? What better

fits a self-supporting girl for her busy

eleven and one-half months' work than

such a summering?—life on a hill with

higher hills beyond and life which

makes it easy to say, “I will lift up

mine eyes unto the hills from whence

cometh my help, my strength cometh

from the Lord which made Heaven

and earth.” For somehow when the

sun has shone upon you, and the
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breeze has blown the cobwebs from

your brain, and Mother Nature has

cradled you for half a moon things

seem to sink into their right places

and you see them in true perspective

and right values. This is what Camp

Bluefields, opened July first by the

Metropolitan Board of the Young

Women's Christian Association, is do

ing for our tired sisters in industry of

New York City. -

§

ARecognition Service

HERE have been so many re

quests for a simple service for

the recognition of new mem

bers that it seemed best to suggest a

brief service that might be used at the

close of any regular Association meet

ing in recognition of the new members

recommended by the Cabinet, leaving

the membership committee or the

president free to plan an entire service

if desired.* E. C.

President.—As president of the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion of (name of institution)

I gladly welcome you who desire to

share our common purpose.

(The new members rise here, the

names being read by the vice-president

if desired.)

President.—In pledge of our unfail

ing loyalty to each other and to the

whole Association, let us repeat to

gether our purpose.

(The old members may rise here as

all repeat):

Unison.—“The purpose of the AS:

sociation shall be to unite the women

of the institution in loyalty to Jesus

Christ, to lead them to accept him as

their personal Saviour, to build them

up in the knowledge of Christ, espe

cially through Bible study and Chris

tian service, that their character and

conduct may be consonant with their

belief. It shall thus associate them

* Copies of this service may be ordered

from the publication department at 50

cents a hundred.
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with the students of the world for the

advancement of the Kingdom of God.

It shall further seek to enlist their de

votion to the Christian Church and to

the religious work of the institution.”

President.—In the name of our

Lord who came to bring life abundant

to all people, let us pray:-

“For this reason, on bended knee I

beseech the Father, from whom the

whole family in Heaven and on earth

derives its name, to grant you—in ac

cordance with the wealth of his glori

ous perfections—to be strengthened

by his Spirit with power penetrating

to your inmost being. I pray that

Christ may make his home in your

hearts through your faith; so that

having your roots deep and your

foundations strong in love, you may

become mighty to grasp the idea, as

it is grasped by all God's people, of

the breadth and the length, the height

and depth—yes, to attain to a knowl

edge of the knowledge-surpassing love

of Christ, so that you may be made

complete in accordance with God's

own standard of completeness. Now

to him who, in the exercise of his

power that is at work within us, is

able to do infinitely beyond all our

highest prayers or thoughts, to him

be the glory in the church and in

Christ Jesus to all generations, world

without end Amen.”

THE FRANCES FIELD MEMORIAL

On the first day of July, between

the student and city conferences at

Silver Bay on Lake George, dedica

tion was made of the simple building

erected in memory of Frances Field,

who died in December, 1909. Miss

Cratty, standing in the midst of a lit

tle group of workers, most of whom

had known and loved Miss Field, re

viewed her life with sympathetic in

sight. She traced her outer life as

teacher, as educational and branch sec

retary for the Harlem Association, as

organizer of the training school for

Association workers in England, as

state secretary for New York and

New Jersey, as Miss Dodge's private

Secretary during the days of the re

organization of the National Young

Women's Christian Association, and

lastly as executive secretary for the

Publication and Field Work Depart

ments of the new National Board.

She spoke of the long, uncomplain

ing struggle against ill-health, of dis

appointments, of the grey monotony

of a life spent so largely in committee

meetings, trying to make others see

that which she saw so clearly. She

touched reverently on the inner life of

Frances Field, the strength and purity

of her spirit, the clarity of her mind,

the trueness of her heart in all the

relations of life. She reminded her

hearers of the fundamental character

of all her work in laying firm founda

tions upon which we are now build

ing the superstructure of national

work, and of the immense debt we all

owe her.

In the fragrance of the summer air,

with the sunlight falling on the daisies

which made beautiful the room, it

was not with the sorrow of just a

memory so much as with the joy of

her spiritual presence that we joined

in the prayer of dedication and sang

with full hearts “To all the saints

who from their labors rest.”

The Frances Field Memorial is an

attractive little bungalow erected on

the Silver Bay Association grounds

by her friends and designed especially

for the use of the women who attend

all the conferences. It may be di

vided into three rooms for class work

or thrown together into one large

room for social purposes. The open

fireplace built of unfinished stones or

the wide shaded verandah is the center

of attraction, according to the

weather. In the Young Women's

Christian Association conferences it

may well become the heart and soul

of all the buildings used for the meet

ings of leaders of the conference for

prayer. It stands a silent witness to

the power of a life given to God and

used by him in the service of young

WOmen. E.
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Books Old and New

This little book, simple

and rich in its binding as

- in its contents, presents

in a style singularly suggestive of the Mas

ter's own a character study covering a

period of twelve weeks. While arranged so

that it may be used for daily devotional

reading, it is not the one-verse, disconnected

type. Each day has its group of verses and

a bit of comment—the same subject being

carried through the week to form a seven

sided study of some phase of the Master's

character, such as: “The Master's Joy,”

“The Master's Loyalty to His Cause,” “The

Master's Self Restraint,” “The Master's

Affection,” “The Master's Scale of Values.”

At the end of each week, a fuller comment,

with abundant Bible references, gives op

portunity for added study or discussion.

It is a book that will appeal to the mature

mind of man or woman, being virile and

tender, practical and deeply spiritual, active

and reflective. It will inspire to heroic

deeds and win one to kindly, everyday ser

vice. Widely adaptable, it can be used by

college juniors or seniors, church societies,

adult classes in Sunday schools and in the

new scheme for the training of volunteer

workers in the Association movement. It

will also make a most fitting Christmas gift.

C. W. S.

The Manhood of the

Master*

Winston Churchill's

newest novel is a

strong book written

It compels thought

The Inside of the

Cupt

with a purpose.

and requires time.

The author was perhaps so absorbed

in offering his solution of the problem

the church faces to-day, that his art has

suffered. But this detracts little from

the interest felt by any Association

worker, or anyone vitally interested in

the progress of the Kingdom of God

either through the instrumentality of the

church or through a supplementary or

ganization such as our own.

The plot is frankly subsidiary to the

questions of Christian ethics that are

raised, and the characters are mere lay

figures who act out the author's own

answers to the questions he himself

raises. Indeed, so real is the hunger

for truth to-day the reader finds the

characters and plot a bother, and

searches eagerly for the working out of

the complex modern queries as to right

*The Manhood of the Master, by Harry Emerson

Fosdick. Publication Department, National Board. Price,

50 cents.

Mac
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tThe Inside of the Cup, by Winston Churchill.

millan, New York City. 513 pages. $1.5o.

and wrong which are so clearly depicted

in the pages. One would almost like to

re-edit the book for the privilege of

having in plain guise such sound ideas

on present-day problems: one could wish

the form to be that of an essay or of a

philosophical thesis.

John Hodder, fair-minded and with

all the elements of growth in his nature,

accepts a call from a parish in a pros

perous small town to St. John's, a rich

and most conservative Episcopal ch:1rch

in a large city. Through pride in its

beauty and in its historical significance,

its congregation has not moved it up

town with the prosperous migration of

its members, and the slums have closed

in around it. In spite of all the restless,

weary seeking of the day—-the poor,

the sorrowful, the workman, the prac

tical man of affairs, these do not seek

the church, and the sincere ones within

the church attend from a sense of duty

and not from love.

There is one wealthy man who almost

supports the church and who, therefore,

feels a right to dictate its policies; there

are others in the church who contribute

largely, whose everyday practice in the

economic world, and whose Sunday at

titude in worship are widely separated.

The result of this inconsistency in prac

tice John Hodder sees in the flotsam

and jetsam around him in the slums,

who distrust the church in consequence.

Then arises the question whether he

shall leave the church, or whether he

shall remain in the church and speak

the truth as he sees it. If he speaks the

truth he will offend those who contribute

to the support of the church. There is

the question of the right and wrong from

their standpoint to be considered as well

as from the standpoint of the outsider.

He chooses, however, what he believes

is the biggest truth, and the best right

and, unlike Robert Elsmere, he decides

to remain within the church and speak

freely of what he believes. The result

ing conflict must be evident to any

reader of this review.

A few sentences are quoted to show

the meat in the book:

“Religion, he (John Hodder) began

to perceive, was an undertaking, an at

tempt to find unity and harmony of the

soul by adopting, after mature thought,

a definite principle in life. If harmony

resulted, if the principle worked, it was

true.”

We quote also from the philosophy

of Royce, which has evidently influenced

the author in a conclusion which may

be summed up in Paul's words, “I live,

yet not I, Christ liveth in me” . . .

“Your cause can only be revealed to you

through some presence that first teaches
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This book is a col

lection of papers pre

sented by the members

of a commission appointed by the Inter

national Sunday School Association to

make an effort to understand the ado

lescent and the Sunday school.

The commission plans involve the

broad study of both boy and girl in the

“’teen” years in city and country, in re

lationship to the home, church, Sunday

school and community, including as a

foundation, a study of the boy and girl

subjectively.

This is the first volume of the findings

of the commission; the second will fol

low probably in October of this year.

The Sunday School

and the 'Teens*

Merico To-day, by George B. Win

ton. Missionary Education Movement.

New York City. 230 pages, cloth 50

cents, paper 35 cents.

“Written wholly in the interest of a

better understanding between neigh

bors.”

Immigrant Forces, by William P.

Shrever. Missionary Education Move

ment. New York City. 250 pages, cloth

50 cents, paper 35 cents.

Immigration is considered as a factor

in the new democracy.

The Country Church and Community

Co-operation, edited by Henry Israel. As

sociation Press. New York City. IG5

pages. $1.00.

The author is editor of Rural Man

hood. Such co-operating and co-ordi

nating factors are considered as the

school, the social survey, state and

county fairs, athletics and play, and

home-made leaders of the community.

The City Church and Its Social Mis

sion, by A. M. Trawick. Association

Press. New York City. $1.oo.

This book considers such studies in

the social extension of the city church

as its relation to family life, the public

care of children, the problem of charity,

labor, social vice, and its co-operation

with other religious agencies.

History of the North American Young

Men's Christian Associations, by Rich

ard C. Morse. Association Press. New

York City. 280 pages. $1.00.

The Bible and the Spade, by Edgar J.

Banks. Association Press. New York

City. 193 pages. $1.00.

you to love the unity of the spiritual

life. You must find it in human

shape.” The author's solution is a plea

for a higher standard for the individual

in his relation to the questions of right

and wrong for Christ's sake.

What would the reader decide, given

the same complications? Therein lies

the keen interest.

A friend who was

The Country Church" spending her vacation

in the New England

country spoke of the churches in the

region which she had attended and

found deplorably empty. She took

rather a sad view of human nature, and

the reply made may have been actuated

by the loyal purpose of “sticking up”

for one's kind.

“Is it a sad thing—these empty

churches? Is it not rather something to

rejoice over? A promise of a new birth 2

An anticipation of a glad fulfillment? A

bigger future for our religion in a way

we do not yet comprehend?”

We do not mourn over an empty co

coon. That does not strike us as sad.

Nor do we mourn over the empty seed

pod—its work is done! Yet I suppose

if our ignorance excluded the knowledge

of the butterfly and the spring riot, we

should feel very sorry indeed. -

The promise of the present, in so far

as this book sees it, lies in this:

“There can be no progressive country

church where agriculture is decadent.

Therefore some information as to the

tendencies in agriculture is essential.”

We have here the same practical com

mon sense applied to the problem, as

is now being applied to the causes of faii

ure in the city church—religion related

to the environment and to the issues of

every day life everywhere—in this will

be its strength. It is no longer a

religion confined to the church, but also

extended to the fields, to the economic

conditions and to the homes; less a

Sabbath religion and more an everyday

religion.

That Gifford Pinchot is one of the

authors speaks for the probable sound

ness of the remedy; while the problem

of the failure of the country church must

be thoroughly known by Charles Otis

Gill, who was himself a country minister

for fifteen years. Tables in the back of

the book give definite data as to the

investigations by Mr. Gill.

*The Country Church, by C. O. Gill and Gifford

Pinchot. Macmillan Co., New York City. 222 pages.

$1.25 net.

Tells of discoveries which shed a light

on the Bible narratives. Biblical archae

ology for popular reading.

*The Sunday School and the 'Teens, edited by John L.

Alexander. Association Press, New York City. 415

pages. $1.oo.
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INDIA. Madras.

“The Home and Hostel are both full to

overflowing now, as the new school term

begins. Most of the girls are students or

young teachers. We have fewer business

girls in the central home than there were

Some months ago; but several business girls

are in the new Branch Home, which is as

it should be.”

Bombay.

“This week saw our Auditorium trans

formed into a skating rink and ‘Badminton

Court.' The storms are so bad that the

girls need exercise and skates have solved

the difficulty, for they are a new venture

and have been received with wild enthusi.

asm. Our Educational Rally was encour

aging. The Physical Training and Shake

speare class have received the most names.

These are called ‘Monsoon Courses' and

last from six to ten weeks, until the hot

season, which extends into November. On

the 24th of July we are giving a Grand

Ballad Concert. Two Bible classes in ad

dition to our usual number are to open

next week.”

Calcutta.

“Our monsoon classes have opened, and

it is good to see people coming and going

in the building; it seems really more like

home than at any time since March Ist.

We have good classes in dressmaking and

cakemaking, also one in Hindustani, home

nursing, and, of course, the commercial

school continues all the time with quite a

good enrollment. We are hoping for a glee

club or chorus, and also for a tennis club.

We have one class in physical training for

little children.

“Sunday evening we had at our build

ing a sacred song service for the Young

Men's and Young Women's Christian As

sociations, the first one since our arrival,

and it was quite a success. Fifty-eight peo

ple were here. In a number of centers in

India it is customary to have these often.

We shall probably have them about once a

month, alternating with the Young Men's

Association.

“Oh, there are such needs in Calcutta,

and we do so desire to do something tangi

|ble in helping to meet them. The ways of

our service are so varied here. Sometimes

it is through tea, sometimes in singing for

a mission benefit, sometimes in helping pre

pare for a concert!”

CHINA. Shanghai.

One of the vexed questions of the new

day in China is that relating to concubines,

or “secondary wives,” as they are erro

neously called (the law of China allows but

one legal wife). Here is a verbatim letter,
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written by a pastor's wife as a lesson in

English, on this 23rd day of March, 1913:

“Dear Mother: You remember I told you

once about the concubine of Mr. Ting, who

is willing to release. This week, on Mon

day, I sent her to the women school of

Miss Black and she ran away the same day

in the afternoon to her home. At night

Mr. Ting came over to my house and talk

to Chen Fan about the matter. He told

Chen Fan he scolded her to go back. Chen

Fan said he could see that Mr. Ting's feel

ings was quite hurt. Mr. Ting was very

sorry and pity the girl's stupidness. His

great meaning is to let her learn that

afterwards she will know and become to

love the church and school and hate him

self. Then all these things will settled.

Mr. Ting says if he has known and be

lieve this doctrine six years before, he will

not have this trouble now. But he still

think and he says if it was not the Re

public of China he knows he will still not

believe it. Because he still will be in the

high office and despised the Christianity.

Ever your loving girl, Hai Lwen.”

This letter needs but little comment.

The gentleman, Mr. Ting, held high official

position in a city of a million population.

Like most officials of the old regime, he

had a cordial dislike to Christianity. The

revolution broke; his official position was

lost, for matters of protection; he was

thrown into association with a Christian

pastor, Chen Fan, who organized peace

brigades and saved his section of the city

from riots and looting. By degrees he

was won to accept Christ. His wife was

dead, and he possessed two concubines,

whom he had obtained by purchase. The

older one, who was not the favorite, he

raised to the position of wife. With cour

ageous self-denial, he planned to put away

the younger woman, who had cost him

1,000 taels or $700 gold.

It is of the latter that the letter is

written. She is a handsome, intelligent

woman, whose education is now to be

undertaken. Her understanding of the

change that has come, is that she is put

out from a home where she was favored

with gifts of money and pretty clothing.

The elderly mother of Mr. Ting urges her

son to commit no such foolishness as to

put her away when there is the possibility

of future sons. It is small wonder that

the concubine runs away from the school

into which she has been received on condi

tion that she never return to her old life.

All strong missionaries of China are

combating the evil that this case typifies.

The morality of the nation hinges on the

integrity of the home, and this is the

deadly wrong that has eaten like a cancer

into the sanctity of China's home life. All

honor to men with the strength of convic

tion that Mr. Ting is exercising !
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CITY NEWS ITEMS

Almost 9,000 feet up in the air at

Cloudcroft, El Paso's most beautiful

summer resort, a summer cottage was

opened this June by the El Paso Asso

ciation. The lots were given by the El

Paso and Southwestern Railroad and

the simple cottage erected at a cost of

about $2,000. El Paso's desert heat drives

people to the mountains in the summer,

and this cottage has held changing

groups of twenty tired business girls at

a time ever since its opening. During

the first season no meals favº been

served, but they may be procured nearby

or the girls are permitted to do light

housekeeping in the cottage kitchen. It

is this arrangement which makes pos

sible the rates of $1.00 a week or 50

cents a week-end.

A day nursery has been installed by

the Williamsport Association in Penn

sylvania. This Association, which ap

parently has to meet many general needs

and promptly does so, has also arranged

to supply the district nurse on call for

emergency and short term work. This

makes possible a nurse's service for

single visits rather than on the custom

ary and expensive by-the-week plan.

A most practical step towards promo

tion of “thrift and efficiency” will be

taken this fall when Topeka conducts

a business course, wherein the class will

be addressed by prominent professional

citizens on such topics as: Business

Assets of a Self-supporting Woman;

Simple Business Transactions; Business

Emergencies; Contracts; Lure and Dan

ger of the Installment Plan; How to In

vest $100 to $500; The Loan Shark, etc.

An outdoor swimming pool, the first

of its kind owned by an Association so

far as we know, was opened in June in

Evansville, Indiana. Free admission and

lessons the first week attracted 400

young women into the pool. The inno

vation aroused more general interest

than anything the Association has yet

undertaken. The pool, exclusive of bath

and dressing rooms, cost between $1,600

and $1,700. It is 20 by 46 feet inside,

with depth varying from 4 to 8 feet.

A poster contest was held by the edu

cational committee of the Riverside As

sociation in California. All the young

women of Riverside were eligible to

compete in making posters illustrative

of the departments of English, millinery,

Spanish, sewing and gymnasium classes,

provided they registered at the Associa

tion office. The posters were exhibited

in a conspicuous store window and must

have served well both for advertising and

recruiting purposes. -

“The Spirit of Fire” was an original

play given outdoors under a June sun

set by the Gennisheyo Tribe of Camp

Fire girls in the Rochester Association.

It tells the tale of an Ojibway maid who

because she is ostracized by her captors

brings upon her the compassion of the

Spirit of Fire, who descends upon the

wood which she piles at a little distance

from her neighbors, and, as a rebuke,

leaves their fire a heap of dead ashes

until in repentance they receive her

back among them, when their fire again

bursts into flames.

Open house was kept by the Bar Har

bor Association for the benefit of women

and girls visiting the city on July 4th

and 5th for the Independence Day cele

bration. Refreshments and music were

found on the roof garden. Especially

attractive services were planned for Sun

day, the 5th, and many young women

from the outskirts of Bar Harbor thus

gained friendly contact with the Asso

ciation for the first time.

A special week-end rate of $1.00 is

charged by the Holiday House con

ducted this summer by the Houston As

sociation. Many of Houston's business

girls have thus been “kept , going”

through the hot summer months even

after their two weeks' vacation has been

used up.

One mile of pennies was contributed

by members of a Bible class in Wichita

toward the Association's building fund.

Their statement read as follows: “It

requires sixteen pennies to make a foot.

Please enclose one foot or more and re

turn. When the mile of pennies is re

ceived, we will have $844.80 for our

share towards the new Y. W. C. A.

building. If we miss your foot we will

come short! The Saxe Bible Classes.”

A plea for public municipal baths made

by the men of St. Joseph, Missouri, cites

the rules of conduct of the swimming

pool in the Topeka Association as, a

guide to the city's installation of similar

bathing equipment for both men and

WOIncil.

The Council of Jewish Women in San

Francisco was addressed by representa

tives of the Young Men's and Young

Women's Christian Associations in a

meeting held for consideration of co

operation and prevention of duplication,

especially at the time of the Exposition.

A young business woman, bookkeeper

for the state dairy and food commission,

has been elected to the board in Colum

bus, Ohio, after securing through a mem

bership “crew” 6oo new members.



COUNTY NEWS ITEMS

SUMMER HOUSE OF THE EL PASO ASSOCIATION AT Cloudcroft

A new building containing an audi

torium and swimming pool has just been

erected by the Association of Athens,

Georgia, at a cost of $20,000. It is to

be opened in September.

A float representing Association activi

ties was part of the civic parade held in

Newburyport in observance of Inde

pendence Day.

COUNTY NEWS ITEMS

In the county hall in Goodhue County,

Minnesota, the Belle Creek Branch Asso

ciation meets for varied programs, gener

ally discussing some such practical sub

ject as: Selection of a site for a country

home; softening or purifying water, drain

age, etc. At the first meeting a little girl

from Denmark, who was "just over,” rose

to express her delight and surprise in find

ing the same organization in this country

that she had belonged to in her own. The

formation of the Belle Creek Branch has

brought to life another welfare organiza

tion in the neighborhood which had almost

died out, but which is now co-operating

with the Association for the good of the

community.

The girls of Chautauqua County have

this summer had a camp of their own to

go to ; seventy of them at a time have been

in Camp Chedwel, near the Assembly

grounds on Chautauqua Lake. The name

comes from the first two letters in the

names of Charles Edward Welch, for Dr.

Welch of grape juice fame has not only

given the use of his own grounds on the

lake shore to the county Association, but

has put up a kitchen, tents and shower.

A meeting was held and an organiza

tion committee appointed for forming a

branch at Alda in Hall County. There

are already twenty-five members there.

The girls and young women of this com

munity will be the active organization

and have the officers, the older women

acting as an advisory board. The Alda

Branch followed the Eight Week Club

work this summer.

Plans are going well for the Woodford

County Camp. In Mower County, Minn.,

the Chautauqua is on the Redpath Cir

cuit and the management has promised

free season tickets to all girls enroled

in the County Camp. They will, also,

furnish grounds. The women of the As

sociation board will plan for the meals.

Mower, Goodhue, Hall, Lake, Wood

ford and Greene Counties will all have

delegates at the Geneva City Conference.

It is hoped there will be some delegates,

also, from Cherokee County, Iowa, which

is to be organized in the near future.

Greene and Woodford Counties are

still working hard for Helen Gould Bi

bles. It is hard to tell which will make

the record. The secretaries and many

of the board members are planning to

earn these Bibles, too.

The new Bible Study Course, “Out

door Bible Studies,” by Miss Cutler, is

most interesting. Six lessons. Good for

county camps or country clubs. Price

15 cents. Publication Department, Na

tional Board, 600 Lexington Avenue, New

York.
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STUDENT NEWS ITEMS

The college uniform worn by the girls

in Statesville College, N. C., was used

to designate the Association in foreign

tableaux given by the missionary com

mittee. Pleas from costumed representa

tives of China, Japan, Cuba and the

North American Indians, were responded

to by the Spirit of the Association.

A normal class for the Association

Bible class teachers of the next school

year was conducted at Oberlin College

this spring by Dr. Bosworth of the Ober

lin Theological Seminary. Dr. Bosworth

treated especially the political and re

ligious situation of the country to which

Christ came.

One of the first of the Eight Week

Clubs, that started by the social service

committee of the University of Texas

Association, is still flourishing. The club

this spring studied “Women of Ancient

Israel,” had short story telling, health

talks, lectures on home decoration, and

outdoor meetings for bird lore and tree

myths. It will be remembered that one

of the County Associations, that in Cor

yell County, Texas, sprang from this col

lege preliminary work two years ago.

A genuine camping-party, the kind

which meant cooking over an open fire

and sleeping on a straw floor, has been

held for two successive years just after

commencement by the Association cabi

net of the University of Wooster, Ohio.

The trip was so simply planned that the

week's outing cost each girl only five

dollars, traveling expenses and all. This

sort of outing not only makes for united

work in the fall, but, differing slightly

from the other cabinet houseparty plan

of meeting just before college opens,

includes the senior members, who by

very reason of this trip are bound more

closely to the undergraduate work even

after they have left college.

Yes, now is the time those dues should

be pail)

We're awaiting that dollar from you

Come right now, for this is your cuR.

And your name will be put on our mem

bership listS

So pay now, we ask,

Please do!

This form of reminder was sent out

on cards to delinquent members by

the University of Minnesota Association.

It brought in the money.

A Day at Geneva, given by the Uni

versity of Iowa Association to recruit

delegates to the Geneva Conference, ap

plies equally well as a suggestion for

a post-conference meeting. Almost in

the midst of a short talk by the secre

tary, eighteen or twenty girls in middies

and carrying tennis-racquets and suit

cases came thronging in at the door and

up the center aisle singing a Geneva

song. The delegation's College Day

“stunt" was then given just as it would

be given at the conference. A typical

delegation meeting was then held by

“old Geneva girls.” At its close some

one started up saying, “Let’s go and

listen to the music from the lake,” and

the sound of girls' voices singing softly

another Geneva song was heard just

outside the door at the back of the room.

TRAINING SCHOOL NOTES

With examinations on August 12th the

summer courses came to an end. Although

diploma giving is not a recognized feature,

Miss Dodge conferred a diploma on Miss

Anne O. Lamb of India, who entered the

Training School in December, 1912, and

thus was not able to complete her work

with the regular class in May.

The conventional phases of the Young

Women's Christian Association have been

combined in rather unconventional ways

this summer, e. g. Mr. Corsan's lessons in

swimming developed intellectual as well as

physical powers! The splendid occasion on

Sunday, July 19th, when Madame Orgew

sky and others addressed one hundred

friends of the International Institute and

we served them at supper, united religious

and social enjoyment.

International bonds have been strength

ened by the reception to the fifty Russian

men and women teachers, and tied still

tighter by the various farewells at the

steamers of the German, English, French,

Scandinavian and Russian lines.

Visitation has included the Labor Temple

during a Friday night Religious Forum;

the Night Court with its challenge to prayer

and sympathy and preventive action; the

International Institute, where Miss Curran

spoke of her physical and recreation activi

ties; Ellis Island, where Miss Jardine ex

plained to our cosmopolitan family the na:

ture of the welcoming of their country

men and women found in America; St.

Paul's Parish House where we lunched

with other busy young women; the open

air Sunday services in many places; vari

ous affairs at the Central Branch; the open

ing reception at Teachers College; etc.

We have been hostesses also to the Cen

tral Branch, to Association members from

Seattle, from Houston, Texas, and many

nearer points; and the attractions of the

roof never pall upon our guests as we box

the compass of the housetops. Miss Ford

added to her lectures floor work in the

Savage gymnasium. Miss March ordered

her class into their suits for demonstration
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of her teaching and also entertained them

at Columbia. Dr. Fisher of the Interna

tional Committee of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association roused them to see possi

bilities in the whole community. Miss

Beulah Kennard, who had been unable to

accept previous invitations to the school,

filled three golden hours with principles,

suggestions and warnings drawn from her

rich playground experience. Mr. Williams

of Columbia responded to a vote from the

class to speak a second time on the inspir

ing topic of “Breathlessness.” Dr. Dudley

A. Sargent ran down from his own summer

school to give two lectures on the last dav.

Dr. Brown secured Miss Thoburn to pre

sent pageantry in the Association adminis

tration course and gave her own vital series

on Social Morality.

Physical Directors and Training Center

students, both “domestic and imported,”

settled down to intensive study of the His

torical Outline, the inside pages of THE

Association Monthly and other bibliog

raphy of the regular Training Center lec

tures; listened to Mr. Robert E. Speers

analysis of two elements of Christian be

lief; to Mr. Jonathan C. Day's report of

the girls who bear the burden and the heat

of the day; and to Mr. Orin Baker's talk

on Travelers Aid. Misses Rice, Tatham,

Wells, MacKinlay, Farrar, Bowles and Pin

yon and Mrs. Hunton have given lectures

for the training Center Class for colored

secretaries and Misses Margery Melcher,

Mary Corbett and Mabel Stone have as

sisted in the student Training Center series.

The summer days which were mercifully

cool have allowed serious study and the

writing of papers in Prof. A. C. Knud

son's class on the Earlier Prophets, Miss

Anna V. Rice's Normal study of Mark, and

Miss May Fleming's Normal Mission Study

This talk was introduced by a striking ad

dress from Dr. T. H. P. Sailer. These

teachers as well as Miss Cutler and Miss

Condé marvel at the brilliant papers of the

foreign delegates to whom form of presen

tation and language of expression were

indeed new, but whose mental concentra

tion and knowledge of Bible material were

superior to that of most American students

There may be summer courses in the fu

ture more largely attended—the registration

all told was 36—but there can never be one

when truth was seen from so many nation

al, ecclesiastic and academic angles as in

this one.

CHINA, HUNGARY, FINLAND, Russia AND NORway, witH Miss CoNDé, AT SuMMER School



EDITORIAL

A Forecast for the Week of Prayer

It is not too early to speak of that

week in November which is set apart

the world over for our common

thought of the work of the Associa

tion in all lands. For many years this

span of days, approached and lived

through in faith and devotion, has

helped to give impulse and vitality to

the work of those in the far places.

The World's Week of Prayer falls

this year in the week of November

9 to 16. As usual all materials for

the observance by the local Associa

tions will be sent out from the field

committee offices, but the foreign de

partment at headquarters, which adds

to its instructions from the world's

committee any plans of its own, is

able to foretell as early as this about

what material will be available.

1. The Prayer Calendar for the

week, prepared by the World's Com

mittee, will be reprinted in this coun

try in suitable form.

2. A Call to Prayer is to be issued

by our own foreign department.

3. A folder containing suggestions

for the effective observance of the

week will be available.

4. Leaflets bearing on the Associa

tion at work in the four countries,

India, China, Japan and South

America, will be sent free of charge

to the territory supporting work in

one of the four.

5. Envelopes containing sets of for

eign pictures, on loose sheets, will be

sent to each Association for use on

posters, bulletin boards, etc.

All of the above will be sent out

from the field officers, free of charge,

shortly after September 15. Each

local Association, city, student or

county, should receive its quota of

printed matter automatically; any ad

ditional requests or queries should be

sent to the field committee, not to the

offices of the National Board.

The solid rock on which all prepar

ation for this week should be based

is the Foreign Annual, which by pic

ture and running comment tells “the

story of the year” (price 25 cents).

No member of a foreign committee,

no general secretary, should be with

out her own copy.

Of standing importance and value

are the foreign articles, letters and

news items in THE ASSOCIATION

MonthLY, and for the widening of

our horizons before we enter upon a

week of world-wide importance, the

issues of the International Quarterly

will come to aid.

Seventy-five Associations gave the

Foreign Pageant in 1912. That was

an honor roll indeed, and it was that

roll which gave us first claim to page

antry on a national scale. Seventy

five subtracted from the nine hun

dred odd Associations in this country,

however, leaves the rank and file of

Associations even yet open to the sug

gestion that they give the Foreign

Pageant in 1913 (price per copy 20

cents). It is possible that an alterna

tive will be offered in some newer,

picturesque suggestion for the piece de

resistance of the week, announce

ment of which will have to be made

later. But many Associations will

find what they need without going

further, in a copy of the Foreign

Pageant. These publications which

are for sale should of course be

ordered through the regular channel

of the publication department, at

headquarters.

Work backed up by prayer is too often the practice, if not the ideal, of the

Church. If the world is to be won, that order must be reversed, and the Church

must learn to depend on prayer backed up by work.

E. S. Woods: Modern Discipleship.

3UO



EDITORIAL 3OI

Bibles for Association Members

Mrs. Finlay Shepard (Miss Helen

Gould) has repeated her offer of seven

years' standing of a Bible to Asssocia

tion members.

The offer is now open again until

September 1, 1914, under the following

conditions:

A copy of a Teacher's Bible, either

Authorized or Revised Version, will

be given to any member of the Young

Women's Christian Association who

will recite without error the passages

from the Bible indicated in Mrs. Shep

ard's Scripture Passage Memorizing

Leaflet. These passages should be

recited in one or two sittings before

some authorized person, preferably a

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion secretary. This person will then

make known to the publication depart.

ment of the National Board of Young

Women's Christian Associations the

full name and address of each one

successful in this effort. With these

data must also be sent a statement as

to which version of the Bible is de

sired. The leaflets may be obtained

from the publication department of

the National Board, the price being

twenty-five cents for a hundred, or five

cents for twenty.

“Young Working Girls”

While compiled from settlement

experience, this book, which appears

under the name of Robert A. Woods

of Boston, and with an introduc

tion by Jane Addams, was judged

to be so distinctly valuable for Asso

ciation purposes when read in mss.

form by a number of Association lead

ers, that a special edition has been is

sued under the imprint of the Na

tional Board. The book, which sells

for 60 cents in paper and $1.00 in

cloth, is promised for the first of Sep

tember. So adaptable does it seem to

class use, among college seniors, for

example, among volunteer workers, or

for class or independent use by all hav

ing club work in a city Association,

that a pamphlet containing sugges

tions for study and application to AS

sociation purposes is being pre

pared by Miss Eliza Butler of the Na

tional staff, to accompany each order.

The book may be ordered of the pub

lication department, and it seems cer

tain that this publication will be most

eagerly welcomed.

From the compiler comes the fol

lowing explanation:

“One of the most distinctive and

most ominous social problems in

American city life in these early years

of the twentieth century is the neg

lected one of the adolescent girl who

works in our stores or factories and

lives in our tenement districts. Much

has been said and written about the

boy problem; there has been a curious

feeling that the problem of the girl

who lives at home was relatively

simple and would in large degree take

care of itself.

“The facts of city life have sternly

roused the social workers in all our

cities out of any such complacency.

During this decade, and especially

within the last few years, a growing

body of social workers have been de

voting themselves to the study and

practical amelioration of the problem.

Two years ago the National Federa

tion of Settlements set out to define

the situation as it touched normal

adolescent working girls between

fourteen and eighteen years of age;

to find out what practical expedients

are most successful in meeting the

need, and to outline on the basis of

experience, broad lines of conserva

tion and reconstruction.

“‘Young Working Girls', which is

the result of that inquiry, embodies

the insight and practical experience

of more than two thousand trained

workers who are devoting themselves

to the interest of working girls, prin

cipally in settlements, but also in the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion, in girls' clubs, in the probation

service, and in many other ways.”
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PUBLICATIONS FOR THE FALL

For classes—

CI The Manhood of the Master, by

Harry Emerson Fosdick. Price 50

cents. See review.

(IYoung Working Girls, by

Robert A. Woods. Paper, 60 cents;

cloth, $1.O.O. See review.

GI Outdoor Bible Studies, by Ethel

Cutler, for Eight Week Clubs or

others. A good time to study out-of

door people is in indoor weather.

Price, 15 cents.

(I Those who have received first

copies of The Christian Approach to

Social Morality, by Dr. R. C. Cabot,

are eagerly ordering copies for their

friends, feeling that here, perhaps for

the first time, has the difficult field of

human relationships and sex education

been treated as they would really wish.

Price, 50 cents. Unusually attractive

format: tan boards with pasted label.

(I Don't let September find your

Association desk without a most indis

pensable part of its equipment—the

Year Book for 1912-1913. Contains

full Association Directory and an abun

dance of telling figures. Price 50

CentS. -

CI Everyone who picks up the new

little Personal Account Book, flexible

and itemized and small enough to ac

company one everywhere in her hand

bag, is buying it and beginning to keep

accounts on its practical plan. Asso

ciations should be ordering in quan

tity to sell in turn to the members.

Price 15 cents; $1.50 per dozen. Noth

ing will more surely encourage saving,

for which many Association members

should have—

The Savings Fund Account Book,

which simplifies the opening and keep

ing of small accounts in the local As

sociation. Price Io cents; 85 cents per

dozen. Both contain clear instruc

tions.

(I The second edition of the

Pageant, “The Ministering of the

Gift,” contains pictures of the Rich

mond and Silver Bay productions, and

fuller directions for giving the

Pageant locally, as will be done by

several Associations this fall. Price,

I5 cents.

CI The national exhibit of sixty

screens is reproduced in its most sig

nificant parts by photographs of the

charts and explanatory notes in a leaf

let called The Association Exhibit.

Splendid for informational and public

ity purposes, and as a guide to local

exhibits. Price, 15 cents.

CI The Report of the World's Stu

dent Christian Federation Conference

at Lake Mohonk should be in every

Association library. It is more than

a report—it is a book of “human docu

ments” in the truest sense, and will

make history. Price, 40 cents.

GIWhile you are ordering, send for

some extra copies of the special Con

ference Number of THE ASSOCIATION

MonTHLY for October. Price, 15

CentS.

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT,

600 Lexington Avenue,

New York City

Conference Number of Association Monthly

For all who have been to summer

conferences the October number of

THE ASSOCIATION MonTHLY, which

of late years has always been made a

special conference number, has almost

the attraction of a “memory-book.”

Here you find in full the sermon that

stirred and satisfied you so, but which

found you without notebook and pen

cil. In the corners of the pages are

pictures of just that view of the con

ference “campus” or just that group

of people for which you had no filin

left. THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY for

October, 1013, will come to you as

usual if you are a subscriber; to others

or for extra copies, it will be 15 cents

(order of publication department).

Several of the conferences were held

this summer on new grounds; this fact

and a group of the pageant pictures

will make the illustrative department

more interesting than ever.



SECRETARIAL CHANGES

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of the Association Year

Book up to date by noting therein all secre

tarial changes.

FOREIGN

Ying Mei Chun, of the summer course

for physical directors, 1913, to be physical

director under the National Committee of

China.

Anne O. Lamb, of the National Train

ing School and the summer course for

physical directors, 1913, to be educational

director at Lahore, India.

Jeanne Liotard, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be associate traveling

secretary for the National Committee of

France.

Wenonah Marlatt of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be general secretary at

Moosejaw, Sasketchewan, Canada.

NATIONAL

Lucy Bartlett to be office secretary for

the Northeast Field Committee.

Lena Farrar, of the National Training

School, 1913, to be traveling secretary for

the Northeast Field Committee.

Grace Maxwell, of the National Training

School, 1913, to be traveling city secretary

for the Northwest Field Committee.

Ina Sherrebeck, of the National Training

School, 1913, to be student secretary for

the South Central Field Committee.

LOCAL

GENERAL.

Ethel D. Bowles, to be student secretary

at Syracuse University, N. Y.

Harriet A. Broad, formerly city secretary

for the Central Field Committee, to be gen

eral secretary at Boston, Mass.

Josephine Brown, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be general secretary at

Grand Forks, N. D.

Mrs. Helen Carlson, formerly extension

secretary at Syracuse N. Y., to be general

secretary at Charleston, S. C.

Helen C. Carpenter, formerly general

secretary at Grand Rapids, Mich., to hold

the same position at South Bend, Ind.

Mrs. J. Roland Clark, to be general secre

tary at Grand Rapids, Mich.

Katherine D. Cole, formerly general sec

retary at Jamestown, N. Y., to be general

secretary at Erie, Pa.

Ethel Dobbins, formerly acting general

secretary at Indianapolis, Ind., to be gen

eral secretary at the same place.

Augusta DuMond, formerly general

secretary at Williamsport, Pa., to hold the

same position at Pottstown, Pa.

Lucile Elliott, of the Northeast Spring,

1913, Training Center, to be general sec

retary at Jersey City, N. J.

Mary Ely, of the Student Training Cen

ter, 1913, to be student secretary at Mt.

Holyoke College, S. Hadley, Mass.
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Julia Gethmann of the Student Training

Center, 1913, to be student secretary at the

University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.

Ruth Hawkins, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be general secretary

at New Bedford, Mass.

Nellie Henry, formerly general secretary

at Germantown, Pa., to hold the same po

sition at Rochester, N. Y.

Virginia Hinkins, of the Student Train

ing Center, 1913, to be student secretary at

the University of Indiana, Bloomington,

Ind.

Alice C. Holmes, formerly branch secre

taryy at Bridgeport, Ct., to be general sec

retary at Colorado Springs, Colo.

Bertha Hoover, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be general secretary at

Des Moines, Iowa.

Pauline Hudson, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be general secretary at

Columbia, S. C.

Georgia McElroy, formerly acting gen

eral secretary at Salt Lake, Utah, to be

general secretary at Milwaukee, Wis.

Myrtle Mills, formerly special worker at

Los Angeles, Cal., to be general secretary

at Sacramento, Cal.

Henrietta Moehlmann, formerly house

secretary at Detroit, Mich., to be general

secretary at Rockford, Ill.

Emma Parsons, of the National Training

School, 1913, to be general secretary at

East End, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Carrie Proctor, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be general secretary at

Boise City, Idaho.

Ruby St. Amour, formerly general secre

tary at Greer, S. C., to hold the same po

sition at Winona, Minn.

Alberta Sapp, of the National Training

School, 1913, to be general secretary at

Bloomington, Ill.

Sara Shaw, formerly general secretary at

Winston-Salem, N. C., to hold the same po

sition at Easton, Pa.

Lillie Margaret Sherman, of the Na

tional Training School, 1913, to be student

secretary at the University of California,

Berkeley, Cal.

L. Louise Shepard, formerly general sec

retary at Battle Creek, Mich., to hold the

same position at Wheeling, W. Va.

Maude Slaght, formerly extension secre

tary at Dayton, Ohio, to be general secre

tary at East Liverpool, Ohio.

Florence E. Smith, formerly general

secretary at New Bedford, Mass, to hold

the same position at Plainfield, N.J. . .

Luella Taylor, of the National Training

School, 1913, to be general secretary at

Muscatine, Iowa.

Catharine Vance, to be student secretary

at Corvallis, Oreg.

Jessie Vogt, formerly general secretary

at Rockford, Ill., to hold the same position

at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
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Florence M. Andersen, to be physical di

rector at Lansing, Mich.

Mary Andersen, of the North Central

Training Center, 1912, to be assistant secre

tary at Lincoln, Neb.

Louise S. Apple, to be assistant physical

director at Cleveland, Ohio.

Sue Barnwell, of the National Training

School, 1913, to be immigration secretary

at Los Angeles, Cal.

Nellie Beam, to be office and employment

secretary at Des Moines, Iowa.

Frances E. Bent, formerly physical di

rector at Lowell, Mass., to hold the same

position at Dayton, Ohio.

Caroline S. Bond, of the Summer Train

ing Center for Colored Secretaries, 1913,

to be colored secretary at Montclair, N. J

Miss Broadstone, to be extension secre

tary at Portsmouth, Ohio.

Clara E. Burgoyne, formerly Domestic

Science Director at Winnipeg, Canada, to

hold the same position at Newark, N. J.

Martha A. Chickering, of the National

Training School, 1913, to be industrial

secretary at San Francisco, Cal.

Maude C. Cramer, formerly general sec

retary at Erie, Pa., to be extension secretary

at Binghamton, N. Y.

Catherine Cutler, to be Educational and

Domestic Art Director at Syracuse, N. Y.

Eva M. Devitt, to be assistant physical

director at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Tirza Dinsdale, formerly general secre

tary at La Crosse, Wis., to be extension

secretary at Muscatine, Iowa.

Anne Elijah, to be physical director at

Ottumwa, Iowa.

Mary Farnum, formerly physical director

at Nashville, Tenn., to hold the same po

sition at Burlington, Iowa.

Mary A. Finney, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be religious work di

rector at Washington, D. C.

May E. Foss, to be membership secre

tary at Des Moines, Iowa.

Vera Freeman, to be Domestic Science

director at Detroit, Mich.

Gladine Fuller, formerly physical director

at Columbus, Ohio, to hold the same posi

tion at East Liverpool, Ohio.

Mrs. M. V. Gaines, formerly physical di

rector at Albany, N. Y., to hold the same

position at Newark, N. J.

Flora Gordon, formerly physical director

at Topeka, Kans., to hold the same position

at Springfield, Ill.

Katharine Gray, to be religious work di

rector and educational secretary at Ft.

Worth, Texas.

Mildred L. Hand, to be social secretary

at Newark, N. J.

Louise Hanna, to be assistant physical di

rector at Richmond, Va.

Ruth Harrison, to be physical director at

Saginaw, Mich.

Grace H. Henley, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be assistant secretary

at Plainfield, N. J.

Caroline Hodgóon, to be physical director

at Passaic, N. J.

Eleanor Hopkins, to be educational and

assistant general secretary at Baltimore,

Mrs. Louise N. Hubbard, to be house

secretary at Detroit, Mich.

Alice Jacobs, of the National Training

School, 1913, to be industrial secretary at

Buffalo, N. Y.

Alice Knight, of the summer course for

physical directors, 1913, to be physical di

rector at Baltimore, Md.

Mrs. Ada Lemmon, formerly lunchroom

director at Danville, Ill., to hold the same

position at Quincy, Ill.

Josephine Lynch, formerly assistant sec

retary at New Orleans, La., to be member

| and social secretary at Indianapolis,

nd.

Marion S. MacCallum, to be junior secre

tary at Minneapolis, Minn.

Mary McCloy, to be physical director at

South Bend, Ind.

Mary McConaughey, to be house and

lunchroom director at New Bedford, Mass.

Helen Marks, to be business and mem

bership secretary at Milwaukee, Wis.

Ruth E. Melin, formerly physical di

rector at Everett, Wash., to hold the same

position at Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Elsie Miller, formerly general secretary

at Elkhart, Ind., to be junior secretary at

Milwaukee, Wis.

Lucile Miller, formerly assistant secre

tary at Minneapolis, Minn., to be exten

sion secretary at the same place.

Lydia Nelson, to be employment and

membership secretary at Duluth, Minn.

Alice Perkins, formerly physical director

at Knoxville, Tenn., to hold the same po

sition at Birmingham, Ala.

Leona Peshak, to be assistant at Marshall

town, Iowa.

Lillian Pickins, to be educational and

social secretary at Kansas City, Mo.

Helen Pomeroy, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be junior secretary at

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Bertha R. Puffer, to be physical director

at Haverhill, Mass.

Minnie Rattelsdorfer, of the summer

course for physical directors, 1913, to be

physical director at Portsmouth, Ohio.

Irene Richards, to be physical director at

Harlem, New York City.

Mary Robe, formerly assistant at Ot

tumwa, Iowa, to be extension secretary at

Peoria, Ill.

Jane Scott, formerly special worker for

the Pacific Coast Field Committee, to be

employment and vocational secretary at

Los Angeles, Cal.
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Anna Seesholtz, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be educational and ex

tension secretary at Wasnington, D. C.

Ruth Sener, to be branch secretary at

Collins Branch, Philadelphia, Pa.

Helen Silsby, to be physical director at

Springfield, Ohio.

Mrs. Delia Smalley, of the National

Training School, 1913, to be membership

and social secretary at St. Paul, Minn.

Barbara Standish, to be physical director

at Minneapolis, Minn.

Jessie Stout, to be assistant secretary at

New Bedford, Mass.

Ruth Taylor, of the summer course for

physical directors, 1913, to be physical di

rector at Indianapolis, Ind.

Nina Terrill, of the National Training

School, 1913, to be extension secretary at

Syracuse, N. Y.

Edna Thatcher, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be junior secretary at

Duluth, Minn.

Anna Trout, of the Nashville Training

Center, 1912, to be assistant secretary at

Norfolk, Va.

Mrs. Helen Trowbridge, of the National

Training School, 1913, to be extension sec

retary at Brooklyn, N. Y.

Helen H. Turner, to be junior secretary

at the West Side Branch, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mary Turner, of the National Training

School, 1913, to be county secretary in

Chautauqua County, N. Y.

Mrs. M. I. Turner, of the summer train

ing Center for colored secretaries, to be

branch secretary for the colored branch,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Marion Van Court, of the summer

course for physical directors, 1913, to be

*tant physical director at Providence,

Gertrude Vint, to be librarian at Detroit,

Mich.

Eva P. Washburn, to be physical director

at Richmond, Va.

Lucy Whenman, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be educational secre

tary at the Central Branch, New York City.

A. Lou Wiggins, formerly office secre

tary for the Northeast Field Committee, to

be business secretary at Newark, N. J.

Marjorie Williams, of the National

Training School, 1913, to be assistant edu

cational secretary at the Central Branch,

New York City.

Mrs. Julia Wilson, formerly cafeteria di

rector at Indianapolis, Ind., to hold the

same position at Sacramento, Cal.

Winona Wilson, to be office secretary in

the educational department at Detroit,

Mich.

Helen W. Wise, to be educational secre

tary at Newark, N. J.

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL

OFTHEYOUNG woMENS CHRISTIANAssociations of THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

SIXTH YEAR BEGINS SEPTEMBER 24, 1913

NEW CATALOGUE NOW READY

One year graduate course for secretaries and religious work directors, including

advanced work in Bible, Religious Pedagogy, Social Science, Public Speaking, Asso

ciation History, Polity, Administration, etc., etc., etc.

SUMMER COURSES, 1913, JULY 1st to AUGUST 12th

I. Graduate Course for Physical Directors.

Including Diagnosis: Hygiene; The Young Women's Christian Association

Movement: The Physical Department; Sex Instruction, etc., etc.

now ready.

Special circular

II. Preparatory Training Center for Student Secretaries.

Recommended to local positions through Secretarial Departments.

All above courses given in the new Training School building, 52nd Street and Lexington

Avenue, New York City

For catalogues, circulars, application forms and all information pertaining to the above, and to

the Regular Preparatory Training Centers administered by the Field Committees, address

Secretarial Department of the

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

600 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY



Make Your Reading Count

READ THIS COURSE

(Thirty-fifth C. L. S. C. Year)

Social Progress in Contemporary Europe. Frederic

Austin Ogg, A.M., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of His

tory, Simmons College, Boston, author “Saxon and

Slav," etc................................................. - - - - - - - - -$1.50

Mornings with Masters of Art. H. H. Powers, Ph.D.,

President Bureau of University Travel, Boston. 125

illustrations........................................................ 2.OO

The Spirit of French Letters. Mabell S. C. Smith,

A.M., Assistant Editor THE CHAUTAUQUAN. Author

“A Tarheel Baron” and “Studies in Dickens”....... I.50

Home Life in Germany. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick........ I.5O

THE CHAUTAUQUAN MAGAZINE (Monthly — Illustrated,

C. L.S.C. membership included if desired.) Containing:

European Rulers: Their Modern Significance. (Arthur

E. Bestor, A.B., Director Chautauqua Institution);

A Reading Journey in Paris. (Mabell S. C. Smith.)

The monthly magazine also serves in many interesting

ways as a "don't read at random” teacher for the

reading course.................................................... 2.OO

All Four Books (cloth bound) and the Magazine $5.00°

"Remit 30 cents extra for postage or prepaid express. “Collect”

charges are more.

“Easy for Anybody, Worth While for Everybody”

If in doubt, send stamp for handbook of testimonials

Address Chautauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York

Don’t Read at Random



1776 1876

Declaration of Declaration of

Independence Independence

for AWAAV for WO.VAA Tº

It was in 1876, at the Centennial Exposition at Philadel- >=

phia, celebrating the Declaration of Independence, that the

Remington Typewriter -

made its first public appearance.

Here, exactly one century after, was a new Declaration of Independence—for the

WOMEN of America—and of the world. Nobody realized it then. But everybody

knows it now.

The Remington Typewriter has created a new OCCUPATION. It has made women

independent. It has given them a new place in the world. And it has made EDUCA

TION in shorthand and typewriting a practical requirement of the present day.

It has given every boy and girl just starting out in life a new means of self support,

of independence and success which is unfailing—

L e a r n the R E M I N G T ON

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

Niedecken Mixer

PATENTED

The Perfect Shower Control

Valve

WRITE FOR BULLETIN No. 3

HOFFMANN & BILLINGS

MFG. CO.

Milwaukee - - WIS.

ASK YOUR PLUMBER

LAdies." TYPE shower

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

The Book of the Pageant, “The Ministering of the Gift,”

possible for adapted use in outdoor or indoor form by any

kind of Association. Contains pictures from the Richmond

and Silver Bay performances, all the “lines” and songs, and

full description and directions............................. 15 cents

The Newest Foreign Annual. In the form of a running

account, made up of extracts from “human documents” of

the Association work in four countries, China, India, Japan,

South America, where 1913 is utterly different from 1912.

Pictures of all secretaries who have recently sailed under the

National Board....................................................25 cents

The World’s Young Women's Christian Association,

written for the United States by Miss Elsie I. M. Boyd, of

the World's Executive Committee..........................5 cents

Religious Meetings in a Student Association. By Miss

Oolooah Burner, Student Secretary of the National Board.

5 cents

Recognition Service for new members of Student Associa

tions. See p. 291 of this issue....50 cents per 100 copies

Bronze Membership Pin. Association monogram on at

tractive bronze disk........................................... 15 cents

Report of Fourth Biennial Convention at Richmond.

Containing verbatim all addresses and proceedings. Will

bring the achievements and flavor of the Convention to those

who are not able to attend.................................75 cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

National Board Young Womens Christian Associations

600 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY



IS A AC P IT M A N

SHORTHAND

Adopted by the New

York Board of Edu

cation, and used in the

ExtensionTeaching at

Columbia College,

City College of New

York and Adelphi

College, Brooklyn.

Also taught in the following Associations

HARLEM Y. W. C. A.

BROOKLYN Y. W. C. A.

GRACE institute, NEW YORK

Send for Particulars of a Free Correspondence Course

for Teachers

ADDRESS

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS

2 West 45th St. :: New York

Publishers of “Course in Isaac Pitman Shortband”

and “Practical Course in Touch Typewriting ”

GOOD

PRINTING

*

Prompt Service

Reasonable Prices

*

E. L. Hildreth & Co.

Brattleboro, Vt.

MOTT'S

PLUNMBING

Improved Thermo

MIXING VALVES

have been thoroughly tested in

many Association Buildings and

found to give accurate and perfect

control at all times.

Any desired temperature may

be obtained with one movement

of the hand. Let us send you

catalogue describing showers fitted

with the Improved “Thermo”

Mixing Valve.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS

1828 E/G//7')". FriºE PEARS SUPREMA CP’ 1913

FIFTH Avenue AND Seventeenth St., New York

works AT TRENTon, N. J.

BRANCHES: Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Minne

apolis,Washington, St. Louis, New Orleans, Denver, San Fran
cisco, San Antonio, Atlanta. Seattle, Portland (Ore.), Indian

apolis. Pittsburgh, Cleveland, O., Kansas City, Salt Lake City.

CANADA : The Mott Co., Ltd., 134 Bleury St., Montreal,Que.

Please mention The association Munthlv when writing to advertisers
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Gymnastic

RUDOLPH LENZ

Printer

02-65 BIBLE HOUSE

New York

Telephone, Gramercy {:};

Columbia Ducit

Sequantur Alii

Ladies' Gymnasium Suits

Approbation of Leading Physical

Directors

Consumers League Endorsement

COLUMBIA GiyMNASIUM SUIT CO.

301 Congress Street, BOSTON, MASS.

.eºCRAA).
INNER BRACE

CHAIRS, ROCKERS SETTEES.”

TABLES WRITING DESKS,

TRUNK STANDS, PIANO BENCHES,

T. invisibly smti Reinfoncto

As A MODERN EDIFICE -

NNER BRACERS

SWD UP
WHEN

; C/ ºf J0//78/4

* A44 bow.

- - - * BUY RIGHT, NO REPAIR.

THE INNER BRace will be "HERE

→LCOK FOR 5 YEAR CuARANTEf PANY SIAMPI)

!--tº ON INNER BRAct furnTVRE

TÉ |NNERBRACED flºwn ºf [0,15thºlºwſ nºw

~~~~

:

:

: ; ; ;

!

=7

Apparatus

Apparatus

Lockers

Anthropometric Apparatus

NARRAGANSETT MACHINE CO.

Write for Catalogs PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A.

THE EXHIBIT

A description in chart form of Young

Women's Christian Asssociation work.

Price, 15 Cents.

Publication departMent

The National Board of the Young Womens

Christian Associations

600 Lexington Avenue

MARGARET LOUISA HOME

OF THE Y. W. C. A.

14 East 16th Street, New York

A home-like hotel for Protestant self-supporting

women. Restaurant open to all women. Meals a

la carte and table d’hote.

Prices: Breakfast, 15-25c.; Luncheon, 25c.; Dinner 40c.

Send for circular.

YANSS OPTICAL CO.

3 EAST 23rd Street

METROPOLITAN BUILDING

Bet. Madison and 4th Aves.

Telephone, Gramercy 4588

Repairing While You Wail

New York

Telephones, 2323–2324-2325 Gramercy

TOWER BROS. STATIONERY CO.

Wholesale, Retail and Manufacturing

STATIONERS

L00SE LEAF DEVICES A specialty

Printing, Lithographing, Engraving, Blank Books to

##############.
Mail ORDERS Given PROMPt attention

23 WEST 23d STREET NEW YORK

Phone, Gramercy 25.18

HENRY KIECHLIN

Dealer in

MEATS, POULTRY AND GAME IN SEASON

FISH, OYSTERS, CLAMS, ETC.

VEGETABLES

272 FOURTH AVENUE

Near 21st Street New York

Please mention The Association Monthlv when writing to advertisers
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Gymnasium Supplies

Playground Apparatus

Steel Lockers

Catalogs on Request

Fred Medart Mfg. Co.

DeKalb and President Streets

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Order the Christian Approach to Social

Morality, by Richard C. Cabot.

Publication DEPARTMENT

The National Board of the Young Womens

Christian Associations

600 Lexington Avenue

Hotel MARTHA. WASHINGTON

29th to 30th STREETS, NEAR.5th AVENUE,NEW YORK

Exclusively for Women

450 Rºoms en suite and single. $1.50 per. up, European

plan, Tel e in every room. Numerous baths on each floor free

to Guests. ters to women*:::g. or visiting New York

alone. Convenient to Surface and Subway transportation. isine

exceptionally good, Absolutely fireproof.

Restaurant for Ladies and Gentlemen

Official Insignia

• No.

%Deafººſaſº. 45

ONE OF OUR MOST POPULAR

TA B L E S

Top 30x22, Desk Bed 20x16. Quartered

Oak Golden, Mission Finishes. Imitation
No. 453

Mahogany, Dull or Polished. Shipped Knocked Down.

Shipping Weight 70 lbs.

We Make 75 Hand- -

some, Low Priced - Jº

Styles of the esfºcuſſe

So you can always find a style and

finish to harmonize with woodwork

and furnishings. The desk drawer
slides out on Nickel Plated Metal Slides

that do not stick or bind, and full desk space

with pen groove and non-spillable ink well is pro

vided. Roomy stationery compartment under

desk lid. Table is reinforced and counterbal

anced. Nothing on table top need be disturbed

to use desk section.

with average usage.

complete line of

Practically indestructible

We also make a full and

Reading and"Writing Room Tables,

Grip Benches, Lobby and Parlor

Tables, Ice Water Stands, Etc.

all the very best, lowest priced designs. We

have supplied hundreds of hotels, Y. M. and Y.

W. C. A’s. etc., with part of their furniture.

Inspect our line before buying. Drop us a

postal and receive our catalogue and price list, or

do business through your local dealer. Write

today. Address Dept. K.

Wolverine Manufacturing Co.

DETROIT, MICH.

World's largest table manufacturers

Heecciation Scal Oin

BOARD MEMBERS, EMPLOYED OFFICERS AND

MEMBERS WILL WISH TO WEAR

THIS NATIONAL EMBLEM

GOLD and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE $2.00

WITHSAFETY CATCH $2.25

Memberebip Roin

FOR THOSE WISHING A SIMPLER BADGE

GOLD:PLATE and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE 50 cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

600 Lexington Avenue New York

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing te advertisera.
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It Stands the

Test of Time

Power'sCameragraph

No. 6a

The Machine That Wears Well

Produces Perfect Protection

Two important qualities in a Moving Picture Machine are:

1. DURABILITY

All parts must be of the very best for the purpose-your machine is

subject to hard usage, it must wear well, it has got to back you up.

“On the 22d day of April, 1911, we installed Power's Cam

eragraph. It has run for over 2,000 hours without one cent

cost for repairs. What can an operator want with any other

machine when he can get this result with Power's?”

Yours truly,

BEN St. Clair, Palace Theatre,

Martin, Tenn.

2. PERFECT PROJECTION

Without this you cannot please, pictures must be clear, without flicker

“In the reproduction of the Paul J. Rainey African and

Arctic pictures, perfect projection has been absolutely necessary.

After carefully comparing the merits of Power's Camera

graph with other machines, The Jungle Film Co. decided on

Power's Cameragraph. We are using over 30 machines in our

various shows, where they are giving entire satisfaction.”

Yours truly,

J. C. HEMMENT

WHY HESITATE 2

Catalogue W will give full details

NICHOLAS POWER

COMPANY

90 Gold Street New York

The Leading Makers of Motion Picture

Machines

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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Isabel Norton,

Secretarial Staff

National Board of The Young Womens Christian Associations

HEADQUARTERs secretaries

Mabel Gratty, General secretary

Secretary to the General Secretary

June. Becket Morse, sº sº.

Mrs. Isabellº H. Santee,ºr

DEPARTMENT OF METHOD

Louise Holmquist, ºn

Elizabeth Boles. Cºcºº

Bertha Conde, sº sº sº.

º

Mabel T. Everett, sºn, Once
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Putting Away Childish Things

Oscar E. Maurer *

When I was a child I spake as a child,

I felt as a child, I thought as a child; now

that I am become a man, I have put away

childish things.-I. Cor. I3:II.

WISH that at the very outset we

I could rid ourselves of the com

mon notion that Paul is speaking

slightingly of childhood. Many have

entertained that notion, and have con

trasted Paul's attitude to that of

Jesus. And yet, no careful student

of the apostle can quite believe that

his conception of manhood is able to

dispense with the fact of childhood.

Paul himself is a disproof. Full

grown man though he is, there is

about him something youthful, some

times almost boyish, in his hopeful

ness, his enthusiasm, in the naive sim

plicity with which he often looks into

the very heart of a profound truth.

In the full maturity of his mental

powers, he often faces the mystery of

life and of God, and is like a little

child in his trust and acceptance.

But what did Paul mean, then, by

saying that he had put away childish

things when he became a man? Is

putting childish things away an in

evitable part of the growing-up busi

ness? Are the interests, the speech,

the judgments of childhood trivial, or

are they enduringly precious? That

is a foolish question. There are two

major emotions in life which make

men poets. One is the emotion awak

* Dr. Maurer, who gave this address at

the East Central Student Conference, is

pastor of the First Church of Christ in New

Haven, Conn.

ened by love. The other is the emo

tion awakened by the memory of

childhood. Study crowds of people.

Whether they are the half-cynical de

votees of culture, clustering around

the lectern of a new-found philoso

pher, or whether they are a group of

common folk watching the screen of

a moving picture show, a few words,

a few flickering scenes, and memory

is suffused with the glory of child

hood days.

There are several groups of people

who can say, “Now that I am become

a man, I have put away childish

things.”

There are those who have put away

their childhood altogether. They have

grown up in very truth. The walls of

the prison house have closed around

them, and the only light that filters

through the narrow windows is the

sober light of common day. There is

nothing spontaneous or unexpected

about these people, there is nothing

left of the sense of mystery and won

der. You know just how they will

act under any given circumstances.

They are nothing if not logical, and

if the truth is plainly told, they are

deadly dull. Don't let them catch you

reading Alice in Wonderland, if you

value their good opinion. As you

look at them, speak with them, get

their hard, unimaginative, unsympa

thetic point of view, you wonder if

they could ever have been young.

Children annoy them, and with un

erring instinct children avoid them.

305
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Apparently they have forgotten that

they were not born at the age of

forty-two. There was a dreary sort

of mortal, I remember, who used to

scatter ashes on our sliding place

every winter, although he never

walked there himself. And this dead

ly insult only symbolizes the attitude

which the whole class assumes toward

childhood. Such a grown-up has put

the eternally precious childish things

away, without becoming manly. With

all his contempt for the childish mind,

he is still, essentially, a petty soul.

There is a second group of persons

who have put away the eternally valid

things, of childhood, but have clung

to childhood's toys and implements.

Some things must be discarded in the

growing-up process, alas! But the

discarding must be that of selection,

in which growing experience and

growing wisdom guide us. To chil

dren belongs the Kingdom of God.

They are its natural citizens, because

by nature they have its qualifications,

says Jesus. This means that some

childish things are eternally valid.

The simple, guileless mind, the frank

speech, the pure vision, the simple

trust and tender conscience, the joy

ousness, the imaginativeness of a

healthy child—these are qualities

which grace and adorn any age of life.

In fact, one tests a character, usually,

by such qualities. They must be kept,

unless our grown-up hearts are to be

as dry as summer dust.

But the great tragedy of grown-up

life is that so many, so many, put

these eternally valid things away and

cling to childhood's toys. Now, toys

are norms. The toy-smith is a mighty

useful citizen. He embodies in con

crete form most of the principles and

laws which must guide our children

after they have grown up. But use

ful, dear and precious as toys are,

there comes the sad day when the

girl of her own accord puts away her

dolls and turns to realer interests;

when the boy retires his hobby horse

and clamors for a live pony.

It is just so with the conceptions,

the ideas, the ideals of childhood.

That is what Paul is speaking of.

The childish prattle, so unformed and

yet so engaging; the childish emo

tions, so unconventional; the childish

judgment, with so little experience

behind it, and yet often so accurate;

the childish formulae—these are but

the formative toys and playthings of

childhood, the baby furniture, the lit

tle dishes and spinning tops of the

childish mind. Each of them stands

for something eternally valid. As

soon as the principle is mastered, the

plaything, the conception, must be put

away, and the growing child move on

to another set of interests.

COLLEGE DAY AT EAGLES MERE
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But this is precisely what a great

many people never do when it comes

to matters of faith and religion. They

put away the eternally valid things,

but cling to childhood's religious con

ceptions. A great many people are

still in their teens so far as their faith

is concerned. They are still playing

with dolls. Take the matter of belief

in the Bible, belief in God. Most of

us can say that our childhood was

beautiful, so far as these things were

concerned. They came to us with

divine authority and, while we could

not understand, we did not question.

No trouble then about inspiration or

miracle! Every year was a panorama

of miracles. We learned precious and

mysterious and comfortable things at

mother's knee and on father's lap. We

took what we were able to receive, and

we went out from the home and the

Sunday school with a certain equip

ment of ideas. We spoke, we felt and

we judged as children by means of

them. And so precious have they

seemed, that we have clung to them

ever since. We have suffered noth

ing to change them. We've changed

other notions, in other departments of

life. We've had to. We found life

much bigger than we supposed when

we left home. And so we've met

these bigger facts and made them

ours by growing to their level. Of

them we can truly say, “When I be

came a man I put away childish

things.”

But how about our faith? Have

we put away its childish conceptions

and grown into a larger faith, fit for

larger tasks? Are we spiritual adults?

Is it not true that many a person

rather prides himself on clinging to

what he is apt to call “the simple faith

which he learned at mother's knee?”

Oh, it is not that the sweet old

prayers which mother taught you are

not good prayers. God forbid that

we should ever say that! But were

they a woman's prayers, fitted for a

woman's needs? Are their wings

strong enough to bear aloft your

womanhood's burdens? You are a

grown woman now, and have more

to pray for, more to confess. Those

simple, childish prayers are as good

as they ever were—for childhood. But

it is like trying to ride in the cab of

your toy locomotive, to ask the faith

of your childhood to meet the de

mands of adult life.

Some persons find it hard to be

lieve in God. For some the Bible is

a book of riddles. For some the re

ligion of Jesus is the futile yearning

of a deluded humanity. Why? Be

cause they have tried to meet man

hood's demand with the delicate and

fragile and beautiful faith of a little

child.

Every now and then, not among the

uneducated, but among people of at

tainment, who ought to be leaders of

their community, there comes a moral

lapse. And when the truth comes out

you find that there was no deliberate

evil, no degeneracy of life. What hap

pened was that a childhood's earth

works were opposed to the twelve inch

guns of a full grown temptation, with

the inevitable result. It's cruel; it's

an inhuman strain. Put these things

away in honor and love and fragrant

remembrance, as the mother rescues

some smudgy little toy, covered with

the marks of baby fingers and teeth,

and wraps it up in tissue and lavender,

and lays it away in some Secret place.

Put these things away, and take a

man's supply of faith. “Now that I

am become a man, I have put away

childish things.”

And finally, there are some—Paul

among them—who have had the wis

dom to put away the toys and gew

gaws, and have clung to the eternally

valid with which childhood is filled.

Whenever you find such a person, his

is always a distinctive life. He may

have done nothing great to distinguish

him from his fellows, and yet, how

ever obscure, his life has the element

of greatness about it. Think of the men

and women who attract you by some

thing indefinable. The best name you

can find for their quality is “youth

fulness.” Some of them are old in
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years, but they have this characteris

tic youthfulness glorifying and dis

tinguishing the judgment of age.

They have never stopped growing.

They believe that the body has its

years, but that the spiritual man can

keep forever young. And so they

have no vain regrets when they think

of a beautiful past when the tree of

life was full of sap, nor any harden

ing forgetfulness cutting them off

from knickerbocker days.

O blessed is the man who can call

back the freshness of early years and

shed it over the wisdom of maturity

Blessed is the man who has kept the

childlike power of the open mind and

the eager heart. For his faith will

not be some pale, bloodless thing, long

outgrown and almost forgotten. It

will be a man's faith, fitted for and by

manhood's experiences, blossoming

perennially, producing its sweet and

normal succession of flower and fruit,

and ruggedly fearless of any wintry

blast of disbelief. The world will

never be old for such a man. God

and humanity will mean more for him

every year. Every deeper experience

will remove one more veil from the

face of the Man of Galilee. What

ever the burden of mortal years, life

will always have a tinge of mystery

and wonder, and in the fullness of

manhood he will be able to see the

things which he saw with clear but

inexperienced vision when he was a

simple lad, and which have been hid

den from many a fellow-mortal who

has lost the childish heart.

I cannot take with me into life all

the things I learned at my mother's

knee. But I can take with me the

eternal principles which that simple

teaching revealed. I can bend the

powers of maturing judgment and ap

ply the fruits of experience. And so,

keeping all that is really blessed and

beautiful from that holy time, I can

move on into manhood, and disregard

ing the growing-pains, I can enter

every year into the larger faith of an

ever youthful and an ever expanding

Christ.

SCHOOL GIRLS' CONFERENCE AT EAGLES MERE



Is Jesus God?

Robert F. Coyle”

John I : I-3.

home of eternity. If we want to

know the family and nationality of

Jesus, we must visit the city of God,

the ancient capital of the universe.

Brushing aside all intermediate matter,

crossing the boundary into the realm

where time is not, he says, “In the

beginning”—that is the dateless date

—“In the beginning was the Word,

and the Word was with God and the

Word was God. The same was in the

beginning with God. All things were

made by him and without him was

not anything made that was made.”

The very language has in it the swing

of eternity, so simple, so unrestrained

and yet so majestic is it in its move

ment. Unmistakably it affirms the

deity of Jesus.

In the course of Christian history

there have emerged a great many dif

ferent opinions or conceptions of him

whom we worship as the Saviour of

men. But all of them can be reduced

to two: According to the one, Jesus

is a man—unique, unequalled, colos

sal—but nevertheless only a man. Ac

cording to the other Jesus is God, co

equal and co-eternal with the Father.

The difference between the two is the

difference between the finite and the

infinite.

If Jesus is only a man we can un

derstand him and grasp him and mas

ter him. But the remarkable thing

about it is that after the lapse of

2,000 years he is as great a problem

as ever. The profoundest thinkers

are still writing books about him and

repeating the old question: “What

manner of man is this?” It is not

a question to be lightly dismissed.

From the beginning the church has

entertained the higher conception.

And I need not say that as between

JOHN introduces us at once to the

* Dr. Coyle, who gave this address at the

Pacific Coast Conference, is pastor of the

Central Presbyterian Church of Denver.

the two the higher conception has

triumphed. In every century and in

every part of the world it has com

pletely outrun and outweighed its rival

in the estimation of humanity.

Nobody can say that the lower con

ception has not had a fair chance.

It showed itself in the streets of

Jerusalem at the beginning. It set

itself in opposition to the Apostles.

School after school espoused it and

did everything that intellectual acu

men could do to impress it upon the

minds of men and make it prevail.

They have done their utmost and

where are they to-day ? But if the

higher conception of Jesus has won,

can it be a delusion ? I can easily

understand how a delusion might win

its way for a century or two and

gather about its standard a large num

ber of followers; but that a delusion

should hold steadily on its course for

practically two thousand years and

eclipse all competitors and carry its

triumphs to the ends of the earth,

seems utterly incredible. To believe

that is to believe that falsehood is

mightier than truth.

When we say that Jesus is God

we do not mean to affirm that all

of God was in the Man of Nazareth,

but simply as much of God as the

human mind is able to grasp. If God

were to appear among men in all the

fulness and glory of his infinite be

ing, the very effulgence of his per

sonality would be overwhelming. He

must suppress himself or no man

could approach into his presence. And

so, the Apostle Paul says that in

Jesus, God emptied himself of his

glory. Occasionally the deity that was

in him flashed forth, as on the Mount

of Transfiguration, or as when he

looked upon the soldiers who came

to arrest him and they fell back and

became as dead men. But for the

most part he held the larger share

309
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of personality in abeyance; he could

not shine here in all the glory of

his splendid powers as he could shine

among his peers. And so in his in

finite love, God became man, Stooped

down to our level in order that we

might understand him.

But now the argument.

of all from :

I. The Character of Jesus. Look

at that wonderful life as portrayed

for us in the gospels. It stands ab

solutely alone in human history. That

life lifts itself far above the ordinary

plane of humanity into the blue of

heaven, and gathers about it the sun

shine of God. It is majestic, yet sim

ple, “earnest without being fierce, and

calm without being dull.” Mighty in

power, it is infinitely tender. It is

not pitched to a high key of excite

ment, but flows on in quiet dignity as

the river moves serenely on to its

home in the sea. There is nothing

spasmodic about this life. It is not

characterized by occasional great ef

forts whose interstices are filled up

with the trite and the commonplace.

Be our belief what it may, we are

bound to admit that this life moves

forward very much after the manner

of a God. -

Jesus is born in a manger, trained

in a carpenter's shop, reared in the

most humble circumstances, but when

he opens his mouth all the ages listen.

He is original without being eccentric,

holy without being sanctimonious,

serious without being sour, stern with

out being severe, tender without being

weak. A Jew by birth and blood,

he loves the world. With royal blood

in his veins, he is no respecter of per

sons. He is a man among men, speaks

their language, resists their tempta

tions, endures their hardships and ex

periences, and yet he seems to walk

among the stars. He prays as natu

rally as he breathes, and seems to be

in constant touch with the unseen.

The whole cast of his life is ethereal,

while at the same time it is perfectly

human.

Approach his character, from what

side you will and it is without a flaw.

And first

His piety toward God is matched by

his beneficence toward men. Strictly

just, he is beautifully kind. Tem

perate, he is never austere. Coura

geous, he is never rash. Dignified, he

is never cold. Singular, he is never

affected. Devout, he is never ec

static. Independent, he is never dis

respectful. There is no defect and no

excess, not too much of one virtue

and too little of another, but always

the most perfect balance of qualities.

Opposite elements combine in him

without jar or discord. Pure as a

star, he was tempted as never man

was tempted. Mighty enough to fur

nish bread for the famishing multi

tudes on the sea shore, he appeases his

own hunger by eating raw corn in

the field. Able to get money from a

fish's mouth to pay the custom dues

of himself and his friend Peter, he

is nevertheless so poor that he has

not where to lay his head. He raised

the dead, yet died himself. “He saved

others, himself he could not save.”

3ut these contrasted and apparently

incongruous elements combine to give

us a character of the most faultless

symmetry. If he is set forth as God,

his words and his works abundantly

sustain the claim ; if he is set forth

as man, we find that his humanity is

as real as our own.

Now the question arises: Was this

character an invention, a fabrication,

a creature of the human mind 2 If

so, men without special learning, with

out transcendent abilities, have imag

ined a character immeasurably su

perior to any other to be found in hu

man literature. The world's great

masters are altogether outdone in

character portrayal by four humble

and common men. Makers of books

find it no easy task—nay, they find it

an impossible task—to create a splen

did and consistent hero. Besides, the

immortal creators of fictitious charac

ters are not always original. They

borrow from one another. But from

whom did the writers that sketched

this wonderful life borrow 2 Who was

there up to their day that could have

given them the slightest clew to such
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an incomparable character? The words

of Theodore Parker, the distinguished

Unitarian, are in point here: “Shall

we be told,” he asks, “that such a

man never lived, that the whole story

is a lie? Suppose Plato and New

ton had never lived. But who did

their wonders and thought their

thoughts? It takes a Newton to

forge a Newton. Who could have fab

ricated Jesus? None but Jesus.” This,

then, is the conclusion to which we are

driven, to wit, that the gospel writers

were not inventors, but reporters.

They described what they saw and

drew their picture from the life.

With this character, then, before

our minds, let us go on to consider

the argument from :

II. The Claims of Jesus. See what

he claims for himself. The passages

which I quote are a part of his own

testimony. He claims to be all-power

ful. “All power is given unto me

in heaven and in earth.” He claims

to be omnipresent. “Lo, I am with

you always even unto the end of the

world.” He claims to have existed

before the world was. “And now, O

Father, glorify thou me with the glory

which I had with thee before

the world was.” He claims to be the

Judge before whom all men are final

ly to be gathered. “When the Son of

Man shall come in his glory, before

him shall be gathered all nations, and

he shall separate them one from an

other.” He claims a right to equal

honor with the Father. “All men

should honor the Son even as they

honor the Father.” He claims to be

one with the Father. “He that hath

seen me, hath seen the Father.” Con

scious of his stainless purity, he flings

down the challenge, “Which of you

convinceth me of sin P’’ He allows

himself to be called Lord and God,

thus claiming the right to be worship

ped. “Thomas saith unto him, my

Lord and my God.” In addition to

all this, he calls himself “the light of

the world,” “the bread of life,” “the

way, the truth, and the life,” “the

door into the sheepfold,” “the good

shepherd.” Such, then, are some of

his astounding claims for himself.

Now, follow the argument. Sup

pose first that these claims were never

made; that they are spurious. Then

we cannot believe the gospel writers.

But then it follows that liars and de

ceivers have delineated the only per

fect character the world has ever seen.

But that such a pure stream should

have issued from such an impure foun

tain is unthinkable and, therefore, the

first supposition must be ruled out.

Suppose, second, that these claims
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were made, but that Jesus was simply

a man. Then it follows that this

Jesus, so pure, so perfect, so unas

sailable in moral character, made

claims to which he had no right, claims

which were shockingly false and ab

surd. But such an utter lack of ve

racity in a perfect character is incon

ceivable, and, therefore, the second

supposition must be ruled out. Sup

pose, third, that these claims are true,

and this is the only alternative left—

then it follows that Jesus is God, for

no one less than God can these claims

be made to fit.

Now, I ask you to face the issue

squarely. Take these claims, put them

in the mouth of Moses, or Isaiah, or

Plato, or Paul, put them in the mouth

of Confucius, or Buddha, or Mahom

et and they would be the most awful

blasphemy. But the amazing thing

about it is that when Jesus utters them

we feel somehow that he has a right

to. They seem to fit him as the sun

shine fits the sun. If he made these

claims he is either God or an im

poster too colossal for any words to

describe. If he did not make them,

the gospels are not worth the paper

they are written on. But there is

that character, that is no dream, and

when we put the character and the

claims together, there is only one con

clusion possible: that Jesus is God.

The argument is cumulative. It piles

up before the mind like a mountain

on whose summit there is nothing but

unclouded sunshine. Add to what I

have already said the argument from:

III. The Power of Jesus in His

tory and in Life. John Stuart Mill

calls him “The ideal representative

and guide of humanity.” Renan calls

him “The cornerstone of humanity,”

and declares that to “tear his name

from the world would be to rend it

to its foundations.” Rousseau says:

“If the life and death of Socrates

were those of a sage, the life and

death of Jesus were those of a God.”

Schelling and Hegel speak of him as

“The union of the divine and human.”

Testimonies of similar purport can be

adduced by the hour from those who

did not march under his banner.

Whence came the power of this Jesus

so mightily to impress these master

thinkers?

Or think of his power as indicated

by changing the reckoning of the

ages. Strange, strange, is it not, that

we should count the years from his

cradle and that every calendar and

every letter-head should point to his

advent. It means something that this
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Jesus is able to make time itself re

volve about him. Or think of his

power as indicated by his turning the

Roman empire upside down in three

centuries. Soon after the year 300

A. D., the cross was emblazoned upon

the imperial standards; it was stamped

upon coins; it was painted on the sol

diers' shields. The Galilean had con

quered. Or think of his power as in

dicated by changing the whole drift

of civilization. Slaves were unshackled,

hospitals founded, colleges built and

school doors thrown open, angels of

mercy and hope and love singing and

ministering through the earth; philan

thropies and benevolences sweetening

and lifting the world. When we see

him changing the whole tone and com

plexion of civilization, “lifting,” as

Jean Paul Richter says, “with his

pierced hand empires off their hinges,

turning the streams of centuries out

of their channels, and still governing

the ages,” shall we be told that all

this power had its origin in a human

soul? Measure the cause by its ef

fects. Take your measure of Jesus

by the light he flings. If the echo

sounds around the world, what must

have been the original voice?

Think of his power as indicated by

the devotion of human hearts. It was

this fact that so impressed the mas

sive mind of Napoleon. Said he:

“Alexander, Caesar, Charlemagne and

myself founded empires. But on what

did we rest the creations of our

genius? Upon force. Jesus Christ

alone founded his empire upon love,

and at this hour millions of men

would die for him.” The influence of

great men wanes as they recede into

the past. The influence of Jesus in

creases with the flight of the years.

It is incalculably greater at this hour

than that of all other illustrious char

acters put together, and it is for un

belief to account for it if he is only

a 111a11.

Let us sum it all up and look at it.

Here on one side of the equation put

all Christian hopes and prayers and

activities in every land and every age

since the Christian era. Then on the

3 I 3

other side put the young man of Naz

areth, only a man. We go back in

imagination and stand there in the

streets of Jerusalem and he is pointed

out to us. They tell us that his career

is about to be cut short. They tell

us that he is without rank or money

or station. They tell us that he has

written no book and elaborated no

philosophy. They tell us that he has

a few friends and disciples, mostly

among the common people. While

we are receiving this information he

is arrested, tried, condemned, exe

cuted.

Now is the equation complete? Does

there not seem to be infinitely more on

this side of the cross than the other?

Put nineteen centuries of Christian

history, with all their content, along

side of him who was so poor that he

had not where to lay his head, and

is not the disparity immense? On the

supposition that he was only a man,

are not the effects transcendently

greater than the cause? Is the human

Jesus—the man of Galilee—the exact

equivalent of all this tremendous ex

pansion of power which we call Chris

tianity? Do not the very necessities

of logical thinking compel us to add

to the Nazarene side of the equation

and keep on adding and adding until

the sum is God?

Yes, he is the Wonderful, the Coun

sellor, the Everlasting Father, the

Prince of Peace. He is God. Rea

son affirms it; the Scriptures declare

it; his own lips assert it, and our

hearts in their deepest depths to-day

respond with an unqualified Amen. He

is God, God manifest in the flesh,

God who stooped down and made of

himself a way, a road, over which

the weary feet of humanity might

come back to the old homeland of

heaven. Thousands are going. Will

you come with all the loyalty of your

souls and all the devotion of your

hearts and all the strength of your

minds and take your place in the

ranks with all those of every age and

every land who accept Jesus as God,

and lay the homage of their lives at

his feet?
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William E.

after the same manner as men and

trees. “By their fruits shall ye

know them.” By their fruits then

shall our institutions be known and

because of their fruits shall they re

ceive our commendation or our con

demnation. There are four American

institutions whose business it is to

make men and women. These are the

family, the school, the church and

the State. The two Christian Asso

ciations are agencies of the church.

The only justification for the As

sociation is that through this agency

the church and society can accom

plish certain important work with

greater economy and efficiency than

in any other form. The several de

nominations in your community may

maintain their separate places of wor

ship and study, but very few churches

can afford the cost and labor neces

sary for successful institutional work.

These lines of work can, however,

very properly be centered in the Asso

ciation.

For the sake of clearness permit

me to group my thoughts under sev

eral headings.

I. Shall we consider the Christian

Association as a force for evangelism :

Perhaps we are not of one mind here.

There may be some who think this

work belongs to the church and not

to the Association. Let me insist that

it belongs to both. Possibly you do

not hold large public meetings. That

is not absolutely necessary. Possibly

you do not have Bible classes and

study classes. If so, that is a misfor

tune. But the lack of these does not

rob you of opportunity or release you

from responsibility. Evangelism is

not a matter of preaching but of

Iº must be judged

* Professor Ganfield, who gave the above

address at the Central City Conference,

holds the chair of economics and political

science at Carroll College, Wisconsin.

Ganfield *

personality. It is not a question of

eloquence but of earnestness.

Suppose that this company sat in

the place of that original one hun

dred and twenty in the upper room.

Suppose that to us was committed

the task of spreading the gospel

throughout the world and of reach

ing the uttermost man... What would

be your suggestion? Well, I think I

know. Some one would arise and

suggest a subscription, for if this big

enterprise is ours it will take lots of

money and before we start we must

have a large fund. Another would

certainly propose that we appoint a

committee to prepare some plan and

method of work, for surely nothing

big was ever achieved without a big

program and a perfect plan. Still a

third, possibly a business man, if one

were present, would arise and propose

that if this great work were to be
done, we must have some chosen and

appointed men. So he would suggest

that we select from the company sev

eral of our number and send them

away to school and college, and then

lay upon them the hands of authority

and send them out to preach.

Now, young women, please mark

what I say. It is not by ser

mons that the world shall be won.

It is not by buildings that men and

women are saved. Plans never build

ed a bridge, erected a cathedral or

saved a soul. Money, methods, ser

mons and plans are all useful and

needful, but Jesus' method of saving

this old world is to reach, touch, and

save the life whom you touch, through

you. Contact means opportunity. Qp

portunity means responsibility. No

one in your community has such close

contact with scores of young women

and girls as is possessed and enjoyed

by the secretary of the Association.

Your opportunity is immense. Your

responsibility is tremendous.

3I4
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II. May I suggest to you that the

Christian Association embodies the fin

est ideals, and the Association girl ex

emplifies the finest type of Christian

life. Here I have for you no word

of warning but rather of congratula

tion. The Christian life has taken on

larger meanings because of the work

of these Associations. This life is no

longer one of restraint, cramped and

bound in by false notions and foolish

pride. Rather we have come to see

that the Christian life is “the life that

is easy.” It is the normal life. The

3I5

life longs for companionship. The

young woman away from home must

make new friends. Where shall she

go? Whom shall she meet? It is

your business to find her. It is your

mission to see that in the city she finds

new friends that are just as good as

those from whom she parted when she

left home. If you do not or cannot

do this, she is defeated and you have

failed.

Our friendships are our finest as

sets. Our friends make us what we

are. You may blame me for my choice

DISCOveries—GENEVA

life of sin is abnormal. Sin hurts.

It wounds, it cuts, it kills, and souls

die hard. The Christian girl is the

most normal girl in your community,

and the more perfectly she responds to

the high ideals of our common faith,

the more normal and perfect does her

life become.

III. What shall we say of the Asso

ciation as a social center, as a place

of recreation and social life? Here, if

anywhere, our young women ought to

be able to meet and make friends. I

think you are performing this part of

your work well. The average young

of friends, but do not blame me for

what I am. Blame my friends. They

made me. Now you cannot always

blame the girl in the strange city for

her choice of friends. You Associa

tion workers may be at fault if you

have failed in your opportunity with

this new girl.

IV. Do I dare ask you to assume

an obligation in the new field of eu

genics? I have no dogmas here. There

is great need. Much may and must

be done. Fathers and mothers are

often unable or unwilling properly to

instruct their sons and daughters. The
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young women and girls are ready for

sound counsel and sane help. I must

leave the matter to your good judg

ment and delicate discretion. This

word of warning—be sure you are

wise as well as right, then go ahead.

Our institutions are agencies of social

preservation. They are the organs of

our national and social life. We are

spending time, money, energy and

thought in varied efforts to improve

the quality of the live stock upon our

farms and conserve the resources of

our land. Our future depends upon

these things. But our future sustains

a more vital relation to the quality

and character of our men and women.

The conservation of our American

youth is the greatest achievement of

the present hour. Your Association

is committed, by its very purpose, to

this sublime task.

V. The Christian Associations have

not seized every opportunity. The so

cial settlement proclaims your failure.

Had our Associations had the abun

dant means and the large spirit, the

social settlement would never have had

a CallSe.

New institutions arise to meet new

needs or because old institutions were

too weak or ineffective to supply the

want. Let me illustrate. Christian

science embodies a fundamental truth.

It may be obscured by much error,

but a great truth is there. Now had

the church been wise enough and

broad enough to understand and in

clude the whole truth then a separate

sect had not arisen. But the church

was too ignorant or too narrow. This

truth found no abode within her pal

aces and therefore took up lodgings

on the outside. Multitudes flocked to

the standard and a large new sect ap

peared.

The sympathies and interests of

Jesus Christ are as wide and as deep

as are the interests and concerns of

men. The interests and sympathies of

the church must not be more restrict

ed than those of her founder. For if

the church refuse to be interested in

all the interests and concerns of men,

how can she expect the masses of men

to retain their interest in her?

Your Association is a branch of the

church. You have a peculiar oppor

tunity to come into vital contact with

the life and needs of the women work

ers in our growing cities. You may

be obliged to restrict the number and

character of your activities, but you

cannot afford, indeed you do not dare,

to restrain or narrow your vision or

your sympathies, so that you refuse

interest in the great economic and

social concerns and welfare of our

American women.

VI. This brings me to the last sub

ject for our consideration—the rela

tion of the Association to our great

social and industrial problem. Sup

pose an industrial war is on. A strike

is called. Your girls are involved.

What is your duty I have no fixed

program. Time and place and condi

tions must be taken into account.

Much counsel and earnest prayer will

help in that crisis hour.

There are two sides to every con

flict. There is a rashness that is fol

ly. There is a cowardice that ill be

comes a soldier. The Christian church

and Association is not simply a hos

pital to care for the wounded. It is

our business to care for the man in

jured on the Jericho road, but it is

bigger business and better business to

police the Jericho road so men can

travel in safety.

It is your task and mine to care

for the unfortunate and the injured,

hurt and maimed by the machinery

and systems of our modern social and

industrial life. But it is also our busi

ness so to rid our social and indus

trial life of wrongs and abuses and

injustice that our young women may

live their lives in safety, and enjoy

their leisure with purity and happi

ness and peace.

Three words of preaching and I am

through. First, a word to the secre

tary: Do not allow your time and

thought to become so absorbed with

buildings and campaigns and plans

that you fail to touch the lives of
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the young women you ought to help.

Yours is the biggest personality in

the place, and every other life ought

to feel the touch and inspiration of

yours.

Second, a word to the volunteer

worker: Do not let the seclusion and

security of your life dull your ap

preciation of the conditions and the

life of the hundreds of other girls,
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or deaden your sympathies with them

and their needs.

Third, a word to the girls: You

are not simply sponges. You should

not always ask, how much can you

get, but how much can you give. The

Association is not simply a place to

get something. It is a place and an

opportunity to give your very best,

and in giving, your life shall be made

richer, larger and better.

§

The Power to See"

Robert

A NL Elijah said, “Thou hast

asked a hard thing; neverthe

less, if thou see me when I

am taken from thee, it shall be so

unto thee.” You all remember that

pathetic and invigorating incident re

lated in the second chapter in the

second Book of Kings. Jehovah is

minded to take his servant the prophet

Elijah from earth. Elijah and Elisha

stood by the Jordan. “And Elijah

took his mantle and wrapped it to

gether, and smote the waters, and

they were divided hither and thither,

so that they two went over on dry

ground. And it came to pass, when

they were gone over, that Elijah said

unto Elisha : “Ask what I shall do

for thee, before I be taken away from

thee.’ And Elisha said, ‘I pray thee,

let a double portion of thy spirit be

upon me.’ And he said, “Thou hast

asked a hard thing; nevertheless, if

thou see me when I am taken from

thee, it shall be so unto thee; but if

not, it shall not be so.’ And it came

to pass, as they still went on and

talked, that, behold, there appeared a

chariot of fire, and horses of fire, and

parted them both asunder; and Elijah

went up by a whirlwind into heaven.

And Elisha saw it, and he cried, “My

*This address was given by Bishop

Strange at the Southern Conference.

Strange

father, my father, the chariots of

Israel and the horsemen thereof.”

And Elisha took the mantle of Elijah

that fell from him and smote the

waters and said, ‘Where is the Lord

God of Elijah ' And when he also

had smitten the waters they parted

hither and thither, and Elisha went

over. And when the sons of the

prophets which were at Jericho saw

him they said, ‘The spirit of Elijah

doth rest on Elisha.’ And they came

to meet him and bowed themselves

to the ground before him.”

The point in this story is in the

text, “If thou see me when I am taken

from thee, then shalt thou have my

spirit,” that is, the power to see, gives

the power to do and to be.

Let us go forward across the cen

turies to another Bible story in the

New Testament days: There walks

in the temple courts in Jerusalem a

new deacon of the young church. He

is a man full of faith and the Holy

Spirit. He preaches to and teaches

the people, who are moved to follow

his guidance. He argues against the

Jews and they are not able to answer

his points. So in their anger and

wickedness they hire false witnesses,

stir up the people against him and

drag Stephen before the council. As

they make their false accusations, he
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sits quiet and fearless, looking on

them, and they mark how his face

shines like the face of an angel. Then

he rises and speaks; speaks of the

history of God's love and care, of

God's purpose for them, of their stub

bornness and hardness of heart. As

they break off the trial in a tumult,

gathering stones to murder him, he

looks away from them, and looks up

into the open heavens and cries aloud,

“Behold, I see the heavens open and

the son of man standing on the right

hand of God.” That sight gave

Stephen the power to do and to be,

gave him the power to endure, calm

and uncomplaining, the fearful pun

ishment of a death by stoning, aye,

and more than that, the power to be

his master's true follower; for his

last words were, “Lord, lay not this

sin to their charge.”

In the latter days of the fifteenth

century a young man sat in his simple

room, gazing on an atlas, holding a

compass and scales in his hands. He

had been a sailor; he was versed in

all the marine knowledge of his day.

He was studying, pondering, seeking

more knowledge. Suddenly there

came to him the vision; he saw that

the world was round; he saw that

there could be a new way to India,

that there was some other continent

over the unknown waters. This sight

gave him courage, zeal and persis

tance. He traveled to different coun

tries to enlist men and to gather

money. He cut through indifference

and mockery, endured refusals and

overcame poverty. And at last

through the generosity of Ferdinand

and Isabella he sailed from Palos

with his three tiny ships. I know

of nothing in human history finer

than Columbus in his little vessel, sail

ing an unknown sea, true to his vision.

His crew murmured and then grew

mutinous; his officers first grew cold

and then besought him to return; and

all alone Columbus keeps the rudder

true, goes forward, following his star,

sailing towards the land he sees. Sid

ney Lanier brings this out well in

his poem, “Columbus”:

So when the last land down the horizon

died,

Go back, go back! they prayed, our hearts

are lead.

Friends, we are bound into the West, I said.

Then passed the wreck of a mast upon our

side—

See (as they wept), God's warning ! Ad

miral, turn'

Steersman, I said, hold straight to the West,

Then down the night we saw the meteor

burn.

So do the very heavens in fire protect.

Good Admiral, put about, O Spain, dear

Spain

Hold straight into the West, I said again.

Yet when the long time stagnant winds

arise,

And day by day the keel to westward flies,

My good, my people's ill doth come to be;

Ever the winds into the West do blow,

Never a ship, once turned, might homeward

g0 ;

Meanwhile we speed into the lonesome

main.

For Christ's sake, parley, Admirall

before

We sail outside all bounds of help from

pain.

Our help is in the West, I said once more.

I marvel, how mine eye, ranging the night,

From its big circling ever absently

Returº thou large, low star, to fix on

thee.

Maria, star ! No star—a light, a light !

Wouldst leap ashore, heart? Yonder burns

a light.

Well, but I saw it, wait the Pinta's gun

Why, look, 'tis dawn, the land is clear,

Turn,

'tis done;

Two dawns do break at once from Time's

full hand; -

God's, East; mine, West; good friends,

behold, my land

In the middle years of the past

century there grew up in England a

fair, intelligent and cultured English

lady. Her parents were possessed of

ample means, so leisure, fashion, frolic

were hers for the asking. That is

what her people had been contented

with for generations and that was to

be her portion; so her father and

mother thought. But no, Florence

Nightingale had a vision of other

things; she saw her means and op

portunities; she saw the suffering of

the poor about her; she saw the need

for nurses and hospitals. She busied

herself with charity work on and about
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her father's estate; but the vision

beckoned and she followed it over

to Germany. She was in training as

a nurse for several years at Kaiser

werth. Graduating there, she came

back to England just as the Crimean

war broke out. She volunteered to go

to the East and care for the soldiers

in the military hospital at Scutari.

Her life there is known to all: the

angel of mercy to the sick soldiers,

“The lady of the Lamp,” moving at

all hours of the night and day through

the hospital corriders and wards. She

returned to England, took charge of a

great hospital, reorganized it and

started a school for nurses. As the

years ran on, she grew in efficiency

and influence, and when she was called

to even fuller life she could say, “I

have seen the vision and followed it.

It has given me power to do and to

be; I have finished, O Lord, the work

thou gavest me to do.”

You who are here this morning are

those among us to-day who see things.

Young women, college girls, girls en

tering on life and its realities, you

have your own visions of what life is

and what you have to do in it. You,

the women of our day, are our ideal

ists. What is an idealist? One who

looks below the surface and sees the
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truth of things. An idealist is one

who feels at home among the truths

and ideas, the hopes that have always

lifted humanity up and forward. An

idealist is one who sees God’s great

purposes moving forward, affecting,

accomplishing, when other men and

women see only chaos and failure. An

idealist is one of those who have

separated man from the brute, have

set the keynote to human progress,

and are leading men and women up

ward towards the heaven that is to be.

The things that are seen by all, that

lie on the surface, where the eye of

sense cannot fail to see them, they

are temporal, they are food and

clothes, riches and pleasures, honor

and position. They come and go. But

the things that we must search to see,

the things that the eye of the spirit

sees, holiness, beauty, power, happi

ness—they are eternal. Keep your

eyes fixed on these shining visions,

and let not clouds, or doubts, or sor

rows, or troubles or difficulties dim

them.

How can we clarify our spiritual

sight? How can we make it see

farther and see more clearly 2 Let

us from time to time be alone with

ourselves either in the privacy of our

own room or the still dim church or

“Quiet Hour”
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in the green murmuring greenwood,

then let us sweep away all shallow,

superficial things, and get down to the

great fundamental facts of existence.

Let us take hold of the great bedrock

fact of God, and hold to it firmly and

worship: “God, my Creator; God,

my Father; God, my Saviour; God, my

Strengthener!” Think of his power, of

his knowledge, of his character, of his

beauty, of his love. Think of his pur

pose as revealed in nature, in holy

Scripture, in life. Meditate on these

great things. Think, see, why am I

here in this fair world? God's love

is the only reason at bottom, God's

love. See God's power and wisdom at

work creating, ruling and guiding the

earth and man. See how all things

are becoming more useful and more

beautiful. The only reason for the

efficiency with which things are mov

ing forward at all in this world, in

the face of all its difficulties and trou

bles, is God's wisdom and power. See

God's love again in the coming to

earth of Jesus Christ. Ah, you say, if

God is so mighty and so loving, why

does he let me suffer so, why does he

permit so much evil in the world?

I do not know why, but these two

things I know, and we can rest on

them until we see and know more.

First, suffering is the one road, the

road for most people towards strength

and happiness, and the struggle

against evil is the progress towards

good. Second, if God is good and

God is love, and God is mighty, and

God is wise, he is, he must be working

for our good, for our final and highest

happiness, and we must trust him,

knowing that some day, somewhere,

we shall understand. And so think

ing, so meditating with God, posi

tively, on the great things of God and

life, we shall see; and that vision will

give us strength to do and to be.

October

The year, was in its yellowing time, and

the face of nature a study in old gold.—

Kenneth Grahame.

A New Kind of Asso

ciation Day

4 : LOW hill, brown with pine

needles and dusky with the

shadows of great trees; to

the right and towering over its crest,

dunes of shimmering white sand, and

at its foot, a space outlined by trees

as though expressly for a stage—this

was our pageant ground at the Pacific

Coast Conference, a pageant ground

vibrant with the ceaseless rustling of

the wind in the pines and the beat of

the distant surf. It is true that Na

ture quite overlooked the audience of

some five thousand people, and

neglected to provide sloping ground

for their comfort, and it is also true

that the ocean wind sometimes made

precarious connections between the

military orchestra and the singers in

the episodes. But everything con

sidered, it was a setting to rejoice the

hearts of those who had been at Rich

mond and had longed ever since to see

what that pageant could be out-of

doors.

“In actual detail there were not

many differences from the Richmond

production. Instead of 600, we had

250 girls, representing both city and

student Associations, and instead of

having Miss Holmquist as Association

Spirit, Miss Lillie Margaret Sherman

of the University of California took

that part, and Miss Holmquist in the

audience had a chance to see what an

Association Spirit is like from the op

posite side of ‘Pageanters' Hill.’ Miss

Amelia Johnson of Los Angeles, with

Miss Brooks, directed the pageant.

Every episode was given, our special

pride being the Junior episode, very

realistically acted by children from

Pacific Grove, and the foreign episode

to which our Oriental delegates added

decided realism. -

“As one delegate put it, “A pageant

certainly gives opportunity to develop

the philosophy of the bear who said

he was always contented, because if
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A DELEGATION AT Silver BAY

he got tired walking to and fro in

his cage, he turned around and walked

fro and to !' When we found that we

couldn't have a May-pole, we simply

put an extra flourish into the entrance

of our hay-wagon, with its four pranc

ing horses. And when a torch was

pronounced dangerous, what of that?

A pine branch in the hand of the

Spirit could do just as well for a torch

as two pine branches in the hands of

couriers had done for an arch.

“If there had to be some make

shifts in the episodes, however, the

processionals amply compensated.

As the long line of girls in their

bright costumes wound down the hill,

across the ‘stage,’ and back among

the shadows of the trees, proclaiming

allegiance to Christ in the great re

cessional hymn that fairly rang with

the sincerity of it, there caine to those

who watched a new vision of the

meaning of this sisterhood, which,

regarding not class or color, is seek

ing to minister its gift.”

So it was at a far west conference.

Meanwhile, in June, it had already

vividly been proved “what that pa

geant could be out-of-doors,” when

the day formerly given over to inter

collegiate “stunt” competition at the

Eastern Student Conference was

turned into “College Day with a

point” by the giving of the national

pageant. The shining summer day was

a gift in itself, by very contrast with

the complete storminess of that fated

day at Richmond. Down the hill, un

der the sun-drenched old apple trees,

moved the bright processional of six

hundred college girls, headed by Miss

Mary Humphrey of Wellesley, a most

beautiful Association Spirit. Holy- .

oke College played a valiant part in

furnishing a real seven piece orches

tra and a chorus of fifty girls. The

pageant was directed by Miss Katha

rine Scott of the national staff.

Miss Helen Farquhar of the North

eastern Field Committee was “mis

tress of the robes,” and Miss Kyle

Adams of Barnard transformed one

hundred and fifty Vassar, Syracuse

and Smith girls into a three

part physical drill of astonishing suc

cess. The stimulus of a great audi

ence was absent, but it was a happy

case of pageanters and audience be

ing one and the same. As there had

been no rehearsal, none but a handful

really knew exactly what was going
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to happen next, and as each new group

circled around and back to Pageant

ers' Hill, they half sat, half kneeled

on the grass to watch with breath

held as the story unfolded itself. The

haywagon really materialized; the

Spirit of Play (Miss Helen Earle)

suddenly was discovered perched in

the crotch of one of the gnarled old

trees, from which she watched the

dancing girls; Teachers College girls

mixed a cake before one's very eyes,

ending with a triumphant flourish at

the exact moment of the finishing of

under a tree had in it all the pathos

and hope of contrast, for the Chris

tian Indians in this episode were but

portraying what they themselves had

once done. But perhaps most thrill

ing of all was the call to prayer—

“Allah! Allah!” and then in the for

eign tongue—“God is most great! I

testify that there is no god but God!

Come to prayer! God is most great!”

It rang out over the stone wall high

above the pageant grounds, and was

answered by two Oriental girls who

spread their prayer rugs toward Mecca

RECESSIONAL IN THE PAGEANT at Silver BAY

their song—“As our household arts

we ply.” Most stirring of all was the

use of the thirty Oriental students

registered at the conference. Left to

their own devices for expansion of the

foreign episode, they took us straight

to the heart of some ancient customs

—some startlingly new ones, too, for

did not the Chinese girls sing the new

hymn of the Republic! Most ex

quisite was the cherry blossom festi

val supposedly held in honor of a tiny

Japanese princess; the monotonous

chant of the Hindu women bringing

their crude offerings to the stone altar

and with brilliant saries flying back

in the lake breeze, went through the

genuflections of Mohammedan prayer.

Back to the Coast again, and

at the Northwest Conference, we

find the pageant heroically given with

no properties whatsoever, and no

music save a bit of an organ dragged

out to the tennis court for the occa

sion—but nevertheless a pageant,

bringing home to these far-off dele

gates the sense of their part in the

“one body, every one members one

of another.”
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At Blue Ridge, in the South, the

Lynchburg delegation took the famil

iar roles of the Sargent Prophets, and

the beautiful frieze, given just as at

Richmond, brought a new and digni

fied tone into the regular order of As

sociation Day. The one episode, thus

separated and given alone, was yet

distinctly impressive.

The Prophet costumes did much

traveling—not only hastening back and

forth between Blue Ridge, Silver Bay

and California, but in between whiles

penetrating to the Helderbergs at

Camp Altamont, where the entire pa

geant with all the properties and

music, was given at the time of the

Club Girls’ Council. Here Miss Ern

estine Friedmann was the Association

Spirit, and at Nepahwin, where it was

given in just the same connection, the

part was taken by Miss Mary Johns

Hopper. As the unifying element in

these two councils, nothing could have

been better.

A lineal descendant of the pageant

appeared at both the Geneva confer

ences, in the episode presented by the

delegates of the North Central Field.

Grouped around Miss Edith Helmer,

representing in symbolic costume the

Spirit of this field, came the delegates

from the five great States, all in white,

with blue insignia. The “charge”

given them helped to build up, for pa

geanters and audience alike, the sense

of field consciousness which can be

so potent at the present stage of As

sociation evolution; and the dignified

yet picturesque episode brought As

sociation Day at both conferences to

a beautiful close.

It is good to think that during this

summer alone, over 1,600 girls, East,

West, South and North, have actually

stood together under the lifted hand

of the Association Spirit, pledging a

new faith in our deepest purposes as

they sang

“Thou art the Christ !

allegiance,

May our devotion sweep from sea to sea

Even as we the gift from Thee receiving

Joyfully minister that gift for Thee.”

To Thee we own
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A Conference on a

Man-Of-War

CoPENHAGEN, DENMARK.

My dear American Friends:

The very first word in my letter to

you shall be a word of thanks for the

wonderful time I have spent in your

country both at Lake Mohonk, Silver

Bay, and the National Training

School. Be sure that the Young Wom

en's Christian Association has now

in Denmark a thankful friend who is

glad to wear your pin and tell all peo

ple how she likes the Young Women's

Christian Association of the United

States.

I had scarcely crossed the Atlantic

and reached my home before I had to

go away again to our School Girls’

Conference.

We are not so happy as to have a

“Silver Bay,” which is open to you

every summer for your meetings. No,

before any other arrangements for the

conference can be done, we have to

travel by thoughts and letters all over

the country to find a place—a school

for instance—to which we can invite

our young girls. This summer we

had found a place, very different to

all places used before—an old man

of-war, well known from our last war,

but now too old to be used in the navy.

A rich man, the estate-owner, Mr.

Ejnar Schon, has bought it and re

stored it very beautifully, and now it

is lying in the sea near his estate in

one of the most beautiful parts of our

country. This winter we asked Mr.

Schon if he would lend us the man

of-war for our meeting, and at once

we got his kind permission; and just

now from July 30 to August 5 the old

boat was the home of sixty merry

girls. That was a rather satisfactory

number. Besides the girls there were

about fifteen officers and speakers.

The most difficult thing was to get

enough rest and quietness for those

who wanted it. The room was rather
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limited, and of course so young girls

(from fifteen) very often do not un

derstand the need of a quiet time

alone. We were obliged to have them

all sleeping in two large rooms in

hammocks. Most of the girls found it

very interesting, and said it reminded

them of their very first “cradle-days,”

but of course it took a long time to

get into the hammocks, and then to

fall asleep, when you are about thirty

girls in the same room.

In a little motor-boat we every day

went on shore, and there we had our

dinner and afterwards excursions and

finally bathing before returning to the

boat. Breakfast and supper and all

our meetings we had on board the

ship; there, too, we held our sports

day, and it was a great fun to do your

gymnastics in the real rigging of a

man-of-war. At the same occasion we

got from four of the girls very nice

and funny songs about the life on

board the ship.

Every morning and every evening at

sunset we assembled on the afterdeck

to run up and take down our beautiful

old flag, “Dannebrog,” singing and

cheering to the honor of it; and late

in the evening under the bright stars

and many star-shoots we there closed

the day by singing some of our favor

ite hymns to praise and thank the

Father who during the day

Epistle of John (the Christian motive

and goal), and Jesus Christ (as the

Son of God, the Son of Man, and our

Saviour). Then we had a meeting

with an address and sometimes discus

sion. One morning we discussed the

future plans of a school-girl; another

day I gave a report of the Federation

Conference at Lake Mohonk. It was

a great pleasure to get to the meeting

a greeting from the school girls' camp

in France and a very kind letter from

your secretary in Boston, which

showed the girls better than any report

that they had real friends in different

parts of the world, disciples of the

same Master whose call they heard

here on the boat.

In the evenings were given devo

tional addresses. In these evenings

there was spoken very quietly and very

naturally about the daily life with

Christ as a reality. The best moment,

as always at our Danish student con

ferences, was when we at the end of

the meeting all together went to the

Holy Communion in the little village

church, built a few months ago by the

owner of the man-of-war. There we

felt as never before the nearness of

the Master and the truth of the word

that came to us, “Without Christ we

can do nothing.” Early the next morn

ing, before leaving the boat, we had

had given us all his good

gifts. I am sure that all

the girls went away with a

thankful heart for the glori

ous, sunny days on board

the ship, and I do hope that

at least many of them felt

that God’s greatest gift to

us during these days was

what he, through the differ

ent people, told us about

himself and our relationship

to him.

The day began with

Bible study. We had six

different circles; the lead

ers were all women stu

dents; the subjects were,

for instance: The First
“ALL TOGETHER we went to CoMMUNion

IN THE LITTLE Village CHURCH "
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a little meeting with different short

speeches which tried to sum up the

chief thoughts and aims of the con

ference.

And now, when we are spread all

over the country, it is our hope that

many a girl has returned with a strong

desire to be a more real personal

Christian and a better servant for

Christ in her home and her school.

Your Danish friend,

EDLE OLUFSEN.

East Central

Student Conference

HE East Central Student Con

ference was held at Eagles

Mere, Pennsylvania, from June

24 to July 3, with an attendance of

464 as against 420 last year. The

National Board was represented by

Miss Helen M. A. Taylor, and the

executive was Miss Harriet Taylor.

The students who attended counted

themselves especially fortunate in hav

ing with them for the first part of

the time delegates from the World's

Student Christian Federation, who

came from Mohonk, and are connect

ed, all of them, with student move

ments in their respective countries.

Eight countries were represented—

Norway, Russia, Switzerland, Great

Britain, Germany, the Netherlands,

Finland and Hungary.

Among the delegates of American

students Swarthmore stood first with

twenty-seven. Other large delega

tions were sent by Cornell and

Goucher, but with them and one or

two other exceptions it was a con

ference of small delegations and a

great many of them, the remarkable

feature being the rapidity with which

delegates from different colleges be

came acquainted. Throughout, the

conference was marked especially by

two features—good fellowship among
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PRESIDENT IBUKA AND BARON NICOLAI

AT EAGLES MERE

the delegates and, more important still,

dependence on prayer. One of the

delegates said, in speaking afterwards

of the conference, “It was wonderful

to see how easily one could talk about

the very nearest things without em

barrassment to people one had not

known very long. It was a rare

spirit and I wish there were more of

it in other places.” The second ele

ment was evident everywhere, in small

groups as well as in a general atmos

phere of prayer.

All those who were present must

have felt indebted to the foreign dele

gates for a new point of view and a

new instigation to educational mis

sionary work. We read of the lack

of opportunity for women in the

countries from which the delegates

came, but we never grasp it as when

we hear it told, perhaps in broken

English, by a woman from Russia or

Hungary. It was touching and yet

gratifying to see the wonder of the

students from foreign countries at the

opportunities of students here, and

to realize how keenly desirous are

those few who have had opportuni

ties to help others to attain them.

MARY McKELVEy.
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The Northwest Conference

WIDE strip of sandy beach,

miles long, or acting as a

chain in which the spent Pa

cific chafes and foams unceasing

ly, a low rolling hill cutting off

all landward view, a backward

stretch of grassy sand-drift merg

ing into loam, wild flowers, rich

undergrowth and mighty pines—this

is the setting of the Northwest Con

ference, Gearhart-by-the-Sea. The

registered attendance was so small in

numbers that there is a temptation to

spend much time on the scenes and

scenery, the walks, the recreation

hours, the surf bathing, but these fas

cinating things would have been

meaningless without the wonderful

foreground of the conference itself.

Hotel Gearhart, in its double cap

acity of public summer resort and

conference center, was not quite ideal,

but the hotel management succeeded

in harmonizing the two elements of

guests and delegates so that neither

might feel the other an infringement

on freedom. The wide porches, the

upper hallway, the music room and

sometimes a bedroom, were pressed

into service for the various classes,

councils or conferences. If it rained

the work went on merrily inside, if

the sun shone, as it often did, then

the porches and the beach itself were

occupied by the happy, gladsome girls,

most of whom had never before be

held the sea with its ever changing

colors. -

The teachers and leaders, so learned

and wise, so human and simple, so

merry and helpful, no conference was

ever more blessed with. To each one

this was his or her conference, and its

whole success depended on him or on

her. And such girls! Not local pro

ductions, but the product of all the

country and all its history.

“From East and West, from South and

North,

In the Northwest they all adventure forth.”

Wonderful girls, with a great heri

tage and a great future. The schools,

colleges and cities had picked their

strongest Christian representatives

and sent them here that they might go

back reinforced, trained, qualified for

new leadership in their own centers.

If we do not find the fulfilment of this

hope in the coming year, one of the

choicest pieces of seed-sowing done

by the conference department of the

National Board in 1913 will have

proved fruitless. But this is impos

sible with the Lord of the Harvest as

the great leader of the willing hearts

consecrated to his service at Gearhart

by-the-Sea. -

LEADERS OF THE NORTHWEST CONFERENCE
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Asilomar

TVHE Pacific Coast likes always

to assure its friends that its

doings savor of the daring, the

original, and the hitherto unachieved.

The Panama Exposition Committee is

striving to plant such a feeling in the

minds of the whole nation by promis

ing a “1915” never to be outdone or

forgotten' The Christian Association

keeps pace with the times in this as

in all other ways, and now proudly

presents to you the “Asilomar” con

ference grounds, located near Monte

rey, California, and bearing the dis

tinction of being the first conference

grounds ever planned, managed, and

owned by our National Association.

Asilomar is situated in a grove of

Monterey pine trees, facing a mile

long beach, where the real Pacific

Ocean—no bay or little quiet cove—

pours up its incessant procession of

waves and winds. The train will

bring you to the Pacific Grove railway

station; from there you are carried by

a miniature train through a couple of

miles of pine woods to a tiny stopping

place scarcely to be dignified by the

name and title of station. There is

nothing especially promising about the

outlook—a long shiny track disappears

into the pines ahead, and all around

you are pines and more pines. But

suddenly comes an awakening, your

suit case has been seized, and you are

being piloted down a wide road that

seems surprisingly good for such an

uninhabited region; presently you pass

under a rustic gateway of stone and

logs, where a sign informs you that

you have entered the “Conference

Grounds of the Young Women's

Christian Association”; the road

winds on ahead, and you begin to

grasp the significant fact that the

booming sound in your ears can come

only from surf breaking on beach and

rocks. The road makes a curve, and

you come upon the heart of the con

ference grounds, the Administration

Building, from whose terraced stone
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steps you can look out over a group

of pines to flashing white sand dunes,

and then, straight away in the dis

tance, the shining waters of the Pa

cific. At sunset time, if you are lucky

enough to arrive then, you are look

ing off into the very heart of the sink

ing sun, with the shadows changing

from violet to dusky black along the

dunes, and the trees assuming a night

splendor all of their own.

The main building, which will in

time be a social meeting place, but is

now serving as offices, auditorium,

lecture room, and general gathering

place, looks out directly on a circle of

pines proudly termed the campus; the

road makes a circuit and disappears

over the shoulder of a hill to reappear

as main driveway farther back in the

pines. Off to the left are the big

dining tent and permanent kitchens;

up the hill to the right, and away from

the center of things, are the tent

house dormitories, ten of them, all just

alike, and each housing thirty-two

delegates. Everywhere are the pines

and low undergrowth of young trees.

Circling the camp, and shutting out

the winds from the ocean, are the sand

dunes, monstrous white skeletons of

hills, of soft, fine sand, whose tops

command a view all up and down the

coast. A place of continual surprises

it is—one tent house opens directly

on a dune facing the ocean, another

is tucked away in pines whose tops

meet and sing overhead. All the

classes, discussion groups and inter

views are held out of doors. The

class seats itself on the side of a dune,

the teacher standing under a gnarled

pine at the bottom, and into the play

of thought upon thought comes the

pine breeze and the glimpse of foam

ing waters dashing up a rock. Ves

pers are held on a grassy hilltop look

ing out over a small green valley over

whose edge the “broad sun is sinking

down in its tranquility”—the Round

Top of Asilomar. Never was there a

place so easy to be alone in ; every

pine-stump, dune-top, tiny forest tem
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ple, waits for the girl who lifts her

heart to the God of the Open Air.

And why “Asilomar”? To us who

know and love the place, the name

seems perfect: our “Retreat by the

Sea” it surely is; and the name holds

promises and memories; memories to

those who have once felt the peaceful

sense of that “retreat,” and promises

to those who will, in years to come,

come to that “great normal and nat

ural life which underlies the fretful

ness of living as the great sea under

lies the fretful waves.” It says to us,

for Christ, “Come unto me.”

No conference was ever quite like

this first one—assuredly not, for we

have never had grounds all our own

to live in and dedicate, never had a

pageant to present, never had the same

kind of people or the same peculiar

strength of program. One thing was

especially new. Always before the

city and student delegations have met

together for a ten days’ conference

with one continuous program. This

year we had an entirely new plan,

known to those who brought it into

being as an “overlapping conference.”

This is the way it proceeds: The city

delegates come first and stay for four

days, alone, having their own special

program ; then the students come in,

spend three days in joint session with

the city people, who then depart and

leave the students to a four-day sep

arate conference with a special student

program. This may sound like the

Dodo race to those who have never

attended such a conference, but in

reality it is a very smooth and entirely

rational arrangement.

Certain very clear impressions re

main as the main points of the con

ference. Never before have we on

the Coast felt the strength of our Na

tional organization as we have done

this year. “It is good to give a man

a new idea, but it is surely better to

give him a high motive,” and from

headquarters came both.

There came to many delegates a

power and purpose of prayer that they

had never conceived of, nor imagined

could exist in such a practical work

ing world as ours. They came to

know, as never before, that “religion

is not the acceptance of a creed or

burden of commandments, but a per

sonal secret of the soul, attained each

man for himself.” The mysterious in

fluence of one personality upon an

other became a channel through which

the friendship of God could be made

manifest to all those who turn unto

him. The accomplishments of the

moment became a means of assistance

to others, and behind all lay the great

will of God. “God help me to give

what he gave—myself—and make that

self worth something to somebody;

teach me to love all as he has loved,

for the sake of the infinite possibili

ties locked up in every human soul.”

So we prayed, and then came out into

life again.

“What will ye do with Jesus who

is called the Christ?” A clear chal

lenge, and each delegate has her an

swer, given at Asilomar for her.

“Oh, turn me, mold me, mellow me for

use,

Pervade my being with thy vital force

That this else inexpressive life of mine

May become eloquent and full of power,

Impregnated with life and strength

divine.”

LESLIE BLANCHARD.

§

The Southern Conference

HAT made the Blue Ridge

Conference of 1913? The

well-laid plans of the confer

ence department? The interests

stirred by the field secretaries in hun

dreds of city and college centers? The

up-lift of scores of teachers, leaders

and speakers ? The joyousness and

earnestness of the hundreds of dele

gates against the living background

of the thousands who could not come?

None of these, but all of them, with

many hidden forces that are not often

brought to light.

Nobody disputes the enthusiastic

delegate attending her first conference
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who maintains that this conference is

the “best yet.” She was wholly right

this time from the point of view of

numbers. This conference enrolling

470 persons was the largest of the

nineteen which have been held in the

South under the Young Women's

Christian Association. The first one

was held in 1895 in Rogersville, Ten

nessee. The seventeen following were

in Asheville, North Carolina, while the

conference met in 1912 and 1913 on

the new grounds at Black Mountain,

North Carolina. But it was not merely

the numbers, it was the magnificent

spirit of the conference that not only

accepted without the murmur the hard

ships of two pairs of blankets instead

of three, of two roommates instead

of the expected one, but showed itself

in many ways.

It is a fresh marvel each year to see

hundreds of people from many locali

ties and conditions thus brought into

close contact and, within a few hours,

welded together in a living organism

moving to the sound of bells, attend

ing classes, going on drives and

tramps, moved by common impulses,

acting and re-acting upon each other,

lifted together through the power of

consecrated leadership, so that high re

solves are kindled and unformed pur

poses are shaped toward lasting re

sults making for the world sovereign

ty of Jesus Christ.

The sense of oneness in Association

membership reached its high water

mark on Association Evening when,

with many-hued banners and pennants

marking the different groups, the

delegations massed themselves in the

lobby of Robert Lee Hall to listen to

the simple facts and incidents about

the successes, the struggles, the needs,

of the other girl in the country, the

office, the factory, the college, or the

home in this or other lands. The

girls clapped and laughed and grew

serious together, pledging their love,

loyalty and support to the Association

national and world-wide. The world

vision was painted most vividly
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through the presence and words of

Pastor Le Seur of Germany and Miss

Spencer, the World's secretary, as

well as other secretaries coming

directly from the mountain-top in

spiration of Lake Mohonk.

No one can think of the Blue Ridge

Conference without having flashed be

fore the mind the sublimity of the

mountains in their framing of this

place consecrated to worship and ser

vice. But the mind comes back to

the high pillared porch of the beauti

ful hall and the interior with the great

glowing fire place, the irregular tent

houses along the brook, set in grounds

wrested from the forest dominion.

And then comes the thought that the

tremendous cost that has made such

a place possible must be and will be

repaid ten thousand fold in the in

fluence upon young lives in the south

land, in the conferences that will be

held in the years to come.

LEADING Association DAY
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The First Western

City Conference

The former Monte Ne and Cascade

conferences were this year amalga

mated, then divided, then located in an

entirely new place! On the conference

grounds builk at Estes Park by the

Young Men's Christian Association

both a city and student conference were

conducted in August by the National

Board.

STES PARK' A memory of

E. rugged gray mountains, lifting

jagged, ever-varying outlines

into the vivid blue! A vision of white

cloud masses tumbling over those

same mountain peaks, reflecting with

growing splendor the opal and rose of

the sunset! A dream of quiet nights,

when the full moon lazily

lifted herself between two

sloping mountain ridges,

and changed the blues and

pinks and greens and

yellows into a study of

silver and shadows | Those

wonderful, grim old Colo

rado mountains were now

stern, now smiling, always

changing, but always lov

able; always seeming to

encircle with protecting

tenderness our little camp,

and always bringing to

one's thought and lips the

involuntary exclamation,

“As the mountains are

round about Jerusalem, so

the Lord is round about

them that fear him.” With

such a setting, is it any

wonder that the first West

ern City Conference will

hold a unique place in the

hearts of all who were so

fortunate as to attend it?

It is early morning. Out

from the little red tent

cottages fringing the

campus the girls are hurry

ing by twos and threes

towards the dining hall.

To right and left sounds a

musical tinkle gently sug

gestive of a wandering herd, but

one looks all around and sees noth

ing to account for such a signal.

“Oh, that's only the Texas delega

tionſ” laughs your neighbor. “They

all have little cow bells fastened to

their wrists.” But there is more than

one way of being in evidence, as you

realize when you see looming in the

distance those big badges marked “K.

C.” That Kansas City crowd leads

in numbers, and aren't they proud

of it!

But to-day everyone is absorbed in

plans for the afternoon. Was there

ever a better spot for Association

Day? Here is space enough for the

evolutions of a whole army, and no

more beautiful background could be

found in the country than the encir

MOUNTAIN DAY AT ESTEs PARK
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cling mountain ridges. “We'll cheer,

we'll cheer, we'll cheer Estes Park!”

the girls sing with a will as the pro

cession winds around the side of Ad

ministration Building and distributes

itself around the big circle in front

of the steps. The Omaha “pageant”

is the most elaborate affair of the day.

The Wichita girls are much in evi

dence. And that New Mexico delega

tion makes up in courage, invention

and enthusiasm what is lacking in

numbers. Moreover, she now belongs

to those triplet States to be adopted by

Miss Stafford in the new Southwest

ern Territory. But we must not linger

over this most exciting day in the con

ference life. Can we ever forget

Long's Peak Inn and the picnic supper

around the bonfire? To the energetic,

the climbs and tramps seemed even

more worth while. How that little

Utah girl, “used to mountains at

home,” could climb. To be sure “hard”

and “easy” seem to be rather elastic

terms. But suppose some of the con

ference leaders did ignominiously ac

cept the hospitality of a stray hay wag

on towards the end of a seven-mile

tramp : their good example only gave

us courage to do the same !

Again, as we think of the campus,

we see the huge bonfire, of unimag

inable proportions to most of us,

“looking like a whole barn afire.” We

see the whole family grouped around

it for the Saturday night song service.

With what beauty and tenderness the

old hymns came home to our hearts!

What an ideal preparation for the

wonderful Sunday, which struck the

spiritual high water mark for us all.

Bishop McConnell's practical sermon

on “The Right Placing of the Light”

meant a heart-searching to many of

us. The beautiful vesper service

touched the very deeps of the spirit.

Another of Dr. Merrill's scholarly

talks on “Our Religion in the Terms

of Modern Thought” brought concep

tions of our faith down to rock foun

dation in a way satisfying to mind and

soul. And in between these public ser–

vices came that most precious of con

ference privileges, the chance for quiet

self-communing and for talks with

friends.

Perhaps we can best express our

thought of the conference and its prac

tical bearing on our lives in the words

of one of the girls, who exclaimed as

she entered the auditorium, “Oh, dear,

only four more days to get better in "

How soon those days slipped away.

from us! Before we realized it we

were listening to Dr. Knight's closing

message. As he urged us to guard

the inspiration of the mountains as

the motive power of the winter's

activity, did not our hearts burn with

in us! Was there one who did not

breathe the prayer that the joys, the

enlightenment and the deeper experi

ences of these happy days might con

tribute in a most vital way to the up

building of every Association repre

sented

LUCIANA BUSHEE LOVE.

A New

Western Conference

CROSS the plains scorching

under the August sun, came

students from Texas, South

Dakota, Kansas and the States that lie

between. Up, up, up through the

canyons they came, 352 of them, into

Estes Park, the most beautiful spot

in the Colorado Rockies. Many a

heart beat faster at 7,500 feet above

sea level, not alone because of the

altitude, but because of the magnitude

of the scene, as the sun artfully

pointed out away across the moraine

peak after peak streaked with snow,

and revealed the greatness of God's

work in nature. “What art man that

thou art mindful of him, or the son

of man that thou visitest him *

sprang to the lips of one delegate after

another. “One cannot be mean here;

all pettiness must vanish.”

And so it was, even on the first day

that the girls from the eighty-nine
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schools and colleges from the North

Central, West Central, South Central

Field and Texas, lived together as a

united family. Distances were great,

and in consequence promptness be

came one of the great virtues of the

conference. One of the prettiest

sights of the day was in the early

morning when, at the call to breakfast,

the campus, previously deserted, sud

denly became alive, as out from each

tent door came girl after girl, turning

to catch the morning lights and

shadows as she hurried on gaily to

the dining hall. One always had to

stop and look up. “I did not know

one could be so uplifted anywhere,”

said one girl rather shyly, and another,

“Why can some people live in a place

like this when I have to live in the

plains?”

It was not all scenery by any means,

for the Bible and Mission study

classes followed one another just as

in all the other conferences. The fifty

members of the “Out-of-Doors in the

Bible” class sat under the pine trees

and when, in full view of the moun

tains, they heard a story of how a

woman who was an ambitious moun

tain climber had insisted upon starting

up Long's Peak despite the objections

of the guide, and in consequence had

lost her life, trying to gain one's ideal

in life depending on one's strength

alone seemed more futile than ever

before.

Dr. Merrill's course on the “Prob

lems of Faith,” and Dr. Knight's won

derful sermon on “Prayer” changed

and illumined the life of many a girl.

The practical applications of Chris

tian living were freely discussed by

the delegation leaders and their con

clusions were passed on by them to

every girl in the conference.

The needs of the whole round world

were felt many times, as when the

story of the Mohonk Conference was

presented by those who had actually

been there and who enlivened their re

ports with many an anecdote and per

sonal experience. One evening the

commission service for Miss Jane

Ward took place, and she told of the

new work awaiting her in China.

The camp fire was found to be the

place of all others around which to

sing and cheer, and after a long tramp

to the Beaver Dams it was the pleas

antest and most restful way of spend

ing an evening.

After such a ten days together,

when the meaning of membership in

the Association had come to mean

nothing less than Christ's purpose for

us ruling our lives, one and all re

solved not to be guilty of the “Sin of

Indifference” against which Bishop

Thomas of Wyoming warned us at

the closing session, and when the mo

notony of daily living again tries to

lay hold upon us, we will all turn our

eyes once again to the mountains and

say, “I will lift mine eyes unto the

hills, where cometh my help. My help

cometh from the Lord.”

The Central

City Conference

VEN, happy, sane, profitable—

E. these are some of the descript

ive words frequently heard dur

ing the days the conference was in

progress, and readily returning to

mind as we view it in retrospect.

To any who have ever been there

the very name Lake Geneva seems

charmed, so charged with cherished

impressions have our memories there

of become. We go back, some of us

annually, or nearly so, wondering,

perhaps, “Shall I still feel it, that

haunting charm which I felt so keenly

years ago when I came here first?”

And then the little steamer, touching

at two or three landing-places first,

rounds the remembered point, and

presently Yerkes Observatory comes

into view, the sight to be followed

soon by the rows of orderly tents mak

ing the abodes of the busy little com

munity of which we become a part for

ten days.
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If we missed attendance at Geneva

last year, we enjoyed this year for the

first time the doubled capacity of the

dining-hall, the splendidly efficient

way in which we—nearly 650 strong—

were fed, and the greatly increased fa

cility in carrying on the program, since

double serving of meals is no longer

necessary.

This year showed us other changes,

notably in the list of speakers and

class and council leaders. But though

we missed some of our former friends,

we enjoyed the enlargement of ac

quaintance which this bringing in of

new people affords. And we always

feel a sense of great confidence that

we may trust the conference depart

ment to furnish us men and women

who have something valuable in both

head and heart to impart to us.

It was gratifying to see the serious

ness with which the girls took the con

ference as a whole. Not only were

the enrollments in both Bible and mis

sion study classes excellent, but the

attendance was found to be well sus

tained throughout; while the atten

tiveness displayed on receptive faces

at the platform meetings, addressed by

Dr. Ganfield of Carroll College, and

Dr. Adams of Champaign, Ill., was

no less noteworthy. The two evening

rallies, one when our national work

was presented by Miss Geary at a full

meeting, which the delegations them

selves had opened with songs and

calls, and the other in the interest of

the foreign work, demonstrated that

the movement as a whole has a very

real grip upon our membership.

We must not omit to mention the

recreational features of the confer

ence. Perhaps the point that elicited

most commendation was that too

much had not been planned before

hand. A somewhat freer afternoon

schedule was a genuine rest to many.

And the unusual rather than usual

Association Day program was a de

light to all. “Dignified, attractive,

short, and Christian | The best Asso

ciation Day I ever attended,” was the

comment of one who has attended
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many of these occasions, both at Gen

eva and elsewhere. The presentation

by North Central Field of a miniature

pageant, representing the spirit of

womanhood and the Association's con

tribution to her expression, was a fit

ting and beautiful climax to the day.

The music of the entire time de

serves special mention, so acceptably

was it directed by Miss Fuller of In

dianapolis. Though the song festival

did not materialize exactly as original

ly planned, Miss Fuller succeeded in

assembling some very talented young

people, and the evening's program was

thoroughly enjoyed.

But most of all must we rejoice in

the fact that it was the import of the

Sunday gatherings, the two sermons

by Dr. Gardner, and the simultaneous

afternoon meetings, with the intimate,

searching talks by Miss Simms and

Miss Wilson, which made the deepest

impression. With such experiences to

recall, there can be no hesitation in the

assent we give when asked of the ulti

mate profitableness of this bit of time

when we heard and accepted the invi

tation to “come apart awhile, and

rest,” in God's out of doors.

ALICE REBECCA MARSH.

The Central

Student Conference

CLEAR, quiet lake in an un

broken circle of wooded hills,

a pier where row-boats, sail

boats and canoes are endlessly rock

ing, a slope bearing in large white

stones the letters Y. W. C. A., and

just above this a large, low building

from which earlier comers rush to

greet you—this is the first impression

of Geneva. Then the hurry and ex

citement begins—then come the be

wildered inquiries of those visiting the

camp for the first time, the quick, stac

cato cries of reunited friends, the

bumping of trunks on the pier, and

the crowds about the Administration

Building.
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The Central Student Conference

this year was opened on Friday eve

ning, August the twenty-second, by

Miss Edith M. Dabb, sent by the Na

tional Board as executive officer.

The morning hours were given to

the Bible classes taught by such lead

ers as the Rev. James Beebe and Dr.

William C. Covert of Chicago, Miss

Ethel Cutler of New York, and Rev.

Thomas R. White of Bloomington,

Indiana, and to the study of Missions

under the direction of Mrs. Dwight E.

Potter of the Presbyterian Board of

Missions, Miss Jessie Field of the na

tional staff by reason of her work in

the small town and in the country,

Miss Ida V. Jontz, lately head of the

Department of Associated Charities of

Omaha, Miss Margaret Burton, who

taught a class, using as a text her own

book, “Notable Women of Modern

China,” and others.

Following this came the technical

hour when presidents and council

members met to discuss the problems

which they must meet and solve in

their local Associations, and to listen

to addresses on the relation of Asso

ciation work to that of Student Gov

ernment, the Student Volunteer

Movement, Missions and other allied

interests.

The fourth hour of the morning, de

voted to a series of lectures on “A

Working Faith,” by the Rev. Harris

Franklin Rall of Denver, was one of

the outstanding features of the con

ference. Dr. Rall is a keen, analytical

thinker, and his message could not fail

to help those who had experienced an

element of dissatisfaction or of doubt

in their faith.

The afternoons, with the exception

of “quiet hour,” were given to recrea

tion and amusement. A visit was

made to the Yerkes Observatory,

whose forty-inch telescope is the lar

gest of its kind in the world, and a

launch trip around the lake was taken

by the entire conference. A reception

was held for the purpose of meeting

the leaders and the secretaries, and a

real Chinese tea was given by the

members of the foreign delegation.

Boating, bathing and tennis were

never neglected, and the many walks

about the lake offered pleasures to

those not caring for the more strenu

ous exercise. The great event of in

terest was College Day, on which oc

casion each school presented a stunt,

and from the suffragette episode pre

sented by the conference leaders to the

pageant by the North Central Field,

the afternoon was one of continuous

enjoyment.

The evening services during the

week were given over to the leaders

of the different departments of Asso

ciation work, such as Mr. J. Lovell

Murray of the Student Volunteer

Movement, Miss Blanche Geary, who

has charge of the economic work,

and Miss Eva Morris, who addressed

the delegates on “Student Problems.”

On both Sundays services were held

in the large Auditorium, the first week

in charge of the Rev. James W.

McDonald and the second led by Dr.

Charles R. Adams. The last day

vespers were held on the north hill,

with Miss Dabb as leader.

The last service was held on the

second Sunday evening, leaving with

the delegates a feeling that they had

gained new power and inspiration

from the quiet strength of the leaders

of the twenty-second Geneva Confer

ence. EDITH R. Powell.

The School for Country

Life Leadership

HE greatest single need in the

country life movement is for

leaders. Seeing this, Cornell

University, which has always been

known for its spirit of service, has

instituted a two weeks' summer school

for Country Life Leadership. On the

beautiful university campus near Lake

Beebee were pitched the tents of the

school, for these people who wished
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to learn more about how to be coun

try leaders enjoyed camp life together

as well as studying together.

In the evening they gathered around

the camp fire and with Dean Bailey in

charge told of their experiences and

deep desires for their work with coun

try folk. There were country pastors

who were fitting their churches to the

needs of country life, grange lectur

ers, county agricultural agents, deep

ly interested in making “two blades

of grass grow where one grew be

fore,” county teachers and superin

tendents of schools who believed in

country schools for country children,

country Sunday school teachers,

Young Men's and Young Women's

Christian Association county secre

taries, afire with the great need of

abundant life in the country where

there has been starved life before, and

there was one strong, promising young

man training to go as an agricultural

missionary to China and one young

man from South Africa learning to

farm well, so he could go back and

show his people how to use the

methods of scientific agriculture.

From over half the States of our

country and from foreign lands they

were gathered, and when one saw

their zeal and their passionate love

for the open country and devotion to

its people, one felt very sure that the

Country Life Movement is a religious

movement and that the time will come

when “those that dwell among plants

and hedges will dwell with the King

for his work.”

The School for Country Life Lead

ership is held annually, a three-year

course being offered for which a cer

tificate is issued by Cornell University.

It is filling a very real need and its

growth and the way it is drawing

students demonstrates its efficiency. It

is interesting to note that there were

as many women enrolled as men. The

country needs leadership for its girls

and women, and that leadership is

available.

JESSIE FIELD.
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Conference Attendance

The total attendance at the eleven

summer conferences for 1913 was

4,130, divided as follows:

Southern Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47O

School Girls' Conference. . . . . . . . . . . . . 57

Northwest Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I40

Eastern Student Conference. . . . . . . . . 649

East Central Student Conference. . . . . 464

Eastern City Conference. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 220

Pacific Coast Conference. . . . . . . . . . . . 303

Central City Conference. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 642

Western City Conference. . . . . . . . . . . . . 181

Western Student Conference. . . . . . . . . . 352

Central Student Conference. . . . . . . . . 643

The Southern Conference was larg

er this year than ever before in the

eighteen years of its history, and the

Eastern Student, the Central City, the

Central Student, and the Western

Student Conferences, all taxed to the

utmost capacity the accommodations

provided.

There were 2,426 student delegates,

I,200 city delegates, 504 leaders,

guests, etc.; 553 different schools and

colleges were represented, 191 city

Associations, 2 mill villages, and 7

counties. Among the students were

280 normal school students. There

were also present 77 faculty members

from various schools. The city dele

gates were divided among 58 occupa

tions; 8 National Board members, 28

field committee members, and 87 local

Board members were in attendance.

Twenty-four guests from the World's

Student Christian Federation were

entertained.

Sixty-four different denominations

were represented, the following three

leading in point of numbers:

Methodist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 006

Presbyterian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 977

Congregational . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525

One hundred and fifty-nine were

registered as not being church mem

bers.

So far as the returns are in, the en

rollment in Bible study classes num

bered 3,118; that for mission study,

3,193. One conference, however, has

not sent its statistics for these classes.

There were 261 Student Volunteers.
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Graded Bible Study

1913-1914

COURSE I. (For secondary

girls and younger women.)

First Year. -

Jesus, the Man of Galilee. Elvira J.

Slack.

Second Year.

Studies in the Life of Paul. A. G.

Leacock.

Third Year. -

The Message of the Earlier Prophets

to Israel. Margaret G. Brooke.

COURSE II. (For adult classes.)

First Year.

Studies in the Gospel According to St.

Mark. H. W. Oldham.

The Social Message of Jesus. Edward

S. Parsons.

Second Year.

Bible Studies on the Book of Acts.

H. W. Oldham.

The Epistles of Paul. Edward E.

Nourse.

Third Year.

Women of Ancient Israel.

H. Adams.

Work and Teachings of the Earlier

Prophets. Kent & Smith.

school

Charlotte

Statistics are sometimes really in

teresting. It was of interest to the

writer and doubtless will be to the

reader to know that the information

blanks sent to the National Board by

the local Associations showed that 48

city Associations offered some sort

of graded Bible study last year. How

many of these used the courses sug

gested by the National Board the re

ports do not reveal, but in 13 Asso

ciations where the National Board

examinations were given, over 450

students were enrolled in the classes

and IoS tried the examinations. These

figures are all very encouraging, but

it is earnestly hoped that they will be

much larger another year.

Every Association in the land ought

to offer a graded course of Bible

study, because it ought to give every

possible encouragement to the girl

who is anxious for a thorough knowl

edge of her Bible, and should strive

in every way to create a desire for

such knowledge. Good results have

come from all sorts of Bible study.

But we want the best results, and

surely these come, in Bible study as

in everything else, only from the work

which is planned with a large vision

and a long reach into the future. The

examinations offered by the National

Board at the end of the year's work
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are not, of course, essential. There

will always be many in the classes

who cannot take them. But they are

very valuable. They serve to stand

ardize the work throughout the

country, they give the student an op

portunity to round up her study and

they supply to both teachers and stu

dents and to the Association itself the

tangible evidence that the work has

been faithfully and seriously done.

The examinations in all courses will

be offered this year during the week

of April 27 to May 2, 1914, and will

be open to any class that has held at

least twenty sessions. The number of

lessons in the text-books for the

courses varies somewhat, but most of

them are so arranged that the class

may spend a longer time on the course

than the text requires if desired.

Some Associations have classes

which have already completed the

work of the first and second years;

these will notice that a third year's

work is now added. For both the

younger and older students this new

course is in the Old Testament. The

period of the earlier prophets has been

chosen because it is one around which

much of the most important history

of Israel's development centers, and

above all because the ringing cry for

civic righteousness and social justice

of these prophet-statesmen has a very

special message for us to-day. In

Course II this work in the prophets

is prefaced by a course on the Women

of Ancient Israel which deals with

various steps in the growth of the

Hebrew nation and which will fur

nish a splendid general background

for the more detailed study of the

prophetic period.

Folders announcing the courses and

a sheet giving the regulations for the

examinations will be sent to any sec

retary or teacher upon application to

the City Committee of the National

Board, 600 Lexington Avenue, New

York City. Please send for them and

plan now for your graded courses and

your examinations next spring.

ANNA V. RICE.

At this time of year when Bible

study plans are being laid it is again

brought to the notice of all who are

officially or personally interested in

such plans that the National Publica

tion Department has many reasonable

and specially prepared Bible study

texts for class or individual use.

Copies are sent for inspection, and

discounts are given for class orders

in quantity. In addition to those men

tioned by Miss Rice there are such

texts as Lessons in the Gospel by

John, by Charlotte Adams (20 cents),

The Parables of Jesus, by Elbert Rus

sell (20 cents), The Manhood of the

Master, by Harry Emerson Fosdick

(50 cents), and Outdoor Bible Stud

ies, by Ethel Cutler (15 cents).

These are published pre-eminently for

Association use, which is something

for every Bible study chairman and

teacher to remember in making her

plans.

IMMINENCE

I come in the little things,

Saith the Lord :

Yea! on the glancing wings

Of eager birds, the softly pattering feet

Of furred and gentle beasts, I come to meet

Your hard and wayward heart. In brownbright eyes

That peep from out the brake, I stand confest,

On every nest

Where feathery Patience is content to brood

And leaves her pleasure for the high emprize

Of motherhood—

There doth My Godhead rest.

—Evelyn Underhill.
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The Associations

Working Together

An Open Letter

Aº to headquarters last

winter, in enumerating several

ways in which she thought

the local Association helped the Na

tional organization, mentioned the

summer conferences, asking how they

could be supported if the local Asso

ciations did not send people to them.

Another Association visitor came to

discuss the reason for the suggested

four per cent basis of support, which

she felt was all wrong, since she

thought that it had been asked from

local Associations because of the new

headquarters building which had to

be supported. Still another had the

idea that a local Association could pay

by the piece, as it were, for whatever

help was given to it from headquar

ters. The whole mental attitude back

of such expressions is so remote from

the thought of the inhabitants of the

headquarters building, who have

never thought of the National work

as anything but a creature of the local

Associations, formed of them and by

them to serve them, that any argu

ment or answer which suggests itself

is almost sure to fall wide of the mark.

And yet, are we at headquarters not

taking too much for granted 2 Or

should we assume that even every

Board member in the country knows

how the National Association came

to be—that the local Associations

started it, formed it, compose it? Or

that the summer conferences are con

ducted for the local Associations, and

that they are not an enterprise of the

National Board which the Associa

tions help to support by sending dele

gates? Or that in the measure as the

help given from the National organi

zation is really national help, it can

not be paid for by the piece with a

resulting freedom from any further

obligation, since what is given is in a

real sense the best experience of all

the Associations, and not advice and

counsel of an outside body?

Since the National Board is the

instrument of connection, are there

more ways in which it can help, in

the first place, to set us straight in

our thinking, and then by a continu

ous effort to make the fact of the

Associations working together more

self-evident—not only, or first, for

what they can get out of it, but that

they may spread the Association and

increase its values? It has been sug

gested that a discussion in this maga

zine might be carried on with profit,

unfolding to the newcomer, to Boards,

to cabinets and to Associations the

fundamentals of our organization—

such things as how there came to be a

National organization, what the Na

tional Board is, what its work is, what

the departments do, the relations be

tween the National organization and

other national organizations, what

things are coming to the Board from

time to time for consideration. It is

true that the very friends who are not

well informed on these things are

those who do not read THE ASSOCIA

TION MONTHLY, but we should at

least have erected a guide post; it

would be there to point the way. Sug

gestions and advice will be welcome

from readers of THE MONTHLY as to

what is least understood, what is

being misunderstood, and what spe

cial features of the National work

would be valuable for such discussion.

*<=
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Books Old and New
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lems considered concretely are of value to

those pondering the same problems under

other conditions. The illustrations are very

enlightening and the tables are of value to

any social worker.

The Church and the When the millions of

young Man', Gan, dollars of capital invest

ed is represented by our

church edifices, the idea of allowing them

to stand vacant and useless six-sevenths of

the time does not appeal to the business

spirit of our age as a very wise investment.

The author is president and treasurer of

the National Indoor Game Association, of

which, E. B. De Groot of the Playground

Association of Chicago; Prof. John H. Gray,

instructor in political economy in the Uni

versity of Minnesota; Dr. Graham Taylor

of the Chicago Commons, and Judge Harry

Olson, are members. It is written in the

belief that if pastors will co-operate with

the Indoor Game Association they will be

effectually assisting in forcing unscrupulous

game-room keepers either out of business

or into higher ideals of conducting it.

The book gives instances of churches

where this co-operation has been success

fully tried, both for girls and boys.

This is an intensely

interesting small book

which deals in an ab

breviated fashion with the religions and

philosophies of the world in comparison

with Christianity. In epitomizing the

other world beliefs the aim of the author

is not destructive, but rather, taking the

best each offers, he shows that Chris

tianity has more to give as essentially a

religion of hope, as opposed to stoicism,

mysticism, or rationalism. In conse

quence of its hope and its innate power

over the individual life it has therefore

an ever-increasing influence for civiliza

tion, and an unmeasurable chance for

growth, at the present unrealized.

This book is original

Crowds* in the extreme. The

author looks at life as it

is made up of its hundreds and hundreds of

striving people, with a satiric and unique

point of view. There is nothing at all

pretentious or pedantic; yet this story that

was related somewhere about it is true:

Two little boys stood at the source of a

river which went tumbling into its outlet.

The smallest one said to his brother,

“Where does the river come from ?”

“Oh, from away up there,” came the re

ply, a chubby short finger pointing upstream.

“Yes, I know, but how far up there !”

persisted small brother.

Big brother looked portentously grave,

and he wrinkled his baby brow and replied

with all the wonderful truth and poetry

of childhood:

“Away beyond to-morrow's morning, and

to-morrow's morning, and to-morrow's

morning !”

That is exactly true of this book. The

author's mind has gone away back and back

to the sources of things. And his ideas

come tumbling out with an impetuosity and

variety which causes the reader to prefer

to pick it up now and again, rather than to

sit and read it continuously through.

That is, in fact, another comfortable

thing about it—that it is a “pick-up book,”

a book that can be read in snatches, and

while it makes one think, yet does not

necessarily involve close attention.

For an entertaining point of view on the

industrial, political and some of the re

ligious questions of the day, it is to be

recommended.

This book describes

the result of an investi

gation made by the com

mittee on Women's Work of the Russell

Sage Foundation, and is the second in a

series of studies of the conditions of women's

work in important trades in New York City.

The facts discovered are, nevertheless, na

tional in their significance, as New York

produces three-fourths of all the artificial

flowers made in the United States, and the

development of the industry in any other

section of the country depends on the labor

standards maintained in New York. It

involves, moreover, in common with other

industrial problems, such questions as sea

sonal work, child labor, lack of skill, and

the home-work system. And these prob

Doubleday, Page &

Artificial Flower

Makerst

* Crowds, by Gerald Stanly Lee.

Company. $1.35

* Artificial Flower Makers, by Mary Van Kleeck.

Survey Associates, New York. $1.5o.

Cui Bonof

* The Church and the Young Man's Game, by F. J.

Milnes. George H. Doran. New York. 75 cents.

t Cui Boni, by Harwood Huntington. Longmans, Green

& Company, New York City. $1.oo.

All life will flash into beauty, and tower

into greatness, and be smoothed out to easi

ness, and the crooked things be made

straight and the rough places plain, and the

familiar and trite be invested with “the

glory and the freshness of a dream,” if in

all we are consciously serving the Lord.—

Ian Maclaren.



PEACE I LEAVE WITH YOU.

Peace I leave with you, My peace I

Not as the world giveth, give I un - to you. Let not your

heart be troubled, Neither let it

f a

I leave with you, My peace I give un - to you.

a

Aenediction used at the Conferences

340
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Applied Conference Spirit

What are we going to do with our

conference memories? Put them

away just as memories wrapped in

the scent of pine-needles? If the

cover-picture this month has led us

through its tree-portals into the es

sence of our own conference experi

ence, what are we going to do about

it, after thinking wistfully of those

unbelievably perfect days?

It has been said of the headquarters

building, “We must engender a com

munity here, the like of which doesn't

exist.” That is exactly what was

done in eleven out-door places this

summer and we all came away won

dering why such a community doesn't

exist!

A secretary was overheard the

other day answering the old-fashioned

charge that a conference is not nor

mal life. “But now really,” she rea

soned, “why not? Isn't it the wisest

possible balance of normal hours, nor- .

mal sleep, normal study, normal fun?

Why shouldn't it after all be trans

plantable ! For instance, if in a col

lege community the Association girls,

by genuinely letting in the spirit of

freedom, democracy, and open-mind

edness, produced one-tenth the results

of a ten-day summer conference, think

what they could mean to the college"

It is not a vague case of delegates

in general, but of one and one.

Such and such a person may be said to

be a genius of the spirit—day in and

day out seeing beyond the obvious,

having “V. V.'s eyes” of faith in the

souls people have not, but can have ;

sensitive to all spiritual values, so that

the unseen things are truly more real

than the seen; seeing “earth crammed

with heaven and every common bush

aflame with God.” It is a quality

often developed from conference ex

perience. It was once said of such a

person, “Going off for a week-end

trip with her is more like going to a

summer conference than anything I

know. You always come back rested

by sheer good fun, but more than

that, more conscious of the ‘things

that matter' than when you went.”

The Highest Work

“In a time when men are explain

ing prayer away with boldness,” says

the Call to Prayer, issued by the For

eign Department to the Association

world. But happily, as this call goes

on to say, there is an opposing ten

dency, equally true. “We are at the

precise moment when psychological

and religious science have just joined

hands to make the religious life their

favorite study,” says Sabatier in a

book published a few months ago; and

we turn from this to read in timely

verification the even more recent min

utes of that famous meeting of the

British Scientists' Association, and to

find its distinguished president bow

ing before divine mystery in “the as

sertion that life introduces something

incalculable and purposeful amid the

laws of physics, thus distinctly sup

plementing those laws—and we are

deaf and blind to the imminent gran

deur around us unless we have insight

to recognize in the woven fabric of

existence the ever-growing garment

of a transcendent God.”

And so, in the infinite battle for

truth, some may be explaining prayer

away, but others are explaining it

back again, as prayer will always have

to be reinterpreted till we look no

longer through a glass darkly. And

back from the front of conflict, where

men fearlessly and hard-headedly

question the reasonableness of this

tangible communion, comes the great

reaffirmation—“we do more by pray

ing than by working.”

A familiar Association institution,

the World's Week of Prayer, set apart

annually by the World's Committee in

34 I
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London in faith that it will actually

achieve impetus for the world-wide

Association, especially in the pioneer

places, is once more as we enter it,

in danger of sacrilege. Nor does this

speak too strongly. Is not an indif

ferent and unintelligent observance of

it worse than none at all? It were a

superhumanly difficult thing to expect

of our two hundred and eighty thou

sand members the sort of devotion to

these seven days that they claim. But

what a superhumanly wonderful

thing were even half of these thou

sands to enter that week with a meas

ure of Christ's own belief in the pos

sibilities of prayer. “Beyond the Nat

ural Order” it would perhaps be, but

beyond the natural order we dare to

reach, if we are to bring up the level

in an everyday indifferent world. A

little book of this title, by Nolan R.

Best, which is being widely read

among Association people, might serve

as a handbook for those who want to

approach November 9-15 in the great

spirit which the week needs. Its

chapters on The Dynamics and the

Rationalities of Prayer are freshen

ing the faith of those who for years

have known prayer as energy actually

released and at work, and are sug

gesting new and startlingly reasonable

arguments for the questioning minds

of others who are perhaps searching

for the first time into an understand

ing of prayer and its use. Prayer—

“the highest work,” another present

day writer calls it. In all ways but

this we are impotent to work God's

will for the girls of the world, but

this way lies power unlimited.

For the last two or three years the

summons to prayer has laid particular

stress on the need of study into for

eign conditions and needs: now it can

be assumed that this is fully under

stood, and it is perhaps time for re

emphasis of the deepest meaning of

the week—the reality of prayer.

Conceive of what it could mean if

in this spirit—hearts fired with be

lief in prayer's achieving force, minds

equipped with knowledge and guided

by imagination into the little known

parts of the earth, thousands of our

members and leaders pass together

through this ordinance of thanksgiv

ing and communion and request.

To recapitulate the announcement

in the September issue, Associations

are urged to remember that all ma

terial for the Week of Prayer comes

to them via the field committees. The

material has doubtless been received

by this time, as it was mailed from

headquarters on September 15 as an

nounced. The plan for something to

take the place of the Foreign Pageant

has been deferred until another year,

when it can be developed more at leis

ure; but calendar, pictures, and leaf

lets will suggest many ways of observ

ance for the week.

The Geneva Accident

It has seemed best to the depart

ment of conventions and conferences

to make a statement in THE Asso

CIATION MonthLY of the accident at

the Central Student Conference at

Lake Geneva which caused the death

of three girls by drowning, on August

28. The girls were members of the

delegation from Central College, Pella,

Iowa. Two of them, however, were

not students in the college, one being

a city librarian and the other a teacher.

In order to have this report as accu

rate as possible the summary of the

inquiry which was made by Judge J.

F. Lyon of Williams Bay follows:

The young ladies, Miss Lucy King, Miss

Cornelia DeGeus, Miss Della King and

Miss Gertrude Gezel, had rowed from the

camp to the dock at Williams Bay, about

a mile and a half from the camp, through

slightly rough water, without difficulty.

They started to return in calm water with

out realizing that out in the lake the wind

had increased and was blowing terrifically,

and that an awful sea was rolling, in which

no rowboat could live. Without thought

of danger, they rowed into this heavy sea;

the waves washed over the boat, swamping

it, and throwing the young ladies into

the water. None of them could swim;

and only Miss Lucy King was able to
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reach the boat; she was rescued an hour

later.

The conference leaders had placed in

the hands of each delegate a circular con

taining the following: “Warning: Do

not go outside the bay unless you can

swim,” and at the first platform meeting

the delegates were carefully warned to use

the utmost care upon the water and care

fully to observe all regulations imposed by

the boatmen.

The camp management maintains a boat

crew of five capable, experienced, alert men

of sound judgment, a life squad during

bathing hours, and a pulmotor.

Everything possible was done by the

conference leaders and the camp manage

ment for the rescued girl; the parents and

friends of the young ladies were promptly

notified and given every assistance possi

ble; every attempt was made to recover

the lost bodies, and a careful investigation

has been made of the whole matter.

In the light of all the care and precau:

tion, it is difficult to see what more could

have been done. The record of thirty

years without accident testifies to the care.

fulness of the management, including all

its employes.

If further precautionary measures can

be devised, in the light of this sad acci

dent, I am sure from a knowledge of the

policy and spirit of the conference leaders

and of the camp management, that such

measures will be put into operation.

(Signed) JAY F. LYon.

The news of the accident reached

the camp about 6 P.M., and as a result

of a conference of the leaders held

shortly afterward, it was decided to

continue the program for the evening

platform meeting practically as it had

been planned. At the opening of the

service Dr. Harris Franklin Rall, rep

resenting the leaders, in a sympathetic

and marvelous way told of what had

happened, promising that every bit

of information would be shared with

them and asking for their prayers and

co-operation every step of the way.

The response given was such as only

a body of Christian young women with

a common purpose could give, and is

voiced in the following prayer, written

spontaneously by a member of the

University of Minnesota delegation:

Our hearts are glad before Thee,

O Lord, to-day, glad with a gladness

the more poignant since it is the blos

som of the dark plant of yesterday !
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Not as those who forget, dear Mas

ter, do we come before Thee, but in

the consciousness of the perfect reali

zation of Christ-control into which our

attempted self-control has passed.

Our hearts and our lips are quietly

glad like the evening sunset on our

own Geneva hilltops.

For deliverance from fevered ques

tionings and imaginings, dear Lord,

we thank Thee!

We are infinitely grateful that those

to whom the experience of yesterday

has come for the first time have met

it with strength and quiet assurance.

To none of us will death ever be

the same again, since we have viewed

it through the eyes of Jesus Christ

and have more fully comprehended the

joy with which he proclaimed himself

the Resurrection and the Life!

In the name of our master, Christ,

whose infinite peace we share in a

quickened consciousness of his tender

love, we pledge anew a tested faith,

to Thee, our Lord and God. Amen.

A Morning Study Class

Those who found it possible to

come together during the last Lenten

season for Miss Charlotte H. Adams'

course in the early prophets have re

quested that this class be continued

for another year.

This course of eight lessons was

the first work undertaken by the As

sociates of the National Training

School. As several of the members

wished particularly for a better in

sight into the work for young women

and girls which the National Board

is furthering, the course for 1913

1914 will be more comprehensive. It

is as follows: November 3, 11:00

A.M.–The National Board, Its Or

ganization, Headquarters and Field.

November Io, 17, and 24, December

1, 8, and 15—Bible Study, The Social

Teachings of Jesus, Miss Adams. The

Mondays of January and February up

to Lent will be occupied with the pre

sentation of various aspects of Asso
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ciation work by the representatives

of those departments; the Mondays in

Lent will again be devoted to Bible

study. The course taught at this time

will be decided by the members of the

class.

Any woman interested in the work

of the National Training School or

who wishes to avail herself of the

whole or part of the proposed schedule

here outlined is invited to become an

Associate by the payment of five dol

lars annual membership dues and elec

tion by the Secretarial Department of

the National Board. Further infor

mation may be obtained of the Secre

tarial Department, 135 East 52nd St.,

New York City. Because of the spa

cious headquarters building, there is no

limit to the number who may attend

the class. Out-of-town Association

members and friends who may be

spending the winter in New York will

be particularly welcome.

It may be said in this connection

that the Associates are notified of all

important functions, lectures, etc., in

connection with the School and, if de

sired, weekly bulletins will be sent.

There is constant opportunity for ac

quaintance with the life of the School,

and many avenues of service open in

connection with the body of the stu

dents, whose homes are in all parts of

the United States and in several for

eign countries. It is believed that the

students will be better secretaries in

their future fields if their lives are

enriched through contact with this

circle of acquaintances at head

quarters; also that they will concretely

interpret this Christian movement in

its national aspects and thus supple

ment the general lectures in the more

formal course which the Associates

attend.

A folder entitled Conference Music, con

taining words and music for the “Hymn of

the Lights” and “Peace I Leave with You,”

has just been printed and may be ordered

from the Publication Department for 5

cents per single copy, or $1.00 per hundred

copies.

The Association's First Recreation Center

An intensely interesting experiment

begins this October in New York

City, when Miss Mabelle Ford opens

for the Metropolitan Young Women's

Christian Association a recreation

center for girls. Located in the old

Berkeley Lyceum at 21 West 44th

Street, it will attract girls regardless

of membership or dues to its gym

nasium, showers and lockers, its so

cial room and soda fountain. As the

experiment develops the girls who use

the Center will be asked to make small

voluntary contributions for the rip

keep of the place, but no regular fees

will be exacted.

Changes in National Staff

Miss Emma Hays, city secretary for

the national department of conven

tions and conferences, has been grant

ed a leave of absence for one year that

she may serve in Philadelphia as ex

ecutive secretary for the joint commit

tee, made up of representatives from

all the Association branches and

the field committee, together with

men and women who are inter

ested in the enlargement of Associa

tion activities throughout the city. The

new plan for Philadelphia, which in

cludes consideration of a metropolitan

organization, is a result of the cam

paign in the spring, when $750,000

was raised.

Miss Rhoda E. McCulloch comes

to the national staff as special worker

in the department of conventions and

conferences during Miss Hays' ab

sence. A graduate of Oberlin Col

lege, Miss McCulloch took the course

at the National Training School in

1910-II, and has since been general

secretary of the Association at Col

orado Springs.

Miss Anna V. Rice, who in Septem

ber assumed the position of city secre

tary for religious work under the na
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tional department of method, is a grad

uate of Syracuse University and has

recently taken the degree of B.D. at

Hartford Theological Seminary. Her

Association experience was gained

from the course at the Training Insti

tute in Chicago and from several years

of general secretaryship in the Detroit

Association.

Miss Mary E. Scott, who is this

year to be one of the assistants to the

Dean of the National Training

School, graduated from Colorado Col

lege, where she was later general sec

retary, and then took the Training

Center course in Los Angeles. Fol

lowing this she was assistant general

secretary in the Pasadena Association,

from which she came to the Training

School, graduating in 1913.

Miss Elizabeth Lippincott Dean of

Cincinnati, who is also to assist the

Dean of the School, attended Smith

College, and also took the Training

School course with the class of 1913.

Miss Eva F. Morris, student secre

tary of the North Central Field, was

married in September to Egbert M.

Hayes, of Detroit. Mr. and Mrs.

Hayes have sailed for China, where

they will be located in Nanking, un

der the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation.

FOREIGN PERSONALS

Miss Louise H. Wright, who has been

physical director in the Calcutta Associa

tion for the past few years, has returned to

this country to accept the position of phys

ical director in the University of Texas,

which post she occupied for seven years

before going out to India. Miss Wright

made many friends in the Association in

Calcutta and her helpful influence will be

missed.

+ k +

Miss A. Estelle Paddock has resigned the

national secretaryship in China. Miss Pad

dock has been resting in Japan during the

summer. It is impossible at this date to

announce her future plans. Any mail sent
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in care of the Foreign Department of the

National Board will be forwarded to her.

* * *

Miss Theresa Severin and Miss Jane

Shaw Ward sailed from San Francisco on

September 11 to take up Association work

in China. Miss Severin for the past two

years has been assistant to the Dean of the

National Training School, and will now be

located in Peking. Miss Ward during the

past year was located in Association work

in Baltimore. Her headquarters will be in

Shanghai.
+ k +

Miss Margery Melcher sailed on Septem

ber 13 for Association work in India. Her

recent work as general secretary of the

Association at the University of Chicago,

in addition to the year of traveling for the

Student Volunteer Movement, fits her pecu

liarly for the student secretaryship in Cal

cutta.

º

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of the Association Year

Book up to date by noting therein all secre

tarial changes.

NATIONAL

Elizabeth Dean, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be assistant to the

dean at the National Training School.

Rhoda E. McCulloch, formerly general

secretary at Colorado Springs, Colo., to be

special worker in the department of con

ventions and conferences of the National

Board.

Anna V. Rice, formerly general secre

tary at Detroit, Michigan (1907-1910), and

of Hartford Theological Seminary, 1913,

to be city religious work director of the

department of method of the National

Board.

Mary E. Scott, of the National Training

School, 1913, to be assistant to the dean

at the National Training School.

FIELD

Etta Agee, formerly general secretary

at Lincoln, Nebraska, to be secretary for

small town work for the Pacific Coast field

committee.

Mary Bentley, formerly foreign secretary

at Calcutta, India, to be student secretary

for the Pacific Coast Field Committee.

Alice Brown to be special worker in

the student department for the South Cen

tral Field Committee.

Charlotte Davis, formerly general secre

tary at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to be city sec

retary for the South Central Field Com

mittee.

Ethel Elder, formerly extension secre

tary at Portland, Oregon, to be office secre

tary for the Northwest Field Committee.
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Isabelle Gregory, formerly of Denver,

Colo., Association, to be office secretary

for the Pacific Coast Field Committee.

LOCAL

GENERAL

Julia Burnard, formerly general secre

tary at Little Rock, Ark., to hold the same

position at Salt Lake City, Utah.

Carolyn Dudley to be general secretary

g yºor Manufacturing Company, Greer,

Clara Graves, formerly social worker

at Knoxville, Tenn., to be general secre

tary at Laurel, Miss.

Mary Hanson of the Northwest Train

ing Center, 1913, to be acting general secre

tary at Great Falls, Mont.

Minnie Allen to be general secretary at

Little Rock, Ark.

Emma Hays, formerly of the department

of conventions and conferences of the Na

tional Board, to be general secretary for

the joint committee at Philadelphia, Pa.

Margaret C. Hayes, of the Central Train

ing Center, 1912, to be general secretary at

Tampa, Fla.

Ida Hoebel, formerly general secretary

at Fargo, N. D., to hold the same position

at Kalamazoo, Mich.

Anna Howard, formerly general secre

tary at Flint, Mich., to hold the same po

sition at Mason City, Iowa.

Elizabeth Hyatt, formerly general sec

retary at Fort Smith, Ark., to be acting

general secretary at Providence, R. I

Mary J. Kirk, formerly general secretary

at New Castle, Pa., to hold the same po

sition at Albuquerque, N. M.

Jessie Lane, formerly assistant secretary

at Pasadena, Calif., to be general secretary

at Phoenix, Ariz.

Lotta McHose, formerly acting general

secretary at Kankakee, Ill. (1910), to be

general secretary at Muskegon, Mich.

Helen Penrose to be general secretary

at Battle Creek, Mich.

Sarah Pratt, formerly general secretary

at Indianapolis, Ind., to hold the same po

sition at Decatur, Ill.

Genevieve Scoville, formerly branch sec

retary (Willowvale) at Utica, N. Y., to

be general secretary at the same place.

Florence Stone, formerly general secre

tary at Albuquerque, N. M., to hold the

same position at Marion, Ind.

Edith White, of the Northeast Training

Center, 1912, to be branch secretary (Col

gate) at Jersey City, N. J.

Alice L. Wingo to be general secretary

at Atlanta, Ga.

DePARTMENTAL

Marian Kyle Adams to be assistant physi
cal director at St. Louis, Mo. -

Louise Amos to be domestic science and

lunch room director at Wichita, Kans.

Rosamond Atz to be head of Commer

cial Department of the Educational De

partment, St. Paul, Minn.

Mary Baker to be extension secretary

(Bryn Mawr League), Baltimore, Md.

Miss Benson to be extension secretary at

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Edna Black, formerly cafeteria director

at Houston, Texas, to hold the same posi

tion at Salt Lake City, Utah.

Ermine Broadstone to be religious and

extension secretary at Springfield, O.

Mrs. Julia Caldwell to be assistant secre

tary at Ottumwa, Iowa.

Louise Corder to be assistant secretary

at Salt Lake City, Utah.

Gertrude Chenoweth, formerly assistant

secretary at Fort Worth, Texas, to hold

the same position at Wichita, Kansas.

Vera M. Clarke to be physical director

at Reading, Pa.

Grace Colby to be office secretary at Law

rence, Mass.

Helen Cozzens to be extension secretary

at Jersey City, N. J.

Ruth E. Crosby to be physical director at

Newark, Ohio.

Virginia Cutter, formerly physical di

rector at Nashua, N. H., to hold the same

position at Lowell, Mass.

Fannie Davis, formerly extension secre

tary at Scranton, to be club secretary at

Lawrence, Mass.

Marion Dibble to be assistant secretary

at Holyoke, Mass.

Cora Dilly to be physical director at

Jackson, Mich.

Pearl Forsyth, formerly general secre

tary at Bay City, Mich., to be half-time

assistant secretary at Indianapolis, Ind.

Paula E. Fuller, formerly business secre

tary at Scranton, Pa., to be extension and

junior secretary at Lowell, Mass.

Miss Gardner to have charge of the new

housekeeping center at Plainfield, N. J.

Amy K. Gomer to be physical director

at Evansville, Ind.

Martha Good, formerly extension secre

tary at Aurora, Ill., to hold the same po

sition at Quincy, Ill.

Eva Hardin to be physical director at St.

Joseph, Mich.

Eleanor Hopkins to be assistant secretary

at Baltimore, Md.

Lennie Howeth to be girls' worker at

Jersey City, N. J.

Irene Isaakides to be immigration worker

at the International Institute, Lawrence,

Mass.

Genevieve Jones to be swimming in

structor at Kansas City, Mo.

Eva Kemper to be lunch room director

at Indianapolis, Ind. -

Miss Kinsey to be assistant superin

tendent at Cleveland, Ohio.

Nina Lambkin to be physical director at

St. Louis, Mo.
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Florence Lanham to be religious work

director at Indianapolis, Ind.

Katharine Laux to be matron in the

boarding department at Reading, Pa.

Miss Long to be assistant secretary at

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Mrs. B. E. McLin to be house secretary

at Jacksonville, Fla.

Louise Martin to be physical director at

Syracuse, N. Y

Mrs. Dora Masten to be residence secre

tary at Indianapolis, Ind.

gnes Murphy to be physical director at

Elgin, Ill.

Mrs. Musselman to be physical director

at Topeka, Kansas.

E. Polly Perkins, formerly physical di

rector at Portsmouth, Ohio, to be assistant

secretary and physical director at North

Tonawanda, N. §

Grace Richardson to be extension secre

tary at St. Paul, Minn.

Miss Robins to be assistant secretary at

Jacksonville, Fla.

Margaret Rohr, formerly extension sec

retary at Aurora, Ill., to be matron at

Mason City, Iowa.

Catherine F. Schenkel to be office and

assistant secretary at New Britain, Conn.

Aimee Sears, formerly immigration

secretary at Trenton, N. J., to hold the

same position at International Institute,

Lawrence, Mass.

Ruth M. Spear to be assistant physical

director at Providence, R. I., in place of

Marion Van Court, as announced in the

September issue.

Florence M. Tenney to be physical di

rector at St. Joseph, Mo. -

Grace Turner, formerly religious

work director at Cedar Rapids, to be ex

tension secretary at Hartford, Conn.

Caroline H. Vance to be Domestic Art

director at Holyoke, Mass.

Mabel E. Warren to be physical director

at Des Moines, Iowa.

Maude I. West, formerly extension and

membership secretary at Jackson, Mich.,

º extension secretary at Indianapolis,

1101.

Katharine Wojcieszak to be immigration

worker at the International Institute, Law

rence, Mass.

Harriet Heloise Hedges, of the National

Training School, 1913, now Mrs. Paul

Raymond Tappan. At home in Mansfield,

Ohio.

The photograph on the cover of

this issue is used by the courtesy of

F. P. Clatworthy of Estes Park,

Colorado.

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL

OF THEYOUNGWOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONSOFTHE UNITEDSTATES

OF AMERICA

SIXTH YEAR OPENED SEPTEMBER 24, 1913

In the new building of the Training School,

135 East 52d Street, New York City

ONE YEAR COURSES FOR SECRETARIES in city, student, industrial and foreign

fields and for RELIGIOUS WORK DIRECTORS

The curriculum includes required and elective courses in Bible; History, Polity and

Administration of the Association Movement; Personal Efficiency; Christian and Social

Teaching ; and opportunity for special electives in graduate schools.

Preparatory Training Centers administered by the Field Committees of the National

Board in conjunction with the Secretarial Department. Dates of opening to be ascer

tained through correspondence.

Fer catalogues, circulars, application blanks and all information pertaining to the above, address

Secretarial Department

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

600 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY



Make Your Reading Count

READ THIS COURSE

(Thirty-sixth C. L. S. C. Year)

Rambles and Studies in Greece. By J. P. Mahaffy,

C.V.O., author of “Social Life in Greece,” “History

of Greek Literature,” etc......................................$1.50

The Message of Greek Art. By Dr. H. H. Powers,

Pres. Bureau of University Travel. 125 illustrations 2.oo

Studies in the Poetry of Italy: Roman and Italian. By

Frank Justus Miller, University of Chicago, and Oscar

Kuhns, Wesleyan University..................... ............ I.50

The Meaning of Evolution. By Samuel C. Schmucker,

West Chester State Normal School, Pennsylvania...... I.50

“The Chautauquan: A Weekly Newsmagazine.” Illus

trated. Containing:

Where Civilizations Meet: Round About Constanti

nople. By Frank Chapin Bray, Managing Editor

Chautauqua Press.

Current Events. “Highways and Byways” news per

spective...............................................................2.OO

All Four Books (cloth bound) and the Magazine...... $5.ook

*Remit 30 cents extra for postage or prepaid express.

“Collect” charges are more.

“Easy for Anybody, Worth While for Everybody”

If in doubt, send stamp for handbook of testimonials

Address Chautauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York

Don’t Read at Random
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The Name

REMINGTON

Stands for

The Longest History

The Widest Experience

The Greatest Manufacturing Resources

The Most Complete and Comprehensive Product

The Largest Selling Organization

of any concern in the typewriter business.

From every angle and from every point of view the Remington

qualifies as the “Recognized Leader Among Typewriters”–First

and Always.

Official Typewriter of the Panama-Pacific

International Exposition.

Remington Typewriter Company

(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

Niedecken Mixer

PATENTED

The Perfect Shower Control

Valve

WRITE FOR BULLETIN No. 3

HoFFMANN & Billings
MFG. CO.

-º Milwaukee - - WIS.

- -

ASK YOUR PLUMBER

Ladies' Type shower

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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Fall Publications

Recognition Service. For welcoming new members into a

student Association............................50 cents per 100.

Cabinet Outfit. An assortment of pamphlets on all the cabinet

and committee activities of a student Association. Should be

ordered by every cabinet member........................50 cents.

Report of the World’s Student Christian Federation Con

ference at Lake Mohonk. An essential part of all student

Association archives....................................... - - - - - -40 cents

The Christian Approach to Social Morality, by Dr.

Richard C. Cabot. A constructive, sane discussion of sex

education and conduct in its rightful place as but one phase

of all human affections and relationships...............50 cents.

Young Working Girls (previously announced as The Girl vs.

the City). Compiled by Robert A. Woods from the

experience of 2,000 settlement workers. Introduction by

Jane Addams. For all who are working with industrial girls,

or for home mission study classes

Paper 60 cents; cloth S1.00

The Foreign Annual for 1913. Popularly describes Association

work in India, China, Japan and South America. Published

especially for use in connection with the World's Week of

prayer, November, 1913............................. - - - - - - - - - -25 cents

Personal Account Book. Will tell you at a glance how much

you are spending and for what. Can be carried in handbag

for immediate entry under nine printed budget headings:

Living Expenses, Clothing, Recreation, etc..........15 Cents

Calendar for 1914. Will solve many Christmas Problems for

you. The legend on the tan and old blue cover, “Ye shall

see the King in his beauty and the land of far distances,”

interprets the nature of the daily quotations. Special

envelope.............................................................30 Cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

National Board Young Womens Christian Associations

600 Lexington Avenue, New York City



IS AA C P IT M A N

SHORTHAND

Adopted by the New

York Board of Edu

cation, and used in the

ExtensionTeaching at

Columbia College,

City College of New

York and Adelphi

College, Brooklyn.

Also taught in the following Associations

HARLEM Y. W. C. A.

BROOKLYN Y. W. C. A.

GRACE INSTITUTE, NEW YORK

Send for Particulars of a Free Correspondence Course

for Teacbers

ADDRESS

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS

2 WEST 45th ST. NEW YORK

Publishers of “Course in Isaac Pitman Shortband”

and “Practical Course in Touch Typewriting ”

GOOD

PRINTING

*

Prompt Service

Reasonable Prices

*

E. L. Hildreth & Co.

Brattleboro, Vt.

MOTT's

PLUNMBING

Improved Thermo

MIXING VALVES

have been thoroughly tested in

many Association Buildings and

found to give accurate and perfect

control at all times.

Any desired temperature may

be obtained with one movement

of the hand. Let us send you

catalogue describing showers fitted

with the Improved “Thermo”

Mixing Valve.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS

1828 EIGHTY-FIVE PEARS SUPREMAcy 1913

FIFTH Avenue AND Seventeenth St., New York

works AT TRENTon, N. J.

BRANCHES: Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Minne

apolis,Washington, St. Louis, New Orleans. Denver,San Fran

cisco, San Antonio, Atlanta, Seattle, Portland (Ore.), Indian

apolis. Pittsburgh. Cleveland, O., Kansas City, Salt Lake City.

CANADA : The Mott Co., Ltd., 134 Bleury St., Montreal,Que.

Please mention The Association Monthlv when writing to advertisers
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Gymnastic

RUDOLPH LENZ

Printer

G2-85 BIBLE HOUSE

new York

Telephone, Gramerºy };

Apparatus

Playground

Apparatus

Lockers

Anthropometric Apparatus

Columbia Ducit

Sequantur Alii

NARRAGANSETT MACHINE CO.

Write for Catalogs PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A. |

Ladies' Gymnasium Suits

THE EXHIBIT

A description in chart form of Young

Approbation of Leading Physical women’s Christian Asssociation work.
Directors

Consumers League Endorsement

COLUMBIA Gymnasium SUIT CO.

Price, 15 Cents.

Publication DEPARTMENT

The National Board of the Young Womens

Christian Associations

600 Lexington Avenue

301 Congress Street, BOSTON, MASS.

MARGARET LOUISA HOME

of Tºle Y. W. C. A.

14 East 16th Street, New York

A home-like hotel for Protestant self-supporting

women. Restaurant open to all women. Meals a

la carte and table d’hote.

Send for circular.

.eºLCRAA7. Prices: Breakfast, 15-25c.; Luncheon, 25c.; Dinner 40c.

INNER BRACE

CHAIRS, ROCKERS - SETTEES.”

TABLES - WRITING DESKS,

TRUNK STANDS, PIANO BENCHES,

ºn---ºr"---~~~

# ; : Invisibly sm:EL REINForced

#TTTº as a MoDERN EDIFICE.

SWNDUP

YANSS OPTICAL CO.

3 eAst 23rd Street

METROPOLITAN BUILDING

Bet. Madison and 4th Aves. New York

Telephone, Gramercy 4588

Repairing While You Wait

Telephones, 2323-2324-2325 Gramercy

TOWER BROS. STATIONERY CO.

Wholesale, Retail and Manufacturing

STATIONERSWHEN

• LOOSE LEAF DEVICES A SPECIALTY

czoº /o/yrºs Printing,º: Blank Books to

> AAA ( O0 v/V. Order, Office, oad and Bank Supplies

Nº º → MAIL orders GIVEN PROMPt Attention

ii; ; ; º . BUY RIGHT, NO REPAIR; 23 WEST 23d STREET :: :: NEW YORK

THE INNER BRace will be there

==L00K FOR 5 YEAR CuARANTIt RAND SIAMP)

Jºãº INNER BRACE FURNITURE.

TÉ |NNERBRACED FURNTUREC015thºutwinichigan

Phone, Gramercy 25.18

HENRY KIECHLIN

Dealer in

MEATS, POULTRYAND GAME IN SEASON

FISH, OYSTERS, CLAMS, ETC.

VEGETABLES

272 FOURTH AVENUE

Near 21st Street New York

Please mention The Association Monthlv when writing to advertisers
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Gymnasium Supplies

Playground Apparatus

Steel Lockers

Catalogs on Request

Fred Medart Mfg. Co.

DeKalb and President Streets

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Order the Christian Approach to Social

Morality, by Richard C. Cabot.

Publication departMENT

The National Board of the Young Womens

Christian Associations

600 Lexington Avenue

Hotel MARTHA WASHINGTON

29th to 30th STREETS, NEAR:5th AVENUE,NEW YORK

Exclusively for Women

450 Rooms en suite and single. $1.50 :*:::::::::
on eplan. T in every room... Numerous New York

te. Guests. ters to women especially travelins or visiting

alone. c.º. to Surface and3. transportation.*&#:
except good, Absolutely -

Restaurant for Ladies and Gentlemen

Official Insignia

Heecciation Seal Oin

BOARD MEMBERS, EMPLOYED OFFICERS AND

MEMBERS WILL WISH TO WEAR

THIS NATIONAL EMBLEM

GOLD and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE $2.00

WITH SAFETY CATCH $2.25

Membership Qin

- No.

%Deafººſaſº. 45

ONE OF OUR MOST POPULAR

TA B L E S

No 453 Top 30x22, Desk Bed 20x16. Quartered

- Oak Golden, Mission Finishes. Imitation

Mahogany, Dullor Polished. Shipped Knocked Down.

Shipping Weight 70 lbs.

We Make 75 Hand- A

some, Low Priced -

Styles of the e6ft 8%affe

So you can always find a style and

finish to harmonize with woodwork

andº: The desk drawer

slides out on Nickel Plated Metal Slides

that do not stick or bind, and full desk space

with pen groove and non-spillable ink well is pro

vided. Roomy stationery compartment under

desk lid. Table is reinforced and counterbal

anced. Nothing on table top need be disturbed

to use desk section.

with average usage.

complete line of

Reading and Writing Room Tables,

Grip Benches, Lobby and Parlor

Tables, Ice Water Stands, Etc.

all the very best, lowest priced designs. We

have supplied hundreds of hotels, Y. M. and Y.

W. C. A’s. etc., with part of their furniture.

Inspect our line before buying. Drop us a

postal and receive our catalogue and price list, or

do business through your local dealer. Write

today. Address Dept. K.

Wolverine Manufacturing Co.

DETROIT, MICH.

World's largest table manufacturers

Practically indestructible

We also make a full and

FOR THOSE WISHING A SIMPLER BADGE

COLDiPLATE and BLUE ENAMEL. PRICE 50 cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

600,Lexington Avenue New York

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisera.
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It Stands the

Test of Time

Power'sCameragraph

No. 6a

The Machine That Wears Well

Produces Perfect Protection

Two important qualities in a Moving Picture Machine are:

1. DURABILITY

All parts must be of the very best for the purpose-your machine is

subject to hard usage, it must wear well, it has got to back you up.

“On the 22d day of April, 1911, we installed Power's Cam

eragraph. It has run for over 2,ooo hours without one cent

cost for repairs. What can an operator want with any other

machine when he can get this result with Power's?”

Yours truly,

BEN St. Clair, Palace Theatre,

Martin, Tenn.

2. PERFECT PROJECTION

Without this you cannot please, pictures must be clear, without flicker

“In the reproduction of the Paul J. Rainey African and

Arctic pictures, perfect projection has been absolutely necessary.

After carefully comparing the merits of Power's Camera

graph with other machines, The Jungle Film Co. decided on

Power's Cameragraph. We are using over 30 machines in our

various shows, where they are giving entire satisfaction.”

Yours truly,

J. C. HEMMENT

WHY HESITATE 2

Catalogue W will give full details

NICHOLAS POWER

COMPANY

90 Gold Street New York

The Leading Makers of Motion Picture

Machines

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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Secretarial Staff

National Board of The Young Womens Christian Associations

HEADQUARTERS SECRETARIES

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

Mary Louise Allen, Executive

Helen Thoburn, Editorial Secretary

Lorraine Willits, Special Worker

Mary E. Betts. Office

OFFICE DEPARTMENT

Margaret F. MacKinlay, Executive

(Office Secretaries listed under

departments)

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT

Harriet Taylor, Executive

Frances C. Gage, Special Worker

Susan M. Clute, Office

DEPARTMENT OF FIELD WORK

Helen A. Davis. Executive

Ella Schooley, Special Worker

Katharine H. Scott, Office

FIELD SECRETARIES

AWorthzºrestern

1823 Nagle Place, Seattle, Wash.

Crace Maxwell, City

Elizabeth F. Fox, Student

Ethel Elder, Office

West Cen/ra/

517 Wyoming Bldg., Denver, Colo.

Inez Kinney,i.

M. Frances Cross, City

Lucy Y. Riggs, Student

Grace Nash, Student

Elcy McCausey, Office

South Af, antic (Prozºisiona/)

512 Commercial Bank

Building, Charlotte. N. C.

Anna D. Casier, Executive

Ada Starkweather. City and Industrial

Mary F. Porter, Student

Mary Dudley Powell, Student

Lois A. Neel, Office

Centra/

8oo Westminster Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

lda V. Jontz, Executive

- --- City

L. Maude Raymond, Student

Lucy H. Pearson, Student

Katharine Putnam, Office

DEPARTMENT OF METHOD

Louise Holmquist, Executive

Elizabeth Boles, Office Executive
Bertha Condé, Senior Student Secre

tary

Mabel T. Everett, Student Office

Executive

Marcia O. Dunham, City Office

Executive

Anna Seaburg Office Executive Small

Town and Country

Marie Wilson, Office Secretar

Blanche Geary, Économic Work

Helen L Thomas, Education

Anna L. Brown, Physical Education

and Hygiene
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A THANKSGIVING NMEDITATION

By EMMA BAILEY SPEER,

“TT is a good thing to give thanks unto the Lord "we

are told in the Ninety-second Psalm. It is a true

saying, and one to keep in mind constantly, but we

will lose its value if we think of it as meaning only

that we are to give thanks for the things that are full of joy

and pleasure. Our Thanksgiving Day will have a richer

and deeper significance if we look carefully into its origin

and try to put ourselves back in the place and spirit of the

little group who first kept the feast in New England.

Surrounded by dangers, separated by the terrible sea from

all that was known and familiar, neighboured by savages,

faced by famine, they still thought more of what they had,

than of what they had not, and they knew that they had

God, and that in him was joy and peace.

So for us, the root of thanksgiving is not in his gifts, but

in him, in his very Being, in the glory of his love, in the

sense of his presence. VVithout him the keenest joy

becomes a terror. VVith him the gravest perils become

peace. It is because his love is found as much in the

mystery of pain as in the mystery of joy that we are to

welcome and give thanks for those things that turn earth's

smoothness rough. All is of his sending—the glory of the

morning, and the darkness of the night; the flame that

warms and the flame that purifies; the joy of the reaping,

and the effort of the sowing. If we yield ourselves to him

in all our being there comes from him, through his holy

Spirit, enough understanding of his infinite love for us to

give him honest thanks for all he sends us, and enough

patience to bear, in some measure as he bears, the suffer.

ing among men, until he shall at last work out his purpose

and be satisfied with the travail of his soul—that new

heaven and new earth that shall be formed at last by the

perfect working of his love.
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Shall Our Student Association Covet

a Building

Bertha

ANY of us would answer this

question at once with an em

phatic “Yes!” and if a skep

tical friend pressed us for reasons we

could give them—and good ones, too.

How often we have surveyed our

college towns and noted the handsome

college buildings, so dignified and per

manent; the attractive sorority houses;

and perchance, a long sought woman's

building; or most significant of all, a

Young Men's Christian Association

building. And we have said to our

selves, “If our Association could have

a building, we, too, would have dignity

and recognition. We would be a per

manent institution with traditions.

People could point to us and say,

“There is the Association’.”

But now we seem, often, like a dis

embodied spirit. Moreover, our activi

ties have increased. We can hardly

find room for Bible classes and cabinet

meetings, and there is no social ren

dezvous for the members. We too

often have to change from one room

to another, and the meetings are

crowded.

Again we are reminded of our need

by the occasional pinch of faculty re

strictions, entirely reasonable from the

point of view of the college, but most

disconcerting to cherished plans.

Academic necessities deprive us of an

Association office or usual meeting

place, or the religious neutrality of

State institutions precludes the grant

ing of certain privileges to a religious

organization with a definitely Chris

tian propaganda.

And what of the need for some neu

tral rallying ground where the various

churches of the community may unite

in common work for students' There

are many plans that cannot be carried

out until some such place is secured.

And we argue that the churches will

Condé

surely have an increased respect for

our work if we have a building.

Then, too, we are forgetting the

general secretary, who has only her

own room as a place to receive visit

ors, or a tiny office. She needs equip

ment, and a setting, so that her work

may be effective and centralized. The

student movement is bound up with

the city movement, and city secretaries

administer the work from a building

center. Why shouldn't the student

secretary have the same advantage?

And what Association has not often

been hard put by practical-minded

students and faculty to justify its very

existence. Nowadays it is not suffi

cient that we be good; we must also

be good for something. The wave of

social service has hit us hard and we

are asked to do something worth

while that a hard-headed, cold-blooded

world will recognize as a truly Chris

tian deed and cannot gainsay or re

sist. Oh, for some convincing answer

to that ceaseless question, “Now just

what does your Association do?” And

as we look about there is much to be

done. Almost every college is faced

by the puzzle that is more difficult to

solve each year as the number of col

lege students increase, “How shall

students be suitably housed and fed?

How shall the right social conditions

be insured? How can the right kind

of protective care be given to younger

students, especially in a co-educational

college? Also, how can worthy stu

dents who are partially self-support

ing be given inexpensive accommoda

tions?” Some one is sure to suggest

that the Association if possessed of a

building, could combine a student's

residence hall with an administration

building. It could serve the student

community by offering a service of

practical value, it might get an income
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SHALL OUR STUDENT ASSOCIATION COVET A BUILDING

from the rent of rooms that would

be a boon to the current expense bud

get, and last but not least, the Asso

ciation would have a chance to set

social standards and make Christian

fellowship concrete.

What could one say more! Are

not these perfectly good reasons suffi

cient to inspire us to start at once on

a building campaign : Perhaps so, but

let us look again before we leap and

remember that every subject has two

sides. And alas, there is another side

to the Association building story !

It is well to remember at the outset

that there are already a small number

of student Associations that own

us much if those connected with them

us much if those connected with them

ever sat down calmly to analyze their

experiences for our benefit. But so

far they have not done this. The

average Association cabinet is in office

only one, or at most, two years. The

stream of membership is constantly

changing, and there is small chance

for philosophizing over conditions and

noting tendencies. And if there is a

dark side to the story it is far easier

to ignore it or leave it for succeeding

cabinets to wrestle with.

A composite history of the student

Associations, both men's and women's,

which have had buildings, might well

make us pause before following their

lead. True, the composite picture

does not reproduce exactly every fea

ture of each Association, but each will

recognize some characteristics.

There are two kinds of student

buildings: those used for administra

tion purposes only and those used

principally as residence halls with cer

tain rooms for meetings and classes

Each has its difficulties.

The usual administration building

is not located on the campus but on

some lot opposite or near the campus.

In some instances, especially where

there is a general woman's building,

the Association building has attracted

to it only girls who are already in

terested, and has lost prestige through

its isolation from other college activi

349

ties. Thus in a large college the gen

eral secretary working from the Asso

ciation building outside the campus

finds it difficult to get into the main

stream of college life.

On the other hand if the Associa

tion building is the great center for

women students and acknowledged by

all to be indispensable to their wel

fare, then sooner or later the Associa

tion will be challenged for its religious

purpose. Some people who are chiefly

interested in its social and practical

service will be sure to suggest that a

building which ostensibly fills a need

as a social center for women students

ought not to be controlled only by that

part of the student body which stands

for certain religious convictions in

college. The Association will be

thought narrow and unreasonable be

cause it insists upon religious quali

fications for those who decide the

policy of the building. Especially will

this seem “undemocratic” to the peo

ple who have been appealed to for

money on the ground of a general

college need. Therefore the Associa

tion will tend to give up its distinctive

religious contribution to the life of

the college and become a mere social

service organization, unless it has the

Christian fortitude to meet continu

ously this subtle challenge.

The student Association may in

deed develop the strength of character

that comes from facing tests, but even

then there is the question of expense.

Every building, like the traditional

white elephant, must be fed. Consid

erable money is required annually for

its maintenance and upkeep. Light,

heat, repairs, janitor service, equip

ment, etc., are not small items and

when one adds the salary of a com

petent general secretary and the cur

rent expenses of the Association, the

result is a large annual budget which

in most cases is beyond the ability of

the students to meet. True, some

small revenue may come from occa

sional renting of rooms, but this de

creases as the activities of the Asso

ciation increase. When we face all
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possible resources beyond that of the

students, we have to turn to church

people in the small local communities

or faculty members who also help to

support other college organizations,

or to alumnae who may be interested

but involved in other enterprises in

their home towns Even though the

Association secures many of these as

annual contributors, the burden may

not even then be met and the financial

interests of the Association will tend

to be its most conspicuous activity.

And yet if the maintenance of the

building is neglected, the result is an

unattractive and ill-kept center, con

trasting poorly with the condition of

other buildings.

Just here some are saying, “The so

lution for the financial problem is the

residence hall, large enough to furnish

revenue. And the obvious need for

better housing conditions will win new

friends for the student Association.”

Let us refer again to the history of

some of these residence halls and see

if this be true.

In the first place if there is dire

need for better housing conditions,

which it is beyond the equipment of

the college to meet, the chances are

that even if the Association accepts

the onus and builds a residence hall

it will be inadequate for the many who

need it. And the fact that the Asso

ciation has taken on this responsibility

for a few students will retard the day

when moral pressure on State legisla

tures and founders and trustees of

colleges will demand that they con

serve the physical and social as well

as the intellectual well-being of all the

students. Culture is not developed

through the class-room alone, but

through the conditions of living in the

student community, and some day the

colleges will see this and provide a

symmetrical development. This, they

will see, can only be done when the

class-room and living conditions alike

are under academic control.

Again, if the Association has a large

residence hall it will absorb the atten

tion of the general secretary. She

has to be first and foremost a board

ing-house keeper. If she does this

well, then she is likely to neglect the

outside religious and general student

work. If the dormitory is ill kept,

then it becomes a center for shiftless

students and the Association suffers

reproach.

It is also difficult to find a general

secretary who is pre-eminently a re

ligious leader and trained to be such,

who at the same time has the qualities

of an economic secretary. One is

likely to lose out at one point or the

other. If this is conceded and a

housekeeper is added to the staff, then

the revenue is reduced and finances

become a burden, unless this is fore

seen and a larger sum is invested in

construction to provide adequate

revenue.

And we have yet to speak of diffi

culties within the house. The Asso

ciation may discover some day that it

stands for a certain type of college

girl. If it decides to cater especially

to the self-supporting girls who need

the financial help, then subtle class

distinctions arise that are distasteful

to all, and to none more than these

girls themselves. If well-to-do girls

are included, then the college com

munity questions the philanthropy of

the Association. If there are sorority

houses in the college town, then the

Association tends to become the ref

uge of the non-sorority girls, and the

Association becomes in its turn a

clique with a limited influence. If,

again, the Association, desiring to

make the house a center for Christian

atmosphere, has a large proportion of

active Association girls, then its ser

vice for the community is challenged;

and yet if it takes in those students

who need the Association movement,

then the Association is judged by the

attitude of the girls in residence, and

this often defeats the religious pur

poses of the Association.

These experiences, so typical of the

history of student Association build

ings, are worthy of careful thought

before we plunge into a building cam
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paign. And after all has been said

there still remains the unique mission

of the student Association to create

and develop earnest Christian student

leaders who shall be available for the

work of civic and social reform,

church activities, missionary achieve

ment, and Christian home life. Char

acter is contagious chiefly through

personality, and the real work of the

Association in a college community

can be done only by a living person

thrilled with love for Our Lord and

for students. This leadership is chiefly

secured through some one at leisure

from academic duties and available for

personal work among the passing

throng of students. We must have

such a woman, a well-equipped gen

eral secretary. Her price is above

rubies, and generally above the pre

carious financial resources of the stu

dent Association.

At the present time the local stu

dent secretaryship is valued as a step

ping-stone to some other position. It

does not provide a career for an able

woman except for two or three years.

All sorts of devices are used now to

eke out her salary. She is asked to

assist a dean, or do some teaching, or

is enticed by the lure of graduate

courses. Some colleges appreciating

her worth contribute half the salary,

but all this does not make for perma

nency and may be open to the charge

of official patronage. What is needed

is an endowment of at least $30,000 to

provide perpetually for an able,

trained specialist. Given such a wo

man, the question of headquarters

would be secondary. Let the Asso

ciation arrange for a finance campaign

for the endowment of the general sec

retary. Its appeal to the public would

be strengthened by the fact that the

money, once secured, would be se
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cured for all time, and the Association

be free to do its legitimate work. The

proportionate giving of the students

and contributions of friends could

easily provide for current work. The

interest of the endowment would not

only provide a secretary, but might

make possible a course of lectures on

religious subjects by some eminent

thinker each year, tending to develop

the religious life of the students.

Then for headquarters, the Asso

ciation might well throw in its forces

with the athletic Associations and lit

erary Societies in working for a wo

man's building on the campus where

the Association as well as other col

lege organizations might have offices.

It would be a very unusual case where

the Association could not have the use

of a room for large meetings, and be

sides this there is food for reflection

in the suggestion that it might be pos

sible to have closer co-operation with

the local churches in transferring

some of the Association activities to

church parlors.

Perhaps some of the Associations

that have furnished ammunition for

this paper may be ready to ask what

they should do in view of the fact that

they have buildings They must in

deed be helped as need arises, but it

is not too late for them, too, to lay

plans, reaching out perhaps into the

years to come, for an endowment for

their general secretary.

The student Association is not an

institution ; rather it is a movement

flowing through the complex life of

our colleges, carrying with it all those

students who have seen their Lord and

cannot rest until all other students

the world over shall see him too and

ask, “I lord, what wilt thou have me to

do?”

$4&sº



A Suggested Thanksgiving Service

HE following service has been

prepared with special thought

for those Associations where

not more than half to three-quarters

of an hour can be given to the ser

vice of praise and thanksgiving. The

words of the three hymns are given

entire, but, should the music be inac

cessible, the committee in charge of

the meeting can plan to substitute

other hymns similar in thought; a

hymn of general praise at the begin

ning and more personal ones toward

the close. It may be that some Asso

ciations instead of having an outside

speaker will like to have the leader of

the meeting read the “Thanksgiving

Meditation” which Mrs. Robert E.

Speer, chairman of the student com

mittee of the National Board, has

written for this number of THE

Association MONTHLY. E. C.

Sentences of Praise from the Psalms:

Praise ye the Lord. Praise, O ye

servants of the Lord, praise the name

of the Lord.

Blessed be the name of the Lord

from this time forth and for ever

nnOre.

From the rising of the sun unto the

going down of the same the Lord's

name is to be praised.

The Lord is high above all nations,

and his glory above the heavens.

Who is like unto the Lord our God,

who dwelleth on high.

Who humbleth himself to behold

the things that are in heaven, and in

the earth !

O Praise the Lord, all ye nations;

praise him, all ye people.

For his merciful kindness is great

toward us ; and the truth of the Lord

endureth for ever. Praise ye the

Lord.

Hymn: “Light of the World.”

Light of the world, we hail Thee,

Flushing the eastern skies;

Never shall darkness veil Thee

Again from human eyes;

* From Presbyterian Hymnal

Too long, alas! withholden,

Now spread from shore to shore

Thy light so glad and golden,

Shall set on earth no more.

Light of the world, Thy beauty

Steals into every heart,

And glorifies with duty

Life's poorest, humblest part;

Thou robest in Thy splendor

The simple ways of men,

And helpest them to render

Light back to Thee again.

Light of the world, before Thee

Our spirits prostrate fall;

We worship, we adore Thee,

Thou Light, the Life of all.

With Thee is no forgetting

Of all Thine hand hath done;

Thy rising hath no setting,

Thy sunshine hath no shade.

Light of the world, illumine

This darkened land of Thine,

Till everything that's human

Be filled with what's Divine;

Till every tongue and nation,

From sin's dominion free,

Rise in the new creation

Which springs from Love and Thee.

Prayer:**

Most worthy art Thou, O good and

gracious God, of all praises even for

Thine own sake, who surpasseth all

things in holiness. By Thee only we

are made Holy and sanctified. We

praise Thee for our glorious redemp

tion, purchased to us in Thy dearly

beloved Son, Jesus Christ, as our

duty continually bids us. Give us,

therefore, the Holy Spirit to govern

us and grant that all things which

breathe with life may praise Thee as

the true life of all creatures through

the same Jesus Christ, our Lord, who

reigneth with Thee and the Holy

Ghost, one God, for ever and ever.

Amen.

Responsive Reading:

As the Father hath loved me, I also

have loved you; abide ye in my love.

If ye keep my commandments, ye shall

abide in my love; even as I have kept my

jºr's commandments, and abide in his

07/e.

** From the Ancient Scottish Prayers.
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These things have I spoken unto you,

that my joy may be in you, and that your

joy may be full.

This is my commandment, that ye love

one another, even as I have loved you.

He that hath my commandments, and

keepeth them, he it is that loveth me; and

he that loveth me shall be loved of my

Father, and I will love him, and will

manifest myself unto him.

I will see you again and your heart shall

rejoice, and your joy no one taketh away

from you.

These things have I spoken unto you,

that in me ye may have peace. In the

world ye have tribulation; but be of good

cheer; I have overcome the world.

Peace I leave with you; my peace I

give unto you; not as the world giveth, give

I unto you. Let not your heart be troubled,

neither let it be fearful.

Being therefore justified by faith, we

have peace with God Hºuſ our Lord

Jesus Christ; through whom also we have

had our access by faith into this grace

wherein we stand.

And we rejoice in hope of the glory of

God. And not only so, but we also rejoice

in our tribulations; knowing that tribula

tion worketh patience; and patience, ear

perience; and earperience hope.

And hope putteth not to shame; because

the love of God hath been shed abroad in

our hearts through the Holy Ghost which

was given unto us.

But we also rejoice in God through our

Lord Jesus Christ, through whom we have

now received the reconciliation.

For whatsoever things were written

aforetime were written for our learning,

that through patience and through com

fort of the scriptures we might have hope.

Now the God of patience and of com

fort grant you to be of the same mind one

with another according to Jesus Christ; that

with one accord ye may with one mouth

glorify the God and Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ.

For the kingdom of God is not eating

and drinking, but righteousness and peace

and joy in the Holy Ghost.

So then let us follow after things which

make for peace, and things whereby we

may edify one another.

For all things are for your sakes, that

the grace, being multiplied through the

many, may cause the thanksgiving to abound

unto the glory of God.

But as ye abound in everything, in faith,

and utterance, and knowledge, and in all

earnestness, and in your love to us, see

that ye abound in this grace also.

For ye know the grace of our Lord

Jesus Christ, that though he was rich, yet

for your sakes he became poor, that ye

through his poverty might become rich.
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O the depth of the riches both of the

wisdom and the knowledge of God, how

unsearchable are his judgments, and his

ways past tracing out !

For of him, and through him, and unto

him, are all things.

For all things are yours; whether the

world, or life, or death, or things present;

or things to come; all are yours; and ye

are Christ's, and Christ is God’s.

And God is able to make all grace

abound unto you; that ye having always

all sufficiency in everything, may abound

unto every good work.

Being enriched in everything unto all

liberality, which worketh through us

thanksgiving to God.

Not that we are sufficient of ourselves

to account anything as from ourselves; but

our sufficiency is from God.

Seeing it is God that said, Light shall

shine out of darkness, who shined in our

hearts, to give the light of the knowledge

of the glory of God in the face of Jesus

Christ. -

junks be to God for his unspeakab-he

gift. * -

Be perfected; be comforted; be of the

same mind; live in peace; and the God of

love and peace shall be with you.

For ye are all of God, through faith, in

Christ Jesus, to whom be glory for ever

and ever. Amen.

Hymn: “Lord of the Harvest.”

Lord of the harvest, it is right and meet

That we should lay our tribute at Thy feet.

With joyful Alleluia!

Sweet is the praise that follows toil and

prayer;

Sweet is the worship that with heaven we

share

Who sing the Alleluia!

We toiled and prayed and Thou hast heard

on high;

Hath cheered our hearts and changed our

suppliant cry

To festal Alleluia!

So sing we now in tune with that great

Song,

That all the age of ages shall prolong

The endless Alleluia!

Yea, West and East, the companies go

forth ;

“We come” has sounded to the South and

North.

To God sing Alleluia!

In fields of home, in fields the far away,

Toilers for Jesus hail the golden day.

To Him sing Alleluia!

Glory to God the church in patience cries;

Glory to God! the church at rest replies

With endless Alleluia!

—Amen.

* From the Episcopal Hymnal.
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Thanksgiving Meditation.

Hymn: “Now Thank We All Our

God.”

Now thank we all our God

With heart and hands and voices,

Who wondrous things hath done,

In whom the world rejoices;

Who from our mother's arms,

Hath blessed us on our way

With countless gifts of love,

And still is ours to-day.

O may this bounteous God

Through all our life be near us,

With ever joyful hearts

And blessed peace to cheer us;

And keep us in his grace,

And guide us when perplexed,

And free us from all ills

In this world and the next.

All praise and thanks to God

The Father now be given,

The Son, and him who reigns

With them in highest heaven,

The One eternal God,

Whom earth and heaven adore;

For thus it was, is now,

And shall be evermore.

Amen.

Closing Words of Praise:

Blessing, and glory, and wisdom,

and thanksgiving, and honor, and

power and might, be unto our God

for ever and ever. Amen.

§

Mary L.

HE climax of the work carried

on by the Young Women's

Christian Association of Bue

nos Aires during the past seven

months was reached on July 17 and 18,

when the inauguration of the new

premises took place.

During the year of 1912 the need

for removal and extension of the work

became imperative, for the Associa

tion was greatly handicapped by the

cramped quarters in Calle Defensa.

Months were spent in careful consid

eration of the problem before the pub

lic was taken into confidence, and the

decision was reached that the Asso

ciation would not be justified in ask

ing for a building at that time. There

were not a few who, when consulted,

stated it as their opinion that the con

dition of the money market and the

appeals of other institutions which had

recently been made would compel the

Association to postpone any effort.

Others were firm in their belief that

a very conservative appeal for funds

would meet with response; hence, act

ing upon this advice, the board of di

rectors called a public meeting in the

New Premises in Buenos Aires

Thomas

month of November. The British

Minister was in the chair, supported

by the United States Minister, and the

audience counted among its number

representatives of the German, Scan

dinavian and Argentine diplomatic

circles, clergymen of all denomina

tions, leading business and profes

sional men and ladies prominent in

social and philanthropic circles. At

this meeting the following resolutions

were adopted:

I. That owing to the increasing

sphere of usefulness of the Young

Women's Christian Association this

meeting approves of larger premises

being taken.

2. That subscriptions to the amount

of $20,000 Argentine currency be

asked to defray expenses of removal,

installation and furnishings.

3. That a general committee of men

and women be appointed to assist the

committee of the Association in secur

ing this amount.

At the conclusion of the meeting an

anonymous pledge of $5,000 was

made, to be paid as soon as the $20,000

should be raised.
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The general committee, under the

able chairmanship of a prominent busi

ness man, decided upon a thirty days

financial campaign. Meetings were

held weekly, at which times reports of

subscriptions were made and the next

day published. Simultaneously a sub

committee from the Argentine Depart

ment worked among the Spanish

speaking population, and by the com

bined efforts, on the twentieth day, the

$20,000 was subscribed and the con

ditional $5,000 given. In addition a

special donation of $908 was made by

the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion to be used toward purchasing a

pianola. During the ten days remain

ing, the list rose to $33,000, $6,000 of

which was allocated to a Permanent

Building Fund.

The British Minister in his address

at the recent inauguration sums up the

campaign as follows: “‘Something

attempted, something done.' We may

congratulate ourselves on what has

been accomplished so quickly in the

case of the Young Women's Christian

Association in Buenos Aires. At a

meeting in November the United

States Minister and I, in the same

honorific positions we are privileged

to occupy this evening, voiced an ap

peal to the well-disposed to help the

good cause of extending the cramped

quarters of the Association then situ

ated in the Calle Defensa. You will

recollect that, before we separated on

that occasion, a large proportion of the

amount asked had been already prom

ised. Not only was the amount asked

for-the irreducible minimum re

quired—cheerfully supplied, but a con

siderable excess was forthcoming in

the very brief period that the subscrip

tion-list remained open. Thanks to

the ready response of the subscribers

and donors the needed extension has

been carried out more effectually than

the most sanguine of us had at first

dared to hope for, and we are this

evening able to ring down the curtain

on a highly successful first act in the

life of the Young Women's Christian

Association.”
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Summer had begun before the cam

paign closed, and no further effort

was made until autumn, when the

Board began the search for a new

house, to be used for the immediate

future, until the Association shall have

its own building. This proved to be

a difficult task, but in due time the

way opened as wonderfully as it had

done previously in connection with the

funds, and the new premises in Calle

San Martin were found. They are

as nearly ideal as anything but our

own building could be for the Asso

ciation at this stage of its progress.

They contain thirty large rooms which

have been remodeled for the purpose,

and are located in the very heart of

the business district.

A large sign greets one while still

at a distance and brass plates on the

doors give the full name of the Asso

ciation in English and in Spanish.

There are two stair-cases, the one used

on week-days leading to the offices and

the other for Sundays and entertain

ments which goes to the social and

reception rooms. Outside the offices

is a waiting-room, and here is found

the bulletin board setting forth Asso

ciation attractions and advertising va

cant positions for those seeking em

ployment. The general office has a

counter behind which a secretary is

always to be found ready to answer

questions, give directions about the

city or send the applicant to the de

partment she needs.

Here also is the employment regis

try, with Senorita Gilles ready to greet

a newcomer in English, Spanish,

French or Italian. Through a door to

the right is the private office of Miss

Sheppard and Miss Cortés, and to the

left that of the general secretary. The

latter room is furnished in oak and

green and is also used for committee

meetings and all private interviews.

At the front of the building, in a line

with the offices, are the reception

rooms and reading and music rooms,

which, with the second dining-room,

used for that purpose only two hours

a day, can be thrown into one, making
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the social hall for concerts, lectures,

etc., sufficiently ample to seat a large

number of people. The carpets are

green and oak in coloring. The furni

ture of the reception room, or “salita,”

is old rose velvet and brocade, and that

of the music room dark green plush

and oak, with green and old-rose cush

ions. There are deep-seated arm-chairs,

sofas and Morris and rocking chairs.

In this room are found book-cases

containing the newest books, the

magazine table and the new piano

pianola. Through folding doors one

passes to the dining-rooms, used

morning and evening for the boarders

who sit at long tables in family fash

ion and at noon for the girls who

come to the lunch room, at which time

small tables are laid. All the food

comes down from the kitchen on the

roof to the serving-room next the

dining-rooms by means of a dumb

waiter, the odors of cooking thus

being eliminated from the main floor.

Down-stairs there is a kitchenette for

the use of domestic science classes.

The greater part of one floor and a

part of the next are devoted to the

boarding department, and much effort

has been made to furnish the rooms

with an eye to both comfort and taste.

Except in cases where two young

women have expressed a desire to

share a room, single compartments

have been provided, formed where the

rooms are large by wooden partitions

or dark green curtains. Each com

partment is complete in its furnish

ing, one occupant having no need of

communication with another.

The furniture is of polished pine,

Italian walnut and golden oak, the

suites of the last named being espe

cially attractive. Each room is pro

vided with a single iron bedstead,

dressing-table, washing-stand, night

table, wardrobe, writing table and

chairs. All the rooms are bright and

airy and have electric light. Each

single room has a window, a luxury

in this country, for the style of archi

tecture most in vogue plans that all

the bedrooms shall open by doors on

a patio or open courtyard. The bath

rooms are large and fitted with hot

and cold water, another feature

greatly to be appreciated in South

America.”

A large storage room for luggage

completes the number of rooms to be

found below. Two closed staircases

at the front of the building and two

open ones half-way back lead to the

roof floor. On one side is found the

ample kitchen and scullery, six bed

rooms and the rest and recreation

room. A room furnished with easy

chairs and couches and at the same

time a piano may seem like a strange

combination, but the “siesta” here is

not taken very seriously and no com

plaints have ever been heard if the

piano is played incessantly. Here

from II to 1:30 P.M. a merry crowd

of girls is to be found, nearly all of

them Argentines, chattering and sing

ing in Spanish at the top of their

voices. Senorita Cortés is organiz

ing classes among these girls and soon

quiet groups will be discovered in dif

ferent parts of the house learning

English, French and typewriting.

The most attractive part of the

building remains undescribed—the

roof garden. One-half the extensive

roof facing the river has been left

open and is surrounded by a veranda.

Electricity has been installed so that

by day and night it affords a charm

ing place for walking, sitting out of

doors, “al fresco” meals and summer

parties.

Such, in brief, is to be the home of

the Buenos Aires Association for the

next three years. May the growth be

so rapid that before that time has

elapsed the building will have proved

all too small and inadequate for the

work that the near future promises'

* The twenty-nine young women who oc

cupy these rooms are paying between $75

and $85 a month for board and room. Such

is the “cost of living” in a South American

city, even in an institution necessarily

charging at the most reasonable rates |



When Mrs. Randolph Cut Her Finger

Alice Hutchins Drake

T was a sultry September morning

and the dainty curtains in the

Board room scarcely stirred. The

enthusiasm of the members seemed to

be at low ebb, so it was with the hope

that Mrs. Randolph would have some

thing of unusual interest to say, that

the chairman called upon her.

“I believe, Mrs. Randolph, you have

a special message for us to-day.” Mrs.

Whitney glanced up from her pro

gram and slowly closed her lorgnette.

“I see that after you told me of it, I

made a note on my list of topics which

I called “When Mrs. Randolph Cut

Her Finger.’”

The announcement produced the de

sired effect. The interest of the Board

was plainly aroused. The tide had

turned.

“Madame President,” said the

speaker, “May I tell the story in my

own way instead of reading this for

mal report? The very formality of it

robs it of whatever value it may have

at the moment. I should like to tell

very simply how I happened to cut

my finger and what was the result of

the cut.” She bowed in acknowledg

ment of Mrs. Whitney's acquiescence.

“It all began with a little boy in

the next apartment to mine. He is

very quaint and attractive, and we have

had a number of interesting visits over

the railing of our respective porches.

One day he told me of a man who

was so poor he couldn't buy his little

boy a boat, so he took some board and

a knife and made one for him. After

a pause, my small neighbor added

solemnly, ‘I could make a boat, too,

if I had a board and a knife and

wouldn't cut my finger.’

“After this, I confess our conversa

tion lagged and my embroidery hoop

lay unnoticed in my lap. If I wouldn't

cut my finger—another way of saying

‘I would write that letter if it were

not so hot' or ‘I would go to see Olga

Rapinski if she did not live on the

eighth floor. May be it was my liking

for figurative speech which made me

think so long about Laddie's phrase.

With him, of course, it was important

that he should not cut his finger, but

'grown ups' can afford to cut their

fingers upon occasions. The discom

fort attendant upon the accomplish

ment of an act—a kind act—should

be merely one of the details and not

a matter of importance. (That, ladies,

is a phrase from my written report.)”

There was a general laugh, a shift

ing of position and Mrs. Randolph

continued.

“Well, the result of my—may I say

cogitations—was that I went to see

Olga Rapinski that particularly hot

afternoon. I bore in mind my figure

of speech as I climbed seven flights

of dark stairs.

“As I knocked, I heard a woman's

voice say, ‘Well, little one, what’re

we goin' to do?’ And the reply was

the one which always brings the heart

ache, ‘I dunno.’

“Olga admitted me, and I found

with her a young sister who sat im

passively with both elbows on the sill

of the open window. The elevated

trains whirled past the building and

Nichola seemed engrossed in the won

der of them. I learned that the child

had been employed in a canning fac

tory—and may I add that if you have

read the articles concerning these fac

tories in Good Housekeeping for in

stance, you will realize what a life

she had led.

“Olga on a visit to her home had

rebelled at the cruelty of the child's

slavery, and upon her return to the

city had brought Nichola with her.

But during Olga's absence, her hus

band had departed forever, it ap

peared, and thus the sisters and two

small children were left destitute.

“It seemed quite time for some one

to have “cut her finger.’ Very nat

urally I thought of our Association
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cafeteria and lunch room and it was

not long before I was importuning

Miss Carter for two positions. As it

happened a dish washer in the cafe

teria and a waitress in the lunch-room

were needed. Romance seems to en

ter even the confines of our cuisine

and we had, in this way, been robbed

of two of the girls. To reach the end

of my story by a short route, Olga

and Nichola were duly installed, and a

day nursery was found in which to

place the children.

“But this was not the end. A week

later when I stopped for luncheon at

the Association, Olga Smiled as I en

tered, and I heard her say, ‘There she

is.” “Was I Somebody to those girls?

I thought. My conscience was not in

a soothing mood.

“I began to think of how little I

knew about the girls our Young Wo

men's Christian Association employs.

We go out into the highways and by

ways seeking to do good, and yet—I

can say this because I am as much at

fault as it is possible to be—how little

we know, after all, of the real lives of

these girls within our own building !

“From that day, I have devoutly

wished that I had O. Henry's gift of

penetrating the depths of what would

seem an ordinary drab life and of

looking on with an understanding

heart.

“In June I began to study the situa

tion for which I have had ample op

portunity, since I was detained in

town all summer. I have grown to

know the girls—to know their names,

so that when I am served, it is not by

the tall girl with dark hair, but it is

Mabel or Elizabeth or Sadie who

brings my order. I know where they

live and where they go to find the

amusement which they naturally crave.

Why do they protest sometimes

against coming back on Sunday after

noons to serve tea I find it is be

cause Sally and Fred were going to

walk in the Park and we were going

too. Or do they have disagreeable

experiences when they leave the build

ing to go home after dark? This is

one of the problems we have to meet.

“All their interests, from the cheap

reproductions of the peg top skirt to

the dash of rouge on Sadie's face, 1

have made my problems. I have “cut

my finger' this summer, to learn the

all SWerS.

“My small son has an expression

which he uses upon occasions. Last

night as I bandaged a bruised wrist,

he remarked, ‘It’s up to you, mother,

to fix this.’ It seems to me that is

just our situation—it is “up to us' to

solve the problem within our own

gates. Surely there is field for en

deavor "

“Some one has said in a New Year's

poem,

Before us lie the hills sunlit with promise,

Fairer fulfillments than the past could

know ; - -

New growth of soul, new leadings of the

spirit,

And all the glad surprises God will show.

“May I ask that, as we reassemble

for the work of a new Association

year, we as a Board unite in revealing

to these girls some of “God’s glad sur

prises,” even if it means that we go

about with bandaged hands?”

And before adjournment, the Board

of the Kensington Association was

pledged to bring to these girls in par

ticular and women in general, “fairer

fulfilments than the past could know.”

$4%%



World's Week of Prayer"

Subject: Where the spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.—II. Cor. 3:17.

Sunday, November 9.

A Message of Liberty to the Human

Race.—Isaiah 61 : 1-9.

What are the great words of Chris

tianity according to this program *

Take as instances these:

Liberty. Truth. Comfort. Joy.

“These are among the greatest

words of life.”—Drummond.

Prayer is asked daily during this

week for the Fifth International Con

ference of the World's Young Wo

men's Christian Association, to be held

at Stockholm, Sweden, June 10-18,

I9 I4.

Monday, November 10.

What is Christian Liberty?—Col.

I :13, 14; Gal. 5:1, 13, 14.

Liberty is freedom to be what God

intended you to be. Before he left the

world, Christ entrusted to the church

the task of bringing this freedom to

the whole human race.

Africa.

North Africa. British East Africa.

West Africa. South Africa.

Tuesday, November 11.

The World's Slavery.—John 7:34:

Rom. 6:23; 7:25; 8:1, 2.

Think of this slavery as it affects:

I. International affairs. The low

moral code of nations, immeasurably

below that set by Christ.

2. Industrial affairs.

honesty and discord.

3. Social affairs. The antagonistic

interests of different classes.

* The regular calendar for the World's

Week of Prayer, which is a somewhat

abridged form of that issued by the

World's Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation, has together with other literature

been sent out through the offices of the

field committees and should by this time

have reached every local Association. The

calendar, with the omission of the notes

bearing on work in certain of the countries

considered, is repeated herewith.

Injustice, dis

4. Personal affairs. The tyranny

of personal sin.

America.

Canada. United States. South

America and the West Indies.

Wednesday, November 12.

The gospel as the charter of free

dom.—John 8:35.

Liberty must begin at the very cen

ter of man's being, and only the gospel

can effect that. Is that our own per

sonal experience, and are we prepared

to work for it for other people?

Asia.

Japan. China. India. Turkey-in

Asia.

In all of these countries the social

values upon which civilization rests

are at present at stake. The World's

Committee makes a special request for

prayer that the Young Women's and

Young Men's Christian Associations

in every country may form a strong

band of young people who will influ

ence public opinion in the cause of

righteousness and seek to promote a

high standard of Christian home life.

Thursday, November 13.

The freedom which Christ confers.

—Romans 8:2; 6:18.

“With a heart at leisure from itself

to soothe and sympathize.”—A. L.

Waring.

Australia.

Friday, November 14.

Freedom to make unhindered use

of the omnipotent power of prayer.—

Eph. 3:12: I. John 5:14, 15.

“It is doubtful whether we shall

understand anything of the possibili

ties of prayer until we can get back

to Christ's way of looking at it. We

think as a rule instinctively of the

limitations of prayer, while the mind

of Christ seems always to be occupied

with its possibilities.”—J. H. Oldham.
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Europe.

Austria-Hungary. Italy. Portu

gal. France. Switzerland. Belgium.

Greece. Malta. Gibraltar. Turkey.

Bulgaria.

Austria for the first time appears in

this calendar, as its national Associa

tion was affiliated with the World's

Committee only in January. Its first

Association home has been opened in

Vienna.

Saturday, November 15.

The freedom for which we may

look in the future.—Isa. 35: Io; Phil.

3:21; Rev. 22:3, 4; Rom. 8:21.

“One God, one law, one element

And one far-off divine event

To which the whole creation moves.”

—Tennyson.

Europe (continued).

Germany. Holland. Great Britain

and Ireland. Denmark. Russia. Swe

den. Finland. Norway.

Norway's final request for prayer

has the ring of world-wide appeal and

may well stand here at the close:

“That in the great present-day

movements among women the Young

Women's Christian Association may

by God's help adapt itself to the needs

of the time, and may help the women

of our country to become strong and

holy in character.”

§

The World'sWeek of

Prayer for Young

Women

November 9-15, 1913

What to Accomplish.

I. Your Association membership

should be brought together in that

close sense of fellowship that only a

deep common interest and united ser

vice can bring.

2. The general public and the en

tire membership should be interested

in the principles and accomplishments

of our organization.

3. A wide sense of world citizenship

should be developed. To this end we

recommend especially the use of the

Foreign Pageant.

4. Special information should be

brought in a vivid way to your Asso

ciation membership about the non

self-supporting field for which your

Association will be increasingly re

sponsible.

5. The foreign financial responsi

bility of the Association for the year

should be decided by the membership

and plans made for meeting it in a

generous way. This may be counted

as the greatest educative opportunity

of the week—what one does with one's

money is the plainest witness of one's

Christianity.

6. The habit of, and power in,

prayer, should become a force in the

lives of large numbers of your mem

bership.

7. The Associations all the world

round should receive a great impulse

forward in response to our prayers.

How to Accomplish It.

Every picture sent should be used

effectively in good advertising.

Every pamphlet should be carefully

distributed to those who will read.

Every Association committee should

have some definite responsibility in the

... week's plans.

Every program should be attractive

ly planned.

Every day an “inner circle” should

meet for prayer and criticism of the

effectiveness of the work being done.

The above suggestions, prepared for

the Foreign Department by Miss

Frances Gage, have been sent to each

Association, but are here repeated for

easy access. They may well be con

sidered the working plan for all prep

arations for the observance of this

week.



ASSOCIATION WORK IN SUMMER SCHOOLS

Association Work in

Summer Schools

Mabel Everett

SSOCIATION work in summer

A schools, although not a new

thing in individual cases, is

new in the nation-wide aspect which

it assumed during the summer of

1913. This year more than IOO,OOO

women have been attending summer

sessions of the schools and colleges

of our country. These students come

from every nook and corner of our

land, and include among them the

high school graduate who has come

to review her elementary subjects be

fore taking up the duties of district

school teacher, where she may have

to teach all eight grades, the under

graduate who is “working off credits”

or making up failures, the teacher

in the small town and rural district,

the teacher in a position of great re

sponsibility, the student working for

an advanced degree, and the colored

student as well.

From statistics gathered in 1912 it

was estimated that an average of 95

per cent of these IOO,OOO women stu

dents were teachers and that over 70

per cent came from schools in towns

of less than 5,000. Because of these

facts the Association work for sum

mer schools was planned primarily

with the teacher of the small town or

country district in mind, trusting that

in some way it might add to her effi

ciency as a teacher and a resident of

the community in which she lives.

The development of an attractive and

profitable country life is a tremendous

social need, and it is to the rural school

through its teacher that we as a na

tion are looking for help in the solu

tion of this problem. -

The general plan of organization

for this work has provided for the

appointment by the president of the

winter Association of a chairman of

the summer school club, who in most
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cases has herself been a member of

the winter cabinet and who has

planned to matriculate in the summer

session. With her she associates sev

eral others, some of whom are also

“winter girls,” and thus forms the

committee for the summer school

club. Each one is especially respon

sible for some definite line of work,

such as meetings, social interests,

Bible and mission study, finance and

membership, practical needs, etc., and

each associates with her others, usu

ally from the summer students, to

form sub-committees.

It is necessary for a work which

has to be inaugurated, carried on and

culminated within six short weeks

among 400 to 1,000 or more entire

strangers, to have plans and ideas well

formulated before the crowds arrive.

There is no time after students begin

to register to do more than make

necessary adaptations and adjust

ments. The subjects of the weekly

meetings must have been thought out,

and, if possible, the leaders secured,

arrangements made with the town

churches for special student Bible and

mission study classes in the Sunday

schools, and the leaders secured who

will make the best possible appeal to

students. The methods of securing

members and the system of keeping

books must also be decided upon be

fore there are any members to secure

or books to keep.

No opening day of a winter session

ever brought more enthusiasm or

thrill with it than was manifested at

Miami University, where I happened

to be for the first day. The summer

school committee and its co-laborers,

with Association badges, met all the

trains for two days, piloted the girls

up to the university, helped them

through the intricacies of registra

tion, and took them to their rooms

and did all they could to make them

feel at home—many of them were

away from home for the first time,

and six weeks seemed more like six

months or six years'
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With the students all located in

their respective places of abode, the

next thing was to bring before the

students the real purpose or function

of the Young Women's Christian As

sociation in the school—its real rea

son for being there. At Ohio Uni

versity they were able to do this on

registration days. To quote the re

port of the chairman, “As the term

was so short we planned to get our

members on registration days. Two

girls were stationed at the entrance of

the registration room and the girls

were told something of the purpose

of the summer school organization,

and given an opportunity to join. A

fee of twenty-five cents was charged.

As a result we had a membership of

one hundred and sixty girls. Our

room, which will accommodate one

hundred and seventy-five, was crowded

on the first evening, although it was

very sultry.”

In other places different means

were used, either the chapel hour, or

short speeches at the dinner hour in

various halls of residence, etc. The

main points were: to have every girl

know at the very beginning just what

those “Y.W.C.A.” badges which she

had seen at the station stood for; to

invite her to attend the weekly meet

ing of the Association in order that

she might become informed not only

regarding this great movement of

women for women, of which she as

a member of an Association Summer

School Club is a part, but also about

organized play promoted through the

public schools, the art of story tell

ing, the ethics of social relationships

as taught in public schools, the Camp

Fire organization, the relation of the

country church and the country

school, their opportunity and respon

sibility as community builders, etc., as

well as gain the spiritual refreshment

and help which she needed in her busy

life through the worship with which

each meeting opened; to urge her to

attend on Sunday morning a Bible or

Mission class especially arranged for

students in the church of her denom

ination in the town; to extend to her

a cordial invitation to share in the

good times arranged by the social

committee.

The amount of work of this last

committee depends somewhat upon

plans made by the college authorities.

The good times planned by this com

mittee ranged from a Fourth of July

beach party and week-end house party

at the Bellingham (Washington)

Normal School, through opening re

ceptions, picnics, marshmallow roasts,

out-door sports and walks, etc., to an

elaborate and most successful play

festival at the University of Virginia.

To quote—“The Play Festival was

very successful. While the crowd

was gathering we played Three Deep,

and then when nearly all had arrived,

had a grand march—a sort of figure

march in which almost everyone

joined. That seemed to be a good

idea because it started the whole

crowd. Then each girl who planned

to be a leader, took charge of a small

group and led in a game. After each

group had played for a few minutes,

we had all the groups dance one of

the folk dances or singing games with

the piano. Then came an interval in

which the girls who were selling ice

cream or pop-corn took advantage of

their opportunity to interest everyone.

This was the main plan all through.

About a quarter of nine we began to

dance the Virginia Reel, and it was

so popular that hardly anyone started

home until 9:30. These are some of

the games and dances we used:

Grand March, Partner Tag, Dog and

Rabbit, Hoops, Ropes, Looby Loo

(singing game), Muffin Man (singing

game), Hickory Dickory Dock (sing

ing game), Shoemaker's Dance (folk

dance), Bleking (folk dance), Danish

Dance of Greeting (folk dance), Itis

ket Itasket, Virginia Reel. The girls

who were leaders were jewels—just

splendid! One of the faculty mem

bers was so pleased that he said he

wished we had a festival every Sat
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urday night. The girls were success

ful in selling their refreshments, too.”

The plan in most schools was to

charge 25c membership dues, which,

in addition to the money which ener

getic finance and social committees

made through the sale of ice cream

cones, pies and sandwiches, covered

in each case from which a report has

been received the expenses of this

year and left a comfortable little nest

egg with which to start the work

another year. In addition, from two

schools pledges from the Summer

School Club toward supervisory work

have been received.

In addition to these more or less

uniform lines of work carried on at

each school special features were em

phasized in certain places. At the

Bellingham Normal School the Asso

ciation co-operated with the home

economics department of the school,

so that the cafeteria which the winter

Association had conducted for a num

ber of years might be open for the

summer. At the University of Texas

the Practical Needs Committee, with

its loan library and information bu

reau, filled a very real need and helped

to insure the practical value of the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion.

Much might yet be written regard

ing the conviction of all of us who

have been privileged to be connected

with this work, as to its great value

and to the opportunity which is ours

right here, and this is the conviction

not only of the Association secre

taries who believe so heartily in this

work, but it is expressed in every let

ter which comes from the splendid

girls who have had a share in it, and

has also been most cordially expressed

over and over again by presidents,

deans, professors and matrons. The

fear that these students would not be

willing to give the time nor be in

clined to take an interest in Associa

tion work during the hot summer

days was proved unfounded, for from

all parts of the country comes the
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unanimous opinion that in the sum

mer school there is a real need and

a real opening for some form of AS

sociation work. The challenge to us

all now, and especially to the cabinets

of the winter schools as they plan

ahead for their work, is that of how

through prayer and careful thought

we can make our work another sum

mer even more effective than it has

been this year.

§

Altamont's Third Year

A LTHOUGH June was so cold

that few girls were led to seek

the refreshing breezes of the

Helderbergs of Albany County, July

and August proved busy months, and

totaled for the summer over nine hun

dred girls at Altamont. To tell about

this, the best summer of the camp's

history, would include tales of the

1913 base ball season, recalling the

umpire's call, “Base on balls”; or of

camp song contests between the

“Humming Birds” and “Katy-dids”;

huge camp fires, which united through

deep fellowship the hearts of all camp

ers; and track meets and straw rides.

If one followed the camp girls into

the woodlands, the tale would include

the blazing of trails, sleeping out un

der the stars, or seeking flowers, trees

and birds. The two hours of the day

especially loved were, first, the morn

ing hour at eleven, when Bible class

was held in the shadows of the apple

trees, and the other the vesper service

at night. At the morning hour an

average of ninety girls attended every

dav. It was of this hour that the girls

often sang,

“May the lessons we've learned here

Make our path in life more clear.”

and an individual girl wrote, “In my

five years in America I have never

come to understand life as through the

teachings of Christ studied during this

hour the last ten days.” Some of the
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evening services were held on the

great porch of the Annex dormitory,

a porch paid for by the camp girls

themselves.

Perhaps one of the most original

occasions of the season's fun was

when the Suffragettes stormed High

Point Mountain just back of the camp.

Twenty-four ardent members sought

to carry their messages of determined

victory to the “General', at the top of

the mountain. The Antis had twenty

four equally ardent supporters placed

in a great circle about the mountain,

ready to stop them at every point.

Steep cliffs were climbed by some,

others hid for long periods in ambush,

clever manoeuvering was evidenced,

showing how quick even the busy girl

of the city is to appreciate and make

the woodlands her intimate friend. To

capture the Suffragette was not

enough, but five guesses were allowed

each Anti as to where the concealed

message was hidden. After an hour

and a half of skirmish, a pistol shot

called all to the mountain top, where

the General was seated on a decorated

carpenter's “horse” named “Silvia

Pankhurst.” The remaining camp

girls were gathered about the General,

eager to know the results and hear

the tales of the skirmish. As they

reached the top, the victorious Suf

fragettes read their messages of vic

tory and told of their perilous but

brave ascent.

Guests of the summer were espe

cially impressed by the singing at meal

time in the attractive open air dining

room. Camp tunes and improvised

songs to suit every occasion, person,

new dessert or incident were forth

coming. One learns at Altamont that

everybody sings. The clever girls at

one table even sang to the singing !

“We are the girls from

We all know how to sing,

And if we haven't got a song

We sing most anything.

We do not care what it's about,

Or if it doesn't rhyme;

We'll sing it for you anyhow

And sing it anytime.”

town;

After all is told about Altamont

Camp one always returns to the

“spirit of camp,” which is the spirit

of Christ expressing itself in every

part of it. One young camper well

said, “In lots of places you think

about Christ, but here you think to

Christ. I understand now what Paul

meant when he said, ‘Christ liveth in

me.’ Why, it doesn't depend on a re

ligious meeting, we feel the same

spirit even in our play times.” In fact,

it was through such an occasion, a

bacon bat, that an editorial was writ

ten for the camp paper, The Echo,

and read at the last camp fire. It will

serve to help many a camp girl this

winter.

“Bats are of many kinds. There

are black bats that whiz around our

heads at vespers; base ball bats, that

whiz around the catcher's head at

games, and bacon bats where all the

whizzing is done in a frying pan. But

the one who called bats ‘a tearing

around in a different way from what

you usually do' has given us a defini

tion which covers all three and which,

on close observation, becomes a life

motto. Any one who accomplishes

anything in the world has to hold

pretty closely to it. “Whole-souled' is

the only worth-while work and we all

realize it. But we realize just as surely

that we, in doing it, are apt to get into

a rut. From such a disaster nothing

but our motto can save us—a bat, an

outside interest, doing something dif

ferent from the narrowing, encircling

work which ordinary life holds for us;

a getting out, away from ourselves

and our own thoughts and interests

into the lives and interests of the peo

ple around us. So as we leave camp

for a long winter's work, let us take

this spirit with us, and when we find

ourselves getting into a rut, let's run

away for a Little Journey into Human

Nature and “Tear around different

from what we usually do.’”

ERNESTINE FRIEDMANN.



CAMP NEPAHWIN

Camp Nepahwin

IGH on the hill-top owerlook

ing valley and distant hills,

Camp Nepahwin has indeed

been a “house of rest” this summer

to a family of four hundred girls.

To some few of us it has been a real

home for all summer, to others it was

but a resting place for a few days

or weeks, but whether our stay was

one of days or of months, every girl

who has been here has come to feel

that she “belongs.”

The first days were full of hustle

and bustle, for we were getting ready

for the Council. The floors that we

painted and oiled, the pillows and cur

tains that we made, the rooms that

we cleaned, all tell tales of each do

ing her share in preparation for the

great event. All our summer has

hinged about the Club Girls' Council,

and in our minds all our doings have

happened “before Council” or “after

Council.”

We had lived in anticipation so long

that we could scarcely realize the ful
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filment when the twelfth of July

brought to us one hundred and fifty

club girls, and we knew that the Coun

cil had really begun. It seemed as

if some of us might have to be hung

upon hooks when we wanted to sleep,

but by the magic of our manager we

were all stored away.

Many of us who came to the Coun

cil were here to spend our only va

tion—for some of us it was the first

real vacation in many years—and

while we filled the two weeks very full

of good things, we planned our days

so that much of the time was free

from definite appointments. Some

girls gained their real help from the

morning Bible classes or the evening

talks when our leaders gave us the

best of themselves; to some who had

little chance for rest, the quiet beauty

of the place and the opportunity to

live in the open meant most; to some

the Club Council hour when we dis

cussed our common problems and our

aims for the Club Federation was a

source of inspiration; and to us all

came the joy of a broader outlook as

we came in close contact with the girls

from many cities.

On Association Day we all took

part in the presentation of “The Min

istering of the Gift.” We were glad

that the pageant came during the first

week, for after that we all felt that

the Association spirit was binding us

more closely together. It was a sim

ple presentation, for we were far away

from the source of supplies, but the

spirit was there and the setting of

lake and woods made up for the lack

of elaborate costumes.

“After Council” our camp family

averaged about seventy and was con

stantly changing. As one girl said:

“The only thing I don't like about

camp is that you just get to know the

girls when you have to say good

bye.” Each morning we had family

prayers or Bible class, and in these

hours we have come to know better

and think more deeply about the

teachings of Jesus, and have been

given the daily help which we needed.
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After Bible class the family scattered,

each girl to find her good time in

rest or in the activity which appealed

to her most. We went in jumpers

and bloomers on long walks to Cedar

Ledge, or perhaps we put on real hats

and walked to town for shopping.

Some of us sought our fun on the ten

nis court or in the bowling alley;

others rode the ponies or taking the

boat rowed to the other side of the

lake to spend the morning quietly

reading. On two occasions we went

on straw rides with a jolly farmer

who furnished us with apples and

peaches, and one day we went to a

real circus.

During the first months of camp

we looked at the lake longingly, for,

since it is the source of our water

supply, swimming was forbidden.

Some of us even threatened to fall

overboard accidentally that we might

have a defiant dip. But in July our

new swimming pool was completed

and we gloried in it—we went in

morning, afternoon and moonlight

evenings. In the safety of its wa

ters some of us really learned to swim,

while the more expert swimmers daily

broke records for swimming the

pool's length.

Our evenings have been spent

around the camp fire, on the lake, or

in the big living-room, where all kinds

of wonderful performances have taken

place. If you come to Camp Nepah

win with even a tiny talent, do not

think that you can keep that talent

hidden, for we shall soon find out

what you alone can do and make you

do it!

To many of us who will think back

over those radiant days, that which

will give us the sweetest memories

will be the vesper hour. As we gath

ered on the porch each evening, when

the peace of the sunset time settled

upon us and the wonder of the hills

and the everchanging sky and clouds

filled our hearts, we came to realize

God's nearness, and again and again

we thanked him for the glory of these

days and prayed that he would help

us to hold fast to the vision that had

come to us on the hilltop and help

us to transform that vision into ac

tion. Often, after our brief service

was over, we sat there as the night

gathered, singing and thinking over

all that Camp Nepahwin has meant

to us. And each night we sang with

more feeling and understanding those

words of the “Camp hymn”:

“For the beauty of the earth,

For the beauty of the skies,

For the love which from our birth

. Over and around us lies, -

Christ, our God, to thee we raise

This our hymn of grateful praise.”

BESSIE MEREDITH LEE.

§

Makonikey Camp

“'Tis the Camp down at Makonikey we

long for,

Those Camp days so full and happy.”

UNDREDS of girls are singing

* it, at the close of the first sea

son of the new summer camp

on Martha's Vineyard.

On the 30th of May our first guests

came, the “pioneer band” they called

themselves, laying the foundations of

enthusiasm, loyalty and good com

radeship, upon which was built the

happiness of 500 other girls in the

weeks following.

From all over New England they

came, and from New York and New

Jersey as well, for the ocean is a

powerful lure in the hot months. How

they loved the freedom of fields and

moors, the miles of sandy beach all

their own, the woods and hills, com

bining so wonderfully country and

seashore! The days were never long

enough. Morning after morning a

joyful group took possession of the

“On Time,” and sailed away to Gay

Head or Tarpaulin Cove or quaint old

Edgartown. “Camp fire was best of

all,” comes again and again in letters
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from the campers. Nothing could

have been more wonderful than the

glowing faces of the girls gathered

about the big fire on the shore, while

the light waned in the west, and the

sound of the waves on the pebbles

made the accompaniment for voices

as the girls sang and cheered. Here

the honors were awarded to individu

als and tribes for well kept rooms and

all around sports. Heartiest cheers

for Sankaty, Tashmoo, Nashawena

and Chappaquousett greeted the an

nouncements, and the rivalry was

strong for first place.

Here, too, the girls liked best to

have the evening prayer service after

camp fire, for somehow it came with

deeper meaning out under the quiet

sky.

It was not strange that at the end

of two weeks here the girls found it

hard to go back to the city tasks, for

nowhere can one find more tonic air

or more glowing sunshine than at

Makonikey, and never before did girls

gain more rapidly in strength and

vigor.

“It's the very best vacation I ever

had, and I'm coming next year,” was

literally everybody's exclamation

when the vacation time came to a

close. SARA. B. MATHEws.
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The Club Council at

Altamont

HE thrill of a big purpose was

in the heart of each of the two

hundred girls gathered at Al

tamont in July for the Club Council.

The knowledge that for the first time

in the history of the Northeast Field

they had come together by themselves

for such a conference increased their

earnestness and determination. To

make this gathering worthy to go

down in the annals of club work, to

have its recommendations big enough

to affect clubs yet to be organized and

women yet to come into industrial life,

to make plans which should be prac

tical and vital to the life of workers

in factories and stores,-these were

the justifications of their meeting at

Altamont.

The place itself is a wonderful set

ting for such a gathering. The moun

tains, the unlimited fresh air, the free

out-of-door life, brought exhilaration

of mind and body and spirit. Tent

life soon broke down any barriers of

formality or strangeness and in a day

or two the whole camp was acquaint

ed. One little girl remarked on the

second day that she knew everybody

in camp. “I speak to them all,” she

said—and she was typical of most of

the two hundred. Those of us who

have attended summer conferences

know the spirit which pervades every

thing and everybody, but here we felt

it in an unusual degree: the spirit of

Christ was in control those days at

Altamont.

All sorts of recreation claimed spare

moments, and with straw-rides, bacon

bats, tramps and other forms of ath

letics to choose from, time never hung

heavy on anybody's hands. The sys

tem of tribes and tribal honors banded

the girls together, and the Cayugas

and the Onandagas, as occasion de

manded, went on the warpath or

smoked the pipe of peace with the

Mohawks and Senecas and Oneidas.

But fun and recreation only paved

the way to the real purpose of the
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conference. Every morning at eleven

o'clock the camp divided for Bible

study half meeting in the summer

house with Miss Miller and half with

Mr. Moldenhauer under the apple

tree. These classes with the evening

prayer service kept constantly in the

foreground the thought of him in

whose name the girls had gathered,

and for whose work they were there

to plan.

The business of the conference was

conducted each morning from twelve

to one. The meetings were alive with

discussion and power. The girls'

keenness of mind and ability to grasp

essentials assured the ultimate success

of any plan they might inaugurate.

Not a girl was satisfied with what her

club had accomplished, and there was

a general demand for a plan that

would bring lasting and vital results.

Statistics brought a challenge: 176

clubs in the Northeast field; their

members numbering 5,429, and 800,-

OOO girls in factories alone in New

York, New Jersey and New England!

No wonder minds were set earnestly

upon discovering some way to widen

the influence of industrial clubs. The

girls realized that strength comes with

union, and particularly with union in

service. One of them suggested that

all the clubs of a single city unite,

and carry out the same general pro

gram of activities. This idea appealed

to all the girls as workable, and was

unanimously accepted. Enthusiasm for

“Federation” was not allowed to die;

the strains of the Federation song,

which was composed by the girls,

echoed about the grounds at all hours,

and “Federation” was cheered and

sung to with zeal. The song follows;

let every club girl learn it:

FEDERATION SoNo (tune, Annie Lyle).

1. Sing to our Association,

Girls of the Northeast—

Pledge to it our loyal friendship,

Which has e'er increased.

For we've worked and played together,

Many things we've planned;

And we'll cheer for Federation,

May it ever stand.

2. When the club girls get together

We will e'er be true;

And in fair or stormy weather

Pledge to you anew.

Give a shout for Federation,

Sing her praise once more;

With our heartiest devotion

Shout it o'er and o'er.

Special committees were appointed

to work on various phases of a federa

tion scheme, and to bring recommen

dations to the general council. The

plan for organization was worked out

and approved by the Council with the

expectation that it would be used

locally through the coming year.

Plans were made for educational

work to be carried on under such

headings as Women in the Home,

General Efficiency, Health, Citizen

ship, Women in Industry, etc. To

keep up interest a competitive system

was suggested, by which the Federa

tion Council will give recognition of

the best work done by individual clubs,

and a certificate for the best all-round

record based on

a. Percentage of girls enroled in educa

tional classes.

b. Percentage of girls enroled in Bible

study classes

c. Percentage of girls having savings ac

counts.

d. Percentage of girls who have observed

the health code.

One feature of the federation plan

is its possibility of variety. There are

no hard and fast rules to be followed,

but each club may work along lines

most congenial to its members, and is

at perfect liberty to make innovations.

History was made those days at Al

tamont. The responsibility for the

future of club work the girls felt rest

ed upon them individually. Convinced

of the power that is theirs by virtue

of their position as workers in our

great industrial life, believing in their

womanhood, they left Altamont de

termined to stand shoulder to shoulder

in a movement to bring larger num

bers under the influences they believe

will make for higher ideals and nobler

womanhood.

MARGARET WEBSTER.
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For City Secretaries

DEAR FRIENDS:

Since coming to the staff of the Na

tional Board in the interests of the

religious work of city Associations, I

have been looking over a list of re

quests for articles in THE ASSOCIA

TION MONTHLY, and find that many

secretaries have asked that there

might be more help given through its

pages for religious work, particularly

methods for increasing the value of

the Sunday vesper service and arous

ing interest in Bible classes among the

girls. I am convinced that there is

no one magic method by which these

ends, that we all so much desire, can

be accomplished. The secret of win

ning individuals to a devotion to the

best in life lies much too deep for

that. And I am equally convinced

that the helpful suggestions along

these lines can never come chiefly

from headquarters, where the secre

taries are at best only occasionally

in touch with the local problem. But

I know—for I have seen it—that

there are many instances where local

Associations have “found a way.”

No one Association probably has met

all the problems satisfactorily, but one

has worked a plan by which the

Sunday afternoon at the building is

now reaching more girls who need it

than it used to; another has succeeded

better this year than before in bring

ing its girls into Bible classes; another

has found a course of study which

particularly meets the needs of the

younger girls; another has done a bit

of really effective church co-operation;

another has discovered a means by

which the religious purpose of the

Association may be furthered in its

camp-fire groups; another has thought

out the perplexing question—Shall the

Sunday service be definitely religious?

—and thinks it has good reasons for

its answer either negative or affirma

tive, We are all working over these
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problems and longing for help on

them. The Association movement has

not yet reached the stage where it

can speak with authority as to

methods; the most we know is that

we must keep thinking, working and

praying and somehow make a stronger

spiritual appeal to American young

women than we are now making.

Would it not be a help for us all if

we shared our experiences with each

other? If you who have something to

give will write it up and send it to

the national office between now and

the first of December, we here will

gather up the suggestions and put

them into print in the January

MONTHLY. I cannot but think we

would gain practical help from such

an experiment, and I am sure we

would increase our sense of co-opera

tion and of obligation for sharing

with others the fruits of our experi

ence.

Meantime, while we are working

over these things let us remind our

selves that much of our failure comes

not from poor method but from no

method. Sometimes the reason that

our Bible classes are small and our

Sunday afternoons unsatisfactory is

not because our plan is unpsychologi

cal but because there is no definite

plan of any kind. A secretary who

has given prayerful, earnest thought

to the preparation of a plan for re

ligious work, and who comes with

unselfish, radiant Christian friendli

ness to the carrying out of her plans,

will never wholly fail of results. Let

us remember recommendations one

and five of the report of the Commis

sion on Character Standards—that

every employed officer be thoroughly

in sympathy with the fundamental

purpose of the Association and that

every Association plan definitely for

Bible study.

Very sincerely yours,

(2–2 &c.
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News from Head

quarters

The minutes of the National Board

meeting, in so far as they cover matters

of sufficient general interest, have always

appeared in alternate numbers of THE AS

sociation MonTHLY, save during the sum

mer when no meetings are held. A new

era of board meetings has just begun, as

will be seen from the following account;

and it is hoped that hereafter the some

what more interpretive accounts will seem

more readable and will bring all Associa

tion workers into a clearer understanding

of what their representatives at headquar

ters are doing.—EDITOR. -

ON October 1, 1913, the National

Board members assembled at

headquarters, some of them

coming into town from the country

homes which they are still occupying,

for the first all-day meeting which the

Board has ever held. The interesting

reason for this is found in the report

of our President, Miss Dodge:

“The first meeting of the new sea

son should mean much to us all, and

I want to present to each member of

the Board my gladness in being with

you again and my gratitude that we

have all been saved from any special

sorrow during the summer.

“September has opened with many

meetings and conferences, and I only

wish that you could have been with

us when the secretarial staff came up

to Riverdale. In answer to my letters

to the different members of the

Board, all, with one exception, felt

that it would be well to have all-day

sessions, hoping that in this way we

could learn to know each other better.

Miss Cratty and I have felt that there

should be some change in the Board

meetings, so that each and every one

would learn to know all the work

and become more enthused over it.

This morning I have asked Miss Mac

Arthur to lead the hour which we are

going to set aside for presenting the

Department of Conventions and Con

ferences.

“I want now to present to each and

every one of you the most cordial in

vitation which has come to us from

the World's Committee, to be present

at Stockholm. I hope that some of us

can go.

“The North American Student

Council has just held an important

meeting in Northfield, and they are

making large plans for student work.

One of the special points that we had

to pledge ourselves to, was trying to

secure 4,000 subscribers to the North

American Student. The Commissions

are having their various meetings;

that on Thrift and Efficiency has done

some interesting work. Sixteen hun

dred personal account books have been

sold and the original order of 500 Sav

ings Fund Account Books is sold out.

The savings fund plan is being tried in

our own offices. On September 8th

there were thirty-one depositors,

twenty of whom were members of the

office staff.”

CI The report of the General Secre

tary was in the nature of a gauging

of the work done at headquarters, in

terms of the spirit rather than by tan

gible evidences. Miss Cratty spoke of

the tremendous volume of work that

is being promoted, of its cost in

money. Sensing the futility of mere

quantity of work without concentrated

power, she spoke of the danger which

Association work, in the large, faces.

indicating it in the words—“there is

such a thing as eliminating our differ

ences down to the point where we do

not care anything about the things

which are left, upon which we are

united.” And by these ways may

power be generated: we must be

agreed upon what we are after; each

of us must understand our whole pro

gram of work; waste of power must

be avoided ; and, lastly, we must have

the sort of co-operation that saves

power rather than expending it. This

means, for example, having convic

tions that one is willing to bring to a

committee meeting and to have played

upon by differing minds, with a result

that they perhaps make a different

contribution from the one expected,

but nevertheless have contributed.
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Only that kind of co-operation which

is a spirit, rather than activity, will

infuse this movement with the power

to make it irresistible—co-operation

which means an open heart and an

open mind (nor are these by any

means the same), and an understand

ing as to the end in view. For if

we can be satisfied as to the ulti

mate purpose of all this effort and

machinery, an accounting to the pub

lic, for its investment in this plant,

will take care of itself.

CI The only regular business to come

before the Board at the morning ses

sion was consideration of the resigna

tion of Mrs. James Pedersen, which

was accepted with deep regret, and

the report of the finance department.

Plans were presented for the five sub

urban conferences to be held jointly

with the Northeast Field Committee.

The same general scheme is being car

ried out for all: the national world's

work is presented by a member of the

National Board, the work in the

Northeastern Field by a member of

that committee, and a specialized piece

of work by a headquarters specialist.

A typical program is planned for Oc

tober 21 at the home of Mrs. Willard

Straight:

“The Immigrant Girl,” Mrs. Harry M.

Bremer.

“The Girls of New York and the North

east,” Miss Elizabeth Dodge.

“The Girls of the Nation and the World,”

Miss Jessie Woodrow Wilson.

The report on the finance work at

the conferences was of special interest,

in view of the conference program to

follow. In every case the careful

preparatory work made the finance

presentation the meeting of the con

ference; and the doubling of pledges

($6,154 having been pledged this year

as against $3,464 last year, with prac

tically the same attendance) evi

dences the genuine feeling of sharing

in the national work on the part of the

conference delegates.

GI During the final hour of the ses

sion Miss MacArthur presented the

work of the Conference Department,
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of which she is chairman. Claiming

that this work is most uninteresting

when presented statistically, she made

it far otherwise by telling informally

of her own conference experiences.

Miss MacArthur's assertion that no

board member could really attempt to

do the best work without having

actually attended a summer confer

ence was followed by the picturesque

appeal of lantern slides, shown in the

Training School lecture room. Con

ferences were translated into terms of

human beings as the beautiful new

Asilomar pictures and others were

thrown on the screen. Miss Brooks

talked on the business management of

the conferences, designating the stand

ards of the conference dining rooms

and general management as an actual

responsibility of the National Board.

At the close of this meeting the board

members and the entire staff of the

conference department, who had been

present, took luncheon together in

the cafeteria.

(I The afternoon session opened with

the report of the Field Committee as

follows:

“This department faces its work for

the year with a serious number of

vacancies on the staffs of the field

committees. Six of its ten committees,

and in addition the Texas State Com

mittee, begin their work crippled be

cause of this lack of workers. The

duty of recommending able and ex

perienced secretaries for the very im

portant field positions is one which we

are at present unable to fulfill. Prog

ress of the work in the Central Field

is most encouraging. Miss Schooley,

our special worker on the Pacific

Coast, has spent a summer so filled

with work and accomplishment as to

prevent her taking her vacation,

which is to be granted to her after

Christmas, according to her request.

“The department has voted to ex

tend to other field committees the

plan of undergraduate membership on

their student departments. This plan,

tried during the last academic year in

the Ohio and West Virginia and in
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the Northeastern fields, has proved

most valuable. We are asking the

help of the several committees and de

partments at headquarters in develop

ing the student, finance and foreign

departments of the field committees

and in organizing sub-committees of

the city department as the work may

demand them. We are also asking

the department of method to permit

its secretaries to carry on their neces

sary work in fields where their special

type of work is needed, in order to

help us in the symmetrical develop

ment of the country's work.

“Miss Davis will visit the West

Central Committee in Denver and will

then spend several weeks in the

Northwest, in the interests of local

and field committee work. She will

visit the Pacific Coast, meeting with

the committee in the North and the

members in the South, and will then

go to Texas to attend the State Con

vention and to do work preliminary to

the organization of the Southwestern

Field Committee. This we hope to

organize by the first of the year.”

CI The Foreign Department report

mentioned its special fall meeting held

at Riverdale, at which the present sit

uation in the Near East was presented

by the World's Secretary, Miss Clar

issa Spencer. The following fall ap

pointments were reported: Miss Jane

Shaw Ward and Miss Theresa

Severin, assigned to China; Miss

Margery Melcher, to India; Miss

Persis Breed to Buenos Aires—Miss

Mary Thomas having left Buenos

Aires for furlough on account of ill

health; Miss Grace Coppock, ap

pointed as National Secretary of

China; and Miss Ruth Paxson, as Na

tional Student Secretary of China,

Miss Susan M. Clute has been made

office executive of the department, and

Miss Taylor is authorized to continue

to divide her time between the foreign

and finance departments until satis

factory provision can be made for the

latter. It was voted also that Miss

Taylor be allowed to accept the invi

tation of the Indian National Com

mittee to attend the Quadrennial Con

ference in India in December, 1914.

(I The Department of Method chair

man spoke of the far-reaching but im

measurable influence of contact with

other organizations. In addition to at

tendance at our own summer confer

ences, Mrs. Bremer had an informal

part on the program of the Charities

Organization Society at Seattle; Miss

Simms spoke before the group leaders

at the conference of the Women's

Trade Union League; Miss Field lec

tured on leadership for women at the

Cornell Agricultural Summer School

and at Miami University Summer

School; Miss Field and Miss Seaburg

attended the Young Men's Summer

School for county secretaries at Lake

Geneva; and Miss Holmquist was

present at the Northfield Conference.

The largest single piece of work

before this department is its respon

sibility for the Young Women's Chris

tian Association building to be erected

and demonstrated to the world at the

Panama Exposition in 1915. As one

Exposition official said to Miss

Schooley, “We turn over to you the

manners and morals of the young

women of San Francisco and the

guests who come to the Exposition.”

The Association building will serve

the one thousand girls to be employed

on the grounds just as any city As

sociation building ministers to the

girls of its community. But the de

cision as to what that building shall

contain for all the thousands who will

visit it from all parts of the country

remains to be worked out. Festivals,

contests, and moving pictures have

been suggested and a special commit

tee has been appointed to work out

plans in detail.

CI Mrs. Speer reported two joint

pieces of work undertaken by the Stu

dent Committee: Its participation in

the Northfield meeting of the Council

of North American Students, which

served to make much more close than

would have seemed possible the rela

tionship between the four forms of

Student Christian work on this conti
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nent, and the completion of the inves

tigation of curriculum and voluntary

Bible study in universities and col

leges, made by representatives of this

committee and of the student work of

the Young Men's Christian Associa

tions. A report was made of the

newly undertaken work in summer

schools, which is discussed at length

elsewhere in this issue. It was stated

in connection with the regular work

of registration of alumnae for forms

of Christian and social service, that

I, I2 I names were entered this year.

CI The City Committee reported a sur

vey of the status of immigration on

the Pacific Coast made by Mrs.

Bremer in the interim between the

two Coast conferences. On the gen

eral situation Mrs. Bremer makes the

following comments: I. That the

Pacfic States need not wait for the

Panama Canal to bring them immi

grants, because immigrants are al

ready settled throughout the popu

lated counties and in every city.

2. That while in the beginning for

eign colonies were started by people

who had lived for some time in the

East, the West is now receiving immi

grants directly from the eastern ports

in large numbers. 3. That the isola

tion of the foreigner in the Coast

States is if anything greater than in

our eastern communities. 4. That the

Associations of the western cities al

ready have a serious demand upon

them to provide for the immigrant

girl, and within the next five years

this demand will be as great as that

which now confronts the eastern

cities.

This committee also reported a be

ginning towards standardization of

educational work in that the Com

mission on Household Arts has out

lined graded courses in cookery and

serving, and that an elementary course

in First Aid has been prepared for the

special use of country girls and of

younger girls in the city.

CIA change in name was then an

nounced by the third committee of the

Department of Method, and the
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“Town and Country Committee” ex

plained that the “Small” had been

dropped because of the great number

of fairly small communities which are

nevertheless called cities if they have

approximately 3,000 inhabitants. This

committee presented its hope that by

the very nature of country life, much

of its best work may be done only in

connection with the Young Men's

Christian Association. “Boys' and

girls' work must be developed side by

side. The young men have generally

been pushed into initiating an auxil

iary work for girls under the leader

ship of the Young Men's Christian

Association secretary's wife or sister,

and already we are being confronted

with the demand for boys' work in

counties which we have entered. Feel

ing that this is an issue which can not

longer be put aside, Miss Field and

Miss Seaburg attended the Young

Men's Christian Association County

Work School at Geneva in the sum

mer. They report that nearly all of

the men are eager to have us enter

their counties and take from their

shoulders the responsibility of

women's work. The opportunity of

trying out such an experiment has

come sooner than expected. Through

the interest and effort of Mrs. Gilbert

Colgate, Green County, in New York

State, has been opened to us and we

have a secretary there to organize the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion. The Men's Association has been

organized in the county for several

years.”

The great success of county camps

was also spoken of, four such camps

having been conducted this summer.

Camp Chedwel in Chautauqua County,

attended during its first two weeks of

existence this summer by seventy

girls, was notably successful.

QI Miss Dodge reported for the Sec

retarial Department the consideration

of IO4 Associational and 91 depart

mental vacancies, 95 of which have

been filled. The Training School

matters which were reported are

treated elsewhere in this issue Plans
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were outlined for the establishment

this fall of Training Centers in the

following fields: the Northeast; Dela

ware, Maryland and Pennsylvania;

Ohio and West Virginia; Central;

North Central; West Central; South

Central; and possibly the Pacific

Coast. This year the Bible work is

being emphasized and a twelve-hour

course is planned for each of the cen

ters. Each will be visited in the usual

way by a representative from this

department.

(I Fifty-seven publications have been

issued during the last four months by

the Publication Department; and

about $2.OOO more business has been

contracted for than when the budget

for this year was made. The Depart

ment announced that a seminar would

be held early in October for free dis

cussion by the entire headquarters

staff of the plans for THE Associa

TION MONTHLY and the general pub

lications.

(I Some of the uses to which the new

headquarters may be put were re

vealed by the Buildings' Committee,

which reported hospitality extended to

the World's Student Christian Federa

tion and assistance of the entire staff

in acting as hostesses; the use of the

Assembly Room given to the David

Mannes Symphony Club for Monday

morning rehearsals, the club to pay

maintenance charges; requests granted

to members of the staff for the use

of the building to entertain college

alumnae on definite dates, the amount

of maintenance charges to be decided

by a special committee to report later;

and continued interest shown in the

building by constant visitations.

The meeting adjourned.

Copies of THE Association

MontHLY for February and August,

1907, and March, 1913, have been re

quested for the completion of library

files. If any subscriber has these is

sues and does not care to keep them

they will be much appreciated.

The Commission on

Thrift and Efficiency

Sating

Thoughtful planning and expendi

tures—the personal budget—the fam

ily budget—saving systematically—

methods of saving $1 to $100, e. g.,

the savings bank; the Association Sav

ings Fund—the object of accumula

tion—independence and service.

Simple Business Transactions

Banking—methods of exchange—

safeguarding loans—keeping personal

accounts—bills and receipts, their

form and use, etc.

The Investment of Small Sums

How to invest safely—rates of in

terest—mortgages—bonds for small

investors—investments to be avoided.

The Instalment Plan and the Loan

Shark

The kind of firm that uses the in

stalment plan—the use and abuse of

credit—methods of the loan shark–

recent legislation limiting loan com

panies—the value of the cash basis in

personal and business affairs.

Woman as the Spender

Personal and household purchasing

—responsibility for conditions and

quality of production—The Consum

ers' League—the ethics and economics

of the bargain counter—buying in re

lation to budget—helpful hints to

shoppers.

Personal Efficiency in Business.

Loyalty—promptness in keeping ap

pointments—development of a time

conscience — reliability — orderliness

—exactness—interest in work—rela

tion of personal appearance to effi

ciency—appropriateness in dress.

Law as Related to Women.

Laws of the State that women

should know, such as those referring

to holding of property, etc.
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Insurance

Kinds of insurance, e. g., life, fire,

accident, etc.—kinds of policies e. g.,

endowment, etc.—benefits and risks

of insurance.

Similar series of talks are being

planned in many Associations for this

year. The Commission on Thrift and

Efficiency would like to have sugges

tions for additions or modifications of

the above outlined series, and would

welcome letters or printed matter giv

ing plans for stimulating the interest

of the membership along this line—

either through practical talks or in

other definite ways.

FOREIGN CONFERENCES

Summer Conference at Wo Fo Ssu, North

China, June 21-30.

There was no doubt as to whether North

China was ready for a conference or not.

Missionaries and Chinese Christians re

sponded with such enthusiasm that quite a

while before the date of the conference

there was double the number of registra

tions planned.

Saturday, June 21, proved to be a clear.

warm day. We all started in rickshas, but

some were obliged to change to long carts

as soon as we left the Peking Wall. Others

walked and still others rode on donkeys.

The long journey was full of interest, for

the road was the one built especially for the

Emperors, from the western gate of the

city to their summer palaces near the hills.

After we had passed the summer palace we

were in a rolling hill country, among the

old Manchu garrison villages and watch

towers. As we bumped over the stonv

river-bed up the valley, the wooded spot in

which is found Wo Fo Ssu, the Temple of

the Sleeping Buddha, came into view. A

long avenue of tall cedars led up to the

three-arched gateway. A marble bridge

over a gold-fish pond led to the first en

closure. Court opened out of court in a

seemingly endless succession. The old

Buddha lav in the central court on a huge

wooden couch, stretched out to his full

sixteen feet, a calm. placid look on his

round face. The northern and eastern sec

tions of the temple and a series of buildings

and courtyards on the west have been

rented by the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation for summer conferences for fifteen

vears. Such an ideal spot as it is, with its

beautiful old trees, its great variety of

birds, its piles of rocks, and an unexpected

summer-house or shrine here and there!

The attendance at the conference numbered
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82 Chinese and 15 foreigners. The pro

gram included the Bible classes, discussion

on Association methods, and platform meet

ings. The speakers for these platform

meetings were especially strong—Mr. C. T.

Wang, vice-speaker of the Senate; Mr. C.

Y. Chang, China's delegate to the Edin

burgh Conference, and now a secretary of

the Chinese Continuation Committee; and

Pastor Ding Lee Mai, who is known to

many as the D. L. Moody of China.

Of course the usual recreation and rest

was taken in the afternoons—games, tennis,

climbing hills, a reception by the leaders to

the delegates, at which fancy Indian club

swinging was a special feature. College

day was entered into by the Chinese stu

dents in a most enthusiastic manner.

It had been deemed wisest by the con

ference committee to limit this conference

to Christians. At the last Sunday afternoon

meeting the girls had an opportunity to tell

what the conference had meant to them

personally. As one after another spoke,

and the ruling note of the conference was

personal responsibility for winning others

to Christ, we knew that the purpose of the

conference had been realized. We could see

what it was going to mean to the homes and

villages round about, and we long for the

day when there shall be a conference in

every section of China.

Second Student Conference for Woo Dia

lects, Shanghai, China, July 6-13.

We were invited by the Southern Baptist

Mission to use the buildings and grounds of

their girls' school for the conference. The

school had, of course, closed for the sum

mer, and the building with all its equip

ment was turned over to us, including the

servants, chop sticks, rice bowls, etc.

By six o'clock Saturday evening the halls

and rooms were full of bright-faced, eager

Chinese girls, each with her little pink rib

bon bow to show that she was in residence

as a regular delegate.

In China the language as well as other

things has to be taken into consideration in

deciding what limitations shall be set upon

attendancel The registration numbered 86,

about thirty of whom were young teachers.

There were representatives from twenty

different institutions, including a kinder

garten training school and two nurses'

training schools. Eleven denominations

were represented.

The theme of the conference was, “The

True Plan for Woman in God's Purpose

for China.” The program does not greatly

differ from conferences of American stu

dents: it is made up of Bible classes (led

by Chinese young women), discussion of

Association methods, platform addresses,

vesper services, and afternoons devoted to
recreation. *v
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At the beginning of the conference a

real conference spirit had arisen, due to the

fact probably that there were ten present

who had already attended one such con

ference and many others had come very

expectant as a result of the reports carried

back from the former one.

In America we know little of the difficul

ties the women in other countries meet in

their attempt to follow Christ. It is im

possible to conceive of the inspiration it is

for them to meet dozens of other girls who

are meeting like problems with theirs and

are overcoming some of them. It means

infinitely more to meet Christians of their

own race than any number of Christians of

the West because they know we seldom

meet with such difficulties as they do in

living the Christian life.

We felt that God was in this conference

in a wonderful way, and we thank him for

every girl who came and ask him to keep

us true to our promises to remember each

other in prayer before him, that all may

honor him in their homes and in their

schools.

Japanese Student Conference at Otsu,

Japan, July 22–26.

The Japanese Conference of 1913 was

held at Otsu on the shore about a day's

journey from Tokyo. There was a regis

tration of over 200 at the conference, with

140 in attendance all of the time. The con

ference committee was composed largely

of Japanese young women; the program

proved most helpful and the second sum

mer conference at Otsu proved a deepening

influence in the lives of those in attendance.

Australia.

The Triennial Convention of Australia

was held at Melbourne October 23-28, 1913.

Oriental Students at Summer Conferences,

I913.

Fifty-nine foreign students attended the

summer conferences of 1913. This number

included: Chinese, 37; Japanese, 12; In

dian, 6; Korean, 1; Armenian, 1 ; Bra

zilian, I ; French, I. -

At three of the conferences (Pacific

Coast, Central Student and Eastern Stu

dent) the Chinese and Japanese students

held group councils which proved most

helpful. At the Eastern Student Confer

ence the students from India held a similar

group council each day.

THE JAPANESE SUMMER CONFERENCE
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An innovation in board meetings has

been started in Quincy, Ill., which is

doubly interesting in view of the account

of the new kind of National Board meet

ings described elsewhere in this issue.

The Quincy directors now meet from 11

to 3 o'clock, and thus have opportunity

for luncheon and a social hour together

in addition to the regular business ses

S1On.

The teachers of the city schools and

the State normal school were entertained

at an informal reception given by the

Young Men's and Young Women's Chris

tian Associations together in Bellingham,

Washington. Members of the two

Boards of Directors were in the receiving

line. The young men gave an exhibition

of swimming and diving and the young

women did their share in serving the re

freshments. It was felt that the evening

succeeded in its purpose in creating a co

operative spirit between the teaching

force of the city and the two Christian

Associations, and the affair will probably

become an annual event. A similar re

ception was held by the Young Women's

Christian Association of Gloversville,

New York, in accordance with the cus

tom of several years.

Rows of cots filled the gymnasium of

the Syracuse Association during the State

Fair week. So many women and girls

who came into town for the fair could

not find regular lodgings, it was a

great accommodation to open the doors

of the Association for all sorts of pur

poses during the week. The Association

was represented among other women's

organizations at a reception given in the

“Woman's Building” erected for the

affair. On “Grange Day” the meeting

held in the Woman's Building was con

ducted by the Association, whose work

was presented with special reference to

the needs of country girls coming to the

city for work.

Five popular features given on five

consecutive evenings opened the fall

work of the Minneapolis Association

with a flourish: (1) A lecture was given

on salesmanship; (2) a diving and swim

ming contest advertised the new swim

ming pool; (3) a concert on the third

evening attracted attention to the musi

cal element in the Association; (4) a

play called the Association Flower Gar

den represented the other departments

of work; (5) a joint banquet was given

by the South America and Geneva clubs,

closing with a series of scenes which re

called conference memories.

The Camp Fire Girls of the Lancaster,

Pa., Association combined to give a corn

roast dinner on the banks of the Cone
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stoga River. The preliminary announce

ment is enough to make one's mouth wa

ter as well as to arouse interest in the

variety of Camp Fire groups: “The Blue

Bird and Wabasso groups of children

will skirmish and arrange the wood ready

for lighting; the Ramona girls will be

given the honor of lighting the Fire with

the Official Ceremony; the KoKoKoHo

group of girls will serve the rolls and

butter and arrange tables and places on

the ground in an attractive manner; the

Owaissa group will prepare and serve

the coffee and watermelon; the Shawan

dassee and WaWoRNaissa groups of

young women will prepare, cook and

serve the meats. Each one of these

groups will leave everything connected

with its assignment in good order after

the dinner is over. All are to wear their

official ceremonial dresses, dress at home.

and put on headbands arid feathers after

getting there.”

The latest in membership campaigns is

a ten-day motor-boat race on the Panama

Canal, held in Buffalo. A special obser

vation train, which speeds along the banks

of the Canal to set the pace for the mo

tor boats, supposedly carries the members

of the Board of Directors and the stand

ing committees. The teams which reach

the city of Panama first by securing a

given number of members will be re

warded by a real boat ride down the

Niagara River and the first crew will

also be given a special night in the As

sociation swimming pool.

“I wish you could see our girls and

boys playing on our new tennis court.

It is as good a court as there is in the

city and the best lighted one. We have

dozens of neighborhood children playing

in our grounds, too—the ones who have

not an inch of yard at home and who

come ragged and dirty with babies in

arms, and go-carts. The place looks

more like a day nursery than a Young

Women's Christian Association, but we

love having it that way and at night the

young women have their chance.”—

East Side Branch, Cleveland, Ohio.

A publicity campaign was held at the

Association of Jacksonville, Fla. A fea

ture of it was based on the principle of

contagion of personal enthusiasm, in that

during the week forty business women

actually called upon 1,000 of their fellow

business women to give them a personal

invitation to make use of the Association

buildings.

A poster contest to which all the girls

of McKeesport, Pa., were eligible, was

held at the Association of that city that

it might secure posters advertising its

features.
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JAPANESE SCENE IN FOREIGN PAGEANT, UNiveRSITY of Illinois

STUDENT NEWS ITEMS

The Freshman Frolic held by the As

sociation of the Kansas State University

had as one of its features a campus pro

cessional of upper-class girls with fresh

man partners, each holding a Japanese

lantern.

The twenty-ninth annual reception of

the Young Men's and Young Women's

Christian Associations of the University

of Illinois was held in October in the

new building of the latter Association.

The successful use of the foreign

pageant by the Association of the Uni

versity of Illinois in November, 1912, is

suggested by the accompanying pictures,

and is of special interest this month.

Not only did the use of the pageant help

in creating interest in mission study, but

aroused the attention of a good many

girls who had not been familiar with the

Association's work. By a ten-cent ad

mission twenty dollars was cleared.

Tentatively it was suggested that the

Summer School Association membership

have a share in the supervisory work of

the Young Women's Christian Associa

tion, and, while this was not possible

everywhere this year, Ohio University, at

Athens, has set the pace with a pledge of

$8.55, very nearly forty per cent of their

summer school Association dues. A

large membership of about two hundred

proved that the girls in the summer

school want the Association.

It was hard to believe that they were

responsible teachers most of the year, to

watch them playing Ring Around Rosy,

Drop the Handkerchief, and Three Deep,

singing old-fashioned songs and dancing

the Virginia Reel there on the open cam

pus just at dusk. But they were, and this

was the way the Young Women's Chris

tian Association in the Summer School at

the West Virginia University took to en

tertain the three or four hundred teachers

who studied there this summer. Ice

cream cones and lemonade sold at cost

served for refreshments, and when they

trooped home, tired but hilarious, the

Association girls thought contentedly—

“Perhaps they will go and do likewise for

their own schools—a sort of village fes

tival. Anyhow, we'll suggest it.”

A definite result of the recommenda

tion on membership made at the Rich

mond Convention was the nature of the

membership campaign conducted this fall

at Randolph-Macon Woman's College in

Virginia. The campaign emphasized per

sonal responsibility in an unusual way.

Following a general Sunday night ad

dress by Miss Mary Porter, the field sec

retary, small groups of freshmen were

spoken to by older girls who had been

chosen in the spring to present in this

way the local work and a freshman's re

lation to it, while at the same time the

older girls, grouped according to classes,

were addressed by representatives of

their own class. At these meetings the

address given by Miss Jessie Woodrow

Wilson at Richmond was read by each

speaker, and the girls accepted its chal

lenge. The result is a larger and much

more responsible membership. The card

catalogue system will be used in giving

each member a definite piece of work to

do, and it is hoped that a broadcast dis
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SOUTH AMERICAN SCENE in FOREIGN PAGEANT, UNiveRSITY OF ILLINois

tribution of the North American Stu

dent will also help in this respect.

The following charming account of the

house-party by means of which a field

student committee held its first meeting

of the year may suggest similar field or

local conferences in other parts of the

country:

“Sunshine and dancing blue waters, a

swiftly fading shoreline to the right, to

the left miles and miles of white-caps,

boats close at hand and dimly distant—

this was the view lakewards. Landwards,

a white cottage, with quaintly peaked

gables, nestled among pines and oaks and

butternuts; back of it were fields, gold

and purple with autumnal flowers, and

woods darkly green, save where a branch

was touched with scarlet. Among sur

roundings such as these the Student De

partment of the Ohio and West Virginia

Field Committee met in the early part of

September to plan for the year's work.

Miss Helen Taylor, our chairman, invited

us to come to her cottage for the first

meeting of the fall and such of us as

could do so most joyfully accepted. We

had been warned that we would have to

work, and work we did, as may be proved

by the minutes of the meeting. Of this I

shall say no more. Play is my theme.

“Since coming home I have wondered

if ever there was a department in which

there was such a delightful combination

of earnest application to a definite task

and whole-hearted enjoyment of out-door

life. We worked for three days and had

a Sunday of rest, recreation and quiet

worship. While no one day was exactly

like any other, still our program de

manded regularity. So from nine until

half-past eleven we concentrated all of

our energies on the problems of our

field, except for a small recess for milk

and cookies, but at eleven-thirty books

and pencils were tossed on the ground

(we met out under a great butternut tree),

and the members of the Student Depart

ment made a dash for bathing suits and

then for a plunge in the icy cold waters

of Lake Huron. After a vigorous rub

down and a few moments of rest we were

more than ready for dinner. Even Michi

gan lumbermen would have marveled at

our appetites! From dinner time until

half-past two each did as she wished.

Then we assembled and for an hour and

a half forgot that boats were sailing past

and alluring paths inviting to rambles in

the woods. At four we had tea, and then

more study. At six came supper, with

jokes and laughter and a lingering about

the table. Of all the times of day the

evenings were the best. After the busi

ness was disposed of we sat around a

crackling fire and popped corn or toasted

marshmallows and talked and talked.

Sometimes we aired our views on ques

tions of philosophy, sometimes we re

called our college days, and sometimes

we frankly frivoled; but whatever the

topics might be through these discus

sions we developed new bonds of sym

pathy and came to know each other in

a way which, we trust, will make for

more effective co-operation.

“On Monday night we had a shore sup

per. The moon arose clear and almost full
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out of the silver grey waters and off near

the horizon the yellow lights of the big

freight ships twinkled and glimmered.

Down by the beach we had our fire and

cooked our supper and by our great en

joyment of our charred ears of corn and

other viands proved that underneath the

woman lies the child. Moonlight frolics

on the beach, swimming, walking in the

woods, chatting around an open fire, liv

ing in the open, sleeping soundly all the

night, eating like growing boys, and

studying hard for seven hours a day that

we may help to unite women students ‘in

loyalty to Jesus Christ, to lead them to

accept him as their personal Saviour, to

build them up in the knowledge of Christ,

especially through Bible study and Chris

tian service, that their character and con

duct may be consonant with their belief"

—such is the tale of our days at Gºjo:
44

Beach. -

An annual report of Miss Mary Cor

bett, student secretary of the Northeast

Field, while it furnishes not so much

actual news items as a gauging of the

tendencies in the whole field, has many

points of interest. To begin with Miss

Corbett reports a membership in the fifty

seven Associations in this territory of

5,318, or exactly 1,000 more than last

year. It is interesting, too, to know that

in the work of visiting these Associations

during the year, the student secretary

traveled 10,759 miles! The effects of the

three Commissions and of the Mohonk

Conference are perceptible throughout

this analysis of personal student condi

tions. “It is not the work of the Asso

ciation to do everything in college, but

to be a determining factor in the spirit

ual life of the student body. It should

emphasize life and character instead of

numbers. At Lake Mohonk leaders from

many nations emphasized the fact that

a small membership of young women

who really care for our purpose is

infinitely more valuable than the largest

number of indifferent members.” Fol

lowing Mr. Mott's report of a na

tional falling off in Bible study, a plea

is made for greater devotion to personal

Bible study and prayer as the rock bot

tom of all our work. A study is being

made by this territory into the extrava

gances of college women. Another em

phasis was upon the need of reverent

Sunday observance, rather than letting

Sunday be a gala day or a time for catch

ing up with all sorts of odds and ends of

work. The report closes with the story

of a graduate who said recently that after

ten years out of college she had not out

grown the student Association, but was

just beginning to understand it and was

constantly feeling the influence of ideas

and standards which she got almost un

consciously in her college Association.

ASSOCIATION WORK IN THE

COUNTRY

A successful Eight-Week Club sends

in this attractive account of its summer

work, written by its leader, Miss Mazie

Kirkpatrick, a member of the Greens

boro State Normal Association:

“A hearty greeting to you from the

Haywood Merry Workers! Haywood,

because that's the name of our mountain

county; Merry, because that's the domi

nant spirit of our lives; and Workers,

because we apply our hands to mechan

ical things, our hearts to finer things,

and because we call our heads to our

assistance in everything we attempt. We

are just twenty in number— but that

twenty is a group of constitution-abid

ing girls, of ready service girls, and

lastly, of girls eager for the best, the

noblest, and the highest ideals of life.

“Through our club meetings we strive

to gain this higher vision of life by de

voting an allotted time to the study of

the Book of Books, and by coming in

contact as best we may with the lives of

such people as Robert Livingston, Alice

Freeman Palmer and Helen Keller. We

attempt to make ourselves more efficient

in house-keeping by actually putting into

practice the suggestions of the world's

best home-makers, and it is then that

each face glows with enthusiasm and in

terest over some new intricacy of sew

ing or cooking. We try by reading and

discussing such books as “The Calling

of Dan Matthews,” “The Christian,” and

“The Lady of the Decoration,” to ac

quaint ourselves with some of the situa

tions which face those who go out into

the wide world. And then, just as all

young folks are wont to do, “The Trail

of the Lonesome Pine,” “Freckles,”

“The Girl of the Limberlost,” “Mary

Cary,” “Molly Make Believe,” and “Re

becca of Sunnybrook Farm,” get their

due respect.

“Lastly—and this is what we are most

intent on telling you about (yet words

cannot tell the joy of it—experience is

the only true spokesman there)—what

can give an enterprising girl more joy

than to lighten the heart of Somebody’s

grandmother by an occasional visit and

some little gift of her own hands; or to

make possible and delightful an Interde

nominational Meeting of Mothers and

Fathers, or to make lighter the burdens

of a rural school teacher by setting the

schoolroom in order and placing fresh

flowers on her desk the first blue Monday

of her school year?

“These are only a very few of the

things which it is possible for a group of

country girls to do; but we hope you have

caught just a spark of the joy that we

have had in our meetings; and we hope
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that more of our country girls may have

the opportunuity of being members of an

Eight-Week Club.”

TRAINING SCHOOL NOTES

The doors of the National Training

School opened Saturday, September 20, so

that students from afar could get their

bearings, become settled, and have time

for registration before the first day of

the semester, Wednesday, September 24.

Miss Dodge presided at the formal

opening and Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin,

pastor of the Madison Avenue Presby

terian Church, made the address. Stu

dents, headquarters people, and Associa:

tion friends sat erect to catch every word

of the marvelous exposition of the atti

tude of mind and heart of those who

would see the risen Lord in this genera

tion. Mr. Coffin touched upon the char

acteristics of the preceding religious

periods and dwelt, on the helplessness of

undertaking “social service,” the favorite

occupation of this period, without the

power of the Holy Spirit to reveal spirit

ual needs and create a burning love in

the workers' hearts.

On Saturday, October 4, as many

alumnae as possible came back for the in

itiation of the class of 1914. This has

to be a unique ceremony because the con

dition is unique, that is, all students are

seniors. In a one year course no one is

a spectator at any function. All are par

ticipants. Hence college customs can not

be absorbed seriatim. They have to be

transferred, almost transfused, by one dis

tinct ceremony which here bears the mis

leading title of “initiation.”

Elsie Lewis, of 1913, was the presiding

officer and called for the trophy each new

student had been requisitioned to bring

from old Gramercy Park to prove that

she had been down to see it. From Miss

Thoburn's story of Number Three the

new students learned of the contribution

each former class had made to the com

posite called school history, such as the

Training School Call, which Dora Maya

Das of India, class of 1910, originated,

the candle ceremony and other commence

ment features; also the contributions the

school has made to the Association at

large, such as the Foreign Pageant which

the class of 1912 prepared, and some con

tributions made to literature and life, such

as the Tadger stories of Jane Ward of

1912, who was landing in China just as

her successors, the class of 1914, were

landing here. From Miss Adams' charge,

the seriousness of student life was

realized—

“I bring to you a legacy and charge you

to keep it unsullied and to pass it on more

glorious.

The spirit of Faith, which is loyalty to

God and your fellows.

The spirit of Hope, joyous and ex

pectant.

The spirit of Love, patient and sacri

ficial.

A charge I give to you, that you dwell

together in the unity of the spirit, which

is the bond of peace.

And now abideth Faith, Hope, Love,

these three; and the greatest of these is

Love.”

Miss Dow spoke of the coming into

this present house and Miss Wilson of

the past and future. The alumnae sang

the candle song. And then the class, fol

lowing Miss Myra Withers, their presi

dent, marched past the fireplace to “tap"

(hence the new name for this evening—

Tap Night) with the class gavel the sym

bolic “Number Three,” pledging their help

in keeping the school spirit true.

Then the class of 1914 launched them

selves with a brilliant song which proved

them rivals of the musical class of 1911.

The list of students already arrived for

the regular courses is as, follows:

June Achenbach of Los Angeles, Cal.,

business employment secretary, Los An

geles; Anna V. Amundsen of Seattle,

Wash., business secretary, Seattle; Kath

erine Lewis Aller of New York City, vol

unteer worker; Irene Armes of Lexing

ton, Mass., Boston Normal School, physi

cal director, Dayton, Ohio, and Richmond,

Va.; Beulah Bowen of Buffalo, N. Y.,

Wellesley, 1910, member board of di

rectors, Buffalo; Carrie B. Chandler of

Brooklyn, N. Y., general secretary, Laurel,

Miss.; Anna Louise Cole, Syracuse Uni

versity, 1894, general secretary, Bing

hamton, N. Y.; Jeanette Dutchess of Oak

land, N. J., member board of directors,

Paterson, N. J.; Ruth Emerson of Cin

cinnati, Ohio, Wellesley, 1907, member

student department of Ohio and West Vir

ginia Field Committee; Margaret Flen

niken of Winnsboro, S. C., Erskine Col

lege, 1906, teacher in Girls' School, Cairo,

Egypt; Florence Hale, Nebraska Wes

leyan 1909, general secretary, Muscatine,

Iowa; Jennie Heald, volunteer worker at

Lynchburg, Va.; Frances Herbert of Sum

ter, S. C., general secretary at Charleston,

S. C., and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Alice

Hofrichter, Cleveland, Ohio, Hiram Col

lege 1913, volunteer worker in city and

student Associations; Martha Hoyt, vol

unteer worker in Portland, Oregon; Lil

lian Preston Hull of Boston, Mass., Smith

College 1902; Gail Lane of Fresno, Cal.,

Occidental College 1907, secretary, Sacra

mento and Fresno, Cal.; Anna B. Lock

hart, Portland, Oregon, Training Center,

Kansas State Normal School 1908, gen
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eral secretary at Great Falls, Mont. ;

Gertrude MacArthur, of New York City,

Vassar 1896, chairman department con

ventions and conferences, National Board;

Elizabeth MacFarland, University of Chi

cago 1907, volunteer worker at Danville,

Ill.; Anna McClintock of Denver, Colo.,

Smith College 1902, member foreign de

partment of West Central Field Com

mittee; Anna R. Nesom of Phillipsburg.

N. J., Northeast Training Center, gen

eral secretary, Jacksonville, Fla.; Florence

B. O'Neill, volunteer worker, New York

City; Marion Osgood, Stanford Uni

versity 1909, member board of directors,

San José, Cal., volunteer worker in

Japan; Faith Parmelee, Oberlin 1906, gen

eral secretary, Plainfield, N. J.; Edith M.

Reid of New York City, Smith College

1900, volunteer worker in Brooklyn, N. Y.;

Mary Ann Parkhurst, of Lake Bluff, Ill.,

Chicago Training School for city, home

and foreign missions 1898, missionary in

India; Pauline Sage of Cincinnati, Ohio,

Wellesley College 1901, student secretary,

Wellesley College; Edna C. Sandlin, physi

cal director, Birmingham, Ala.; Ruth

Sayles of Oak Park, Ill., Mt. Holyoke Col

lege, club worker at Association house,

Chicago; Amy May Smith of Columbus,

Ohio, Ohio Wesleyan 1908, volunteer

worker; Marguerite Stuart of Houston,

Texas, University of Texas 1909, general

secretary, Houston; Hattie Ella Tenney,

general secretary, Montreal, Canada;

Dotha Varker, Portland Training Cen

ter, secretary, Tacoma, Wash.; Mabel

Ward of Mansfield, Ohio, Smith Col

lege IOI I, volunteer assistant to trav

eling student secretary for Ohio and

West Virginia; Marjorie Ware of Wake

field, Mass., junior secretary, Brooklyn,

N. Y.; Ethel Weld of Boerne, Texas,

Southwest Texas Normal School, Nash

ville Training Center, acting general sec

retary, Fort Worth, Texas; Myra Withers

of St. Louis, Mo., University of Nebraska,

I013, student secretary South Central

Field Committee; Willie R. Young of

Charlotte, N. C., Smith College 1909, stu

dent secretary, Virginia College.

CALL TO THE SEVENTH INTERNA

TIONAL CONVENTION OF THE

STUDENT VOLUNTEER

MOVEMENT.

The Seventh International Convention of

the Student Volunteer Movement will be

held at Kansas City, Missouri, beginning

Wednesday afternoon, December 31, 1913,

and closing Sunday night, January 4th,

1914. These Volunteer Conventions are

held but once in each student generation—

that is, once every four years—and consti

tute the largest, the most representative,

the most powerful, the most fruitful, and

the most notable gatherings of the students

of North America.

It is expected that the Convention will be

attended by delegates (students and pro

fessors) from some eight hundred insti

tutions. In addition there will be present,

as invited honorary delegates, secretaries

of foreign mission boards, foreign mission

aries at home on furlough, editors of pa

pers, representatives of student movements

of other lands, and other Christian leaders.

The Convention will have four prominent

features. In the first place, the main pro

gram will occupy the morning and night

sessions, and will include the strongest

speakers of Christendom on the various

themes to be presented. In the second

place, there will be held on each afternoon

sectional conferences, each with its own

complete program. The third feature will

be a large and impressive exhibit bearing

on the progress of Christianity in the world.

The fourth feature will be the exceptional

opportunities for intercollegiate, interde

nominational and international fellowship.

The benefits of this great gathering are

limitless. Held at the most opportune time

in the history of the Church, bringing to

gether so many of the leading spirits in all

the centers of learning, as well as re

sponsible leaders of the forces of Chris

tianity, the Kansas City Convention, with

inexhaustible Divine resources available,

will give a mighty impulse to the religious

life of the colleges, stir the entire Church

to greater zeal and sacrifice for the realiza

tion of her missionary objective, and make

possible a truly remarkable onward move

ment in the world's evangelization.

If this inspiring hope is to be realized, it

is essential that all who are interested in

the progress of Christ's Kingdom give

themselves faithfully in prayer on behalf of

the Convention plans and arrangements, ex

ercising the largest faith in the Almighty

God of the nations, in Jesus Christ, the

Saviour of mankind, in the Holy Spirit,

who energizes men to perform great and

unselfish deeds.

Correspondence regarding the Convention

may be addressed to the General Secretary.

John R. Mott, Chairman.

J. Ross Stevenson, Vice-Chairman

W. HARLEY SMITH

CHARLEs D. HURREY

CLARA. C. BENSoN

BERTHA CoNDá

Executive Committee.

F. P. TURNER, General Secretary,

600 Lexington Avenue, New York



EDITORIAL

Student Volunteer Convention

On another page of this issue will

be found The Call to the Seventh In

ternational Convention of the Student

Volunteer Movement, which we would

bring to the special attention of all

student Associations. The purpose of

this Convention is (1) to bring to

gether at Kansas City representative

delegations of students and professors

from all important institutions of

higher learning in Canada and the

United States, and leaders of the for

eign missionary enterprise, for helpful

association and conference; (2) to

consider unitedly the problem of the

evangelization of the non-Christian

world; (3) to gain inspiration and a

vision of the foreign missionary re

sponsibilities of the Church; (4) to

pray and earnestly resolve to enter

with greater consecration upon the

work of extending the Kingdom of

Christ among non-Christian nations.

The meetings will include addresses

by some of the ablest speakers of

North America and other lands on the

needs of the non-Christian world to—

day, as well as addresses for the deep

ening of the spiritual life. There will

also be time set apart each day for

discussions, sectional conferences and

interviews.

Any student Association can ill

afford not to be represented at this

“the largest, the most representative,

the most powerful, the most fruitful,

and the most notable gathering of the

students of North America.” Dele

gates will include students (men and

women), both volunteers and non-vol

unteers, from at least 800 universities,

colleges, theological seminaries and

other leading institutions of higher

learning in the United States and

Canada. -

The basis of representation is a

follows:

I. Two student delegates from each

institution and one additional student

delegate for each 200 students or frac

tion thereof above the first 200 stu

dents matriculated in the institution.

2. One member of the faculty of

each institution.

3. The secretaries employed by the

Student Young Men's and Young

Women's Christian Associations will

be received as delegates ex officio.

4. A limited number of student vol

unteers not at present connected with

any institution will be invited.

Information regarding railroad

rates will be issued as soon as ar

rangements are completed. A regis

tration fee of $3.00 is required of each

delegate. Properly accredited dele

gates will be entertained in the homes

of Kansas City. This entertainment

includes lodging and the morning and

evening meals. Names and registra

tion fees of all delegates, whether they

desire entertainment or not, should be

sent on or before December 1st to

Mr. T. S. Sharp, Convention Regis

trar, 600 Lexington Avenue, New

York City, as neither entertainment

nor tickets of admission can be guar

anteed after that date. Further in

formation about the Convention may

be obtained from your field student

secretary or from Nº. F. P. Turner,

600 Lexington Avenue, New York

City.

These Student Volunteer Conven

tions come once in four years—that

is, once in a student generation. This

is the one Convention which you as a

student can attend and from which

the students now in college with you

can receive the mighty inspiration

which will come from contact with

this center of marvelous spiritual

power. With this in mind will you

not consider carefully the question of

the representation of your Association

at the Kansas City Convention?
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The general secretary of the San

Francisco Association asks that

through these columns every Asso

ciation in the country be urged to

warn girls and women against going

to San Francisco on the supposition

that they can secure employment be

cause of the approaching Panama

Exposition. To quote from her

letter:

“We are already overwhelmed by

those who have arrived thus early,

and we are besieged with letters

from all over the United States, ask

ing us about the possibilities of se

curing employment.

“It is impossible to find positions

for one-quarter of the number who

are here now; so you will see the

hopeless outlook for those who will

come from this time on. I cannot

make this plea too strong.”

The National Board will be at home

on Thursday afternoon, December

4th, from three until six, to friends

and local Association members in

New York and its vicinity. The

Board wishes also to extend a most

cordial invitation through these col

umns to any member of any local As

sociation elsewhere who may be in

New York on that date.

This is the first anniversary of the

dedication of the National headquar

ters, and it is hoped that every Asso

ciation member will feel a renewed

interest and pride in the building

which means so much to Associations

everywhere.

One of the most interesting for

eign student Associations is in Na

ples, Italy. Recently new head

quarters have been secured on the

Vomero, with a glorious view over

looking the city. Small parties of

Association members visiting Na

ples can secure rooms there. The

pension rate of these rooms is 7

francs a day. Visitors can apply di

rectly to the general secretary, Miss

Almira F. Leavitt, Palazzo Lemme

Parco Antonina, Vomero, Naples,

Italy.

Summer Conference Photographic Contest

Prizes for the photographic competi

tion at the various summer conferences

of 1913 have been awarded as follows:

School Girls.

First Prize—Miss Margaret Lukens,

Germantown Friends School, German

town, Pennsylvania.

Second Prize—Miss Elizabeth B. Hur

lock, Seiler School, Harrisburg, Penn

sylvania.

Pacific Coast.

First Prize—Miss Helen Horton, Stan

ford University, Stanford, California.

Second Prize—Miss Mary Louise At

satt, Pomona College, Claremont, Cali

fornia.

East Central Student.

First Prize—Miss Esta Wareheim, Leb

anon Valley College, Annville, Penn

sylvania.

Second Prize—Miss Madelaine E. Wil

liams, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie,

New York.

Eastern Student.

First Prize—Miss Muriel A. Cheney,

Syracuse University, Syracuse, New

York.

Second Prize—Miss Edith L. Jardine,

International Institute, 113 East 34th

Street, New York City.

Central City. -

First Prize—The Toledo Delegation,

Toledo, Ohio.

Northwest.

First Prize—Miss Enid Bell, McMinn

ville College, McMinnville, Oregon.

Southern.

First Prize—Miss Lelia E. Robertson,

Farmville, Virginia.

Central Student.

First Prize—Miss Elna R. Gerlach,

Winona College, Winona Lake, Indiana.

Western City.

First Prize—St. Joseph Delegation, St.

Joseph, Missouri.

Second Prize–Kansas City Delegation,

Kansas City, Kansas.



SECRETARIAL CHANGES

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of the Association Year

Book up to date by noting therein all

secretarial changes.

Field

Inez Beebe, formerly general secretary

at Kansas City, Mo., to be student secre

tary for the Texas State Committee.

LOCAL

GENERAL

Lena Brokaw, formerly general secre

tary at Richmond, Va., to hold the same

position at Jacksonville, Fla.

Willie Fagan, formerly student secre

tary at the State Normal School, Athens,

Ga., to hold the same position at the Ala

bama Girls' Technical Institute, Monte

vallo, Ala.

Mabel Gaines, to be student secretary at

the Southwestern Texas Normal School,

San Marcos, Texas.

Mary Hansen, formerly temporary as

sistant at Tacoma, Wash., to be acting

general secretary at Great Falls, Mont.

Letitia Jenkins, to be general secretary

at Chester, Pa.

Mildred Jones, formerly student secre

tary at Indiana University, Bloomington,

Ind., to hold the same position at North

western University, Evanston, Ill

Elsie D. Landfear, to be branch secre

tary of the Warner Branch at Bridge

port, Conn.

Edith Lehman, formerly general secre

tary at Haverhill, Mass., to hold the same

position at Bay City, Mich.

Morna Michael, to be student secretary

at the State Normal School, Athens, Ga.

Mrs. E. N. Phillips, to be general secre

tary at Phoenix, Ariz.

Ruth M. Reed, formerly general secre

tary at Elgin, Ill., to be acting general

secretary at Lancaster, Ohio.

Clarinda C. Richards, to be general

secretary for Greene County, Tanners

ville, N. Y.

Ethel N. Shepard, to be general secre

tary at Worcester, Mass.

Marion Shepard, formerly acting gen

eral secretary at New Bedford, Mass., to

be general secretary at Jamestown, N. Y.

Margaret Williams, formerly an

nounced as physical director at Council

Bluffs, Iowa, to be general secretary at

the same place.

DEPARtmental

Mrs. James Alward, to be cafeteria di

rector at South Bend, Ind.

Olive Bannister, to be educational sec

retary at Pasadena, Cal.

Ruth Benson, to be educational and ex

tension secretary at Colorado Springs,

Colo.

Margaret A. Bicking, to be extension

secretary at Evansville, Ind.
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Jessie Bidwell, to be assistant member

ship secretary at Cleveland, Ohio.

Mary W. #ºn. to be physical director

at Laurel, Miss. -

May H. Breckenridge, to be physical di

rector at Pasadena, Cal. -

Clara Brewster, formerly physical di

rector at Des Moines, Iowa, to hold the

same position at Omaha, Neb. -

Ida J. Britton, formerly cafeteria di

rector at Jacksonville, Fla., to be business

secretary at the same place.

Eleanor Brown, to be physical director

at Keokuk, Iowa.

Irwin L. Caton, formerly physical di

rector at Augusta, Ga., to hold the same

position at Philadelphia, Pa. -

Mignette Chapman, to be domestic sci

ence and art director at Binghamton,

N. Y.

Edith Chase, to be house secretary at

Albany, N. Y.

Lenore M. Chubb, to be physical di

rector at Lancaster, Ohio.

Mrs. Louise S. Clark, to be room di

rectory secretary at Los Angeles, Cal.

Jane Cooper, formerly domestic science

director at Wilmerding, Pa., to be second

assistant in domestic science at Pittsburgh,

3.

Elsie M. Cragin, to be assistant voca

tional secretary at Los Angeles, Cal.

Hattie Craighead, to be domestic sci

ence director at Worcester, Mass.

Stella Creighton, to be assistant secre

tary at East Liverpool, Ohio.

Ruth Cummer, to be assistant extension

secretary at Cleveland, Ohio.

Alice Davis, formerly physical director

at El Paso, Texas, to hold the same po

sition at Dallas, Texas.

Willie Greene Day, to be domestic sci

ence director at Columba, S. C.

Lillian Farley, to be domestic science di

rector at Victor Mfg. Co., Greer, S. C.

Leona Fette, formerly physical director

at Peoria, Ill., to be assistant physical di

rector at the Recreation Center of the

Metropolitan Board, New York City.

Berenice Fuller, formerly junior secre

tary at Indianapolis, Ind., to be assistant

secretary at the same place.

Amy Garner, formerly announced as

Amy Gomer, to be physical director at

Evansville, Ind.

Margaret Giere, to be office assistant at

the Central Branch, New York City.

Mary Gillies, to be assistant member

ship secretary at Los Angeles, Cal.

Margaret Goodrich, to be domestic art

director at Albany, N. Y

Virginia Hamilton, formerly physical di

rector at Newburgh, N. Y., to be assistant

physical director at St. Louis, Mo.

Kate M. Heacock, to be extension secre

tary at Lincoln, Neb. -

Anna S. F. Hennings, to be house secre

tary at Portsmouth, Ohio.
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Oril E. Henthorne, to be religious work

director at Los Angeles, Cal.

Leila M. Hickcox, to be house secretary

at Bay City, Mich.

Essie M. Hoag, formerly business sec

retary at Sioux City, Iowa, to be assistant

secretary at the same place.

Erma A. Hoopes, to be cafeteria di

rector at Wichita, Kans.

Marion Hopkins, of the National Train

ing School, 1913, to be special worker at

Jacksonville, Fla.

Nelle Houston, formerly general sec

retary at Missoula, Mont., to be assistant

and business secretary at the West Side

Branch, New York City.

Beatrice A. Hunt, to be domestic sci

ence and art director at New Bedford,

Mass.

Isabel Hunt, formerly assistant exten

sion secretary at Grand Rapids, Mich, to

be extension and membership secretary at

Jackson, Mich.

Ella Jones, to be house secretary at

Muskegon, Mich.

Margaret M. Jude, formerly assistant

physical secretary at Nashville, Tenn., to

be physical director at Chattanooga, Tenn.

Josephine Kelley, to be assistant secre

tary at Lynchburg, Va.

May Kelly, to be physical director at

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Verna Kerley, to be domestic science di

gº at Monaghan Mills, Greenville,

Edith Lee, formerly assistant secretary

at Easton, Pa., to hold the same position

at Wilmerding, Pa.

Marguerite Leith, to be physical director

at Athens, Ga.

Miss Lenox, to be physical director at

Columbus, Ohio.

Evangeline Long, to be junior secre

tary at Lincoln, Neb.

Grace McElree, to be physical director

at El Paso, Texas.

Miss McGinnis, to be assistant secretary

at Dubuque, Iowa.

Pearl McLin, to be cafeteria director

at Jacksonville, Fla.

Mrs. Gertrude Madison, to be cafeteria

director at Jersey City, N. J.

Ruby Marcum, to be physical director

at Tampa, Fla.

Mrs. Jean Martin, to be domestic art

director at Minneapolis, Minn.

Hazel Matthews, to be physical di

rector at Fort Worth, Texas.

Mrs. Gertrude Myers Meyer, to be of—

fice secretary at South Bend, Ind.

Ruth Moerdyke, to be industrial and ex

tension secretary at South Bend, Ind.

Mary C. Murray, to be physical director

at Bar Harbor, Me.

Alberta V. Newton, formerly assistant

membership secretary at Los Angeles,

Cal., to be registrar at the same place.

Miss Nimms, to be lunch room director

at St. Paul, Minn. -

Elizabeth Otte, to be domestic science

director at Albany, N. Y.

Edith Patton, to be physical director

and office secretary for Greene County,

Ohio.

Frances B. Philo, to be physical di

rector at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Henrietta M. Poole, to be house secre

tary and cafeteria director at Williams

port, Pa.

Mrs. M. U. Pou, to be house secretary

and cafeteria director at Tampa, Fla.

Sue Price, to be physical director at

New Orleans, La.

Nellie Reinhold, to be domestic art di

rector at Erie, Pa.

Lucy Richardson, to be assistant physi

cal director at New Orleans, La.

Mrs. H. E. Robins, formerly house sec

retary at Jacksonville, Fla., to be dining

room manager at the same place.

Marion Rome, to be physical director at

Albany, N. Y.

Anna Salmon, formerly employment

secretary at Scranton, Pa., to be business

secretary at the same place.

Ruth Sheldon, formerly swimming

teacher at Omaha, Neb., to be physical di

rector at Nashville, Tenn.

Elizabeth Slack, to be domestic science

director at McKeesport, Pa.

Bernice Smith, to be religious work di

rector at Aurora, Ill.

JElsie Smith, to be physical director at

Fresno, Cal.

Lilian Smith, to be cashier and book

keeper at the Harriet Judson Home,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Nancy Smith, to be house secretary

(Ward Annex) at Nashville, Tenn.

Edith Stauffer, formerly extension sec

retary at Erie, Pa., to be assistant exten

sion secretary at Philadelphia, Pa.

Mrs. Ralph Taylor, to be house secre

§. at the Harlem Branch, New York

ity.

Frances L. Toy, to be assistant indus

trial and extension secretary at South

Bend, Ind.

Florence Van Duyne, to be domestic art

director at Newark, N. J.

Margaret Van Fleet, formerly general

secretary at Knoxville, Tenn., to be re

ligious work director at South Bend, Ind.

Cora Varney, formerly general secre

tary at Everett, Wash., to be financial

secretary at Los Angeles, Cal. .

Mrs. E. T. Vaughan, to be cafeteria di

rector at Charleston, W. Va.

Edith Walker, to be office secretary at

Omaha, Neb. -

Adelaide Whitcomb, to be house secre

tary at Pasadena, Cal.

Sadie Williams, to be house secretary at

Warren, Ohio.

Mary Wybrandt, to be cafeteria di

rector at Dubuque Iowa.



The Name

REMINGTON

Stands for

The Longest History

The Widest Experience

The Greatest Manufacturing Resources

The Most Complete and Comprehensive Product

The Largest Selling Organization

of any concern in the typewriter business.

From every angle and from every point of view the Remington

qualifies as the “Recognized Leader Among Typewriters”—First

and Always.

Official Typewriter of the Panama-Pacific

International Exposition.

Remington Typewriter Company

(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

PATENTED

The Perfect Shower Control

Valve

WRITE FOR BULLETIN No. 3

HOFFMANN & BILLINGS

MFG. CO.

Milwaukee - - WIS.

ASK YOUR PLUMBER

LADIES" Type shower

Please mention The Associatien Monthly when writing to advertisers
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Fall Publications

Recognition Service. For welcoming new members into a

student Association............................50 cents per 100.

Cabinet Outfit. An assortment of pamphlets on all the cabinet

and committee activities of a student Association. Should be

ordered by every cabinet member........................50 cents.

Report of the World’s Student Christian Federation Con

ference at Lake Mohonk. An essential part of all student

Association archives.............................................40 cents

The Christian Approach to Social Morality, by Dr.

Richard C. Cabot. A constructive, sane discussion of sex

education and conduct in its rightful place as but one phase

of all human affections and relationships...............50 cents.

Young Working Girls (previously announced as The Girl vs.

the City). Compiled by Robert A. Woods from the

experience of 2,000 settlement workers. Introduction by

Jane Addams. For all who are working with industrial girls,

or for home mission study classes

Paper 60 cents; cloth $1.00

The Foreign Annual for 1913. Popularly describes Association

work in India, China, Japan and South America. Published

especially for use in connection with the World's Week of

prayer, November, 1913............................. - - - - - - - - - -25 cents

Personal Account Book. Will tell you at a glance how much

you are spending and for what. Can be carried in handbag

for immediate entry under nine printed budget headings:

Living Expenses, Clothing, Recreation, etc..........15 Cents

Calendar for 1914. Will solve many Christmas Problems for

you. The legend on the tan and old blue cover, “Ye shall

see the King in his beauty and the land of far distances,”

interprets the nature of the daily quotations. Special

envelope.............................................................30 Cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

National Board Young Womens Christian Associations

600 Lexington Avenue, New York City
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Make Your Reading Count

READ THIS COURSE

(Thirty-sixth C. L. S. C. Year)

Rambles and Studies in Greece. By J. P. Mahaffy,

C.V.O., author of “Social Life in Greece,” “History

of Greek Literature,” etc......................................$1.50

The Message of Greek Art. By Dr. H. H. Powers,

Pres. Bureau of University Travel. 125 illustrations 2.oo

Studies in the Poetry of Italy: Roman and Italian. By

Frank Justus Miller, University of Chicago, and Oscar

Kuhns, Wesleyan University..................... * - - - - - - - - - - - - I.50

The Meaning of Evolution. By Samuel C. Schmucker,

West Chester State Normal School, Pennsylvania...... I.50

“The Chautauquan: A Weekly Newsmagazine.” Illus

trated. Containing:

Where Civilizations Meet: Round About Constanti

nople. By Frank Chapin Bray, Managing Editor

Chautauqua Press. -

Current Events. “Highways and Byways” news per

spective...............................................................2.OO

All Four Books (cloth bound) and the Magazine...... $5.ook

*Remit 30 cents extra for postage or prepaid express.

“Collect” charges are more.

“Easy for Anybody, Worth While for Everybody”

If in doubt, send stamp for handbook of testimonials

Address Chautauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York

Don’t Read at Random
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Printer
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Ladies' Gymnasium Suits

Approbation of Leading Physical

Directors

Consumers League Endorsement

COLUMBIA GVMNASIUM SUIT CO.

301 Congress Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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Apparatus

Playground

Apparatus

Lockers

Anthropometric Apparatus

NARRAGANSETT MACHINE CO.

Write for Catalogs PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S. A.

THE EXHIBIT

A description in chart form of Young

Women's Christian Asssociation work.

Price, 15 Cents.

PUBLICAtion departMent

The National Board of the Young Womens

Christian Associations

600 Lexington Avenue

MARGARET LOUISA HOME

OF THE Y. W. C. A.

14 East 16th Street, New York

A home-like hotel for Protestant self-supporting

women. Restaurant open to all women. Meals a

la carte and table d’hote.

Prices: Breakfast, 15-25c.; Luncheon, 25c.; Dinner 40e.

Send for circular.

YANSS OPTICAL CO.

3 EAST 23rd STREET

METROPOLITAN BUILDING

Bet. Madison and 4th Aves.

Telephone, Gramercy 4588

Repairing While You Wait

New York

Telephones, 2323–2324-2325 Gramercy

TOWER BROS. STATIONERY CO.

Wholesale, Retail and Manufacturing

STATIONERS

L00SE LEAF Devices A specialty

Printing, Lithograp , Engraving, Blank Books to

Order, Ofłºś and fºr supplies

Mall orders Given PROMPt attention

23 WEST 23d STREET NEW YORK

Phone, Gramercy 25.18

HENRY KIECHLIN

Dealer in

MEATS, POULTRY ANDGAME INSEASON

FISH, OYSTERS, CLAMS, ETC.

VEGETABLES

272 FOURTH AVENUE

Near 21st Street New York

Please mention The Association Monthlv when writing to advertisers
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To the Building Committee:

Compare the cost of Plumb

ing fixtures with the total cost

of your building. Then realize

the actual value that well

designed, durable plumbing

equipment will add to its total

value in future—to say nothing

of added comfort, or saving in

repairs.

On this basis of true economy

Mott's Plumbing Fixtures de

serve first consideration in your

specifications and estimates.

Catalogues on request.

Mott's Plumbing Throughout

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS

EIGHTY-FIVE PEARS SUPREMAcy

Fifth Avenue AND Seventeenth St., New York

1828

works AT TRENTon, N. J.

F. B. and A. Ware, Architects
BRANCHES: Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia,

Detroit, Minneapolis, Washington, St. Louis,

Denver,San Francisco. Atlanta, Seattle, Port

land (Ore.), Indianapolis, Pittsburgh, Cleve

land, O., Kansas City, Salt Lake City.

CANADA : The Mott Co., Ltd., 134 Bleury

St., Montreal, Que.

1913

Official Insignia

Gymnasium Supplies

Playground Apparatus

Steel Lockers

Catalogs on Request

Fred Medart Mfg. Co.

DeKalb and President Streets

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Order the Christian Approach to Social

Morality, by Richard C. Cabot.

Heecciation Seal Oin
BOARD MEMBERS, EMPLOYED OFFICERS AND

MEMBERS WILL WISH TO WEAR

THIS NATIONAL EMBLEM

GOLD and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE $2.00

WITHSAFETY CATCH $2.25

Membership Qin

FOR THOSE WISHING A SIMPLER BADGE

GOLD PLATE and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE 50 cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

600 Lexington Avenue New York

Publication DEPARTMENT

The National Board of the Young Womens

Christian Associations

600 Lexington Avenue

Hotel MARTHA WASHINGTON
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Our collection includes numerous new weaves and color combina

tions. The following lines deserve special attention: -

“Eden Cloth," a new Wash Flannel, in upward of 40 styles, solid colors and

stripes, 28 inches wide, 15c yard. -

Wash Flannels in various designs on light and dark grounds, 28 and 31 inches
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silk stripes on light and medium grounds, 31 inches wide. Price, 75c per yard.
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Plaids, also White, Cream, Ivory and Black, 31 inches wide. Price, 75c per yard.

English Taffeta Flannel (unshrinkable), an all-wool, light-weight flannel, in a

beautiful range of satin stripes on White or Tinted grounds, 31 inches wide. Price,

$1.25 per yard.

Also a complete assortment of White and Cream Flannels, such as silk-and-wool, all-woo,

or cotton-and-wool; as well as Embroidered Skirting Flannels. Prices, 75c to $150 yd

Samples of any of the above ºnes mailed ſº on request.

James McCutcheon & Co.,"ºº"

Sºº

Established 1857

ANDREW ALEXANDER

Sixth Avenue at Nineteenth Street Fifth Avenue at Forty-fifth Stree

NEW YORK
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well-to-do families of this and other cities, enables us to produce

designs characterized by refinement and good taste. The stock is

comprehensive. Men's and women's shoes from $3 to $12, women's

slippers from $2 to $9. Children's shoes from $1.50 to $5.

An especially capable mail order handles out of town orders

promptly and intelligently and prepaid or charged parcels of the value

of $5 or more are delivered free of charge to any part of the country

Catalog 24 sent on reques
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A CHRISTMAS NMEDITATION

NE of the delightful things about Christmas is that

O we all forget that it happened last year, and year

before that, for more than nineteen hundred dead

yesterdays. And we and our neighbors are today as sub

missive to the Christmas alchemy as though for the first

time its magic was in the air. Like little children we look to

the world's high holiday, wondering what it will bring to us.

Down through our years we have shared in a Christmas

spirit, as we called it, that was wont to come when the

lights were high and the crowds were great, when home

comings were mysterious, and every family supper party

was a group of loving conspirators. And it was easy to

be glad when all the world stood hand in hand about the

cradle of an ancient joy.

This year it shall be for us more than a festival of color

and song, more than a chance to share in the world's good

will gladness. We will await the breaking of Christmas

morning in our own hearts.

Perhaps it will bring our larger birth-right, the “such-as

|-have give-l-thee" spirit. Perhaps the quiet sorrow of the

world, never so insistent as at the time of the year when

children laugh, shall sound for us the Christmas overtone—

“For it is he that shall save his people from their sins.”

Even a greater gift may come if we, Christmas bank

rupts, spending ourselves and receiving in turn the spirit of

giving more, shall somehow open the heart of one person

or two to the richer music of the advent song: “Herein

was the love of God manifested in us, that God hath sent

his only begotten Son into the world that we might live

through him."
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An Anti-Luxury Movement"

Blanche Geary

HERE are doubtless many pres

ent who remember the quota

tion from Arnold Bennett's

“The Human Machine”:

“Few things would surprise me less, in

social life, than the upspringing of some

anti-luxury movement, the formation of

some league or guild among the middling

classes (where alone intellect is to be

found in quantity), the members of which

would bind themselves to stand aloof from

all the great, silly, banal, ugly and tedious

luxe-activities of the time, and not to spend

more than a certain sum per annum on eat

ing, drinking, covering their bodies, and

being moved about like parcels from one

spot of the earth's surface to another.

Such a movement would, and will, help

towards the formation of an opinion which

would condemn lavish expenditure on per

sonal satisfaction as bad form.”

Bennett was a good prophet and

not so very venturesome had he but

known that one organization was ma

turing plans whereby public opinion

might be induced to move, and, with

all its marvellous strength, lift on

high new standards condemning much

that springs from selfishness and is

the outward and visible sign of bad

form.

Some time ago the Commission on

Thrift and Efficiency was appointed

by the National Board to study con

ditions and to evolve remedial sug

gestions. The study of conditions car

ried with it the interesting task of

assembling the infinite variety of opin

ion common to men and women of

many minds that something must be

done to check extravagance and en

courage and secure efficiency. A grow

ing body of opinion realizes that in

dividually, municipally and nationally,

we are an extravagant and an inef

* These notes are excerpted from a longer

paper read by Miss Geary at the Central

City Conference at Lake Geneva and at the

Eastern City Conference at Silver Bay,

where she represented the Commission on

Thrift and Efficiency.

ficient people, but no great organized

body has yet set itself deliberately

to work to battle with these conditions

or to live by wiser and more righteous

standards.

The Commission is convinced that

it is possible to define saner standards

for the multitudes; that the Associa

tion, as a splendidly organized dis

tributing force, has the means, if it

will use them, of bringing these stand

ards speedy recognition by the coun

try at large. Little by little, public

opinion, which is already half per

suaded, can be convinced, strength

ened and finally induced to make its

powerful voice heard.

My purpose now is to take it for

granted that, as keenly interested As

sociation people, you have read and

studied the report, you are convinced

that the Commission is on the right

road and that you want to help along

the good work in every possible way,

remembering, of course, that the Rich

mond Convention accepted the Com

mission's program as national policy

for a period of five years.

I confine myself first to a few words

on what we can do as women, indi

vidually and organized, to further the

Commission's efforts to bring about a

more serious consideration of effi

ciency.

As individuals, we can begin by

thrashing out the question of our own

efficiency in the light of a few lead

ing questions in self examination, such

as these :

Are we getting and giving the re

sult of using our brain power to its

limit?

How far are we contentedly inade

quate?

Is our work well done, judged by

ability as God sees it?

How far are we testing ourselves

for unsuspected ability?

Whose higher standards of efficien

cy are we studying and adopting?
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Precisely in what are we below

par and why?

How much inefficient reading, list

ening, praying, are we guilty off

How much is our personal efficien

cy lowered by our personal habits or

social life?

Have we earned the right courteous

ly but firmly to claim efficiency in

others?

How far is our inefficiency responsi

ble for others' inefficiency?

Just what are we doing as indi

viduals to help others to develop their

maximum possible of efficiency?

God is said to “have seen” that his

own work “was good” in the days of

old, and we want him to see that our

work is good, judged by his standards

and his knowledge of what we indi

vidually could do. To think of it for

a moment even, is to realize that the

worst agony of mind we can imagine

suffering, will come to us at the time

when our eyes are opened and we

know the extent of God's disappoint

ment in us and the havoc our failures,

our inefficiencies have made in his

plans.

Let us consider now some of the

things we can do as an organized

body towards bringing forth the

glorious maximum of efficiency:

First of all, must we not see to it

that our own organization is efficient

as far as we have carried it?—that

Bible classes really teach, not merely

pass the time or register attendances;

that our educational classes are abun

dantly fruitful; that our Homes are

homes, not places to stop at ; that

our Association really associates girls

in comradeship and growth; that each

dollar is well spent. From scrub

woman to president, our work must

spell efficiency and never slacken its

effort after better and better results.

We, too, are bent on our Father's

business, and nothing but the very

best can be tolerated. Away with

deadwood then, and stumbling blocks

and the contentedly inadequate,

whether individuals or organizations !
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Is not the test of efficiency for our

organization the extent of its power

to develop the girl's maximum possible

of all-round efficiency? As an organ

ization we are pledged to pray and to

labor that she may have the more

abundant life. It is for us in the next

few years to find a thousand ways of

sowing and cultivating the seed in

each girl's heart of a holy ambition

to find out and to achieve that which

God expects of her.

We are opening up, as you know,

an active campaign on definitely ac

cepted lines on behalf of thrift as well

as efficiency—thrift in its modern in

terpretation. We are in opposition to

the senseless extravagance of all

classes; we deplore the waste of pos

sessions, material or otherwise.

Wherever our influence avails, peo

ple must find it easier and easier, and

more and more desirable to live a

simpler life, one more nearly within

their means. Little by little we hope

to see less and less of relatively costly

display in the accessories of existence.

Display of any kind in any rank of

society will become an evidence of

“bad form” for which society always

has inexorable punishment.

The knowledge that any American

girl with clothes, education and

“gumption,” may become the mistress

of the White House a few years hence,

or a charming duchess on intimate

terms with the most exclusive Euro

pean royalities, accounts perhaps in

a measure for the restless unthrifti

ness and the pronounced display made

by the women of our country. Social

success depends largely on the ability

to spend and to present a good, i. e.,

an up-to-date, fashionable appearance;

class distinctions where they exist, are

by no means insurmountable, and the

struggle to pay the price rushes thrift

and efficiency into an early grave. In

New York, Avenue A stakes its all

in an effort to be mistaken for First

Avenue; Third Avenue will sacrifice

endlessly to achieve a resemblance to

Fifth Avenue, and Fifth Avenue de

velops a standard which rests as a
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crushing burden on the shoulders of

those who are foolish enough to wish

to assume it. In short, the other fel

low rules: what he does, we do; what

she wants, we want, and we want it

now, at all costs.

How far do we–you and I–play

this deplorable part of “the other fel

low f" How guarded is our example?

How far are you and I responsible

for the fact that so many are short

on the necessaries of life and a sav

ings account, and long, very long, on

frills and non-essentials: Our Lord

probably still considers each and every

one of us our sister's keeper.

A few words now in regard to per

sonal thrift for the professional

wOIT1a11.

I have been studying the following

revealing catechism, paper and pencil

in hand :

How much have I earned all told

in my life?

How much could I have saved if

I had wanted to ?

How much do I possess free and

clear now Ż

How much of the difference be

tween earnings and present posses

sions has been frittered away?

What am I going to do from this

time on to secure my living expenses

in sickness and in old age?

To set down the replies in black

and white truthfully and with an un

flinching determination to learn the

lesson they indicate will be for some

of us self discipline of the character

of that submitted to by the monk of

old time who shared his cell with a

human skeleton | Perhaps for some

of us there will result an addition to

our personal Rule of Life along these

lines:

To live without pretense.—The

Christian is, of all things, a lover of

truth, hence pretense, whether of

saintliness, intellect, position or wealth

must be abhorrent.

To remember the needs of the

world before making any erpendi

tures.—A loveless Christian is impos

sible of conception. For love's sake

we should be thrifty “in that station

of life to which it has pleased God

to call us” and for love's sake we

should learn speedily, with a strong,

unerring hand, to weed out our needs.

To make a uniform monthly de

posit in the savings bank.-As wage

earning women, it seems to me, we

have little difficulty in defining the

purpose of our exercise of thrift. For

some of us, many of us, our purpose

is to care for our relatives, and for

others, the objective is bread and

cheese and independence for old age;

for a few favored individuals the pur

pose may include both, together with

some provision for God's needs. Some

of us still have to learn that we can

earn independence only by dependence

on God, to whom a cheerful, reasoned,

balanced life, making thrifty use of

each chance, must be an acceptable

offering.

Against the perils of intermittent

thriftiness we have suggested making

a monthly deposit of a stated amount

in the savings bank. That should be

considered a first charge on each sal

ary check, barring family responsibili

ties. To save is at times as hard as

it is to keep your foot off the loud

pedal and thus make your imperfect

execution show up. Now the only

way to play is to hit the note, and the

only way to save is to begin it and to

continue it and never give it up.

To invest money under the guidance

of two or more competent men, when

they are unacquainted with each other

and their advice agrees.—The real,

fundamental reason why there is any

need on such an occasion as this for

a paper on such a topic is, of course,

the sublime detachment of the secre

tarial mind from the things of this

earth and its absorption in work. Cer

tain trumpet calls to be sent forth by

the Commission on Thrift and Effi

ciency will, it is hoped, be heard by

them, such, for instance, as the need

for securing honest, expert advice.

Women need to beware of the man

with an axe to grind, be he friend or

relative. Professional women who are
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not closely in touch with financial mat

ters cannot judge intelligently of the

value of an investment, and, unless

honest expert advice is obtained,

doubtful stocks, fifth-rate bonds,

marsh lots, pecan groves, and get-rich

quick schemes of many kinds will

everlastingly absorb the few thou

sands which can be saved.

Never to invest more than ten per

cent. in any one security.—The more

widely distributed the income the

more secure its possession. We know

well the result to our anticipated feast

on an appetizing omelette if our eggs

are all in one basket and speculation,

careering madly along, knocks it

ruthlessly out of our hand.

The addition of the chauses indicat

ed to our Rule of Life will be of

marked help.

Among the so-called successful pro

fessional women there are many who

have not discovered that efficiency is

almost impossible, because they are

walking on the edge of a precipice of

their own making. In other words,

no matter how much they earn they

have not learned to make two ends

meet; the more they have the more

they spend, for they have not deter

mined to achieve the margin which

brings contentment and ease and aids

efficiency.

I am aware that luxury is some

times said to be the difference between

the actual and what we consider is the

required expenditure—of the other fel

low ! No matter how averse we may

be to outside criticism, I am fairly

sure that it would pay most of us well

to look into the detail of some of our

so-called required expenditures. Be

ing conscientious folk we shall prob

ably decide that there is a call for the

exercise of the high courage required

to break away from custom and to live

less expensively and less pretentious

ly than others of our class. Secretarial

standards call for the exquisite taste of

true simplicity.
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One of the first things to do in

studying to reduce expenses is to draw

up a personal budget for the coming

year—a forecast of what you can ex

pect to earn or to receive, and against

that the amounts under some eight

or nine headings that you expect to

be obliged to spend. The next thing

to do is to keep a minute account of

receipts and expenses. For this pur

pose the National Board has published

a personal account book, than which

none could be easier to understand

and to keep, or reveal more of the

miraculous disappearance of our mar

gin and our provision for old age.

“The problem of luxury among the

poor,” says Professor Kelsey, “is in

terwoven with the problem of luxury

among the rich. What both need is

education in the use of the surplus.

Teach young people to live simply.”

Professor James claims that we all

have untapped reservoirs of energy

and that we habitually live at a rate

below our full powers.

Shall we not take these quotations

to heart, and resolve that for our

selves and, above all, for whatever in

fluence the Association may have, we

will join hands and persuade many

others to be of our company, in keep

ing a personal account book scrupu

lously up-to-date, in cutting down ex

penses wherever reason permits, in

making a determined effort to provide

for old age, and in frowning down

display and extravagance.

Shall we not determine that indi

vidually and collectively, we will take

a hand in doing to the death the na

tional hook-worm of luxurious inef

ficiency; that we will hasten to explore

for unsuspected ability and to tap that

reservoir of full power in the interests

of girlhood, eager that we may be

spared the heartbreaking label of the

inefficient Christian—“too humble to

be helpful,” or, worse still, “a frus

trator of God's great purpose for her

self and others.”



Shapes of Clay

Margaret Brown Moore"

“Once more within the Potter's house alone

I stood, surrounded by the Shapes of Clay.

:k >k × + >k >k

Whereat some one of the loquacious lot—

I think a Sufi pipkin—waxing hot—

“All this of Pot and Potter—tell me, then,

whº, i. the Potter, pray, and who the

ot?”

SIDE from a piece of human

A clay made animate with a

spark of something more than

human, a bit of moulded clay, a cup,

perhaps, or a plate, is to my way of

thinking one of the most interesting

things in the world. It is, to be sure,

one of the “common things”—looked

upon daily, handled, used, and almost

never seriously considered; but at

second thought it is of much more

than passing interest.

We look long at a curio brought

from over seas; yet we pass by with

out a quickened interest the cup made,

if we but knew, of ingredients assem

bled from many distant parts. We

stand in amazement at the daintiness

of a piece of handiwork which has

taken its maker many weary days in

creating; but we ignore, because of its

very simplicity, the cup which has

passed through the hands of numbers

of skilled workmen in the processes

from conception to completion. Its

apparent simplicity has led us into

a misapprehension of its interest and

its history. So, because I have seen

in a plate, a cup, something more at

tractive than the food partaken of

from them, I am glad to pass on a bit

of the story of their making which

may take them out of the ordinary,

and make them of greater interest

than almost any other of the “common

things” with which we have to do.

The raw material, used in the mak

ing of ordinary dinner ware, con

trary to the common idea, is not a

product of the Ohio hills. It is not

* Miss Moore is a member of the local

board of the East Liverpool Association.

for that reason that East Liverpool is

the greatest pottery center in the

world. The potteries were originally

started in the upper Ohio Valley be

cause of the clay deposits in the hills;

but that clay was suitable for making

yellow and brown ware only. It was

found necessary, later, when there was

a demand for white ware, to import

clay, and to bring various sorts of

kaolin and ball clay from England,

near Cornwall, from Florida, from

North Carolina, and from Tennessee.

This does not mean that the various

kinds of materials are adapted for

making different kinds of ware. They

are all combined in the proper pro

portions to form the body of one kind

of crockery such as is ordinarily used

for table ware.

Kaolin and ball clay, together witn

spar and flint, are put, after being

weighed in proper quantities, into a

mill, and ground until they are pulver

ized and thoroughly mixed. The

powder is sifted and mixed with water

until it is about the consistency of

cream. That is the first step in the

process of making a cup or a plate,

combining materials to form a liquid

clay, creamy in substance and color.

A bit of cobalt is added for the same

reason that bluing is added to the

family washing. The liquid is then

forced through pipes and into heavy

canvas bags which hang between great

iron slabs in a clay press. The water

is thus drained off and the clay alone

remains. When the bags are filled

the press is opened and the sheets of

clay are removed and piled in a vault

to “ripen.” After they have lain in

the vault a sufficient length of time

they are put into a “pug mill,” which

is after the fashion of a great meat

grinder. There the clay is cut and

chopped and ground until there can

not possibly be any lumps in it. It

is then pressed out of the mill, quite
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smooth, of the proper consistency, free

from all lumps and foreign matter,

and is at last ready for the “jigger

man” to begin the work of actual dish

making.

One particular guide, when showing

a party through the factory, almost

invariably says when he comes to the

clay shop:

“That instrument you see before

you is called a "jigger' or a jolly’;

the man who operates it is called a

‘jigger-man' or jolli-man'; and your

guide, upon occasions such as this, is

called a jollier.’”

The jigger-man has three helpers,

called the “batter-out” and the

“mould-runners.” The terms are well

chosen. The “batter-out” takes a

piece of clay, throws it down on a

slab in front of him, and with a heavy

plaster paris instrument “bats” the

lump of clay down until it is a sheet

about one-half an inch thick. A

mould made of plaster of Paris of a

plate, let us say, is in front of him.

It is convex, and just the reverse in

form of the inside of a plate. The

“batter-out” lifts his sheet of clay,

slaps it down on the mould, and

shoves it over to the jigger-man. The

jigger-man puts the mould on a re

volving wheel and presses down on

it his instrument, the jigger, which is

indented as the outside profile of the

plate appears. The sharp edge of the

tool pressed with a nicely calculated

pressure against the clay on the re

volving mould cuts off all the clay

which is unnecessary; and when the

instrument is released the bottom side

of the plate is smooth and perfectly

shaped. The “mould-runner” then

hurries with the moulds into a drying

room, and leaves them there until some

of the moisture is out of the clay, and

the plate can be lifted from the mould.

It would be of interest to explain

how other pieces are made; how most

of the pitchers, for instance, are made

in four separate pieces; how cups are

“turned.” But it must suffice to fol

low the making of that simplest piece,

the plate; for even after coming from

the hand of the jigger-man it is very

far from complete. From the drying

room it goes into the “green-room,”

and from there the “kiln-hands” get

it and place it in saggers, which are

no more than big boxes made of

coarse clay. The kiln-hands fill the

saggers with “green” ware, then take

them on their heads (the average

weight of an empty sagger is about

twenty-two and one-half pounds) and

run up the ladders inside the kiln, and
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stack the filled saggers one on top of

the other, until the kiln, which seems

like a huge chimney, is filled. The

door of the kiln is then bricked and

cemented, and the fires started below.

For about forty-eight hours the dishes

in the kiln are subjected to a heat of

approximately 2,500 degrees. The

amount of gas required in firing each

kiln once is from 250,000 to 350,000

cubic feet. By comparing this with

the family gas bill, it is apparent that

the amount of gas consumed in firing

each kiln one time would be enough

to heat the house and cook for an

average family for the better part of

a year. As each kiln is fired about

once a week the amount of gas con

sumed in operating the potteries

mounts up into the millions of cubic

feet.*

When the kiln door is torn down

and the saggers are cool enough, the

work of “kiln drawing” begins. The

women and girls are called into activ

ity. They take the ware, now since

its first firing, hard and white and

porous, and brush it, sandpaper it,

* The size of potteries is estimated by

the number of kilns they have. In East

Liverpool and vicinity there are nineteen

pottery firms, ranging in size from a five

kiln factory to a seventy-six kiln plant, the

largest in the world.

knock imperfections off, and turn it

over to the “dippers.”

The “dippers” have great tubs of

glaze made of flint, spar and white

lead, milky in color and consistency.

The porous or “bisque” ware after

being dipped into this liquid is ready

to go back into the kiln again. It

must be packed very carefully in the

saggers this time, as the coating, on

being fired, will turn to glass, and any

pieces touching will stick together.

After being fired the second time and

being drawn from the kiln, the dishes

are regular white ware.

The process of decorating is quite

different from the former processes.

Sometimes a decoration is painted on

with a brush; oftener it is stamped on

with an ordinary rubber stamp, in gold

or colors, and sometimes it is put on

just as we used to put transfer pic

tures on our spelling books at school.

But no matter how the decorations

* Among pottery employees about twen

ty-eight per cent are women and girls.

Their occupations are “brushing ware”;

stamping the trade-mark on the bottom of

articles by means of a rubber stamp; “tak

ing off for the dipper,” that is, arranging

the ware to dry after it has been put in the

glaze; “dressing the ware,” or knocking

imperfections off; and decorating. The

greatest number of girls are employed in

the decorating shops.
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are added, the dishes must go back to

the kiln again for the color to be fired

111.

To me all these things are interest

ing enough; the fact that my cup is

a composite of materials brought from

far and near, that no less than twenty

five persons, at least, have helped in its

making, that once it was in a state

of liquid—these things are enough to

make me think, as I use the finished

cup. But more fascinating are the

human interests which attach to it.

When I know the loves and hates, the

joys and disappointments, the am

bitions and disillusionments that are

within its making, I am more fasci

nated still. When I know that the in

centive behind the labors of a certain

jigger-man, Bill Darrow, for instance,

was the love for a little child; when I

know why Bill Darrow went back to

work at his jigger, penitent and de

termined, after a drunken debauch,

because he had picked up by chance

a book which opened to “If God be

for us, who can be against us,” and

opened there because the place was

marked by a curly lock of baby's

hair; when I know something of the

struggles and temptations, and on the

other side the aspirations and am

bitions, which have gone into the mak

ing of my ware how were it possible

to have less than a compelling interest

in this little cup in my hand!

But the plates we use, the cups and

jugs, are of interest for more than

this. They represent the closest

parallel to human life that any industry

provides. With the moulding and

forming, sometimes with sharp instru

ments, again with lighter touch, with

the hardening and making firm by

fire, with the sand-papering and brush

ing to knock the imperfections off,

with the beautifying with garlands of

flowers and with gold, and yet again

with fire, the parallel grows at every

step more close to the moulding and

shaping and the testing which it is

ours to pass through.

“I took a piece of living clay

And gently formed it day by day;

And molded, with my power and art,

A young child's soft and yielding heart,

I came again when years were done.

It was a man I looked upon.

He still that early impress wore,

But I could change him never more.”

|
DECORATING



The Stockholm Conference of the World's

Young Women's Christian Association

Preliminary Program—June 11th to 18th, 1914

“The Unfolding of the True Plan for Iſ’oman in God's Purpose for the World.”

June 11th. Morning—The Christian Ideal for Women.

1. As Found in the New Testament.

2. As Needed by the Modern Woman.

3. As Interpreted by the Young Women's Christian Associa

tion's Ideal.

Evening—The Position of Woman as affected by Christianity

in the West.

The Position of Woman as affected by Christianity

in the East.

June 12th. Morning—Family Life.

1. Personal Relationships, as Daughter, Sister, Wife,

Mother.

2. Training for Home Duties and Home Life.

3. Friendship and Intercourse between Men and Women.

Evening—I. Personal Religion.

2. The Spiritual Opportunity of the Young Women's

Christian Association in the World.

June 13th–Whole day excursion for the delegates and visitors to the Confer

ence, arranged by the National Committee of the

Young Women's Christian Association in Sweden.

June 14th. Sunday.

June 15th. Morning—National Life.

1. Student and Professional.

2. Commercial and Industrial.

3. Domestic Service.

Evening—I. Women in Church Life.

2. Women in Home Mission Work.

June 16th. Morning—National Life.

I. Civic Duties of Women.

2. Training for Public Duties.

Evening—The Contribution of the Young Women's Christian

Association to National Life.

I. Through the National Movement.

2. Through the Individual Member.

June 17th. Morning—The Place of the Young Women's Christian Associa

tion in Raising Up and Training Leaders.

I. The Present Need for Christian Women Leaders.

2. The Need of Leaders in Association Work.

(a) In Christian Countries.

(b) In Mission Lands.

3. Association Training Homes and the Young Women's

Christian Association as a Training Ground generally.

Evening—The Place of Women in Foreign Missions.

1. As Foreign Missionaries.

2. As Foreign Association Secretaries.

June 18th. Morning—Business Meeting of the Conference, followed by the

Closing Address.
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“The True Plan for Woman in God's

Purpose for the World”

Miss Picton-Turbervillf

HE program of the Stockholm

Conference is now in the

hands of all who hope to be

present, as well as in those of the

many who, though not with us, will

be following the Conference in

thought and prayer and will be eagerly

looking forward to the results. “The

unfolding of the true plan for woman

in God's purpose for the world” is

the subject of the Conference. The

very fact that the little word “true”

has been inserted invites us to hope

that the Conference may lead us into

new realms of thought on this ap

parently well-worn subject. Ever

since the Christian era an ideal of

woman, more or less unchanged, has

been presented to the world, and the

thought may possibly present itself to

the minds of our readers that it would

have been more profitable had a sub

ject that could commend itself as a

new one been chosen for the Con

ference. We believe not. Just be

cause the subject is an old one new

thinking is necessary, and it is im

possible not to feel that the Confer

ence will be profitless unless we go

prepared to see new light thrown on

a subject that superficially appears to

be already well understood and fa

miliar.

“The Christian Ideal for Woman”

is the subject of the opening address.

To some the thought will immediately

occur that the added words “for

woman” are superfluous, for funda

mentally the Christian ideal is one; it

is for humanity as a whole, and finds

its perfect expression for both man

and woman in our Lord Jesus Christ.

It is not too much to say that, to some

* Reprinted by permission from The Wo

man's International Quarterly.

f Miss Picton-Turbervill is a member of

the World's Committee. -

extent, this fact has been lost sight

of, and it is just here, perhaps, that

rethinking is necessary. Many have

been content to reiterate the thoughts

and ideals of previous generations

without any mental process of mak

ing them their own. It is fatally easy

to slip unconsciously into the habit of

repeating views which, though not al

ways enlightened, meant much to those

who first held them, but which have

now lost their true meaning. Few

are guiltless of this mental inactivity,

yet it is deadening to the soul and to

the fulness of truth, for it introduces

slavery into the realm of thought and

creative activity. We in all things

have to win our faith, it will then be

real; our own ideas, and they become

living. Quite frankly we do not wish

to see the ideal woman as she has

been seen by past generations; an ideal

even more beautiful must be seen by

those who believe that through faith

in Christ we are on an upward path.

Past ideals were for past conditions;

we need to hear the voice of the Liv

ing God speaking to us as we are liv

ing now in the present. Quite rever

ently we do not wish even to see our

Lord Jesus Christ as others have seen

him in former times, but as he pre

sents himself to ourselves to-day; for

then only can his power be living with

in, then only will the study of life to

which all are called be real instead of

a stereotyped plan inherited from the

past, and not made living to ourselves.

The seeker after truth has no con

tempt for the past, for from it much

that is precious is inherited ; more

over, the Spirit that inspired the

Christian saints and martyrs of other

ages is the Spirit that must inspire

those who would live for Christ to—

day. Yet, as the horizon of truth is

ever widening, the ideals of the past
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are inadequate for the needs of to

day. On the very subject chosen for

discussion at the Conference fuller

and deeper, truths are being appre

hended by the present and rising gen

eration; a fuller realization of the true

place of woman is now a part of the

developing consciousness of the world.

It is fundamentally religious; it has

economic, political, and humanistic as

pects. With all these the Conference

will deal, and deal with them, we be

lieve, in a truthful spirit worthy of

those who are confident that in all

the perplexities and difficulties with

which the subject is surrounded, God

will lead us out by the right way. It

is idle to pretend that difficulties are

not with us, or to refuse to see that

amongst the very young women for

whom our Association exists there is

unrest—a deep stirring of the waters.

We are in a transition stage, and a

transition stage is seldom comfortable,

seldom beautiful, and always danger

ous. Yet the very unrest is a sign of

vitality, not decadence; of higher, not

lower, ideals. A nation without a

vision perishes; a nation with a vision

is restless. Those who have courage

and faith see through the veil of the

Woman's Movement a vision of great

beauty coming. Upon such an As

sociation as ours lies a heavy responsi

bility, an inspiring opportunity, for we

are called to have some little share,

by means of sympathetic handling and

firm faith, in bringing forth a new

order of girl-life, which will include

all that is best of the past and present,

and thus endow with ability to use

new powers of the future.

Family as well as national life will

be discussed; their interests are really

one, and no division is needed.

Amongst the many who will be pres

ent, of all nationalities, there will not

be a mother, a sister who has not the

desire that the family life of which

she is a unit should be all that is

beautiful and pure. Convictions on

this subject, which formerly were held

only by the few, are beginning to ob

tain widely. No true woman can any

longer be content to make sure merely

that the four walls of her own home

are beautiful and clean as long as it is

possible for her sons and daughters

to come in contact, very often literally

within a hundred yards of her door,

with that of which it is a shame to

have to speak.

What is called the social evil has

ever been with us, due very largely to

economic conditions which are bound

up with both family and national life.

A woman, hard pressed by economic

conditions, is brought face to face

with that which is worse than death;

this ought not to be, and the day is

even now beginning to dawn when it

shall not be. The realization of this

day, we are well aware, is looked

upon by many as merely a pious hope,

a chimerical dream; yet there are some

who look for, and believe that even

now is coming, a new order of things,

a new kingdom on earth. To cure

has been the voice of the past, to pre

vent is the Divine whisper of to-day.

A wider conception than has hitherto

obtained of family life and of mother

hood is before us. A striking article,

entitled “Real Motherhood,” has just

appeared in the October number of

Our Outlook,” which will well repay

the reading. Those who value beauty

within their own doors will eagerly

seek to have a share in making the

street, the city in which they live, what

they desire their homes to be. It is

possible to weary of such phrases as

the “Woman's Movement,” the ewig

weibliche; yet it is beginning to dawn

upon an ever-increasing number of

men and women that discussions on

the subject will be less frequent and

more fruitful when there has been, in

all these matters which deeply touch

the welfare of women and girls, some

elimination of thought that is evig

männlich. Hitherto this is the

thought that has largely and heavily

preponderated, and too much of any

* Our Outlook is the official monthly or

gan of the British Young Women's Chris

tian Association.
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thing, good though it be of itself and

in due proportion, is bad.

Clear thinking, untrammeled by

prejudice and tradition, undertaken

with humility of spirit, with no scorn

for the days gone by, is our present

need. It may lead us into new paths

that many will fail to understand, and

it will be necessary continually to re

member as L. Re-Bartlett writes:

“To dare to stand for what we know is

true,

E’en when our knowledge balks the com

mon view,

And few may comprehend the thing we do.

“”Tis this is faithfulness—and they who

keep

Sustained such faith with destiny shall

surely reap

A promise oft forgot, ‘I slumber not nor

sleep f’”

The closing subject for the Confer

ence will be “The need of non-Chris

tian lands,” and the realization of how

little has been achieved in countries

such as India, countries which in their
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hour of need are continually turning

to Christian lands for help, and to our

shame be it said often turning in vain,

will surely bring home our responsi

bility in this matter in the sight of

God. Incredible though it sounds to

some, the majority of those who pro

fess and call themselves Christian still

maintain, in spite of wondrous evi

dence to the contrary, that non

Christian nations are better without

the faith of Christ. Here argument is

generally vain, and deeds, not words,

will convince. The Young Men's and

the Young Women's Christian Asso

ciations are needing more men and

women to go forth at the request of

the Chinese themselves to guide them

in their awakening. The guidance

given will be founded on the teaching

of Jesus as the Son of God, for both

Associations stand for the truth that

only through this knowledge of

Christ can each nation fulfill its

highest destiny.

Points of Emphasis for the Small College

Association

Mary Porter*

Y the “small college” we mean,

first of all, a college, not a pro

fessional school, constituted,

let us say, of from two hundred and

fifty to five hundred girls. Roughly

speaking, we may find common prob

lems of the “small college” within

this range, although when the five

hundred mark is reached the “big col

lege” problems force their way into

consideration. We take for granted

in our small college a few centrally

located college dormitories, a rather

intimate college life between these

dormitories, and some degree of per

* Miss Porter is student secretary for
the South Atlantic Field Committee.

sonal knowledge on the part of each

student of every other student.

What are the necessary points of

emphasis in the Association work of a

college of this general type? In what

way will methods differ from those

used in the larger college?

It is not my purpose to discuss in

this brief article the big college and

its problems. We have to do with

the small ones, but let us first of all

make clear the distinction in the type

of work. In the big college we have

pre-eminently the “community” or

“class” method; in the small college

we have pre-eminently the “individ

ual” or “personal” method. In the
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former, the unit is the large group;

in the latter, the unit is, or should be,

the individual. We are not discussing

which is better. We are taking con

ditions made by the type of college

existing. In the first instance the em

phasis is, of necessity, laid upon the

finding and training of leaders who

shall in turn develop groups, and train

sub-leaders for division of those

groups. The group then, in the large

college, must to a certain great extent

be treated as an individual. In our

small college, on the other hand, the

leaders are getting into touch with

individuals as such. Without sub

dividing leadership too much, it is

possible for each leader to know inti

mately the individuals rather than the

groups.

If we are agreed that our Young

Women's Christian Association work

in the small college has, by force of

circumstances, a more individual tone,

then what are the broad lines which

must be emphasized in order to con

serve the good which comes as a

natural result of this individualistic

trend ? How can we make most effec

tive this natural expression ? On the

other hand, how can we avoid the

dangers of individualism 2

It is necessary right here for us to

make up our minds that the biggest

success of our Association work in

this small college will be attained by

developing as individuals the two hun

dred and fifty to five hundred students

at hand. In other words, the line of

least resistance here is the line of big

gest possibility. Conditions are made

ready to hand, demanding individual

form of treatment.

Being this kind of an Association,

it must be dealt with accordingly. All

successful work must concern the de

velopment of the individual student

rather than the group of students.

The last girl of that two hundred, or

three hundred, or five hundred in this

type of college is just as important a

factor as the first. She must be

brought into line as an individual. It

is necessary to give her, through the

Association, a means of expression of

the impressions which she receives

from the class-room, literary Society,

fraternity, or other social groups, and

through the prayer-meeting.

Our first essential point of emphasis

for the small college is, then, the pro

viding of a means of expression for

the impulse to service received by each

girl in her relationship with college

society. The small college can give

practically every girl, before she

graduates, some definite opportunity

for social service. If a college settle

ment on a small scale is needed, and

is possible, it provides the best means

of expression. If one or more

churches wish the co-operation of the

college students in their Sunday school

or mission work this offers a big op

portunity. If a community home for

otherwise homeless people is near at

hand, the college girls can make that

place home-like. If the waitresses of

the college are isolated and are young,

they need an expression of their own

social and intellectual instincts. The

college girls can meet the need by so

cial clubs, gymnasium classes, night

schools, with classes in millinery, sew

ing, and the common school branches.

They have no reason to make needs.

It is their place to find needs already

existing and to adapt the Association

to serving those. A committee of ten

from the Association organized for

this purpose can use as many as fifty

or sixty other girls to assist in this

social service work at various times

during the year, provided some wise

systematizing is done.

In the second place we would em

phasize the community social idea in

the college. This becomes necessary

by the fact that individualism is a

natural tendency in a small group.

Not only is this noticeable as a fact,

but it contains within it a danger of

selfishness. There is a big tendency

toward developing self for the sake of

self rather than for the sake of the

community or of society in general.

If this is true, the Association should

put tremendous emphasis in a social
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way upon the large family idea, all

pulling together for certain definite

ends for the whole college commu

nity. If there is no other organization

which ties up the interests of all in

some one service for the entire col

lege, then let the Young Women's

Christian Association consider this an

open field of opportunity. The objec

tive may be a student's building, an

Association social center, a library for

the college, a reading room, an ath

letic field, or anything else which

meets a real need for the college. The

essential thing is that it shall provide

an outlet for the love of Alma Mater

and a means of co-operation and sac

rifice from the entire student body as

an expression of that love.

As a third point of emphasis we

would suggest that the religious meet

ings of the Association be of such a

kind, and so varied, that they will at

tract all of those two hundred and

fifty or five hundred girls. This ne

cessitates what is a perfectly possible

thing, namely, that the Religious

Meetings Committee know all the stu

dents and understand the kind of thing

that each student needs. Moreover,

it necessitates that this committee be

adaptable in providing just such meet

ings as shall fill those needs, as to

subject matter, time of meeting, lead

ers, and place of meeting. It is pos

sible at some time during the year to

have the very thing that each one of

those girls wants. Exactly the same

principle holds for the Bible Study

and Mission Study Committees. Since

members of these groups can know

every girl in the college personally, it

is possible to adapt the courses just as

the religious meetings can be adapted.

Remember that the final aim in this

adapting is that not all but each may

have an opportunity to find the thing

she wants when she wants it.

In the next place, stress should be

laid upon the fact that it is possible

to give every one of the two hundred

and fifty to five hundred girls that op

portunity for practical service of

which we have spoken before. Sup
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pose, for instance, that out of four

hundred and fifty girls we have on

committees one hundred only. Each

of these groups of eight or ten is re

sponsible for one big part of the whole

Association work. Each member of

that committee group can use at least

four others in helping her with the

details of her own task. Of course

this is roughly speaking. As an ex

ample, suppose we consider the Social

Service Committee. In a college of

about five hundred students, if this

committee is undertaking anything

adequate to the size of the Associa

tion, it can use in its work as many

as fifty or sixty girls in addition to

its own committee membership of ten.

The Membership Committee, the Mis

sionary and Bible Study Committees

together can use at least fifty more to

help them on special occasions. The

Social Committee can and ought to

use as leaders of clubs, managers of

parties, hostesses of teas, etc., fifty

more. The Association News Com

mittee can use at least ten to twenty

girls in addition to their own group

to help in regard to alumnae work.

These additional workers will be

needed for at least two months of the

year, and can be called in for that

length of time. Outside of mere com

mittee work, Bible study teachers,

teachers of mission study, secretaries

of classes, etc., are needed constantly.

In this as many as thirty will be used.

The book store, exchange bureau, re

ligious meetings, including leaders,

poster makers, and singers will need

at various times the service of at least

a hundred more. An Athletic Com

mittee of ten can interest and use in

the work at least fifty girls.

Remember that all of this means

simply, that some sensible system is

used in the cabinet and applied to the

committees whereby girls are discov

ered and given the things which they

can do. It means also a system

whereby thirty girls are not in charge

of all of the outside activity of the

entire college. A cabinet member is

not teaching Bible study or mission
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study. She is finding someone else to

do it for her. A busy member of

the Social Committee is not canvass

ing for Bible study. The president of

the Student Government is not chair

man of the Membership Committee.

The necessity which our college As

sociations, especially in these smaller

centers, must grasp is simply this—a

point system must be worked out and

made popular. Use enough common

sense and system to refuse to over

work one girl to the detriment of her

health and the dwarfing of her ability.

At the same time use the same amount

of common sense in refusing to allow

a large number of girls to suffer and

to receive no training by being over

looked while the other is overloaded.

The second girl, nine times out of

ten, can do as well or better in many

of the positions held by the first. The

very fact that she has more time is

decidedly in her favor. She needs

someone to discover her and to expect

something of her. This is a very

definite field of Association service.

The last point of emphasis is in the

shape of a warning. Beware of the

besetting sin of the small college,

which is the attaining of a dwarfed

point of view. Work out some plan

whereby through reading clubs, table

clubs, social groups, literary societies,

debating clubs, or any legitimate

grouping, the real issues of the day

in the outside world will be known

and talked about in college. Make

this a means of excluding more and

more the petty gossip centering on col

lege neighbors. This is a menace in

particular to the small college. The

larger college does not meet the same

temptation. Consider it a disgrace

to your Association and to your col

lege as a whole if your girls can talk

to an occasional guest of nothing un

der the sun but the weather, the food,

the fraternities, the last college party,

and the last college scandal. We put

this up to you of the small colleges as

a challenge. The lack of conversa

tional material outside of the subjects

mentioned constitutes one of the chief

flaws in our college groups. It is a

matter of our environment which the

Association is called upon to change.

There are many other things which

those of us who know the small col

lege could emphasize as important

fields of discussion. In conclusion,

however, let us just name again the

particular ones which we have already

mentioned. They are the result of

careful thought and are chosen from

the many.

1. Provide a channel of expression

for interest aroused in any way and

make it meet a practical need in the

way of service.

2. Provide and make popular a

common, big center of interest through

which love and loyalty to the college

may be most naturally expressed.

3. Provide a broad means for deep

ening the thought and religious ex

pression of the students through prop

erly varied meetings, Bible and mis

sion study classes.

4. Provide for the development of

every individual girl by systematically

planning opportunity for each girl in

the college to serve through some

branch of the Young Women's Chris

tian Association work. -

5. Provide something to take the

place of the petty interests which cen

ter about college life. Substitute for

this something of the big outside

world.

This may all be summed up in a

word. Colleges exist in order to make

possible the abundant life. The

Young Women's Christian Associa.

tion has come into being in the col

leges to make this abundant life pos

sible to the last girl on the student

list. This is its very reason of being.

If it is not using every resource to

wards finding the means of fulfilling

this reason of existence then the Asso

ciation is in so far false to its purpose.

If it is bending every energy in order

to enrich the life of each girl it will

find proper avenues of service and

fulfill its purpose.



THE INCREDIBLE FARMHOUSE

The Incredible

Farmhouse

T was the day after Christmas. My

Colleague and I dropped from the

train to the icy platform of the

little country station, and through the

chill twilight searched till we saw the

yellow lights of the Farmhouse. The

stillness among the white hills was

shattered with train noises for a mo

ment, but as we climbed the path under

the maples that wonderful snow-silence

came down around us again, and we

almost held our frosted breath. They

had said it was out-of-a-book; that she

wore a white apron and cap and would

thee-and-thou us if we were worthy.

Partly it was to be the difference be

tween “boarders” and “paying guests.”

We were sceptical with the scepticism

of those who have sought for the

mythical Farmhouse for a half dozen

years—knowing in their heart of

hearts that such does not exist outside

the pages of the Contributors' Club.

Yet we were wistful that it should be

so, and knew that we would know if it

were the right place, with her first

words.

The knocker—nor had it come from

an antique shop on Fourth Avenue,

either—brought no answer, so we went

in through the glass-covered porch, to

the shabby big sitting room, where a

perfectly real cat (we had seen none

but the alley-way kind for a thousand

years) dozed under the old-fashioned

stove. One's conventional first thought

was that it should have been an open

fire, but in a twinkling one realized

that a base-burner was inevitable, just

as the oil-lamps with their long-for

gotten smell were more fitting than tal

low candles in old pewter sticks would

have been. This was one better than

out-of-a-book: it was a human habita

tion where time had stood still for only

twenty years!

It had started well, but our doubts

rose up again. There would be some

thing wrong. We were still by the

stove, our bags in hand, and suddenly
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there she stood beside us, appearing

from some remote kitchen place—

white cap, white apron and all, but

they had forgotten to tell us that she

had softly wrinkled, rosy cheeks, look

ing for all the world like a delectable

winter-apple. And these were the

words she said, little Miss Phoebe of

the Farmhouse: “Thee's the ones from

the city, isn't thee? Now thee must

be hungry, and I'll just be getting thee

some fresh cookies and a glass of milk

before thee goes to thy rooms.”

That was enough. Neither my Col

league nor I even remembered that we

had ever thought it could be less than

perfect. Here was the very Farmhouse,

just as we had dreamed, and dreams

are true while they last, and this one

lasted for three timeless days. And

this is all a true story.

There was once a Social Worker

like the rest of us who took it so hard

that for whole seasons at a time she

would forget that our joy no man

taketh from us. One saw the Welt

schmertz in her eyes, always. Now

the Christmas Meditation elsewhere in

these pages is deeply true: the quiet

sorrow of the world is never more in

sistent than now. Most of us must

spend the Day itself at our posts, con

scious not only of the “sounding joy,”

but of the truce of Christmas too, of

the undertone that says

Only till Christmas tide go by

Passionate peace is in the sky.

And it should be so. But some time

around this season, too, probably after

we have made Christmas itself a day

of days for some other folks, there

should come for us, if we are to step

out into 1914 gallantly, a spiritual holi

day. This was what happened at the

Farmhouse. Quite evidently the sugar

cookies and the coid country milk were

mixed with magis. For we had no

sooner taken them from Miss Phoebe's

kindly hands than we forgot what we

were. My Colleague became my Play

mate. The other “paying guests”

studied our names in the old copy-book

that was a register, but never a hint
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did we give, though we heard them,

through the thin partitions at night,

speculating gently as to whether we

taught school for a living—“though

they don't quite seem that kind.”

“What's the name of that organization

we work for P” we shouted to each

other across the drifts on our morning

tramps. “I can't even remember, but

let's not l” We didn't even have to fix

the usual penny penalty for talking

shop—there was not once a vagrant

temptation to do so. It is good for us

to go incognito once a year at least.

On the last of the days we walked

across the fields to the one roomed lit

tle country church where a goodly

young circuit-rider thundered cheer

fully at a handful of us and then

mounted his horse and rode away to

the next tiny church on his route. Miss

Phoebe's “handy man” took up the

collection and at intervals held a ridic

ulously new baby while his plain little

wife went up to play for the hymns.

We came out into the sunshine and

watched the rest of the handful drive

off, whole families spilling out of an

cient creaking sleighs. “How differ

ent from the church we went to last

Sunday!” I said, remembering how

faint I had got as I stood in its fash

ionable aisle to hear the Christmas

carols.

“Yes, but the same Father,” said the

other of us.

So, one cannot quite escape the work

that is ours, after all—because it is

very life, but one goes back to the days

and hours of it with mind and heart

swept clear and clean by snow and

wind and the thin December sunshine

—the better for a spiritual holiday.

AN FM PLOYED OFFICER.

Like small curled feathers, white and soft,

The little clouds went by,

Across the moon, and past the stars,

And down the western sky;

In upland pastures, where the grass

With frosted dew was white,

Like snowy clouds the young sheep lay,

That first, best Christmas night.

—Margaret Deland.

The Thrift and Effi

ciency Commission

The Easiest Way to Keep the

Books of the Savings Fund

ERTAIN Associations have de

layed in organizing the Sav.

ings Fund (the purpose of

which was given in the June Associa

TION MONTHLY) under a misappre

hension regarding the kind of book

keeping required and the business de

tail involved. A perusal of the fol

lowing outline will make clear the

simplicity of the suggested machinery

and the fact that no Association, how

ever handicapped for help, need re

frain from organizing the Savings

Fund because of this fear. It is a most

useful piece of volunteer service, which

can easily be rendered even by a busy

business woman. Two hours a week

during which to receive deposits, and

another hour a week to be devoted to

the necessary bookkeeping, would in

most cases cover the time required.

The secretary of the fund should be

provided with the following supplies,

which can be obtained locally:

I. Ledger.

2. Daily cash book having four col

umns, headed Date, Name, Deposits,

Withdrawals.

3. Forms of receipt for acknowledg

ment of withdrawals.

4. Information and card index file.

Where branches of the fund are

established in factories and other cen

ters, the secretary of the fund would

select one or more assistants, prefer

ably volunteers. She would provide

each of her assistants with a daily cash

book ruled like her own, carbon paper

the size of this book, and an indelible

pencil.

The assistant, at a stated hour once

a week, would visit her factory or fac

tories, provided with the book, the

carbon paper and pencil. As a de

posit is received, she would enter in

her cash book the date, full name of
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the depositor, and in the “Deposit”

column, the amount paid in. She

would also make the entry, at the time

the deposit was made, in each depos

itor's Savings Fund Book.” After as

certaining that the total receipts for

the day, according to the cash book,

agree with the total cash, the assistant

would deliver to the secretary of the

Fund the top copy from her cash book

(intended to be removed) as showing

the total of the day's deposits, together

with the cash received. The secretary

of the fund should at once test the

assistant's addition, count the money,

and acknowledge its receipt in writing

in ink on the carbon copy left in the

assistant's book, specifying the date,

amount paid over, and signing her

name in full, thus releasing the assist

ant from further responsibility for the

cash.

In a large, well-developed work the

secretary of the fund may receive a

number of such sheets and should en

ter the total of each sheet, with its

sheet number, in her own cash book

as follows: date; name of assistant

from whom received; names of places

at which the collection was made; and

in the “Deposit” column, the total

amount paid over by each assistant.

The cash books provided for the as

sistants should be lettered alphabetic

ally, and numbered consecutively two

pages at a time (the top sheet and its

carbon copy thus having the same

number) with indelible pencil—AI,

A2, etc. Miss Smith would possess

cash book A, with so many pages in it,

Miss Brown cash book B, Miss Jones

cash book C, etc. The reference to

the cash page in the ledger would read

B-15, or A-21, etc.

Once a week the secretary of the

fund should enter all individual de

posits in the ledger account of each

depositor, noting the date of the de

posit, the amount, and the page of her

own or of the assistant's cash book

* The Savings Fund Account Book may

be obtained from the National Publication

Department for Io cents, or 85 cents per

dozen.
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(as B-15, etc.) as the case might be.

At the end of the day or week, the

total sum received by the secretary of

the fund should be deposited in a spe

cial savings fund banking account, or

in the case of a very small amount,

kept in a separate locked box in the

Association safe. The secretary of

the fund should be bonded at the ex

pense of the Association.

The procedure to be followed when

a depositor makes withdrawals from

the fund is as follows: Enter date, full

name of the individual, and in the

column headed “Withdrawals,” the

amount withdrawn. Where the as

sistant pays out withdrawals the dif

ference between the two columns

(“deposits” and “withdrawals”) should

be the amount of cash on hand to be

given to the secretary of the fund.

The receipt to be signed by the de

positor in making withdrawals might

read as follows:

(Date) (Number of Receipt)

Received from the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Young

Women's Christian Association Savings

Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dollars, withdrawn

by me from my account.

(Signature). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

It is desirable that on becoming a

depositor, the member shall give, in

addition to her full name and present

address, the full name and address of

her nearest relative or best friend, the

first name of her mother and father

and their place of birth, to serve as

a means of identification in case of

emergency. An entry should also be

made of the depositor's age, approxi

mate height, color of eyes, and Occu

pation, this information to be kept on

the information card index file. Each

depositor should sign her own infor

mation card to be used for comparison

of signatures when necessary.

It is suggested that the local Asso

ciation ask its auditor to open the

books required by the secretary of

the fund in order to make this work

thoroughly clear.

“Thrift is creative economy.”
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The Associations

Working Together

T came from the very nature of

things; that is, from the nature

of our local organizations which

we have named “Associations.”

When the Hartford, Connecticut,

Association, which had been organized

in 1867, was about to celebrate its

fourth anniversary with an address

by Mr. H. Thane Miller, President of

the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion of Cincinnati, Ohio, it sent out

invitations to the other Women's and

Young Women's Associations of

which they had heard to come and “as

sociate” with them on this occasion.

The Ladies' Christian Union of New

York (organized 1858), the Young

Women's Christian Association of

Boston (1866) and of Providence

(1867), the Associations in Buffalo,

Washington, Lowell, Philadelphia and

Cincinnati accepted. After they had

rejoiced with their eastern hostess,

Hartford, at a great Sunday union

service, they met Monday and Tues

day in council about their common in

terests, stopping once to mourn with

their sister Association in Chicago be

cause of the terrible conflagration

roaring and spreading over that west

ern city. The days of prayer and con

ference proved so helpful that they

decided they wanted to meet again

and resolved “that we earnestly recom

mend that similar meetings be held at

intervals of not more than two years.”

In 1877 a constitution was adopted.

Name: “This organization shall be

called the International Conference of

Women's Christian Associations.”

Object: “Its object shall be mutual

conference about the work of these

Associations.” Meetings: “The meet

ings of the conference shall be held

once in two years.” Representation:

“Each Association of IOO members or

less shall be entitled to two delegates,

and for every additional IOo members

one additional delegate.” When a

need was felt for a more continuous

work among the increasing number of

Associations in the United States and

Canada, the Chicago Conference

(1891) adopted a new constitution. In

this the name was “The International

Board of Women's and Young

Women's Christian Associations.” Its

object was “to unite in one central

body like organizations already exist

ing and those to be formed in the

future for the purpose of Women's

and Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation work; namely, to promote the

spiritual, mental and physical inter

ests of women with other Christian

work.” Its membership article read

“Each state vice-president is author

ized to receive any Association in her

state as a member of the International

Board of Women's and Young

Women's Christian Associations, pre

senting such new members for wel

come at the next following confer

ence. Associations in states where

there is neither state organization nor

vice-president may become members

by a majority vote of the board in

session and upon agreeing to its rules.

Between the sessions of the Interna

tional Board the executive committee

shall have power to act in this matter.”

Out in the Middle West the girls

attending coeducational institutions

formed Young Women's Christian As

sociations for Christian fellowship:

e.g., Normal University 1873, North

western College 1875, Olivet College

and Carbondale State Normal School

1876, et cetera. As before, local As

sociations led to an Association emi

bracing local Associations, and by

1884 the individual student Associa

tions were coming together in state

Associations (Michigan, Ohio, Iowa,

et cetera), and in 1886 these nine state

organizations were represented at a

meeting held at Lake Geneva, Wis

consin, to form a national organiza

tion. They named this “The Na

tional Association of the Young

Women's Christian Associations of

the United States.” Its object was

“the organization and development of
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Young Women's Christian Associa

tions for the promotion of the social,

physical, intellectual and spiritual

condition of young women.” This be

came in 1902 the American Com

mittee.

In 1898 the Canadian Associations

belonging to both national bodies

formed themselves into the Canadian

member of the World's Young

Women's Christian Association.

As it is against nature for two

bodies to occupy the same space at

the same time, the desire for unity,

unification or union became very

strong, and in 1905, by the invitation

of both boards, Miss Grace H. Dodge

acted as chairman at a meeting held

on May 4th at the Hotel Manhattan,

New York City. This meeting was

made up of seven members of the Na

tional Board and seven members of

the American Committee, and its out

come was a resolution to attempt

union, and the appointment of a joint

commission which began the cam

paign of education.

But something better than union

was in store; namely, the formation

of an entirely new organization into

which all Associations belonging to

either could come if they wished as

charter members. The International

Board Conference in Baltimore in

October, 1905, agreed to this. The

special convention of the American

Committee in Chicago in January also

agreed to this. Then the individual As

sociations which concurred in this

agreement filed their application for

charter membership and sent dele

gates to New York, December 5th and

6th, 1906, to the first convention of

the Young Women's Christian Asso

ciations of the United States of

America. These 308 people from 06

cities and 36 college Associations

elected a National Board of 30 mem

bers with headquarters in New York

City. In 1909 the second convention

was held in St. Paul, Minnesota. A

constitution was adopted in its pres

ent form and the general outline of the

present demands was discussed, acted

4O7

upon, and the organization may be

said to have been completed. How

the Indianapolis Convention voted the

erection of a headquarters' building

and the recommendation of a basis of

support of supervisory agencies by the

local Associations are matters of later

history. Each convention lays a

heavier burden upon its servant, the

National Board, but because of the

thousands of women and young

women throughout the United States

who constitute the national organiza

tions and who are co-laborers in the

broader sense, when an additional

duty is laid upon the National Board

it thanks God and takes courage.

§

Kansas City, 1914

Frederick M. Harris

Tº: Twentieth Century—good,

bad, or indifferent as it may

be—is our century. We have

to live now, we have to meet the world

of to-day. Let us not waste our time

in fashioning defensive weapons

against enemies no longer in the field.

Some time ago it might have been

worth while to spend our time arguing

over the value of the non-Christian

religions for the races that profess

them: that day has really gone by.

Think of India for a moment: it is

not a Christian missionary but an edu

cated Hindu who says that with all its

original ideals the “mighty system of

religious and social organization has

well-nigh broken down.” No mis

sionary, but a great Japanese patriot,

insists that in Japan “the old religion

and the old morals are steadily losing

their hold and nothing has yet arisen

to take their place.” What of China?

We have had with us in past years

many brilliant young Chinese, some

high in the new government now, who

have told us that China with her mag

nificent system of ethics and the mar

velous possibilities of her people, will
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find these but a dead weight unless a

new religion will come to take up the

old systems and revivify the moral

power of the people; this situation

has led the scholars who reported to

the Edinburgh Conference to warn

us: “Surely never was richer freight

derelict on the great waters of time.”

And Islam with all its vigor and inde

pendence, in the Empire of Turkey,

for instance, has met a foe that has

struck at the very heart of the faith:

“the newly proclaimed principles of

liberty and the Koran are not found to

be suitable yoke-fellows.” And who

is there that will defend the animistic

religions? The most cynical are sure

that even the religion of Mohammed

is better than these. Without falling

into the folly of declaring these re

ligions dead, we may insist, nay, we

must insist, that they have all been

weighed in the balance and have been

found wanting by many of the best of

those reared under their shadow. If

China alone were left" without a vital

religion, it means one-quarter of the

human race wandering in the dark.

If the keen and critical Japanese lapse

to naturalism and agnosticism, it

means that the protagonist of Asia is

embarked on a desperate course. And

India : if the vivid realization of the

unseen fades out of the souls of that

land, the world will lose the help of

the greatest religious geniuses of the

Far East.

Need we worry over the adaptabil

ity of the faith we profess to other na

tions? If “the Fast is the East and

the West is the West, and never the

twain shall meet.” how is it that we

have cherished through the centuries

our Oriental Old Testament where

“the heart of the East answers to the

heart of the West as in water face

answereth to face” 2 If the sad story

of the decline and death of the “fool

who tried to hustle the East” is to be

taken as a warning against commerce

of ideal and method, how is it that the

“hustling West” is still trying to live

up to the conception of life brought

into Europe from Asia by a little Ori

ental missionary, a Pharisee and a He

brew, one Paul of Tarsus 2 When sin

cere and intelligent Japanese patriots

call for the preaching of Christ in the

Island Kingdom; when students of

India leave home and friends for the

sake of the Master who has lifted

them out of sorrow and despair; when

some of the noblest men and women

of China think enough of Christ to

die for his name—may we not rest

content to follow the commission of

the Gospel and carry the message con

fidently into “all the world”?

We have heard of late a lot of dis

turbing talk about our enterprise by a

group of globe-trotters who have felt

“Arabia as a whirl of sand or China

as a flash of rice-fields. But Arabia

is not a whirl of sand and China is not

a flash of rice fields. They are ancient

civilizations with strange virtues

buried like treasures. If we wish to

understand them it must not be like

tourists or inquirers, it must be with

the loyalty of children and the great

patience of poets.” The heart of God

in Christ came searching for the souls

of men and women, not of our race

alone but of all the world, and the re

sponse to that search by the souls of

men and women has built what we

have here on earth of the Church of

God. The building has been sadly in

complete, but now they come from the

“East and from the West” to build all

that the great Architect planned. Our

part has been done falteringly; those

of other lands have shamed us with

their faith and stirred our sluggish

ness with their visions.

At Kansas City you will see the

world not as a collection of queer peo

ples with eccentric customs, but as a

great body of human beings drawing

nearer to Christ whenever he himself

is lifted up before them. You will not

see Arabia as a whirl of sand or China

as a flash of rice-fields, but the nations

of the world as souls vigorous and

eager, fit for the highest leadership in

the Kingdom of God—if we be but

faithful now : if we be but faithful!



BOOKS OLD AND NEW

Books Old and New

The Regligious The statements made

Forces of the in this book, in which

United States" the religious forces of

the United States are “enumerated, classi

fied and described” are based upon a com

parison of the census returns for 1900 and

1910 with those of 1890. In the introduc

tion the author says that his purpose is “to

describe and classify all denominations,

with statistical exhibits, so as to give a

clear idea of the character and strength

of the religious forces of the United States

as represented by ecclesiastical organiza

tions.” In his descriptive accounts of the

various denominations his object is “to

show the general characteristics of denom

inational families or groups; to give the

date, place and circumstance of the origin

of each denomination, together with its

peculiarities in doctrine, polity and usage;

to state the cause of every division and to

indicate the differences which separate

branches bearing the same family name.”

In the course of his introduction Dr. Car

roll states many interesting and some

rather surprising facts. For instance, it is

interesting to know that a citizen of the

United States may be a member of any

one of 143 denominations or of all in suc

cession; “that if none of these suit him,

he still has a choice among 150 separate

and independent congregations, which have

no denominational name, creed, or connec

tion;” that “he may be six kinds of an

Adventist, seven kinds of a Catholic, twelve

kinds of a Mennonite or Presbyterian,

thirteen kinds of a Baptist, sixteen kinds

of a Lutheran, or seventeen kinds of a

Methodist!" And yet “many of these 143

denominations differ only in name” and by

arranging them in groups or families hav

ing little or no difference in doctrine or

polity, the number of titles may be reduced

to forty-two. Following the introduction

are forty-two chapters descriptive of these

different groups and a forty-third on the

independent congregations. The last one

hundred pages of the volume are given

to statistical summaries, setting forth such

facts for every denomination as the num

her of organizations, the number and seat

ing capacity of church edifices, the value

of church propertv and the number of the

communicants. The book will be of great

value for its mass of information, which

is accurate, and in such form as to be

readily found. Its conclusions impress one

forcibly with the great strength of Chris

tianity in the United States and its truly

wonderful growth in the last twenty years.

*the Religious Forces of the United States, by H. K.

Carroll, L. L. D. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York,

2.00.
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In popular form, this

is a most useful if not

necessary book for so

The Work-a-Day

Girl +

cial workers.

It is not alone the author's personality,

her sympathy and understanding of

women, and her studiously collected and

vividly presented facts regarding woman's

position to-day which make the book valu

able, but she looks upon all problems of

the industrial world for women from the

Christian point of view, which although

not obvious, is sufficiently evident to give

it a special value.

While individual cases which have come

to her notice have been used to make her

points tell, and while, in some cases, this

might be considered an unfair way in

which to draw generalizations, yet so il

lustrative is each of typical conditions that

anyone who knows women well must ad

mit on the whole a more than average

fairness and justice; quite as much fair

ness and justice as one gets many times

from statistical reports.

It mav seem to some readers that her

deep feeling makes her unfair to the aver

age man, and makes her exalt unduly the

virtues of woman. But these are faults

which as women we shall doubtless be able

to endure.

The author has a way of saying old

things which makes them appear start

lingly new. Regarding the argument that

the industrial conditions which take women

out of the home are responsible for the

increase in criminality and immorality, she

savs: “The number of criminals (women)

who come directly from their own homes

into penal institutions is more than twice

as large as that coming from all the newer

industrial pursuits together. Domestic

servants and waitresses furnish three

fourths of women criminals.”

For this, Miss Laughlin blames “the un

intelligently directed home, which is giv

ing the powers of Law and Order more

grievous concern than anv other agency

in American life to-day, and, so far as our

girls are concerned, the greatest safe

guarding very manv of them get is that

which they get in the disciplinary training

of the industrial world. House

work, as the majority of women

perform it, is the most haphazard insti

tution of otºr day.” All of which is in

consistent with her eulogistic account in

the last of the book of the clever means

necessary to keep a man ensnared and

loval in his home life! Indeed, this is a

severe indictment of women if it is more

than a sweeping statement. It would seem

to be fairly just, as the author usually

backs up her assertions by quotations from

government reports.
-- -

*.

* The Work-a-Day Girl, by Ciara E. Laughlin. Flem

Ing. H. Revell. $1.50.
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“Every woman,” she says, “has a ‘back

door world' which might well engross her,”

and Hull House, of which we as women

are all so proud, representing as it does

one woman's ideals, she calls “an amplifi

cation of the ‘back-door world.’”

The book makes a plea for a woman to

make her life continuously like that of a

consecrated volunteer worker. As such it

is most inspiring and, as quotations on

many valuable economic subjects are

given, and also figures regarding wages

and expenditure, it is a book all who are

interested in present-day problems should

own and read.

The American Acad

emy of Political and

ocial Science issued

for July a most comprehensive study of

the cost of living. This number of the

Annals is one that no Association library

can afford to be without, for it contains

articles by Dr. Henry R. Seager, H.

LaRue Brown, Scott Nearing, Ida M. Tar

bell, Mrs. Julian Heath and Martha Van

Renssalaer. These names will give an

idea of the value and authority of this

number.

The cost of living is considered from

four standpoints: First, wage standards;

second, family standards; third, public

services and control; fourth, concrete

measures for reducing the cost of living.

A most fair thesis on the minimum

wage is given first in the book. The

author believes that too much benefit is

claimed as the result of securing the

minimum wage. The cause is prejudiced

by claiming too much for the remedy. It

cannot effect a complete cure. The rest

seems worth quoting:

“It may serve, however, as a means of

marking off sharply from the rest of the

industrial army the individuals and classes

who cannot earn living wages because

their work is not worth a living return to

their employers. A community which sets

up this standard must at the same time,

if it is really to make conditions better,

supply the means for making the inef

ficient efficient, the unskilled skilled, the

shiftless and standardless capable and am

bitious to command wages on which they

can get ahead rather than fall behind. It

is my task in this paper less to defend a

minimum wage than to show its relation

to other needed reforms by whose aid it

can be made practicable and beneficent.”

The reforms which the author believes

should be allied with the minimum wage

The Cost of Living”

* The Cost of Living. Published in the Annals, issued

bi-monthlv by the Academy of Political and Social Science,

Philadelphia, Pa.

are: Social insurance; humane anticipa

tion of industrial accidents; old age pen

sions; some organized effort against the

misfortune of unemployment, such as em

ployment exchanges; a comprehensive pro

vision for industrial and trade education

and for vocational guidance.

In all these social reforms Germany,

Great Britain and Belgium are ahead

of us.

Ann Hasseltine of

Bradford, Massachusetts,

whose father was one of

the founders of Bradford Academy so well

known to-day, led the usual jolly life of a

wholesome New England girl until she mar

ried Adoniram Judson. Then those quali

ties which made her a popular leader among

her friends in school crystallized into the

stuff which makes pioneers, and she and

her husband started as the first American

missionaries for India.

If any one looks upon missionary life in

the East to-day as a sacrifice, or in any

way as a hardship, let that person read this

biography of a very remarkable woman who

gave her own life and the lives of her two

children to the cause she believed in with

such intensity.

The reader would be led to conclude

from the narrative that her husband was

more the student and scholar, but to the

wife belonged a superlatively active nature,

with executive ability of an amazing scope.

She stopped at nothing from organizing

schools to building houses; adopting chil

dren and commanding coolies, to the long

and most tactful diplomatic period of her

life in which she intervened again and

again on her husband's behalf when he was

imprisoned and suffering.

From the worldly standpoint one could

find much to criticise. There was an im

petuous giving of self which had little to

do with caution or common sense; there

was the sacrifice of her children; there was

the anxiety laid upon her family; and

there was the hazardous journeying of

those days to the country where the law

would not permit them to remain for state

reasons. But, when were heroes and dis

coverers and the great in any realm con

siderate of the point-of-view that governs

us common mortals? They pay no more

attention to those things which inhibit our

action than as if they lived in a world

apart, in which entirely different mental

processes were the proper foundation for

action. Indeed, they are not of this ma

terial world. The other world and its con

ditions is far more real to them than the

world in which their bodies live with ours 1

Ann of A va”

*Ann of Ava, by Ethel Daniels Hubbard. Missionary

Education Movement, New York. 245 pages. Cloth $.50;

paper $o. 35.
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Their minds are not subject to earthly

thoughts like our own |

In this independence and originality of

action is included, not alone such mission

aries as the Judsons—but, also, in that

spiritual world dwell the poets and artists,

as well as the warriors and discoverers

who, by compulsion are forced to obey the

imperative demands of an inner voice

which says, “You must,” where we would

say, “I cannot”!

Mental efficiency prac

**** tically applied is de sub

Efficiency ject matter of this book.

Efficiency is analyzed, different kinds of

efficiency are studied and reduced to some

sort of a working law for any one de

sirous of self-improvement along business

lines. Specific examples are given showing

how widely separated the kinds of effi

ciency may be. It seems a clear, practical

book for a library for popular reading.

*Applied Mental Efficiency, by T. V. Orr. Efficiency

Institute, Chicago. 261 pages. $1.5o.

Books received

Samantha on the Woman Question, by Mari

etta Holley. Fleming H. Revell. $1.00.

The Boy and the Sunday School, by John L.

Alexander. Association Press. $1.00.

Physical Work, Management and Methods,

edited by George J. Fisher and Martin

J. Foss. Association Press. $1.00.

The Work-a-Day Girl, by Clara E. Laughlin.

Fleming H. Revell. $1.50 net.

Happy Acres, by Edna H. L. Turpin.

Macmillan Company. $1.25 net.

The

Vacation Camping for Girls, by Jeannette

Marks. D. Appleton & Company. $1.00

net.

The White Linen Nurse, by Eleanor Hallo

nell Abbott. The Century Company.

$1.00 net.

Mother, by Kathleen Norris. Macmillan

Fiction Library. $0.50 net.

The Book of Christmas, by Hamilton Mabie.

Macmillan Junevile Library. $0.50 net.

Life of Jesus, by William Byron Forbush.

Charles Scribner's Sons. $0.75.

Christian Faith for the Man of To-day, by

Ezra Albert Cook. University of Chi

cago Press. $1.25.

studies of Old Greece and Rome, by Emilie

Kip Baker. Macmillan Company. $1.50

net.

CITY NEWS iTEMS

Groups of business women from the

different stores and factories of Newark,

Ohio, made use of the Association's

summer camp on special afternoons, and

two permanent industrial clubs have been

formed as a result.

During the last week of Cleveland's

summer camp season the entire camp

was turned over to the Camp Fire Girls

of the city, with special work in basketry

and nature lore, in folk dancing and

swimming. Each girl won many of her

honors, and at the rousing Council Fire

on the last night half of them had won

at least one honor in swimming. This

week was so popular that it will become

an annual affair.

The popular Outing Park of the Day

ton Association entertained this sum

mer, in one way or another, 4,773 people.

To quote: “As this is being written we

are thinking of the supper to-night, for

we are allowed this evening to bring our

men friends to the supper, and it is in

charge of a woman famous for her cook

ing abilities. Can there be a combina

tion more felicitous than men and good

food! We are wondering who will wipe

the dishes! Usually several girls volun

teer for this; others clear the tables,

wash and roll up the white oilcloth cover

ing, fold up the tables and carry them

and the chairs to the annex. Then they

are ready for any sort of fun.” The

Young Men's Christian Association has

generously given the sister Association

an office in its building, and from this,

as its only headquarters since the flood,

plans are being rushed through for the

new building to be finished this winter.

A series of moonlight walks has been

planned by the Washington (D. C.) As

sociation. These are most popular, as

the girls may take escorts and the walks

end in a great camp fire and the serv

ing of an old fashioned dinner.

The ministers of Topeka and their

wives were the guests at the educational

exhibition given this fall by the Associa

tion.

For the benefit of the Child Welfare

League of Peoria, the Association joined

with several other organizations of the

city in holding a “Zig Zag Tour of Na

tions.” England was at the Young

Men's Christian Association, Turkey at

the Women's Association, one or two

countries in private homes and America,

where a good American dinner was

served, at the city Coliseum. On the

whole, fourteen nationalities were visited

by the tourists after the start from the

Grand Central Station. Three hundred

and fifty automobiles were in the service

of the “Tour” during the day.
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Roller skating is permitted at the As

sociation Gymnasium of Indianapolis

every night. It is free for all except for

the fifteen cents charge for the skates,

and the girls are allowed to bring gentle

men guests.

A second Japanese Association has

been formed in California, this time in

Los Angeles—at least it is a branch of

the Los Angeles City Association. This

“Japanese Women's Christian Union,”

as it is called, gave a thoroughly Jap

anese dinner lately in honor of Miss

Margaret Matthew. She and Miss Barn

well, the immigration secretary of the

city Association, were the only Ameri

cans present. “You should have seen

tall Miss Matthew vying with a wee

Japanese lady in making the lowest pos

sible bow.” Only chop sticks were

used.

The secretaries of the Merrimac Val

ley Associations in Massachusetts met in

October for a conference at a summer

camp by the sea. There were four gen

eral secretaries, four physical directors.

three business secretaries, two industrial

secretaries and one house secretary, and

the day spent in out of door conference

and in prayer meant so much to this lit

tle group that they returned to Haver

hill, Nashua and Lowell planning to re

peat the gathering about four times a

year. As one of them commented: “It

is so worth while to know people as folks

first and officials afterwards.”

It is significant to know that most of

the $500 raised by Akron's industrial

branches to send delegates to Geneva this

summer was not raised by the question

able method of pay entertainments, but

rather by intelligent subscriptions.

Seventeen of Akron's twenty-eight dele

gates were girls representing the Fed

eration of Industrial Clubs.

Another Association that has the cour

age to ask for money straightforwardly

is Evansville, Indiana. “Ye Thanksgiv

ing Proclamation to Ye Girls of Ye As

sociation” issued by the girls' committee

is something that any Association might

well be proud of in its direct and spiritual

appeal. It is a plea for $500 to be given

as a thank offering by the membership

of the Evansville Association, this money

to make possible a special piece of work

among employed girls in the central

field. The plea is made that the only

four Associations in this territory larger

than Evansville are all supporting a piece

of work outside of their own local in

terests, indeed, in foreign countries.

Evansville is the first Association to

consider concentrating its missionary

efforts on nearby things. The $500 is to

supplement $1,000 given for this purpose

at the central field conference held at

Chicago this summer. If the Association

girls and women raise the $500, the first

piece of work done by the new industrial

secretary added to the field staff with

the $1,500 will be in Evansville itself. A

contribution mite box accompanies this

proclamation.

Over 1,500 girls took part in the As

sociation pageant, “The Ministering of

the Gift,” given on November 7th by the

Metropolitan Board of New York City

Association as an opening feature of the

$4,000,000 campaign. The pageant was

thus practically three times as large as

ever given before, and it was so brilliant

in effect that even a New York audience

was stirred to enthusiastic expression.

Under the skilful management of Miss

Laura Hickox, the director engaged for

this occasion, the enormous floor of the

Armory was literally flooded with a

colorful sea of girls. New York's spe

cial branches of work necessitated the

adding of certain episodes, notably that

presented by the International Institute,

where hundreds of little Greeks, Italians,

Russians and Syrians who could speak

practically no English, but could never

theless add a wonderful picturesqueness

by the several native dances and songs,

made a very special appeal, as did also

“Swing Low, Sweet Chariot,” by the one

hundred girls from the colored branch.

Another splendid effect was that given

by the uniformed ranks of nurses from

the Central Club for Nurses. Miss Mary

Humphrey, who had previously taken

the part of the Association Spirit at

Silver Bay, was again the beautiful em

bodiment of the spiritual intent of this

semi-religious spectacle. Miss Winifred

Lawrence, who so charmingly repre

sented the Spirit of Play at Richmond,

again took this part for the New York

production. It is practically impossible

to tell of the elaboration of all the dif

ferent episodes; suffice it to say that each

of the eleven branches of work united

under the Metropolitan Board did a

heroic share, and the whole left a won

derful impression of unity and appeal just

before the opening of the campaign.

The pageant was also given at Syra

cuse by the city and student Associa

tions to celebrate the closing of a mem

bership campaign which increased the

membership of the city Association to

1,450. Here it was given more as

originally written, with two hundred and

fifty girls taking part. People came

from as far as Ithaca. Rochester and

Buffalo to see this performance, and it

was felt incalculably worth while as a

publicity feature and also for bringing

into closer relationship the city and

student work of Syracuse.
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The Youngstown, Ohio, Association

has a regularly organized Glee Club this

winter, with an excellent director. The

first public appearance of the Club will

be at the “Foreign Affair” given on Fri

day night of the World's Week of

Prayer. They will furnish special music

for Christmas and Easter Vesper Ser

vices, and will give a public recital next

spring. The Club has already had one

social evening to interest new members,

and the enrollment has increased.

A water carnival was held on Bald

Eagle Lake, near St. Paul, under the au

spices of the Association and the summer

residents on the Lake. One hundred

boats of one sort or another were in the

illumined procession. After the parade

the participants and many others of the

audience gathered at the Grace Lodge,

the summer camp of the Association, for

a reception and refreshments. Friendly

interest in the Association's summer

home was thus aroused in the other sum

mer residents.

Another Federation of Industrial Clubs

has been formed in the Association of

Bridgeport, Conn. One hundred and

seventy-five enthusiastic girls came to

gether for the first meeting, and each

club was allowed to tell through repre

sentatives what it hoped to gain by such

a union.

A very practical outcome of the Feder

ation of Association clubs in Philadelphia

is the announcement this fall that the

services have been secured of a number

of reputable physicians who will treat the

club members for a nominal sum, thus

relieving them of the necessity of charity

treatment and safeguard them from cheap

medical work and the use of patent

medicines.

By a fall display the Rochester Asso

ciation announced the opening of its new

classes and clubs. The invitation was

worded in the time-honored style of mil

linery and department store announce

ments. Each department in the Asso

ciation had a counter in the store. “Trav

elers' Aid” met guests at the door and

escorted them through the new building,

and in one way or another the plan of a

fall opening was most successfully car

ried out.

“Intrabays” is the attractive name of

the summer recreation club of the Nor

folk Association. This cottage is on a

narrow sand pit running between two

bays, and the business girls who filled it

this summer found bathing, crabbing, and

boating right at hand.

A Country Women's Club has been

formed in the Dayton Association for the

purpose of making the Association rooms
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a central gathering place for the women

of the smaller surrounding towns and

country who come in for shopping. An

nouncements were placed in the stations

and stores of all neighboring towns and

villages. Special provision has been

made for a transient room for those wish

ing to spend a night in Dayton in con

nection with shopping or entertainment.

A recreation center is a delightful fea

ture in the Utica Association. By the

soda fountain, skating rink, dancing floor,

gymnasium and story hour, the place is

made attractive for all the girls of the

city.

The High School girls of Topeka,

Kansas, are coming to look upon the As

sociation building as their social head

quarters, as several receptions and

special parties have been held for them.

A Housekeeping Center or “model flat”

has been opened by the Plainfield Asso

ciation, where young girls may be taught

the principles of cooking and housekeep

ing. This is open to all girls between

nine and fourteen, irrespective of mem

bership.

A Bean Dinner for what were esti

mated to be 10,000 people was served by

the Association of Columbus, Ohio, at

the time of the State Fair. It is almost

impossible to estimate what splendid ad

vertising this has given the Association.

The attendance for one day alone, for in

stance, was 18,000 people.

The sum of $10,000 was left to the

Providence, R. I., Association by the will

of Sarah C. Hogg, the income to be used

for general purposes.

A course in Christian Sociology is off

ered in the newly affiliated Association

of Norristown, Pa., by the secretary,

Miss Lehman, who received much of her

training for such a course at the National

Training School. Its purpose is not only

to give a survey of social work as a

profession but to gain a knowledge of

local social conditions, especially in re

lation to the extension work of the As

sociation. The course, however, is gen

eral enough to attract more than mem

bers only.

From a city in far away New Zealand

comes an interesting campaign bulletin.

While this Association is out of our own

land the campaign is of interest, as it is

being conducted by Miss Helen Barnes,

formerly on this staff. This printed bul

letin is got up so attractively that it is

enough to stir the enthusiasm of the

most indifferent. It lists some of the ex

cuses commonly mentioned, running all

the way from, “I don't agree with all that

the Association stands for,” to “The As
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sociation has never yet been able to get

me a maid,” and then in an additional

paragraph gives the answers which it

might be well to make to each.

ASSOCIATION BUILDING NOTES

The new building in Newark, N. J., made

possible by the raising of $300,000 in a

campaign in February, 1911, was dedicated

on November 3.

The Brooklyn Association opened in No

vember its new residence, prepared to ac

commodate over 200 girls. Special ac

counts of these two buildings will appear

in the next issue.

In August a new building was dedicated

for the Bar Harbor, Maine, Association.

This building cost something over $50,000

and was the gift of Mrs. John S. Kennedy.

The Springfield, Ohio, Association in Oc

tober entered a combination administration

and residence building which had been en

tirely remodeled and rebuilt to meet all the

needs of the Association. The total cost

was $80,000.

The Colorado Springs Association has

occupied a new $80,000 building this fall.

It serves both as residence and administra

tion building.

The Keokuk, Iowa, Association opened a

new building in September.

The new building of the Saginaw, Mich.,

Association, dedicated in September, was

erected at a cost of $65,000.

The Association in Athens, Ga., has

erected a very complete gymnasium, with

pool and baths, at a cost of $20,000. This

structure furnishes the nucleus around

which a complete building will later be

erected.

The Yonkers, N. Y., Association will

soon enter a new combination building, for

the erection of which $108,000 was raised

by a campaign in 1912.

The Wichita, Kas., Association, which

raised $125,000 in a campaign last spring,

has purchased a building to be used as a

residence and will later erect an adminis

tration building.

In Seattle, Wash., the exterior of the

new building, to cost about $250,000, is

practically complete.

New buildings are now under construc

tion for the Associations in Charlotte, N.

C., and Wheeling, W. Va.; $75,000 was

raised by a campaign in Wheeling in April,

1912, and $63,000 in Charlotte in Novem

ber, IOI 2.

The corner stone of the new administra

tion building for Richmond, which will cost

$84,000, was laid on August 1. In the

spring of this year the Association occu

pied a new residence. Both of these build

ings were provided for by a campaign for

$160,000 in 1911.

The new building for the Germantown,

Philadelphia, Association is now under way,

and plans are being prepared for the Ken

sington Branch building of the Philadel

phia Association. These buildings were in

cluded in the fund of $500,000 raised in

Philadelphia in May of this year.

A branch building for the Baltimore As

Sociation, estimated to cost $30,000, has

been begun.

In September ground was broken in Oak

land, Cal., for a new $188,000 building, to

be four stories, with open court and roof

garden, and providing accommodations for

transient guests.

Plans for a building in Fort Dodge, Ia.,

have been submitted by the architect.

The St. Joseph, Mo., Association raised

$150,000 in a building campaign last spring

The building plans have been accepted and

the construction will soon be under way.

The new building for the Eastern district

branch of the Brooklyn Association will

soon be begun. It is expected that the

building will be ready in July, 1914, and

will cost about $115,000.

BUILDING CAMPAIGNS

As this number goes to press a joint cam

paign of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation and Young Women's Christian As

sociation is in progress in New York City

for $4,000,000, $3,000,000 of which is for

Young Women's Christian Association

buildings. A later issue will contain a more

complete report of this campaign, which

is of national and world import.

The following cities are also planning

for campaigns to be held in the fall or

early spring :

San Francisco, Cal.

Savannah, Ga.

Terre Haute, Ind.

Sioux City, Ia.

New Britain, Conn.

Louisville, Ky.

Baltimore, Md.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Winston-Salem, N. C.

Columbus, Ohio.

Chester, Pa.

New Castle, Pa.

Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, San An

tonio, Texas.

Then be ye glad, good people,

This night of all the year,

And light ye up your candles,

For his star it shineth clear.

—Old English.
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One of the most interesting pieces of

work conducted among summer schools

this past season was necessarily not in

cluded in the report of summer school

work in the last Association Monthly.

Miss Farquhar, student secretary for the

Northeastern Field, represented the As

sociation at Chautauqua, New York.

When it is realized that 50,000 people

visit Chautauqua every season, and that

of the 1,000 enrolled in the summer

school the majority are young women, it

can be seen what it means to have the

Association undertake to have itself felt

in this institution. Miss Farquhar iden

tified herself with the “School of Re

ligion,” in whose building she held daily

office hours. She also came and went

among the girls at the “Women's Club,”

“The College Commons,” “The School

of Physical Education,” etc. She was in

strumental in establishing on the grounds

two young women's Bible classes, one of

which was formed especially for the girls

who, because they were employed on the

grounds as waitresses or in some other

way, could not take advantage of the

regular program. It was found that so

many people in attendance at Chautauqua

were connected with the Association in

one way or another that a reception was

held for all members and friends of the

Association. It will be remembered that

Camp Chedwel was established just

across the lake from the Chautauqua

grounds. Miss Jessie Field's part in the

Chautauqua program during the “social

center week” aroused such interest in the

camp that a connection was maintained

between it and the Chautauqua Institute

by bulletins, distribution of literature,

etc. The Chautauqua Daily was most

courteous in giving space for all Asso

ciation mention, and it is felt that innu

merable people came to know more about

the Young Women's Christian Associa

tion because they were at Chautauqua

this summer.

A new kind of membership campaign

was held lately by the Fresno Normal

School in California, called “The Rivalry

of the Seasons.” A girl was chosen from

the incoming class to represent the

“Year,” and she in turn chose four more

girls for the “Seasons.” The “Seasons” in

turn chose “Months,” and added still more

to the Association membership by finding

their allotted number of “Weeks.” Some

of the “Weeks” even went so far as to

find “Days"—although the , number of

students in this school would not permit

much more expansion. A calendar was

hung in the school building, and as soon

as each place was filled a gold star was
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pasted to it by the corresponding “Sea

son,” “Month,” “Week,” or “Day.” The

result was 72 members and great enthu

siasm.

A Christmas meeting with very real

Christmas spirit and beauty was held last

year by the University of Texas Asso

ciation and is commented on, as other

Associations are planning for this sea

son. Three hundred University girls

came together in a room glowing with

soft light from candles and the glistening

of tiny Christmas trees. Autumn leaves

and crimson poinsettia added still more

Christmas color to the scene. The pro

gram in addition to a very little of the

right kind of music was simply three

short talks by three different grown-ups

who were filled deeply with the spirit of

the meeting, talks on The First Christ

mas, The Christmas of Mediaeval Times

(explaining the traditions from which our

modern festivities have sprung), and The

Christmas Spirit of Modern Times—in

other words, “applied Christmas,” or liv

ing it every day and hour of the year.

A joint finance campaign, held by the

Young Men's and Young Women's Chris

tian Associations of Oberlin somewhat

on the same principles of a city finance

campaign, was so successful that a large

surplus over the desired $2,000 was raised

for each Association.

Another adaptation of city Association

methods to college conditions was shown

in the recent publicity campaign con

ducted by the University of Nebraska

Association in Lincoln. The flourishing

condition of this Association is shown by

the fact that its Bible and mission classes

include about 500 girls. The special aim

of the Association for this year is to

deepen the social consciousness among

college women.

At the first under-graduates' pay-day

held this fall each class and college or

ganization had a booth in the Associa

tion room, at which members might pay

their annual dues for everything from

student government to the college mis

sionary society.

Customary conditions were reversed by

the Association of the University of Illi

nois, when groups of the membership

gave a series of entertainments to the

Association committees.

The college authorities of Knox Uni

versity have honored the two Christian

Associations by asking them to take

charge of the general social functions of

the college—this in the hope that a more

democratic spirit might be infused in the

student body.
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Attendance at the opening meeting of

the Beloit Association was ensured this

year by the fact that each “old member”

personally conducted a freshman to the

meeting.

Another cabinet house party was held

by the Association at Whitworth Col

lege, Washington, just before the opening

of college this fall, in a bungalow on

Puget Sound. This was a direct result

of the suggestion made at the Gearhart

Park Conference. The days of counsel,

prayer and fun in this fir tree forest at

the head of the Bay and around the great

beach fires at night sent this cabinet into

the year's work as a unit.

Three hundred of the four hundred

girls in attendance at Blackstone Female

Institute in Virginia are members of the

Association thus early in the year. At

Buford College in Tennessee every girl

in the college is enrolled in the Associa

tion.

An early morning prayer service held

by the Association girls who live in the

dormitory of Murfreesboro Normal

School in Tennessee is doing much for

the spirit of the school.

ASSOCIATION WORK IN THE

COUNTRY

From the two-months'-old baby to the

grandmother over-weary from attempt

ing to visit all parts of the Chautauqua

county fair, all who used the comforable

and fully equipped rest room maintained

by the county Young Women's Chris

tian Association were genuinely, if some

times inarticulately, grateful! Many wee

babies were left in charge of the two

trained nurses, while the volunteer com

mittee supplemented with boiled water

or bottled milk, or took gracious care of

the tired girls and women. The under

taking paid all expenses and gave the

Association five admission tickets daily.

Over thirty babies were entered in the

Better Babies Contest conducted in the

rest room for mental and development

measurements and physical tests.

Mission study in co-operation with the

village churches is conducted in the

Westfield Branch of the Chautauqua

County Association. The secretary, Miss

Shepard, discussed the general plan with

three of the Westfield ministers, and as

a result one of them conducted a course

in foreign missions, one in home mis

sions, and the third in Christian sociol

ogy—all the classes meeting at the Asso

ciation headquarters.

MAIN BUILDING OF SIMMONs College

A VOCATIONAL DAY IN BOSTON

Never has an Occupational Conference

been more happily entertained than in Bos

ton on November 8th, when Dean Arnold

and the student Association at Simmons

College welcomed ninety-five guests and

speakers, not only to their buildings, but

to the substantial luncheon in their cafe

teria.

Among the guests of the day were Miss

Amy Morris Homans, head of the physi

cal department of Wellesley College; Miss

Florence Jackson of the Woman's Educa

tional and Industrial Union, presidents and

secretaries from Young Women's Chris

tian Associations in the vicinity, ex-secre

taries now serving young women through

volunteer positions on local boards, young

alumnae proving their lances in various oc

cupations before beginning preparation for

Association secretaryships, and seniors

from colleges of liberal arts and technical

schools. Miss Katy Boyd George, metro

politan student secretary, was that invalu

able official, the business manager; Mrs.

Kendall Emerson of Worcester, Mass., a

member of the Northeast Field Committee

of the National Board, presided, and Mrs.

Benjamin Tenney, president of the Boston

Association, led in opening devotions.

The topics and speakers were as fol

lows: “The Field for the Employed Of

ficer in the City,” by Miss Lena Farrar,

city secretary, Northeast Field Commit

tee; “The Field for the Employed Officer

in the College,” by Mrs. Frederick C.

Hunter, formerly student secretary, Ohio

and West Virginia Field Committee; “The

Field for the Employed Officer in the For

eign Land,” by Miss Margaret Burton,

special worker, Foreign Department, Na

tional Board; “The Spirit of Professional

Service,” by Dean Sarah L. Arnold, Sim

mons College: “The Secretary,” by Miss

Caroline B. Dow, Dean of the National
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Training System of Young Women's

Christian Associations; “The Technical

Worker,” by Miss Harriet Broad, gen

eral secretary of the . Young Women's

Christian Association of Boston; “Train

ing and Recommendations,” by Miss Eliza

beth Wilson, executive of the Secretarial

Department of the National Board; and

“Social Work on a Christian Basis,” by

Rev. James Austin Richards, pastor of

the Mount Vernon Congregational Church,

Boston, Mass.

Dean Arnold's presentation of loyalty,

unselfishness and reliability was illus

trated by three examples of girls in do

mestic circles and two telephone oper

ators. Mr. Richards' plea for “the whole

self” emphasized the vital elements of the

Association program. Miss Burton's in

stances of the psvchological moment in

China and its treatment there were very

intimately received by an audience con

taining many students from Wellesley and

the Sargent School of Physical Education,

with which Miss Chun, Miss Mayhew and

Miss Derry had been identified.

begun.

INTELLIGENT EFFICIENCY

You have grown to believe that ſpecialization is a

necessity for any profession :

In the Association Fie/d-

A. For the ſecretary

2. For the board member

3. For the committee and vo/unteer worker.

You know that after the college and the post-graduate

course education which makes /ife interesting is but just

You know that to win the goa/, it is the reading done

after the co//ege and the univerſity training which com

p/etes and complements the education.

Every type of Christian and ſocial work has its

specia/ magazine, which is subscribed to as a matter of

courſe by al/ who are interested.

By count the Association worker meg/ect; this oppor

tunity by nearly 14,000 perſonſ.

hundred ſubscribe to The Asſociation Month/y, when

Four thouſand five

efficiency?

there are fifteen thousand active/y interested.

Are we going to be behind others in inte//gent
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Why Have a Basis?

Any answer to this question must

take into account the fact that when

we use the word “basis” in reference

to the Young Women's Christian As

Sociation we are talking about the

basis of membership. To the degree

that an organization is democratic,

governed by the consent of all the

governed, it follows that the basis of

organization shall be also the basis of

membership. When a group of peo

ple associate together, they do it for

Some reason. If it is reason enough

to hold them together, as an organiza

tion, it would seem that it should as

sume the dignity of a real purpose.

It is taken for granted that in asso

ciating thus together, they are com

mitted to this purpose. The driving

power which is generated by the fact

of their being associated together is

in proportion to the worth of the pur

pose. This driving power is also in

proportion to the commitment to the

purpose of all who belong. This is

but to say that if a group of people

desire to go somewhere, all the

members of the group must agree

upon the where, if they are to have

any voice in the matter, and upon how

worth while it is to get there.

One is reminded of a personal ex

perience in helping to form a club for

reading French literature, a club

which has a name to fit its original

purpose. Now, after a history of

twenty winters, it still exists, but upon

the basis of community of tastes, a

club for good times for its members.

Its present members have forgotten, if

they have ever heard, the purpose for

which it was organized, and seem

not to have noticed the incongru

ity of the name of the club and

what it is doing, although the explana

tion is simple enough, viz., that the

original constitution did not provide

that the members should be chosen on

the basis of some knowledge of the

French language.

The writer remembers also in this

connection that the question “why.”

rose to her lips in respect to a certain

Shakespeare Club, so-called, in one of

the colleges, the activities of which

are a german in winter and a garden

party in the spring. Query: “Why the

name?”

So constant must be the application

of the plumb line.

The Call of the Job

Now and again we long for an en

dowment fund in connection with the

editorial chair, for the reprint and

broadcast distribution of an article or

story or sermon that peculiarly strikes

home. Such a one is “The Call of the

Job,” appearing in the November At

lantic Monthly under the name of Dr.

Richard Cabot. Yet all we can do is

to quote a handful of its penetrating

words, and urge a reading of the

whole:

“. Present good, future good,

no good—these possibilities are min

gled in the crude ore which we ordi

narily call work. Out of that we must

smelt, if we can, the pure metal of a

vocation fit for the spirit of man. . . .”

“. . Monotony of work is per

haps the quality of which we complain

most, yet monotony is really demanded

by almost every one. . . .”

“. . . Nor is there anything slavish

or humiliating in this. It is simply the

admission that we are not ready at

every moment to be original, inventive,

creative. We have found out the im

mense strain and cost of fresh think

ing. To do something again and

again as the trees, the birds and our

own hearts do, is a fundamental need

which demands and receives satisfac

tion in work as well as in play. . . .”

“. . . Taken literally, the ideals

of utility and civic reform are like the

old myth which explained the world's

support as the broad back of an ele
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phant. Who supports the elephant?

He rests on a gigantic tortoise; and

who supports the tortoise? No an

swer is audible in the business sections

of our cities, in the schoolrooms or in

the colleges. The church's answer is

derided or ignored by a large faction

of us. But it is the right one; and we

shall learn to listen to it or pay the

penalty. ."

Our Staff in Turkey

It will be noticed that a whole new

nation has been added to those on the

inside back cover of THE ASSOCIATION

Monthly, where our foreign secre

taries are listed with the posts at which

they are at work. With pride we add

Turkey to the number and with a sense

of fitness that this should be announced

just at the close of the World's Week

of Prayer. When Miss Frances Gage

went back to Turkey this summer it

was with the intention of returning to

serve again as a special worker for the

foreign department of the National

Board. When once in the midst of

the shifting and challenging conditions

in this part of the near East, however,

Miss Gage felt so keenly that this was

a field not to be deserted that she has

remained to give herself to the work

in parts of the country outside of Con

stantinople.

Miss Anna Welles, a graduate of

Bryn Mawr, who has in the past done

a good deal of volunteer work in the

student hostel in Paris, has been ap

pointed to Constantinople itself, where

she will do full secretarial work

though partly in a volunteer capacity.

We welcome the two new mem

bers to our national staff at work in

other lands and rejoice in this increase

in our world's interests. The National

Board is now at work in six nations.

Our Heraldry

Two letters chance to lie on the edi

torial desk, and there have been others

in time past, which run somewhat like
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this: “There seems to be some doubt

here as to just what is the Association

color—blue, blue and gold, or just

what kind of blue?”

One may remember that it is the

royal blue of daughters of a king.

There are three things we all might

just as well memorize for all time:–

the Association color, and where to find

the national and world's mottoes. We

all know them as we know our given

names, but a headquarters secretary

was seen not long ago in a fifteen-min

ute search through her concordance—

for “abundant” is not satisfactorily

listed in the concordance of either ver

sion |

This may be the appointed hour to

copy or memorize these three corner

stones of our symbolism:

The Association color: Royal blue.

The national motto: I am come that

they might have life, and have it more

abundantly. John Io:Io.

The world's motto: Not by might

nor by power, but by my spirit, saith

the Lord of Hosts. Zechariah 4:6.

A New Field Conference

One of the many of our field confer

ences of various sorts merits a special

word, as it is the first in a new terri

tory. The Central Field Committee

convened 32Orepresentativesof Illinois,

Michigan, Wisconsin and Indiana As

sociations at Chicago in early Novem

ber. The especially cheerful part

about this number was that it repre

sented seventy-seven Associations.

Miss Jontz, executive for this field,

writes, “Two days after the confer

ence a man came into our office with a

check for $1,000, saying it was from

some one who had attended a session

of the conference and gone away

greatly impressed with the possibili

ties for industrial work in this field.

This was told at a membership ban

quet at Evansville, Indiana”—but for

the rest of this story see the note about

Evansville under City News Items,

page 412.
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For House Secretaries and Lunch Room

Directors

Although for fifty years Young

Women's Christian Associations have

been offering shelter and serving food

to girls, the summer of 1914 will be

the first time that any course of study

has been offered by a national or .

ganization.

As THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY an

nounces elsewhere, a Short Course

will be offered from July 15th to

August 12th distinctly for these im

portant and numerous members of

every Association employed staff. It

is hoped that vacation schedules may

be arranged so that from every Asso

ciation one or more students can come

to take advantage of this course. The

sum of fifty dollars covers registration,

tuition, room, and two meals daily and

all Sunday meals at the National

Training School.

The course will be given at head

quarters, which will make possible an

acquaintance with the whole national

work and the place of the lunch room

and residence hall in the Association

scheme. One whole day and two

afternoons each week will be devoted

to visiting in New York and vicinity.

Several splendid new administration

buildings, with lunch room, new As

sociation residences, etc., are being

erected in addition to the Association

and other kindred buildings already

here. Incidentally residence in the

Training School will give first-hand

acquaintance with a model students'

dormitory, and the cafeteria on the

office side of the building will show a

type of lunch room for women em

ployees.

The program is being carefully

worked out for the best needs of the

prospective students, including those

who have had technical training and

wish to learn more of the Association

point of view and those who have

had Association experience and wish

the help of authorities in household

management. Consequently, the Sec

retarial Department is inviting teach

ers and speakers of reputation both

outside and inside the Association

movement. The lectures will cover

the question of committee organiza

tion; location, equipment, manage

ment, and publicity of both types of

Association residences and of the

lunch room; economic questions, ac

counting, Association standards, etc.

Institutional housekeeping will take

up buying, institutional cookery (not

experimental) and institutional man

agement. The arrangement of menus

will have a large place here. Nutri

tion, cafeteria management, building

administration and the house di

rector's work will also be provided for.

For the particular benefit of those who

have to do with tea room management,

serving of membership suppers, etc.,

certain domestic science demonstra

tions are being arranged. A Bible

study course two hours a week and

general Association lectures also find

a place in the curriculum.

Circulars will be issued later and

the current numbers of THE ASSOCI

ATION Monthly will give more de

tailed information. The Secretarial

Department will be very glad to an

swer questions. This does not mean

that the National Board is offering

professional institutional management

courses as a part of the general train

ing system. It does mean, however,

that for the summer of 1914 there will

be a course adapted to the needs of

every member of these staffs in the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion.

First Aid to the Injured, 1913-1914

There has been a demand for an

elementary course in First Aid to the

Injured for younger girls. Such a

course is now offered. It is intended

for girls from twelve to sixteen and

covers the emergencies girls of that

age may be trained to understand and

handle intelligently. The course cov

ers eight lessons, and when completed

an examination is given. For those

who pass the test a certificate will be
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given by the National Board which

will contain the facsimile signatures

of the President of the National

Board and the Educational Secretary.

While the general course is given by

a physician, the elementary course

may be given by a graduate physical

director or other specially qualified

person under the general supervision

of a physician.

The dates of examination will be

the same for the elementary as for

the general course for which the joint

certificate of the Red Cross and the

National Board is offered. In order

to avoid special examinations at ir

regular dates, four regular examina

tions will be provided for 1913-1914.

They will occur on December 10, 1913,

January 23, April 24 and May 15,

IOI4.

New folders have been published

outlining both the general course and

the course for younger girls together

with examination regulations, and

copies may be had upon application to

the Publication Department.

Once Upon a Time

Who likes to tell stories to her club

girls, even if they are grown up? Who

racks her brain for the juniors, to sat

isfy the imperious words, “Now tell

us another, please”? Or who goes home

from a board or committee meeting to

a group of her own small folks who

want to be told “precious and mysteri

ous and comfortable things in moth

er's lap”? To all such we bring word

of a compact, pick-upable, picture

filled little magazine of joy, which

should be side by side with THE Asso

CIATION MONTHLY on the reading ta

ble. This is The Story Tellers Maga

zine, started only in June by the presi

dent of the National Story Tellers

League, Richard T. Wyche. Write to

27 West 23d Street in New York for

a copy and see if it is not a gift for

your need. To the Story Tellers Mag

azine—may it live happily ever after!
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It is only a step from story telling

to story living, or play. Those who

have lost the play spirit are beginning

to die, said Dr. Cabot to the last Play

Congress. “Recreation Bibliography”

is rather a heavy title for just books

on play, but this is another publication

that we commend as being one of the

really usable reference pamphlets. Ten

cents and an order sent to the Russell

Sage Foundation at 400 Metropolitan

Tower in New York will bring you

this splendid little compilation of all

books bearing on plays and games,

folk dancing, sports, festivals, recrea

tion centers, clubs and camps, and all

public facilities for recreation.

The week of December 7th has been

set aside by The National Association

for the Study and Prevention of Tu

berculosis for its annual campaign for

the education of the public in the ways

and means of preventing this disease.

The Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation has always stood for the posi

tive and constructive attitude towards

matters of health, and doubtless many

Associations will assist in awhatever

effort is made in their own communi

ties to observe this week.

As stated elsewhere in THE ASSOCI

ATION MONTHLY, the dates for the

Summer School of 1914 are July 1st

to August 12th. Physical directors are

asked to note these dates and reserve

them for the course that will be an

nounced in the January number of the

paper.

FROM SUBSCRIBERS.

“THE Association MonTHLY means a

good deal to me and I guess I am to be a

life-long subscriber unless something awful

flappens !”

“In moving to California I shipped with

our furniture five years' files of THE As

sociation MontHLY.”
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CAMPAIGN CONDITIONS

In comparing THE Association

MontHLY clubs this year with last, the

increase in the number of Associations

taking advantage of the campaign

conditions is gratifying in the ex

treme. Of those taking the fifty-club

member rate the increase is from 12

to 22, of which seven continued from

the year before. If only we might

have kept the five Associations which

did not continue ! Or, barring that, if

only they would renew l And if only

the whole 22 would renew, with some

added ones | Oh, optimism, thy wants

are legionſ

Of the Associations taking advan

tage of the twenty-five club member

rate, there is an increase from 9 to 18.

Doubled ! However, there were five

who did not renew from the year be

fore, and we could reiterate the same

wails and the same hopes as close the

paragraph above if we were not fear

ful of boring our readers.

Of the Associations using the ten

club member rate, we wish the in

crease could have been greater. There

is a jump, but not a sufficiently large

jump-from 19 to 28—but alas, 16 did

not renew from the year previous!

Although three of these did not renew

under the ten-club member rate, but

under the fifty-club member rate. If

only, to pack more hope in a little

space, all the ten-club member rate As

sociations would take such a leap!

Elsewhere in THE ASSOCIATION

MontHLY will be found under “Intel

ligent Efficiency” the reasons why we

think an effort to get readers is well

worth time and thought.

We realize fully the duties of the

general secretary, and we know they

are too arduous for her to take any

added responsibility. But could this

task not be delegated to a special com

mittee or even to one young woman

anxious to serve the best interests of

the Association. With lists of board

and committee members, secretaries,

special departments of the Association,

active and interested members, fur

nished by the secretary, the task of

getting a club of 25, 50 or even Ioo

subscribers ought not to be difficult.

The club conditions are as follows:

In clubs of Io from one Association,

$0.90 a year.

In clubs of 25 from

$0.75 a year.

In clubs of 50 from

$o.5o a year.

Single subscriptions, $1.00 a year.

one Association,

one Association,

A commission of five per cent is

offered to the person getting up the

club. It is possible to have more than

one club in the same Association, for

instance, a club of fifty, all of whose

subscriptions begin in February, and

another club of fifty whose subscrip

tions begin in October.

It is necessary that all the names of

members in the same club be sent in

within a month's time, so that their

subscriptions may all begin with the

same issue.

If in forming a club in your Associ

ation there are those whose subscrip

tions expire several months before the

date of the club subscription, it will be

possible for them to pay for the inter

vening months at the single copy rate

and have the renewal begin with the

club.

During January we hope to add

many subscribers to our list. For the

reasons already given in another part

of the magazine would not a large

club be an easy possibility for your

Association? Can any active worker

afford to be without it?

Associations Having Clubs at 50 Member

Rate:

San Diego, Cal........................ 50

Cleveland, Ohio (1st club) . . . . . . . . . . . 50

Springfield, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50

Minneapolis, Minn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50

Akron, Ohio ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53

Cleveland, Ohio (2nd Club) . . . . . . . . . . . 5I

Jacksonville, Fla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64

Syracuse, N. Y. (city) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62

Detroit, Mich. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50

Harlem Branch, New York City. . . . . . 65

New Bedford, Mass. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57

Trenton, N. J. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
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St. Paul, Minn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52

Washington, D. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50

Los Angeles, Cal. (1st club) . . . . . . . . . . 50

Seattle, Wash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54

Central Branch, New York City. . . . . . . 72

Savannah, Ga. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SO

Austin, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50

Omaha, Neb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54

Pasadena, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50

Los Angeles, Cal. (2nd club). . . . . . . . . . 50

Associations Having Clubs at 25 Member

Rate:

Paterson, N. J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

Portland, Ore. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

Burlington, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

Oakland, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

Indianapolis, Ind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

Louisville, Ky. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

Bridgeport, Conn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

Fort Smith, Ark. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3I

San Antonio, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

Toledo, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

Xenia, Ohio (county) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

Riverside, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

National Training School '12-’13. . . . . . 27

Syracuse, N. Y. (student) . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

Asheville, N. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27

Stanford University, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

Columbia, Mo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

Wheeling, W. Va. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

Associations Having Clubs at 10 Member

Rate:

Kansas City, Mo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO

Ithaca, N. Y. (student). . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO

Kansas City, Kans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I2

Laurel, Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Io

Quincy, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO

Lynchburg, Va. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Io

Fort Wayne, Ind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I5

Richmond, Va. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2I

McKeesport, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO

Philadelphia, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO

Decatur, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO

New Haven, Conn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

Erie, Pa. (1st club) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II

Albion, Mich. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO

Ann Arbor, Mich. (city). . . . . . . . . . . . . Io

Bellingham, Wash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Io

Denver, Colo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO

Salt Lake City, Utah. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I2

Sioux City, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO

Columbus, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO

Lincoln, Neb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO

Baldwin City, Kans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I3

Columbus, Miss. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I2

Iowa City, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I2

Champaign, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Io

Terre Haute, Ind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lo

Tampa, Fla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I2

Erie, Pa. (2nd club) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Io
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A FEW CHRISTMAS BOOKS

To divert at any time a troublesome

fancy, run to thy books; they presently

fix thee to them, and drive the other

out of thy thoughts. They always re

ceive thee with the same kindness.-

Thomas Fuller.

Crowds. By Gerald Stanley Lee. “A

pick-up-book,” but a book that makes

one think. $1.35 net.

The House of Happiness. By Kate

Langley Bosher. Another charming

story by the author of “Mary Cary.”

$1.25 net.

My Lady of the Chimney Corner. By

Alexander Irvine. A book with a hu

man appeal. A son's record of a moth

er's influence. $1.20 net.

Martha By-the-Day. By Julie Lippmann.

A book of cheer and optimism. A good

book to read aloud. $1.00 net.

Making Over Martha. By Julie Lipp

mann. “A bigger and even better story -

than Martha-By-the-Day.” $1.20 net.

The Friendly Road. By David Grayson.

Pictures of country life which breathe a

cheery philosophy. $1.35 net.

Things that Matter Most. By J. H. Jow

ett. Brief devotional messages charac

terized by simplicity and earnestness.

$1.25 net.

Beyond the Natural Order. By Nolan

Rice Best. Essays on Prayer, Miracles

and the Incarnation. $o.75 net.

The Story of Waitstill Baxter. By Kate

Douglas Wiggin. A novel possessing

rare charm, by the author of “Rebecca.”

$1.3o net.

Pollyanna. By Eleanor H., Porter.

Known as the “Glad Book.” $1.35 net.

The Secret of Achievement. By Marion

Leroy Burton. An inspiring address by

the President of Smith College. $o.5o

net.

The Taste of Apples. By Jennette Lee.

A New England story which makes

wholesome, pleasant reading. $1.25 net.

When I was a Little Girl. By Zona Gale.

“An exquisite and charming romance

of childhood.” $1.5o net.

V. V.'s Eyes. By Henry Sydnor Harri

son. “A story no less distinctly orig

inal than “Queed.’” $1.35 net.

The Feast of St. Friend. By Arnold Ben

nett. A new edition of this Christmas

story. $0.50 net.

The Summit of the Years. By John Bur

roughs. A collection of essays written

with the author's characteristic charm.

$1.15 net.
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SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of the Association Year

Book up to date by noting therein all sec

retarial changes.

FIELD

Fannie Morris, formerly student secre

tary for denominational schools for the

North Central Field Committee, to be

student secretary for normal schools for

the same committee.

LOCAL

GENERAL.

Mary Dodds, to be student secretary at

the University of Denver, Denver, Colo.

Mary Hanson, formerly acting general

secretary at Great Falls, Mont., to be gen.

eral secretary at the same place.

Annie B. Kerr, formerly secretary of the

Lawrenceville Branch, Pittsburgh, Pa., to

be general secretary at Elkhart, Ind.

Laura McKean, formerly extension sec

retary at Jersey City, N. J., to be general

secretary at Phillipsburg, N. J

Helen Tracy, formerly educational sec

retary at Los Angeles, Cal., to be gen

eral secretary at New Orleans, La.

DEPARTMENTAL.

Mrs. May L. Andrews, to be lunch room

director at Houston, Texas.

Mrs. Clara Billings, to be house secre

tary at Nashua, N -

May Breckenridge, formerly announced

as physical director at Pasadena, Cal., to

to be junior secretary and physical director

at that place.

Mrs. May Charlton, to be traveler's aid

at Houston, Texas.

Erna C. Claas, to be physical director at

Marion, Ind.

Nina Cox, to be assistant secretary for

Goodhue County, Minn.

Eleanor Duffield to be traveler's aid at

Houston, Texas.

Florence Durkee, to be house secretary

at Fort Worth, Texas.

Elizabeth Elmer, to be assistant secre

tary at Providence, R. I.

Marion Gay, to be physical director at

Fresno, Cal.

Elsie M. Gegenheimer, formerly physical

director at Lawrence, Mass., to hold the

same position at Nashua, N. H.

Nellie B. Gilbert, to be domestic art and

domestic science director at Nashua, N. H.

Mrs. Florence Glenn, to be lunch room

director at El Paso, Texas.

Mrs. M. D. Grindell, to be house secre

tary at Bar Harbor, Me.

Fannie C. Hatch, to be assistant house

secretary and domestic science teacher at

Davton, Ohio.

Mrs. E. C. Hawley, to be employment

secretary at Springfield, Mass.

Edith Hively, to be office secretary at

Dayton, Ohio.

Mrs. Frances Hughins, formerly matron

of boarding home at Fort Worth, Texas,

to be traveler's aid at Houston, Texas.

Mabel Jamison, formerly cafeteria di

rector at St. Louis, Mo., to be lunch room

director at Saginaw, Mich.

Theo. K. Judkins, to be lunch room di

rector at Great Falls, Mont.

Josephine Kelley, formerly announced as

assistant secretary and physical director

at Lynchburg, Va., to be assistant secre

tary at that place.

Mrs. Ella E. Kinsman, to be house sec

retary at Missoula, Mont.

Alice Lawton, to be stenographer at

Dayton, Ohio.

Pauline Long, to be cafeteria director at

Fresno, Cal.

Mrs. Nellie Pillichody, to be financial

secretary at Dayton, Ohio.

Ethelwyn Porter, formerly Bible and ex

tension secretary at Sioux City, Ia., to be

extension secretary at Chattanooga, Tenn.

Mrs. Florence Porter, to be religious

work director and extension secretary at

Houston, Texas.

Agnes Renton, formerly cafeteria di

rector at Indianapolis, Ind., to be dining

room director at Dayton, Ohio.

Edith M. Walker, to be office secretary

at Omaha, Neb.

Mrs. Julia Whitehead, to be traveler's

aid at Houston, Texas.

Jennie Woodelton, to be acting physical

director at the Colgate Branch, Jersey

City, N. J.

THE TASTE OF THORN APPLES.

There was a page in the Women's Num

ber of Rural Manhood in November that

brought so many grateful letters back to

headquarters that it has been printed in

the form of a Christmas card. This was

Miss Elizabeth Wilson's “How My Five

Senses Teach Me to Love the Country,”

"inder a picture of hills and country road

just to look at which is a veritable adven

ture in contentment Miss Wilson has

made city-bound folk ache for the country

places they once knew, and country folk

open eyes and ears and hands to what is

close by and learn better to “love the taste

of thorn apples and sweet acorns, and

sumac and choke-cherries, and all the wild

things we used to find on the road to

school.” Picture and all, it is printed on

an attractive card in tones of brown. To

be sure, Miss Field’s “country girls” are

going to claim it as their special own, but

happily it comes out in time for Christmas

lists and the Publication Department will

send it to you for 10 cents.



A MUNIMAKER

in your building means a good cool drink

for your members, when a good cool drink

will be most appreciated, after an hour's

work in the Gym, for instance.

Just a turn of the

handle to the right

and you draw a de

licious, cold glass of

Hires.

No mess or bother of

any kind, and the

profit from the sale

of Hires in your

building will agree

ably surprise you.

We have a proposition whereby you can

have a Munim aker free of all cost.

Just say “Munimaker” on a postal

and we’ll tell you all about it.

The Charles E. Hires Company

Y. W. C. A. Dept., 347 Fifth Avenue.

New York City



Sunday All life will flash into beauty and tower into greatness,

and the familiar and trite be invested with “the glory

and the freshness of a dream,” if in all we are con

sciously serving the Lord.

–/an Maclaren.

Monday Besides, she had that final, that highest gift from heaven,

a perfect self forgetfulness.

—Sarah Orne Jezzett.

Tuesday I reckon I’ll have to fall back on that text that says all

things are working together for good. Not some things,

honey, but “all things’’. Did you ever think o' that ?

—/2/72a Calvert Hall.

Wednesday Most people, even the laziest of us, like working when we

get up to our necks, or even better, out of depths in it,

but the wading is weary work

–E. F. Benson.

Thursday Sometimes it seems to me wonderful cosy to be alive 1

I’m glad I’m it.

—Zona Gale.

Friday In quietness and in confidence shall be your strength.

—Zhe Book of Isaiah.

- The year grows still again. The surging wake
Saturday Of full sailed Summer folds its furrows up,

As after passing of an argosy.

Spring, the young morn, and Summer, the strong noon,

Have dreamed and done and died for Autumn's sake.

—Richard Le Gallienne.

If you like these things from the 1914 Association Calendar you

will like the other 358. And there is a prayer-page for each month.

The cover is in tan and old blue—a glimpse of “the land of far dis

tances”. Special envelope.

Get out your Christmas list and see how

many people you can send this tol

Postpaid 30 cents.

Publication Department, 6oo Lexington Ave., New York
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The Name

REMINGTON

Stands for

The Longest History

The Widest Experience

The Greatest Manufacturing Resources

The Most Complete and Comprehensive Product

The Largest Selling Organization

of any concern in the typewriter business.

From every angle and from every point of view the Remington

qualifies as the “Recognized Leader Among Typewriters”-First

and Always.

Official Typewriter of the Panama-Pacific

International Exposition.

Remington Typewriter Company

(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

PATENTed

The Perfect Shower Control

Valve

WRITE FOR BULLETIN No. 3

HOFFMANN & BILLINGS

MFG. CO.

Milwaukee - - WIS.

ASK YOUR PLUMBER

Ladies." Tºrpe sº-ower

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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PUBLICATIONS

Recognition Service. For welcoming new members into a

student Association............................50 cents per 100.

Cabinet Outfit. An assortment of pamphlets on all the cabinet

and committee activities of a student Association. Should be

ordered by every cabinet member........................50 cents.

Report of the World’s Student Christian Federation Con

ference at Lake Mohonk. An essential part of all student

Association archives.............................................40 cents

The Christian Approach to Social Morality, by Dr.

Richard C. Cabot. A constructive, sane discussion of sex

education and conduct in its rightful place as but one phase

of all human affections and relationships...............50 cents.

Young Working Girls (previously announced as The Girl vs.

the City). Compiled by Robert A. Woods from the

experience of 2,000 settlement workers. Introduction by

Jane Addams. For all who are working with industrial girls,

or for home mission study classes

Paper 60 cents; cloth $1.00

The Foreign Annual for 1913. Popularly describes Association

work in India, China, Japan and South America....25 cents

Personal Account Book. Will tell you at a glance how much

you are spending and for what. Can be carried in handbag

for immediate entry under nine printed budget headings:

Living Expenses, Clothing, Recreation, etc..........15 Cents

Calendar for 1914. Will solve many Christmas Problems for

you. The legend on the tan and old blue cover, “Ye shall

see the King in his beauty and the land of far distances,”

interprets the nature of the daily quotations. Special

envelope.............................................................30 Cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

National Board Young Womens Christian Associations

600 Lexington Avenue, New York City



Make Your Reading Count

READ THIS COURSE

(Thirty-sixth C. L. S. C. Year)

Rambles and Studies in Greece. By J. P. Mahaffy,

C.V.O., author of “Social Life in Greece,” “History

of Greek Literature,” etc......................................$1.50

The Message of Greek Art. By Dr. H. H. Powers,

Pres. Bureau of University Travel. 125 illustrations 2.oo

Studies in the Poetry of Italy: Roman and Italian. By

Frank Justus Miller, University of Chicago, and Oscar

Kuhns, Wesleyan University.................................. I.50

The Meaning of Evolution. By Samuel C. Schmucker,

West Chester State Normal School, Pennsylvania...... I.50

“The Chautauquan: A Weekly Newsmagazine.” Illus

trated. Containing:

Where Civilizations Meet : Round About Constanti

nople. By Frank Chapin Bray, Managing Editor

Chautauqua Press.

Current Events. “Highways and Byways” news per

spective...............................................................2.OO

All Four Books (cloth bound) and the Magazine...... $5.ook

*Remit 30 cents extra for postage or prepaid express.

“Collect” charges are more.

“Easy for Anybody, Worth While for Everybody”

If in doubt, send stamp for handbook of testimonials

Address Chautauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York

Don’t Read at Random
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Gymnastic —

RUDOLPH LEnz

Printer

62-65. BIBLE HOUSE

new York

Telephone, Stuyvesant 553
1554

Apparatus

Playground

Apparatus

Lockers

Anthropometric Apparatus |

Columbia Ducit

Sequantur Alii

Ladies' Gymnasium Suits

Approbation of Leading Physical

Directors

Consumers League Endorsement
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Some Reflections on Democracy

Harriet McDoual Daniels

“I am a part of a// that I have met”

AST Sunday, just at dusk, I lay

in a steamer chair on the roof

of one of our East Side Settle

ments, in that state of drowsy well-be

ing that now and then succeeds the

week's work. The elevated trains

thundered by at each end of the block;

the shouts of the children, the rattling

of carts, the clang of the fire-engine,

rose up to me unheeded; even the fit

ful crying of a baby, heard in mo

ments of comparative silence from the

tenement below, failed to disturb me.

The sounds reached me dimly, as from

a world unrelated to my present

dreamy state. Suddenly, galvanized

into action by a dreaded sense of dan

ger, I sprang up! From below came

the note of an automobile horn, near

and insistent and harsh. Decidedly

angered by this unwarranted intrusion

of civilization upon my hour of quiet,

I murmured imprecations upon the

chauffeur. “Was one not safe even

on the top of an eight-story building?”

I muttered. My good nap spoiled, I

stretched myself and walking to the

railing, leaned out over the street. The

automobile had stopped below, and

toot of the horn, pressed into action by

many curious fingers, sounded inces

santly. A bonfire, deserted for this

new attraction, blazed merrily away

by itself, casting ruddy reflections on

the windows opposite; the street was

crowded—men and women hurried by

to their homes; girls with their beaux,

dressed bravely in Sunday best,

strolled leisurely past or stood in the

door ways, exchanging jests and gibes;

here was a group of girls playing at

“London bridge,” there a dozen boys,

busy at checkers, and running in and

out of the crowd were the children.

“For all the world like a hill of ants l’”

I thought as I watched. Over toward

Fifth avenue the streets were less

crowded and here and there lights

were beginning to appear. I looked

up. Above me, in a sky faint with

the dying crimson of the sunset, hung

a little new moon.

The noise of the street grew dim

again—even the automobile horn

seemed to lack insistence, and I fell

into a revery. I thought of the homes

of the crowd below, three or four

rooms, at least one dark, all of them

teeming with children, all of them

over-crowded, dirty, unattractive. And

my thoughts turned to the homes in

the better parts of the city, where

comfort and space and beauty reigned.

What would be the result, I wondered

as I mused on this cross-section of a

great city, if just for a week these

people could change places with those

“others”? Would the poor return con

tentedly to their squalid quarters when

they had lived, from the inside, the

lives of the rich P Would the rich

realize more acutely the difficulties of

keeping clean—to mention only one

of the trials of poverty—with dirty

425
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neighbors, unenforced sanitary laws

and insufficient income * The horn of

the automobile sounded again, jarring

upon my consciousness, a fitting sym

bol for all that democracy is not!

Queer, I mused, the different point of

view. When one is on foot rushing

madly across the street in front of

the car, hoping but hardly daring to

expect to escape with one's life, one

exclaims at the carelessness of the

chauffeur; but seated comfortably be

side him in the self-same car that has

so insulted our dignity, our adverse

criticism is directed toward the poor

gyrating pedestrian—“How stupid!”

we exclaim, “Why can't he get out of

the way !”

Is then, our lack of the democratic

spirit simply our failure to see the

other's point of view 2

In colonial days there was little or

none of this misunderstanding. All

alike had the same duties, the same

tasks, the same grave pleasures. To

gether they worshipped, fought, died.

They had all things in common; each

comprehended the other's point of

view. And whatever we may say of

the uncompromising condemnation of

the sinner or the, to us, harsh judg

ments passed on those of an opposite

viewpoint, there remained a certain

democracy that now is lacking—they

one and all shared the common lot.

To-day civilization has stolen away

this power to share the life of others.

Our great cities, with their millionaire

homes and pauper tenements, their lux

urious offices and fire-trap factories,

their grand operas and five-cent

“movies,” present a contrast that is

difficult for any one of us to grasp,

and the point of view of the “other"

is obscured by this rushing, mad, busy

world in which we live. At first view

it seems impossible that we should—

to use an apt slang phrase—“get next”

to this “other.” But a quite definite

change that gives promise for the fu

ture is making itself felt, and little

by little the true spirit of democracy

is creeping in. Not alone in this free

country do we judge all men equal,

granting to each the right of life, lib

erty and the pursuit of happiness, but

slowly and by degrees we are trying

to ascertain just what life, liberty and

the pursuit of happiness means to that

“other.” And in this search, we find

our own point of view growing broad

er and more sympathetic until it

reaches and includes rich and poor,

great and lowly alike.

Some years ago, a teacher in a

fashionable girls' school, found her

pupils greatly interested in a set

tlement club she had organized. The

girls of the school and club were ap

proximately the same age—thirteen

to fifteen years—an age where the girl

is in a constant state of indetermina

tion, when for the moment the equilib

rium of life is lost; a time when every

emotional quality, love, passion, self

sacrifice, selfishness, altruism, stands

ready to be called forth. Every morn

ing after the club meeting the school

girls crowded about to hear what had

taken place. And when at length the

teacher announced preparation for a

party, the interest grew intense. A few

days before the great event, after a

whispered consultation in the corner,

the girls approached the teacher with

a request. “Oh, please, Miss O -

won't you let us come to the party?”

The teacher smiled. “You see,” she

said, “it isn't my party. I have no

right to ask you, but—perhaps—the

girls might send you invitations.” It

would be difficult to describe the ex

citement that prevailed. The school

girls had been to parties a-plenty, but

this was different! Just how it hap

pened that the parents consented has

always remained a mystery to the

teacher, but consent they did and on

the night of the party the automobile

unloaded six little girls with one of

the mothers at the settlement door.

As they entered the room the teacher's

heart failed her. The club girls sat

awkwardly about, stiff and formal;

the poor little rich girls looked dis

tressed and puzzled. But after all,

children are always democratic and
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these girls had not quite forgotten

their childhood ways. A march and

a Virginia reel started the ball and

after that there was no difficulty. The

school girls with the rare tact that

comes from good breeding soon put

the club girls at their ease and as hos

tesses they dispensed ice cream and

cake and weak lemonade with the

splendid hospitality of the poor.

Each group of girls was greatly in

terested in the others' lives and occu

pations. “Say, it must be grand to

have an ottymobile and not have to

walk,” said one settlement girl. “Oh,”

was the response, “it’s horrid Miss

M , that's my governess, just

makes me ride around the Park every

afternoon and I never get a chance to

talk to the other girls.” “Can't you

chuck her?” asked the sympathetic

working girl. “Indeed I can't,” an

swered her partner. “Why, just

think! I've never in all my life been

outdoors alone!” The teacher passed

on, leaving the tenement dweller won

dering whether life on Fifth avenue,

even with an “ottymobile” was en

tirely to be desired.

Further down the room sat anothel

couple. “And are you really allowed

to go all by yourself on the elevated?

And do you really and truly have

money given you for the work you've

done?” asked the daughter of a mil

lionaire. “Yes, I do,” proudly answer

ed the little working girl, who with

her $4.5o a week was helping to keep

her mother and six little brothers and

sisters from starvation. Suddenly her

dull daily life had assumed an un

wonted importance in her eyes. Per

haps, after all, really supporting one's

self and being a wage earner for the

family was something to be proud of !

The girls parted with the feeling of

friends.

which lay outside their own lives, too

near childhood to be conscious of class

distinctions, the two groups had met

and fused as naturally and easily as

if there existed no such undemocratic

things as social barriers. But here

comes the strange part of the story.

Intensely interested in that
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For some reason the girls did not meet

again for two years. This time the

teacher felt none of that trepidation

of which she had been so conscious at

the first party. What was her sur

prise, then, to find an utter lack of

understanding between the groups. It

was the society girl who was stiff and

awkward, the club girl who was puz

zled and shy. Not for a moment did

the two groups mingle. There seemed

to be no common ground. The rich

were annoyed by the crudeness of their

hostesses, the club girls sullen at the

“stuck-up” ways of their guests. In

those two years that very beautiful

democratic spirit had been lost; each

group failed to see the point of view

of the other.

In some way this democratic spirit

should be conserved. If, instead of

that separation of the two groups at

the very age when the emotional life

was at its height, a constant effort had

been made to throw those groups to

gether, so that a real friendship had

been established, we would then have

had no parting of the ways later on.

And in certain distinct lines this

would have worked out to the advan

tage of each group. First and fore

most, each girl would have received

the benefit. The rich girl, just be

cause of her contact, through her

working girl friend, with the hard

realities of life, would find her sym

pathies awakened and broadened. She

would feel a certain interest in the

organ grinder or the street vender be

cause he might be—and very often

was—a relative of one of her friends.

She would, moreover, know factory

and tenement conditions at first hand,

with a knowledge that no amount of

reading could ever give; she would

realize the lack of good recreation,

the want of pleasures, in those lives

of her friends; she would stand hum

bly before the alert sympathy, the quick

self-sacrificing charity of the poor.

The working girl, too, would profit

by this friendship. She would gain

in breadth of view from contact with

a world so different from her own.
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She would realize that wealth does not

bring happiness nor luxury satisfac

tion, and while possibly this truth

would bring her contentment in her

own lot, she would at the same time

have her points of contact with the

pleasures of life increased : music, the

drama, art, poetry, the wonders of

nature—all would have become open

to her through her friend.

Moreover, society at large would

gain. Such friendships as these might

easily bring harmony where now there

is bitterness, peace where there is war.

Selfishness is in reality only an un

willingness to suffer the consequences

of a vital contact with life. The em

ployer who is large enough to put

aside his hurt feelings and try to see

his employees' point of view when

they scorn his social efforts of rest

and lunch rooms and go out on strike;

the employee who can at once remain

loyal to his union and yet feel the

point of view of the employer; the

well-to-do young charity worker, who

in spite of her firm conviction that

family rehabilitation must follow sci

entific lines, still is able to sympathize

with and honor the lavishness of the

poor; the protected woman, un

tempted, who still can understand the

girl of the streets; to all like these

democracy is a living word.

“And yet show I unto you a more

excellent way ."

“Are they my cousins, mother, or only

my very dear friends?” asked the lit

tle daughter of one of our most promi

nent social workers, as she came in,

hot and panting, from a joyous frolic

with the neighborhood children in the

settlement playground. How many of

us, I wonder, keep in our grown-up

lives the spirit of this little girl? How

many of us think of this “other” as

our “cousin” or “our very best

friend”? Are we awake, with seeing

eyes, and ears alert, to the pathos and

tragedy and beauty of the life about

us? The girl sitting by us in the

trolley; the tired woman across the

way; the riotous boys on the back plat

form, brimful of life and energy—

are they our cousins or even our very

dear friends?

Over nineteen hundred years ago

there lived a poor man, the son of a

carpenter, who was the friend of all

the world. The rich man's son, the

ruler, the publican, the priest, the sin

ner—all were his friends. Through

the veneer of outward circumstances

he beheld the soul—the reality behind

the flesh. No one has ever lived so

democratic a life as he. And because

he was democratic, because he em

bodied more completely than any man,

before or since, that spirit of true

brotherhood, so it followed that they

all came, and are still coming, to him.

It is only as we approximate this

ideal that we can hope to attract to

us that rare gift of confidence and af

fection from others, that we can have

men coming to us also, and giving us,

as they gave to Christ, that most

precious gift—themselves.

The Girls' Department Appears

Gertrude E. Griffith

National Secretary for Girls’ Work

HIS might well be known as

“the century of the young

girl.” Certainly there never has

been a time when more earnest thought

and effort have been directed toward

this absorbing study, the girl-in-her

teens. She is coming into her own.

Witness the increasingly large number

of organized agencies which are con

centrating upon the baffling and

urgent problem of her place in the

social order. The demand for litera
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ture on this subject, for example, has

resulted in the published findings of

two investigations undertaken during

the past two years by organizations

such as the Federation of Settlements

and the International Sunday School

Association: “Young Working Girls,”

by Woods and Kennedy, and “The

Sunday School and the Teens,” by

Alexander.

But until recently the lack of printed

material especially relating to the girl

would seem to indicate that this work

has in general been held in light es

teem. Authority tells us that one-third

of the entire population of America

is made up of adolescents, over one

half of whom are girls. Society is

awakening to the fact that it owes, a

distinct obligation to this part of its

citizenship, and it is of marked inter

est to follow the ways in which this

need is being met. At the meetings of

“The Men and Religion Forward

Movement,” a conspicuous banner was

displayed on which ran the slogan for

boys' work, “Formation while grow

ing up, rather than reformation, when

grown up.” Is this not equally ap

plicable to growing girls? Happily

the Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation is keeping abreast of the re

cent girls' movement, if, indeed, it

may not be said to be in the vanguard.

Among the recommendations passed

at thebiennial convention at Richmond,

there was one which, if it is put into

effect in local Associations, is bound to

mark a new epoch in girls' work. It

is of such importance and significance

that it is quoted verbatim:

“Realizing that in proportion as , the

problems of the adolescent girls are solyed,

the problems of later life are diminished,

and acknowledging that the Association is

answerable for the debt it owes to the

adolescent girl, it is recommended:

1. That the name Junior Department be

changed to Girls' Department.

2. That the aim of this department shall

be to promote activities of all kinds among

girls of all classes between ten and fifteen

years of age inclusive,

3. That the Girls' Department shall re

ceive the same emphasis accorded to the

work for young women in point of trained

secretaries, suitable equipment, efficient
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committees, and the co-operation of all

other departments in the Association.

But the mere passing of a recom

mendation will not alone work the

miracle. Until the importance of girls'

work is given full recognition, in local

Associations, it will continue to be in

consequent and of little permanent

value. It is, however, most gratifying

to find that this recommendation is

rapidly being put into actual operation.

Instead of irregular and untrained

workers, we are coming to see that

the girls' work must have the very

best of trained secretaries to develop

and promote its interests. Generous

equipment in the way of proper rooms

and other facilities for carrying on the

work are clearly as essential for the

younger as for the older members.

Picked women with qualifications

which fit them for this particular re

sponsibility are being chosen to serve

on the girls' committees.

The co-operation of all of the other

departments, such as the physical, re

ligious work, educational, and exten

sion departments, is being enlisted for

the furtherance of the work for the en

tire Association membership,which,we

scarcely need to remind ourselves, in

cludes the younger as well as the older

members.

May we not regard it as a mark of

special distinction that we are honored

in having been given, almost exclu

sively, this special New Year's number

of THE ASSOCIATION Monthly for

consideration of the various phases of

girls' work.

In recognition of all these causes

for thanksgiving, the Girls' Depart

ment is eager to prove that it has

much to give as well as to receive from

the Association. It is to the girls who

are now in their early teens that we

may shortly look for our loyal, trained

volunteers and our active membership,

not only in the city, but also in the

country and student work. Special

emphasis is being laid upon the value

of developing initiative and responsi

bility among the girls themselves. The

eagerness with which they respond to
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any call to “give service” shows how

ready they are to do their share. The

girl who was overheard to remark that

she was “sick and tired of just sitting

around and being an influence” is typ.

ical of a large number of those who

yearn to express themselves through

some concrete form of service.

The New Year gives a fresh oppor

tunity for all Association girls, big and

little, unitedly to express the new in

terpretation of membership, that of

“one family of God's children seeking

to establish his Kingdom here on

earth.”

“FRIENDSHiPS THRIVE IN FULLEST MEASURE

ROUND OUR CAMP FiRE's RUDDY GLow.”

[Columbus, Ohio]

Who's Afraid P

A Ta/k to Girls Who Work

Martha

T makes all the difference in the

world how you ask the question.

One girl, with a toss of the head,

a chip on the shoulder, and other in

dications that she lives on Mount De

fiance, flings forth, “Who's afraid?”

—and the answer everybody knows.

Another girl, while confessing to a

feeling of anxiety, still retains the

sense of values which is indispensa

* Mrs. Keeler writes from her experience

in conducting the girls' department in a

leading magazine.

Keeler”

ble. “Who's afraid?” may be a chal

lenge, or it may denote a dispassion

ate investigation of conditions from

which will ensue increase of power to

cope with obstacles. Fear can not be

banished, utterly, from the Land of

Self-Support, nor from any other

realm where men and women live.

The very ability to look before and

after, without which we would not be

worth our salt, carries with it the pos

sibility of sometimes, as the news

papers express it, “viewing with
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alarm.” But if we are justly to ap

praise an object we must view it from

all sides, and with discerning eyes.

Many of us are short-sighted.

Furthermore the fear is father to

the thought; the ogre that loomed up

ahead and seemed to be making

straight for us turns out to be some

thing entirely different, and also

turns away long before it reaches us.

A girl once wrote me that she wanted

to be a nurse, and yet was afraid to

try. The work itself appealed to her,

but she had heard such terrifying

stories of the struggles of trained

nurses to make both ends meet when

they were unemployed that she dreaded

to run the risk of meeting a similar ex

perience. I told her she was guilty of

that most unbusiness-like proceeding—

borrowing trouble, and at high rate

of interest. And then I quoted to

her: “Some of your griefs you have

cured and the sharpest you still have

survived, but what torments of pain

you endured from the evils that never

arrived.” This was supplemented by

the statement that an efficient trained

nurse, thrifty, tactful, and endowed

with a pleasing personality, did not

need to worry about what possibly

might happen between cases. As a

rule such a nurse found restful inter

vals all too brief; at any rate, it was

foolish for Miss Apprehension, who

had not yet even entered on profes

sional training, to look so far ahead.

One step at a time is all that con

cerns us, and by taking that step nrm

ly we develop ability to meet any con

dition that in future may arise. -

Another girl, who had consulted

me about a certain field of work, in

her second letter said that she feared

to enter on the course of training I

advised because two years before she

had attempted similar preparation

and through discouragement aban

doned it. In her own words she

“studied hard, but failed.” In answer

I suggested that she study harder

this time and succeed. Technical

training is absolutely essential for

remunerative work, and no matter

what mistakes the past has held there

is always time, while life endures, to

turn failure to success. We can do

it if we will !

But leaving out of consideration

the troubles that are fortunately side

tracked en route, you may insist that

evils a-plenty do arrive. One young

woman writes to me: “The now

glares at me with a fixed, relentless

stare.” I am wondering if she glares

back! Many of us do attempt, more

or less vindictively, to look fear out

of countenance; others adopt the in

gratiating attitude of the child who

sings Softly in the dark; and many

others are steadied in emergencies by

the consciousness that they are

needed. They stand calm just because

they must; and it's the standing calm

that counts. Whatever fear oppresses

us, if earnestly we seek divine guid

ance and flinch not from following it,

we shall conquer fear. Not all at

once; don't buy your banners now.

But surely, if slowly, victory will

come, for poise and patience are in

vincible.

And what is your definition of

poise 2 For me poise no more means

being made of iron than it means par

taking of the nature of the jelly-fish.

What helps some to banish fear would

hinder others. Each of us must

reckon with the limitations imposed

by temperament, but the reckoning

must be accurate; to run up an enor

mous bill of emotions and charge it all

to temperament is morally dishonest.

Thus the girls who tell me that

they have inherited certain fears and

antipathies and that therefore they

should not be blamed for giving way

to them are shirking their personal re

sponsibility. If for instance all the

women of your family, as far back

as the record runs, have burst into

tears whenever any one found fault

with them it is high time that you, if

you expect to last long in com

mercial life, should break with tradi

tion once for all. She who mingles

sobs and stenography and weeps into

the office telephone, has frequent
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recourse, but in vain, to the

“Help Wanted” advertisements. The

young woman who reaches a position

of reward and responsibility is usu

ally dry-eyed.

One of my young friends is em

ployed by a man who, she says, is

feared by every one in the establish

ment. “I tremble in his presence,”

she declares, “not because I cannot do

my work, but because he rules us with

a rod of iron. He glories in his power

over all of us, not seeming to know

or care that we would do far more

for him if he would only give us a

word of appreciation now and then.”

Of course we all like appreciation.

It does much to lighten toil and ban

ish weariness. But if praise is not

forthcoming it is the part of wisdom

to ignore that fact, and do our work

faithfully, irrespective of the attitude

of any one. An efficient manager

knows who are the able, conscientious

members of the staff, and if from no

better motive than business shrewd

ness, will in time do justice to them.

There are instances, I know, where

workers suffer hardships. Good na

ture is sometimes imposed upon;

recognition is too long delayed, re

muneration for good work is inade

quate. But in high class concerns,

whose number is constantly increas

ing, employees have opportunity to

state their grievances. The complaints

of a chronic grumbler are discounted

in advance, but a patient, efficient em

ployee is listened to attentively, and

many tangles which beforehand

seemed hopelessly confused are often,

when approached in the right spirit,

smoothed out satisfactorily. Many a

chasm has been bridged by a quiet

talk.

Under other conditions different

measures must be employed. A

young woman who had been parlor

maid in one family for four years

wrote me that circumstances for which

she was not in the least to blame had

arisen in the household and that her

mistress threatened to “fire her with

out a line of reference.” The maid in

sisted she had done no wrong. But

she was fearful of results. It seemed

to me that if she was not at fault,

and if her employer, too, was the

right sort, recommendation should

not be refused. There was the possi

bility that in the opinion of unpreju

diced persons who knew all the facts

the maid might be considered culpable;

if so, no testimonial would long avail

to help her help herself; nor on the

other hand would lack of recom

mendation from an unjust mistress be

for a good servant a lasting detri

ment. So I suggested to the maid

that she seek another place in the

small town which knew them both.

She did so with success, and was in

clined to agree with me that when we

ourselves do right, and when we are

also able and alert, no one can

permanently injure us.

The over-anxious are always under

wise, while calm acceptance of calam

ity—as distinguished from kicking

against the pricks—means using the

emotions to feed the energies, thus

sooner or later bettering conditions

and perhaps ultimately transforming

them to the full measure of an ideal

realized.

At all events the arena of the Land

of Self-Support invites—demands—

the best. If clad in the mantle of

bravado, whose underside is coward

ice, you endeavor to do battle with

antagonists, it needs no prophet to

foretell results. Equally futile and

even more regrettable is complaint.

Who are you that life should make an

exception in your case? With lofty

heights to reach who stoops to the

meanness of self-pity? If it is inevi

table that you must face an adversary

twice your size, face him then, give

the best account of yourself you can

—and let it go at that! What con

cern of yours is the world's estimate

of so-called “failure” or “success?”

The work's the thing. In the long

run good work always wins. So

labor bravely, persistently—and let

not vour heart be troubled. Who's

afraid P



The Leaders in Work with Country Girls

Abbie Graham"

LL secretaries of the Young

Women's Christian Association

need very much the same

things. You know what any secretary

must be. She must actually care about

girls and know how to get into their

lives, the whole of their lives. She

must make them see that life is not

a whole without Christ. Her heart

must understand their needs, and find

a way to meet them. She may use

such means as athletic contests, devo

tional meetings, cooking and sewing

classes, or libraries, but the real sec

retary realizes that these are only

means. Did that basket ball game

teach Merle how to keep her temper?

Did the series of cooking lessons make

Annie realize that cooking is not

drudgery? Did the meeting at the

church cause Minnie to forget herself

and enter into God's bigger world?

The county secretary needs all these

things that every other secretary needs;

yet, just as you cannot take a city

church, or school, or Young Women's

Christian Association, and put it into

the country, just as it is, so you can

not put a city pastor, or teacher, or sec

retary into the country to work just

as he did in the city. There are some

things that, while they are needed by

other secretaries, yet are peculiar

ly needed by the county secretary.

In these pioneer days in county

Young Women's Christian Association

work, there must first of all be in

every county secretary's heart a sure

ness of the need for county Young

Women's Christian Association work;

a sureness that an Association can meet

this need as no other organization can ;

a sureness that in the next hundred

years, as the county develops, the As

sociation will be needed more and

* Miss Graham, whose interest in county

work is a direct result of a college Eight

Week Club of which she was an under

graduate member, is secretary of the Cor

yell County Association in Texas.

more. Consider for a little while the

county that you know best. Suppose

the country schools in this county

should reach the highest standard of

efficiency; suppose that they are really

used as social centers by a community;

suppose that the churches are doing

their work; that the county has a wide

awake community spirit and is seek

ing growth in every way. Are you

sure that in such a county there is a

place for a county Young Women's

Christian Association, sure that there

will be no duplication? There will be

many who will not be at all sure.

When we were investigating our

county, preparatory to organization,

a minister who had under his super

vision all of the churches of one de

nomination in the county, said to me,

“Yes, you can raise your thousand

dollars, and get people mightily in

terested; but it will soon die out be

cause there is no need for it; there are

too many organizations already.”

Then, when I gave up my high school

position here to take up the county

secretaryship, the superintendent of

the school said, “You’d better stay

with the high school. I'm afraid you

are making a mistake, leaving a great

er work for a lesser.” In the face

of all this can you be sure of the need;

can you know that before the year is

over that superintendent is going to

come to you and say, “It’s a great

work. I see in it unlimited possibili

ties?” Just to-night he stopped me

as I was coming home and said, “Come

up to the high school and let's talk

about that great woman that you

brought us. I want to give you a check

for the Young Women's Christian As

sociation.” -

The county Young Women's Chris

tian Association is the organization

in a community which connects the

whole of life. The four parts of a

girl's life must have balance, unity,

433
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harmony. The girl's home, the school,

the church, her business or profession,

each must make its contribution if her

life is to be complete. The reason

why so many girls are finding work in

the home drudgery, is because there

is no bridge between the home and the

things she learns in books and in life;

the reason she does not do her best in

school and is sometimes even dishon

orable and does not choose always the

right kind of social life, is because

there are no bridges between Sunday

sermons and Monday work and Mon

day companionships. That is what the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion can be to a girl—a series of

bridges that make a unit of life; a bal

ance that warns the girl when the scale

is one-sided ; a master musician

“That out of three sounds frames, not a

fourth sound, but a star.

Consider it well: each tone of our scale

in itself is nought;

It is everywhere in the world—loud, soft,

and all is said:

Give it to me to use ! I mix it with two in

my thought:

And, there ! Ye have heard and seen:

consider, and bow the head.”

The school is interested in a girl's

intellectual growth, but it takes the

Christ-spirit to lead her the whole of

the way and teach her that with all

her getting she should get understand

ing. It is the place of the school to

care for the physical side of her life;

but it takes the Christ-heart to make

her realize that she is a temple of

God, “Jesus Christ himself being the

chief corner stone in whom all the

building fitly framed together groweth

unto an holy temple in the Lord, in

whom ye also are builded together for

an habitation of God through the

spirit.” How often this is forgotten

in the all-absorbing desire to win a

game! I have watched them in their

athletic contests—and unless the spirit

of Christ is there, it is a dangerous

thing. One day our high school team

was losing in a hotly contested basket

ball game. As I was standing on

the side lines some one stopped me

with, “How pale you are ſ” I was

afraid for our girls; I was asking God

to help them to be kind and fair and

noble-hearted in their defeat. I do

not just mean that we need the Chris

tian spirit, as we usually speak of it,

in our athletics, but we need the very

presence of Christ.

Are you thinking then that this is

the church's field 2 Yes, it is. But

remember, that these girls are divided

among several churches. They seldom

come together in religious meetings.

The girls, just the girls, need to work

together for Christ and for each other.

Is not this union, these girls working

together for girls, the Young Wom

en's Christian Association itself with

this difference: that the Association

goes farther and gives these girls a

chance to work for girls all over the

world P

With this rooted deep in her heart,

the leader must often wait; as she

drops the tiny grains of corn in the

earth, she must have the vision to see

ahead and catch sight of the little

blade, then the full corn in the ear,

even when people are saying, “Oh, we

planted corn once and it came up,

but the hail soon beat it down.”

A woman came to our rest room one

day with a very small baby for me

to keep while she “traded.” While I

was taking care of it a girl I had

taught in high school came up, “Is

that all you are doing, just taking care

of people's children?” She did not

see beyond the baby, but I knew that

out in a community that we wanted

to reach, there was a family that could

do much for our work. This baby

was theirs and was the connecting

link. Through them the Young Wom

en's Christian Association has entered

that community and they are our most

interested members. I met a school

girl on the street the other day, and

knowing that most school girls are

hungry about four o'clock, I asked her

to come up for some cookies that I

had at the Association. The next morn

ing when I went up to high school

chapel she wanted me to sit with her.
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On Saturdays and Sundays she goes

back to her home about six miles from

here, where there is a group of about

a dozen girls that are not even near

enough any church to attend it. “If

you could just get Lois interested she

could lead them in anything!” they

told me.

Just taking care of a baby, blowing

soap bubbles, cutting out paper dolls

and telling stories to children' Just

giving a girl some cookies, just show

ing another how to pass a ball or

throw a goal Just a “lad here” with

“five barley loaves and two small

fishes!” Before they are multiplied can

you look at the little boy and see the

hungry thousands fed; can you wait

for the multiplying? Then, oh then,

we need you for a county secretary !

The county secretary must also have

the power to detect the real things

in people that are behind rough ex

teriors, bad grammar and a loud voice.

Most country girls do the laundrying

for the family and they generally use

home-made soap with a great deal of

lye in it, and that makes their hands

rough. There is so much room in the

country, so much space between peo

ple, that they get in the habit of talk

ing loud; and there are lots of reasons

for bad grammar. Many of them

haven't had much of a chance. Look

down into their lives and find the real

things, and then help them to make the

exterior express the interior, which,

too, should be made more lovely and

beautiful.

The person who knows the country

and its problems, has no doubt thought

of something else that the secretary

in the country must have in endless

quantities—courage. You would call

it “pep” on the football field when

your team is backed up against your

own goal posts. But I like the word

courage best, for it comes from the

word which means heart; just never to

lose heart! Most small towns have a

way of starting things and then from

sheer indifference and laziness letting

them die out, until in some places it

is just the community habit to lose
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courage. You will find a lack of lead

ership and team work that explains

the reason for the failure to continue

to accomplish things. If you are the

only one in the whole county who be

lieves that the Young Women's Chris

tian Association will live and grow

and accomplish its purpose more fully

as the years go by, just thank God for

trusting you in so difficult a place.

In our first year, there came the cold,

dark, rainy February when we could

not get out into the county and nobody

could come in. People in town did

not seem interested. At the board

meeting there were just three, the

president, treasurer and county secre

tary, but I can never forget that meet

ing and the prayer—“Oh, God, we

can’t see ahead, we do not know the

way, but we just thank Thee for trust

ing us so; we thank Thee for the

dark, hard way, the impossibilities, be

cause they are bringing us to Thee.”

Before you accept a county secre

taryship, first take the word “discour

aged” out of your vocabulary. You

will be sure to want to use it some
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time if you do not. Burn it out, as

Caesar's men burned their homes when

they left them, so that the hope of a

return home having been taken away,

they would fight more valiantly. When

I was learning the multiplication ta

bles I had a hard time. “I just can't,”

I often cried. One rainy morning the

teacher came in so smiley and happy

and said, “Don’t worry, children,

'can't got drowned out in the mud

puddle last night!” In our child-faith

we believed her. Oh, you who would

be county secretaries, go with your

child-faith to the great Teacher and

listen to him. “All power is given

unto Me in heaven and in earth. You

can do all things through Me, because

I will strengthen you. Fear not, for I

am with you.”

Last of all there comes something

which the county secretary just must

have. The secretary in the city, or col

lege, is constantly meeting people who

understand her great purpose; they

lead her on to higher things, and give

her fresh inspiration. She has access

to the best libraries and art galleries,

and hears the best music. Out in the

small towns it has become a habit to

say, “Oh, that isn't very good or it

wouldn't come here!” And yet, per

haps five thousand girls and women,

who often live impoverished, narrow

lives, will be looking to the county sec

retary. Unless the secretary has this

thing in her heart, this last thing, there

will be one of two results. Either she

will have nothing to give to these wom

en, or if she stays with them very

long, she will grow old to them. But

there will be no poverty, no growing

old, no wearing out, if she has the

thing in her heart that can speak to

the out-of-doors, to which the out-of

doors can speak back. If she does

have this she realizes that the music

of the birds, the trees and the whole

out-of-doors is the most wonderful mu

sic in the world; she sees that the

blue and the purple of the ever

present hills, the real fields of cotton

and corn and wheat, the woods, the

springs, the country roads are more

beautiful than any painted picture; she

finds “sermons in stones, books in the

running brooks and good in every

thing.”

When the discouraging, Gethse

mane days come, go into the woods

with the Master.

Into the woods my Master went, clean

forspent, forspent.

Into the woods my Master came,

Forspent with love and shame.

But the olives they were not blind to him,

The little gray leaves were kind to him,

When into the woods he came.

Out of the woods my Master went

And he was well content.”

When the hard, dark days come, the

Christmas mornings when the room is

just as you left it on Christmas Eve,

and no one is there to get your “Christ

mas Gift,” “go forth under the open

sky and list to Nature's teachings,”

and you will come back well content.

How rich the county secretary's life

can be, how full of the things that

really count' All these things are just

parts of the things that a county sec

retary needs—the sureness of the need

for her work, the power to see the big

things that can come from seemingly

little things, the power to detect the

real girl underneath, and a heart that

understands the out-of-doors. Binding

all this together there must be the

Christ-heart of love and sympathy and

understanding.



A LETTER TO ASSOCIATION GIRLS

A Letter to

Association Girls

From the President of the

National Board

T is a joy to write to my special

friends, “the girls.” I feel as if

I were still a girl even though the

years that have passed make me real

ize that I am no longer young. I be

lieve that I can think with you and

understand you; your hopes, your

longings, your disappointments, your

sadness. Perhaps I can understand

how you are misunderstood, how you

want to do so many things that you

cannot; how love means so much to

you; how you long for friendship;

how your back aches sometimes and

how tired you are; how you worry

till at times sleep flies away; what

difficulties you meet in your studies

or your work; how much there is in

life you do not understand—and

much more that I cannot enter into

that comes into your days and nights.

Look at the other side, however, and

see the joy, the gladness that also

comes. Look at the blue sky! Be

thankful for sleep, for water, for food,

for sunshiny days, for just the chance

of “taking a walk.” Delight in the

birds, flowers, trees, moon and stars.

Smile! Be peaceful, quiet; see the

bright side of life. Recognize fun.

Enjoy it. Be loyal to friends. Be

honest in word and deed. Think of

others. Especially think of the fam

ily ties—father, mother, sister, brother.

How can you show your love to them?

How can you help them?

The body is the Temple of the Holy

Spirit. Consider the body. Keep it

clean in word and thought. Consider

its dress, what is becoming, what is
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suitable. Consider home duties. Even

bureau drawers and stitches instead

of pins, are worthy of thought. Food

is necessary in your life. Think of

it as building up, not destroying.

Money, too, comes in for considera

tion—saving as well as spending.

And above all, rejoice and be very

glad. Recognize that in the joy of

your Lord is strength.

Dear girls, I wish so much for you—

I would so like to think that each of

you thinks of me as a friend. Let

me send you a few words that help

ine :

“Hear no evil, see no evil, and speak

no evil. Teach the hands to work,

the mind to think and the heart to

love. Do the best you can and leave

the rest.”

“True virtue goes quietly through

the world scattering good around and

performing noble deeds without even

the knowledge that what it does is

heroic.”

“What an easy and agreeable task

is that of trying to render others hap

Let me close with some messages

from our blessed Book:

“Rejoice evermore. Pray without

ceasing. Hitherto the Lord has helped

you. Help every one his neighbor.

In quietness and in confidence shall

be your strength. Arise, shine.”

“Be strong and of good courage.

Fear not, the Lord thy God, he it is

that doth go with thee. He will not

fail thee.”

The Lord further says, “I have come

that they might have life and that they

might have it more abundantly.” Let

us strive for that abundant life.

I wish for you a blessed Happy New

Year with all its months, weeks and

days full of joy.

Faithfully your

worker,

friend and co

%.e…-2,



How We Spent the Week of Prayer

Belle Chapman Morrill”

O secretary can deny the fact

N that the World's Week of

Prayer is not always a suc

cess. Have you ever called in reluc

tant people to make an audience for

your noon meetings? Have you ever

given a short talk in the rest room

without even announcing it, so that

the girls would have no chance to

leave before you began, and then have

you seen your audience melt away

during the closing prayer? Have you

ever planned a most hopeful travel

talk on Associations abroad by one

who had visited them, and then had

to listen to a two-hour ramble among

Italian pictures, German castles and

Greek ruins with an occasional aside,

“They had an Association there”?

We had lived through all these ex

periences, and while some years were

not as bad as others, we felt that this

year must really be different. We

arrived finally at a three-fold aim:

I. To make the week an Associa

tion week and not an activity of the

religious work department.

2. To make more significant the

spiritual possibilities of the week.

3. To increase the pledges for our

foreign secretary from $333 to $500.

To carry out these ideals the fol

lowing preparation was made by:

I. A meeting of the missionary com

mittee and officers of the India Club

the second week of September for dis

cussion of plans.

2. Criticism of these plans by a

committee of secretaries from other

departments.

3. Sending a letter to twenty-five

girls, many of them Silver Bay girls,

asking them to form prayer circles

during the week. No secretaries to

be present at these meetings.

4. A letter to each Board member

urging her personal prayer, and also

* Miss Morrill is secretary for religious

work in the Association of Rochester, New

York.

offering the chance to contribute to

ward the support of our foreign

secretary.

5. Announcement of the week's ac

tivities at the meeting of the chapter

chairman held the first week of Nov

ember.

6. Letters to chapter chairmen

seeking the renewal of last year's

pledges.

7. Newspaper articles the first week

of November, with program of the

week.

8. Notices of the Sunday meetings

in the church calendars.

9. Posters in the boarding home,

administration building and cafeteria.

During these days of preparation,

the work was made easier and more

effective by the consciousness that

the missionary committee were mak

ing that week a very real subject of

prayer.

The atmosphere of the week began

to be evident before the vesper

service of the opening Sunday.

Girls came to the building early and

then disappeared. Two or three were

seen going into a club room and

closing the door, while others spoke

of an “appointment” with some other

girl at 4 o'clock. The few of us who

knew what this meant were quietly

glad for all it must mean, to have this

week born in an atmosphere of

prayer. The vesper talk was on

“Prayer as a Force” and a message

full of truth and power met people

who were ready for it.

On Monday and every day follow

ing the secretaries' morning prayers

were devoted to the interests of the

week, and each day the girls' prayer

circles met, some at noon, some at

nicht. Monday noon a ten minute

talk with music was priven in the

rest room of the cafeteria. The talk

on “Associations in other Countries”

was illustrated by a map of the world

with Association blue ribbons going
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out from Rochester to other coun

tries where Association work is done.

A chart was also used, showing in

colors the corresponding number of

girls in America, China and India,

and also the corresponding number of

Associations in those countries. Mon

day evening the summer camp club

had a talk on “Association Camps in

Other Countries.” As a gentle hint

to those who have difficulty in finding

material, we might say that this

talk was constructed entirely from

back numbers of THE ASSOCIATION

MonTHLY, Foreign Department An

nuals, and a letter from Miss Snow,

of Bombay. -

Tuesday afternoon the juniors were

entertained with stories about Hindu

children by a delightful story teller

who lived a few years in India. Tiny

boxes with the picture of a Hindu

girl on one side were received eagerly

by the children, so that they, too,

might collect some money for our

foreign secretary. This money was

not to be begged from their parents,

but actually earned. One little girl

asked if her small brother might have

one, for as she said, “He could just

as well save some of his pennies for

those little Indian girls and then I

could bring them in for him.” Tues

day evening the India club banquet

was held. No attempt was made to

secure a large attendance, but rather

a group of good workers representa

tive of different departments. One

of our vice-presidents who had re

cently visited India, made the girls

of that country so real to all of us,

that at the close of her talk the girls

took tentative pledges to the amount

of $75 to raise in the next four days.

Wednesday morning at the meeting

of the Board the character of the

week was emphasized by the religious

work committee representative, and a

voluntary appeal for pledges was

made by one of the prominent Board

members. At noon the second talk

was given at the cafeteria on “Medi

cine and Surgery in the Orient.” In

the afternoon the high school Friend
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ship Club rehearsed their parts for

the Friday night entertainment and

prepared pictures for use in the re

flectoscope Thursday evening.

Thursday night most of our Bible

classes meet. While the girls were

eating Supper a new letter was read

which had arrived that very day from

Miss Snow. In several of the

classes an appeal for pledges was

made. The first year girls, who are

usually slow to enter into the spirit

of our foreign work, made large class

pledges. After the classes a most

vivid lecture was given on “Y. W.

C. A. Girls Abroad” with the use

of the reflectoscope. The pictures

used were those sent out this fall by

the Foreign Department together with

others cut from magazines.

Friday noon the last talk at the

cafeteria was given by the Y. M. C.

A. general secretary, who emphasized

the reasonableness of a world vision

to-day. In the afternoon a club of

school girls, whose mothers are ac

tive Association workers, read a let

ter from Miss Snow as a part of their

program. For their practical work

at the club meeting, they pasted paper

on the backs of picture post cards to

be sent to India to mission school

children, and also took mite boxes in

which to collect some money for the

foreign secretary before the Decem

ber meeting. That evening the popu

lar element of the week came into

its own. Sixteen girls from the high

school club dressed in the costumes

of as many nations told in a few

words of some significant work of

the Association in the country each

represented. Canada, Great Britain,

France, Germany, Austria-Hungary,

Sweden, Norway, Holland, Italy,

Turkey, Russia, Japan, China, India

and America were represented.

This was followed by an original play,

“Other Girl,” with its theme center

ing around the call of India for the

Association. An opportunity was

given for pledges from those who

would not be present at the Sunday
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pledge-taking and a number

sponded.

Saturday there were no special serv

ices, except that the groups of pray

ing girls still met, and those same

groups were educating and inspiring

their friends regarding the privilege of

giving to India.

On Sunday a thrill of expectancy

filled the air. The prayer circles were

larger than before and the audience

at vespers was the largest for the

year. At the rear of the platform

was a large map of the world, a cal

endar ten feet Square, and a poster

giving Rochester's gifts to foreign

work for the four years past with

her present aim, and the words of

Livingstone in large red and black let

ters, “I will place no value on any

thing I may possess except in its

relation to the Kingdom of Christ.”

The main address was given by the

same young woman from India who

talked to the Junior Club that week.

We also had an additional talk by

Mr. J. Lovell Murray, of the Student

Volunteer Movement, who happened

to come into the Association that after

noon and was pressed into service.

When the time for pledge taking

came there was much interest, as all

money reported had been kept secret.

First the pledges already sent in were

reported; then the girls who had vol

unteered to solicit funds reported on

the amount they had secured, and

finally those in the audience who had

not yet pledged had their opportunity.

The girls who had solicited funds

more than met their pledges, and

asked to keep on soliciting a while

longer.

Now that the week is over in one

sense, we are asking ourselves what

has happened. We have not yet

reached our $500 mark, but pledges

are still coming in. Three hundred

and fifty dollars has been pledged

and judging from the pledges which

always come in the first month or

two after pledge taking, we can

easily be sure of another hundred.

The character of the money pledged

re is significant, in that it was given

intelligently, and from those who can

be relied upon to pay it and probably

to renew their pledges another year.

But the week has been far more

than a campaign for dollars and cents.

The girls of different departments

have worked together with a new

spirit for “our” secretary. Even

more wonderful than this has been

the spirit of prayer in these days.

One circle gathered into its different

meetings thirty-four girls with an

average attendance of ten. The girls

made out a very complete program

including talks by different girls on

conditions in India and on prayer,

before the time spent in actual prayer.

At the last meeting of the circle nine

girls on their own initiative decided

to hold a prayer circle before ves

pers each Sunday. Another group

since then has begun to hold a little

prayer service before Bible classes on

- Thursday night. Such things as these

give us the assurance that the Spirit

of God who was near us in that week

is still in our midst, and we are wait

ing yet to see what will be accom

plished by those who have heard his

voice.

Cousins Overseas

Girls' work may be still a novelty on

this side of the water, but in Great Britain

and Ireland they began at the beginning.

It is pleasant to have greetings and this

sketch of the differences and likenesses be

tween the two movements from the Honor

ary Secretary of the Irish Juniors, who

is at the same time editor of the British

Juniors' own paper, Advance.—EDITOR.

DEAR GIRLS:

It is good to be able to write you

a letter and tell you something about

our British Juniors. They number now

about 14,000 and vary in size from

tiny things of three or four to girls

of fourteen and fifteen, at which age

they can pass into the Intermediate

Branch or join the Girl Guides, where
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such have been started. Our Associa

tion has formed a section of the Baden

Powell Girl Guides just as you :n

America have in some Associations

formed Camp Fire groups. The Guides’

motto is “Be Prepared,” and they try

to fit themselves to be all round use

ful women. The uniform is very busi

ness like—dark blue serge blouse and

skirt, and pale blue tie and felt hat.

They promise to be loyal to God and

the king, to do good turns to other

people, and to read the Association

Bible lesson daily. A Guide is like

Kim, “little friend of all the world.”

Our Junior branches are nearly al

ways in connection with a Senior As

sociation branch, but having their own

secretary and classes. These are usu

ally held weekly. Part of each class

or else the whole of one each month

is devoted to Bible study. Needle

work, drilling, basket making, singing

and missionary study are favorite oc

cupations. Often the Juniors give an

entertainment to Seniors and other

friends and so raise funds for mis

sions, and in many places their help is

valued at parochial temperance meet

ings.

The city branches often number from

one to two hundred children, but in

out of the way country districts we

think it well worth while to have tiny

bands of five or six. These isolated

members are very keen on their classes

and will walk long distances to at

tend.

Our Juniors have a little monthly

“newspaper” of their own called Ad

vance. It contains short stories, pic

tures, news of Junior work and occa

sional letters from their “own mis

sionary,” besides the calendar of Scrip

ture readings and texts for the month,

and questions on these. A large num

ber answer these questions and book

prizes are given half-yearly and chal

lenge shields to the branches whose

members have the highest marks for

the year. We also have challenge ban

ners in different districts, which are

awarded for good attendance and in

creased membership.
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Our girls are keenly interested ºn

missionary work and have their own

missionary, Miss Rankilor, who has a

branch of black Juniors at her station

in West Africa. They also support a

little Indian girl in an orphanage and

many branches have adopted children

of their own in various mission

schools. They do not forget poorer

children at home either, and many help

children's homes and hospitals. The

country ones send flowers to city chil

dren.

Now from the Juniors of the United

Kingdom I would send across the

ocean a message of love and greet

ing. We feel closely bound to you

nationally because so many of you are

actually our cousins and you all speak

our mother tongue. Our Young Wom

en's Christian Association forms a yet

closer link and we are fellow mem

bers pledged “by love to serve one

another.” The highest, closest tie of

all is that we are “one in Christ

Jesus,” members of his body, sisters

in the same family. Do you remem

ber how our Lord prayed that all who

follow him might be united so that the

world may believe? The youngest of

us knows how to love, and the Lord

Jesus wants every girl in our great

Association to be his friend and the

friend of all his friends.

Hoping that this New Year may be

a most happy one for you all, believe

me,

Yours very sincerely,

GEORGIE D. WEST.

Sometimes I get to wondering how

we ever do anything else except collect

children together and give them nice

little simple fairylands.-Zona Gale:

Mothers to Men.

These young people, with their new

born instincts, whether walking in the

teeming streets or in the open fields,

continually test the life about them

by their own standards of romance, as

old as the world.—Jane Addams.
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Commission on Thrift

and Efficiency

HIS country of ours is a rich

one. There is plenty of every

thing to go around—food and

clothes and fuel and building materials

to be sure, but also education enough,

employment enough and recreation

enough for everybody to be well and

useful and happy to the limit of their

capacity. But as a matter of fact few

of us are as happy and as useful as

we could be—all three. Few of us,

for one reason or another, are invest

ing the best we have in living, in work

and in play.

We Association people have been

thinking more of late about spending

our money on a rational scale. There

are things that pay much, those that

pay less, and those that pay not at

all. Which is which for me? for you?

That is a question neither can answer

for the other. Saving for service and

future independence has loomed up

before us as a big obligation. With

that as a starting point we've begun

to think more about what it means

for a woman to spend to the highest

possible advantage, to make the most

of her own life as an individual and

as a contributor to the progress of

all; to extract the most out of living

that she may have the most to put

back into life.

The more you think about it the

harder it grips your interest. It opens

up many questions, which we would

like to be better informed about, too

much to learn in a week or a year, but

it whets the appetite to begin some

where in our study and reading. With

out attempting too much, suppose. we

should choose one aspect of the lives

of American women to-day, and let

our reading and discussion center

about that. Take, for instance, the

question of the management of the

home to-day, the new problems in

volved, the out-of-date methods, how

they could be improved, etc. Two

books that would help in such a study

are:

Increasing Home Efficiency, by M. B. and

R. W. Bruere.

The Cost of Living, by Ellen Richards.

Or, if one's interest lies along the

line of women working for their living

outside the home, how they got into

business and industry, what is the ef

fect of their entrance there, whether

men are pushing them or they are

crowding men, what wages they get,

how things need to be bettered, and

how they can be; two interesting and

valuable books dealing with these sub

jects are:

Women in Industry, by Edith Abbott.

Women and Trades, by E. B. Butler.

If we begin back of these two groups,

the girl farther upstream presents a

subject of absorbing interest. She

is the girl who has not assumed re

sponsibility as mistress of a home or

as an independent worker for wages.

For what shall she be trained and

how? How shall her hopes of being

useful and happy become true for

every girl in the land? Though they

have more to say about boys than

girls, these books will help :

The Vocational Guidance of Youth, by

Meyer Bloomfield.

The Problem of Vocational Education,

by David Snedden.

Books and magazine articles of

value on these subjects are multiply

ing. Your local librarian will guide

you if you need her help. But, let

us find out more about women as they

are and as they may be. We owe it

to ourselves. We owe it to the girls

of this country.

$4%%



New Laws for Girls in Ohio

Olive Gertrude McMillan *

HE great need of the country, as

President Wilson recently ex

pressed it, is a body of laws

which will look after citizens “who

are on the make rather than those al

ready made.” Ohio has met this need,

in part at least, by the enactment of

an advanced Child Labor Code and

by progressive legislation for the pro

tection of women in industry. In re

cent years, particularly, there has come

a realization of the problems confront

ing us with regard to the girl or wo—

man who works, the more serious

being her premature entry into the in

dustrial field, the possible jeopardizing

of her health by the long hours and

dangerous nature of her employment,

and the receiving of less than a sub

sistence wage. “State hands off” has

as yet been Ohio's policy with regard

to this last and very vital question.

It is our purpose to point out what

she has done to help in the solution

of the other two.

Perhaps in no particular is advance

ment under the new child labor law

of April 28, 1913, more marked than

in its provisions restricting the age at

which girls may begin work. Under

the old law girls and boys of fourteen

could be legally employed in common

ly specified occupations, as in fac

tories, stores, restaurants, bakeries,

apartments, houses, hotels, telephone

and telegraph offices, and workshops.

Their employment was conditional

upon securing a work certificate

which all working children between

fourteen and sixteen years of age

must hold. Documentary proof of

age, school attendance during the pre

vious year, a record showing that the

child had finished the fifth grade in

school, medical examination for fit

ness to begin work, and the written

*Miss McMillan is Investigator for the

Bureau of Vocational Guidance in Cin

cinnati.

pledge of a specified employer, were

required before certificate could be ob

tained. Under the present law, no

girl under sixteen and no boy under

fifteen can work in occupations for

merly open to them at the age of

fourteen. Here is the most important

section of the law in full :

“No male child under fifteen years

or female child under sixteen years of

age shall be employed, permitted or

suffered to work in, about or in con

nection with any mill, factory, work

shop, mercantile or mechanical estab

lishment, tenement house, manufac

tory or workshop, store, office, office

building, restaurant, boarding house,

bakery, barber shop, hotel, apartment

house, bootblack stand or establish

ment, public stable, garage, laundry,

place of amusement, club, as a driver,

or in any brick or lumber yard, or in

the construction or repair of build

ings, or in the distribution, transmis

sion or sale of merchandise, nor any

boy under fifteen or female under

twenty-one years in the transmission

of messages.” (Section 12993.) Nor

can girls under eighteen (nor boys

under sixteen) be engaged in employ

ment at any of these places without

work certificates. Educational quali

fications for certificates have been

raised and the law now demands that

girls under eighteen who would work

must have finished the seventh grade

in school, besides complying with birth,

health, and employment certifications

similar to those formerly demanded

of girls under sixteen. A compulsory

education provision makes sixteen in

place of fourteen the age at which

girls may legally leave school. Alto

gether, the new statute seems charged

with protest against too early thrust

ing of the young girl or boy into in

dustry before having had the benefits

of common schooling.

443
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Perhaps some mention should be

made at this point of the excitement

that obtained for some time regari

ing the possible interpretation of a

part of the new law as it affected girls.

While in several places, both explicit

ly and impliedly, the law makes six

teen the minimum age at which girls

may begin work, it contains the in

congruous clause that work certificates

will be granted only after proof has

been given that the child “if a female,

is over eighteen years of age,” etc.

Feeling ran high in the State for some

time, and it looked as if, by the up

holding of one word in the law, many

thousands of working girls would be

thrown out of employment. It was

finally decided that a typographical er

ror had been made, and that sixteen,

not eighteen, was the word intended.

The whole series of the statute seems

to support this conclusion.

Probably the question may have

arisen in some minds as to the benefi

cence of a law which, in the strict

enforcement of its more stringent pro

visions, may work hardships to many.

What, you may ask, is to become of

the young girl of seventeen or very

nearly eighteen years, who has not

completed the seventh grade? Per

haps she has been out of School for

three or four years and is now filling

efficiently a niche in the business sys

tem. The new law forbids her em

ployment, but does not compel her to

attend school. It speaks well for the

sane-mindedness and justness of ad

ministrators that the State Industrial

Commission, realizing the complica

tions of a transition period, decided

not to make the law retroactive. By

its decision, all boys and girls who

were working before August 12 of

the present year under proper certifi

cates, are not to be disturbed in their

respective employments, but all con

tracts entered into since that date are

made subject to the provisions of the

new law.

Let us turn now to the question of

what Ohio has done in the way of

guarding and protecting the health of

its girls and women. Legislation of

this nature antedates our new child

labor law, but more enlightened pro

visions were incorporated in this year's

sode. The attempt was made in 1910 to

turb or, if possible, stamp out abuses

of too long hours and work at too

long a stretch of time. The work of

girls under eighteen was limited to

eight hours in any one day, forty-eight

in any one week, and their employment

before seven in the morning or after

six in the evening forbidden in most

occupations. Not until a later date

(1911) were the hours of girls over

eighteen limited to ten hours a day,

fifty-four a week, and night work after

ten o'clock prohibited. Provision was

also wisely made that every working

girl be allowed thirty minutes at least

for luncheon, and that this time be

given not later than five hours after

the work of the day had begun.

The dangers to health and life from

employment in certain dangerous

trades were realized some time ago,

and law-makers of 1910 saw to it that

children under sixteen were forbidden

to work at certain hazardous occupa

tions, such as the handling or manu

facture of dangerous or poisonous

acids, of explosives, chemicals, dye

stuffs, tobacco, and in processes cre

ating poisonous gases, or in sewing

machine belts, oiling or cleaning ma

chinery, operating power presses, etc.,

or in any establishment injurious to

health or corrupting to morals. Many

of these provisions were carried over

bodily into the new code, but in cer

tain instances the age limit was wise

ly raised from sixteen to eighteen

years. To cite certain notable instances,

only upon reaching the age of eigh

teen can children now be employed

“in any establishment where nitro

glycerine, dynamite, dualin, guncotton,

gunpowder, and other high explosives

are manufactured, compounded or

stored; in the manufacture of phos

phorus or phosphorous matches; in
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any establishment where malt or al

coholic liquors are manufactured,

packed, wrapped, or bottled, or in any

hotel, theatre, concert hall, place of

amusement or any other establish

fment where intoxicating liquors are

sold.” (Section 130073.)

Distinctive of the new law, too, is

the provision making twenty-one the

minimum age at which a girl may

be employed in the transmission of

messages in a saloon or barroom, or in

handling intoxicating liquors.

An exhaustive enumeration of the

labor prohibitions of the new law is

too lengthy a procedure to be attempt

ed. In the actual working out of the

law probably as valuable as the listed

prohibition is the clause which empow

ers the State Board of Health to de

termine whether any trade or pro

cess of manufacture is sufficiently dan

gerous to the health of minors under

eighteen to warrant their exclusion

therefrom. Highly important from

the viewpoint of health, too, is the

section which declares that no girl

under twenty-one can be employed at

any work which compels her to re

main constantly standing while on

duty. The old law had a similar pro

vision applying only up to the age of

sixteen.

Any account of the provisions of

the enforcement of the new statutes

has been purposely omitted. The ac

tive co-operation of truant officers,

vested with police powers, and inspec

tors of work-shops and factories, pro

vision for a corps of women factory

visitors, with excellent legal backing

in their work, and more stringent

penalties for violations of the law, are

all potent agencies in the enforcement

of these enlightened provisions. By

being “eternally vigilant” we believe

that Ohio is in a fair way to attain

for her young womanhood the recog

nized object of all labor legislation—

conservation of human strength and

energy.
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High School Work

and the Student

Movement

Eliza Rhees Butler

HE work for high school girls

in cities has been attempted

by many Associations in vari

ous ways. The need for such work

is constantly being called to the atten

tion of city Association workers even

by the girls themselves. The most sat

isfactory form of organized effort

shows itself in the student branch or

club of the city Association whereby

distinctly student work has the oppor

tunity of the advantages of the city

Association building. Moreover, many

high school girls remain permanently

in the home town and eventually find

themselves in positions of leadership

in the city Association work, their in

terest having been gained during their

high school days. The relation of

high school student work to the city

Association provides an ideal connec

tion between the city and student

work.

The permanency of this work de

pends largely upon its relationship to

the student movement, as there are

many problems of high school girls

which can only be solved through con

tact with a wide range of student in

terests. When a young student real

izes that she belongs to the World's

Student Christian Federation, inspira

tion and power are gained through

the onward and world-wide sweep of

that movement. The purpose of the

student club leads naturally to an em

phasis upon character standards and

the necessity of personal and conse

crated work. The high school girl

strives to imitate the ideals of her col

lege sister, and the whole course of

study strengthens her desire for the

higher education so essential to leader

ship. She is much of a hero worship

per and the college girls' sorority, pen

nant, and class pins, are in turn copied
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by her. In many places the whole

sorority system is being ruled out for

such young girls, and the student Asso

ciation group supplies a natural outlet

for her ambition and activities.

Through organization her clan spirit

is gratified. Opportunity for self-ex

pression and leadership is given. The

power of self-control which leads to

successful self-government of students

is cultivated, and her right attitude to

wards the selection of her school

courses adds definiteness of purpose to

her work. Scholarship should be the

gainer thereby and the college entrance

examinations are looked upon as a

means rather than an end in them

selves. Shortly the life of many of

these girls will be spent on the , col

lege campus, and it means much to

them that Association sisters stand

ready to welcome the young freshman.

A very much larger proportion of

high school girls are related to church

and Sunday school than among the in

dustrial group. Their religious life

needs some method of normal expres.

sion in terms of everyday life. For

the present their life is in the school

room, and questions of honesty, honor,

and Christian democracy, and kindly

treatment of their fellows should be

related to the religious instruction

given in the home and by the church.

The organized Association work

among secondary school girls in the

United States is far behind that in

other countries. The student move

ments of England, Australia, India,

and Germany have already realized the

importance of the young school girl to

their movement. Destined to be lead

ers, these students are sought at an im

pressionable age and, through their

school camps and students unions, op

portunity is given for the full develop

ment of their powers as religious

leaders. -

In the United States the school girls

have too often been grouped with the

girls whose chief need is recreation,

such as the employed girl, or in summer

conferences, planned for those of ma

turer years. Our present need is the

development of School camps and

student sectional conferences whereby

the girls, even though related to our

city or county organizations, would

come in close touch with the student

movement to which they truly belong.

§

Milwaukee High

- School Clubs

Frances Welles”

& 4 OLGOTHA was the goddess

G of war.” Such startling in

formation is given almost

every day in the classes of our high

schools. The free high school system

of Milwaukee is already the biggest

and best in the world, yet “students

are taught all about the gods of the

Greeks and Romans and may learn

nothing about the God of the He

brews.” The majority of public school

teachers welcome a movement that

will help the Sunday schools in dis

pelling this woeful deficiency in Bible

knowledge. So when four years ago

the religious work director of the Mil

waukee Association approached one of

the high school teachers and proposed

the organization of a club for Bible

study, she was given a sympathetic

hearing and later received a promise

from this teacher to organize and

teach such a club herself.

The adolescent mind is very quick

to term anything of this kind “goody

good,” a word that spells “doom” to

its success. Thus it is necessary to

gain the interest first of the key girls,

who may be reached if just the right

teacher is selected. Last year all

of the honor girls in our high schools

were enrolled in some one of the Bible

clubs. By selecting a teacher from

a high school faculty, many advan

tages are combined. Already the girls

know the teacher and a fair sized

• Miss Welles is chairman of the Student

Committee of the Religious Work Depart

ment in the Milwaukee Association.
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club is insured at once. One girl

frankly stated that she joined the

club not so much to be able to study

the Bible as to take some work under

that teacher. We hope she has a

two-fold reason now for remaining

in the club. The high school teacher,

as none other, is able to correlate

Bible study with the school studies

and the girls are led to see how the

Bible may be used like any other text.

The influence of a much admired

class room teacher is increased as the

girls see her in the position of Bible

teacher. At once Bible study becomes

dignified and desirable. A great

mutual benefit is derived through

Bible study from a certain intimacy

between teacher and girls that seems

to be effected in no other way.

One feature in the total enrolment

of our Bible Club is noted in the repre

sentation of eleven denominations in

cluding Catholics and Jews. A spirit

of tolerance and broadmindedness is

developed from this friendly mingling

of sects.

These clubs meet bi-weekly in the

various homes of their members. Ad

ditional meetings of a social nature

consist of picnics in summer and in

winter of indoor affairs, such for

instance as the impromptu dramati

zation of portions of the Bible re

cently studied. Once or twice a year

a joint party of the four clubs is held

in the Association building. At

Christmas time it has been customary

for each club to perform some social

service, such as providing food or

clothing for some poor family, or

sending Christmas boxes to the

Grenfell Mission in Labrador, or to

the school for mountain girls in Ten

nessee. On the Sunday following, the

Association observes White Gift Sun

day when a representative from each

Bible club, together with all the As

sociation clubs, tells the story of the

White Gift her club brought to the

King.

The work of the councils in the

high schools is worthy of recognition.

Following the plan of the Young
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Men's Christian Association, a care

ful selection is made in each school

of ten girls whom principal and

teachers consider to be leaders,

morally, mentally and socially. Each

council is banded together secretly

under the guidance of the Bible

teacher of that school who meets

with them once a week. Ways and

means are devised for creating a sen

timent for right morals and school

spirit, and for helping the freshmen

girls with their social problems. That

these few girls have been chosen from

hundreds of others impresses them

with their responsibility and they at

least try to set a good example.

That the girls are really interested

in these Bible clubs is proven by the

fact that a club once properly organ

ized will take care of itself. On the

very first day of school a teacher is

usually reminded by a group of girls

that they are quite ready to resume

work with the Bible club. Frequently,

too, one hears the girls vote the Bible

club to be the finest of many fine clubs

in the high school. The healthy

rivalry existing between these clubs is

a constant spur in keeping up the

standard and inciting a wish for

further organization.

Membership in the Association is

not a requisite to membership in the

Bible clubs, although a large per

centage have become members since

they have learned of the Association

work. However, membership fees

alone do not indicate the interest that
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girls may have in the Young Women's

Christian Association. When each

year these clubs send more and more

delegates to the Lake Geneva Con

ference, we know the interest is there.

Last summer groups of our high

school girls began to visit our Associa

tion cottages on Lake Genesee and

to know the hostess who is also the

Association's religious work director.

Furthermore our high school girls

feel that they have a part in the pub

lication of the magazine of the local

Association, for each month a page

is devoted to news gathered by the

editors from the high school clubs.

Last spring as a result of an As

sociation membership campaign over

one hundred high school girls enrolled,

the majority of whom were Bible

club girls. Following an enthusiastic

banquet the general secretary or

ganized this group into a Vocational

Guidance Club with officers, constitu

tion, etc. Since then the club has

met once a month for a breakfast

and afterward to listen to a represen

tative woman speak on her profession

as a vocation. The possibilities of

this club are great and as its manage

ment has been given to the general

secretary it should be a live part of

the Association.

Our pleasure in seeing the present

helpfulness of this Bible training in

the lives of our high school girls is

linked with the hope that from these

ranks will come many of the leaders

in the future Association.

§

A Spirited Girls'

Department

Mary Emma McCarroll"

& 4 HAT makes people to live?”

Tolstoi uses this question as

the title of one of his short

stories. We sometimes ask ourselves

* Miss McCarroll is girls' secretary of the

Harlem Branch of the New York City As

sociation.

very seriously this same question:

what makes our Associations to live?

What makes them grow? And most

of us probably find the same answer,

that progress, strength—life itself,

depends not upon material conditions

and resources, but upon the spirit

which controls and makes use of them.

The life of an Association depends

not upon its building, equipment or

the number of its workers, but upon

the spirit of the girls who are its

membership. A few girls who have

the Christ-spirit may be of infinitely

more value to the Association than a

great many who have merely a super

ficial interest. It is a very easy thing

to spend so much time in planning

big attractions to draw large num

bers of girls to the Association build

ing, that there is not enough left for

the intensive work that makes for

steady and lasting growth. And if

this is true of the Association as a

whole, how much more is it true of

the Girls’ Department where character

is in the making and where the spirit

developed to-day may be strength

ened into the life-purpose of to-mor

row !

In the Girls' Department of the

Harlem Branch of the New York

City Association there are two things

which help greatly toward this end,

the organization of the department in

such a way as to link it with the

Senior Department and the giving to

the girls of definite pieces of work

to do. These two things have helped

each other. Work which has strength

ened in the girls the spirit of service

has made them feel more strongly the

meaning of their Association member

ship, and vice versa. The gradual

working of the different Girls' De

partment groups into graded clubs

and classes and the formal gradua

tion each fall of the oldest group has

proved of practical value in keeping

the Juniors in closer touch with the

Senior Department. The twelve

year-olds come into the “Merry

makers,” a group of four or five

classes meeting once a week for dif
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ferent kinds of sewing. As they grow

older they go on into the “Look-out”

club, which has regular club organi

zation, and finally, when they go to

work or for other reasons grow be

yond the afternoon clubs, they join

one of the two evening clubs, the

Amici or the Jolly Juniors. Each

club has its own program of work,

including Bible study, gymnasium

work, handwork, Camp Fire meetings,

outings and socials, and there are also

special Junior classes, such as dress

making and millinery, which are open

to the members of any club. In the

fall the oldest group is formally grad

uated into the Senior Department, and

the exercises include the club history,

prophecy and the presentation of

diplomas to all who have been regular

members. This year the girls pre

sented a gift to the Association at

their graduation, and also gave a very

simple little play, telling “The Story

of Our Club.” Of course, special

provision is made for holding the

girls together in some groups after

they become Senior members, and

in many ways the girls come into

touch with the Senior work during

their years as Juniors. One time they

sang Christmas hymns at a vesper

service; once a year they take charge

of the Sunday afternoon service;

several times they have acted as wait

resses at the Senior banquets, and

whatever big thing the Association

as a whole is interested in, the Juniors

know all about it and have some share

11n it.
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So the girls come to feel that they

have joined not simply a Girls' De

partment Club, but the whole Associa

tion, and the ways in which they grow

into the spirit of service are count

less. “Helping” is a part of every

club motto, and the club officers not

only take definite responsibility for

leading business meetings and writ

ing reports, but also help plan meet

ings and do personal work among

the girls. During the last year many

girls have done fine committee work

in planning entertainments, looking up

absent members and doing special

pieces of work for the clubs. As is al

ways true, the harder they have

worked together to raise money for

different purposes, the more enthusias

tic and loyal they have become. Club

treasuries grow in many ways, from

selling postal cards and sweet choco

late, to the candy and apron sale at

the annual exhibition of class work,

and the yearly entertainment for the

Altamont Fund. Last year the enter

tainment took the form of a “Little

Olde Folks Concert” and as a result

seven girls were sent to camp for a

week or more. Then there is always

the club-room to work for, and not

a few of the most useful things in

it are the gifts of the girls, while even

in our recent four million dollar cam

paign the Juniors, too, had their

share ' Best of all for the deepening
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of the love of service is the giving

that goes out beyond our club and

our own Association. The Week of

Prayer is always a time for coming

into touch with the girls of other

countries, and each year more

Juniors have brought in their share

of the world's nickel. At Christmas

time the clubs join in dressing dolls

and the Saturday before Christmas

from fifty to sixty of the poorest

children we can find are invited to

our “Inasmuch Tree,” when each

Junior acts as hostess to one of the

guests, sees that she herself enters

into the games, and gives her, finally,

the doll she herself has dressed.

But perhaps dearest to the hearts

of us all is our share in Miss Ruther

ford's work in Calcutta. For several

years each Girls' Department Club

has given at least two dollars toward

the work in India, and the girls have

tried to plan so that this money need

not be taken from their treasuries,

nor raised by entertainments, but that

it shall be pure “gift money.” Last

year each club brought in its money

in a different way. The Amici girls

gave a Camp Fire supper, when each

girl brought in her gift; the Jolly

Juniors had a “trip to India” (also a

supper); the L. O. C.’s presented

theirs in a little Camp Fire play writ

ten by one of the girls, and when the

little “Merrymakers” had their “India

party” and broke open the banks in

which they had been saving pennies

all year, they found that instead of

the two dollars they had promised,

they had five! At our Girls' Depart

ment the following week, the vice

president of each club presented the

money to the Association, telling how

it had been brought in.

“Give and it shall be given unto

you, good measure, pressed down,

running over.” The girls who are

giving the most in self-forgetful

service, are finding the most coming

back into their clubs and into their

own lives.

WhatOur Federation

Is Doing

Beth M. Fay

Eº industrial clubs, repre

senting twenty-one industrial

establishments are federated in

the Grace Whitney Hoff League of

the Detroit Young Women's Christian

Association with a membership of

I,500, but the work of the Federation

is so conducted that approximately

6,800 young women are touched in

some way each week.

Each club holds a monthly meeting

at the Association building, coming

directly from work and having a

special club supper in the cafe. Each

club has its own officers and carries

on its own particular work, but all

clubs are conducted on a uniform

basis and all big projects are first

brought before the executive board of

the Federation for discussion and are

then referred to the individual clubs

for adoption. This executive board

is composed of two representatives

from each club and meets monthly.

The president of the Federation is

the presiding officer of this body.

Because of the large numbers of

girls brought together by the federa

tion of clubs in Detroit a number of

big projects are being developed

which would be absolutely impossible

for the individual club. One of these

is the plan of competition. Four

kinds of competition have been en

tered by the clubs—educational, com

munity service, singing and all-round

record. The latter part of April an

exhibit will be held and the work

judged. Blue, red and white ribbons

will be given the three clubs having

the finest exhibits of educational

work; a bronze medal will be awarded

the group having the finest record for

community service work; a trophy

will be presented the one which is ad

judged the best in the singing compe

tition ; and a certificate will be

awarded the club having the best all
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round record, which is to be based

upon the percentage of members en

rolled in educational classes, the per

centage enrolled in Bible classes, the

percentage who keep the health code

and the percentage who open savings

aCCOuntS.

A Savings Fund has been opened

in connection with the Federation.

Secretaries go into the factories as

near pay-day as possible and take

deposits from the girls, five cents be

ing sufficient to open an account.

When one dollar has been received it

is deposited in a Savings Bank and

the pass book given to the depositor.

At the end of the first month one

hundred and ten accounts had been

opened, most of these girls having

saved for the first time in their lives.

With so large a membership it is

natural that there should always be

some who are ill and some who need

hospital care. A Flower Fund is

maintained by the Federation and as

the beneficiary committees notify the

secretaries at the Association of the

illness of members, they are called

upon and given flowers. This fund

is provided each fall by some sort of
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sale held at the time of the Fall

Rally. This year home-made candy

and ginger ale netted forty dollars.

A room in one of the modern city

hospitals is maintained for the use

of the girls in the clubs. Each girl

using the room pays a nominal fee

determined by her average wage and

the deficit is met by the hospital

fund of the Federation. This money

was partially raised by a performance

of Gilbert and Sullivan's opera, “The

Mikado,” given by the members, and

partially by a Rainbow Bazaar held

recently, to which practically every

member of the Federation contributed

some article. In the evening a

White Minstrel Show was given.

The executive board of the Federa

tion has recently conducted an in

vestigation of every organization in

the city which might have some form

of community service in which the

clubs could assist. Calls were made

upon the orphanages, the hospitals,

the settlement houses, the Associated

Charities, the children's aid societies

and numerous other agencies and as

a result every club is now busily en

gaged in work that is going to help

“WHOSE HAND ABOVE THIS BLAze IS LIFTED,

SHALL BE WITH MAGIC TOUCH ENGIFTED.”

[DETROIT]
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make Christmas a reality for many

otherwise cheerless people. One club

is dressing fifty dolls; every member

of another has taken one child for

whom to provide a Christmas treat;

another has taken several families to

provide with dinners and gifts. Still

another club is arranging for a Christ

mas party for all the little girls at

one of the orphan asylums. There

is no activity which so unites the girls

and holds their interest as their so

cial service work. In addition to help

ing organizations each club has been

asked to study its own center and as

certain what may be done among its

own girls. As a result one group

of girls has become intensely in

terested in the Jewish girls who are

employed in large numbers in their

plant and is arranging to give a party

for them immediately after the holi

days and then to organize them with

the idea of giving instruction in Eng

lish with some special features, pre

ferably simple health talks.

The annual meeting of the Federa

tion is the red letter occasion of the

year, for it is the one time when the

entire membership comes together.

Large numbers meet at other times,

but it is necessary to have a mammoth

place to assemble so many hundreds

of girls and so the annual assembly

is a gala occasion. Each club is desig

nated by some sort of insignia, using

its colors. Some wear caps, some

kerchiefs, some sashes, some head

bands and still others arm bands. The

groups try to rival each other with

songs and yells as well as with their

reports of work accomplished dur

ing the year. Every club is heard

from and the president of the Federa

tion presides over the great gathering.

It is a wonderfully inspiring sight to

look over a company of more than a

thousand young women and to realize

that they are banded together not

alone to make their individual lives

richer and truer but also to serve the

city and to make it more fit for young

women to live in and to give all young

women an opportunity to have the

best things in their lives.

The Detroit Federation, because of

its size and the dignity and worth

of its work, has made young women

proud to work in industrial establish

ments; and because it has brought

So many girls together and promoted.

a spirit of fellowship among them, it

has broken down the barrier of caste

that formerly existed between girls

who were employed in different kinds

of establishments or who did dif

ferent grades of work in the same

plant.

The sixth annual meeting of the

organization will be held early in

January this year, a month earlier

than usual, in honor of the visit to

this country of Mrs. Grace Whitney

Hoff, whose name the Federation

bears and whose generosity makes

much of its work possible. Member

ship campaigns are being held in each

center, committees are meeting to per

fect arrangements for the big event

and practically every one of the 1,600

members is planning to attend the

meeting and greet Mrs. Hoff. A

buffet supper is to be served in De

troit's largest and finest hotel fol

lowed by the annual meeting and a

reception when every girl will have

the opportunity of meeting Mrs. Hoff.

The Detroit Federation is the oldest

in the country as well as the largest

and its members are determined that

the program for the coming year

shall be such that larger and larger

numbers may be reached and in a way

that shall count.

§

Girls' Conferences

Here and There

I.

“T’VE heard things that will keep

me thinking for days " That

may be beginning at the wrong

end of the story, yet it is because of

such statements that we will not soon
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forget the Girls' Conference in the

Detroit Association this year.

On October 24 our Second Annual

Conference opened for a two-day ses

sion. All girls between the ages of

sixteen and twenty were eligible. Our

programs were sent to the Sunday

schools of as many churches as we

were able to reach and as a result

forty-seven different schools were

represented, including nearly every

denomination. One hundred and fifty

four girls were registered.

The conference opened with a

banquet in the Association dining

room which was preceded by a short

business session for the election of

officers. A program of toasts was

given by the visiting secretaries, each

of whom brought greetings from her

home Association. Miss Gertrude E.

Griffith, our National Girls' Secretary,

was with us; also Miss Catherine P.

Emerson, of Toledo; Miss Berenice

Fuller, of Indianapolis; Miss Helen

Turner, of Cleveland, all girls' secre

taries, and Miss Martha P. Dennison,

a training student from Toledo.

Cheers and songs added to the en

thusiasm of the evening.

The Saturday morning program

consisted of three talks on “Girls'

Standards for Social Development,”

for “Mental Development,” and for

“Service.” A very lively and in

teresting discussion on the subjects

of the talks was led by Miss Alice R.

Marsh, our general secretary. Fol

lowing a gymnasium frolic at two

o'clock, the girls went in a body to

the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion for a joint session with the dele

gates of the Boys’ Conference. There

Professor William D. Henderson, of

the University of Michigan, gave us

a talk which I am sure all who heard

will long remember. Some of the

key words were “know thyself.”

“knowing, be thyself” and “laugh

heartily, suffer patiently, pray earn

estly.” Mr. Eugene C. Foster, boys'

secretary of Detroit, closed the after

noon with a short and powerful talk

on “Things Worth While.”
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The most precious part of our con

ference, however, was the Sunday

vesper service. Just at dusk we

gathered around a big grate fire for

refreshments and stories, and Miss

Griffith talked on the “Pursuit of

Ideals.” Not a girl left the room

who had not seriously considered a

forward step along some line in which

she felt herself weak, and that quiet

hour together in such an informal

way banded us as a family for carry

ing out the year's plans.

GULA E. GAMBLE.

II.

The first County Girls' Congress

was held on November 8 and 9 in

El Paso, Woodford County, Ill. It

was planned to be of benefit to all

the girls of the county, not merely

Association girls. Every school

teacher was invited to come and bring

one girl from her district. Every

girls' Sunday school class or girls'

club in the county was invited to send

a delegate, and there were also, of

course, representatives from all

branches of the Association. Public

school superintendents excused their

girls for the Friday afternoon ses

sion and the El Paso superintendent

was glad to release his girls to meet

the trains. Newspapers were gener

ous with their advertising. El Paso

stood ready to entertain the first hun

dred who should send in their names

for registration. Miss Field thought

for the first congress we should feel

satisfied to have fifty, so those in

charge were much elated to have

eighty-three names before the day set,

and this was added to until one hun

dred and fourteen girls sat down to

the banquet served in the Presby

terian Church as the opening event of

the Congress. Forty cents was the

registration fee, covering the cost of

the banquet. There were speeches of

welcome and response, a greeting from

Miss Griffith, reports of this year's

Geneva Conference, songs, yells and

a general good time.
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THE HIGH SCHOOL COUNCIL At OBERLIN

The meetings were entirely inspira

tional; no effort was made to have

business or reports. After hearing

Miss Griffith once, the girls were eager

to hear more, and there was faithful

attendance at all sessions. She brought

practical and definite messages to

the girls: joy in one's work; necessity

for the Christian to be as well as to

do; “He fashioneth all their hearts

alike”; and the need for immediate

service in every home and community.

These were themes clearly developed.

Mr. Hieronymous, of the Young

Men's Christian Association State

Committee, spoke on Saturday after

noon of the possibilities of county

work; its relation to education and

the church, sketching the history of

the Young Men's and Young Women's

Christian Associations.

Thirty-one Helen Gould Bibles

were presented to members of the

Woodford County Association before

an audience which filled the new Bap

tist Church of El Paso. This service

was impressively conducted by Miss

Griffith. Such an interest was

aroused that it is expected that many

more Bibles will have been earned be

fore the Congress of 1914.

It is interesting to know that be

sides high school girls, there were

in attendance teachers from town and

country schools, employed girls, repre

sentatives from the Camp Fire groups

in the farming communities, and girls

of the so-called “leisure” class.

MELITA STODDARD.

III.

Such excitement as there was in

the schools of Northern Ohio during

the last weeks of October, when plans

were being made to send delegates

to the High School Council to be held

in Oberlin from November 14 to 16.

Not only were there to be two girls

from every high school where there

was Association work in the cities

of Cleveland, Youngstown, Akron,

Elyria, and Toledo, but there was also

to be a secretary or committee mem

ber or teacher from each high school

to accompany the delegation as

chaperone, and the Association in

Oberlin College was to entertain the

council. For the first time in the field,

Association girls from the city were

to be the guests of the Association

girls in a college. The interest and

excitement was about evenly divided

between the hostesses and the guests.

It took a lot of planning and careful

thought to arrange for the entertain

ment of thirty-five people in college
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houses over the week end; but Miss

Lindsay, the general secretary, and

the cabinet worked so energetically

that when the high school girls and

their chaperones arrived on Friday

night they found everything ready for

the opening meeting at 7:30 that

evening.

Miss Helen Taylor, chairman of

the student department, presided at

all the sessions, so that the high school

girls had a chance to know her al

most as well as do their older college

sisters. It was impossible to feel

anything but very much at home af

ter the cordial welcome extended by

Miss Helen Swift, the president of

the Oberlin College Young Women's

Christian Association. Following

Miss Swift's welcome Miss Griffith

spoke of the “Association and the

High School Girl”—not an easy

thing to do when the audience was

made up of both high school girls

and secretaries, but nevertheless an

address which made everybody eager

to do a larger share of the high school

work. Then after the informal re

ception and “get acquainted party”

everybody went home for a long

sleep before the strenuous Satur

day.

The council hour Saturday morn

ing opened with a Bible hour by Miss

Taylor, and then all but the high

school girls were asked to be very

quiet and not talk while the high

school girls had the floor. Reports,

questions and comments came thick

and fast from the different cities

represented. Everybody was doing

something, or trying to, and Miss

Griffith was fairly pelted with ques

tions as to ways of doing things bet

ter, and enlarging the high school

work. All sorts of interesting things

came to light. Youngstown girls told

of their camping last summer upon

the lake; Toledo girls reported the

commencement exercises of the Bible

classes, with many certificates, and one

real diploma; and Cleveland girls are

learning many things by which they

may earn their honors in the Camp

Fire.

After the girls' council hour they

started out with some of the Ober

lin College girls as guides on a “see

ing Oberlin tour,” while the secre

taries and faculty stayed behind to

talk over the problems of high school

work from their point of view.

College life had proved so attrac

tive that when we met in council in

the afternoon, everybody was a “col

lege girl to be,” and nobody wanted

to be a “home girl to be.” Two

councils had been planned origin
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ally for these two groups, but when

everybody seemed to be going to col

lege the speakers for the two groups

combined, so that there were four or

five short talks by Oberlin College

seniors, one alumna, and two com

mittee members, topics such as “After

High School, What?” “The Fresh

man I Would Like to Be,” and so

forth.

There was scarcely time after the

council for the Camp Fire Girls to

get into their ceremonial dress and

the rest of the people to find box

seats on the steps of the stairway

running up from the open court of

Peter's Hall before we heard Miss

Emerson's clear call, “Wohelo,” and

in breathless silence two long lines of

Indian maidens glided softly out and

took their places around the great

open fire place. Indian stories, songs,

and folk dance, made an ideal Camp

Fire program, and then there was the

added joy of a delicious supper served

to us sitting around the fire as we

liked, followed by stunts, charades

and all sorts of nonsense before we

sang our good-night, and left the

pleasant fire to die away by itself.

Sunday was not half long enough

for all the things that the girls wanted

to do in it, but they found time for

walks; for service in the dignified old

churches of Oberlin; for dinner in

the College House; for their own

vesper service by the open fire of

Talcott Hall; and, at the very close

of the day, for the Association meet

ing where they were the guests

especially of the college Association.

Ohio and their own high schools

seemed far away as they heard the

ringing music of the Association Pag

eant hymn in the distance and watched

the choir in costume come slowly up

the long aisle. It was the closing

night of that week in the year when

all Association girls think and pray

together for all of the other Associa

tion girls around the world, and it

made the closing meeting of their

council especially full of thoughtful

meaning when Miss Taylor told them

of the girls across the sea, whose

hearts were like their own, although

they may have seemed so different

in every other way.

All that the High School Council

stands for does not yet appear, but

even now echoes of it come back

from different cities. Here there is

keener interest in Christmas boxes for

little children who otherwise will not

know the joy of the Christ Child's

Day; somewhere else there is a Bible

class stronger for the enthusiasm

caught from the girls of another city;

and everywhere there is fresh vigor

among the girls and more unified

thinking among their leaders. No

one dared to think at first that it would

be possible to combine in one, coun

cils for both the girls and their lead

ers, but this proved to be perhaps the

most successful outcome of the whole

week end. Younger even than col

lege undergraduates though these

high school girls are, they got

glimpses of what this Association

means for them and for their lead

ers—not the girls alone, and not the

leaders alone, but both together for

every high school girl; not the city

girls alone, and not the college girls

alone, but both together for all the

girls of the world.

MABEL E. STONE.

IV.

Girls from all sorts of organizations

in Greene County, Ohio, met for the

Greene County Girls’ Conference, held

under Association auspices, for two

days in late November. Invitations

were sent asking for one “fraternal

delegate” to represent every five mem

bers of Sunday school classes, Camp

Fires, Queen Esther Circles, and all

other groups of girls; in all sixty-one

organizations were represented and

seventeen different communities. Over

one hundred girls attended every ses

sion.

At the first session delegates gave

five-minute talks on such subjects as
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“What Can a Girl Do for Her Home”

or “For Her Sunday School.” etc.

One outstanding talk during the con

ference was that given by Mrs. H.

N. Hill of Cincinnati, president of the

Collegiate Alumnae Association, on

“Vocational Guidance.” Awards were

made for contests in basket weaving,

cooking and other womanly achieve

ments. At the close of the conference

banquet a delightful play was given

by high school girls illustrating Camp

Fire work. At a Camp Fire Council

meeting, supposedly held in the Ely

sian Fields, “Pandora” awarded hon

ors to certain famous characters of

legend and history, from Mrs. Noah

to the Loreleil

Just as the play ended twenty-five

members of the Boys’ Congress ap

peared in the doorway, carrying their

banner with its slogan, “Greene Coun

ty—Every Member Get a Member.”

Leaders in the Boys' Congress of the

county and State welcomed the girls

into the Congress movement. This,

of course, increased the general en

thusiasm.

The best part of it all was that the

girls did akmost all the work of the

conference. The entertainment com

mittee did every bit of the work of

securing entertainment for all the out

of-town girls. The banquet commit

tee did everything except actual prep

aration of food, and so it really was a

Girls’ Conference. They organized a

County Girls’ Congress, with officers,

voting to hold an annual conference,

and to strive for organization of all

the girls' classes in the Sunday schools

in the county. It would seem as though

some very helpful work for the girls

would result from the conference.

KATHERINE CHILDs.

A few have arrived at the state

where life or death is equally worth

while because there is something vital

to be done in each, either children to

be gathered together, men and women

to be saved, or beauty to be empha

sized.—Mrs. Havelock Ellis.
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The Value of Bible

Study

Olive Cope

This is a real Girls' Work number. Here,

then, is a contribution by a real girl, a

county high school student in Cottonwood

Falls, Kansas. This paper was prepared

for the high school conference in Nicker

son, Kansas. The high school girls are

thinking for themselves.—THE EditoR.

... “Thy word have I hid in mine

heart that I might not sin against

Thee.”

W you not asked yourself that

question many times? Web

ster says that “to study is to read

and examine for the purpose of learn

ing and understanding.” How often

we read over a passage of Scripture

without stopping to examine it closely

enough to understand it!

Often when we read the Bible we

hasten over it, but if we are reading

it for class work we will do it in an

entirely different way, and from real

study of the word of God we gain

knowledge, we come to know the Bi

ble as literature, we gain memory

training, we learn to know the girls,

and to see the Bible from the stand

point of etiquette.

A real knowledge of the Bible such

as we cannot get in Sunday school

because of lack of time and efficient

teachers, is gained in the Association

Bible study class. In the Bible class

we feel more free to discuss the va

rious topics in the lesson, and the in

formality is conducive to free expres

sion. We learn, too, to pray in public.

It may be easy enough to pray in

secret, but it is a different matter to

pray in public. The Bible class is the

best place to learn this difficult lesson.

Here everyone feels just as we do and

everyone then has sympathy for the

others. This feeling makes it much

more easy and after a few trials we

lose our timidity.

HAT is Bible study ? Have
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Second, we study the Bible as litera

ture. The Bible contains every form

of literature. Some of our great au

thors have studied the examples of

narration, description, exposition and

argument in the Bible and mastered

its simple, straightforward style. No

greater passages can be found any

where—simplicity and strength are the

chief characteristics. Knowledge of

the Bible is found useful in nearly all

school work, in the study of history,

music, English. The girls of our school

are realizing more and more that edu

ship with God, but also a closer friend

ship with the girls.

Fifth, few realize that etiquette is in

any vital way connected with Chris

tianity. Etiquette consists of the forms

required by good breeding to be ob

served in social and official life, while

Christianity is the system of doctrines

and precepts taught by Christ. Where

one is, the other should follow.

There are so many different sub

jects we might take for Bible study

in connection with our Christian As

sociation work.

TabernacLE MADE AND SET UP BY Saturday BIBLE Classes, KANsas CITY, Mo.

cation must include a knowledge of

the Bible. In some schools credit is

given towards graduation on the Bible

study work done by the student.

Third, comes the benefit derived

from memory work. Few know as

much of the Bible, word for word, as

they think they do, or as they should

know. In some Bible classes whole

Psalms are committed.

Fourth, we get a better understand

ing of the girls in the class and of

the teacher conducting the class,

through the views they set forth. We

not only get to have a closer friend

In “The Women of the Bible,” the

characters of the women are portrayed

so vividly that we cannot help but

have a deeper sympathy for them. We

realize that they are the same as the

women of to-day, only living under

different conditions and in a different

period. Not only the best characters,

but also the worst types are studied.

The Hebrew ideal was taken up here.

The Hebrew woman might be an able

business woman, shrewd in her deal

ing, ambitious in her enterprises, giv

ing at the same time due considera

tion to her household, attending to all
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their wants with untiring energy, and

yet be a failure in the highest sphene

of all, as a wife and mother, were she

not a follower of Christ.

“The Parables of Jesus” show

Christ as the man who was always

seeking to enlighten his people, as

the one great teacher. In “Mark's

Life of Christ” is portrayed a fuller

view of the life of the Saviour. “Out

of Doors in the Bible” will remind us

that God has manifested himself all

about us. His voice may be heard in

the storm, the waters, the heavens.

Many are the nature stories connect

ed with Christ's teachings. It brings

the girls out of themselves into a

broader realization of God's power.

Our girls have studied missions, too,

and have learned how the word of

God and the teachings of Christ have

uplifted the women of foreign lands.

Through the study of Korea, Japan,

and China we gain a knowledge of

geographical conditions, a knowledge

of the people, their customs, religions,

and above all their need of “the joy

ful news.”

§

Camp Fires in the

Girls' Department

Catherine P. Emerson*

O-he-lo!” The musical call

brings an expectant hush

over the restless crowd of

girls in the hall. “Wo-he-lo,” they

answer softly, as one by one the

Indian file crosses the big gymnasium

and the girls take their places in a

semi-circle around their guardian. At

a signal, four Woodgatherers bring

the faggots and sticks, and give them

to the Fire-Makers, who lay them on

the pile before them. There are no

Torchbearers as yet, so after the beau

tiful Ode to the Fire, the guardian

bends over, and with a quick turn of

*Miss Emerson is girls' secretary in the

Toledo Association.
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the wrist brings light to the electric

bulbs hidden beneath the red crepe

paper. And this indoor fire of the

twentieth century becomes the center

of the council meeting of the Camp

Fire Girls.

Shall we follow them through the

ceremony of their council fire, the cere

monial so picturesque in its symbol

ism, so joyous in its spirit, and yet so

rich in the deeper spiritual meaning?

Shall we watch the varying expres

sions of fun and seriousness and ear

nest purpose that ſlit over the young

faces, as they sing their songs, give

their cheers and listen to their guar

dian as she talks of some point of

the Camp Fire law We hear the roll

call by tribes—twenty camps in all,

and the “count” of the last council,

given in the Hiawatha rhythm. New

members are welcomed and standing

together they take the vows of the

Camp Fire and repeat the Woodgath

erers' Desire. And those who have

won the honor of the second degree

become Firemakers, promising faith

fully to “tend the fire that is called

the love of man for man and the love

of man for God.”

Perhaps there is an Indian legend

told by one of the maidens; then the

“Torch” is read amid breathless in

terest. For this paper of one copy is

edited, written and illustrated by the

girls themselves and tells of the hap

penings of the past month in the va

rious camps. There are reports of

“bacon-bats” and parties, stories of

honor winning, jokes both true and

fabled, personal items, poems and

prose and pictures, each of which is

of most vital interest to some girl of

the group around the fire. The fre

quent applause and waves of sup

pressed laughter witness that many

of the sallies have reached their mark.

After more singing the fire is out and

the girls and guardians are ready for

the folk dances and merry games.

They make a pretty picture, these

three hundred or more young girls,

dressed in the fringed and beaded In

dian dresses, with hair in braids and
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foreheads bound with bands which

their own fingers have woven. And

the shining faces and contagious

laughter prove their enjoyment of the

Camp Fire Council.

In Toledo there are about thirty

groups of Camp Fire girls in the

Association council.

The question is often asked, “What

is the value of Camp Fire organiza

tion to the Association?” Undoubted

ly it is of value, but more as a means

than an end in itself. In itself it has

much to commend it. The ideals

are high, the activities are bene

ficial, and the system of honor

winning is very practical. The ro

mance of the great out of doors

and the play spirit make it most pop

ular. It binds together into a very

tangible sisterhood girls of every rank

and creed. It breaks down caste be

tween the girl who works in the store

or factory and the sometimes snob

bish school girl. The standing of a

Camp Fire Girl is based not upon what

she has, but what she is, and the

beads of honor stand for deeds ac

complished. One of the members of

a school Camp came to her guardian

the other day, very much delighted.

“What do you suppose? Last week

when I was shopping with mother in

's, we saw that one of the cash

girls wore a Camp Fire ring. I made

friends with her right away and she's

awfully nice!”

Another phase of the work is the

social service. The Woodgatherers'

law of “Give Service” finds a ready

echo in the lives of the girls both as

individuals and as club members. One

Camp Fire dressed dolls for the Christ

mas tree at the city mission. Another

made bootees for the children of the

free gymnasium class. Several girls

gave an afternoon each week to help

with settlement classes. And in the

time of an emergency, such as the

neighboring flood disaster of last year,

the Camp Fire Girls can be depended

upon to work valiantly. The many

acts of service, both big and little,

make the organization a power for

good.

Indoor Council FiRE, Toledo
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WHERE THERE IS SPECIAL

GIRLS’ WORK

THE HISTORY OF A GIRLS’

PARTMENT.

Kansas City, Mo.

Cecile Bowman, Girls’ Secretary.

The Girls' Department of the Kansas

City Association began its existence in

1909. At this time there were no grade

school junior clubs in any Association in

the United States, and to Miss Glenna

Sturtevant must be given the credit for

doing pioneer work here. Following an

inspiration she received at Lake Geneva

she led a group of girls from the Switzer

School to the Association rooms. Their

weekly meetings during the winter brought

an average attendance of about thirty.

Later Miss Sturtevant formed a club

of about eighty members in the Humboldt

School. In September, 1910, a group of

girls from the Morse School, under the

leadership of one of their teachers, asked

to be admitted to the Association as a club

and were accepted. The reason given for

this request was their observation of the

wonderfully good sportsmanship shown by

the Switzer School girls when defeated

in a basket ball game.

Meanwhile the work at the Humboldt

School had increased so rapidly as to re

quire forming a junior and a senior club.

The latter held its meetings after school

at the Association. Twenty minutes' gym

DE

nasium work was followed by the business

meeting of the club, then by a good story,

a few minutes spent in writing comfort

powders for “shut-ins,” or in other plans

to make people happy. During the win

ter each club held its separate business

meeting and gymnasium class, but united

to hear Mrs. Heilge tell the Bible stories

of the Old Testament. At about this time

the girls began practicing the choruses

of the “Golden Hair” cantata. It was

an interesting picture to see a group of

girls listening to one of Mrs. Heilge's

stories and at the same time keeping their

fingers busy twining paper flowers on dry

branches for the woodland scenes of the

cantata. One of the best results of the

cantata was that the three distinct clubs

had become so firmly welded together dur

ing the long hours of practicing that the

girls refused to be separated afterwards.

Another result was that a room for the

use of the Girls' Department was furnished

with curtains, rugs, pictures, games and

game tables bought with the proceeds.

One of the pleasant occasions during the

spring was an Easter egg rolling contest

on the lawn at Penn Valley Park, when

about fifty children raced down the hill

after their eggs, each trying to win out for

her school.

September, 1911, opened with a number

of changes. A new girls' room was very

completely furnished with new dark green

rugs, cretonne draperies, wicker chairs and

tables, book-cases and cupboards in mission
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CAMPING OUT IN A Chautauqua Pavilion

oak. The completion of the swimming pool

and gymnasium also added new interest to

the work.

The clubs started in two large divisions

and eighty-four gathered for the opening

rally. In March of this year thirty girls

came to the Association from the Jeffer

son School and organized a club. They

were most enthusiastic and active, espe

cially in gymnastic work. Finally Camp

Fire Girls was suggested as a new and

promising organization. The girls were

much interested in the description given

and lived in the hope of becoming members

until the latter part of April when the

long deferred manuals were put forth. The

first camp formed was “Naonsi,” composed

of older girls from several different

schools. At the first council fire, held in

the woods late in May, about twelve girls

were made Wood Gatherers. During this

year the former Senior Humboldt Club

developed into an organization called the

Candle Lighters. The object of the Candle

Lighters was to spread happiness by light

ing so-called “candles” of good deeds. One

of these was sending a wonder ball filled

with Christmas gifts to the girls in a school
in Asia Minor.

In September, 1912, the Girls’ Department

held its opening rally with an attendance

of about 250. During the year the new

groups organized in the various schools of

the city brought the number of clubs up

to sixteen, all of whose members won Camp

Fire honors in a bewildering variety of

ways. The work of this year closed with

a series of Camp Fire picnics and in June

a real live camping party.

This year, with about 220 Camp Fire

and club girls and more clamoring to come

in as fast as we can find guardians, the

work is more promising than ever. The

fall rally was planned by a committee of

the girls. Each Camp Fire group illustrated

in pantomime some one of the Camp Fire

activities, the one receiving the greatest

applause being “the three cries of a baby."

Following a basket ball tournament in

which six Camp Fires of older girls com

peted for a championship pennant, the girls

have voted to form a federation of the

six groups for future contests and good

times.

EQUIPMENT FOR THE GIRLS’ DE

PARTMENT.

Newark, N.J.

Dorothy Clark. Girls' Secretary.

The Girls' Department of the Association

has only begun to come into its own as

a department worthy of scientific study,

organization and equipment. In September

the Newark Association opened a new

building and a new department specially

equipped for girls, and “Newark knows

how” is the city's slogan.

The first thing to consider in planning

for a Girls' Department in either a new or

an old building is the part of the build

ing to be used. The rooms should be so

situated that the girls have to go through

as little as possible of the building, and

are therefore not tempted to roam into

places where meetings for older mem

bers are in session. In the Newark build.

ing the girls enter. by the main doorway,

but instead of going up the main entrance

stairway through the foyer they use a

stairway at the right leading to the ground

floor. Immediately at the foot of the

stairway on the right is the office of the

girls' secretary, and on the left the girls'

cloak rooms and club rooms. The office

should be so situated that when the door

is open the secretary can see every girl as

she comes down the stairs, and can also

see down the corridor leading to the rest

of the building. This is especially im

portant.

The ground floor is the best place for

the girls, for the very real reason that

girls will and should play vigorously and

actively at times, and this cannot be done

without noise. Singing and folk dancing

cannot be done near an office where people

are working. For club work the Newark

Association has a large room, long enough

to be divided by folding doors into two

rooms, and with low ceilings to make it

cozy. Windows face west and south, for

sunshine and good ventilation are especially

needed here. A good maple floor, unvar

nished and built to stand hard use, can be

marked up for games at any time. One

large game table, six small game tables

which will fold flat against the wall, plenty

of good comfortable, straight chairs, a

few leather and wicker chairs, two small

settees with bright cretonne cushions, a

large book case, a desk and the all-im
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portant piano complete the furnishings.

Pictures are hung low and are chosen

for their story value. Such pictures as

Maxfield Parrish’s “Arabian Nights,” bright

colored posters, not too juvenile in char

acter, and pictures of child life, are fav

orites.

The kitchenette—there must always be a

kitchenette—opens into the club rooms and

is fully equipped.

The game equipment consists mainly of

playground balls, indoor base balls, bean

bags, and other games selected for their

possibilities in developing initiative and

team play. Quieter table games of all

kinds are ready for the quiet times. Song

books and dance music are, of course,

quite indispensable.

But machinery alone never accomplishes

anything. The moving force must be great

er than the machine if the machine is to

be of any use at all. So earnest, effi.

cient workers are the most essential part

of the equipment of any department, and

the measure of success rests with them

in the end. In this department perhaps

more than in any other is personal contact

and guidance sought, appreciated, and reak

ly needed.

CAMP FIRE GIRLS IN CAMP.

St. Louis, Mo.

Gertrude Prack, Girls' Secretary.

“Friendships thrive in fullest measure

Round our camp fire's ruddy glow.”

Through the hot months of July and

August, Camp Wohelo, at Highland Park,

Illinois, meant all this and much more

to one hundred and sixty-seven St. Louis

girls. When twenty-one tired check girls

from one of our largest department stores

trooped into camp for the housewarming

on July 3, they found a cozy cottage all

ready for them. The location, just fifty

minutes' trolley ride from the city, and

the one hundred and fifty feet elevation,

made Camp Wohelo a very accessible and

delightful refuge from the city's heat.

Week-end parties furnished occasion for

rousing camp fires. Amateur theatricals,

written and produced within eight hours

were favorite amusements. Not infrequent

ly members of the cast were corralled hour.

ly for practice in order to insure the

success of the production. A graphaphone,

a library of those books which all girls

love, and hammocks, furnished quieter

amusements when it grew too warm for

anything strenuous. The lease included

the use of a tennis court just a block away

and an interested neighbor gave the free

dom of his croquet grounds.

The entire camp, family gathered on the

front porch for “morning watch.” One

At CAMP WohElo, St. LOUIS

morning we read the first Psalm and the

thought was brought out that every time

we do or say something, it is easier to do

it the next time. Blanche, who had the

habit of saying, “Oh, Lord!” a few days

after this said, “I’ve quit saying, ‘Oh,

Lord!' since we had that lesson at prayers.

I tell you we certainly do learn a lot here.

I wish we could have morning prayers

together somewhere even when we get back

to the city.”

Monday was the most trying day of the

whole week, for that was generally the time

for returning to the city. After a week

end at camp the girls who appeared at

breakfast on that morning were a sad lot.

One of them said, “There's only one rea

son in the world why I want to go home

and that is so that I can cook the good

things for my family that I’ve learned to

cook here.” But frequently the sadness of

the breakfast hour changed to joy when

the morning mail arrived bringing permis

sion to stay another week and sending an

other week's board of $1.75 for Associa

tion members. Non-members paid $2.25 a

week or forty cents a day. This covered

the entire expense of the food, which cost

ten cents a girl per meal, and the rent of

the cottage and the housekeeper's salary

were paid by a board member. On the

morning of July 4 the “Wohelo Post”

came into being and three editions were

published weekly. The picture of each new

arrival was sure to appear, events of the

day were written up in verse, there were

announcements of future events, wonder

ful cartoons and—well, everything that a

real newspaper contains. The only differ

ence between it and the ordinary paper

was the fact that only one copy was pub

lished and that was posted in the living

room. -
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“Home Makers,” CLEveLAND

YOUNG WOMEN COME AND SEE

Indianapolis, Ind.

Berenice Fuller. Girls' Secretary.

The girls' work of the Indianapolis Asso

ciation is divided into the High School

Girls' Club, the Grade Girls' Club, and the

club for the young employed girls.

Let the girls “run themselves,” with

proper guidance, of course. The high

school organization is entirely self-govern

ing and self-supporting. Officers are elect

ed once a year, and the monthly dues of

ten cents easily defray all expenses. If a

girl cannot afford these, she is taken care

of in such a way that her feelings are

respected. After the weekly Bible class of

half an hour the “surprise hour" is held.

A large social committee takes charge of

the entertainment, in which every girl in

the club has in turn some share. The girls

from the different high schools prefer meet

ing in one organization, saying that it gives

a broadening spirit, a chance to meet girls

from the other schools, whom they per

haps would never know in any other way.

This organization has a membership of over

one hundred, with an average weekly at

tendance of sixty.

The Grade Girls' Club is very similar in

plan to that of the High School Girls' Club.

As soon as a girl leaves the grades for

high school, she can go from one club to

the other, and not be strange to the prin

ciples of the organization. If a girl's

interest and co-operation can be gained

when she is young, she will grow with the

Association and will become one of the

standbys in future days of furthering the

higher ideals for girls.

"Won't you come and eat supper with

us?" This is the weekly invitation of the

young employed girl to her friends. From

sixty to seventy girls sit together at one

long table in a corner of the dining room

every Thursday night. The Indianapolis

building fairly swarms with these girls from

fifteen to eighteen years of age—in the

gym, in the pool, some sewing in one group,

and others singing at the piano and the

officers of the club feeling their responsi

bility—collecting fees, paying for those

who can't afford it, and seeing that the

girls are so well entertained that they will

come again, and new ones do come every

week!

Every girl in this department sooner

or later becomes a member of the Asso

ciation. If she cannot afford to pay her

membership all at once, she pays so much

a week to the treasurer of her particular

club. Then, as soon as the whole amount

is paid in, she becomes a member.

“All aboard for Brown County " This

was the cry a few weeks ago of a group

of young employed girls who were on their

way to the summer bungalow of the In

dianapolis Association. Some of them

had never been on a train before. One

little girl expressed amazement that the

sun could go down, the moon rise and

set, and the sun come up again all in one

night!

At the roller skating on Saturday night

in the gym the Girls' Department is there

in full force with their boy friends, skat

ing to their hearts' content from seven

thirty to ten. At Sunday vespers every

third person is a member of the Girls'

Department, taking her turn at serving at

the social hour following vespers, and feel

ing her importance and ownership in the

Association just as much as the older girl.

At a recent meeting on Sunday afternoon,

where women from different departments

were asked what the Association had meant

to them, a homeless girl from the Girls' De

partment told how she had been picked

up off the street and given a home and

happiness in the Association. She con

cluded with the following:

Now Young Women Come And see

What’s in store for you and me.

People have been heard to remark that

there was no need in caring for young

girls. If these same people knew that in

our Girls' Department five girls were res

cued from unmentionable homes and put

into proper places; that two girls with

no homes or parents have been put into
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Deserving of special mention among the

classes and clubs of the Girls' Department

have been the practical elementary sewing

classes, the Social Service Club of high

school girls, and the Christmas Gift Clubs,

which in December reached many girls not

previously attracted. It is hoped that an

evening class for young employed girls will

be the result of one of these clubs. Per

haps the most unique feature of the girls'

work thus far has been the special “Girls'

Department Sundays,” when once a month

the girls come together for an informal

vesper service which takes the place of

the regular Sunday afternoon meetings.

The value of this service cannot be over

estimated, for it is the foundation of all

of the other work and shows as in no other

way the real purpose of the Association.

Over-abundance of material and the fact

that a few contributions were received too

late to be included in this number have

crowded out interesting accounts of girls'

work in the following places: Central

Branch, New York City; Brooklyn, N. Y.;

Portland, Maine; Providence, R.I.; Cleve

land, Ohio; Association House in Chicago;

Goodhue County, Minn.; Hall County,

Neb.; Akron, O.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Erie,

Pa.; Yonkers, N. Y.; St. Paul and Min

neapolis; Cedar Rapids, Ia. ; Peoria, Ill.;

Bridgeport, Conn.; and Lakewood and

Ocean County, N. J. These will be used

later.

SPECIAL GlrLS' WORK

beautiful families; that three sisters who

had gone to dances on Sunday afternoons

quite frequently are regular attendants at

Sunday vesper services, wouldn't they feel

that the girls' work was of vital importance?

A VERY NEW GIRLS’ DEPARTMENT.

- Erie, Pa.

Elizabeth C. Wright, Girls' Secretary.

Membership in the new Girls' Depart

ment at Erie is limited to girls between

the ages of twelve and eighteen. No one

below the age of twelve can be called a

member of this department, and few over

eighteen years of age are attracted by its

activities. Another grading, which for the

present seems wise, is within the depart

ment itself. Only to the high school girls

and to young employed girls are the Camp

Fire groups open. Thus there has been

established a partial graded system which

gives impetus to the work. Girls under

twelve years of age are looking forward

with eagerness to the birthday which will

open to them the privileges which their

older and more fortunate sisters enjoy, for

to be a member of the Girls' Department

means much more than to belong to the

Children's Sewing School held for those

between the ages of eight and twelve. Then

again, the girls from twelve to fourteen

look forward to the time when they can

wear the fascinating Indian gown and en

ter into the mysteries of the Wohelo cere

mony.

Girls’ DEPARTMENT ORCHESTRA, CLEvelAND
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Three Hundred and Sixty-five Days of Giving

When we begin to pull down the

Christmas greens and put away our

Christmas gifts, we are inclined to

think that our playtime is over and

settle down to the year's drudgery

again. There seems to go out of us

with the putting away of these out

ward expressions of the season much

of the real spirit which has actually

been generated in our hearts by the

very fact of the Christ coming and of

the Christmas season.

We have spent days in selecting and

writing cards to express to our friends

our thought of them at this time, and

then we pass on into the hurry and

rush of life. Yet conceive of the

world this could be if we kept this

same spirit of Christmas thought dur

ing all the days of the coming year, if

there were a giving of ourselves not

dependent on the sight of holly and

mistletoe.

Among the records left of a great

simple life whose light went out last

year we find him saying that he tried

to write a friendly letter each day.

The style or kind of stationery used

mattered not, nor when nor how it

was written. The letter went to some

one whose name and face came to

him, as it were, out of space, but he

always felt that the very thought was

prompted by a real need of what he

had to say.

Replies to these letters were found

which revealed the life history of

many a person and some confessed

that letters had been received which

had saved them from the falls that

hurt and mar.

A college woman who was in fail

ing health spent her last twelve years

in pouring out her life in forming

clubs for working girls in New Eng

land. She could not be at all their

gatherings, but she learned the art of

remembering by letter all the hosts of

girls she knew, and availed herself of

odd moments to write, using anything

she had at hand.

To-day girl after girl treasures the

notes she received which had so large

ly influenced her life. One girl tells

of a note written on the back of an

envelope, but which made all life dif

ferent.

In this day of typewriters we dele

ate our correspondence, but we cannot

delegate the expressions of our hearts

by cold steel. It all loses out in the

transmission.

The world, and our friends, need

the gift of thoughtfulness, of the lit

tle remembrances which lighten the

burden and lessen the load.

This is but a little of what we can

offer the whole year round—gifts, the

impulse for which have been gener

ated by the special season of joy. They

are a kind of a fruit of the spirit

which dwells within us which can only

be of use as it is handed out, appro

priated and passed on. “God so loved

the world that he gave,” and the meas

ure of our human love finds its ex

pression in our giving of the abun

dance of our personality, which is the

result of the overflowing spirit within.

The Fifty-Year-Look

That disturbing beginner of daz

zling thoughts which he can never

quite finish for himself, Mr. H. G.

Wells, has sometime lately evolved a

fairly original philosophy which argues

that a working knowledge of the fu

ture is humanly possible. “I believe,”

declares Mr. Wells, “that the deliber

ate direction of historical and social

study toward the future, and a de

liberate and courageous reference to

the future in moral and religious dis

cussion, would be enormously profita

ble to our intellectual life.”

So Mr. Wells tries it, and for a while

scales his way to the stars, and in

the end confesses that the question

of what is to come after man he finds

the most insoluble in the world. Jt

is pleasant for us to reflect that Mr.
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Wells has run into his customary blind

alley and ours is the better portion—

of having the promise that man shall

be changed from glory to glory and

shall see His face. But stop for a

moment—is it just possible that we

have settled down peacefully into a

ready-made theology that explains the

future for us—with supreme beauty

and satisfaction, to be sure, but in

such a way that having once tried our

imagination on its superlative figures,

we allow them to stay quiescent, leav

ing the intervening and more imme

diate future unexplored? Is it perhaps

possible that because one of the great

est prophetic dramas on earth has given

us picture after picture of “the things

which shall come to pass hereafter,”

we are contenting ourselves with that

and forgetting to use for the future

more close at hand our own sense of

prophecy, as instinct in us in this new

year 1914 as it was in the prophets

of the actual days of our Lord. He

that hath an ear to hear, let him hear

what the Spirit saith of this year, and

the next, and the next fifty years on

earth.

It is harder for a woman to look

ahead than for a man. Women are

not yet so accustomed to shaping

whole businesses and whole lifetimes

as generation upon generation of men

have been trained to do. Nevertheless,

it is not of our personal futures we

would speak, but of the potent future

of that which as women individually

or communally we hold in our keep

ing—our associations of young women,

to which we stand on this New Year's

Day, in some relation of influence.

whatever it may be. Suppose, in our

city or college or country places, we

should this day really go up upon the

ramparts and take the fifty-year-look,

and then come down again and do our

day in and day out work more as a

piece of what we saw there.

For instance, among our questions

for this day might be such as these:

1. Some of the beliefs of only one

generation ago have undergone a dis

tinct change. It is hard enough to
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preserve all that is best and vital un

der the fire of modern criticism, but

fifty years from now practical theology

will utterly have overtaken even the

most radical thought to-day: is the

cup of faith which I am helping to

fill in my Association this very year,

that which will hold new wine, when

it is time, with the least loss of re

ligious vitality?

2. The Association this year in my

community depends upon this one and

that one and still another; fifty years

from now probably not one of these

will be alive: do our classes and in

fluence and atmosphere in general con

stitute such a training ground for

fresh workers that leaders as wise and

strong will be ready to take their

places?

3. To-day we are at the eddying

center of the social unrest of women:

fifty years from now surely women's

relationship to society will be much

further adjusted; will the Association

in those fifty years have contributed

wisely and well to this adjustment?

4. To-day, too, we are in the very

center of economic unrest: fifty years

from now industrial changes may have

regulated women's work till very

many of the Association's present prob

lems are taken away from us; will we

still have enough reason for existence?

The leaders of mankind commonly

have the fifty-year-look, or they would

not be leaders, nor do they reserve

its use for the first day of January

alone. And no one who is a leader of

one branch of this incalculably potent

young organization of ours can escape

the necessity of from time to time

mounting to her watch-tower to exer

cise that gift of prophecy which will

point us all toward the same great

ends.

About This Issue

Are occasional special numbers de

sirable?—such as the conference is

sue in October, this number packed

to the covers with girls, and a March

number, if we should have it—which
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we will if you say so—on country life

and our rural work And indeed,

after we have given Miss Griffith and

Miss Field a chance, there will per

haps, once in a while through the

year, be other calls for special issues

devoted to one or the other of our

many types of work.

To a degree we can measure your

wish already, if the quick and full

response to letters asking for the ma

terial in this particular issue be any

indication. Our regret is that such

an undertaking must be only repre

sentative. There is other “girls'

work” in quantity, as good and as dif

ferent as any recorded here, that we

shall hope to hear from at other times.

The abundance of material for this

issue has made it necessary to post

pone the report of the December

meeting of the National Board until

February. The major part of the last

meeting of the Department of Method

at headquarters was given to a Round

Table on the Girls' Department. In

more than one way the girls in their

teens, who are, after all, our raison

d'être, are this month our chiefest

interest. THE Association MONTH

LY has never more gladly opened its

pages than to this group of just

girls.

At Kansas City

“A cause that will call together over

three thousand men and women, stu

dents, professors and friends from

every part of the United States and

Canada, in the dead of winter and in

the midst of the Christmas holidays,

must be regarded as a cause of vast

importance and value.” (Press com

ment on the Rochester Convention of

1910.)

The trains that carry the mail bags

for this issue of THE ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY are carrying delegates to the

supremely important gathering in

Kansas City, the Seventh International

Convention of the Student Volunteer

Movement for Foreign Missions meet

ing from December 31 to January 4.

There has been no preliminary pro

gram, but we are told in advance that

these are to be certain of the outstand

ing considerations: This once-in-a-

college generation Convention comes

together now for the first time since

two significant occurrences, the Edin

burgh Missionary Conference of 1910

—and the services of its famous Con

tinuation Committee express them

selves through just such channels as

the Student Volunteer Movement—

and the series of remarkable confer

ences held by Mr. Mott in his recent

tour of the “transition nations.” The

appointment of such boards as those

for missionary preparation recently

formed in the United States and Great

Britain, acknowledges Christianity's

realization of just such training for

mission work as the Student Volunteer

Movement demands. The days of re

ligious over-pressure are past; even

such a potent gathering as this will

permit no general or public appeal for

volunteers. Emphasis is rather upon

essential fitness, character, and a sim

ple facing of things as they are, espe

cially in the Orient. Some five thou

sand delegates, most of them under

graduates, representative of more than

seven hundred colleges, will journey to

this central city to hear such leaders in

Christian statesmanship as Mr. Speer,

Mr. Mott and Mr. Zwemer, Bishop

Kinsolving of Latin America, Profes

sor Warneck, the German authority on

missions, and Dr. Robert Horton of

London, “than whom there is no

greater spiritual force in England to

day.” The Convention's call to prayer

faces the unprece iented potentiality of

these six days with the commission to

all, delegates or friends watching from

a distance, “that with decisive obedi

ence and daring faith we may literally

give ourselves to praying as our Lord

commands: Our Father, thy kingdom

come.”

A Worth While Investment

Was there ever another such cam

paign for the raising of funds as that

which closed on Thanksgiving eve in
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this city for $4,000,000, for the work

of the Young Men's and Young Wo

men's Christian Associations? “It was

the greatest money campaign in the

world's history,” said Mr. Charles S.

Ward, the director of the campaign.

To those men and women—and

there were one thousand of them en

rolled on the teams—whose privilege

it was to participate in the raising of

the $4,052,501 it will stand out as one

of the most unique and thrilling ex

periences of their lives. To the inter

ested onlooker, there were certain out

standing and significant characteristics

of this first whirlwind campaign in the

history of New York.

“New York rose to the occasion as

it always does,” said one of the lead

ers, and this applied equally to both

workers and generous contributors.

Men and women with a maximum of

business and social engagements put

everything aside and announced em

phatically, “This one thing I do.”

There was no swerving from the orig

inal purpose and they plunged into

the work with as much zest as if it

were the first whirlwind campaign in

the world's history. And what shall

we say of the democracy of the indi

vidual gifts, 17,344 of them, ranging

from two cents to over $500,000, many

of them representing real sacrifices but

given willingly as “an investment in

futures” for the youth of this great

city. It was the number of givers and

the large number of small gifts that

prompted some who had already prom

ised large sums to increase their

pledges and others who had not given

at all to give generous sums unsolic

ited.

The generosity of the New York

papers in the matters of space exceed

ed the expectations of the most san

guine, for when the stock of clippings

was taken it was found that 600 full

columns had been devoted to editori

als and news of the campaign, together

with a generous use of pictures.

The chivalrous attitude of the men

was evident from the very start when
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they generously allowed the larger ap

portionment of the funds to be given

to the women's work, and on through

the days, as personally they kept in

the background. There was evident

no lack of appreciation of what the

women who worked so untiringly were

doing, for as a member of one of the

men's teams remarked after it was all

over, “It took the women to put the

zip into things.”

No one regretted that it was neces

sary to extend the time a day over the

allotted two weeks, for it brought the

close most fittingly on the eve of our

Thanksgiving Day, and those present

at the final gathering of workers who

lifted their voices in the singing of the

Doxology after the announcement was

made that the goal had been reached,

felt with Secretary Daniels of the

Navy Department that “this campaign

is not significant so much because of

the large amount of money raised as

because it emphasized the fact that

these Associations are appraised at

their true value. It is a matter for

sincere thanksgiving that the leaders

in the churches recognize the need of

reaching young people and of employ

ing this new and modern agency.”

Getting Ready for the Panama Exposition

A committee of the Department of

Method called the Panama Exposition

Committee is working hard at plans

for some national contests designed to

interest all types of Association mem

bers and stimulate constructive work

of permanent value. The contests will

be started early in the spring, and

their concrete results will be exhibited

at the Exposition. There are to be

competitions in the making of model

wardrobes, the writing of stories,

plays, songs, etc., and in the line of

thrift, health and community service.

Valuable prizes will be awarded in all

classes. Associations reaching certain

standards of excellence will be placed

on an Honor Roll. Watch for the

details |
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SummerSchool Course for Physical Directors

Summer schools abound. The

would-be summer student may make

choice among them according to geog

raphy, merit or special application to

the vocation to which each is related.

In offering a summer course for phys

ical directors the National Training

School of the Young Women's Chris

tian Associations is not competing with

other schools nor is it duplicating their

work. This school has its own unique

mission, which is to provide Associa

tion training for Association people.

There is no other place where this

training can be had.

The course is offered for physical

directors in the Association and ac

cepted candidates for Association po

sitions, whether recent graduates with

out experience or directors who have

been instructors in other institutions.

In the Young Women's Christian As

sociation the physical director is more

than a teacher; she is the executive of

a department. She works with a com

mittee under the direction of a board

and its executive. Her field is the

community and all her work factors

in the life of the community whether

she will or no.

The school does not provide all the

courses offered in the purely tech

nical department of physical educa.

tion of the ordinary summer school.

It is not its aim merely to furnish

“material,” but it offers the best ma

terial available as illustrative of the

Association's policy and working pro

gram.

The course in hygiene is to be given

by Dr. William McCastline, recently

in charge of the physical education de

partment of the Columbia University

summer school and now the University

physician. This will be not alone- a

course of instruction in personal and

community hygiene, but also in con

structive method for creating senti

ment and organizing community serv

1Ce.

Dr. William Skarstrom of the de

partment of hygiene and physical edu

cation of Wellesley College will give

a special course in advanced gymnas

tics. This will be a graduate course.

His association with Miss Homans,

the head of the department at Wel

lesley, gives added value to Dr. Skars

trom's remarkable qualifications and

personality.

Miss Homans herself hopes to be

able to adjust her summer plans so

as to be free to accept the school's

urgent invitation to be its guest for

some days in some part of the school

term. If she can be present she will

give a brief course of lectures on the

Ethics of the Profession.

Miss Maude March of Teachers’

College will have charge of the course

in Normal Diagnosis.

The popular course in swimming

given last year will be repeated under

Mr. George H. Corsan.

Dr. Anna L. Brown gives four lec

tures on department organization and

four on administration of the depart

ment of hygiene and physical educa

t1On.

The Bible course offered will con

sist of fifteen studies in the Life of

Paul by Miss Ethel Cutler. Miss Eliz

abeth Wilson gives three lectures on

the Association Movement.

A complete announcement will be is

sued at an early date. The expenses

are a fee of $5, payable at time of

registering (applicants should register

before May 1); tuition charges, which

are $20 for lectures and practical

work, and $5 for use of gymnasium

and pool, and living expenses of $9

per week for full room and board at

the National Training School.

The Annual Conference of the National

Board

For the first time the entire national

leadership of the Young Women's

Christian Association will be repre

sented in the annual conference meet

ing at headquarters February 4 to 7.

This is true in part because December

has seen the inclusion of the one re
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maining part of the country into the

field system, with the organizing of

the new Southwest Field, and in part

because it is already assured that at

least three field committee members or

secretaries from each field will journey

to New York for this purpose, while

from many fields the representation

will be far larger. It is beyond estimate

to think of what, through these repre

sentatives, this conference may mean

to the some 650 women who have ac

cepted the national leadership of the

Association.

Besides reports and technical hours

there will be seminars on subjects cal

culated to focus the study of this gath

ering upon critical and characteristic

phases of girl life in this country,

somewhat apart from purely Associa

tion connection. A set of slides is be

ing prepared for special illustration of

these subjects. Dr. John Henry Jow

ett has consented to conduct one of

the devotional hours.

Immediately after this gathering the

annual conference of the secretarial

staff will be held for three days, begin

ning on Monday, February 9. The

program for these days makes good

reading: “What do we mean when we

talk of a democratic organization" :

“The initial approach: to the immi

grant, the freshman, the highly paid

business woman, etc.”; “The princi

ples of the Country Life Movement”;

“Our Commission Work”; “Where

does the responsibility rest for the re

ligious work of the Association”; etc.

The Association Monthly Campaign

Although THE Association MontH

LY campaign is as yet not fully

launched, we have had gratifying re

turns in response to our editorial in

the December number. Aside from

ninety new individual subscribers,

there have been three large clubs of

one hundred and fifty members to add

to our list. We trust this month will

multiply these figures to our most op

timistic fulfillment.
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Of greater importance to us, how

ever, has been the expressed appre

ciation we have received in letters of

encouragement and thanks. One of

these letters we wish to quote as show

ing a constructive gratitude of value

to us. It urges another necessity in

the use of THE Association Month

LY :

"Once upon a time when I was a general

Secretary, a group of young women of

leisure were organized into an Association

Chapter. The first essential was to teach

these girls something of the all-around

work of the Young Women's Christian As

sociation, as they knew very little about it.

So we studied ‘The American Girl' and her

relation to the Association.

“I. In the city.

2. In college.

3. In industry.

4. In the country.

“I marked the articles in the Monthly

that I thought would help us, and gave

them to the program committee. We found

our whole year's work in this interesting

text-book. Surely no general secretary is

trying to do her work without the help and

inspiration of THE Association Monthly 2

A ONE TIME GENERAL SECRETARY.

--

44

ſº

The expected publication of the

study of Paul, to be called “Some

Friends of the Tentmaker,” has been

indefinitely postponed, inasmuch as

Miss Helen M. A. Taylor, who was

to have prepared this text, found it

impossible to complete it before leav

ing recently for a year's absence

abroad.

An outline of devotional readings

entitled “The Christian Social Order,”

by Richard H. Edwards, International

Young Men's Christian Association

Secretary for Social Study, will be

ready in January for use during the

second half of the college year. It

has been prepared for the members

of voluntary study groups in colleges

and universities in connection with

mission and social study.

As the work during the second sem

ester, according to the correlated pro

gram of study, is devoted to mission

or social study, the members of such
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classes will be glad of the Biblical

readings, so well adapted to supple

ment their class work. The course of

reading is selected from the Gospels

and extends over thirteen weeks. It

may be ordered through the publication

department: When ordered with a

mission or social study textbook, five

cents; ordered separately, ten cents.

A new price list of the publications

and importations of the national pub

lication department has just been is

sued. It is twice the size of the former

one and three times the number of

pages—proof positive that the old

one should be discarded at once and

the new one sent for. A post card

request will bring it to your desk, and

you will find its descriptive lists, its

mention of especially pertinent books

by other publishers, and its title in

dex, a satisfaction in your day's work.

The little study of familiar country

impressions, by Miss Elizabeth Wil

son, called “How My Five Senses

Teach Me to Love the Country,” is

much in demand, and is suitable as a

card of greetings for any time of

year. Price ten cents.

Summer Conferences for 1914

The Department of Conventions

and Conferences announces the Con

ferences for 1914 as follows:

Southern General—Blue Ridge, Black

Mountain, N. C., June 2 to 12.

School Girls'—Eagles Mere, Pa., June 12

to 19.

Northwest General—(Date and place not

settled).

Eastern Student—Silver Bay, on Lake

George, N. Y., June 19 to 29.

Eastern City—Silver Bay, on Lake

George, July 21 to 30.

East Central Student—Eagles Mere, Pa.,

June 23 to July 3.

Pacific Coast Student—Asilomar Grounds,

near Pacific Grove, Cal., August 4 to 13.

Pacific Coast City—Asilomar Grounds,

near Pacific Grove, Cal., August 14 to 24.

Western City—Estes Park, Col., August

I4 to 24.

Western Student—Estes Park, Col., Aug

ust 25 to September 4.

Central City—Lake Geneva, Wis., August

I4 to 24.

Central Student—Lake

August 25 to September 4.

Geneva, Wis.,

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of the Association Year

Book up to date by noting therein all sec

retarial changes.

HEADQUARTERS

Leslie Blanchard, formerly general sec

retary at Stanford University, California,

to be special worker for State universities

for the National Board.

Rebecca McKillip, formerly extension sec

retary at Pittsburgh, Pa., to be social

secretary for the National Board.

Estelle Paddock, formerly national sec

retary for China, to be special worker in

the publication department of the National

Board.

Field

Edith Helmer, formerly student secretary

at Iowa State College, Ames, Ia., to be

student secretary for denominational schools

for the North Central Field Committee.

LOCAL

GENERAL

Kate Coltrane, to be student secretary at

the University of Texas, Austin, Texas.

Marion Hopkins, to be acting general

secretary at Richmond, Va.

Mary Lehman, to be general secretary at

Norristown, Pa.

Virginia Wells, formerly Bible teacher at

Pittsburgh, Pa., to be acting general sec

retary at the same place.

DePARTMENTAL

Olive Brown, to be physical director at

Winona, Minn.

Edith L. Deadrich, formerly assistant

secretary at Mobile, Ala., to be physical

director at Asheville, N. C

Mrs. Dowding, to be house secretary at

Topeka, Kans.

Hazel Flynn, to be assistant physical

director at Toledo, Ohio.

Leila Hickcox, formerly announced as

house secretary at Bay City, Mich., to be

lunchroom director at the same place.

Blanche Leeming, to be physical director

at Keokuk, Ia.

Margaret Moore, to be physical director

at Yonkers, N. Y.

Ruth Potter, to be domestic science and

cafeteria director at Keokuk, Ia.

Mrs. Helen G. Wagoner, to be house sec

retary at Fort Wayne, Ind.



A MUNIMAKER

in your building means a good cool drink

for your members, when a good cool drink

will be most appreciated, after an hour's

º

º:

work in the Gym, for instance.

Just a turn of the

handle to the right

and you draw a de

licious, cold glass of

Hires.

No mess or bother of

any kind, and the

profit from the sale

of Hires in your

building will agree

ably surprise you.

We have a proposition whereby you can

have a Munimaker free of all cost.

Just say “Munimaker” on a postal

and we’ll tell you all about it.

The Charles E. Hires Company

Y. W. C. A. Dept., 347 Fifth Avenue

New York City



You Learn,

that You

May Earn

That is the one best reason

why every commercial

student should

Learn Typewriting

on the

Remington

Do you know that 42,216 Remington-made machines are used for instruction purposes

in the schools of America—many thousands more than all other makes of writing machines

combined 2 Do you know why?

Because the principal demand of the business world is for Remington Typists:

That is reason enough for the schools of America. And it is the best reason on earth

why every girl or boy who seeks a commercial education should insist on learning the skilled

use of the Remington Typewriter.

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

325-331 Broadway, New York Branches Everywhere

Niedecken Mixer

PATENTED

The Perfect Shower Control

Valve

WRITE FOR BULLETIN Ne. 3

HOFFMANN & BILLINGS

MFG. CO.

Milwaukee - - WIS.

ASK YOUR PLUMBER

Ladies." Tºrpe shower

Please mention. The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers



Make Your Reading Count

READ THIS COURSE

(Thirty-sixth C. L. S. C. Year)

Rambles and Studies in Greece. By J. P. Mahaffy,

C.V.O., author of “Social Life in Greece,” “History

of Greek Literature,” etc......................................$1.50

The Message of Greek Art. By Dr. H. H. Powers,

Pres. Bureau of University Travel. 125 illustrations 2.oo

Studies in the Poetry of Italy: Roman and Italian. By

Frank Justus Miller, University of Chicago, and Oscar

Kuhns, Wesleyan University..................... ............ I.50

The Meaning of Evolution. By Samuel C. Schmucker,

West Chester State Normal School, Pennsylvania...... I.50

“The Chautauquan: A Weekly Newsmagazine.” Illus

trated. Containing:

Where Civilizations Meet : Round About Constanti

nople. By Frank Chapin Bray, Managing Editor

Chautauqua Press.

Current Events. “Highways and Byways” news per

spective...............................................................2.OO

All Four Books (cloth bound) and the Magazine...... $5.ook

*Remit 30 cents extra for postage or prepaid express.

“Collect” charges are more.

“Easy for Anybody, Worth While for Everybody”

If in doubt, send stamp for handbook of testimonials

Address Chautauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York

Don't Read at Random

iv



Gymnastic

RUDOLPH Lenz

Printer

-----, -i-Le House

new York

Telephone, St t 1559
elephone, Stuyvesan } 554

Apparatus

Playground

Apparatus

Lockers

Anthropometric Apparatus

Columbia Ducit

Sequantur Alii

Ladies' Gymnasium Suits

Approbation of Leading Physical

Directors

Consumers League Endorsement

COLUMBIA Gymnasium SUIT CO.

301 Congress Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Removal Announcement

of

THE INNER BRACED

FURNITURE CO.

We have moved our business

from Schoolcraft, Michigan, to

Elkhart, Indiana, to obtain ample

facilities for manufacturing our in

visibly, steel-reinforced wooden

furniture.

Our Elkhart plant comprises 6%

acres, and is tapped by two railway

switch tracks. The improvements

give loo,ooo square feet of floor

space under roof, provided with a

full, modern equipment.

We thoroughly appreciate the co

operation given us in producing the

best furniture possible, which hence

forth will carry our Io year guaran

tee.

The Inner Braced Furniture Co.

Elkhart, Indiana

NARRAGANSETT MACHINE CO.

Write for Catalogs PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S. A.

THE EXHIBIT

A description in chart form of Young

Women's Christian Asssociation work.

Price, 15 Cents.

PUBLIcation department

The National Board of the Young Womens

Christian Associations

600 Lexington Avenue

MARGARET LOUISA HOME

OF THE Y. we c. A.

14 East 16th Street, New York

A home-like hotel for Protestant self-supporting

women. Restaurant open to all women. Meals a

la carte and table d'hote.

Prices: Breakfast, 15-25c.; Luncheon, 25c.: Dinner 404.

Send for circular.

YANSS OPTICAL CO.

3 east 23rd street

MetroPOLITAN BUILDING

Bet. Madison and 4th Aves.

Telephone, Gramercy 4588

Repairing While You Wait

New York

Order the Christian Approach to Social

Morality, by Richard C. Cabot. 50 cents.

Publication DEPartment

The National Board of the Young Womena

Christian Associations

600 Lexington Avenue

Phone. Gramercy 25.18

HENRY KiechLin

Dealer in

MEATs, POULTRY AND GAME INSEASON

Fish. OYSTERs. CLAMS, ETC.

VEGETABLE's

272 FOURTH AVENUE

Near 21st Street New York

Pisa- mention. The a-ocławen Monthlv when writt- we adver-e-

w



Headquarters National Board, Y. W. C. A., 52d Street

and Lexington Avenue, New York City

DoNN BARBER, Architect

Equipped with Mott's Phumbing Fiatures

To the Building Committee:

Why do you find solid porce

lain fixtures in the bathrooms of

modern hotels 2

Because hotel men have learned

from experience that solid porce

lain fixtures are more economical

than any other kind when com

pared on the basis of initial cost,

plus servant's time, plus the cost

of upkeep.

There's a valuable hint here for

the Building Committee wise

enough to plan years ahead.

Catalogues on request.

The J. L. Mort IRon Works

Fifth Avenue AND 17th St., New York

works AT TRENTon, N. J.

BRANChEs:§§.”g. Philadelphia, Detroit,

Minneapolis, Washington, St. Louis, Denver. San

Francisco, Atlanta, Seattle, Portland (Ore.), Indian

apolis. Pittsburgh, Cleveland, O., Kansas §§ Salt

Lake City. CANADA : Mott Co., Ltd., 134 Bleury

St., Montreal; roy Union Trust Building, Winnipeg.

Official Insignia

Heecciation Scal Oin

BOARD MEMBERS, EMPLOYED OFFICERS AND

MEMBERS WILL WISH TO WEAR

THIS NATIONAL EMBLEM

GOLD and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE $2.00

WITHSAFETY CATCH $2.25

Membership Qin

THE TASTE OF THORN APPLES.

There was a page in the Women's

Number of Rural Manhood in November

that brought so many grateful letters back

to headquarters that it has been printed

in the form of a gift card. This was

Miss Elizabeth Wilson’s “How My Five

Senses Teach Me to Love the Country,”

under a picture of hills and country road

just to look at which is a veritable adven

ture in contentment! Miss Wilson has

made city-bound folk ache for the country

places they once knew, and country folk

open eyes and ears and hands to what is

close by and learn better to “love the

taste of thorn apples and sweet acorns,

and sumac and choke-cherries, and all

the wild things we used to find on the

road to school.” Picture and all, it is

printed on an attractive card in tones of

brown and the Publication Department

will send it to you for Io cents. Order it

now for next Christmas, as there is only

a small edition which was printed for this

season.

FOR THOSE WISHING A SIMPLER BADGE

GOLD PLATE and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE 50 cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

600 Lesiasten Avenue New York

Please mentten The Associatien Monthly when wººtbag te advertisese.

wi



SEND FOR THE NEW PRICE LIST

Of the

Publications and Importations of the

National Publication Department

A twenty-four page booklet with full descriptions and title

index.

Every Association worker should have one.

Sent on application to

Publication Department

National B0ard Young WomenS Christian ASS0ciation

- 600 Lexington Avenue, New York City

MEDART GYMNASIUM SUPPLIES

AND STEEL LOCKERS

are built up to a standard—not down to a price

They have been used in the equipment of many new Associations.

Let us tell you which of the Associations are using our equipment.

Any of our literature is free for the asking.

Catalog J of Gymnastic Apparatus.

Catalog Y of Playground Apparatus.

Catalog A2 of Steel Lockers.

Catalog No. 2 Kansas City Locker System.

Book No. 1 “Useful Information for Architects and Others Planning

Gymnasiums.”

FRED MEDART MFG. CO.

DeKalb and President Streets St. Louis, Mo.

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisess

vii



Secretaria Staff

National Board of The Young Womens Christian Associations

HEADQUARTERS SECRETARIES

Mabel Gratty, General Secretary
Isabel Norton.º: o the General Secretary

Miss Rebecca F. Mc

Mrs. Isabella H. Santee. Building Manager

SECRETARAL DEPARTMENT

Elizabeth Wilson, Executive

Caroline B Dow, Dºn of Tº

System

Mary Scott º-º-º- tº º

Elizabeth L. Dean Dean

Edith N Stanton, ce Executive,

Director Bureau of Reference

Helen Sanger, Registrar Training

Schoºl

FINANCE DEPARTMENT

Harriet Taylor, ºne Executive

Helen A. Ballard, Special worker

Shirley Hyatt, Office Executive

Jessie MacKinlay. Cºer and Bºrº

DEPARTMENT OF CONVEN

TIONS AND CONFERENCES

Mabel Cratty. Acting Executive

Louise W. Brooks. Sººn

Emma Hays, City

Rhoda E. McCulloch, special worker

Bertha W. Seely, one

Pacific Coast

tº Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Lillian E. James, Executive

Eta Agee. Town and Country

Mary L. Bentley. Student

-Once

Delaware, Maryland and

Pennsylvania

ºr Witherspoon Building,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Mary Johns Hopper, Executive

Susan E. Williams, ºrial

Eleanor Richardson, Student

Ruth S. Bard, Office

Worth Centra/

- Flour Exchange.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Mrs. Emma F. Byers, Executive

Frances Crittenden, City

Clara I. Taylor, Industrial and Exten
-

Margaret O'Connell, County

-ºidea.

Fanny Morris, Student

Edith Helmer. Student

Harriet A. Cunningham, Office

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

Many Louise Allen, Executive

Helen Thoburn, Editorial Secretary

A. Estella Paddock. Special worker

Mary E. Betts. Cº

OFFICE DEPARTMENT

Margaret F. MacKinlay, Executive

Office Secretaries listed under

departments)

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT

Harriet Taylor, Executive

Special ºr

Susan M. Clute, Omicº Executive

DEPARTMENT OF FIELD WORK

Helen A. Davis. Executº

Ella Schooley, Special worker

lip, Social Secretary

DEPARTMENT OF METHOD

Louise Holmquist, Executive

Elizabeth Boles. Office Executive
Bertha Condº, sº sº… secº

tºry

Mabel T. Everett, student office
---------

Marcia O. Dunham, city cºnce
--------

Anna Seaburg Cºcº Executive

Toºn and Country

Marie Wilson, Oº-Secre.

Blanche Geary, Economic ºr

Helen L. Thomas Education

Anna L. Brown, Pºysical Education

and Hº

Anna V. Rice, Religious work City

Ethel Cutler. Religious ºrº, studeº

Edith M. Dabb ºn Schºols

Eliza R. Butler. Secondary schools

Ooloolah Burner Cºcºº

Leslie Blanchard. Sºº Lºcºsºe,

º V. Pinyon. Colored School

Eva D. Bowles, Colored ºr cº

Mrs A. W. Hunton Colorº ºr

Gertrude E. Griffith, Gº-ºº:

Florence Simms, ſº ºn

º M. Bremer, ºration
º

Margaret Burton, Missionary Interest

Jessie Field. Town and country

Katharine H. Scott, Office Executive

FIELD SECRETARIES

º

1823 Nagle Place, Seattle, Wash.

Grace Maxwell, Cºy

Elizabeth F. Fox, Sºdºr

Ethel Elder. Once

ºf Cºº

ºr Wyoming Bldg., Denver, Colo

Inez Kinney, Executive

M. Frances Cross. City

Lucy Y. Riggs. Student

Elcy McCausey, Office

South Atlantic (Provisional)

sia Commercial Bank

Building, Charlotte. N. C.

Anna D. Caster, Executive

Ada Starkweather, City and Industrial

Mary F. Porter, Sºudºr

Mary Dudley Powell, Student

Lois A. Neel, Office

Geºrg/

Boo Westminster Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Ida v. Jontº, Executº
-Cºn

L. Maude Raymond, Student

Lucy H. Pearson, Sºudent

Katharine Putnam, office

Soºn Cº.

… Locus St. St. Louis, Mo.

Abby McElroy, Executive

Charlotte Davis, city

Ina Scherrebeck, sº

Frances Y. Smith, sº

Alice Brown, Special worker, sº

Sara Foster, once

Ohio and West ſººn

Boº Mercanule Library Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Elizabeth Hughes, Executive

Constance Miccorºle, city and
Indºrº

Katherne F. Childs, County

Mabel E. Stone, sº

Van S. Lindsley, Office

Northeasºn

Goo Lexington Ave., New York City

Henrietta Roelofs, Executive

Sara B. Mathews, ºr Executº

Lena M. Farrar, City

Ernestine Friedmann, Industrial

Exºn

Mary Corbett. Student

Helen Farquhar, Student

Lucy Bartlett, Office

AnERICAN SECRETARIES ON FOREIGN FIBLD

India.

ººaree -icin

Mary º Rutherford.

13, Corporation Street, Calcutta

Florence Denison,

Martha C. Whealdon,

Mºllington Lºnes, Bombay

Marie B. Snow,

170 Hornby Road, Bombay

Lela Guinner,

Poonamallee Road, Madras, N. C.

Jessie E. Mather,

20 Edmonstone Road,

Allahabad, United Provinces

Florence Bodley Lang,

St James, Colombo, Ceylon

Laura Radford,

Singapore, Straits Settlement

* Loaned by Presbyterian Mission

* Leave of absence

CHINA

Grace L. Coppock.

Evelyn Thayer Derry.

Abby Shaw Mayhew,

Harriet M. Smith,

Box 713 ºrian P. O. Shanghai

Katharine King,

Ruth Paxson,

Theresa Severin,

ºr. Y. W. C. M. Peºng

- Mary P. Banks.

Henrietta Thomson,

ºr. Y. W. C. A., Canton

Helen Bond Crane,

Edith May Wells.

Pomasang, Foochow
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Educational Demands of the Modern

Missionary Career"

W. Douglas Mackenzie, D.D.

HE task of preparation for a

missionary career has sud

denly assumed a new impor

tance and a new urgency in our day.

There is no great missionary board

which is not concerned with it more

deeply every year. And few young

men and women at college to-day who

are thinking of the missionary career

are not anxious to hear all that they

can about this matter. The object of

all who are working upon this subject

is a twofold one: to save the time of

the young missionary during the first

golden years of service on the field;

and to increase the efficiency of the

whole force which is to occupy the

field during the generation to which

you belong. And both of these aims

press heavily upon the minds and

hearts of all missionary workers at

home and abroad because of the great

changes which are taking place on

every field of this great and glorious

War.

The call is louder every year for

people trained and ready to be, in a

true sense, leaders. The leadership

is of every kind. There is not only

room but demand for the wise on

ganizer of the institutions of the

church, for the teacher of science in

* We are fortunate in being able to print

this address given on January 2 at the

Student Volunteer Convention by Presi

dent Mackenzie of the Hartford Theo

logical Seminary.

school and college, the scholar who

shall lay or help to lay the founda

tions of Christian literature, the edu

cator who shall teach and train others

to teach so as to win the youth of the

land for Christ, the pastor who shall

build up the native pastorate, the

preacher who shall inspire native

preachers, the medical man and

woman who shall manifest Christ

worthily in the ministry of healing,

and perhaps establish or elevate the

tone of the medical profession in those

lands. And all these, if they are true

missionaries, must be skilled to

evangelize their fellowmen, to preach

the gospel to individuals, to teach it

to all kinds of small groups, or to

proclaim it to greater gatherings of

those who assemble to hear what God

in Christ can do for the world of

nnen.

In the first place, you must take

account of the fact that during your

generation of service, in the next forty

years, education will become compul

sory and universal in practically every

region of the world. Western civili

zation is pouring into them all, far

more rapidly than the Christian re

ligion, and with civilization as their

essential and foundation, there must

arise everywhere the schools of every

grade, the literature of every kind,

the science of every department

known to us in the lands of Christen

I
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dom. This entirely new situation is

demanding of the missionary church

of Christ a far broader and more diffi

cult task than it has faced heretofore.

The classes of workers that are re

quired are more numerous, more

specialized, and need to have a prepa

ration at once more varied and more

thorough than was possible or neces

sary in former generations.

In the second place, it will be your

life work and your life joy to pre

sent in all these fields of labor and

forms of service, and in the languages

of these races, not only the primary

elements of the Gospel, but the con

tent of the Christian religion. Now,

of all religions, the Christian faith

is at once the simplest and the richest,

in a sense the easiest and in another

sense the most difficult and complex,

of all the religions of the world: for

of all religions it is at once the most

complex and strange in its history

from the earliest beginnings of the

Bible story through all the vagaries,

the ups and downs of its church's life.

Of all religions, it is the most sub

lime in the truths which it contains

concerning God and his Kingdom,

concerning Christ and mankind. Of

all religions, it is the most rich and

free and powerful in the nature of

that moral and spiritual experience

which it creates in the human heart

and mind. And all this must be so

if it is the consummate religion, the

final faith, the supreme method by

which God is dealing with man to

create the eternal kingdom of immor

tal personalities. What then does the

task of presenting such a religion to

such a world involve?

There are three great divisions un

der which we may arrange the sub

jects of special preparation for mis

sionary work. The first includes all

those which concern the field itself,

the race of nations or tribes among

whom you are going to spend your

life and serve God. These people

have a history, a religion, a political

organization, a social system, a lan

guage, perhaps a literature, of their

own. All these, the missionary must

study with ardor, system and pas

sionate love. In that history he will

see the life record of the people he

loves in the name of Christ, in that

political and social system he will see

the human atmosphere in which he is

to breathe all the days of his life, in

that religion he must learn to see, and

all his days to see more clearly, the

secret soul of his beloved children and

brothers and fellow-seekers after God.

How can he hope to present the Chris

tian religion unless he knows with

equal thoroughness the religious his

tory, doctrines, literature which he

seeks to displace, correct, supplement

and fulfil with the universal Gospel

of Jesus. How can he hope to make

his own vision of Christ attractive, his

own knowledge of the grace of God

real and compelling to them unless he

knows the paths along which their

souls have traveled, their crosses and

their tasks, their deep soul hunger

ings and their deep and desolate and

long despair? And he must master

their language: for in that language

their very spirit and experiences are

expressed. The language of a people

is the soul of that people in age

long converse with itself, made articu

late to you. Even to pronounce it

correctly is not merely a duty but a

grace, not merely a grace but an art,

not merely an art, but a science. You

must master the modern science of

phonetics that you may learn the inner

genius of that language through which

you are to reach the soul of that peo

ple. No missionary can count his con

secration complete who is not willing

to master the language problem for

the sake of his Master.

The second field which a man must

study is Christianity itself. It goes

without saying that the man who is

to go out as an ordained missionary

should have the best theological

course which he can find or his church

can give to him. But we have be

come somewhat suddenly aware that

a very large number of lay mission

aries, both men and women, have gone
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out to teach Christianity who have

never given to it any true and con

secutive study. That position always

appears to me both ludicrous and ap

palling. To-day, it becomes tragic.

I have heard of such men, college

men, readers of the Bible in their de

votional life, attendants of church at

least once a Sunday, who have never

learned the catechism; who have

never gone through a text-book of

Christian doctrine or of Christian

ethics or of Christian apologetics. I

have heard of their dismay and their

self-reproach when on the field they

found themselves unable to answer

the inquiries about these subjects

which were put to them by those whom

they would win to the Christian faith.

No board should send a young man

or woman and none-should consent to

go to the great modern field, who have

not had some adequate introduction

to the scientific study of our own re

ligion.

The third field of study is a mis

cellaneous one. It must include the

mastery, so far as time and strength

allow, of the methods and instru

ments of missionary labors. There

is now arising what we may call a

science of missions. There is a his

tory of Christian missions in general,

and a history of at least a hundred

years of work in all the principal fields

of the world. There is a distinct de

partment of this science which we may

call missionary sociology, for the con

tact of Christianity, and the Chris

tian social order, through the family

and the church and the school, pro

duces certain natural reactions in

every direction, modifying all native

institutions which the missionary

ought to recognize, expect, and, where

possible, direct in the paths of health

and moral growth. In addition, we

must remember that since nearly every

missionary is going to be a teacher,

he ought to know the fundamental

principles of psychology and peda

gogy. And last, but not least, who

shall say that the missionary is

equipped to bring people to Christ

on the foreign field who has had no

inclination, made no effort and had

no direction as to bringing people of

his own race in his own home land

to the Saviour of all men P It ought

to be the passionate desire of every

theological student and of every stu

dent volunteer to get some instruction

and some practical guidance in the

supreme art, surely the most wonder

ful work committed by God to man,

of leading the human soul home to

him.

I have been warned now and again

not to make the educational demand

too severe, lest some should be dis

couraged. But I am not afraid. I

believe that in the program of studies

for the minister and the missionary

we have a broad and noble and even

fascinating appeal to the mind of a

man. No profession exceeds this in

the breadth of its human interest,

in the sublimity of the ideas which

are its familiar food, in the depth and

grandeur of those aspects of human

history with which it is directly and

vitally concerned.

I have known men who at college

were unawake and unaware of the

glorious life of the mind, who awoke

and became eager as soon as they

had passed on to their professional

school or out into the business world.

But the same change have I seen, and

that with beauties of its own, when a

man has given himself for life to the

service of Jesus Christ. I have seen

such a man's face become radiant with

the joy and such a man's mind alert

and vigorous, by force of that noblest

purpose that can move the will of a

human being, the purpose to be one

of those whose lives are surrendered

to the love and service of man, the

service and adoration of God in the

name and spirit of Jesus Christ our

Lord.



Foochow—A Sketch

A. Estella Paddock

HIS city, isolated by mountain

ranges, is made unique among

the cities of China by its own

situation,-unique in food, dress and

customs. It challenges Christianity

by its official and public willingness to

hear of the Kingdom. It is situated

midway on the coast between Shang

hai and Hong Kong. The city is not

on the coast, but it is approached for

over twenty miles along the channels

of the Ming River, with its tinted hills

of rose, vermilion and pink, its scat

tered pine trees, its temples, and its

pagodas, and its shores which are the

haunts of pirates, still infesting the

waterways. To the right, as one nears

the city, are the Kushan Mountains,

where dwell five hundred Buddhist

priests in their monastery, and perched

still farther up on the rock is the

Moon Temple, with its Taoist devotees.

Farther back is Kuliang, the summer

ing place of the foreign community.

On the left are the rice fields, locally

called “paddy fields.” Each plot is

outlined by a mud built foot-path per

haps six inches wide, but rarely ex

tending over eighteen inches—the

highways of the country side, where

merchandise is swung on the shoulders

of sure footed coolies, and mankind is

borne in sedan chairs. Wheelbarrows,

carts, jin-ricshas, carriages and motor

cars are all unknown—unusable.

The city lies in an amphitheater of

the hills, red-soiled and pine-capped.

Between the vast city, with its suburb

Ponasang (at present the residence of

our American secretaries) and the is

land where are situated the majority

of the foreign houses, runs the Ming

River with its crowded boat popula

tion. The river is spanned with a

“Bridge of a Thousand Ages,” on

whose stone surface may be seen

vegetables and fruits and cooked deli

cacies, barbers, dealers in old junk,

brass, and old clothing, and sooth

sayers. Through this confusion the

chairs of those who ride are carried

high above the slimy streets, made

slippery by the slopping of water from

buckets of water carried by coolies.

The city has no water system, no

sewerage, no sanitation.

Vegetation in Foochow is semi-trop

ical, including the giant pepper trees,

bastard banyan, flowering flame trees

covered with scarlet blossoms, azaleas

from ten to thirty feet high, wistaria

vines, banana plants that top the high

est walls, fruits whose names are

Strange to western ears, and ferns

with fronds six feet in length, and

blossoms the year around.

The air is heavy and hot and hu

mid for many months, when the west

ern born pants for a bit of “life” in

the air. There are days when the

moisture congeals and runs from the

painted walls like perspiration from

the toiler's brow. This is the time

when the people seek the hills of

Kuliang, where, amid the crescent rice

fields that terrace up the valleys, the

foreign bungalow affords a welcome

shelter from the heat. From this van

tage point called by the Chinese poet,

“the heart of heaven and earth,” one

can look out over the mosaic of the

rice fields—each plot outlined in living

green, and according to the age of the

plant, presenting the tender yellow of

the young stalks, the deep green of the

flourishing grain, the varying golds of

the ripening rice and the barren stub

ble of the reaped fields. Always there

is the silver line of the river, with its

water craft, and beyond and beyond,

range upon range of mountains to the

setting sun.

The most differentiated type of the

population is the “field women,” found

nowhere else in China. Their head

dress consists of three short swords

slipped through the knot of hair, with

huge earrings five inches in diameter.

4
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While in the country 'round about

are women with the utmost extremes

of bound feet, these women have never

known the barbarous custom and they

are taking their full share of manual

labor, carrying burdens and occasion

ally being called to the care of infants.

The abundance of sea foods in Foo

chow is remarkable. All kinds of cut

tle fish, jelly fish, shrimps, oysters,

shell fish, shark's fins, fish skins, salt

fish, sole, mandarin, and many other

familiar sorts are on sale.

An instance of the unique mentality

of the Foochow people may be sum

med up in the sign employed by one

of the street dentists. It consists of

the Chinese characters shaped of wire,

strung with the teeth which he has

extracted from his numerous patients.

The character thus outlined is “fu,”

that is to say, happiness.

A city so vast in extent, situated on

an island, and extending through miles

of suburbs to the city wall, and within

the city wall, presents problems of

peculiar interest to the American wom

an who arrives without a knowledge

of language, customs or locations. The

island, “Nantai,” is attractive in its

cared-for vegetation and well built

roads leading to the foreign residences

and missions. Here are found two

of the three great mission schools for

girls in Foochow. These three schools

are conducted by the three missions

which are working in the province.

They have been in existence for over

a quarter of a century and from them

has gone out that Christian education,

culture and spiritual force which has

placed the Foochow young women in

a way of extending the great modern

movement among women more fully

perhaps than those of any other city

in China.

The Church Mission School (Eng

lish) leads in number of pupils, with

approximately three hundred girls

from all sections of the province. On

entering pupils in the school the fol

lowing requirements are made of the

parents:

A BIT OF THE COUNTRY-SIDE

I. That the parents will not ob

ject to the girl becoming baptized

should she desire to do so.

2. That she shall not be betrothed

to a non-Christian.

3. That in ordinary instances she

is to be left to study at school until

eighteen years of age.

The Methodist Mission has two dis

tinct schools for girls, the “Girls'

Boarding School,” the original one,

and the Woman's College, which has

been established for about five years.

Enrolled in the college are young

women who have completed their edu

cation in other institutions in different

sections of the province. Besides these

schools there are on “Nantai” several

large schools for children of non

Christian parents, a school for blind

girls, for orphans, for nurses, and

many day schools.

The way across the “Bridge of a

Thousand Ages” to the suburb of

Ponasang leads through the market of
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dried salt fish and turnip pickles,

which can best be described by the

pidgin English expression, “very

smell.” At Ponasang is the girls'

school of the American Board Mis

sion and its outlying activities. This

school, lying without the city walls

and well near the city, has a large

number of pupils. Going from Pona

sang to the city proper one passes

through one of the world’s busiest

streets, where incessant industry be

wilders the onlooker. The partial list

of the industries noted on one journey

through the street is convincing:

Ink, pens, books, inkwells, scrolls,

lacquer, jade, brass, silver, copper,

tin, zinc, glass, kettles, candles, in

cense, idols, worship money, fans,

flowers, embroidery, baskets, lanterns,

frames, horn ornaments, wood turn

ing, dusters, shoes, tanning, pipes,

drums, violins, fifes, gongs, toys,

brushes, dippers, bamboo, furniture,

umbrellas, scissors, combs, scales,

sieves, belts, silks, hats, cotton ma

terials, macaroni, rice, food, coopers,

rope, fuel, charcoal, dyeing, curios,

teeth.

Within the city walls the missions

have schools for non-Christian girls

and women as well as industrial

schools and institutions where medi

cine and nursing are taught. Here

also are a large number of the govern

ment schools for women, these includ

ing many private schools, normal, in

dustrial, kindergartens and high

schools. These government schools

have enrolled about one thousand

young women, among whom are a

goodly number of young women from

the best homes of the city. Gradu

ates from the various Christian schools

are teaching in some of these institu

tions. Some of the schools have mod

ern buildings, and some are utilizing

capacious and picturesque, if not con

venient, official residences. All the

students are keen for anything modern

and progressive.

The history of the Young Women's

Christian Association in Foochow is

in the making. A student branch was

formed by the Methodist Girls' Board

ing School in 1899, being the second

in all of China. A series of evangel

istic meetings was held in the spring of

I907 in this school, and in the autumn

was convened the first student confer

ence in China, at Kuliang. This was

attended by young women from eigh
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FIELD WOMEN SORTING TEA LEAVES

teen schools and it established the

fact that a conference for women stud

ents in China was possible, practicable

and desirable. It is of interest to

know that this conference was enter

tained in the cottages of missionaries

at Kuliang and that the entertainment

was provided by several Chinese hos

tesses. An invitation for a secretary

from the mission body of Foochow

came in 1908, and in 1909 Miss Ethel

Dobbins went to Foochow, only to find

that her health being at that time

much broken, she could not bear the

strain of life in the East, and after a

valiant fight to regain strength she

returned to America.

In April, 1913, the mission body

of Foochow was brought face to face

with a situation that was beyond their

capacity to meet. During a series of

meetings for men conducted by Mr.

Sherwood Eddy, one meeting for

young women was held at the urgent

request of the men and women of the

government schools. This one meet

ing was attended by two thousand

young women. At the close of his ad

dress an invitation was given for

the signing of cards for those willing

to study the Bible, to pray, and to be

guided by the result of their study

and prayer. Over five hundred young

women signed cards. The ladies of

the missions, already over busy with

their regular school, medical, and

evangelistic work felt unable to care

for these women, and a still more ur

gent request was sent to the National

Committee of China to aid in organ

izing this work. In response to this

appeal Miss Edith Wells, who had

been three years in China, and who

was especially well equipped to meet

the need, was transferred from North

China to Foochow, and with her was

sent Miss Helen Bond Crane, who had

been appointed to work in Shanghai,

but who willingly consented to have

her appointment changed to Foochow

in view of this emergency.

On their arrival the secretaries

found a most energetic and sympa

thetic group of missionaries, willing

to aid, counsel, and encourage such

efforts as they found best to attempt.

Mrs. Angie Myers Thompson, for five

years the efficient chairman of the Na

tional Committee of China, is now a

resident of Foochow, and has been of

utmost help in the shaping of the new

work. With her are associated women

of all the prominent missions, the in

ternational character of the Associa
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tion being especially noted in that on

the committee are English, Irish and

Australian and American women, all

of whom were active Association

workers in their own countries. Dur

ing the spring months many govern

ment schools were visited and ad

dressed. A number of Bible classes

were organized and teachers familiar

with the Foochow dialect were ap

pointed to conduct them. Miss Wells

and Miss Crane have been both ac

quainting themselves with the lan

guage and with the mission commu

nity. It will be yet a year before the

secretaries can have a working knowl

edge of the language. A Chinese sec

retary is almost indispensable. The

cordial reception of the faculty of the

º
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government schools must be met by

helpful suggestions and classes from

the Association. Ripe. over ripe, is

the harvest and few are they who

work, and they who work must meet

the grind of the language, the ener

vation of the climate and the limita

tions that every Westerner feels in

an Eastern land.

Before them is an unlimited in

gathering. Strength of mind, of body,

and of soul must be theirs, and ours

the upholding power of prayer, the

sympathetic outgiving of substance,

and if God will, the going, that they

who labor may not be overwearied

by work which we might do if we

obeyed his call.

A MANDARIN'S TOMB ON A PINE CLAD Hill

Strange, that we creatures of the petty ways,

Poor prisoners behind these fleshly bars,

Can sometimes think us thoughts with God ablacc,

Touching the fringes of the outer stars.

And stranger still that, having flown so high

And stood unshamed in shining presences,

We can resume our smallness, nor imply

In mien or gesture what that memory is.

—Richard Burton.



A Year of Extension Work
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for September, 1912, there ap

peared an article on “Exten

sion for the Immediate Future,”

which should have been a won

derful stimulus to every industrial

secretary in the country. The test

of the real impression made by any

article, however, lies not so much in

merely recalling it, looking it up in

the files and quoting from it, as in

the appeal it may have made to

one's will power. This appeal “to

study our city as if at the other end

of a knowledge of its industrial and

social needs lay a Master's Degree,”

proved the incentive which one girl

needed. She had several friends who

were working for an M. A.; and she

had seriously considered devoting

that year to post-graduate work.

These words, however, came as a

challenge and led her to accept an

industrial position.

The problem of extension work in

Evansville, which is the fifth city in

size in the Central Territory, proved

wonderfully interesting because of its

very difficulties. One complication

was the fact that the Christian As

sociation had grown out of a Work

ing Girls’ Association. Not only a

large number of citizens, but also

practically all of the industrial girls

of the community were under the im

pression that the change involved the

exclusion of the working girl.

Prejudices of this nature are not

easily overcome. One little laundry

girl who had promised to come to one

of the extension parties, when asked

afterward why she had not come, re

plied, “Aw, the older girls told me if

I went down there them society girls

would spit on me!”

The largest factories in Evansville

are cigar manufactories which refuse

* Miss Campbell is extension secretary in

the Association at Evansville, Indiana.

admission for meetings of any kind.

With a thousand girls in one of these

and three hundred in the other, it

seemed as though that was where our

largest responsibility lay. Therefore,

when the employer of the largest one

refused permission for us to meet the

girls in the building, we decided to

wait until enough girls should be in

terested in the Association to the ex

tent of desiring noon meetings. In

the meantime we centered all our at

tention on the places that were open

to 11S.

Only a block from the Association

is a laundry, where the attitude of the

management is exactly opposite to

that of the establishments cited above.

When we asked to start noon meet

ings the only stipulation made was

that we should not organize a union.

After the first few meetings the mere

suggestion that chairs would be more

convenient than boxes and clothes

baskets as seats, resulted in an im

mediate order for three dozen folding

chairs. These, in addition to an or

gan loaned by a music dealer (the

husband of one of the board mem

bers), and song books loaned by a

Sunday school, added materially to

the success of the noon meetings. An

even more potent factor in the suc

cess of the work, however, lay in the

enthusiastic support of the two fore

ladies, who encouraged, urged, did

everything but command the girls to

attend every meeting.

Early in the spring the laundry

had its annual “open house.” That

day the manager asked the secretary

for suggestions for some arrange

ment whereby the girls might have

shelter for out-door meetings during

the summer. The vision of a pergola

in the attractive space adjoining the

laundry proved most entrancing.

Armed with a sketch of the possibili

ties of such a space, the secretary ap.

9
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The PERGola AT THE LAUNDRY

peared before the manager the next

week. It appealed to him: would she

please have an architect draw up

plans for the pergola just as she

would like it and present figures on

it? She did. However, not until

the date had been set for a party in

the yard “as a house-warming for

the pergola” did that structure put in

an appearance. The paint scarcely

had time to dry before the day of the

party arrived, hence no vines had

time to grow. This deficiency was

met, however, by a generous clothier

who loaned his window trimmings.

The sight of a luxuriant growth of

full-blown wistaria upon a week-old

pergola brought forth from one of

the girls the exclamation, “Well, this

beats Herpicide!”

The manager installed a string of

incandescent lights as part of the

permanent equipment of the yard.

These, covered with gay Japanese

lanterns and festoons of cherry blos

soms, made a fairy-like effect. The

men employed in the laundry took as

much interest in the affair as did the

girls. Several of them helped deco

rate in the afternoon; and every one

of them brought either his wife or

“best girl” in the evening to take an

automobile ride and have a dish of

ice-cream. As every single girl was

there, the social success of the even

ing eclipsed even the financial con

sideration of forty-five dollars clear,

which made possible the sending of a

delegate to Lake Geneva.

The girl chosen to represent the

girls at the conference was given an

opportunity to make her report at a

similar gathering, limited, however,

to the employees of the laundry and

their families. For this event the

yard was transformed into a minia

ture Geneva. Under the hydrant

stood a copper tub labelled “Lake

Geneva,” bearing upon its surface

three miniature sail boats. The row

of sunflowers along the fence bore a

placard with a hand pointing the way

to Fontana; the pergola held forth

bravely as the “dining hall,” while an

overturned bushel basket with a pro

truding paste-board tube answered

beautifully for the Yerkes Observ

atory. In the foreground was a small

tent wearing across its breast an

Evansville Association banner.

That honor may go to whom honor

is due, let it here be known that this

idea came from the delegates from

Akron, Ohio, at Geneva two years

ago. The games and contests put

everyone into a good humor for the

report, which was excellently given;

and the evening ended with the whole

crowd, men, women and children,

joining enthusiastically in the Asso

ciation “booster song.”

But we still wanted to reach the

girls in the large cigar factory. The

solution came through the library

yard across the street from the fac

tory, where the girls were accustomed

to eat their noon lunches through the

summer months. An appeal to the

library board met with a generous re

sponse. Permission was given not

only to hold noon meetings in the

yard, but also to erect volley-ball posts

so that the girls could enjoy outdoor

exercise, both at noon and on Satur

day afternoons. A picture torn from

the first Camp Fire Manual, showing

Association girls playing volley-ball,

helped the men to appreciate both the

attractiveness and the beneficial ele

ments of the game. The posts and
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the labor of erecting them were do

nated, so the ten cents paid by each

girl who took part in the game proved

sufficient to purchase the ball. Teams

were organized between the right and

left hand “rollers” and at the close

of the season the “bunch-breakers”

were planning to play the “packers.”

So enthusiastic were the girls that

they spread their ardor at one of their

parties by singing lustily to the air of

“America”:

“Volley-ball, 'tis of thee,

Game of activitee,

Of thee we sing !

We love thy posts and net,

Thy ball we can't forget,

More girls upon each team we'll get,

All our friends we'll bring !”

Only two weeks before the Gen

eva Conference the girls learned of

the delegate who was going from the

laundry, and one of them said “Can't

we send a delegate too?” Two weeks

seemed a rather short time to raise

sufficient funds, yet plans were im

mediately made for an automobile

ride with an ice-cream social com

bined, for the following Saturday

night. The sale of tickets for this

amounted to thirty dollars. The

girls said that the poster in the fac

tory, which was put up as a special

concession by the management,

helped materially in the sale of

tickets. All of the employees were

reading the “I should worry” squibs

in the evening paper, hence the ap

peal of the sign:

“If you should worry like an auto and get

tired,

You auto take a ride at the Y. W. C. A.

Saturday night and get rested 1"

As the time was so short a party

was arranged for the next Wednes

day night which should serve the

double purpose of adding to the Gen

eva fund and affording an opportunity

to elect a delegate. The election re

sulted in so nearly a tie for three

girls that, after ascertaining that each

was willing to pay half of her own

expenses, we determined to raise the

additional ten dollars necessary to

make it possible for all three to go.

This was done with little difficulty,

most of it coming from the extension

committee. Two of the girls waited

on table at the conference to pay their

share of the expense and seemed .

thoroughly to enjoy that part of the

experience. Whole pages could be

covered with an expression of what

the conference meant to them: but

suffice it to say they returned with a

determination to have a club upon

which to report at Geneva next year.

On the evening of the girls' de

parture for the conference, one of the

younger girls gave each of the dele

gates a Blue-bird pin, and as a result

of just this incident and of the post

conference meeting, which fifty girls

attended, the Blue-Bird Club was or

ganized. Since that time twenty-five

girls of that group have come into

the gymnasium and fifteen have

joined sewing and crochet classes.

The opening of an outdoor swim

ming-pool in the yard of the Asso

ciation this summer afforded rare op

portunities for reaching the industrial

girls on the stifling evenings. Four

free swimming parties were arranged

for successive Wednesday evenings,

with members of high school Camp

Fire groups and girls from various

colleges at home on vacation acting as

hostesses. The most interesting of

these, which made first page copy for

-
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Noon Volley BALL AT THE CIGAR FACTORY
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the morning paper, was arranged for

the girls from an overall factory. The

employer himself introduced the

secretary when she went to extend

the invitation to the girls. In addi

tion to urging them to attend, he of—

fered them denim at cost for their

suits. He stated, moreover, that he

would furnish thread, power, and the

machines to enable them to make their

own suits. That afternoon work on

overalls was laid aside and the shop

was transformed into a jolly swim

ming-suit bee. Needless to say, with

encouragement like that from the

management, all but four of the em

ployees attended the party, and those

four were old women

Of all the summer activities, the

one that seemed to mean the most to

the girls who attended was the out

door vesper service at five o'clock each

Sunday afternoon. This was held al

ways on the same spot, a quiet hill

side overlooking a peaceful valley

bordered by a fringe of low hills.

The Association hymn leaflet was

used, and a very short informal talk

was given each time, the service

rarely continuing longer than a half

hour. The quiet inspiration of that

little time in the open came to fill a

vital need in the lives of a number of

girls. The total attendance was one

hundred and twenty-five.

Statistics always seem very dull,

yet it may be permissible here to note

that the total number touched by the

Extension Department during this

year was 6,380. Of these, 2,403 at

tended the noon meetings, and 1,366

came to the various parties and en

tertainments that were held. The

total number of volunteer workers

was 160. This has of course but

touched the very edges of the field.

However, the fact that Evansville has

assumed the raising of the last five

hundred dollars toward the salary of

the new industrial secretary for the

Central Field, as a special thanksgiv

ing offering, makes it evident that the

Association intends to “enter in and

possess the land.”

As the only M. A. which an Asso

ciation secretary really covets is the

Master's Approval, if that has been

won, then, and then only, has the

work of this year proven truly suc

cessful.

§

If I Were a Freshman Again

Oolooah

TIMID knock came at the door.

“Come in.” The visiting

secretary dropped her pen in

order not to look as busy as she felt.

She was hurrying to finish a report

overdue at headquarters. But what

is a traveling student secretary for if

not to be always ready for next

comers ?

A hesitant head was thrust through

the crack in the door. Then came a

look of relief as the secretary smiled

encouragingly.

“Oh, I was so afraid you'd be busy

But I wanted to talk. I'm a fresh

man and I hadn't anything particular

Burner

to ask you, like the senior girls who

are all upset by philosophy—whatever

that means ! And I’m not an awfully

wicked person, so I haven't anything

awful to confess. But my room

mate said she thought maybe you

wouldn't mind talking to me anyway.

There are lots of things I don't un

derstand yet, and I didn't know quite

whom to ask until you came. The girls

all tell me such different things.”

She had settled herself comfortably

on a high trunk and was swinging

her feet as if she'd known the secre

tary always.
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“You see, I've never been away from

home before and everything's new.

Everybody else seems to know every

body else, and they don't always re

member that I don't, and I find myself

feeling out of place sometimes. At

home I was popular, and here I feel

‘outside,’ and it's a queer feeling. I

don't like it.”

“No, of course you don't like it,”

the secretary broke in understanding

ly. “But there's a way out. Did you

ever read “Everybody's Lonesome'?

You could read it in a few minutes.

But I've always thought it held a secret

for freshmen—for making a girl's

whole college life happy instead of

sad, for making every girl of every

kind fit in. It's based on the fact that

you can almost always forget your

self in thinking of other people, and

that folks are not really unapproach

able at all, ever, if you go at them

the right way. Perhaps the thought

has never entered your head that you

might be needed here at college. Yes,

you! I'll tell you what I mean. I'll

venture if you were to decide right

now to uncenter your thinking from

yourself and to begin to center it

around others, very soon you'd find a

chance to slip quietly into the life of

some girls who need what you have

to give—girls who are lonely or dis

couraged or awkward because they've

never had a chance at the things that

have been yours all your life. And

the girls who seem to have every

thing, they need you, too. Everybody

needs girls who are wholesome and

natural and unselfish.

“And some day if the social or in

tellectual cliques that forget your ex

istence now begin to discover you and

‘take you up,' don't let that disturb

your balance in the least. You may

enter any group you will, but you will

never dare forget the girls who are

still feeling ‘outside.’

“A girl is a girl, and worth know

ing or not—according to whether she

wears a pin 2 Not at all ! She's worth

while or not according to what she is.

Don't ever let your judgment be con

fined to a girl's 'style' or her awk

wardness. Find every girl out for

herself—not for what you can get out

of her, but for what you can give of

yourself, in sheer friendliness. Once

you busy yourself in that way you'll

never have time again for feeling

either awkward or queer or snob

bish. You won't know what self

consciousness is—others-consciousness

is so much better.

“Then there's the church. That's

somewhere to ‘belong.' Don't let the

fact that some of the other girls take

that time Sunday morning to wash

their hair or get a lesson disturb your

own attitude. The church needs you,

your interest and your loyalty and

your help and your prayers and your

presence. And you need the church.

And if your influence for good in col

lege is to hold steady, keep your place

steadily and openly and unashamed

with the organization that has stood

through the ages for things that are

right and fine and helpful. You can

wash your hair some other time than

between ten and twelve o'clock Sun

day mornings!” -

The freshman forgot to swing her

feet.

“My ſ” she exclaimed, “I never

thought of that. You must have been

a freshman yourself once.”

“I was,” retorted the secretary with

a reminiscent gleam in her eyes as

she picked up her mending and hunted

for a needle. “I was very much one.

And I wish I could go back and be

gin over again, knowing what I do

now. Do you know that thing of Kip

ling's :

‘I wish myself could talk to myself as I left

'im a year ago,

I could tell 'im a lot that would save 'im

a lot

On the things 'e ought to know.’

“That's how I feel about my fresh

man days.”

“Oh, couldn't you tell me, and pre

tend it was your freshman self?” ex

claimed the freshman, sitting up

straight and eager. “Maybe it would

help.”
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“Perhaps it might. I'm almost

ashamed to, but I will,” the secretary

replied, dropping her sewing in her

lap and looking out of the window.

“Like most freshmen I’d never been

away from home before and I’d never

had any need to develop initiative

along many lines. My family had al

ways taken care of me; my friends

had been sensible, and clean-minded

and fine.

“The first night I spent in a dormi

tory several upperclass girls, all

strange to me, came to my room to

pay a little friendly visit to keep off

freshman loneliness. I appreciated

their friendliness. They were very

attractive girls. But before the even

ing was over they had told several

rather doubtful jokes, of a sort I had

never heard from my home friends.

And they never knew how those

stories were being burned into the

mind of the freshman who sat so

quietly they had almost forgotten her

presence. And they never knew how

for months afterward she had to fight

those stories out of her mind. I didn't

know then what I learned later, that

even a freshman has the right to ask

upper classmen to change the sub

ject if it is not a wholesome one. I

might even have quietly left the room

for awhile, but I didn't know then

that I dared—being only a freshman'

“From some of the books and the

magazines that I hear of occasionally

being circulated on the sly in certain

dormitories, and from some of the

language that comes indirectly to my

ears, I find myself wanting to climb

up to the college towers and cry out

to every girl that passes, ‘Oh, don't!

Don't read or say or listen to things

that are not quite fine. You dare not,

if you would keep the type of woman

hood that the world needs to-day in

its college women—girls who have

had the chance'

“Then there was my class work.

It was awfully easy to ‘bluff.' much

easier than to put in real work when

I could be out having a glorious good

time. For I did have a good time in

college'' The secretary chuckled,

and the freshman chuckled back in

sympathy, because she'd already sus

pected as much—that's why she'd

come to talk!

“I was reading the other day an

article by a European university

woman on ‘The American College

Girl.’ In it she said, “The memory

of the American girl student runs too

much to words and to the habit of

reciting from a certain text. She also

studies chiefly because she is expected

to recite—an attitude of mind wholly

too childish and mechanical for a

serious student.’ That's exactly what

my freshman work was like—it wasn't

work at all. I skimmed a lesson to

get enough vague ideas around which

to weave an answer if I were called

on in class; I worked hard over an

occasional trig problem that I thought

nobody else would get, that I might

shine thereby. I scorned 'ponies' and

cheating, and all the time I didn't see

that I was using a very similar meth

od of sliding through. That year

was not unsuccessful, so far as grades

went—but later in college I discovered

that it had been painfully poor prepa

ration for real work. And all the

years since then I’ve wished I might

go back and do that freshman year

over again. I'd put in some faithful

study and some really honest hard

work as a basis for the rest of col

lege—and the rest of my life, for that

matter.”

The freshman had dropped her

eyes, and was twisting a button on her

skirt. Suddenly the button came off.

She looked up with flushed cheeks and

said with a little catch in her voice,

“Please go on. It's good for me!”

“The question of my family was

not one I had to consider in freshman

days, because I went home over every

week-end and they had no chance to

miss hearing all the interesting things

of college life. And the neighbors

couldn't examine me critically to see

if I were growing “stuck-up,” because

one can't change very much in a single

week, you know. But I have known
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of college girls who slipped into the

habit of writing only colorless gen

eralities home, either because they

wanted the time to put in on some

thing else or because they didn't

realize how hungrily the ‘folks’ at

home devour every little interesting

detail of the life of the one who's

away, and how dead, colorless letters

leave them still hungry-hearted, and

how live, glowing descriptions satisfy

and make them glad.”

The freshman's cheeks were grow

ing redder and redder, but the secre

tary didn't look up from her sewing.

That helped, some.

“You haven't had enough philoso

phy and science yet to get upset,' as

you call it. Maybe it won't have

to come. Some girls get their re

ligious readjustment from childhood

ideas to more grown-up conceptions

without a great jolt. But if you do

feel it coming, you may as well be

prepared for it from the first. Re

member this: each professor is a

specialist in his own line, and probably

goes at life from that one angle,

eliminating all others. If you have

work under three or four professors,

each of whom has eliminated most

in the world save his own viewpoint,

don't ever be deluded into thinking

for a minute that there are no other

viewpoints. Accept what a specialist

has to say concerning that realm in

which he has authority to speak. But

don't forget that there are other

specialists in other realms. A biologist

may know more of the laws of biology

than Phillips Brooks knew. But in

spiritual values, Phillips Brooks was

a specialist and more to be relied upon

for facts concerning spiritual life than

any one who was not a specialist in

that realm. Don't try to get your

knowledge of the spiritual world from

biologists or chemists alone. Go

rather to the men whose lives have

been devoted to the study of spiritual

laws of cause and effect, of working

them out in the laboratory of life and

character. But am I going too far for

you? Does all this interest you at

all?” The secretary dropped her sew

ing and looked up anxiously, to find

the girl's color normal again, and her

eyes steady.

“No-yes. But there's just one

more question I'd like to ask—that is,

if you don't mind my being frank.

I don't see any particular good in the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion. The girls asked me to join it

because it was ‘the thing to do.' So

I did. But I don't see much to it.”

“I know. They haven't given you

anything to do yet, have they Well,

I can't tell you all it means. But I

can tell you this: The more you study

its ideals' and put yourself actively

into it to help work out those ideals,

the more you'll see what it means. An

organization in which girls come to

stand together for loyalty to that One

whose life was the wonder of all ages

in selflessness, in others-consciousness,

in straight standards, in absolute

fineness, in fearless honesty and

thoroughness, in clear thinking, in all

round strength of development; an or

ganization in which girls seek to grow

together into that kind of thinking and

being and doing; an organization

which links you to the students 'round

about the world who are striving

shoulder to shoulder for the same

thing—could you put yourself into

that sort of an organization and do

your honest best, not only individually

to come up to the ideal but to help

every girl in college in the same di

rection ?”

A moment of silence, then the

freshman looked up with shining eyes.

“Oh, yes! I do want to try. Some

of it hurt—but I'm glad. And now

I must go and really work on my

German for to-morrow. Thank you!”

As she flew out the door, the secre

tary looked after her a moment wist

fully. Then she picked up her pen

and turned once again to her long

suffering report. “Um-m-m. Let's

see, where was I? Oh, yes, ‘not much

to record this month. The usual num

ber of committee meetings, etc.’”



Call for the Observance of the Universal

Day of Prayer for Students

N the name of the General Committee of the World's Student Christian

I Federation, we call upon the members of the Christian societies of students

in all nations and upon all others who have at heart the moral and spiritual

welfare of students, to unite in the observance of Sunday, February 22, 1914,

as the Universal Day of Prayer for Students. As a result of the growing vol

ume of intercession in connection with this observance each year for nearly

twenty years, the Christian Student Movement has continued to spread from

land to land, until to-day it is recognized as the principal fact in the religious

life of the universities and colleges of the world. The Federation now em

braces Christian Associations or Unions in about 2,400 universities and other

institutions of higher learning with a combined membership of fully 155,000

students and professors.

In issuing the Call to Prayer this year, we do so with added confidence

because the past year has been characterized by greater manifestations of Divine

power among the students of nearly all parts of the world than in any preced

ing year. Moreover, we are in the present year looking out into greater oppor

tunities for Christian activity in the student field than at any time in the past.

Notwithstanding the great encouragements, the primary need of this vast,

potent, and hopeful field is that of more intercessors.

Why is it of transcendent importance that more prayer be enlisted on

behalf of the student world? Because the most remarkable spiritual achieve

ments in this field have taken place as a result of sincere and faithful interces

sion. Because the key to the solution of the other problems related to the

evangelization of students and the releasing of their spiritual energies lies in

the manifestation of the power of God in answer to prayer. Because those

who have devoted themselves most to true intercession for students are most

emphatic in their expression of conviction that the possibilities of such inter

cession are simply boundless. Another reason why this matter of multiplying

the number of intercessors should receive more attention is because there are

so many Christians in all parts of the world who know that they should be

intercessors, and that they could be intercessors, but who have failed to master

their circumstances and to devote themselves to this most important ministry.

There is need of fresh emphasis also on the fact that one of the most Christlike

forms of work is that of intercession, for Christ not only taught and com

manded his followers to pray for others, but himself likewise prayed for others

and ever liveth to make intercession. -

Whatever can be done, therefore, in each country by those to whom this

Call comes, to set forth among Christians the urgent need of prayer for stu

dents, to create a more realizing sense of this need of intercession, and actually

16
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to discover and enlist intercessors, will be the most highly-multiplying service

which can be rendered at the present time in the interest of the Christian con

quest of the world.

On behalf of the General Committee of the

World's Student Christian Federation,

KARL FRIES, Chairman.

Joh N R. Mott, General Secretary.

GROUNDS FOR THANKSGIVING.

Let us thank God for the remarkable results of the evangelistic campaigns

among the students of the Orient during the past year. In China alone over

one thousand students have been baptized or have become probationers for

baptism, and thousands of other enquirers are in Bible circles receiving Chris

tian instruction.

For encouraging progress in the direction of Indianizing the Christian

Student Movement in India, that is, the making it truly indigenous.

For the continued advance of the Russian Student Movement and its

recent admission to the World's Student Christian Federation.

For the growing sense of solidarity and responsibility among the Latin

American students as best shown in the recent International Conferences of

students in South America and North America.

For the notable answers to prayer in connection with the Federation

Conference held at Lake Mohonk and the meeting of the General Committee

of the Federation at Princeton, which were the most cosmopolitan and con

structive gatherings in the history of the Federation, and the results of which

are already apparent in many Student Movements.

OBJECTS FOR INTERCESSION.

Let us pray for the students of the large and most difficult and most neg

lected student field of the Occident—that of the Austro-Hungarian Empire—

that the new Student Movements being developed in this field may be charac

terized by spiritual vitality, true unity, and convincing power of witness.

That, following the war between the Balkan States and Turkey, the

Christian work on behalf of the students of all these countries may be renewed

and carried forward with increased efficiency and fruitfulness.

That the International Convention of the Student Volunteer Movement

recently held in Kansas City, Missouri, may result in a large offering of lives

for the missionary work of the Church.

That more secretaries of God's own appointment may be forthcoming for

work among students in the Far East and Near East. *

That new plans, influencing for Christ the various student migrations, may

be earnestly prosecuted and be attended by permanent spiritual results.

That in every Movement there may be a steady increase in the reverent

and thorough study of the sacred Scriptures.

That among the leaders in the various Christian communions there may be

a far keener recognition of the absolutely unique importance of reaching the

students for Christ and enlisting them in furthering the plans of his Kingdom.
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Morse Hall-Lahore

Annie M. Reynolds

-- AUL dwelt two years in his

own hired house,” is recorded

of the great Apostle. How

many hired houses, large and small,

adequate and insufficient, have shel

tered the Association in different parts

of the world ! When at last we move

on to our own home how glad and

proud we are and how much more

important a part we take in our com

munity!

It is said that tourists who visit Ran

goon are always driven by their guides

to see the Young Women's Christian

Association building as one of the

sights of the city. Surely Morse Hall

at Lahore must share the same dis

tinction. It has been so named in

memory of Miss Rebecca Morse, the

heroic pioneer in the establishment of

the Foreign Department of the Amer

ican National Board of the Young

Women's Christian Associations. It

has accommodations for thirty-five

residents, besides dining and drawing

rooms, library, three class rooms and

a large gymnasium hall, holding 300

people, the gift of Mrs. Frederick

Mead of Plainfield, New Jersey.

The imposing building is of red

brick, and is long and narrow because

of the shape of the land. The long

corridors furnish the good ventilation

so essential in India's climate and

promise that the building can be kept

very cool in the hot season. Lawns,

a good garden and tennis courts make

an attractive setting. Electric light

and electric fans provide the essential

light and coolness while seeming a

strange link with up-to-date America

here in the heart of the Orient. The

interior furnishing is as attractive as

the dignified exterior. The library

curtains are of cretonne, with a bold

design of fruit and flowers of deep

red and purple, and couch, chairs and

cushions are covered with the same.

Copies of the sibyls and prophets of

the Sistine Chapel in Rome look down

I8
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from the walls. Six hundred library

books fill the shelves, and additions to

these as well as to the magazines are

always welcome.

The drawing room is in soft gray

and the dining room in pink and gray,

the curtains being strawberry pink and

the walls pale gray. The chairs were

made by the American Industrial Mis

sion in Gujranwala.

The bedrooms are furnished alike,

with an iron bedstead, chest of

drawers, dressing table, comfortable

chair and table and a wall closet. The

red carpet in each matches the curtain

leading into the passage and the

shades are stencilled in red and green.

The bedsteads are red and white to

match, making each room most cheer

ful. The Hill Memorial room is the

largest bedroom in the house and the

fittings for this have been sent by the

various members of the Hill family.

The names of Agnes and Mary Hill

are stamped large on the foundation

stones of our Indian Association

work, and a definite reminder of them,

especially in Lahore, is most suitable.

The boarding home has had every

available space occupied. Fifty-three

transient guests have been accommo

dated during the year, and at least

thirty applicants have had to be re

fused for lack of room.

A brief account of the faithful, ar

duous efforts of those who made this

beautiful building a possibility must

find space here. Up to 1901 the As

sociation house at Lahore accommo

dated only three girls. Quiet, per

sistent agitation concerning a new

building was carried on. In 1906 the

first donation of $1,000 from Mrs.

Boies of Pennsylvania was received.

In 1900 Miss Mary Hill secured from

Government through the Educational

Department a grant of $3,000 for the

land, to which it added later $2,000

more. Further sums from friends in

Lahore and generous givers in the

United States, interested through Miss

Mary Hill, made a total of over

$31,OOO, which secured both land and

building.

As the nearest Association educa

tional center to Delhi, the new capital,

the Lahore Association hopes to be

the source of supply for the Govern

ment of India offices, many of which

are beginning to employ women typ

ists and clerks. Typists in Lahore

earn $10 per month and the least

charge which can be made at the home

is $6.50, which is far less than they

must pay elsewhere. It is because a

couple of rooms are set aside for vis

itors who pay more that the running

expenses of the boarding home are

met. In the work that lies before

them, the Committee of Lahore ask

for prayer and sympathy, that in the

future development of the Association

they may have wisdom, understanding

and right judgment in all things.

In the Association, as in missionary

work, the greatest gift to India is

neither sticks nor stones, houses nor

lands, but the very lives of the women

who go out to India to carry the good

news of Christ's life and teaching.

Where Originality is

at a Premium

Mary Dudley Powell

NCE upon a time the need for

having different student As

sociations keep in touch with

each other began to be felt so keenly

that a new committee—the Intercol

legiate Committee—was formed. Then

began the writing of letters of greet

ing and the asking of questions, some

few of which were answered, though

most of them met all too soon the sad

fate of being cast into the waste pa

per basket.

The first step in the evolution of

this committee was its change of title

to Information, and next to the Asso

ciation News Committee. In future

years there may be still another de

velopment with greater possibilities,
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but at present it seems to me there is

no more interesting work and none

more worth while than that of this

committee, which calls for all the

originality of all its members, in or

der to make possible effective pub

licity work.

Know-Your-City Campaigns are

not one whit more instructive or en

tertaining than Know-Your-College

ones, such as those which have been

conducted by some Association girls.

This is one way in which the Asso

ciation News Committee can get

ready for the publicity work of the

year. Help your fellow students to

know their own student center, then

throughout the year work systemat

ically to show what is being done else

where. Show the members at large,

and not merely the president and a

few cabinet members, how to find

the answers to those oft-repeated

questions, “What is the Field Com

mittee P’’ and “What is the National

Board?” When I think of the many

possibilities of this committee it makes

me feel almost like going over the

country “preaching” Association news

work as I wish it had been carried on

while I was in college'

Some of the ways in which this

committee can serve the students and

the whole Association movement are

by means of:

I. A bulletin board.

2. An educational study in the cab

inet.

3. Short reports at regular Associ

ation meetings.

4. Taking charge of some of the

regular information meetings of the

Association.

To take up these points in detail,

have you ever seen any bulletin

boards which were blank, except for

perhaps a notice of calendars for sale,

lost handkerchiefs, pins, belts, etc.?

Do you not think it little short of a

disgrace for an Association bulletin

board to be allowed to descend to

such uses 2 On the other hand, some

bulletin boards are joys, and one's

heart cannot but be cheered by the

sight of a real news bulletin, filled

with (I) items of interest concerning

local affairs, e. g., names of cabinet

and committee members attractively

posted, notices of prayer services and

leaders, Association meetings; also

(2) concerning the world outside,

news of what some woman's club,

perhaps, is doing for girls, an inter

esting item or so from some other

student Association, or about a city

campaign like that marvelous one for

four million dollars recently carried

on in New York; and (3) some bits

of news from the foreign mail, help

ing us to keep in touch with our sec

retaries in lands across the sea, with

maybe a picture or two to make it

more real.

The possibilities of a bulletin

board are unlimited. Just study it a

little and see for yourself if it is not

worth while to make girls say what

one was heard to remark recently,

after looking at an attractive bulletin

board, “The Y. W. C. A. certainly

knows how to advertise!”

Some chairmen are proving their

usefulness by conducting short lec

tures in cabinet meetings on the his

tory of our Association movement. A

better plan, which is also being tried

out, is to have in cabinet a study class,

using some prepared outline—a study

which is easy and simple but well

worth while. After the new cabinet

is chosen in the spring this plan would

give the old Association News

Chairman a good chance to do a prac

tical piece of service, and help to make

her feel that her usefulness is not at

an end.

The third plan needs little &m-

ment. It is entirely practical and

often helpful to have these short,

snappy reports given by a different

member of the committee at each reg

ular Association meeting, using some

article in THE Association Month

Ly, or North American Student, or

some of the interesting news items in

either one or both of these magazines.

By this means the committee can edu

cate the whole membership without
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their realizing that they are being ed

ucated, sometimes a necessary art to

learn.

What about the regular Associa

tion meeting in charge of the News

Committee? Herein lies a big chal

lenge, and more and more we must

prepare ourselves to meet it. The

subjects given below are, as you will

See, merely suggestions, given in the

hope that we may see more clearly,

perhaps, than some have in the past,

the possibilities of the literature is

sued by our National Publication De

partment, literature to be sent for and

used to the limit. The suggested pro

grams are as follows:

The Undiscovered County Girl.

I. The Development of Rural Leader

ship (see Biennial Report, 1913).

2. The Country Girl (see Biennial Re

port, 1913).

3. Country Life Notes (November As

sociation MonthLY).

4. School for County Life Leadership

(see October Association Monthly).

(Refer to Chart, page 35, of pamph

let: The Exhibit.)

(For Poster, see page 24, of The Ex

hibit.)

Out of Doors in the Association World.

1. The Eight Week Club (Publication

Department).

2. Country

Monthly).

3. Altamont's Third Year; Camp Nepah

win; Camp Makonikey; Club Council at

Altamont (November MonTHLY).

4. Other Field Committee Camps.

(For information write the office secre

tary of your Field Committee.)

Life Notes (November

The Students of the World.

1. Four Years of Progress (Report of

your General Secretary).

2. Women's Work of the Federation.

(a) Introduction—the Women's Sub

Committee.

(b) Various Groups of Women Stu

dents.

(c) General Tendencies and Outlook.

(For subjects given above see Report

of World's Student Christian Federation

Conference, in 1913.

An Intercollegiate Force.

I. What is it? (Leaflets: The Greatest

Student Organization; an Intercollegiate

Force). -

2. Some Fields for Activity (Leaflet:

Religious Work Among Students; News

Items from THE Association Monthly).

(a) Place of Worship in the Student

Association (July Association MonTHLY).

(b) The Ethics of Social Relationships

in College Life (May Association

MontHLY).

(c) Responsibility of the Association for

the Religious Life of the Girl (April As

sociation MonTHLY).

3. Some Results: Merely enthusiasm,

or enthusiasm plus ability to do? (Leaflet:

How May College Women be Found for

Service?)

If the Association News Commit

tees make this their life work, there

are going to be many more wide

awake and interested Association

members, with the result that finance

committees can do better work, more

girls will be interested in the possi

bility of reaching others outside col

lege walls, and more students will

consider going into training for Asso

ciation work themselves. Along the

way there will be so many other good

results that one could not begin to

name them all.

§

When Little Things

Loom Large

Alice Hutchins Drake

From the absent chairman to the

membership committee:

WONDER if we realize fully

how important a factor are the

“little things” in Association

life. I am sure I never comprehended

their value until I was called away,

and there came a change in my per

spective. Formerly I looked upon the

Association from the inside out, but

for the past month I have looked from

the outside in, and may some good

come of it and from my contact with

the little things!
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(If you grow weary of the tall per

sonal pronoun will you remember,

please, that its antecedent is not alone

myself, but hundreds of other women

who have had a similar experience.

What has befallen me, must be the

common lot.)

A flight of stairs was the first of

the little things to be revealed. Al

ways, there has been in my heart the

feeling that at the head of the stairs

conditions should be such that their

ascent should be worth while.

In the Congressional Library there

is a splendid mosiac by Vedder. One

may approach it only by a short flight

of marble steps. They have always

typified to me the symbolism of a stair

way. There is a special thrill in do

ing what seems essentially appropriate

—in ascending to the height of bet

ter things.

And surely it is better things which

one seeks at an Association. Whether

it be a refreshing luncheon or sym

pathy, gymnasium or an understand

ing heart, employment or merry

making, it is usually that which one

needs and has not which directs one

there. If ever you have been swept

to an Association building on the flood

tide of necessity, you will understand

what I mean by “little things” loom

ing large!

At home, as I scarcely need say

to you, there is the stairway leading

to our rooms. Here in Virginia, one

day in the midst of desolation I sought

the local Association to find it “up

theah,” as my informant indicated.

Do you know, it helped the home

sickness to be climbing to the office?

It seemed familiar to stop for an in

stant on the landing. I could have

closed my eyes and thought I was at

home.

At the top I could see posters, gay

announcements of tennis club meet

ings and canoeing parties, summer

lodge notices. Who ever passed a

poster bearing a Maxfield Parrish

figure without stopping to inspect it?

The old trick—catch the eye that

those who run will read. Really, the

sight of them produced the “poster

pain” between my shoulders. You

will know what I mean if you have

ever made one. But they were more

of the “little things” and the sight

of them rejoiced my heart. They

spelled home and our Association and

dear friendships, and familar ways.

I found THE ASSOCIATION MontH

LY on the library table and solemnly

turned to see if the spinning wheel

were still on the back. Another of

the “little things,” but it breathed the

comfort of things familiar. With

this advertisement missing, I should

feel as one would if the Atlantic

Monthly should change its cover.

There was the office with its click

ing typewriter and busy telephone,

card index files and membership

blanks—and callers.

And then, there was the secretary

—quite one's ideal secretary, who for

the moment has all day to put at one's

disposal and seems to rejoice in the

opportunity, cordial, warmhearted,

merry Miss E. It may be you know

her. I have occasion to be glad that

I do.

I left the building with an acute

consciousness of the value of Asso

ciation atmosphere. In just the way

that the familiar “little things” had

brought me comfort, other little things

at home must affect those who come

to us.

I always feel impatient with a writer

who adds a moral, whether it be

Aesop, Hawthorne or George Ade,

but for the sake of making clear my

point, I am tempted to join their list

this time.

You may wonder what the point of

my letter was intended to be. In fact,

you may be inquiring, “Did she ever

have one P”

I have, and it is this: Are we suffi

ciently alert to the value of the little

things in Association life?

Does our library look inviting?

Is the piano open, thereby beckon

ing eager fingers to play upon it?
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Do the pictures on our walls teem

with deep significance? (You will

smile at this, in view of the loving

thought we have expended upon ours.)

Has the office an air of hospitality ?

Is there a warmth in the greeting

which awaits one?

A woman once told me that the

sight of a bowl of violets on our class

room table had buoyed her above all

things else at a moment of depres

sion. A little thing, a bowl of vio

lets. Yes, but at the same time a

possible spiritual support. Some day,

I shall write an essay on the spiritual

value of a red velvet bow—the bow

I am wearing to-day.

Do you believe that at all times we

make the climb up our stairway worth

while 2

In our city there are so many

women living exiled from their homes.

Through the portal of our Associa

tion hundreds of them pass; when at

last they descend the stairs is it with

the consciousness that the Young

Women's Christian Association is not

simply an organization, but the spirit

of Love? Have they felt the glow

of certain personalities and been sus

tained and strengthened by it? Does

the night loom less dark at the foot

of the stairs because of new courage

gained above through contact with

some brave soul?

Oh, the little things! If a bowl of

violets can bring fresh inspiration, let

us have one on the landing. If a

cup of tea by a glowing hearth-fire

will revive self-confidence, let us be

quick to serve it. And if open arms

and a warm welcome will ease the

heartache let ours be the arms to offer

peace.

The little things of life, which af

ter all, are caught from the spiritual

world, should await one at an Asso

ciation.

In exile, the little things loom

large. And this I know, and know full

well, for I myself am “desolately ab

sent far away.”

Virginia, 1914.

A Business Women's

Club

GROUP of young business

women who can themselves

desire and adopt such New

Year's resolutions as the following,

and then proceed to live up to them

for a whole year, is worth special men

tion. The Business Women’s Club

of Augusta, Ga., began a year ago

January with the following statement

of belief:

Resolved, That the Business Women's

Club of the Young Women's Christian As

sociation of Augusta is something to be

proud of ; that it should be a grand success,

and the makers of said Club are deter

mined to make it so. Further

Resolved, That, at the close of 1913, we

shall have at least fifty earnest members.

Resolved, That the Business Girl is

largely responsible for the greatness or

smallness of the position she has to fill in

the business world.

Resolved, That every member of the Club

who writes shorthand strive to do so more

accurately and rapidly; that every member

of the Club using a typewriter learn to

write by touch, unless she already does so;

that every book-keeper in the Club strive

to do her work with greater swiftness and

accuracy. In a word, that we elevate the

standard we have set for ourselves, so that

our services shall command attention and

appreciation.

Resolved, That each Club member en

deavor to broaden her views by some good

reading during 1913.

Resolved, That the members of this Club,

one and all, keep their eyes open to the

conditions existing in the business world

of Augusta, taking note of where ability is

appreciated and consideration shown, and

vice versa, and give such information to

the Club in open meeting.

Resolved. That we make some effort to

get the stores to close earlier on Saturday

night, at least in the summer.

Resolved, That we form some definite

plan in regard to our proposed employment

bureau, co-operating with the Association

fully in this matter.

The secretary, Miss Louise Shields,

writes that the above policy has been
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very largely fulfilled during the year

just past. A recognition service has

also been drawn up by the club for

the reception of new members, in form

partly original and partly suggested

by the student recognition service re

cently published. It states the object

of the club as “the physical, intellec

tual, social and spiritual development

of all business women, and the pro

motion of fellowship among them.”

A most interesting feature of the

club work is its program on the Evo

lution of Women's Dress, which is

presented and discussed on the first

Friday meeting of each month. The

third Friday in the month is given

over to play belonging to the period

the dress of which has been studied at

that month's meeting. Following a

splendid program on the dress of the

classical period, for instance, there was

an evening of play, which included a

supper with splendidly decorated table,

after dinner stories, and an Olympiad

with judge, trumpeter and registrar

as well as contestants named in classic

fashion. The foot races were some

what hobbled, the wrestling was ham

pered by “mummy sleeves,” and the

“quadrigas” looked very much like

quartets of spirited girls driven by

two of the club officers. The discus

throwing and boxing may have been

a far cry from the great four-year

Olympic games to which all sons of

Hellas looked forward, but they helped

to stir brain centers which might other

wise never have been roused to the

excitement of the Greek point of view

regarding the worth of the wreath of

bay.

The eight months' program not only

gives an historical survey of the great

principles which have governed wom

en's dress in all the ages, but presents

some of the features of present-day

so-called mission lands, and the life of

the women who wear the various queer

costumes studied.

Two Notable

Dedications

I

O make a building that should

be as fine for local work as the

national Association building is

for national work—that was the aim

of the building committee at Newark.

To make a building that should be

fitted to the needs of all the women

of the city, a house where they would

naturally rally as at a common center;

to include every convenience to ac

commodate those demands, and to

make it all beautiful and at the same

time practicable—that was the prob

lem. And Newark has done it, but

had it not been for the loyal support

of the citizens this would all have

been impossible. It is from the peo

ple that the building came, and to them

it returns, as the most perfect expres

sion of gratitude. It was indeed a

challenge to consider the great com

pany of women who call themselves

Newarkers; forty thousand business

women alone was a tremendous in

spiration, and only so strong a sup

port as the people of the city afforded

could give the courage to conceive and

the power to achieve so great a re

sponse to the need.

The new building” has been occupied

since September; the dedication ser

vices took place the first week of No

vember. The consecration service was

held Sunday afternoon, presided over

by Mrs. Richard C. Jenkinson, its

president, a member of the National

Board. At the dedication service

Monday evening Mrs. Jenkinson,

speaking for the Association, acknowl

edged the debt it owed the Building

Committee for its long and faithful

service. Miss Annie M. Gwinnell, as

chairman of the Building Committee,

gave over the keys to Mr. G. Wisner

Thorne, chairman of the Board of

Trustees. The cafeteria had a special

* A cut of this building appears on page vi

of the advertising section.
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PORTAL OF THE HOUSE OF FRIENDLINESS

(Courtesy of “Newark Women”)

opening on Tuesday for demonstrat

ing its efficiency, and throughout the

week the board of directors and the

secretaries held open house. More

than five thousand people visited the

building that week, and inspiring in

deed was the enthusiasm and interest,

and the whole congratulatory attitude

of the people. Contributors-that—were

and contributors-to-be mingled and

conversed, enthused or commented,

until the halls were one great hum

of rejoicing. Incidents of the cam

paign were recalled, and time after

time there would come the proud an

nouncement, “Yes, I was one of the

four hundred who raised the money.”

That faithful company rallied again

and were the true hosts of the week.

Just as if they were coming home they
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possessed the building and made

themselves responsible for its hospital

ity. Their spirit was infectious, and

the visitors went away, each convinced

of the particular opportunity the

building held for her.

Indeed Newark's new building was

dedicated—dedicated to the work of

the Christ for the girls and women of

Newark. No one who attended the

consecration services and saw the light

on the faces of that company of loyal

daughters, or felt the thrill of accom

plished purpose and renewed resolve

that spoke in the prayer and song of

that service, could doubt the inevitable

success of the Association. With the

new quarters the work has expanded;

some new departments have been add

ed and the old departments are so

metamorphosed by the larger equip

ment that almost it is a new-born As

sociation, sprung to mature develop

ment in a day. Yet it is the same

“Newark spirit” which moves it all,

“The Spirit of Old 14,” and it is that

which speaks unfailing in every phase

of the newer work, every policy that

is framed for the further reach of the

Association. It is that spirit that

inspires the name of “The House of

Friendliness”; that spirit which wel

comes you as you come in, and sends

you away with the assurance that here

Christ walks indeed, and here is the

house of God, “a beacon and a promise

to all women who stretch out their

hands in longing for his greater gifts.”

MILDRED HAND.

II.

A little later in the same month the

“Harriet Judson,” the building erected

for the Brooklyn Association and

named for Mrs. Charles N. Judson,

long its president and also a member

of the National Board, was dedicated

with an unusually beautiful service

which it would be a pleasure to re

print here if possible. This opened

with the Hymn of the Lights and

closed with a hymn of dedication,

written for this use by Miss Sarah

Day, and here partially given:

“In every part perfected

Our labor, Lord, we see;

Within these walls assembled

We offer all to Thee.

Except as by Thy mandate

Each stone on stone was lain,

Except as Thou hast builded

With us, our toil is vain.

“May Love's serenest presence

Through all this house be spread,

The Master sit among us

At breaking of our bread,

Until through Love's transforming

Each life his life shall share,

Still more and more conforming

To Christ the Pattern fair.”

With copies of the service was in

cluded “The Dream and Its Fulfilling”:

A Dream arose in the heart of Love.

For Love had looked abroad, as is

Love's wont, and had beheld her sis

ters who labor in the busy places of

life.

And Love saw that the tired feet

of many found only cheerless resting

places when the day's close brought

need of home and fireside; and that

some were in perplexity and fear; and

that others faltered by the way. And

Love dreamed of a House Beautiful,

whose walls should encompass these

with pleasant safety; of an evening

fireside whose warmth and cheer

should foster the friendships and the

joys of life; of quiet upper chambers

in whose rest and peace should be the

preparation for the new day's tasks.

And Love had found no way to

make her vision true. When sudden

ly, with a great faith, she stretched

forth her hands to the people of a

great city, and lo, they were filled

with abundance; for every man gave

according to his ability; some much,

from plenteous stores, and many the

little they could spare, but all with

the gladness of a single impulse.

And the House Beautiful arose in

the streets where the toilers hurried

to and fro. And over its door was

written the name of one who had

longest dreamed the dream.

To-day within the finished House,

we celebrate the fulfilling of the

Dream. Wherefore, at the holy bid
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ding of Love, let all who dreamed

the dream, and all others who with

these are now assembled here, lift

their hearts and voices in thanksgiving

to Almighty God. For he it was who

sent the dream, and who of his great

mercy has this day brought it to

pass.

News of the National

Board Meeting

Gº so pre-empted all the

pages of the last ASSOCIATION

MonTHLY that the report of

the National Board's December meet

ing was deferred until this issue.

Hence much of the news is already

known and it may be briefer than

usual.

The meeting was held at headquar

ters on December 3. Important finan

cial considerations were the announce

ment of an endowment of $50,000 to

be applied toward the upkeep of the

headquarters building, and the adop

tion of the budget for 1914. In round

figures the new budget is $434,000,

of which $264,000 is for headquarters

work, $120,000 for the work of the

field committees, and $41,OOO for the

work carried on by the National Board

in five foreign countries. Of the

headquarters and foreign amount

subscriptions and pledges cover all but

$34,OOO, which must be secured this

year in new subscriptions, leaving the

field appropriation to be raised by the

field committees.

"The Department of Method re

ported a new venture in sub-commit

tee service. Seventeen of its mem

bers, both volunteer and secretarial,

are serving upon one of the following

sub-committees: Economic, education,

colored work, girls' work, immigra

tion, industrial, and physical educa

tion and recreation. To both secre

taries and committee members the

meetings have proved to be an edu

cation in themselves, and all begin

to have a better understanding of the

difficult problems that are surround

ing our advance work. The general

aim of these first meetings was to ac

quaint their members with the work

of local Associations from the begin

ning and the efforts of the National

Board in the past two years. In al

most every case the meetings have

been arranged for a day when com

mittee members concerned will come

to the building for another meeting.

For many of the secretaries of the

department the Association Hand

book has occupied many days and

some of the nights for the last two

months. The plan of the book, which

is to serve as a text book for the

training of volunteer workers and

will meet our long desired need of a

book on the Association movement, is

new. It begins with a rapid view of

present-day conditions to which the

Association, in both spirit and method,

is intended to give an answer. Then

it takes up the manifestations of the

Association's aim—religion, educa

tion, shelter, occupation, protection,

and recreation. Part Three explains

the method of organized work in the

large, in student, city and country,

with a chapter on the method and aims

of committee work. Part Four ex

plains the relationships of local, field

and national Association grouping and

the relations to other organizations.

"From the City Committee comes

an interpretation of the brilliant New

York campaign as built upon the fact

that the city Association movement

has publicly justified itself. The to

tal amount of money raised by city

building campaigns since the organiza

tion of the National Board is now

$9,300,000. In 1913 fifteen new build

ings were occupied. Seven others are

in course of erection and sixteen build

ing campaigns are planned for the near

future.

It was reported that Federations of

Industrial Clubs have been formed by

seven city Associations. The City
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Committee is entering upon co-opera

tion with the Social Service Commis

sion of the Federation of Churches

and with the Factory Investigation

Commission of New York State, in

investigation of industrial conditions.

"Summer news from the Eight

Week Clubs dominated the report of

the Town and Country Committee.

Almost one hundred college students

led such clubs during the past sum

mer, and when the 1914 leaders are

chosen this spring it is hoped that

there may be many more than that

number, for seldom has an organized

effort given such immediate and satis

fying results. A few of the many

comments from the leaders tell the

story:

“I have enjoyed ‘running' this club

very much and have been strengthened

by it.”

“To the leader it has meant some

thing that in terms of the Biennial

she would call a vision. I hope she

may keep true to it!”

“This is a community in which

there is no real church spirit and

education is almost neglected. The

girls, as well as their mothers, have

asked that the club be organized again

next summer.”

“Before the summer was out I be

gan to feel the great need of these

girls going to college, bright girls, all

of them—and what a difference it

would make in their usefulness!”

“Nothing has brought me nearer

God than the study of the Bible with

these girls on the benches in the thick

woods. They have learned to love

the out-of-doors and it is great to

see them playing together. One girl

said, ‘I didn't know it was such fun

to play. Why, it's just the best thing

I have ever done !’”

“The fact that two fourteen-year

old girls walked two miles alone on

the hottest days, to come, and that

two others rode a mule double every

time they came, shows their eagerness

without further comment.”

“The girls of a little Colorado town

report that as community service

they ‘Gave socials and kept the young

men from the pool halls where they

were accustomed to lounge.’”

Imagine the joy in the country com

munity in Pennsylvania where the

girls report that they “Gave two so

cials and raised $30, which they gave

towards the salary of the minister.”

And think of the real community

spirit of the girls who raised money

which was used to lay a board walk

on a railroad bridge which was much

used and which was dangerous with

out the walk!

"Special work with the Oriental

students in this country has been con

ducted for the Foreign Department

by Miss Margaret Burton. This com

paratively new work is being put upon

such a basis that the department will

be prepared for the great increase of

Chinese women students in America

when the Chinese government includes

the sending of women in the admin

istration of its indemnity fund.

Through Miss Taylor, close rela

tions are being established with the

United Women's Board of Foreign

Missions and the mission work of the

Federal Council of Churches.

The Executive Committee has ap

pointed as delegates to the Stock

holm Conference, Miss Reynolds, Miss

Cratty, Miss Holmquist and Mrs.

Bremer.

That the headquarters building is

being increasingly used in valuable

ways was indicated by the Buildings

Committee, which reported that three

women's college clubs have met in the

building, that the David Mannes Sym

phony conducts its weekly rehearsals

in the assembly room, and that the

Mothers' Club of New York City

holds its monthly meetings here as

well. Through the Symphony Club's

use of the building and the informa

tion thus acquired of the Board's work

one of its members contributed to the

recent New York campaign the sum

of $250. -

i
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The Student Volun

teer Convention

NE could not live under the

same roof with the Student

Volunteer secretaries and

workers for weeks before the holidays

without realizing that something out

of the ordinary was going to take

place. The very atmosphere was

charged; new faces in the lunch room,

messenger boys hurrying in and out,

lights after hours, all told that much

thought, time and energy were being

put into this once-in-a-student-gener

ation-gathering—the results of which

no one can measure—though one came

away with the strong conviction that

the Watchword of the movement

“the evangelization of the world in this

generation”—was fast becoming an

actuality.

It was like no other convention that

any one ever attended, this Seventh

International Convention of the Stu

dent Volunteer Movement, for every

thing moved with military precision

under the leadership of the general of

the occasion, Dr. John R. Mott. Every

session began on time and often closed

earlier than the scheduled time. It

was very soon evident that it be

hooved one to be on hand some min

utes ahead of time if she wished a

seat. Nor was it a reproduction of

previous Student Volunteer conven

tions, for in the opening session, in

stating the purpose of the convention,

Dr. Mott said: “For the first time

the forces of the whole of Christianity

face the whole of the non-Christian

world. We are therefore to accentu

ate the oneness of our task; to realize

the spiritual solidarity of the Chris

tian students of North America; to

demonstrate the reality, the vitality

and the conquering power of our re

ligion, and to sound out the call to the

present generation of students of

North America to face the absolute

unprecedented situation in this gener

ation.” He spoke of the significance

of this meeting being held in the up

per Mississippi Valley, characterized

by its spaciousness, its vast fields, its

spirit of daring and adventure, and

by the fact that a larger proportion

of volunteers had gone out from this

section than from any other. “Noth

ing so emphasizes the reality, vitality

and conquering power of our religion

as such a coming together as this of

the future leaders of our church. Not

only the threshold of a new year but

the threshold of a new era in the

world expansion of Christianity is

upon us.”

The first address was given by Dr.

Robert F. Horton of England on “The

Lordship of God.” “God is not the

autocrat,” said Dr. Horton, “but the

elected president of the soul's repub

lic, and it is necessary to elect and

re-elect because he will not reign over

unwilling subjects.” The strong and

impressive appeal made by Dr. Rob

ert E. Speer for the right mind to

know God's valuation of life, its ends

and its uses, and for a submissive will

closed the first session of the Conven

tion. -

The situation in the Moslem World

was most graphically presented by

Dr. Charles Watson of the United

Presbyterian Board and Dr. Samuel

Zwemer, who speaks out of a rich ex

perience of many years among the

Moslems in Asia. “For the first time

in history,” said Dr. Zwemer, “the

whole of Christendom faces the whole

of Mohammedanism in the open.”

Africa holds only one-fourth of the

Mohammedans. In a single country

in Asia there are 20,000,000 more Mo

hammedans than in all Africa, and in

America there are 8,000. Eight mag

azines are devoted exclusively to Mo

hammedan news; 86 newspapers in

Cairo and 264 in Persia record every

tremor of thought, every revolution in

the Moslem world. Politically Islam

is losing ground—in Europe it has

lost its prestige as it has lost its terri

tory. The impact of the West has

torn loose 5,OOO,OOO of the Mohamme

dans and left them without the old

foundation. “We are on the eve of
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facing a marvelous movement of the

Mohammedan world toward Christi

anity.” The needs of other fields were

made equally appealing. The claims

of Latin America were presented by

Bishop Kingsolving, who character

ized South America as “the neglected

continent” where only one out of

every five can read or write and where

only two per cent. of all the college

students acknowledge their allegiance

to any religious faith.

The afternoons of the Convention

were given over to sectional confer

ences, the division being made accord

ing to denominations, types of educa

tional institutions and other special

interests.

The Quadrennial report of the Ex

ecutive Committee as presented by

Dr. Mott stressed particularly the

progress of the work here in America.

Within the lifetime of the movement

5,882 volunteers have sailed, and of

that number 1,466 have gone out dur

ing the past four years, exceeding

the number that sailed during the

first twelve years of the move

ment. Attention was called to the

remarkable development of mission

study among the churches. A decided

increase in missionary giving was

noted; during last year the colleges

and seminaries secured over $22O,OOO

—an increase of over sixty per cent.

in the gifts for the year preceding the

Rochester Convention. One needs to

read and reread the report in order to

fully realize all that has been accom

plished and to understand where to

place the emphasis in the next years.

Mr. Kato told of the growing tide

of atheism and agnosticism among the

educated classes in Japan—of the de

structive and demoralizing influence of

European philosophy, and of the

urgent need to-day of the dominant

influence of men and women who

honestly exemplify Christian truths.

Mr. Si appealed to his hearers not

only for help in the work of Chris

tianizing China, but for greater con

sideration by Christian people of for

eign students in North America,

young men and women who are seek

ers after the truth. “The 4,000,000

Christians in India, the greatest Chris

tian host in any non-Christian coun

try in the world, are the most critic

ally observed 4,000,000 in the world

to-day,” said Mr. Hart, who has just

returned from a stay of seven years

in India. “They need our help and our

prayers.” In his masterly address upon

“the Watchword” Dr. Speer sounded

the note of immediacy in the Student

Volunteer Movement.

Never before in a convention has so

much emphasis been placed upon the

Preparation for Leadership. Presi

dent W. D. MacKenzie of Hartford

Theological Seminary discussed the

personal equipment and intellectual

preparation of the missionary; Prof.

C. R. Henderson of the University

of Chicago emphasized participation

in social study and service as an indis

pensable part of the preparation of the

modern missionary. Dr. W. W.

White of the Bible Teachers' Train

ing School urged the necessity of

vital spiritual preparation, and Mr.

Sherwood Eddy made an appeal for

soul winning in student days as an

essential in this preparation.

There were three twenty minute

addresses given at most of the ses

sions, but it required the time of one

session for Dr. Mott to give a review

of his World tour. He portrayed

most vividly the striking contrast be

tween his first and latest receptions in

Russia, Turkey, North Africa, India,

Korea, Japan and China, and made

one realize as only he can the un

precedented opportunity for the

spread of Christianity in both the Far

and the Near East.

The Saturday morning session was

given to “The Forces to be Wielded

on Behalf of the World's Evangeliza

tion.” These forces, Statesmanship,

Money Power, Co-operation and

Unity, Sacrifice, and Intercession,

were presented in a masterful way by

Secretary J. L. Barton of the Ameri
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can Board, Secretary J. Campbell

White of the Laymen's Missionary

Movement, Secretary Franklin of the

Northern Baptist Board, Dr. Zwe

mer and Dr. Horton. World Strat

egy, the theme of the evening session,

was ably handled by Dean Shailer

Mathews of the University of Chi

cago, Dr. J. A. MacDonald, the editor

of the Toronto Globe, whom Mr.

Bryan called the “Gladstone of Can

ada,” and by Secretary of State Bry

an, who urged upon his hearers Amer

ica's responsibility in helping evangel

ize the world.

The Sunday services were most im

pressive. In the morning Dr. Hor

ton's sermon on The Message and

Dr. Speer's on The Messenger, and

in the evening Mr. Sherwood Eddy's

address on Our Responsibility as we

go forth from this Convention, caused

many to reflect seriously and to ask

themselves the question, “Where can

I invest my life in order to secure the

greatest profits for God and his King

dom?” Dr. Mott made a final appeal

for united intercession in the days to

come and for the spending of unhin

dered time alone with God—this has

been the secret of those who have gone

from strength to strength. If prayer

is given its rightful place in the lives

of the five thousand who went forth

from Kansas City the next four years

will show results of which we have

not dreamed.

Statistics of the Student Volunteer Conven

tion

Students, professors and other repre

sentatives of colleges, universities

and professional schools. . . . . . . . . . . 3,984

Foreign Mission board secretaries,

missionaries and other board repre

sentatives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 279

Editors and press correspondents.... 53

Special delegates and guests. . . . . . . . 365

Laymen . . . . . ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,031

Total number of institutions repre

sented . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 755

Concerning the

Student Membership

Basis

Theresa Wilbur Paist

HINKING to a conclusion

upon a fundamental prob

lem which involves many peo

ple and many interests is an exacting

task. And to just such a task the

members of the Commission to con

sider the wording of the student mem

bership basis in personal terms found

themselves elected. They are doing

their best to share this responsibility.

The discussion at summer confer

ences and the questionaire sent to

presidents of student Associations

have laid the question wide open, and

the proposed meetings of advisory

groups of faculty members and of

church and Association leaders will

still further increase the number of

those who feel an obligation to as

sume a share of the burden. More

over, we are eager to have the opinion

of any one who may be reading this

article as to what step she thinks

wise. As we are all thinking together

on this subject it may be profitable for

us to consider the spirit which should

characterize our study. Dominating

all our discussion must be a spirit of

faith in God. Whatever our differing

opinions and prejudices, whatever the

pressure of those who would use this

occasion to turn us from our funda

mental Christian aim, we know that

God's power is sufficient to hold us

true to him and that there is a solu

tion which is his for us at this time

and which he is ready to reveal to us

with no upbraiding for our lack of

wisdom, our groans over the difficulty

of the problem, our long faces as we

speak of its baffling intricacies, and a

shameful exhibition of our small faith

in God. We can trust him to keep us

just where we are if our position is

right, or to lead us into some new

statement better fitted to equip the
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student Association to win victories in

his name if that be his will. But woe

be unto any one of us who by the

power of her own mind, or by the

weight of her own prejudice, attempts

to assume a leadership which is the

Master's right.

Moreover, we need faith in each

other. No Association leader should

feel apologetic in giving, out of the

fullness of her heart, her own per

sonal conviction. We are bound to

differ in our thought, but we can

trust each other's integrity of purpose.

We who are older must trust the un

dergraduate Association leaders. The

basis of membership, if it is to be

effective, must represent the convic

tion of Christian students. A mere

assent to arguments brought forward

by a traveling secretary does not in

volve a working conviction. We

must allow, as we did in sending our

questionaire, spontaneous thought on

the part of students. If we have gen

uine faith in each other we will have

that spirit of toleration which is so

difficult when a question of great mo

ment is at stake. As we think of our

attitude to each other we realize our

obligation to consider all who are in

volved. As the students are a part of

the movement for all young women

they must take into account the re

sults of their action upon other Asso

ciation bodies. The members of city

and county organizations, who look

to the students to strengthen their

hands, must be far sighted enough to

see that any policy which cripples the

working of the student organization

will weaken the movement as a whole,

perchance more than would a qualifi

cation for membership in student As

sociations differing from that in the

other departments of the Association.

Will we not all grant the fact that

whatever the solution proposed, if it

be consistent with the purpose of the

Association, it is bound to be criti

cised. If certain of our critics were

satisfied would we not have to do

away with “the stumbling block of

the cross”? But since, to use again

St. Paul's words, the cross has been

to the Association “the power of

God,” we must be willing gladly to

bear criticisms or misunderstandings

arising from our lifting it up.

However small or great our part in

the issue may seem to be, a humble,

prayerful spirit is the only one in

which we dare to work. May it not

be that the prayers of faith uttered by

many who may have no other part in

the deliberations will be used by God

to bring about his will.

WHERE THERE IS SPECIAL

GIRLS’ WORK

(Concluded from the /anuary Issue)

The following reports of girls' work

were crowded out of the last number of

the Association MontHLY:

WHERE SATURDAY IS GIRLS" DAY.

Akron, Ohio.

Ethel Niermeyer, Girls' Secretary.

In the Girls’ Department at Akron any

girl may become a member of the Asso

ciation and receive all the membership

privileges, but she must be of seventh

grade, eighth grade or high school age be

fore she can enjoy any of the regular de

partment activities.

Saturday is girls' day at the building; it

is alive with girls from early morning un

til late afternoon. Those desiring instruc

tion in sewing, swimming, arts and crafts,

cooking or gymnastics, enter the Saturday

morning classes, taught by trained directors,

and pay a tuition fee. Saturday afternoons

the Industrial School is open to members

without tuition, the classes being taught

by volunteer workers. The afternoon of

activity begins at one o'clock with a meet

ing of a self-governing Bible club, di

rected by an efficient volunteer leader. One

Saturday a month is reserved for some

special event. Sometimes it is a party,

sometimes a travel talk or an interesting

health talk by an outside speaker.

At the close of the club hour the girls

hurry to the gymnasium for their lesson

in gymnastics. Suits and shoes are fur

nished at a small cost to those who can

not buy their own. Cooking and sewing

at 2:30 are the next features of the after

noon's program. Cooking is so popular

and the applicants so numerous that it is

necessary to limit the enrolment to pupils

who have had one year of sewing.
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A SIX-YEAR-OLD GIRLS’ DEPART

MENT.

Buffalo, New York

Mary Mapes Dodge, Girls' Secretary.

October began the sixth year of exist

ence of the Girls' Department in the Buf

falo Association. Until last year the work

was done in organized clubs, each having

a center of interest with its own special

time of meeting. One of the popular clubs

is devoted to basket ball. Some match

games were played last year and at the

end of the season the girls had the record

for having played eleven games, losing

only two. Their total score was 281 to their

opponents' 121. The elocutionists must

not be overlooked. One of the girls sug

gested that their club name be “Tulip,” and

that name was chosen. The girls learn

how to stand and breathe correctly, be.

sides having exercise in certain recitations.

Every year the Girls' Department dresses

dolls for a settlement house. This year

they dressed sixty of them besides mak

ing scrap books for the hospitals and tak

ing Christmas dinners to needy families.

Early in October, nineteen of the Camp

Fire Girls, with two guardians, went into

the country for an all-night jaunt. A

friendly farmer gave them the use of an

old shack for the night. It was a warm

night, bright with moonlight, and the girls

would have slept out of doors on the

ground if their slumber had not been

rudely interrupted by vagrant cows. In

the morning they continued their walk into

the country, returning to their homes in

the afternoon with the memory of a hap

py, healthful experience. In midsummer

thirty-four of the Camp Fire Girls camped

on Lake Ontario. Every day had its regu

lar program. After breakfast came Bible

study, tent inspection, and folk dancing

from ten to eleven. After dinner came

second inspection, a rest hour and the

regular afternoon swim. In the evening

there was a story hour from eight to nine

and at nine-thirty the bugle sounded for

lights out. One of the helpful features of

camp life was the devotional study of the

Law of the Camp Fire. Each lesson had

its personal application to the individual

life of the girls.

WHERE THE SECRETARY WISHES

SHE WERE TEN.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Helen Pomeroy, Girls' Secretary.

With a Girl's Department now number

ing 700 members the girls' secretary of

the Pittsburgh Association realizes as never

before the joys and the perplexities of

the Old Woman in the Shoe. The girls

seem to appreciate having for the first time

a secretary all their own. There are now

twenty girls' clubs holding weekly meet

ings. Wide-awake college women have

been enlisted in this most interesting work.

Monthly round tables have been organized,

when all the leaders come together at

Central Association to exchange ideas, dis

cuss problems, and make plans for the

months ahead.

Three union meetings will be held this

winter, the girls meeting in the auditorium

of the Central Association. It is hoped

that this plan will result in a stronger

organization of the younger girls, and will

fill them with a greater sense of loyalty

to and participation in Association activities.

The doors of several of the high schools

have been thrown open to the girls' secre

tary, with the result that upon three after

noons a week the gymnasium and pool are

filled with girls from these schools. A

most interesting club has been organized

among the juniors and seniors of the Alle

gheny High School. On the first meeting

of the month a vocational talk is given by

some successful or professional woman of

Pittsburgh. At the first of these meetings

Mrs. Mary Roberts Rinehart delighted over

500 girls with most interesting facts concern

ing her personal experiences as a writer of

fiction. Dr. Headland's “China's New Day”

makes a most interesting hour for the sec

ond meeting of the month. A “hike” to

some place of historical or educational sig

nificance insures a popular third meeting

of the month, while the last and fourth

meeting of the month is spent in having

a club supper at Central Association, after

which the evening is passed in discussing

high school problems, making definite

plans for social service work and a general

good time.

The secretary writes: “What has been

done in these first three months is only

a picture in miniature of what can be

done in the future in this city teeming with

young, enthusiastic life, which is only wait

ing for the personal touch and interest to

bring these girls within our walls. Would

that I were ten secretaries."

THE NEWEST FEDERATION OF

CLUBS.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Lucile Miller, Extension Secretary.

A Federation of Industrial Clubs has

been formed by the Association in Minne

apolis. For ten days a campaign for mem

bership was carried on in nine of the

large industrial centers where noon-day

meetings have been held for years. A

club was formed in each of these places.

As the close of the campaign these clubs

came together and formally organized. ,
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When at the end the seven hundred and

fifty girls stood and sang their federation

song one knew that great good could not

help but come from such an organization—

good to the girls and to the city. It was

a most impressive sight.

Part of the program was a talk by Mrs.

Florence Kelley of the Child Labor Com

mittee on “Minimum Wage Legislation.”

A CLUB FEDERATION SUNDAY.

Bridgeport, Conn.

Grace D. Upham, Industrial Secretary.

November 30 was Club Federation Sun

day in the Bridgeport Association, and the

girls planned and executed the entire pro

gram. The twenty-third Psalm was most

attractively presented to an audience of

two hundred eager girls, by five women,

who impersonated the characters in W. A.

Knight's interpretation, “The Song of Our

Syrian Guest.” This vivid picture of the

Shepherd psalm, together with good mu

sic by a girls' orchestra, and an excellent

soloist, made the first Federation Sundav

a great success.

WHAT ONE HIGH SCHOOL CLUB IS

DOING,

Yonkers, N.Y.

Louise Nelson, Assistant Secretary.

The High School Girls’ Club of the Yon

kers Association held its annual reception

this fall for the freshmen of the school.

Over one hundred girls were present. After

a short, enthusiastic talk by the president

of the club, thirty-five freshmen joined and

have become active members. An inter

esting program has been arranged for the

weekly meetings. The last meeting in each

month is given over to a study of current

events. At one meeting an outside speaker

was invited to present the subject “Ap

propriateness in Dress.” Garments were

borrowed for the occasion from one of

the dry goods stores, and the girls them

selves dressed in these to illustrate points

emphasized by the speaker. At the last

meeting before Christmas the club gave a

mothers' tea. One feature of the afternoon's

program was the presentation to each

mother of a gift made by her daughter.

to Do SOMETHING, LEARN soME.

THING, AND HAVE A GOOD

TIME.

St. Paul, Minn.

Gertrude B. Sly, Assistant and Girls' Secretary.

The words “to do something, to learn

something and to have a good time,” indi

cate what the Girls' Department of St.

Paul is trying to accomplish. The high

school girls, now forty-five in number, are

organized in the “Ideya Club,” the word

“Ideya” meaning “Fire" and “Life.” The

first half hour of their meeting is given

to a series of Bible talks to all the girls

who later separate into groups for the

Dramatic Club, Story Club, Arts and Crafts

Club and Camp Fires. These meet dur

ing the remaining hour. The social com

mittee of the club plans a party every six

weeks. One of them is to be an evening

party with boy friends invited and there is

always a banquet at the end of the year.

Associate membership is required for all

activities mentioned as well as for the girls'

gymnasium classes held on Saturday morn

ing under the direction of the physical de

partment.

WHERE ONE-THIRD OF MEMBER

SHIP IS FROM HIGH SCHOOLS.

Lakewood and Ocean County, N. J.

Julia Capen, General Secretary.

One hundred and thirty-six of the four

hundred members of this county Associa

tion are school girls and they have more

use of the building and its equipment than

any other members. Monday afternoon is

the meeting day for the Alpha Alpha Gam

ma Club, or “All Around Girls,” composed

of forty high school girls. Their rules of

conduct are very strict, and are read at

each meeting. Any one disobeying these is

subject to reproach and afterward suspen

sion by order of the executive committee.

The girls of the seventh and eighth grades

of the grammar school have formed a

similar organization. If you should peep

into the kitchen any day at noon you would

see a dozen or more girls who have come

from outlying country districts to attend

high school gathered in happy groups

around little tables, chatting busily as they

eat their lunches and drink the hot tea

and coffee which they prepare on the gas

stove. Afterwards they loaf in the reading

room, where they enjoy the magazifies or

they play ball or dance in the gymnasium

before going back to school.

REACHING INDUSTRIAL GIRLS

WHILE THEY ARE HIGH

SCHOOL GIRLS.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Ida M. Dodd, Extension Secretary.

For several years the extension secretary

here has conducted clubs for school girls

in a neighborhood where many industrial

girls live. The aim was to give every girl

of twelve and over a chance to belong

to a club and the teachers tried to see
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that girls who were likely to leave school

early to go to work should belong to the

club. Thus their love and loyalty to the

Association were won before they entered

the industrial world.

The first one of these clubs was organ

ized four years ago and was known as the

Princess Club. The superintendent of

schools in his annual report to the board

for 1910 commented most favorably upon

this club. Other similar clubs were after

wards organized, and last year the clubs

became Camp Fire Groups with Bible study

as one feature. Two hundred and fifty

six girls were enrolled, averaging fourteen

years of age. The guardians were a splen

did group of young college women and

were organized into a training class which

studied the various lines of Camp Fire

activity and compared methods.

STUDENT NEWS ITEMS

During Association week, held early in

the school year at Colby College, Maine,

no sorority or club pins were worn, but

all Association members wore distinctive

badges, so the freshmen were made

aware of the Association before any other

organization pressed its claim. Later a
trained committee of sixteen members

went one or two at a time to the rooms

of the different freshmen, asking for five

minutes in which to present the Associa

tion. As a result, nearly all of the new

students have joined. Early this semes

ter another trained committee will go to

the associate members asking for per

mission to talk with them individually

about church membership. One of the

Colby students who was at Silver Bay

has adapted the Association Pageant to

a form especially suitable for use by

small student Associations.

Because the November Week of Prayer

was constantly referred to and advertised

rather as a “special week when needs

and conditions of women throughout the

world will be discussed,” the University

of Chicago Association found that its spe

cial meetings at this time attracted a

larger and more representative group of

college women than if they had used the

well worn phrase. This Association has

created a strong sentiment against the

extreme forms of dancing at university

functions. In part this was brought

about by consultation with the physical

director for women and by securing the

co-operation of the official chaperones

for campus dances.

Annual Association Day was inaugu

rated this winter at the University of

Nevada. The members were distinguish

able on the campus by their blue badges.

The social committee served a buffet

luncheon and in various ways each com

mittee manifested its work to the col

lege community at some time during the

day. The Nevada Association knows the

value of good printed matter. A slip

bearing its name at the top carries a

perpendicular statement as follows:

“What do these words mean to you?

Nevada. I914. Service. Personality. Wo

manhood. Christianity.”

Thanksgiving hymns were substituted

for the usual rising bell on Thanksgiving

morning by the Association girls in the

dormitory of Linwood College, N. C.

At the first meeting of the Stetson

Association (Florida) this fall, the girls

were brought in six at a time and taken

to groups one, two, three, etc., in turn,

where the chairmen of various commit

tees explained their work, until the tenth

group was reached, where a member of

the Advisory Board told the personal

advantages to each girl of joining the

Association, and sent them on to the

chairman of the membership commit

tee, who asked them to sign cards. After

all this information had been given and

received, refreshments were served. The

aim was to have more intelligent mem

bership. Five or ten minutes of each

cabinet meeting are given to the chair

man of the Association News Committee

and used by her as an educational op

portunity. “By Magic to Blue Ridge”

is the attractive subject of a conference

report given by the two Stetson dele

gates, who talked informally about the

pictures thrown on a screen.

The first common council of the

Young Men's and Young Women's

Christian Association cabinets of the

University of Michigan was held on

the occasion of an informal sup

per, attended also by the Board of

Trustees of the Students' Christian As

sociation. Early in December a “Geneva

House-party” was held at Newberry

Hall. Twenty girls were invited for the

week-end, some old Geneva girls, but

more of those who were planning to go

this summer. A conference program

filled two days. The “discussion hour,”

bearing on the Association's work for

the rest of the college year, was espe

cially valuable. The double results—

better and more unified Association

work, and promise of a large delegation

for the 1914 conference, are already

showing.

Eagles Mere Day is observed by the

Association girls at Goucher College

once a month. On this day each of them

wears a large green “E,” and the curi

osity thus aroused, especially because the

college has thought it a sign of an ad

dition to Goucher's “squelch” societies,
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has resulted in the spread of much in

formation and enthusiasm for the com

ing conference.

A large debt incurred by the Asso

ciation of Brenau College, Georgia, for

the support of a Japanese student at

Brenau, was more than wiped out when

pledges were taken at chapel service

one morning. The president announced

that certain tea-room proceeds amount

ing to $550 might be applied toward this

debt if the girls would pledge $600, and

in a few minutes, with much enthusiasm

but no undue stress, $840 had been

pledged and a faculty member had

promised to double the five largest sub

scriptions. Many in making their pledges

spoke of what Ayah, the Japanese stud

ent, had meant to their own Christianity.

A twelve-inch measuring stick of

standards has been devised by the As

sociation of the University of Omaha

for its members. Its twelve rules are:

I, Class room honor; 2, dependabil

ity; 3 to 6, regular attendance at cabi

net meetings, Association classes, Asso

ciation meetings, and chapel; 7, Sunday

observance; 8, group responsibility; 9,

team work; Io, daily prayer and Bible

study; I I, reading of Association

MonTHLY and student papers; I2, attend

ance at summer conference, if possible.

A Chinese pagoda erected in front of

the Hall of Languages on the Syracuse

campus is recording the growth of the

Hershey missionary fund. Responsibil

ity for one side of the pagoda is as

sured by each of the two Christian As

sociations of the college, and the compe

tition between the men and women is

very keen as the building blocks repre

senting $10 each are added to one side

or the other.

“Every student in college a member

of the Association” is the proud record

of the Southern Presbyterian College of

North Carolina. There is strong inter

est in rural work here, as most of the

students are from the country or small

towns, and a large Eight Week Club

is being planned.

The Student Council for North Caro

lina was held in Raleigh in November.

The three student Associations of that

city—Meredith College, Peace Institute

and the State School for the Blind, sent

wholesale delegations to all sessions. At

this time the pageant, “The Ministering

of the Gift,” was given before an audi

ence of 2,000 people by Meredith College,

assisted by the schools of the city.

The girls at Queen's College, Char

lotte, N. C., are working for a cottage

on the Blue Ridge Conference grounds.

They are planning to build this cottage

as soon as possible in co-operation with

the young men of Davidson College.

CITY NEWS ITEMS

“The Young Women's Christian As

sociation is to be a House of Play for

Girls Little and Big, One Evening a

Week. The Good Times are for You. So

Come and Play with us Whenever You

Can at 25 I S. Hill St., Los Angeles.” And

beside this alluring brown poster hung

in the city's factories, laundries, stores,

dressing-rooms, etc., hangs a companion

poster different in color and content

each week, as the special programs are

announced. And the girls flock to the

House of Play—no wonder, with a

name like that!—first for supper, then

for a frolic with the physical director,

then for the special part of the evening,

which comes comparatively late for the

girls from more distant parts of the

city and which purposely lasts until 9.30,

because an earlier closing time would

only give opportunity for the girls to go

to something else—probably “movies,”

which would keep them up till all hours.

The “special parts” planned now by a

departmental secretary, now by a group

of volunteers, sometimes by the Camp

Fire Girls, or even contributed to by

outsiders, such as a group from a girls'

school, have so far been as follows:

Playlets from Madam Butterfly and Lit

tle Women; a vaudeville in which most

of the girls could take part; a Japanese

Evening given by the Japanese Associ

ation, which has just been organized in

Los Angeles; a Christmas Pageant built

upon the old Breton lays (to this, be

sides the 3oo women and girls present.

came a group of young Greek men who

had read of this particular Play Night in

the papers); a practising of Christmas

carols; and a patriotic night, when the

old veterans of the city were called upon

to reminisce; and the Fife and Drum

Corps furnished thrilling martial music.

These evenings always wind up in the

Members' Room, where around a

“marshmallow fire” there is singing to

the accompaniment of ukelelees or man

dolins. The attendance at these first six

evenings has been 1,548. The extension

secretary, Miss Ludema Sayre, with

whom much of the plan has originated,

writes:

“The vocational, lobby desk, religious

work, and other secretaries who come

in more or less transient contact with

the girls, feel that Play Night meets a

definite need. To be able to invite a

strange girl who comes to the Associa

tion for whatever purpose to a good

time at the end of that very week in

stead of ‘a week from Monday' or some

other forgetable date, is a solid com

fort. Many of them come.”

News comes of Christmas observance

of many beautiful kinds among the As
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sociations, none more worth while than

in Evansville, where plans for the com

munity Christmas tree were originated

by Miss Campbell, extension secretary

of the Association. “The court house

lawn will be turned into a great open

air Christmas hall,” reads the press ac

count, “where the entire city will be

welcomed to receive the gifts of Love,

Light and Song from Evansville's first

municipal Christmas tree.”

From Baltimore, too, comes record of

the Association's making a striking con

tribution to the Christmas Eve celebra

tion. Several hundred Association girls

and women, wearing white surplices and

carrying either torches or pine branches,

marched from the Association building

to the court house square, where the

crowds were gathered around the great

community tree, and here they led the

Christmas singing—from carols to

Maryland, My Maryland, and ending

with It Came Upon the Midnight Clear.

At the Christmas party of the East

End Association in Pittsburgh, a newly

organized Glee Club made its first ap

pearance by leading the wonderful old

carols, without which no Christmas

party could be.

The Springfield, Ill., Association took

charge of the local work of the Red

Stocking Club by distributing over 300

of the well-filled red stockings on

Christmas Eve among the children of

the city who would otherwise have had

no Christmas remembrance.

“A big Bible class built around three

little girls!” so writes Mrs. W. S. Ward

of the growth of the required Bible

study for Denver's three Training Center

girls into a class attended by sixty-five.

Dr. Longacre of the Iliff School of The

ology was secured to give nine lectures

on the Prophets. Through Mrs. Ward's

connection with the local and field com

mittees and her church, many women

were interested to take the course,

which “has kept us face to face with

our own national, municipal, and social

problems as a natural and inevitable re

sult of intelligent study of the lives and

times of these old prophets. There is a

unanimous demand for another course

—a Lenten course, it may be—when I

hope we may interest the women of

other churches in this plan, a plan by

which we shall have, instead of many

small and perhaps ineffectual, scattered

Bible classes, one fine, out-standing

class of scholarly and spiritual inspira

tion, the churches and the Young Wo

men's Christian Association doing it to

gether!”

“The Central Branch Special” distrib

uted among the audience at the Associa

tion pageant in New York deceived every

one at first glance; it was a perfect imi

tation of a general newspaper. Miss

Sarah Wells, general secretary of the

Central Branch of the New York City

Association, had this six page newspaper

prepared for publicity for every phase

of the work of this branch. Not only

was it distributed at the pageant, but

was also used during the campaign week

which followed. Every conceivable fact

which could be printed by the Central

Branch appeared in one guise or an

other. There was genuine advertising,

which doubtless paid for the paper.

At the Emancipation Exposition held

in the fall by the colored people of New

York City an Association rest room was

conducted by the New York and Brook

lyn colored women's branches with the

help of the national secretaries for col

ored work. By charts, publicity litera

ture, and personal information the thou

sands who visited the Exposition Build

ing during the week were brought in

touch with this special form of work be

ing done for colored women in this and

other cities.

A Cottage Reunion and Photogra

phers' Convention was held late in the

fall by the Milwaukee Association, when

all who were at the summer cottage, and

all interested in it as well, came for re

union and for exhibit of kodak pictures

taken during the cottage season. Prizes

were given for the best pictures. Added

to an evening of great enjoyment—what

can compare with the fun of looking

over summer kodak pictures, personal

and full of life as they are!—the Asso

ciation now has a splendid set of pic

tures to use in promoting the coming

season at its summer home.

The foreign pageant was given on a

large scale by the Jersey City Associa

tion. Certain features of the national

pageant were incorporated in it. A pro

cessional of all the players, with trum

pets leading in the music of Onward,

Christian Soldiers, opened the pageant;

and at the close an aisle was formed by

the players, through which passed the

Spirit of Womanhood—the rest follow

ing her, all singing the Hymn of the

Lights.

The Winston-Salem Association was

also among those to give the foreign

pageant this year. Its personnel repre

sented interestingly different groups of

girls; the college girls gave the pro

logue and epilogue; India was given by

girls from one factory, Japan by a Bi

ble class, and China and South America

by basketball clubs of young business

women and high school girls.
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WHEN THE FOREIGN MAIL COMES IN

From Abby S. Mayhew, Tientsin, China.

There are now three physical directors

in China. And the question has come to

me, How can they be best used not only to

further physical work itself, but in the end

to bring about as soon as possible the con

summation of our hope, the Normal Train

ing School for China's physical work?

With three workers, we can invade three

centers. And this is the plan that has come

to me. We can send Miss Derry to Tientsin

for the year, and let her work half time or

less, teaching a few classes in the Associa

tion and finding, if possible, one girl whom

she could train especially, this girl to be the

future physical director of the Tientsin As

sociation. Miss Chun could do the same

work in Canton and train some one to take

her place when she leaves. I could start in

Shanghai and train one or two girls and

send them out to get their training in the

schools in Shanghai, as the Association has

so little room. We would thus have at least

three girls in normal training. If advisable,

we might have a trial course of , three

months during April, May and June, bring

ing the girls from the different centers to

Shanghai and giving them a great deal of

theory. Miss Chun could come up from

Canton the first of April to help and Miss

Derry come down the first of May, giving

full time or as much time as is necessary

for those two months.

From Mary C. Baker, Karuizawa, Japan.

The impressions of the summer con

ference at the shore, with the two hundred

odd students from all over Japan, have

not yet grown cold. The letters from

girls who have returned to their homes

invariably begin like this, “It is such and

such a time since I left Otsu,” and follow

with something of this sort, “I must thank

you very much for your teaching how to

swim for us. I had for the first time such

an experience in my life, and enjoyed swim

ming very much.”

Off for the summer conferences ! Differ

ent as is the whole environment I was re

minded in a thousand ways of similar con

ferences at home. As we approached beau

tiful Kamakura our interest gained—and a

little later when twelve of us were lined up

in jinrickishas for an hour's ride along the

shore, we grew quite excited. At the door

of the hotel were the welcoming and regis

tering committee, and within a great chatter

of voices and baggage piled up at the door

—surely a regulation summer conference.

The hotel, which faces the sea, was a ram

bling affair after the fashion of Japanese

hotels, with every room opening on a veran

. Christians.

dah, all softly matted and with at least two

walls of paper sliding screens. We left our

shoes in the entrance (such an array of san

dals! How do they ever know them apart?)

and after registering, hurried to the dining

room on the second floor, a huge matted

room, open on all four sides and surrounded

by a wooden corridor. On three sides we

could see the pine covered mountains and

the tiled roofs of the hotel, and to the front

the sea, dotted with boats and beautiful in

the sunset. When we entered the girls were

lined up in double rows on the floor, each

with a square tray in front of her on which

were the several dishes of the meal. A

maid sat at the end of each row with a small

covered wooden tub of rice at her side

ready to replenish the rice bowls. The Jap

anese can speak with authority on simple

living. The meal was soon over, and the

room, quickly cleared, was ready as play

room or auditorium as the occasion de

manded.

There was an overflow of girls from the

hotel. Some were lodged in a Buddhist

temple, and others in a newly and roughly

constructed building which the girls called

the “Camp.” The latter had on either side

of a passage large matted rooms, separated

by bamboo screens, and with curtains hung

in front which we pulled aside at night, and

the whole length could be opened toward

the sea. I found that I was to chaperone

forty girls in this building and had five

room-mates. There were the customary

rules of “lights out and quiet” and the same

difficulty in observing them, for many of

the girls had not seen each other for as

many as ten days, but we finally all

stretched out under our mosquito nets on

mats on the soft floor. But one thing was

quite unlike conferences at home—by four

o'clock the next morning there was commo

tion, and half of the girls seemed to be

heading for the shore. At any rate there

was no more peace. Imagine having to tell

girls not to get up too early in the morning !

Mrs. Ibuka, chairman of the National

Committee, and Miss Kawai opened the

conference. The girls sat facing the sea in

the prim Japanese fashion which no for

eigner can really imitate. Along the wall

was hung the motto of the conference—

“Jesus Christ the same yesterday, to-day,

yea, and forever. If a man is in Christ he

is a new creature; the old things are passed

away; behold, they are become new.” This

seemed to me a striking choice for this time

of strange mixture of new and old in

Japan.

About one sixth of the girls were not

Delegates came largely from

mission schools, but more and more from

government and private schools. They

seemed much in earnest and attended the

meetings with astonishing regularity, and

even the additional meetings led by students

on certain days at sunset and sunrise.
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Everything was Japanese and I could un

derstand nothing but a phrase here and

there, but as I sat on the seashore in the

midst of those girls with bowed heads, we

came near having a common language.

There were more Japanese leaders among

the young women this year than before.

The conference committee was composed of

girls who had studied at Wellesley, Bryn

Mawr, Smith, Cambridge and Oxford, and

it was splendid to see how smoothly every

thing was managed.

From Florence E. Denison, Wellington

Lines, Bombay, September, 1913.

There have been a few steamy days when

Bombay has been rather too much like a

Turkish bath for real comfort. It has been

rather discouraging to find my shoes and

favorite books covered with green mould.

But it is well to learn to take joyfully the

spoiling of one's goods and chattels and it

isn't a hard thing to learn after all. I wish

I could be as philosophical about the dhobi

(washerman). He is much harder on

clothes than moth and rust. Last week I

tried to impress on him the fact that I

didn't want him to break or tear off all the

buttons from my clothes. He seemed quite

grieved and explained that it wasn't his

fault, so why should the Miss Sahib blame

him. He only did the ironing and he had

two very careless men who did the washing,

and they were very hard on everybody's

clothes |

During the monsoon term we have had

classes in Hindustani, Dressmaking, Shake

speare and Physical Training. I have had

the physical training class and a more in

teresting or more mixed class I defy any

one to find. I wish you could all see it.

My heart sank the first day and I wondered

if I could do anything with it. There were

four European ladies, one of them a drill

mistress, as they call a physical director

here, two little Eurasian girls from the

Girls' Friendly Society Home, seven Mo

hammedan girls and ladies, and some busi

ness girls. As for the suits, they were as

varied as those who wore them, from the

richly embroidered saries of the Moham

medan ladies to the bathing suit worn by

one of the girls. It was the first time most

of them had ever seen a physical training

class and it was also the first time the Mo

hammedan ladies have come to anything in

the Association. I think it is a proof of

the “mixing” power of the Association that

the class has turned out so well. They

have done so much better work than I

thought possible and they are all most en

thusiastic. To one of the ladies it is the

“grand spree” of her life. She is keeping

it a secret from her husband, not that he

would care, but she evidently enjoys the

excitement. One of our girls teaches her

English and says she talks of almost noth

ing else. Now these same ladies want us

to have a class for them in plain English

cookery. I hope that this may be the open

ing wedge for Association work among

these people.

One of the things that has given most

pleasure to the girls during the rains has

been roller skating. There was a picture

in some of the Association literature which

Miss Clute sent me of girls on roller skates

in a gymnasium. The picture was entitled,

“Which shall we save—the girls or the

floor?” and it gave us an inspiration to try

it here. The girls were delighted when we

proposed it and now three nights a week

our hall is the scene of much gaiety. We

bought a number of pairs of skates and rent

them to the girls for one anna (two cents)

a half hour. Tuesdays we have open house

and men are allowed to come, by invitation

only. They bring their own skates and pay

a rupee. It has been so popular that we

have more than paid for the skates. The

girls got up a concert last week and we

hope to use the proceeds to cement the

tennis court so it can be used for skating

and for tennis all the year round.

From Louise W. Brooks, Jerusalem,

December 25th.

It has been a wonderful twenty-four

hours. We left Cairo yesterday morning

and came by express train de luxe to Port

Said, crossing a part of the delta of the

Nile and also of the desert, and running for

forty miles along the banks of the Suez

Canal. We got our ship at Port Said, and

a mighty poor ship it is It was not over

crowded, though, except with freight, and

we started on our voyage of ten hours un

der a perfect sky full of the wonderful

stars that must have been shining on Beth

lehem two thousand years ago. On the

boat were some Arabs who in their shep

herd's costumes added to the fascination

of it all, and as they stretched out to sleep

on the deck, with a dog beside them, we

really did not need to dream much to im

agine ourselves here in the Holy Land on

the first Christmas Eve. About ten o'clock

we went inside and had our Christmas

celebration, which helped to keep us from

feeling too lonesome. Then this morning I

was up at six o'clock and called the Tay

lors, for there was the most wonderful

new moon and sunrise over the hills of

Palestine, all of it reflected in the strip of

water between the land and the ship. It

was glorious, and a morning not to be for

gotten.
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TRAINING SCHOOL NOTES

Two new students who came too late to

be included in the first list have brought

the number of this year's class up to forty

one. These are Miss Harriet Thwing, of

Kansas City, a graduate of Vassar and of

the Central Training Center, 1912; and Miss

Hazel Verry, Eureka College, Illinois, who

took the Training Center work at Rock

ford and acted as extension secretary there

and later at Indianapolis.

The class, under the presidency of Miss

Myra Withers, has already contributed new

customs to the school traditions. Early in

the fall, those on the different floors were

at home for a progressive evening, each

floor entertaining in some picturesque way.

As a result they all learned quickly where

everybody roomed.

Just after the Week of Prayer, when the

school graduates on the foreign field were

vividly in mind, a letter of news and greet

ings was sent to each of them by some

member of this year's family. This was

planned one evening in Number Three, and

as some one responded to a sort of toast

to each name, and gave an informal sketch

of the graduate in question, others who did

not know them bid for the chance to write

each letter.

Just before the holidays the Oriental

women students in New York were enter

tained by the foreign department for a

week-end at the School, and this unusual

house party gave the class a friendly ac

quaintance with this group of young wo

men. It was like a touch of Federation

times.

Foreign interest is indeed keen this year;

the class sent four representatives to Kan

sas City—Misses Emerson, McFarland,

Hofrichter and Thwing.

About fifteen of the students stayed over

for the holidays, and then especially were

wonderful new customs invented. A Christ

mas Pilgrimage was made on Christmas

Eve, down to Twenty-third Street, where

the Community Tree blazed in the center

of Madison Square, and over to Calvary

Church for the nine o'clock candle-lit carol

service, without which Christmas in New

York lacks its most perfect interpretation.

But first came the Hanging of the Greens,

on the Monday night before Christmas.

Here is an account of the quaint ceremony:

“Mystery filled the air as the stay-at

homes crowded around a table piled high

with red tarlatan and Christmas colored

papers. It was increased when three of the

students went from the top floor down, ask

ing every one at N. T. S., from Nancy in

the kitchen to the most studious lost-deep

in-a-book, to come to Number Three to

help hang the Christmas greens. No one

had ever heard of the Hanging of the

Greens, and the idea that every one was to

take part in the ceremony reminded us of

the old custom in preparing the Christmas

Pudding, when every one in the household

takes the spoon and, as he stirs it, says,

‘God bless us, every one.’ It was a varied

gathering, that came together from all parts

of this country and some parts of Europe,

for the nationalities differ considerably in

the household, but all were united in hav

ing the Christmas spirit in their hearts.

“First the big Yule log was lighted with

- all ceremony, and part of it was rescued to

be a torch to light the Yule fire next year.

While some filled the tarlatan stockings

with candy and nuts and Christmas happi

ness for the Juniors of a local branch who

were to bring their Christmas entertainment

over to us during the holidays, others fes

tooned the rope of green about the fire

place and hung the red Christmas bells

about the room and mistletoe in the door

ways. . Then 'Silent Night' was softly

played as the big holly wreath was hung

at the middle window so that the lighted

Christmas candle on the table might shine

out through the circle of love around the

whole world to help brighten the Christmas

spirit outside. The firelight, the garlands

and the wreath drew us all together in a

united group while, children all, we listened

to ‘The Night Before Christmas.” What

more fitting for the close of such an even

ing than ‘Oh, Come, All Ye Faithfull as

we formed in a line encircling the room.

Then we marched around and every one

took a sprig of holly from a bunch on the

table and placed it in decoration on the

bookcases or above the doors, and felt that

she, too, had had a definite share in hang

ing the Christmas greens. The nicest part

came when one of those who serve us said,

“I suppose it was because we were all to

gether that we liked it so much.”

“Christmas Day was the best of all the

year. At seven-thirty, when the dawn was

trying to break through a heavy fog which

lay over the city, carols sung on each cor

ridor drifted into our sleep and suddenly

brought us back to the remembrance that

it was Santa Claus day and we must see

what he had put in our stockings, which

hung by the fireplace. So we scrambled

into our clothes and rushed up to the living

room with its roaring fire and festoons.

The stockings were bulging and a mountain

of fascinating packages was piled in the

middle of the room, and what hours of joy

ensued l’’

Just before the holidays Dr. Richard Ca

bot gave three lectures on The Consecra

tion of the Affections to the students and a

number of secretaries and representatives

of other organizations and circles who were

glad to attend.

A short course in business correspond

ence is being conducted through January

by Professor Hotchkiss of the New York

University School of Commerce.
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We and Our Reading

Some one came and looked over our

shoulder when we were making the

dummy for this issue, and read in

snatches the story of the Hanging of

the Greens on the opposite page.

“Now there's a suggestion for all

kinds of Associations for next Christ

mas. I wonder if they'll read it.”

“No, only the Training School gradu

ates read those Notes,” we said skep

tically. We turned over to “When

Little Things Count Most.—The Ab

sent Chairman to the Membership

Committee.” “There it is again.

That means city membership. Ought

we to have labeled it so?” But one

cherishes a hope that the student read

ers will read into it the uses of their

own Association rest-room or office,

and that city readers will turn from

“If I Were a Freshman Again” with

a new understanding of the freshman

life after all forever in our midst, and

SO On.

The Association worker and her

reading ! We all have our theories.

We all have been caught at dinner

parties with “other kinds of folks”

and have found ourselves bankrupt in

book conversation. Of course we all

have read the same two books this

summer, and stirring books they are

(every one knows the companion book

to “The Inside of the Cup”), but how

many of us can flash back to another

kindred spirit, or to the girl who

needs only our word, perchance, to

unlock whole magic realms, or to the

“general public” with whom we crave

just such a point of contact—from

our own individual, unerringly

chosen, sui generis reading ! We wel

come with delight and zest the plan of

reading on Christian fundamentals

which has just been proposed to those

of us who are members of the Em

ployed Officers' Association. It is just

what we need—to be made to read (by

our own election, but nevertheless

made), those stern and stimulating

books which stir our minds as plough

shares and keep us growing in

thought and spirit. We have wel

comed, too, The Constructive Quar

terly, that hopeful interpreter of

Christian unity which it has called out

our best mental effort to read. And

the splendid great biographies which

come forth year after year, and one

of which we always religiously “keep

going,” are surest nourishment for

our particular kind of work.

But a time comes when the human

mind balks at being en rapport with

all the conditions that surround wo

men's life to-day, and when one wear

ily takes the estimable Survey home

with one on the car, hoping, perhaps.

to absorb through its covers what the

mind is too tired to read, and wakens

in the morning to find it still invading

one's home and sanctuary, all unread |

And perhaps these are the times to

read of the amazingly human adven

tures of Mr. Rat and Mr. Toad in

“The Wind and the Willows”; these

are the times, when one can’t see

ahead of work, to pick up “Essays in

Idleness”—not when one is relaxed

in next summer's steamer chair!

Save for that time, rather, some of

the stiffest things of all.

It is an utterly and absurdly impos

sible situation—grant you that: Some

how, out of “the inexplicable raw ma

terial of twenty-four hours a day,”

already crammed to breaking, we arc

to pick out of the flood of printed

things those which concern us greatly

as Association people (a pointer: sub

scribe to one good book review, like

the New York Times Supplement, and

you will at least not miss notice of

books or articles you ought to read!);

and at the same time, lest we get

“viewy” and one sided, lest we follow

blindly the line of least resistance

which is intellectual paralysis, we are

occasionally to read books with which

we can vigorously and joyfully dis

agree (try, for instance, that brilliant

4 I
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essayist, on “The West in the East,”

who has no grain of faith in mission

work: see how it tones up our own

indifferent convictions); we are to be

experts on “good short stories for

reading aloud,” or nonsense novels for

utter relaxation; or again, we are to

know the rare and exquisite things

which we and the world so desperate

ly need because they are sheer beauty,

and not, perhaps, akin to everyday.

And some one once maliciously

said, “Remember that for every book

you read you forfeit reading some

other!” It’s a life-long struggle and

choosing, but it's a life-long joy.

Changes in the National Staff

Miss Leslie Blanchard, of Sacra

mento, California, begins her work

this month as secretary for State Uni

versities under the Student Commit

tee of the Department of Method.

Miss Blanchard, like the first secre

tary to occupy this position, Mrs.

Theresa Wilbur Paist, is a graduate

of Stanford University and has had

experience as general secretary of the

Stanford Association. For the first

few months of this year Miss Blanch

ard will remain at headquarters to

make a study of the State University

field.

Miss Margaret Burton of Chicago,

after several months of special work

for the Foreign Department among

the Oriental women students in this

country, is now filling the newly-cre

ated position of secretary for mission

interests under the Department of

Method. This work of developing in

terest in mission work in all types of

Associations and of relating it to the

various mission boards, the Student

Volunteer Movement, etc., will nat

urally include a certain contact with

the Oriental students as well. Miss

Burton is fitted for this double re

sponsibility by extensive travel in the

Orient, following which she wrote

“The Education of Women in China”

and “Notable Women of Modern

China.” She is the daughter of Pro

fessor Ernest D. Burton of the Uni

versity of Chicago, of which she is a

graduate and where she at one time

held the general secretaryship of the

student Association. She was also for

a time student secretary at the Uni

versity of Minnesota, and has recently

served as chairman of the student

committee of the Central Field.

Miss Rebecca F. McKillip, who was

obliged in the fall to resign the ex

tension secretaryship of Pittsburgh

on account of ill health, entered in

December the position of social sec

retary for the National Board. Miss

McKillip is a graduate of Goucher

College, of the Pittsburgh Training

Center and of the National Training

School, class of 1912. Her experi

ence in conference management has

given her a wide knowledge of Asso

ciation personnel which especially fits

her for the social secretaryship.

Miss Estella Paddock, who recent

ly returned from Shanghai, where she

has been national secretary for China,

has been appointed as special worker

in the Publication Department, for the

preparation of new printed matter in

the interests of the Foreign Depart

ment. -

Miss Lorraine Willits, who for the

past year has done general editorial

work in the Publication Department,

has accepted the extension secretary

ship of the Boston Association, for

which her industrial experience in

local Associations and in settlement

work has especially qualified her.

Miss Louise W. Brooks has been

granted an eight-months' leave of

absence from the Department of Con

ventions and Conferences and sailed

on December 6 for a trip around the

world, the majority of her time to

be spent in the Orient. The other

members of the party are Miss Helen

M. A. Taylor of the Field Committee

of Ohio and West Virginia, and Mrs.

Taylor. Their address for mail leav

ing this country before February 20

is care of Young Women's Christian

Association, 134 Corporation Street,

Calcutta, India. -
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Miss Margaret MacKinlay, execu

tive of the Office Department, has

been granted sabbatical leave of ab

sence for the year and later in the

spring will sail for Italy and other

points on the Mediterranean.

The New Publicity

Mr. Charles Stelzle, former head of

the Bureau for Social Service of the

Presbyterian Home Missionary So

ciety, has withdrawn from this work to

give his full time to more general

sociological work of a most modern

character, undertaking, through a staff

of consulting experts, to give advice

and service along the lines of ex

hibits, sociological and religious sur

veys, social service campaigns and

conferences, publicity, educational and

evangelistic campaigns, and efficiency

methods for churches and other or

ganizations. Building on the truth

that “religion is adopting business

methods and business is incorporating

the principles of religion in its prac

tices,” Mr. Stelzle and his staff an

nounce their new project at a time

when churches, Associations and simi

lar groups are certainly perceiving as

never before that the two much used

words, “publicity” and “efficiency,”

must be accepted as a vital part of

their platform if they are to keep their

place of leadership.

SUMMER CONFERENCES FOR 1914

Southern General—Blue Ridge, Black

Mountain, N. C., June 2 to 12.

School Girls'—Eagle Mere, Pa., June 12

to IQ.

Northwest General—(Date and place not

settled).

Eastern Student—Silver Bay, on Lake

George, N. Y., June 19 to 29.

Eastern City—Silver Bay, on Lake

George, N. Y., July 21 to 30.

East Central Student—Eagles Mere, Pa.,

June 23 to July 3.

Pacific Coast Student — Asilomar

Grounds, near Pacific Grove, Cal., August

4 to I3.

Pacific Coast City—Asilomar Grounds,

near Pacific Grove, Cal., August 14 to 24.

Western City—Estes Park, Col., Au

gust I4 to 24.

Western Student—Estes Park, Col., Au

gust 25 to September 4.

Central City and County—Lake Geneva,

Wis., August 14 to 24.

Central Student—Lake Geneva, Wis.,

August 25 to September 4. -

ASSOCIATIONS AFFILIAtED SINCE

JUNE, 1913

City.

Coatesville, Pa. Address, Second Avenue

and Main St. ; President, Miss Anne Har

lan.

Norristown, Pa. Address, 540 Swede St.

General Secretary, Mary Lehman.

Warren, Pa. Address, 306 Third Ave.

President, Mrs. B. K. Rogers.

East St. Louis, Ill. Formerly a branch

of the St. Louis, Mo., Association. Ad

dress, Coloma Building, Collinsville and St.

Louis Ave. President, Mrs. H. C. Bar

nard; General Secretary, Lulu Cochrane.

Marion, Ind. Address, 214 East 4th St.

President, Mrs. G. A. Osborne; General

Secretary, Florence E. Stone.

The Tonawandas, N. Y. Address, North

Tonawanda. President, Mrs. Miles Ay

rault; General Secretary, Celia M. Scoby.

East Liverpool, Ohio. Address, 124 East

Fifth St. President, Miss Florence Upde

graff; General Secretary, Maude Slaght.

Lancaster, Ohio. Address, 149 West

Mulberry St. President, Miss Alice M.

gºpion; Acting General Secretary, Ruth

eed.

Winona, Minnesota. Address, Winona.

President, Miss Lorena M. Abbott; General

Secretary, Ruby St. Amour.

Student.

Rice Institute, Houston, Texas.

Bluffton College, Bluffton, Ohio.

High School, Lyons, Kansas.

High School, El Dorado, Kansas.

High School, Fairmont, W. Va.

High School, Newton, Kansas.

County.

Cherokee County, Iowa. Address, Chero

kee, Iowa. President, Mrs. F. W. Jackson;

General Secretary, Anna Carlson.

THE ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

FOR 1914 MAY NOW BE ORDERED

AT THE REDUCED PRICE OF 20

CENTS, POSTPAID.
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SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of the Association Year

Book up to date by noting therein all sec

retarial changes.

FIELD

Elizabeth Gill of the Central Training

Center, 1913, to be county secretary for

Central Field.

LOCAL

GENER.A.L.

Leona Baughman of Central Training

Center, 1913, to be general secretary at

Owosso, Mich.

Mary Bennett to be student secretary at

Oberlin College, Oberlin, O.

Gertrude Butterfield of North Central

Training Center, 1913, to be student sec

retary at Iowa State College, Ames, Ia.

Anna Carlson of North Central Train

ing Center, 1913, to be general secretary

of Cherokee County, Minn.

Mabel Fowler of Pennsylvania Training

Center, 1913, to be general secretary at

Wilmington, Del.

Jessie Hagerty to be general secretary at

Bangor, Me.

Mary Lindgren, formerly general sec

retary at North Yakima, Wash., to be act

ing general secretary at La Crosse, Wis.

Bertha I. Miller, formerly assistant sec

retary at El Paso, Tex., to be general sec

retary at Beaumont, Tex.

Laura Moore of Ohio and West Virginia

Training Center, 1913, to be general sec

retary at Lancaster, O. -

Edna Mumford of North Central Train

ing Center, 1913, to be general secretary

of Goodhue County, Minn.

Sarah L. Nelson, formerly assistant sec

retary at Yonkers, N. Y., to be general

secretary at Newburgh, N. Y.

Ruth Reed, formerly acting general sec

retary at Lancaster, O., to be general sec

retary at New Castle, Pa.

Grace Sheppard, formerly assistant sec

retary at Baltimore, Md., to be general

secretary at Williamsport, Pa.

Isabel Smith to be acting general secre

tary at Long Beach, Cal.

Mary Truman of Pennsylvania Train

ing Center, 1913, to be acting general sec

retary at McKeesport, Pa.

Ruth M. Wheeler, formerly general sec

retary at Spokane, Wash., to hold the same

position at Tacoma, Wash.

DEPARTMENTAL.

Ruth Barnum of Pennsylvania Training

Center, 1913, to be junior secretary at

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Nora W. Binns of Northeast Training

Center, 1913, to be extension secretary at

Utica, N. Y.

Louise Bloodgood, formerly house sec

retary at Topeka, Kansas, now employment

secretary at Everett, Wash.

Delight B. Butts to be junior secretary

at Cleveland, O.

Sarah E. Cadoo of Northeast Training

Center, 1913, to be assistant secretary at

Plainfield, N. J.

Louise Corder, formerly assistant secre

tary at Salt Lake City, Utah, to be office

secretary at same place.

Dorothea Curtis of Northeast Training

Center, 1913, to be assistant secretary at

Jamestown, N. Y.

Martha Dennison of Ohio and West Vir

ginia Training Center, 1913, to be assistant

secretary at Elkhart, Ind.

Ona Drake to be office secretary at

Bloomington, Ill.

Maude Fergue of Ohio and West Virginia

Training Center, 1913, to be assistant sec

retary at Wheeling, W. Va.

Dorothy Fitting to be extension secre

tary at Erie, Pa.

Josephine Foster of Northeast Training

Center, 1913, to be assistant secretary at

Trenton, N. J.

Gula Gamble to be junior secretary at

Detroit, Mich.

Selma O. Hahn, formerly membership

and social secretary at Detroit, Michigan,

to be extension secretary at same place.

Mabel Hall of Northeast Training Cen

ter, 1913, to be extension secretary at

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Helen Harshaw of North Central Train

ing Center, 1913, to be membership secre

tary at Minneapolis, Minn.

Hazel Hayman of Northeast Training

Center, 1913, to be assistant secretary at

Eastern District Branch, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mrs. Frances M. Holroyd, formerly

lunchroom director at Kansas City, Mo.,

to be cafeteria director at Los Angeles,

Cal.

Leota McCune to be lunchroom director

at Kansas City, Kans.

May C. Marsh of Central Training Cen

ter, 1913, to be membership and social sec

retary at Detroit, Mich.

Anna Moffett of Central Training Cen

ter, 1913, to be assistant industrial secre

tary at Milwaukee, Wis.

Grace Moses, formerly physical director

at Altoona, Pa., to hold the same position

at Williamsport, Pa.

Ethel Nuzum, formerly assistant secre

tary at Battle Creek, Michigan, to be ex

tension secretary at Terre Haute, Ind.

Gladys Passmore, formerly physical di

rector at Chattanooga, Tenn., to be assist

ant secretary and physical director at Col

gate Branch, Jersey City, N. J.

Ione Peacock of Central Training Cen

ter, 1913, to be extension secretary at

Marion, Ind.

Emilie Pence of North Central Training

Center, 1913, to return to Keokuk, Iowa,

as office secretary.
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Mabel Penfield to be physical director at

Beaumont, Tex.

Ruth Perkins of Northeast Training

Center, 1913, to be assistant secretary at

Bridgeport, Conn.

Helen Purdy of Northeast Training

Center, 1013, to be junior secretary at

Newark, N. J.

Irene B. Riley of Northeast Training

Center, 1913, to be extension secretary at

Providence, R. I

Helen Sanders, of Northeast Training

Center, 1913, to be assistant secretary at

Yonkers, N. Y.

Gertrude Steele-Brooke of Northeast

Training Center, 1913, to be assistant sec

retary at New Bedford, Mass.

Ida Strode to be assistant industrial sec

retary at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Vinnie Van Hoogenstyne to be assistant

secretary at Phillipsburg, N. J.

Ann Urner to be extension secretary

* religious work director at Richmond,

a.

Ruth Whitney, formerly industrial sec

retary at Providence, R. I., to be assistant

secretary at Larkin Branch, Buffalo, N. Y.

Lorraine Willits, formerly special worker.

Publication Department of National Board,

to be extension secretary at Boston, Mass.

Watch for the Country Life Number of The Association Monthly

MARCH IQI4

THE NEWEST PUBLICATIONS

The new, enlarged price list of January, 1914, has been mailed to every

Association secretary and president.

Since then the following are being issued and should be added to the list:

Handbook of the Young Women's Christian Association Movement

(Ready February 15th).

Probable price, 40 cents.

A new study of Association principles and practice

prepared by the secretaries of the National Department of Method. First fruits of

the Commission on the Training of Volunteer Workers. For those newly entering

Association work in volunteer or employed capacity, for classes on the Association

movement, etc.

Religious Meetings in the City Association.

(Noted in price list but just off the press). By Charlotte H. Adams.

Price, 5 cents.

A thorough

discussion of one of the most mooted of Association topics—full of constructive and

practical suggestions—stirring in spirit.

Being a County Secretary. Price, 5 cents.

By Abbie Graham. Foreword by Jessie Field. “I wish every county secretary

in our work could read that article.”—[Henry Israel, County Secretary of the

Y. M. C. A.] Miss Graham's “human interest” story of this appealing new work,

printed in THE Association MONTHLY for January, is now available in leaflet form.

Of special interest to coſ/ege seniors.

World's Directory for 1914. Price, 15 cents.

Lists all Young Women's Christian Associations the world around; staff,

addresses, etc. .
discarded for this.

Woman's Edition of American Red CrOSS First Aid B00k.

Recommended for all classes in First Aid.

Indispensable in traveling. Out-of-date directories should be

Price, 35 cents.

Admirably adapted to Association

use. Just issued.

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

NATIONAL BOARD YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

600 Lexington Avenue, New York City



When he goes out to look for a position

is the time when

the commercial

student always

learns to appreci

ate the full value

of a training on

the Remington

Typewriter.

The best positions

are usually Remington

positions and the answer
--

--
-

...Yes to the question,
Are you a Remington

operator?’’ always

means a good recom

mendation.

42,216 Remington-made machines are used for instruction purposes in the schools of

America—more than all other machines combined. These figures prove that the commercial

schools know what the business world demands. The wise pupil knows it also. That is why

the wise pupil always insists on a Remington training, no matter what school he attends.

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

Niedecken Mixer

PATENTED

| The Perfect Shower Control

Valve

write FOR BULLETIN Ne. 3

HOFFMANN & BILLINGS

MFG. CO.

Milwaukee - - WIS.

ASK YOUR PLUMBER

Ladies' Type shower

Please mention. The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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Make Your Reading Count

READ THIS COURSE

(Thirty-sixth C. L. S. C. Year)

Rambles and Studies in Greece. By J. P. Mahaffy,

C.V.O., author of “Social Life in Greece,” “History

of Greek Literature,” etc......................................$1.5o

The Message of Greek Art. By Dr. H. H. Powers,

Pres. Bureau of University Travel. 125 illustrations 2.oo

Studies in the Poetry of Italy: Roman and Italian. By

Frank Justus Miller, University of Chicago, and Oscar

Kuhns, Wesleyan University..................... * - - - - - - - - - - - - I.50

The Meaning of Evolution. By Samuel C. Schmucker,

West Chester State Normal School, Pennsylvania...... I.50

“The Chautauquan: A Weekly Newsmagazine.” Illus

trated. Containing:

Where Civilizations Meet: Round About Constanti

nople. By Frank Chapin Bray, Managing Editor

Chautauqua Press.

Current Events. “Highways and Byways” news per

spective...............................................................2.OO

All Four Books (cloth bound) and the Magazine...... $5.00%

*Remit 30 cents extra for postage or prepaid express.

“Collect” charges are more.

“Easy for Anybody, Worth While for Everybody”

If in doubt, send stamp for handbook of testimonials

Address Chautauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York

Don’t Read at Random



–
Gymnastic

RUDOLPH LENZ

Printer

Gº-Gº BIBLE HOUSE

New York

Telephone, Stuyvesant 55?

pions, survent};

** COLUMBIA.”

Ladies' Gymnasium Suits

The Apparel of Excellence

Hygienically Made

A Deserving National Favorite

Columbia Gymnasium Suit Co.

Actual Makers

bOSTON - - - - - MASS.

Ten Year Guaranteed

INNER BRACED

FURNITURE

Like the skyscraper, Inner

Braced Furniture is scientifically

constructed with hidden steel re

inforcement, and steel strength.

With the beauty of wood, but

without the loose joints and wobble

of the “Glue-Jointer”, this furni

ture is a permanent asset and not

an increasing liability and expense.

Mr. Efficiency Man! Compare

the guarantee of all other makes

with the Ten year guarantee plain

ly stamped on Inner Braced and

reconsider.

The

Inner Braced Furniture Co.

ELKHARDT, IND.

Apparatus

Playground

Apparatus

Lockers

Anthropometric Apparatus |
|

k

NARRAGANSETT MACHINE CO.

Write for Catalogs PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S. A.

THE EXHIBIT

A description in chart form of Young

Women's Christian Asssociation work.

Price, 15 Cents.

Publication DEPARTMENT

The National Board of the Young Womens

Christian Associations

600 Lexington Avenue

MARGARET LOUISA HOME

of THE Y. wa C. A.

14 East 16th Street, New York

A home-like hotel for Protestant self-supporting

women. Restaurant open to all women. Meals a

la carte and table d’hote.

Prices: Breakfast, 15-25c.; Luncheon, 25c.; Dinner 40e.

Send for circular.

YANSS OPTICAL CO.

3 EAST 23rd STREET

METROPOLITAN BUILDING

Bet. Madison and 4th Aves.

Telephone, Gramercy 4588

Repairing While You Wait

New York

Order the Christian Approach to Social

Morality, by Richard C. Cabot. 50 cents.

Publication departMent

The National Board of the Young Womens

Christian Associations

600 Lexington Avenue

Phone. Gramercy 25.18

HENRY KIECHLIN

Dealer in

MEATS, POULTRY AND GAME IN SEASON

FISH, OYSTERS, CLAMS, ETC.

VEGETABLES

272 FOURTH AVENUE

New YorkNear 21st Street

Please mention The Association Monthlv when writing to advertisers
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Fifth Avenue and 17th St.,

works AT TRENTON, N. J.

Y.W. C.A.NEwARK, N. J. Geo. B. Post & Sons, Architects

Equipped with Mott's Phumbing Firtures

The J. L. Mott IRon Works

NEw York

Experience teaches that plumbing

fixtures bought solely on a compar

ison of first costs are apt to be an

expensive investment in the end.

The apparently low price of

some plumbing fixtures is due to

inferior fittings. The “wear and

tear” with plumbing fixtures falls

upon the brass work. You cannot

expect faucets, traps, valves, and

other metal parts to stand daily

usage and remain in perfect work

ing order unless they are made

right and of the best material.

Mott fittings are made in our

own brass shops and are of the

same high standard as the fixtures

themselves.

BranchES:§."g: Philadelphia, Detroit,

Minneapolis, Washington, St. Louis, Denver, San

Francisco, Atlanta, Seattle, Portland (Ore.), Indian

apolis. Pittsburgh. Cleveland, O. Kansas City, Salt

Lake City. CANADA : Mott Co., Ltd., 134 $ii.

St., Montreal; 107 Union Trust Building, winnipeg.

Official Insignia

Heecciation Scal Oim

BOARD MEMBERS, EMPLOYED OFFICERS AND

MEMBERS WILL WISH TO WEAR

THIS NATIONAL EMBLEM

GOLD and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE $2.00

WITHSAFETY CATCH $2.25

Membership Qin

Life and Labor

Every page worth reading

Q CONTAINS:

G| The Workers' Story, as told by the

workers themselves;

G| Articles on Industrial Problems;

‘I Summaries.of currentlaborLegislation:

‘I Recent" and most authentic Labor

News from all over the world;

‘ſ All convincingly written and tellingly

illustrated.FOR THOSE WISHING A SIMPLER BADGE

GOLD PLATE and BLUE ENAMEL, PRICE 50 cents

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

600 Lexington Avenue New York

LIFE AND LABOR, Published by the

National Women's Trade Union League

of America

127 North Dearborn Street, Chicago

Single Copy, 10 cents

Subscription, $1.00 per year

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers.
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GOOD PRINTING

§

Prompt Service

Reasonable Prices

E. L. HILDRETH & CO.

Brattleboro, Vt.

MEDART GYMNASIUM SUPPLIES

AND STEEL LOCKERS

are built up to a standard—not down to a price

They have been used in the equipment of many new Associations

Let us tell you which of the Associations are using our equipment.

Any of our literature is free for the asking.

Catalog J of Gymnastic Apparatus.

Catalog Y of Playground Apparatus.

Catalog A2 of Steel Lockers.

Catalog No. 2 Kansas City Locker System.

Book No. 1 “Useful Information for Architects and Others Planning

Gymnasiums.”

FRED MEDART MFG. CO.

DeKalb and President Streets St. Louis, Mo

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisees
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National Board of The Young Womens Christian Associations

HEADQUARTERE SECRETARES

Secretaria Staff

PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT

Mary Louise Allen, Executive

Helen Thoburn, Editorial Secretary

A. Estella Paddock, Special Vorº

Mary E. Betts. Oſº

OFFICE DEPARTMENT

Margaret F. MacKinlay, Executive

Office Secretaries listed under

departments,

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT

Harriet Taylor, Executive

Special ºr

Susan M. Clute. Once Executive

DEPARTMENT OF FIELD WORK

Ella Schooley, Special Worker

FIELD secº-TARIES

Wºº.

tº Nagle Place, Seattle, Wash.

Grace Maxwell. City

Elizabeth F. Fox, Student

Eule. Elder. Once

ºf Ceº

ºn Wyoming Bldg., Denver, Colo

Inez Kinney, Executive

M. Francº's Cross City

Lucy Y. Riºs. Student

Elcy McCausey, Oji

South Atlantic (Provisional)

Rebecca F. McKillip, Social SecretaryMabel Cratty, General Secretary

Mrs. Isabella H. Santee. Bºnº MºnagerIsabel Norton, Secretary to the General Secretary

SECRETARIAL DEPARTMENT

Elizabeth Wilson. Executº

Caroline B. Dow, Dean of Training

System

Mary Scott ºn tº the

Elizabeth L. Dean --.

Edith N. Santon, Oſhº Executive,

Director Bureau of Reference

Helen Sanger, Registrar, Training

º

FINANCE DEPARTMENT

Harriet Taylor, Acting Executive

Helen A. Ballard, Special worker

Shirley Hyatt, Office Executive

Jessie MacKinlay, Casºr and Bursºr

DEPARTMENT OF CONVEN

TIONS AND CONFERENCES

Mabel Cratty. Acting Executive

Louise W Brooks. Student

Emma Hays, City

Rhoda E. McCulloch, Special worker

Bertha W. Seely. Office

Helen A. Davis, Executive

Pacific Coast

ºrg Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Lilliam E. James. Executive

–Town and Country

Mary 1. Bentley, Sºudent

Mabel H. Taft. Office

02/aware, Maryland and

Pennsylvania

53. Witherspoon Building.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Mary Johns Hopper, Executive

Susan E. Williams, Indºrº

Eleanor Richardson. Student

Ruth S. Bard, Office

Woº Cº.

tº Flour Exchange.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Mrs. Emma F. Byers. Executive

Frances Crittenden, City

Clara I. Taylor. Industrial and Exº

-

Margaret O'Connell, County

–Sºden

Fanny Morris, Sºudem

Edith Helmer. Student

Harrie A. Cunningham, Office

Soºhºº,

ºra Sumpter Blig. Dallas, Tex.

Mabel K. Stafford, Executive

Inez E. Beebe, Student

Helen S. Whiting, Office

sia Commercial Bank

Building, Charlotte, N. C.

—Exºcºe

Ala Starkweather, City and Industrial

Mary F. Porter, Student

Mary Dudley Powell. Student

Los A. Neel, Office

Geº

Boo Westminster Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Ida v. Joniz, Execuriº

-city

Elizabeth M. Gil, County

L. Maude Raymond. Sººn

Lucy H. Pearson, Sººn

Katharine Putnam, Office

DEPARTMENT OF METHOD

Louise Holmquist, Exºcºe

Elizabeth Boles. Once Executive

Bertha Condº, Senior Student Secre.

tºry

Mabel T. Everett, Student Cº
-e-tº

Marcia O. Dunham City Office

E------

Anna Seaburº Cºcº Executive

Toºn and Cº.

Marie Wilson.ºº
Blanche Geary, Economic lºor.

Helen L Thomas, Education

Anna L. Brown, Pºcal Education

and Hºnº

Anna V. Rice, Rºligious lºorº City

Ethe Cutler, Rºº ſº, student

Edith M. Dabº, Indºn Schools

Eliza R. Butler, Secondary School,

Ooloºn Burner Cºcº sº.

Leslie Blanchard, state Unº ºne

Josephine V. Pinyon, Colored schools

Eva D. Bowles, Colored ºr Gºes

Mrs A. W. Hunton Colored ºn

Gertrude E. Griffith, Gºrº ºn

Florence Simms nº ſº.

Mrs. Harry M. Bremer, ſºon
-

Margaret Burton, Mºap ºntº

Jessie Field. Town and country

Katharine H. Scott, OººBº

Sºº Cº.

… Locus St., St. Louis, ºo,

Abby McElroy, E-ecº

Charlotte Davis Cº.

Ina Scherºebeck, sº

France. Y. Smith, sº

Alice Brown, Special worker. Student

Sara Foster. Once

Ohio and west virginia

Soº Mercantle Library Building.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Elizabeth Hughes, Executive

Constance MacCorkle, city º
Industrial

Katherine F. Childs, County

Mabel E. Stone, sº

Van S. Lindsey, Office

º

ºLexington Ave., New York City

Henrietta Roelofs, Executº

Sara B. Mathews, Assistant Executive

Lena M. Farrar, City

Ernestine Friedmann, Industrial

Extension

Mary Corbett, Student

Helen Farquhar. Student

Lucy Bartlett. Office

AnERICAN SECRETARIES ON FOREIGN Field

INDIA

Beatrice Cron.

º Melcher.

Mary E. Rutherford.

13, Corporation Street, Calcutta

Florence Denison.

Martha C. Whealdon,

Wellington Lines, Bombay

Marie B. Snow.

170 Hornby Road, Bombay

Lela Guitner,

Poonamallee Road, Madras, N. C.

Jessie E. Mather,

20 Edmonºtone Road,

Allahabad, United Provinces

Florence Bodley Lang,

St James, Colombo, Ceylon

Laura Radford,

Singapore, Straits Settlement

* Loaned by Presbyterian Mission

Leave of absence

CHINA

Grace L. Coppock.

Evelyn Thayer Derry.

Abby Shaw Mayhew,

Harriet M. Smith,

Box 713 American P. O., Shanghai

Katharine King.

Theresa Severin.

ºr. Y. W. C. M. Peking

- Mary P. Banks,

Henrietta Thomson,

ºr. Y. W. C. A., Canton

Helen Bond Crane.

Edith May Wells.

Poºsang, Foochow

Ethel Pyke,

ºr. Y. M. C. A. Tºsºn.

Ruth Paxson,

* Young Allen Terrace, Shanghai

Frances L. Taft,

Jane S Ward.

to Mºst End Lane, Shanghai.

M M Japan

argaret Matthew (on ſurrough

Mary Page.

ºf Sanbancho Kojimacº-Ku, Tokyo

Mary C. Baker.

Ruth Ragan,

a Tamachi Sanchome, Ushigone.

Tokyo

South AMERICA

Mary L. Thomas (on furlough)

Irene Sheppard (on furlough)

Persis M. Breed.

Elisa Cortez,

Calle San Marºn 24:

Buenos Aires, Argentina

Turkey

Frances C. Gage

Marsovan, Turkey-in-Asia.

Anna Welles.

ºr. Mr. E. O. Jacob,

American Bible House, Co

ºutinople



|

New Dress Cottons

and Linens

|

Reg. Trade Mark

Our collection of Dress Cottons and Linens for the coming season is

very large and contains all the new weaves and colors which will be

used in the new Spring and Summer dresses.

| Printed fabrics will be much in demand and our assortment of these

| goods is most unusual, including Printed Crepes, Printed Voiles,

| Printed Crepe de Chine,"Voile Fleurette”, Dimities, Linen Lawns,etc.

Among the French fabrics will be found such decided novelties as

“Duvetyn”, Golfine, Velours, Bedford Cords, “Peau de Peche’’ in white and

colors. French crepes of every description in white and colors, Japanese hand

woven Crepes, Brocades, Ratines in plain colors, stripes, checks and Tartan Plaids,

Fancy Voiles, Ginghams, Repps, Poplins, Piques, Shirtings, Washable Silks in

various weights, Viyella Silk-and-Wool Flannels, I)ress Linens in all the new

weaves and colors. White Linens in almost endless variety.

Samples of any of the above lines mailed free on request

James McCutcheon &Co.,”.”

*SIFIEIEIEEEIEEIEIEEIEEIEEIEIEIE

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL

OFTHEYOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONSOFTHE UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA

SIXTH YEAR OPENED SEPTEMBER 24, 1913

In the new building of the Training School,

135 East 52d Street, New York City

SUMMER COURSES, 1914.

I. Graduate Course for Physical Directors.

II. Preparatory Training Center Course for Student Secretaries, recommended to

positions by Secretarial Department.

July 1st to August 12th.

III. Short Course for House Secretaries and Lunch Room Directors.

July 15th to August 12th, 1914.

For catalogues, circulars, application blanks and all information pertaining to the above, address

Secretarial Department

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

600 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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